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v-'!be Position of the Refugee in International Law aOO the WOrk of the
United Nations High CXmnissioner for Refugees-
SA..JID aJRESUI BA (Hans) Law, lL.H, H.I.L.E
The general scope of the study was to examine, analyse and expound the
International Law on refugees and its iItplementation through the united
Nations High eatmissioner for Refugees (~). The pr.iJMry focus was on
international treatise and cust.a'lary law concerned with refugees. A
critique of the law has been offered, based upon the analysis which may
be expected to uncover nOI1lK1tive lacunae and deficiencies in
iJrplementation. A critique has been develcped further in the light of
ca~ative and historical perspectives on the present law and
constructive suggestions for reform have been formed. The basic
zrethodological stance offered was a legal/conceptual interpretation
relying on published sources, in line with contmporary juristic
standards.
An introductory chapter has been developed with reference to a note on
the sources of international law and an examination, a classification and
reflections upon the occasions of refugee flo.-. InfoI1lK1tlon has been
gained fran the llNHffi and relevant enbassies and high ccmnissions.
The second chapter carmences with a review of the legal situation in the
era before the United Nations. The study has investigated treaties and
m.micipal laws on aliens and the manner in which refugee influx
influenced their fOI1tlllation and i.IIplementations. Primary sources were
studied, such as the League of Nations Treaty series and early State
Practice.
Chapter Three has examined the rrain refugee instrument, the 1951
Convention relating to the Status of Refugees. A systematic
interpretatio~and analysis of each article has been undertaken.
The issues of refugees and human rights has been examined in Chapter
Four. Primary documentation was obtained fran the United Nations and the
Council of Europe as well as non-governmental organisations in the filed
of Human Ri.ghts.
Chapter Five has examined the 1967 Protocol relating to the Status of
Refugees and a special reference has been made to the Organisation of
African Unity (OAU) relating to refugees, including the divergence
between Policy and Practice in Africa.
An examination has been made on the question of procedures on the
determinatlon of refugee status and asylum in Chapter Six. A special
reference has been nade to the united King::lan practice in view of
personal experience. The' principle of non-refoulement has been examined
in Chapter Seven in light of the treatise and custanary standards,
including applications of this principle.
Chapter Eight has examined and investigated the ooncept of asylllD. '!bere
has appeared a need for staOOardisatioo for eligibility for asylllD. 'Ibis
section includes the published article "cpming the FloOOgates?:
Eligibility for Asyl\.Jtl in the USA and the t,Kt1 in NlInber 2, Volune 17 of
the Anglo-American Law Eeview, 1988.
The work of the united Nations High Cotmissia1er for Refugees has been
examined and investigated in Chapters Nine ard Ten. '!be organisatim
has been understocxi primarily through its founding dcc:l.m!nts ard its
historical and current practice. The historical develcpnent, the statute
and the working of the organisation has also been exam.1ned. SUl::stantial
changes occurred within the organisation in 1986. InfQIm:itial has been
gained fran UNHCR archives and current re~rts which have been made
accessible.
Finally, gt:neral oonclusions and recarmandatiOOS have been dra\.Il.
SHAHNAZ AKlfmR SHAKIR
AND
AIDJL GIAFFAR SHAKIR
-Beneath '!be; r Feet Paradise Lies-
CHAPTER ONE
Introduction
21.1.1.1 Introduction
Treaties,l in general, are agreements between states which are
binding obligations in international law. Basically, there are
two types of treaties: firstly, bilateral (that is, agreanents
between the contracting parties), and, secondly, multilateral
(that is, agreanents concluded by rcore than two contracting
states) .2 In the absence of any overriding international
1
2
3
4
5
authority or rules of jus cogens, 3 international custarary law
does not limit in any way the contents of any particular
treaty. The parties are free to adopt whatever rule they wish
to govern their own conduct.
The Vienna Convention on Law of Treaties (Vienna Convention), 4
was aptly described by the Representative of Byelorussia SOviet
Socialist Republic (Kudryavtsev) as a "treaty on treaties II • 5
McNair, Law of Treaties, Clarendon Press, OXford, 1961; Elias,
The Modern Law of Treaties, Sijthoff & ~ider, New York, 1974;
and, Sinclair, The Vienna Convention on Law of Treaties,
Manchester University Press, 1973.
Tenns such as 'trilateral' and 'quadrilateral' have used to
describe treaties to which there are 3 or 4 contracting
parties.
See section on the concept of jus cogens.
Misc.19 (1971), Crnnd 4818; 63 AJ1L 875 (1969).
UN Doc A/Conf.39/11, Ad:i 1, 22nd meeting, para 44.
J6
7
8
9
3
For the purposes of this study, a "treaty" in an international
agreement is set out in article 2(1) of the Vienna COnvention
as an:·
". •• international agreement concluded between States
in written fonn and governed by international law,
whether emb:xii.ed in a single instrument or in two or
rcore related instnunents and whatever its particular
designation .•• II
The provisions of the Vienna COnvention (now in force), 6 awly
only to treaties made after its inception. 7 But treaties are
bases for rrost ~rks in international law and often resemble
contracts in numicipal law and the legal system. The inportant
issue is that rrost of the provisions in the Vienna Convention
attercpt to codify Custarary law relating to treaties.
One writer has insisted that if a state makes treaties
undertaking certain obligations towards each other, then these
treaties can be cited as an authority for the existence of
these obligations in custanary law; 8 however, sane cases have
not supported his view. 9 State practice, in order to give rise
to custanary law, rust be accacpanied by 9l'inio juris
Fran 27th January 1980.
Article 4.
Professor D'arrato, The Concept of International laW, Ch.5,
1971.
See The lotus case, PCIJ, Series A, No.10, p.27i The State
(Duggan) v Taplgy, ILR 18 (1951), pp.336,338-9.
4(statements by representatives of states) .10
1.1.1.2 stateroonts in a treaty or in the travaux preparatoires about
custana.Iylaw
Evidence of gpinio-juris may be taken if statements about
custanary law in the text of a treaty or in the travaux
preparatoires or preparatory dOClmlents .11 Such statements in
,
travaux preparatoires indicate that sane or all of the
provision of the treaty codify existing custanary law, but when
a treaty awlies a rule to the facts of a particular case,
there may be statements in the treaty or in travaux
pr~atoires that the rule in question is custanary law•
. ,
Treaties codifying custanary law have frequently been cited as
authority for custanary law in judgements and state practice .12
So when a treaty or its travaux preparatoires contain
statanents that part or all of the treaty declaratory of
•
custanary law, it is not enough to show ·that the state making
these statements knew them to be untrue. However, if other
states do not challenge these statements, they can create a new
rule of custanary law. It may be pennissible to point to
10
11
12
statements in a treaty or in its travaux pr~atoires that
part or all of the treaty is not declaratory of custanary. law.
For a m:>re precise definition of q?1.mO juris, see later
section on custanary international law.
May consist of state practice and evidence of opinio juris,
even if the treaty never carne into force.
See Barcelona Traction case, ICJ Report, 1970, pp.3,303-304.
5The preparatory 'AlOrk or the trayaux preprratoires is
deliberately not defined in the Vienna Convention and the ILC
felt that this might lead to the possible exclusion of relevant
evidence .13 In the opinion on Admission of a State to the UN,
the Court said that:
II • • • it considers that the text is sufficiently
clear; consequently it does not feel that it should
deviate fran the consistent practice of the PCIJ,
according to which there is no occasion to resort to
preparatory wrk if the text of a convention is
sufficiently clear in itself. II 14
But the ICJ has referred to the travaux preparatoires on a
nunber of occasions for the purpose of confinning its
"ordinary" meaning of the text. In interpretation of the
13
14
15
Convention of 1919 concerning the errployment of wanen during
the night, the Court stated:
liThe preparatory wrk thus confinns the conclusion
reached on a study of the text of the convention •• i;
The IIC decided that interpretation of including preparatory
wrk is acceptable and pennissible for the purpose of
'. confinning the meaning results, if the meaning, when
interpreted:
mIU:, 1966, II, p.223.
ICJ Report, 1948, p.63.
PCIJ, 1932, Series AlB, No.50, p.380.
6Itl. leaves the meaning arrbiguous or obscure;
2. leads to a result which is manifestly absurd or
unreasonable. It 16
One of the major QR)Onents to the travaux prWaratoires or the
preparatory documents was the Representative of the UK
(Sinclair) who stated quite forcibly:
II • • • that the recourse to preparatory wrk of a
treaty as a guide to interpretation should always be
undertaken with caution •.• preparatory wrk was
a1m:>st invariably amfusiBJ, unequal and partial:
oonfusiBJ because it eatrOOnly consisted of the
sumnary records of statements made during the process
of registration, and early statements on the position
of delegations might express the intention of the
delegation at that stage, but bears no relation to
the ultimate text of the treaty; unequal because not
all delegates spoke on any particular issue; and
partial because it excluded the infonnal meetings
between heads of delegations at which final
canprises were reached and which were often the roost
significant feature of any negotiation. If
preparatory work was to be placed on an equal footing
with the teXt of the treaty itself, there would be no
end to debate at international conferences. II 17 (my
ercphasis)
1.1.1.3 Statements subsecment to the treaty
Statanents made by States indicating that the rules of
custaIary law are the same as the rules laid down in a treaty,
can be made in the text of the treaty or in its travaux
16
17
YBILC, 1966, II, para 18, p.223. See also Articles 31 and 32
of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties 1969.
UN Doc A/Conf. 39/11, 33rd meeting, para 8.
7pre,paratoires .18 They can be made even after concluding a
treaty.19 But in general tenns, a treaty and custatary law is
essential. Article 38 of the Vienna convention states:
"Nothing in Articles 34 or 37 precludes a role set
forth in a treaty fran the beginning binding upon a
third state as a custanary rule of international law,
recognised as such."
This rule is known by the maxim "pacta tertiis nec nocent nec
prosunt II , which reflects custanary international law. 'l1le
wrds "recognised as such" indicate that the consent of states
was required for the creation of international custanary law.
The wrds ad:ied were in order to enphasise that rules laid d.o.m
in treaties could not transmute themselves autanatically into
custatary law.
1.1.1.4 saoo kims of TreatY rules likely to be accepted as custaImy
roles
1. Treaty rules which add precision to custarary law, for
instance, treaty provisions fixing river boundaries. 'l1le
difference between this treaty and other treaties is only
of degree and enphasis or viewpoint.
2. Treaty rules are accepted as custan rule if there is
uncertainty as to the content of pre-existing custanary
18
19
See Akehurst, IICustan as a Source of International Law ll , BYIL,
XLVII, 1974-5, p.49.
View supporting this is the North Sea COntinental Shelf case,
ICJ Reports, 1969, pp.3,41-2.
\ law.
8
Many judicial officers and judges have little
20
21
22
. 23
experience in handling sources of international law. They
do not have the patience or time to sift through a nass of
evidence, sanetimes conflicting, of custarary law, and
because of these issues, they usually awly documents
which are easily accessible and succinct. 20 The rules
contained iIi these doctunents may not be custarary law at
the outset but they becane a part of custanary law by
subsequent application. 21 However, subsequent
awlication, which is absolute for these rules to becane
custcm:ny law, may not occur.22
3. Treaty rules will be accepted as rules of custarary law if
many States are dissatisfied with the pre-existing
custanary law. If States are dissatisfied on a particular
issue, they may then publicise a statement whi9h could
trigger of a reaction formulating a new practice, thus
developing a new custanary rule. But that statement is
only a statement of lex ferenda, and it cannot, per se,
create a new custarary rule. It is the practice inspired
by the qpinio juris which creates the rule. 23
Such as the Multilateral Treaty, General Asseti:>ly Resolutions,
Resolutions of Unofficial Bodies, for instance the Institut de
Droit Internationale.
If it is accarpani.ed by o.pinio juris.
See Akehurst, op.cit., p.SO, for an exanple of such an
instance•
See Law of. the Sea COnvention (UNCI.DS III).
91.1.1.5 Treaty Intex:pIetation
Treaty interpretation is contained in Articles 31, 32 and 33,
respectively, of the Vienna Convention. There are three roles
which must be mentioned regarding the inteIpretation of
treaties:
1. The text of the treaty as to the authentic expression
of the intention of the parties.
. . .
2. The intention of the parties as a subjective element
distinct fran the text; and,
3. The declared or ~ent object and purpose of the
treaty.
These roles were agreed upon, in general, by the majority of
states at the Vienna Conference on the Law of Treaties in 1968.
The Representative of Finland (Tottennan) stated that:
II • •• weight to be given to the text, to the intention
of the parties as distinct fran the text and to the
object and purposes of the treaty ••• II 24
(a) Intention & Text
Sane representatives at the Vienna Conference believed that the
intention of the parties was the foundation for interpretation
of treaties and that the best way of asserting intention was
primarily to examine the Text in which they had determined to
express and record their agreenent. 25 The Italian
24
25
UN Doc A/COnf. 39/11, 33rd meeting, para 46.
Ibid., 3200 meeting, para 47.
26
27
28
10
Representative (Maserca) believed that to grasp the meaning of
a treaty and measure its scope was to grasp the intention of
the parties and accordingly to measure their scope. It was the
text of the treaty which disclosed the intention of the
parties. He stated:
" • •• it is the meaning and not the letter which
should be taken into consideration ••• " 26
The Italian Representative also stated that the preparatory
\tJOrk and the circumstances in which the treaty had been
concluded should not be regarded as a subsidiary means of
interpretation. 27 The Representative of France (de Bresson)
expressed that the intention of the parties was the foundation
for the interpretation of the treaties and he stated that the
<
best way of asserting intention was:
., • .• primarily to examine the Text in which they had
detennined to express and record their agreement .•i~
In agreement with the French and Italian Representatives, the
Polish Delegate (Nahlik) stated that the intention of the
parties was to be gathered fran the text of the treaty and:
"That seemed to be a question of cacm:>n-sense. There
. was no proof m:>re direct and m:>re authentic of the
Ibid., 3200 meeting, para 58.
Ibid.
Ibid.
11
intentions of parties than the text they drew up
together to entxxiy intentions." 29
However, the representative of Turkey (Miras) believed that the
rules of interpretation must be based on the principle of g:xx:i
faith (nearly all the representatives agreed on this point) and
that:
" • •• the text' of the treaty had to be regarded as the
.final expression of the intention of the parties, the
text being read in the ordinary meaning of the word
" 30
•••
However, if the text of the treaty was ambiguous or obscure,
then resort must be made to the preparatory work. 31
The Representative of Liberia (Broderick) stated that:
.. • •• the text was the nest authentic expression of
that intention and should be given priority ••• only
when the text failed to indicate the intention should
resort be had to extrinsic matter." 32
The interpretation of a treaty is essentially a mental process
of atterrpting to establish the intention of the parties to the
treaty as expression in words. There was no absolute
29
30
31
32
Ibid. para 20.
Ibid., 33rd meeting,. para 51-
Waldeck, SPecial Adviser, stated that "... preparatory work
played little part so long as there was no problen, but ••• if
difficulties arise then recourse had to be made to preparatory
work" • Ibid., 33rd meeting, para 33.
Ibid., 33rd meeting, para 33.
33
12
interpretation and there might even be conflicting
intetpretation. Consequently, interpretation could not c:bey
set roles. If a treaty contained one or roore roles as to its
interpretation, these roles themselves 'NOUld need to be
interpreted, but at that point no roles of interpretation would
be available. Even if a treaty provided roles for the
intetpretation of clauses regarding interpretation, these
provisions ~uld require to be intetpreted by means not
contained in a treaty - a catch 22 situation.
(b) '!be heePing -General Rule of Interpretation-
Articles 31 and 32 of the Vienna Convention are under the
heading of "General Rule of Intetpretation- • This is entitled
as a singular "General Rule" and. not a plural "General Rules"
because the process of interpretation is a Unity and because
the provisions of the article fom a single, closely integrated
rule.
Finally, sane guidelines are given belCM on the principles and
maxims 33 [which justify their inclusion in a codification of
the law of treaties]:
1. Particular arrangement of ~rds and sentences.
2. Their relation to each other and to other parts
of the document.
3. General nature and subject matter of the
document.
McNair, op.cit., pp.364-66.
1.1.2
13
4. The circumstances in which it was drawn up.
When the occasion for their ~lication (guidelines) may~
to exist, their ~lication will not be autaratic but will
depend upon the interpreter. In other words, recourse to many
of these principles is discretionary rather than obligatory.
Article 38 of the statute of the International Court of Justice
(ICJ) in paragraph 1 (b) states:
IIinternational custan, as evidence of a general
practice accepted as law. II
As in the awlication of treaties, the ICJ will apply the
provisions in the above Paragraph to any dispute sul::mitted
before it. There have been criticisms about the above
paragraph but such criticisms and discussions are not in the
scope of this thesis. However, a distinct point should be made
at this stage. There seems to be disnay concerning the
34
drafting of this paragraph and Professor Greig claims that this
paragraph has been misdrafted. 34 It is the practice which is
evidence of international custan accepted by law, but it is
still the custan which has to be ~lied and a custan which is
evidenced by, as much as evidence of, the practice of States.
Professor D W Greig, liThe Protection of Refugees and eustanary
International Law", AYIL, 8, 1983, W.108-14l at p.llO.
35
36
37
14
For States to recognise and accept a rule of custanary law, the
ruling in the case of North Sea COntinental Shelf 35 in the
ICJ, should be observed and used as guidelines.
In the first instance, a consistency of state of practice or
settled practice, the ICJ stated:
"Not only must the acts arcount to a settled practice
" 36
•••
Also mentioned was the other crucial instance of "QPinio juris
sive necessitatis". The ICJ stated:
" • •• but they (acts) must also be such, or be carried
out in such away, as to be evidence of a rule of law
requiring it. The need for such belief, that is, the
existence of a subjective element, is ilrplicit in the
very notion of the QPinio juris sive necessitatis.
The States concerned must therefore feel that they
are confinning to what arcounts to a legal obligation.
The frequency, or even habitual character of the
acts, is not in itself enough. There are many
international acts, for exanple in the field of
cerem:mial and protocol, which are perfonned alIoost
invariably but which are motivated only by
considerations of courtesy, convenience or tradition
and not by any sense of legal duty." 37
In effect, the ICJ briefly stipulated two basic conditions for
fulfilment in order to form a rule of custanary international
law. These conditions are settled practice and gpinio juris
Federal Re.public of Gennany v Dernrark; Federal Re,public' of
Germany v The Netherlands, ICJ Reports, 1969. See also Nelson,
MIB, 52, 1972.
North Sea Continental Shelf case, op.cit., p.44.
Ibid.
38
39
15
(the psychological element of' acceptance of the practice as
law) .'
In .order to fulfil these tWo conditions, one mst ask whether a
particular item 38· has been used as a consistent or settled
practice by the States and whether a belief by those observing
the practice is mandatory. As' indeed, the ICJ stated, the
frequency or even habitual character of the act of observing
and respecting a partiCular rule is not itself enough.J9 The
States in question mst feel that they are confonning with a
rule as a legal obligation and not merely traditions, courtesy
or image.
The fonnulation of' custanary law is' not an easy natter to
decide invelving legal obligations, eatpl'ex psychological and
sociological processes. The first factor of custanary law,
which is tenned as its OJRPUS, constitutes a usage or a
continuous repetition' of the same kind of act in custanary
international law; state practice is required, representing a
quantitative factor of custanary law. In other words, the
number of States which ilrplement and observe the rule, per see
The second factor, tenned its ANIMUS, constitutes gpinio juris
sive necessitatis by which a sinple usage can be transfonned
into a custan with binding power. It represents a qualitative
factor of international law. As stated earlier, to decide
For instance, the principle of non-refoulernent.
North Sea Continental Shelf case, op.cit., p.44.
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whether these t\tJO. factors (in the fonnative process of a
custanary law) exists or not, remains a carplex question and ~
issue. The repetition, the number of exanples of state
40
41
practice, the duration of time, required for the generation of
custanary law cannot be mathanatically or unifonnly decided.
Each fact requires.to be evaluated (relatively) according to
the different circumstances and occasions. This situation is
unlike other branches of law. It cannot be denied that the
question of repetition is a matter of quantity.
What is i..nportant is not the number of ratifications or
accessions to a particular convention or state practice,40 but
the meaning which they would inply in a particular
circumstance. One cannot evaluate the ratification of the. 1951
Convention by a "refugee" influenced State or the. State
practice represented by its concluding an agreement on the
basis of a particular rule or principle as having sane
inp:>rtance as similar acts and legal obligations in a country
where there never has been a refugee problem. 41
As far as the qualitative factor is concerned, that is opinio
juris, it is extremely difficult to gain evidence of its
existence in concrete cases. This factor relating to internal
'rootivation' and of a 'psychological' nature cannot be
ascertained very easily, eSPecially when legislative-making
Exarrples of subsequent State practice can indicate whether a
particular rule is observed.
For instance, Kuwait, where numbers of refugees have never been
noted, acknowledged or highlighted.
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bodies am the executive organs of the c;uvermnent participate.
In the internal processes of decision-making in respect of
ratification or other state acts. On numerous occasions there
have been· divergences between the tw internal organs. There
does not seem to be a ~way other than to ascertain the existence
of opinio juris fran the~ fact of the external existence of a
certain custan and its necessity felt in the international
camnmity, rather than to seek evidence as to the subjective
nritive for each exanple of State practice, which is difficult
to achieve.
The attitude which one' takes vis-a-vis cu'stanary iilternational
law has been influenced by one's view on international law or
legal epistamlogy. There are two schools of thought: firstly,
those who belong to the school of positivism and Voluntarism
who seek an explanation in the binding power of international
law in the sovereign will of the states and consequently their
attitude in recognising the evidence of custanary law is
conservative and fonnalistic. And secondly, those who advocate
the objective existence of law, apart fran the will, of the
States, and are inclined to take a nore liberal and elastic
attitude in recognising the fonnation of a custC!rary law
attributing nore i.nportance to the evaluation of the content of
law than to the process of its fonnation.
1.1.2.1 State Practice
The International ICJ Court of Justice in the North Sea
42
43
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Continental . Shelf" case stated that by the tenn "usage", the
Court interpreted this to mean a usage found in practice of
States. 42 On this point, the International Law camdssion
included a· non-exhaustive list of the constituents of state
practice 43 and it was hoped by the IU: that this 'NOuld be used
in future as guidelines on any subject.
One of the guidelines contains a reference to national
legislation or municipal laws of the Member States. These laws
or regulations have to be treated with caution. A State which
merely states legislation does not necessarily inply that its
intuition will be to assist the person in question. It could
sinply be carplying with the provision of the treaty to which
it is a manber. The municipal laws are sanetimes left in a
vague and ambiguous condition to which there are many loopholes
which governments favour.
North Sea Continental Shelf case, op.cit., p.44.
Yearbook International Law cannission II, 1950, W.368-372.
The list contains: A: Texts of International Instruments; B:
Decisions of International Courts; C: Decisions of National
Courts; D: National legislation; E: Diplatatic Correspondences;
F: Opinion of National Legal Advisers; G: Practice of
International Organisations.
Cf. Brownlie, Principles of Public International taw, 2nd Ed.,
Clarendon Press, OXford, 1973, p.S. He states that the list
should contain: policy statements; Press releases; official
manuals on legal questions; executive decisions arx:i practices;
orders to naval forces; ccmnents by gJVernrnents on drafts
produced by the International Law carmission, state
legislation, international judicial decisions, recitals in
treaties and other international instruments; a resolution
relating to legal questions in the UNGA, practice of
international organs and pattern of treaties in the same fonn.
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1.1.3
44
45
qm;pr (p 'JUS CIXDS'
The concept of jus cogens 44 is situated in Articles 53 and 64
of the Vienna Convention on Law of Treaties 1969 45 (now in
force) • Article 53 states:
itA treaty is void if, at the time of its conclusion,
it conflicts with a perenptory nonn of general
international law. For the purposes of the present
Convention, a peremptory norm of general
international law is a nonn accepted and recognised
by the international camnmity of states as a whole
as a nonn fran which no derogation is pennitted and
which can be m:xlified only by a subsequent nonn of
general international law having the same character. It
Article 64" states:
II If a new perenptory nonn of general international
law emerges, any existing treaty which is in conflict
with that nonn becanes void and tenninates. II
The concept of jus cogens is not new, although it has only
recently been incotp:>rated and developed in international law
See Christor L. Rozakis, The Concept of Jus Cogens in the Law
of Treaties, North-Holland, New York, 1976; Jerzy cztucki, Jus
Cogens and the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties,
Springer-Verlag-Wien, New York, 1974. And for an alternative
view, see Anthony carty, The Decay of International Law,
Manchester University Press, Manchester, 1986, W.1,59-60,96-
97,109-110.
Misc 19 1971, Onnd 4818; 63 &ilL 875, 1969. The COnvention was
adopted by a vote of 79:1 (France) with 19 abstentions. France
objected to the provisions of jus cogens. Abstention, in
general, were rcade by the Soviet Bloc, purely because they felt
that all states should have been given the q:portunity to
participate in the Conference (Vienna). China, East Gennany,
North Korea and North Vietnam were not invited to the Vienna
Conference.
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and practice. The concept of jus cogens originated in the
RaMn era where it was used incognito. 46 Traces of the concept
of jus cogens can be found during Elizabethan times 47 in the
English legal system. The concept of jus cogens was eventually
fonnalised in 1953. 48 However, the concept of jus cogens
features very little in relation to the refugee in
international law.
1.1.3.1 '!he 3rd Soorce of International Law: -General Princy,les of raw
RfYYl9P i sed I¥ Civi 1 j sed Nations-
Dr Akehurst stalwartly states that jus cogens can be derived
fran custan and possible treaty but not IlprobabilityM fran
. .
other sources. 49 The third source was aptly forwarded by the
US delegate and Representative at the Vienna Conference5° that
46
47
48
Jus cogens can be found in Jus Privatum and Jus Publicum,
especially relating to laws of public order and good rcorals
which affected the relationships of Rcmm subjects. Papinian
stated that to allow the shameless dishonesty and gross
imoorality, without justice, \\lOuld hann the State. He further
stated: Iljus publicum privatorium arbitrio rnutari non porestM
(Oig II, 14,38) which is repeated several times in Oigests
(0.II,14,7,7; 0.38,I,42; 0.XI,7,20; 0.XXVII,8,1,9;
D.h.17 ,14,1). Galus claimed that this rule had been borrowed
fran the laws of Solon: IISed haec' lex videtor ex lege solonis
tralata esse ••• 11 (0.47,22,4). In Rcmm times there were sane
agreements which the State refused to enforce because they
conflicted with the principles of good rcorals and public order,
for exanple, unfair marriage contracts.
Decisions were recorded which established the nullity of
contracts injurious or detrimental to the llpublic gxdll :
Collins v Blantem (1767) 2 Wils 341; or Ilcontra bonas rcores ll :
Girardy v Richardson (1793) 1 Esp 13, Per wrd Kenyon.
Hersch Lauterpacht became· the first international jurist, as a
Special Raworteur in Yearlxx:>k III:, II, 1953, W.90-163 at
p.154.
49' Akehurst, A Modem Intrcxiuction to International law, George
Allen & Unwin, 1984, p.41.
50 Conference, op.cit., para 39 (Sweeney).
51
52
53
54
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the identification· of the noms of jus cogens must be
recognised in call1on by national and regional systems of the
world. The rule was based on the "rule of international law"
and it was only jus cogens if it was "universal" in character
and was subsequently endorsed by the international camn.mity as
a whole. The tem "camn.mity" was not intended to contrast
with "international society". The tenn "camn.mity" per se was
erployed to be equivalent to the subjects of international law.
The US proposal was heavily defeated,51 purely because States
criticised that the fonnula aweared to eliminate the national
over the international legal systems.52
The Representative of Cuba (Alvares Tabio) stated that the US
proposal would allow a State (by invoking its danestic
legislation) to thwart any perarptory rules of international
law,53 he further stated:
liThe essential difference between jus cogens rules
and other rules of international law lay not in their
sources but in their oontents and effects. II 54
Likewise, the Representative of Trinidad and Tobago (Baden-
Sercper) stated:
See UN Doc A/Conf.39/C.l/L.302· and COrr.l, 57th meeting.
Voting - 57:24 with 7 abstentions.
Ibid., para 39. See also Akehurst, op.cit., p.34.
Conference, op.cit., para 52.
UN Doc A/Conf.39/11, 52nd meeting, para 36.
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"As to general principles of law recognised in· comon
by the national and regional legal systens, his
delegation considered not only that was a ITOst
unlikely source of rules of jus rogens rot that it
\\1Ould be dangerous to rely on analogies with
nnmicipal law in a matter of such iIrportance." 55
The Soviet Union siItply did not accept this principle as a
source of law,56 so therefore the use is practically very
limited. In effect, the concept of jus cogens cannot be
derived fran this third source.
1.1.3•2 Final Rf:'marks
The UN Charter certainly stipulates the protection of hlJIlall
rights in creating legal rights and duties. McKean states
that:
"• •• protection of hlJIlall rights can be considered to
possess a jus cogens character •••• 57
Protection of htIItaIl rights , namely to prevent violation of
human rights, such as torture, slavery, discrimination,
genocide, are to be considered to· belong to the concept of jus
cogens. Denial of the basic human rights can be referred to as
55
56
57
UN Doc A/Conf.39/11/hXi.1, 56th meeting, para 64.
Ibid, para 32. See Osakwe, Contarporary Soviet Doctrine on the
Sources of General International Law, Proceedings ASIL, 1979,
p.310. Also, Tunkin's Theory of International law.
Warwick Mckean, Ecmality and Discrimination Under International
Law, Clarendon Press, OXford, 1984, p.281. Judge Tanaka in the
South West Africa Case (Ie! Rep 1966) stated that "protection
of human rights may be considered to belong to the jus cogens",
p.298.
1.1.4
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violation of jus cogens, which include principles of equality
and non-discrimination. 58 The evidence of jus cogens must be
assessed and calculated while the concept, per se, is acquiring
international praninence. 59
The united Nations Charter is a praninent legal document which
makes clear at its outset the international cannuni.ty's basic
commitment to equality.
reaffinnation of faith in:
Its preamble stipulates a
58
59
60
61
62
"... fundamental human rights, in the dignity and
'NOrth of the human person, in the equal rights of men
·and wanen and of nations large and snaIl ••• II
Arrong the purposes of the united Nations are the maintenance of
II international peace and security" , 60 to develop friendly
relations aroong nations based on respect for the principle of
equal rights and self-detennination of peoples and to
strengthen universal peace,61 and "praroting and encouraging
respect for human rights and fundamental freedans for all
without distinction as to race, sex, language or religion".62
In other 'NOrds, "fundamental human right".
Dr Akehurst states that jus cogens have been recognised and
accepted by rules which have been accepted and recognised by
the international camnm.ity as a whole. At present, he states
that "very ffM rules pass this test" and that only
"aggression" satisfies the test. See op.cit., p.41.
united Nations Charter, Article 1(1) •
Ibid., Article 1(2).
Ibid., Article 1(3) •
63
64
65
66
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Article 8 of the UN Charter states that the UN "shall place no
restriction on the eligibility of men and wanen to participate
in any capacity and under conditions of equality in its
principal and subsidiary organs".
AIrong the powers of the General Assenbly are to initiate
studies and make recarmendations for the purpose of "prcm:>ting
international co-operation in the political field and
encouraging develOIJnent in international law and its
codification" , 63 and "assisting in the realisation of hmnan
rights and fundamental freedans for all without distinction as
to race, sex, language or religion". 64
Article 55 is the key article because it stipulates that the
United Nations shall prarote "higher standards of living, full
errployment, and conditions of econanic and social progress and
developnent, 65· with "universal respect for, and observance of
human rights and freedans for all without distinction as to
race, sex, language or religion". 66 As treaty provisions
applicable to the Organisation and its Marbers, these
prescriptions are of paranount inportance and respect.
Although Article 55 is perhaps 'oblique', especially in use of
the tem that the UN "shall praoote", Article 56 is very
strong, stipulating:
Ibid., Article 13(1)(a).
Ibid., Article 13(1)(b).
Ibid., Article 55(1)(a).
Ibid., Article 55(1)(c).
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"All Meni:>ers pledge themselves to take joint and
separate action in co-operation with the Organisation
for the achievement of the purposes set forth in
Article 55."
The Econanic and Social Council (ECOSOC) may initiate studies
and reports with respect to international econanic, social,
cultural, educational, health and related matters, and may make
recannendations with respect to any such matters to the General
Assembly to the Members of the United Nations and to the
specialised agencies ooncerned. 67 ECDSOC may also make
67
68
69
70
reccmnendations for the purposes of praroting respect for, and
observance of, human rights and fundamental freedans for
all. 68 Furthenoore, the basic objectives of the international
trusteeship system including assuring "equal treatment for all
Merrbers of the United Nations and their nationals, and also
equal treatment for the latter in the administration of
justice" .69 In connection with refugees and asylum-seekers,
this provision,70 and the feelings underlying it, have been
the basis of a great deal of international expression and
activity.
After World war II, in san Francisco, the founders of the
United Nations rejected all attenpts to grant the General
Ibid., Article 62(1).
Ibid., Article 62 (2) •
Ibid., Article 76(d). '
Ibid.
--~._-~
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Assetbly71 the power to create international law per se
through its powers72· and functions. States are rather
sceptical about recognising UN resolutions and reccmnendations
as sources of international law under Article 38 of the statute
of Iel, especially where awlication of Article 38, paragraph
I(b) is concerned. Fran a general study of many hundreds of
resolutions adopted by the General Assenbly, one can observe
that they have never been granted a status of binding principle
of international legal provisions. However, although sane
71
72
resolutions do have legal effects, they are held to be merely
reccmnendatory. - Non.:..reccmnendatory and legal resolution can be
stereotyped into five basic sections, in addition to those
which deal with the infrastructure of the General Assembly and
the United Nations:
The General Assembly is conceived as an organ which consists of
all mem:>ers of the UN; each member has one vote. Decisions on
~rtant questions are taken by a 2/3rd vote; on other natters
a najority is sufficient. It has a wide range of functions
which nay be conveniently grouped under the following 6
headings: Discussions and Reccmnendation, SupervisIon, Control
of Finances, Election, .Admission of New Members, and Invitation
of Proposals for the Charter Reviewed and Amended.
The power of the General Assembly is very broad. In fact, by
the tenns of Art .10 of the Charter, it extends to "arrt
questions or any matters within the scope of the present
Charter or relating to the 'powers and functions of any organs
provided for in the present Charter ll • 11le Charter inp:>ses two
inportant limitations, however, on this power. Firstly, the
Assembly must refer to the Security Council any question on
which action is necessarily understood to mean enforcement
action; in any case, before making a recarmendation. And,
secondly, the General Assembly must refrain fran making arrt
recarrnendation on any dispute or situation to which the
Security Council is engaged in exercising its functions under
the Charter. See S R Gibbons, The League of Nations and tm,
wngnan, London, 1970. See also Stephen M Schwebel, 'The
Effects of Resolution of UN General Assembly on Custanary
International Law', PASIL, 1979, pp.301-309.
(a) certain resolutions on international peace and
security have a binding effect73 but fran a
legal point, jurists have considered this as
contrary to the Charter. HONeVer, it led to a
mxli.fication of the law because of political
necessity and constituted the General Assembly
interpretation of its legal capacity to act in
the future.
(b) Certain resolutions express and register
agreanent aroong Itl€IIbers of the General Assembly.
These resolutions have been called "multilateral
execution agreements".74
(c) sane resolutions, although they do not create
international law per se, can either express
general principles of law or confirm the
existence of custanary i.nterDati.mal law. The
fonner constitutes a source of international law
under Article 38 of the statute of the ICJ. 7S
(d) Certain resolutions derive their binding force
73
74
7S
For instance, Res. 377 (V), the Uniting for Peace Resolution.
For" instance, Res.1962 (XVIII), the Declaration of U!gal
Principles Governing the Activities of States in the
Explanation of Use of OUter Space (biDding non-reccmnendatory
resolution) •
For instance in Res. 9S (I) , the General Asserrbly confinned,
without reservation, the Nuremburg Principles on War Crimes.
76
77
78
~----~
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fran instIurnents other than the Charter. 76
(e) sane resolutions establish the existence of
facts and concrete legal situations. 77
It is debateable, especially anong the Western Jurists, whether
adoption· of certain resolutions merely reveal the emergence of
rules of custanary international law, provided of course that
the major States or groups of States do not reserve or reject
the proposed resolution. The General Asserbly' does exercise in
this way certain quasi- or pseudo-legislative function.
Sutp)rters of this· view have maintained that the world
political system does not have any legislative machinery of
either an "ad hoc"or "pennanent'" character or magnitude
suitable for legislating in world politics, in the same way
that danestic legislation in internal politics allows a
majority to adopt measures that would be binding on an outvoted
or/and dissenting minority.78
For instance, Res.289 (iv) on the question of Italian Colonies
(Libya, sanalia and Eritrea) which derived its binding
character fran the Italian Peace Treaty (1947) under which the'
"powers concerned" agreed to accept the General Assembly's
reccmnendations in case of non-agreement aroong themselves about
the future of those colonies.
For instance in Res .1542 (xv), the General Assembly established
that the Portuguese territories in Africa were non-self
governing territories within the meaning of Chapter XI of the
Charter am not part of the Portuguese Metropolitan
territories. It followed that Portugal had a legal obligation
to transmit infonnation on those territories to the UN under
that particular Chapter of the Charter.
See: M J Peterson, The General Assembly in world Politics,
Allen and Unwin, London, 1986, W.183-209i Evan Luard, The UN,
Maoni.llan Press, London, 1979, W.33-54i and James Barros, The
United Nations, Maoni.llan Co., USA, 1972, W.89-93.
79
80
"
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can, for instance, the principle of non-refoulement be taken to
satisfy catee.;ory (C) above, whereby confinning the already
existing principle as evidence of custanary law. But the
i.nportant question remains whether the UN resolutions have a
legal nature or obligation and whether they are binding on
consenting and dissenting States within the General AssEltbly?
Judge Klaestad stated that the UN General Assanbly resolutions:
~. ,
"••• are, in my mind, not of a legal nature in the
usual sense, but rather of a ooral or political
character.· This does not, however, mean that such a
recarmendation is without real significance and
inp:>rtance ••• ". 79
Judge Klaestad goes on to state the effectiveness of a
resolution on a particular state:
." ••• and that the Union of SOuth Africa can sitrply
disregard it (resolution). As a meJt'ber of the united
Nations, the Union. of SOuth Africa is in duty bound
to consider in g:xxi faith a reccmnendation adopted by
the General Assenbly under Article 10 of the Charter
and to intonn the General Assembly with regard to the
attitude which it has decided to take in respect of a
matter referred to in the reccmnendation. But a duty
to such a nature, however real and serious it may be,
can hardly be· considered as involving a true legal
obligation, and it does not in any case involve a
binding legal obligation to carply with the
reccmnendation." 80
'l\I.u points clearly emerge fran Judge Klaestad's judgement.
Firstly, that States are bound to consider in bona fide the
ICJ Reports, 1955, p.88 (Union of South Africa case).
Ibid.
81
·_~
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recarmendation adopted by the General Assembly and, secondly,
these reccmnendations are not legally obligated and have no
legal binding obligation.
The writer agrees with Judge Klaestad's opinion. One can awly
the synopsis to any principle (for instance, non-refou1ement),
although States are duty bound to consider in bona fide the
principle of non-refou1ement, but still have no legal binding
obligations •
In the area of refoulement, States can effectively refou1e
asylum-seekers and still face no penalty fran the General
Assembly or the international ccmm.mity at large, although
international rooral and p:>litical pressures can affect an
offending State (see later).
Judge Lauterpacht agrees with Judge Klaestad' s opinion but goes
,
on to state full legal effects were to be undeniable if in
matters:
.. • • • such as election of rnercbers of the ECOSOC,
Trustee Council, the adoption of rules of procedure
.. 81
•••
, .
Judge Lautherpacht stipulated that the resolutions adopted by
the General Assembly are in the nature of recarmendations
(although on occasions they provide a -legal authorisation" for
rnercbers to act singly or in a group) and do not create a legal
ICJ Reports, 1955, p.115.
82
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obligation. 82
Brierly is of the same opinion, that resolutions have no
binding effect:
IfApart fran its control over the budget, all that the
General Assembly can do is to discuss and reccmnend,
and initiate studies and consider reports fran other
bodies. If 83
The General Assembly, of course, does not possess international
legislative authority. It can study, it can debate, it can
recannenci, but it cannot legislate or fom international law.
In general, apart fran the aFPIUVal of the budget, it cannot
make decisions that are binding on the members of the united
Nations.
However, Kelsen holds the opinion that the recatmendation of
the General Assembly is binding, but does not constitute a
legal obligation. Kelsen encourages binding decisions, similar
to the Security Council which considers non-coopliance with a
reccmnendation made by the Asserrbly as a threat to
international peace. 84
Resolutions, especially concerned with the internal working of
the United Nations Organisation, have full legal effects
Ibid.
Brierly, The law of Nations, 5th Ed., 1955, p.10?
Kelsen, The law of the UN, 1951, pp.195-6.
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especially on meni::>ers &Xi organs of the organisations.
However, when reccmnendations are adopted to deal with matters
outside internal \tJOrks, resolutions have no legal binding
effects and do not have noral or political obligations on
nerbers of the General Asseni:>ly. It is agreed that the General
Asseni:>ly can only make reccmnendations. In this respect, its
pc7NerS are Imlch less than those of the security Council, which
explains why the veto exists in the Security Council but not in
the General Asseni:>ly (see above).
Political obligations or effects may have the same effect on
States, because the General Assenbly as an international
political body has always sane "political effect". Merbers may
lose political friendships and the understanding of those who
voted differently on a resolution. A resolution also has a
"political effect" if it succeeds in affecting the bond between
the government, of a State and its or.rm nationals and subjects.
Moral obligations or effects have no valid meaning in
international law; it is saneti.mes used when it 'is intended to
COmley the meaning of "political effect" .85 Although
85
resolutions passed by the General Asseni:>ly of the United
Nations on issues varying fran hmnan rights to non-refoulement
For further discussion, see D' H N Johnson, "'l1le Effect of
Resolutions on the General Assembly of' the United Nations",
mt., 32, 34, 1955-6, W.97-121. Also see Bin Cheng, "UN
Resolutions on Outer Space: Instant CUstatary Law", ~, V,
No.1, January 1965. Although Professor Cheng's views are
rather controversial, especially on the fOImUlation of
custatary law, he remains in a srrall minority of jurists.
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may have sane ·roral· effects on States.
In general tenns, rost meni:>ers of the United Nations observe
and respect issues ,in accordance with the resolutions passed.
In the contenporary situation, refugees flC74' predaninantly fran
man-made or natural disasters and very few actually carply with
the refugee, instruments. However, it is advantageous to
1.2
1.2.1
explain the dimensions of the refugee problem and their causes.
There is .no universal or a carprehensive definition of a
The United Nations, through the 1951 Refugee
Convention, as seen in Chapter Three, defined the refugee as a
person who:
,·OiIing to, well-founded fear of being persecuted for
reasons of race, religion, nationality, rnent>ership of
a particular social group or political opinion, is
outside the country of his nationality and is unable
or, C74'ing to such fear, unwilling to avail himself of
the protection of that country."
The definition of a refugee was extended beyond the persecuted
individual to groups of peop~e fleeing fran dangerous
circumstances by the OAU Convention•. The 1969 OAU Convention
on Refugees incoIpOrated the above definition blt further ad::ied
to it ·every person who, CMing to external aggression,
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occupation, foreign danination or events seriously disturlJing
plblic order in either part or the whole of his country of
'origin or nationality, is' eatpelled to leave his place of
habitual residence in order to seek refuge in another place
outside' his country of origin or nationality". Cbvious further
" elaboration is made in Chapter' Five.
In factual tems, only 5% of the world refugees belong to the
definition incorPOrated in the United Nations, in other words,
: the Convention refugees, while the other 95% belong to a
categ:>ry which consists of' natural, disasters and man-made
disasters. 86 Natural disasters include drought and famine,
floods, tropical cyclones and earthquakes; and man-made
disasters include internal conflict, foreign intervention and
,war, border clashes and apartheid. It is proposed that each
,affected region be examined, highlighting the facts and figures
concerning refugees throughout the world, their causal factors
and' flow.
1.2.1.1 Natural Disasters
The definition of drought is not sinple, but the general view
is that drought means no rainfall or a small quantity of rain
'which adversely affects the land and its People. 87 More than
160 million Africans were and still are affected by drought.
86
87
See General Assenbly, Official Records, 41st session, SUW·
No.12(A/41/12), W.1,3.
See Kenneth Hare, Climate, Drought and Destification, Nature
and Resources, UNESOO, 1984.
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Drought can cause livestock to die due to dehydration and
fanners cannot generate food. They are then forced to roove to
other areas where there may be roore grazing for their animals,
but this often results in tension between the already settled
fanners and the new fanners. 88 The non-generation off food
often results in famine for the people. Many are then forced
to leave their hanelands and seek food elsewhere, thus becaning
refugees.
Floods, tropical cyclones and earthquakes have caused the
destruction of dwellings, crops livestock and people. People
are forced to flee fran the devastated areas to try and seek a
safe haven in other areas. If these people cross borders they
are known as refugees in the non":'conventional status.
1.2.1.2 Man-Made Disasters
Foreign intervention,· civil war and border clashes often result
in the flow of refugees. The Soviet invasion of Afghanistan
has resulted in a mass exodus' of over 5 ndlli6n refugees.
Civil war in Africa, fuelled by the super-powers, has resulted·
in many thousands of refugees fleeing to neighbouring countries
to seek refuge.' 'Border clashes involving fighting between two
sets of soldiers also causes loss of life to innocent
ciVilians, men, wanen and children, pralpting survivors to
escape to neighbouring States.
88 See Essam El-Hinnawi,· Enviromnental Refugees, UNEP, 1984, p.12.
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The study of natural and rcan-made disasters is beyond the scope
of this thesis but it is useful to mention the nain causes of
refugee problems.
The follCMing countries are the major countries in each
continent in accordance with the nunbers recorded by the UNHCR
which exceed .500 ,refugees.
1.2.2 STATISTICAL DIMmSlOOS <F '!HE REFUD N'BTlM
1.2.2.1 Africa
Ethnic conflict, government repression and political
instability have all created refugees within the Central and
Eastern Africa. BuruOOi89 contains 267,500 refugees, many
fran the Tutsis fran,Rwanda, victims of a longstanding ,conflict
-1
with the ruling minority, the Hutus. The central Africa
89
90
91
92
Replblic90 hosts around 13,000 refugees, mst of them the
result of the civil war· in Chad. K£uya91 hosts about 8,000
refugees, a large proportion of them fran Uganda, and it is
predicted that this may figure nay ..increase. due to rore
.political violence within Uganda. Rlema92 has a refugee
population of about 19,400. The Irajority of the refugees are
UNHCR Magazine, Geneva [hereinafter referred to as 'Magazine'],
July 1987, No.43, p.33.
Telephone interview with Mr Kpenou, Head of Africa Bureau,
UNHCR, Geneva, January 1988.
Kenya High cemnission, I£mdon, 1988.
Magazine, op.cit., p.34.
--------------_. - -- .
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Hutus fran Bunmdi. The remainder are people of Rwandan origin
who were forced out of their dwellings in south-western Uganda
by su~rters of the ruling party at the end of 1982. -
Tanzcmia93 shelters - around 220,300 refugees, the najority
being the result of ethnic conflict in Burundi and the rest
escapees fran rebellion and unrest in Zaire. ~rda,94
through elimination of suspected q:.ponents, have produced major
refugee novements. Military operations against guerrillas have
forced many thousands to cross to Zaire and flee to Sudan, and
the return of such refugees seems unlikely until such
conditions have' been eradicated. Although Uganda, per se,
hosts around 144, 000 refugees IroSt of which cane fran Tanzania
and Burundi.' Finally,' zaire,95 because of its size, location
and volatile political history, is a najor refugee-producing
country. Approximately 301,000 refugees live in Zaire: 218,000
Angolans, 60, 000 Ugandans, 11, 000 .Burundi and 12,000 Rwandans.
Around 60,000 refugees have fled fran political unrest in
Zaire to neighbouring states, which include Tanzania, Angola
and Zambia.
North and West Africa has experienced few refugee prob1ans in
cacparison with· other areas of Africa. Algeria96 has received
the largest refugee population, numbering around 167,000,
-- ....
93
94
95
96
Tanzanian High camdssion, london, 1988.
Uganda High Ccmni.ssion, london, 1988.
UNH~ Factsheet [hereinafter referred to a Factsheet], OCtober
1987, No.12.
Ambassade de Algerie, london, 1988.
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mainly victims of the long conflict between M:>rocco and the
political novement, Polisario, over control of the fonner
SpMish sahara.97 In cameroon98 around 53,600 refugees have
been recorded, the rcajority fran the civil war in Chad.
However, rcany are returning under the UNH~ repatriation
progranme. Egypt99 caters for about 1,100 refugees but there
are an unknown number of Palestinians, Libyans, Iraqis and
---",
Lebanese living within Egyptian territory. Finally, many
Chadian refugees have been repatriated fran Nigeria, but in
Clad100 there are awraxi.rcately 4,700 refugees, although nany
of these have returned to Ghana.
In 1974 the Government of Haile Selassie in Ethiopia was
overthrown by a group of amy officers. The new cpvernment
proceeded to centralist power, crushing qp:>nents and soon
becaning involved· in a stru~le with Eritrean, Tigrean,
satalian and Oraro independence m:wements. sacalia, being
97
98
99
American-backed, became hostile to the SOviet-backed Ethiopia.
War broke out and tension between the two countries ranains
high. Meanwhile, Sudan was being devastated by war~ A civil
war broke out between the north and the south and a fom of
regional autonCJt¥ was granted to the south. Political and
military conflicts have unsettled rcasses of People. However,
See Manaa, "self Detennination and Rights of Peoples", M.Phil
Thesis (unpublished), Hull university, 1985.
Final report on the situation in Africa, UN Office for
Emergency c:perations in Africa, New York, 1987, p.13.
Embassy of Arab Republic of Egypt, London, 1987.
100 Factsheet, op.cit., No.7, October 1987.
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then the captain is under a legal obligation to render
assistance to everybody, even to his enemies. Also, if the
flag State is a signatory body to utO..CS III, then, by Article
98, the captain will be legally bound to render assistance.
While the 1951 Convention does not contain a provision on the
granting of asylum (except in the Prearti:>le) , the 1951
Convention can only be awlied to Governments of Contracting
States and not to .merchant ships flying their flags, since a
merchant ship is not really an extension of the State. 'I1le
legal duty is enphasises in various conventions and
instruments, whilst if the flag State is a non-signatory body,
then lnmmitari.ani..sn will playa vital role. Thankfully, nost
captains rescue boat-PeOple irreSPeCtive of any legal jargon or
views and they sinply awly rroral and humanitarian ideals. In
fact, the captain of a rescuing merchant vessel or passenger
ship can persuade the port authorities to accept asylum-seekers
and grant them asylum. 79
Finally, the position of the boat-people or asylum-seekers at
sea is tragic. 'lbey have too often been refouled back onto the
High seas, to face terrible conditions fran both the elements
and pirates. Thankfully, the authorities of various countries
are clanping cbm in piracy through international·' solidarity
and co-operation. Merchant vessels do rescue these people rot
this problem would be much better solved if such people did not
The SS Aroza rescued 27 asylum-seekers in SOUth-East Asian
waters and after two days of sailing managed to persuade the
Government of Thailand to accept these people. News, BBC 'IV,
27 March 1987.
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in the last five years, it has been drought and famine that has
provoked the flow of very large nunbers of refugees. In
Djibouti,101 about 16,700 refugees have gathered, mst of them
Ethiopians fran Ogaden, fled fran the war with sanalia. A
small nunber are political refugees, q:ponents of Ethiopia's
military ~ernment. However, because of the Djibouti's poor
econany, the situation of refugees there ranains desperate.
Ethiqrl.a102 is known as the "Refugee Producing Country" with
awroxinately 132,400 refugees. There has been criticism of
the Ethiopian Government for not distributing fcxxi and aid to
the refugees. Drought and famine, cpvernmental repression,
civil war and conflict with sanalia over the disputed Ogaden
region have displaced a great nUI'Cber of people within Ethiopia.
In SamHa,103 there are sane 700,000 refugees of which the
majority cane fran the Ogaden region of eastern Ethiopia,
victims of both war and drought. Nearly 75% of the refugees
within satalia are ~n and children. Sudan104 is bordered by
8 countries, all of which are undergJing political, social and
ecological crises. There are over 975,000 refugees in Sudan,
the majority fran Ethiopia. Military conflict between
government and various independence novements has catbined with
severe drought and famine to drive many thousands of Eritreans
, and Tigreans to eastern Sudan. The political relationship with
Ethiopia is still delicate, because of the Sudan's cautious
101 Telephone interview, Kpenou, op.cit.
102 Factsheet, op.cit., No.9, OCtober 1987.
103 Faetsheet, op.cit. , No.14, OCtober 1987.
104 Faetsheet, op.cit. , No.16, OCtober 1987.
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suwort for the Eritrean and Tigrean independence IOOV'eIlleIlts.
Meanwhile, it has been reported that in southern Sudan, Uga.OOan
troops have trespassed into Sudanese territory.
South Afrlca10S is the cause of m:>et refugee rcovanent in
southern Africa. President Kaunda106 of Zarcbia stated:
.. • •• the cause of the serious refugee situation is,
of course, apartheid in South Africa ••• II 107
While the cause of mass refugee rcovements can certainly be
blamed in large part on the South African Government and its
Apartheid policies, the war in Namibia between South African
forces and the South west Africa Peoples Organisation (SWAPO),
the war in Angola between the Goverrnnent and rebel forces of
South-African backed UNITA, and the destabilizing of the
Government of Mozanbique by the Mozarcbique Resistance Movanent,
again South-African backed, has also contributed to the flow of
refugees. These prablans are all certainly created by South
Africa's foreign policy. Even when the IIDstly black refugees
have fled to Angola, Mozambique, Botswana, Lesotho and
Swaziland, they have been physically attacked by South African
troops.
105 Factsheet, op.cit., No.8, OCtober 1987.
106 Interview with .Arja saijomnaa, UNHat Goodwill Arrbassador and
S95ren Peterson, UNHCR Regional Representative for the Nordic
Countries. Magazine, op.cit., No.48, Decetber 1987, p.21.
President Kaunda is also the Chainnan of the OAU and Frontline
states.
107 lb"a.d.
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Angola108 has experienced military unrest and conflict within
the country since its independence fran Portugal in 1975.
AnC}'lans are regularly under attack fran South African trocp;.
In the southern and central areas, the qp:>sition IIDVement,
UNITA, is· active, sutp:>rted by the South African Government by
anTIS and equipnent. Severe drought in the country has not
helped the situation in which thousands of refugees have fled
Ang::>la. There are at present around 92,200 refugees but many
of them are leaving for south-west Zaire and Zartbia.
Botswana109 has a refugee population of 4,600, with around 66%
fran Zinbabwe, the remainder fran South Africa, Ang::>la, lesotho
and Namibia.
Many refugees have been killed in ~110 fran attacks
launched by South African forces. There are around 11,500
refugees in lesotho, but many have been evacuated to Tanzania
because of these attacks on the borders where the refugees are
sheltered.
About 95,000 l-Dzarrbiqians are settled in Malawi,111 roost of the
refugees are there because of drought and famine. After
repatriation, there are about 700 refugees in !tlZanbique.112
108 Faetsheet, op.cit., No.8, October 1987.
109 Faetsheet, op.cit., No.8, October 1987.
110 Faetsheet, op.cit.,. No.8, October 1987.
111 Ibid. See also Refugees, op.cit., No.42, June 1987, p.20.
112 Faetsheet, op.cit., No.8, October 1987.
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The South African Government has alleged that M:>zanbique is
used as a base by nationalist guerrillas and in retaliation
launches numerous airstrikes· and batt> attacks on civilian
targets, and indeed sUwQrts the M:>zanbique Resistance lbIement
(MNR) which has been responsible for widespread disturbances.
The presence of the MNR, along with severe drought and famine,
has led to the excxius of 700,000 people within M:>zanbique,
while many rcore thousands have crossed the 1x>rder into
zirrbabwe.
UNH~ reports state that in Namibia,113 many thousands of
refugees have fled because of the South African military
presence and their fight against SWAPO.
Since 1948, the South African Government has clearly and openly
discriminated against the 82% of its non-white population. The
clear and unfair policy of apartheid as led many to leave.
Many'thousands of refugees have fled to Lesotho, Angola,
Swaziland, Zarrbia, M:>zambique and Tanzania. Many refugees fran
the professions, as well as PeOple fran banned groups, have
fled to North America, European and other African countries.
As a result, the South African Government has exerted military,
econanic and diplanatic pressures on 1x>rder States in order to
either stop or at least restrict their involVEl1lent in political
activities.
113 Ma" "tgazme, op.c~ ., No.43, July 1987, p.31.
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gezj]andl14 contains a population of 12,100 refugees, the
majority being blacks escaping sUR'I'ession by the South
African Government. In zatbia,115 there are around 138,300
refugees, many having fled fran the conflict in Ancpla.
Drought and famine have also caused the refugees to IOOVe on
fran Zarrbia. In 1979, z;JIIlhalwel16 gained independence and
sane ~ million people fled as refugees, although many were
repatriated later. Many thousands fled again to Botswana
because of further unrest in the south-west region of zi.Inbat7Ne.
This exodus has led to increased tension between the two
States. ZiniJab..Je has about 65,200 refugees, many fran
M:>zarrbique who have left a deteriorating econanic and security
situation to settle in ziniJab..Je.
1.2 .2.2 'nle Americas
There are a substantial number of refugees in the Americas. In
El-salvador, the militaIy have been pursuing a counter-
insurgency carrpai.gn against owosition guerilla groups. In
Guatanala, attacks have been made on rural ccmnunities alleged
to be su~rting an anned struggle against the Government,
entailing massacres and genocide in entire villages. Nicaragua
,contra' groups based in Honduras have been actively
destabilizing the sandanista Government. Many thousands of
114 • "Factsheet, op.cit., No.8, October 1987. Also, High Ccmniss~on
of Swaziland, IDIldon.·
115 !b"~d.
116 lb'~d.
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innocent wanen and Clli.ldren have been ablsed and killed. As a
result, many fiee acros; each other's' international borders.
Belizel17 has a finn policy of integrating refugees. Many
salvadoran refugees have been granted asylum and at present
,- ,
there are al:xmt 9,000 refugees there.
Olst:a 'Rica118 has a 'tradition of granting asylum to people
fleeing violence or political Persecution, and recently has
received around 31,320 refugees fran El-salvador, Nicaragua,
Cuba and Guatemala.
The civil war in' El":sal~19 bas caused many deaths
.' ,
resulting fran conflicts between US-backed military and left-
wing opposition forces. Actual figures of refugees are not
available but it is estimated that between 250,000 and 500,000
refugees have fled to Mexico, Honduras, Costa Rica, Nicaragua,
Guatemala, Belize and Panana. Many salvadoreans have fled to
, '
the US but sane have been repatriated back to El-salvador.
Many ~vadoreans are seeki.ngasyl~ in 'GuatEma1a,120 and there
are around 12,000 refugees within Guatemala itSelf. A vast
rcajority of the p::pulation is made up of Indian groups and
Government canpai.gns against alleged subversive activities have
117 Factsheet, op.cit:, No.17, October 1987.
118 Ibid.
119 Magazine, OIl·cit. , No.44, August 1987, p.20.
120 Magazine, op.cit., No.44, August 1988, pp.30-32.
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resulted in the destruction of many precbninantly IOOian
carm.mities and has indeed provoked a flight of such refugees,
particularly to Mexico.
BoOOuras12l provides settlement for about 68,000 refugees,
predaninantly 'IJC'I1"IeIl and children fleeing fran the troubles in
El-salvador, Nicaragua and Guatemala. Sane Nicaraguan refugees
(believed to be dependents of the anti-sandinista "contras")
have arrived in Honduras and are currently residing near the
Nicaraguan border.
!ed.oo122 has always granted ,refugee status for political
offenders but there has been a, \\1Orrying large influx of
Salvadoreans and Guatemalans.
refugees.
Mexico shelters about 175,000
Nic:aragJa123 has about 8,200 refugees crnprising Salvadoreans,
Guatemalans and others. Many Nicaraguans have been unsettled
by the destabilizing canpaign of the COntras based in· Honduras.
Quite recently, the Government forces clashed with disaffected
Miskito. Indians living. on. the east coast where Government
security operations against the COntras had been launched.
Many thousands of Indians have fled Nicaragua and nC1l1 live in
the Miskito region of eastern Honduras.
121 Faetsheet, op.cit., No.17, October 1987.
122 Ibid. ,
"
123 Faetsheet, op.cit., No.17, October 1987.
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Baiti124 had exiled over 1 million Haitians abroad over the
last 30 years. Since the fall of President Duvalier on 7th
February 1986, sane Haitians are thinking of returning to
Haiti, either to settle or sinply visit. Sane Haitians have
fled to North America, canada, Daninican Republic, Lesser
-,
Antilles, French Guyana, Bahamas, France, Venezuala, Mexico and
Africa.
Canada125 hosts around 353, 000 refugees. It is one of the
leading settlement countries for refugees. Refugees within
canada include Tamils, Indo-Chinese, Eastem Europeans, Latin
Americans, Near Easterns; Mid:ile Easterns, and Africans. The
, ,
refugees are allowed entry under two provisions inplied by the
Canadian authorities, along with the provisions of the 1951
Convention relating to the Status of Refugees. In the first
provision, victims of social upheaval or war nay be admitted
through the "designated classes II system. These include
categ:>ries of Indo-Chinese refugees, political prisoners,
owressed PeOple, self-exiled Persons, citizens of Argentina,
Chile, El-salvador, Uruaguay and sane Eastem countries. In
the second provision are special hmnanitarian prograrrmes used
in response to particular crises. Recent groups requesting
asylum in Canada have included Tamils, ~ese, Poles and EI-
Salvadoreans •
124 fRe ugee, op.cit., No.39, March 1987.
125 Canadian High CCltmission, London, 1987. And Refugees, op.cit.,
NO.38, February 1987.
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The .USA126 has settled over 1 million refugees, 50\ caning fran
Indo-China. Basically the US has refugees fran all parts of
the globe.
In South America, Bolivia and Chile have established military
dictatorships, resulting in thousands of people escaping fran
political persecution. The problEJ1l is exacerbated when Latin
American countries are generally unwilling to grant asylum for
refugees for fear of hostility and/or threats fran other Latin
American countries.
Argentina127 hosts around 14,000 refugees, many· of whan have
vanished and many rm..trdered due to a volatile political climate.
Many. Argentinians have fled the country but sane have since
returned following the recent overthrow of the military
dictatorship. In Argentina, there are Indo-Chinese, Europeans
and Latin Americans seeking refugee status, and a vast number
of Chilean, Uruguayan and Paraguayan exiles who are there
either illegally or on tarporary visas and are not accounted
for.
In Brazil, 128 there are about 5,300 refugees, mainly
Uruguayans, Argentinians and Chileans. Also, the UNHCR has
recently reported,129 together with the Brazilian Embassy in
126 US En'bassy, IDndon and Magazine, op.cit., No.44, August 1987,
p.17.
127 Faetsheet, op.cit., No.2, OCtober 1987.
128 Ibid.
129 Ibid.
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Lormn,130 that there are also many thousaOOs of refugees
living illegally within Brazil.
!t)re than I million people have fled Chile and have ended up in
Sweden, France, West Gentany and the united Kinepan following
political upheavals in Chile .131 lklwever, there are sane
Chileans who, due to increased dem:x:racy there, are returning
to Chile each year.
In Paraguay and Uruguay, 132 the nunber of refugees is srrall but
there was a massive excxius of people escaping econanic
hardships rather than Persecution and other causal factors.
Venezuela133 has admitted 1,800 refugees. There are, however,
nany thousands of illegal imnigrants, not necessarily seeking
'.'(
refugee status,134 fran Colmnbia but there are no precise
figures of how many people have fled Venezuala.
1.2.2.3 Asia
,~ , .
Pakistan135 contains the largest refugee population in the
130 Brazilian Errbassy, IDndon, 1987.
131 Factsheet, op.cit., No 2, october 1987.
132 Ibid.
133 Ibid.
134 Eicbajada de Venezuela, london, 1987.
135 Pakistan Embassy, london, 1987. Also, Factsheet, op.cit.,
NO.16, october 1987.
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world. In late 1987, the Government, and subsequently the
UNHCR, recorded around 2,882,000 refugees within the country.
Included arrongst these were around 200,000 Bangladeshi refugees
escaping floods, famine and cyclones and 2,000 Iranians
escaping the current fundamentalist political regime. However,
the rrajority of the refugees are fran Afghanistan, fleeing the
Soviet intervention in that countl:y in 1979 and its resulting
political strife. 136 75% of the refugees are waren and
children and 15% are rrales of young or old age. Many rrales
have returned to Afghanistan to join the Mujahideens and their
fight against the Soviets and Soviet-backed GOvernment forces.
Many of the rrale refugees are fanners and tribesmen with
peasant backgrounds. The future "of these Afghan refugees lies
in the hands of the Soviet authorities. If the Soviet forces,
as pranised, are pulled out of Afghanistan,137 then the great
majority of the refugees will return to their hanelands.
Military and political changes are required in Afghanistan if
these refugees are to return to their nonnal way of life.
Iran138 currently accQlIlodates around 2,600,000 refugees, the
majority being Afghans. As in the case of Pakistan, these
refugees will only return to their hanelaDds if the Soviets
leave AfghaIiistan.
136 See A.G. Noorani, "Afghanistan and the Rule of laW: The
Review", International Carmission of Jurists, No.24, June 1980,
W·37-51.
137 As of April 1989, the Soviet forces have left Afghanistan.
138 Iranian Charge D'Affaires, London, 1987.
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On the '.lbai.laIxl/Kachea,border, up to 220,000 Karrp.1cheans are
living .a precarious existence in canps controlled by the
military and are physically in the front line of the war.
Thailand possesses a. deterrence policy 1:Otlards refugees and
vast nurcbers of these refugees have been resettled elsewhere
throughout the world.
Qlj M139 has around 285,500 refugees, the majority fleeing fran
North Vietnam by boat and land as a result of war between the
two countries. Many of these refugees are ethnic Chinese.
Sane refugees try to enter Hong Kong and Macaw but are often
retumed by the authorities. 2% of the ethnic Chinese were
expelled fran M:>ngolia and were absorbed by the Chinese
authorities.
Hong xmgl40 has absorbed two types of refugee, firstly those
who came fran China by land and, secondly, those who came fran
Vietnam by boats. Currently there are about 8,000 refugees in
Hong Kong and many thousands have been resettled elsewhere.
India141 has around 136,400 refugees, mainly Tibetan follC7.tJeI's
of the Dalai Lama fran China. There are sane Afghans and
Iranians in India and, very recently, sane Tamils have
infiltrated as a result of the Indian anned forces presence in
Tamil areas of Sri Lanka. As a consequence, nany Tamils now
139 Faetsheet, op.cit., No.16, october 1987.
140 lb·~d.
141 High eatm.ission of India, London, 1987.
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live in SOUthern India, although a few mre have fonnally made
awlications for refugee status.
Many refugees in Tndooesia142 have been resettled and at
present there are around 4, 000 refugees. Many refugees have
left Indonesia to settle in the USA, Australia, Canada, West
Gennany and the United Kinc;;Pan. Many Indonesian refugees are
fran West Irian and are also netbers of the Melanesian
separatist IOOVement and they have been admitted to Papua New
Guinea.
Japan143 has only 900 refugees. Japan has a dense population
and ethnic harogeneity and although Chinese refugees have been
allowed to disanbark, a great many have been resettled
elsewhere. However, many Vietnamese boat people have been
given tercp>rary asylmn.
In 1975, the Khmer Rouge took control of KaRp1chea,144 invoking
a four-year period of harsh repression which led to massive
internal population displacanent and the deaths of at least a
million people. Many refugees fled to Thailand·and Vietnam.
However, in 1979 Vietnamese forces forcibly reroved the :Khmer
Rouge Government of Pol Pot. The war caused roore than 500, 000
starving people to seek asylum in Thailand and on the
Thai/KaIrp.lchea border. However, many Kanplcheans have recently
142 Faetsheet, op.cit., No.16, OCtober 1987.
143 Ibid.
144 Faetsheet, op.cit., No.16, OCtober 1987.
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returned to Karrpuchea.
Iaos145 has 3,200 refugees, ·60% of which are Karrpucheans who
are settled in the Attopen Province. several thousands of
Laotians have fled to carrps in Thailand since the breakdown of
the country's coalition gJVernrnent in 1974, the abdication of
the king in" 1975, and the subsequent penetration of camnmist
gJVernment backed by the Soviet Union and Vietnam. Many
refugees left Laos in 1980 when the camnmist gJVernrnent's
radical restructuring of Laos' econanic and political systems.
However, the situation in Laos has now stabilized and because
Thailand 'has a policy of "human deterrence", the flow of
refugees leaving Laos has halted, although many thousands have
resettled in Third World countries and the USA.
Malaysia146 has a refugee population of around 99,000. Many
are Muslims fran the SOuthern PhiliWines living in sabah,
Muslims fran Karrpuchea and BuIlt'a, and Vietnamese boat people.
The Phi 1iWines147. has' allowed around 13,700 refugees to settle
within the country, especially in canps in Bataain. Many will
seek resettlanent in the usA. Around 150,000 Filipino Muslims
have fled to MalaYSia fran the southern islands where civil
strife and religious conflict has taken place. However, sane
refugees ~ have left. the PhiliWines p.1rely for econanic reasons.
145 lb·~d.
146 lb·~d.
147 lb·~d.
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'ftJaj land148 had admitted around 119,900 refugees fran Vietnam,
China and Bunna. , Many refugees are soldiers of the Khmer Rouge
and other groups who owose the Kanplchean Government. 'I1le
Thai Government has encouraged voluntary repatriation of
Laotian refugees and the voluntary transfer of Karrpucheans to
the border canps. Many refugees arrive by sea and have faced
piracy at its wrst. . However, recently, piracy has subsided
and there is a decline in pirate attacks in' the Gulf of
Thailand.,
Vietnanl49 has about 25,000 refugees, but it has been the
source of the largest refugee flow for many years. The defeat
of President Thieu of SOUth Vietnam and his American allies by
North 'Vietnamese forces in 1975 resulted in many thousands
leaving Vietnam. The fall of saigon prarrpted many thousands of
Vietnamese associated with the Thieu Government and its
American advisers to evacuate to America. Many Vietnamese
refugees fled the war by boat, assailed by pirates and rough
seas, to Thailand, and overland to the Thai border via
Kanpuchea. The causes of this exodus are varied. persecution
by the camumi.st g:wernment, antipathy towards the country's
new political and socio-econanic aSPeCts, military conflict and
political tension with neighbouring States and a desire to join
relations "in a' CQll(On environment abroad~' have all plaYed a
148 Faetsheet, op.cit., No.16, October 1987.
E)ri:)assy, wIldon, 1987.
149 Factsheet, op.cit., No.16, October 1987.
And Royal Thai
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part in the exodus of refugees. The Vietnamese Government was
itself party to the departure of many of the ethnic Chinese,
who were encouraged to pay their way out of the country.
1.2.2.4 Anst:rAHa and New Zealand
Many refugees have entered Australia,150 especially so after
the Second World War. In 1956 many Hungarians left for
Australia following the abortive uprising in that countl:y and
in 1968 many Czechs follC7Ned after the crushing of the 'Prague
Spring' by the Soviet forces. Many USSR defectors, Poles,
Lebanese and TinDnese have entered Australia, along with
several thousand' Indo-Chinese asylum-seekers seeking refugee
status. The current refugee figure is around 85,900.
New Zeal;md151. has around 4,400 refugees. Refugees include
Indo-Chinese, Poles and East Europeans.
1.2.2.5 'n1e MictUe East
There are around 2.2 million Palestinian refugees situated in
the Gaza Strip, Jordan, Lebanon, Syrian Arab Republic and the
West Bank.l52 The UNHffi figures do not include the above
figure under the mandate of the United Nations Relief and Works
150 Australian High Carmission, London and Manchester, 1987.
151 New Zealand High Carmission, London, 1987.
152 Ma· •gazme, op.c~t., No.45, Septerrber 1987, g>.4,41.
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Agency for Palestinian Refugees in the Near East (UNRWA) by
virtue of the United Nations General Assembly Resolution
302 (IV) of 8th DecE!tber 1949. The Mid:ile Eastern refugees are
beyond the scope of this thesis.
1.2.2.6 EuJ:q?e
There are awroximately 800, 000 refugees in Europe and are fran
4 basic groups:
1. Eastern European. ,
2. Indo-Chinese.
3. latin American.
4. Middle East and Africa.
There are sane refugees who flee due to econanic hardship
rather than fran any SPeCific threat of Persecution.
Austria153 hosts around 18,500 refugees, IOOstly fran Poland.
However, there are a snaller number fran Uganda, latin America
and Indo-China.
Belgi.~54 also has refugees fran Indo-China 'and Latin America,
but there are sane fran Poland. The nunber of refugees within
the country is around 35,900.
153 Austrian Errbassy, WIldon, 1987.
154 Belgium EniJassy, wIldon, 1987.
-----------
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France155 has a refugee population of around 180,300, many of
whan have cane fran carri.:xx:li.a, Vietnam aIXi laos. A few are fran
Poland, the Soviet Union (especially Annenia) and Central and
South America.
The DenDcx:atic RepJblic of c;enmnyl56 hosts around 140,300
refugee's, the largest group being fran Eastern Europe. The
majority are Poles, East Germans, Runanians and Russians. A
minority are fran Indo-China and latin American States.
Greece157 has a refugee population of 3,300 which carprise
mainly East Europeans, Indo-Chinese, Iraqis and Iranians.
In Italy,158 there are about 15,500 refugees consisting of
Indo-Chinese, Chileans, Russians, Iranians, Iraqis and
Ethiopians •
The Netherlamts159 has 16,000 refugees which include Orthcxiox
,
and 'Christian Turks, latin Americans aIXi Indo-Chinese.
Norway160 contains 13,200 refugees, many fran latin America,
Uganda and East Europe.
155 French (Honorary) Consulate, Manchester, 1987.
156 Ertbassy of the Gennan Dem:>cratic Republic, IDndon, 1987.
157 Ertbassy of Greece, IDndon, 1987.
158 Refugee, op.cit., No.44, August 1987, p.16.
159 Ambassade V~n Het Koninrijk Der Nederlanden, IDndon, 1987.
160 Refugee, op.cit., No.44, August 1987, p.13.
----~--~------
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Spai n161 has a refugee population of about 10,200, the majority
fran Argentina, Uruguay, Chile and Cuba. In acklltion, Spain
has admitted small quotas of Indo-Chinese, Poles and Iranians.
However, many Latin American refugees do not want to stay in
Spain on a long-tenn basis. As soon as this latter group of
refugees arrive, they imnediately want to awly for entry into
the USA and canada.
S~ce 1945,. Sweden162 has admitted just umer 120,000 refugees,
many fran, Eastern EurOPe, Greece, Syria and Latin America.
Likewise, Switzerland163 hosts around 30,100 refugees, mat
fran Hungary, Czechoslovakia, Indo-China and Poland.
YU~lavia164 has a refugee population of 1,400, mst of them
being Albanian exiles living in the Kossova region.
The United Ki~65 and IrelaIXi has a total refugee
population of around 100,600 and has had a generous tradition
of granting asylum for .those who were victims of persecution,
often beyond the 1951 Convention on Refugees.
161 Spanish EnDasSy, wnciori, 1987.
162 Swedish F.rrDassy, wndon, 1987.
163 Magazine, op.cit. " No.44, August 1987, p.35.
164 Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, wndon, 1987.
165 Hane Office, Imnigration & Press Department, wndon, 1987. And
Refugees, op.cit., No.43, July 1987.
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1.2 .2 •7 Sane Q4lilOlts
Only 5% of the total refugee population are CQuprehended by the
definition in the 1951 Convention Relating to the Status of
Refugees. The 1969 OAU Convention on Refugees has made a noble
effort to increase the limits of the definition of a refugee.
Natural disasters have caused the flCM of many thousands of
refugees, especially fran poor Third World countries. These
people escape to nearby places within the same country and
becane displaced persons or escape across borders thereby
becaning refugees in a non-conventional sense. Man is to blame
for the nan-made disasters. Superpower involvanent, explicitly
or inplicitly, directly or indirectly, in Third World areas is
the crux of the rratter, especially relating to the flow of
refugees. In Africa, civil war, government q:pression,
political instability, all adversely influenced by the
superpowers, produces refugees. These nan-made disasters,
along with natural disasters such as drought and/or famine,
have made Africa the bic;g3st refugee-producing continent in the
world. South Africa and its apartheid policies is a major
culprit. People are escaping the brutal, harsh and painful
laws aH;>lied by the SOuth African Govemnent. Innocent. black
children, wanen and men are escaping to nearby countries. In
the Americas, especially South and Central America, the
superpowers are to blame yet again. Violence, war, govennnent
sUH;>ression and hostility, have all caused nany thousands of
people to becane haneless and destitute. Pakistan is burdened
with the largest· nurri:>er of refugees. Being a Third World
------_.--_._-.-----
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country, its econanic resources can hardly be sufficient,
especially with an influx of over 2.8 million Afghan refugees.
The causal factor for these refugees is the SOviet intervention
in Afghanistan. The basis for the restitution of these
refugees to their hanelands is SOviet withdrawal fran
Afghanistan. Ideologically based conficts in the Far East and
South East Asia have produced many thousands of refugees.
hJain, -the involvement - of the superpowers is only too
noticeable and true. The Australian continent does not produce
refugees, (at least not on the scale of other continents).
There is no civil; war, ~ernment Of.Pression (except perhaps
towards the original Aborigines who are hardly able to leave
their haneland and becane refugees) and natural disasters. The
MicXlle East has a great many problems. There are many
thousands of Palestinian refugees, but the UNOiR cannot provide
protection and aid for these refugees because they do not fall
within the mandate. Only the UNRWA agency can deal with the
Palestinians, but only in tenns of aid and not protection.
Europe has no civil wars, ~ernrnent oppression, superpower
intervention and relatively few natural disasters. Europe does
not produce refugees, except for a small and quite negligible
nUIIber. ~rld war II was the last major event producing
refugees which were gladly absorbed by the Western nations,
asylum being easy to obtain. However, today the situation is
Itllch different•.' Europe has restrictive inmigration policies
and is often quite prejudicial against the asylum-seekers fran
the Third ~rld. The general consensus is that nost people
fleeing their hanelands (fran the Third WOrld) are trying to
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inprove their econanic conditions by escaping to Europe. visa
restrictions and carriers' liability have all helped to reduce
and discourage genuine asylum-seekers seeking refuge in Europe.
Early warnings of natural disasters am man-made disasters can
sanetimes prepare g:wernments and the UNHCR to assist refugees.
Natural disasters occur with the will of God and man has
little control. But man can control the man-made disasters
which affect the innocent lives of refugees, men, wanen and
children, but because of international politics,· man chooses
not to do so. The superpc::Mll"s, along with sane governments,
are to blame but not the refugees thenselves.
After noting the sources of international law and the
statistical dimensions of the refugee problem, the introduction
chapter will outline the scope and wrk of this thesis.
Refugees have existed throughout history and there is no doubt
that they -will continue to exist until the day of judgment.
The rrost interesting era concerning the refugees was when the
Greek etpire was at its rrost daninant am pc:MeI'ful. The Greeks
when faced with an influx of refugees did not want to
acknowledge their existence because a refugee or any other
alien, foreigner or sojourner presented a threat to their
closely woven society. The Rcm:ms were the first civilization
that introduced protection for the refugee although there was
· ...,
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still uncertainty about the actual definition of a refugee.
Until the 16th and 17th centuries, historically speaking, there
existed a confusion between refugees, aliens, citizens,
residents and sojourners. Refugees were not distinguished. fran
other imnigrants.
International law and the protection of the individual was not
codified or fonnulated until the 16th and 17th centuries.
Distinguished scholars and jurists such as Grotius (1583-1645),
Pufendorf (1632-94) and Vattel (1714-67) were the first group
of people to distinguish between protection for refugees in
danestic law and protection under international law. They
recognised the necessity' for ·the refugee to be protected.
Once this protection was established there follOW'ed rights and
privileges available to refugees.
History has revealed. sane praninent historical refugees, inter
alia the waldensians, the Quiet people of Switzerland, the
Huguenots, the Annenians, the JfMS and the Russians. All of
these refugees had one camon feature, that they were driven
fran their hanes due to persecution or threats of persecution
because they possessed different political and/or religious
beliefs.·
The invasion of such refugees led many States to enact danestic
legislation to cater for the religious and political
similarities. Many States were cautious as there was sane
danger of friction occurring between the host population and
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the new refugees. The US Declaration of IIXiependence (1776)
sparked off the concern and praninence of human rights. States
had to realise that all men were created equal, that they were
born free and had eqUal rights. The refugees were also
entitled to sane foon of protection and safety under this hmnan
rights banner.
The two World wars had left a nasty reminder of hC7.\1 dreadful
wars were~ The international camnmity as a whole was
convinced that any future conflicts on the scale of World wars
should never hawen again. The League of Nations was set up
after World war I, where Peace and international solidarity was
seen to be essential. The League of Nations intervened on
behalf of Russian emigrants who fled ccmnuni.st Russia. The
League of Nations wanted to provide protection for these and
similar emigrants but the League was still uncertain of the
definition of a refugee - what was a refugee?
In 1921, the definition of the refugee included people fleeing
fran ogression and Persecution, rather than for reasons of
personal convenience or econanic hardship. Dr Nansen realised
the problem of the refugee in international law and he became
the first High canni.ssioner to draw up a definition of a
refugee. This definition included the Annenian and Russian
refugees. Dr Nansen imnediately realised that refugees had to
be distinguished' fran other imnigrants such as aliens,
foreigners, visitors and students. The reason for this was
that refugees did not have the protection fran his State. The
.- ~
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refugee had actually fled fran his govermnent and it was
unlikely that this <pJernrnent would offer protection. 'l1le
relationship between a State and its disaffected nationals was
not a hat:PY one. The High camu.ssioner had the power and the
cacpetence to issue refugees with travel documents, which
enabled the refugee to obtain protection and recognition as a
refugee by the international camn.mity. The issue of travel
documents effectively recognised the refugee in international
law. The international camnmity as a whole wanted a roore
precise definition of, what was a refugee and what rights he
possessed. The eventual foIltnllation of the 1933 Convention
relating to the Status of Refugees granted basic rights such as
access to courts, schools, \\1Ork, etc. The drafters of the 1933
Convention thought that the refugee problem \\1Ould only be a
'tatpOrary one which could be sorted out by States accepting
refugees. However, it was not until the conclusion of World
War II that real protection was granted to the refugee. the
various agreements, conventions and arrangements prior to 1951
were unsuccessful in codifying real protection for the
refugee. - It was the drafters of the 1951 Convention relating
to the Status of Refugees which defined the refugee and listed
rights relating to him. The Office of the United Nations High
camu.ssioner for Refugees (UNHffi) , along with its statute, was
also set up for the protection of the refugee.
The main,convention .which needs to be examined, analysed and
expounded is the 1951 Convention along with the attachment of
the 1967 Protocol relating to the Status of Refugees. '!be
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fravaux prepgatoires of the 1951 Convention must be looked at
in order to understand the meaning of this convention. The
1951 Convention was certainly -nore favourable to refugees; it
defined the refugee and listed many rights and duties for the
refugees. An article by article analysis was needed. But what
were the main reasons for' these articles? What did the
drafters' have' in mind? The 1951 Convention attenpted to
establish an international code of rights and privileges for
refugees. It has lacunae - what are they in relation to other
hUI'Clfm rightS' instnnnents? The biggest flaw with the 1951
Convention is that it only lists the rights of refugees, sinply
because the' 1951 "Convention acknowledges the presence of
refugees and sane" minimal rights.' The 1951 Convention does not
require States having refugees to integrate' them carpletely.
There is 'no'definition cif asylUm in the 1951 Convention. There
are gaps and deficiencies in the 1951 Convention which will be
exposed during the course of this thesis. The Third WOrld' and
the camnmist States have failed to ratify this Convention -
Why? 'The' drafters of the 1951 Convention inplemented two
limitations: firstly, the 1951 Convention only awlied to
refugees .originating 'fran Europe and, secondly, only to
refugees before' the dateline of 1st January 1951. The
ineffectiveness' of' these limitations was highlighted by
refugees fleeing in Africa. The international camnmity as a
whole~'was'unhat:PY about these limitations. Eventually the 1967
ProtocOl relating to 'the Status of Refugees remJVed these
limitations to everyone's relief. The 1951 Convention, along
with the 196i ProtoCol, '. contained a definition which was
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adopted fran the experiences of the WOrld wars. The definition
was 'purely for the individual, as the drafters did not foresee
the masses of refugees which emerged in the late-seventies and
eighties.' was the' definition too i.IXiividualistic, and is it
outdated by today's standards? Interpretation of the 1951
Convention and the 1967 Protocol needs to be examined and
expounded•. Each article will be examined. Why was the 1967
Protocol an attachment to the 1951 Convention? Could the
.drafters not draft a new convention incorporating the
provisions of the 1951 Convention with the 1967 Protocol?
.Human rights refugees have already been mentioned above, but
there is a difference between this categJry and the refugee who
canes under the urcbrella of hmnanitarian law. Are there any
similarities between the two? An overview is required of the
(
human rights refugees and its relation to the 1951 Convention
and other .human rights instruments. '!be definitions of human
rights and humanitarian refugees are examined in Chapter Four
of this thesis.'
In 1969 the OAU adopted a convention relating to the specific
aspects of refugees in Africa. They adopted the definition of
the .refugees but was this definition any better drafted than
that in the 1951 Convention? was the definition expanded to
cater for African refugees, or did it siIrply rely on the
provisions for general refugees? '!be 1969 OAU refugee
convention was adopted and formulated because of the effects of
decolonialisation. The major powers had left Africa, leaving
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it in a state of chaos. The 1969 CWJ COnvention had
incorporated the concept of asylum and cate<prically stated
that the granting of asylum was not to be regarded as an
hostile or unfriendly act by other states. It is interesting
to carpare and contrast the 1969 OAU COnvention with the 1951
COnvention and 1967 Protocol. What are the deficiencies? can
the 19S1,COnvention and 1967 Protocol inprove their prcvisions,
taking the OAU as an exanple, and which is the better
convention?
The 1969 CWJ COnvention could well be a better drafted
convention, but what are its relations with Marber States?
There awears to be a dichotany between practice and policy of
the 1969 OAU COnvention. The exanples of sane Africa States
will be highlighted.
There must be a difference between the criteria for the
detennination of refugee status and the procedure for the
detennination of refugee status. The fonner and the latter
will be examined belC7ll. There are no procedures for the
detennination of refugee status in any refugee instnnnents.
States have a cacplete discretion to set their own procedures
for the detennination of refugee status and asylum. 'l1lis is an
inp:>rtant stage detennining whether the asylum-seeker will be
granted refugee status and asylum, or whether he/she will be
returned or refouled to his State of origin. Are there any
guidelines within the UNHCR Handl::x:>ok which assists States in
setting procedures for the detennination of refugee status? If
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there are, do States treat them as binding or as just
guidelines? The procedures of the Federal Republic of Gennany
and the United King:ian are analysed and examined. The Federal
Republic of GeImany used to have a lenient policy of granting
refugee status and asylum; however, due to a mass influx, it
has nCM adopted a restrictive policy in granting refugee status
and asylum. The United King:ian has also adopted a nore
restrictive policy towards refugees and asylum-seekers and its
procedure system contains sane obvious flaws. For instance,
its imnigration officers are inadequately trained; there~
to be lengthy delays in making decisions on the awlications of
asylum-seekers; and there is a need for iIrprovement of the
attitudes of the persons who are involved in the awlication of
the 1951 Convention and 1967 Protocol towards Third World
asylum-seekers. There is nCM no right of appeal by the asylum-
seeker if the person is deemed to be an .. illegal entrant.. , for
in the UK such a person is classified as using deception to
obtain entry to the. UK.166 The UK authorities disregard
Article 31· of the 1951 Convention which advocates non-
discrimination of illegal entrants. Also, the autaratic right
of aI;Peal to the United King:ian Inmigrants' Advisory Service
and Members of, Parliament has been reroved for the asylmn-
seeker while he remains within the UK.
The princ~ple of non-return at borders foIIllS an inportant link
between the criteria for detennining refugee status and asylum.
The principle is known as non-refoulement and it was codified
166 By th . . ti th" and ad' die J..I'CImgra on au or~ties the JU caters.
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following World war I.167 The principle of non-refoulement
needs to be examined in Treaty or Convention and eustanary Law.
The 1951 Convention, along with the 1967 Protocol, contains
this principle which is embec:kied in Article 33. The travaux
premratoires llUlSt be looked at in order to examine the
meaning of Article 33, its scope and its limitations. Is the
principle of non-refoulement or Article 33 to be read silrply on
its own or should it fom part of other articles?168 The
principle of non-refoulement Imlst be examined with the other
articles, namely 31 and 32. Article 31 grants respectability
to illegal entrants, while Article 32 prohibits expulsion,
although under international law, every State is ~tent to
expel any aliens. The application of non-refoulement needs to
be examined at borders, seaports and aiIports. The inportance
of Article 33 was shown by the drafters of the 1951 Convention
when they inposed no reservation on Article 33, inter alia, as
stipulated in Article 42 of the same Convention. 'l1lere are
also a number of regional instruments which state the principle
of non-refoulement - these also have to be examined. 'l1le
principle of non-refoulement is also examined in light of
custarary international law, expounding texts of international
instruments; UN General Assembly Resolutions; State practices;
and international conferences. One question which needs to be
examined is whether the principle of non-refoulement really
fonns a part of custarary international law? It may fom a
167 Although there were signs of its recognition during the time of
Grotius and Vattel.
168 Articles 31 and 32.
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limited part.
The 1951 Convention does not forbid rejection at the border or
frontier and, quite sinply, States can reject asylum-seekers
and still not be in violation of breach of the 1951 Convention.
The 1951 Convention does not contain a provision dealing with
admission. ' Are these deficiencies grave in nature? These will
be examined. The United Nations has observed the refoulement
of refugees blt have not condemned the States that refoule the
asylum-seekers.
Asylum is another inp:>rtant link in the chain for the
protection of a refugee. Asylum means a sanctuaIY - a place
where a' person who is pursued can take refuge. Asylum can take
the form of 'territorial' or 'diplamtic'. The latter will not
.be . discussed in the course of this thesis. The concept of
asylum appears in Article 14(2) of the Universal Declaration of
Hmnan ·Rights, rot it is not legally binding on States. The
wording of Article 14(2) is vague and arrbiguous. Asylum is not
defined in the '1951 Convention or the 1967 Protocol. Why was
this so? States are' given discretion on whether or not to
grant asylum which will be investigated in this thesis. For
the refugee law to be iIrplemented and incorporated,
international solidarity, friendship and responsibility are
required. States Imlst co-operate with each other and should
not regard the granting of asylum as an unfriendly act. '11le
recent influx of 'boat people', fleeing fran violations of
human rights, persecution and piracy, shCMS the need for
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international co-operation. The position of asylum-seekers at
sea is highlighted tnt the rescue of these peq>le by the
captain is to be regarded as a humanitarian act. Is the
captain to the rescue vessel under any legal obligation to
save these people? UNCIDS II and III169 will be examined
although there is nothing concrete in the travaux
preparatoires of these conventions.
Asylum in custanary law needs to be examined. Is there a trend
for'the States to inply deterrence and strictness? Is it true
that - many Western States do not want to grant asylum to
refugees, especially if they originate fran the Third World
countries? State practice will include a glinpse into
countries' danestic law systans to examine the provisions for
asylum. Many systems may include vagueness and ~rds such as
"may" for use when granting asylum. The vagueness of danestic
legislation and regulations, together with the deficiency of
the tenn"asylum" in -the 1951 Convention and 1967 Protocol,
leads to the reluctance of the international camnmi.ty to grant
asylum to refugees. The eligibility for asylum varies fran
country to country. There is a need for standardisation of
eligibility for asylum. The asylum-seeker depends entirely on
this .eligibility process and it could mean the difference to
being granted refugee status and asylum and return to his
State of origin. . An examination of the USA and the UK has been
carried out with a view to acknowledging and proving the need
for Standardisation of e~ity for asylum. In the USA, the
169 Article 98 concerns the rescue of people on high seas.
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Suprene Court acknowledged this need in the cardoza-Fonseca
case. This case was of sane inp:>rtance, not only because of
the favourable decision for the refugee but also because the
Suprene Court is the highest ca(l(on law court in the land. and.
its decisions are bound to affect other similar cases all
around the world. The US ratified the 1967 Protocol in 1968
and this pra(pted the 1980 Refugee Act which incorporated the
provisions of the 1967 Protocol and 1951 Convention, thus
bringing the us danestic law finnly into confonnity with the
refugee convention. A great deal of discussion will take place
over the term "well founded fear of prosecuti;on", a corxiition
which the asylum-seeker mst satisfy if he is to be granted
refugee status and asylmn.
The UK ratified the 1951 Convention in 1954 and the 1967
Protocol in 1968 but have not yet refonned that part of the
British danestic law. The UK entertained a case which was
decided by the House of Lords on the eligibility for asylum for
6 Tamil refugees, who had escaped fran Sri Lanka to the UK.
The House of lords, however, disagreed with the persuasive
ruling in the· Cardoza case and ordered that the Tamils be
rerooved to Sri Lanka. They had interpreted "\\lell founded fear
of persecution" differently and held that in Sri lanka there
was only' civil disorder and not persecution or fear of
persecution•. The term "well founded fear of persecution" can
have many interpretations and in general this tenn depends on a
case by case adjudication.
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The work of the United Nations High camdssioner for Refugees
(UNHCR) is of the utIoost .irrportance if the refugees are to
ranain under international protection. It is one such
organisation where no objections have been made by States as to
its functions, its aims and its objectives. It is a non-
political organisation which helps to maintain its 'AlOrld-wide
acceptance.
Historically speaking, why was such an organisation set up?
The World Wars had produced nany thousands of refugees who
needed protection and assistance. How was the High
Ccmn.i.ssioner selected? The High camd.ssioner ~ld ultimately
control the organisation, so it was inperative that the High
Ccmn.i.ssioner be selected neutrally. Could he be selected
through the General Assembly of the UN or the Econanic and
Social Council, or could he be selected by direct nanination of
the Secretary-General of the UN? The fonner method was adopted
as the latter would have certainly involved political
implications. 170
The UNHCR has a statute which follCMS the pattern of the 1951
Convention. An examination of the statute, article by article,
will be needed, Its inplications will be expounded. There are
sane similarities between the statute and the 1951 Convention
which will be examined. Any dissimilarities will also be
noted. In basic tenns, the UNHCR's aims and objectives are to
provide material assistance and protection to refugees. The
170 'Ib the disgust of the us representative.
,-~-_._---
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fonner is beyond the scope of this thesis while the latter will
be examined in depth. . 'I11e protection is carried out on three
levels : universal, regional and national, since the UNHCR is a
non-operational organisation, and relies heavily on other
organisations. The role of the UNHCR is varied, assisting
governments in awlying inter alia asylum, non-refoulernent,
non-detention, voluntary repatriation and refugee instruments.
The influence of the UNHCR is strong. States respect the
organisation and its officers. In 1986, the office of the
UNHCR undertook major organisational changes. Its
infrastructure was changed, especially since the new Higher
Ccmni.ssioner was awointed• Is this change for better or for
worse? The UNHCR nCM has a new bureau, the Division of Refugee
Law and Doctrine, which replaces the old protection division.
The ilrpression one gains fran representatives of the Third
World countries is that the UNHCR is predaninantly a "Western"
organisation with the staff recruited fran the western States.
How far is this true? The Third WOrld States need nore
representation in the UNHCR and there a.wears to be a lack of
wanen within the organisation. An overview is needed of the
workings of the UNHCR. Is it carpetent or is it a political
beast inplanted by the west?
Finally, a conclusion is needed at the end of the thesis which
will answer all the questions already FOsed' and many roore. The
conclusion will relate to the scope of the law to the refugee
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problEft.l as a whole. Refugees are an erxiuring feature of the
hUIMI1 landscape and constitute one of the tragedies of our CMIl
and fonner times .171 The study pranises to make a significant
contribution to understanding contBtpOrary legal efforts to
cope with refugees. Its coherence, cQuprehensiveness and range
of perspectives carbines to present an original viewpoint not
achieved by any previous wrk in this field.
171 For further imaginative reflections and poetic views contact Dr
Patrick Thornberry, Reader of International Law, School of Law,
Liverpool Polytechnic.
, CHAPTER TWO
Historical Context
Refugees have existed since the beginning of civilisation.
Adam and Eve when they were forced to leave the Garden of Eden,
became the first refugees. King David in the Old Testament
granted refuge and asylum to the Philistine Ittai of Gath and
King David himself became a refugee when he accepted asylum
fran King Aschis of Gath when fleeing fran saul.
As we have seen in Chapter One, throughout history groups or
individuals have been persecuted by stronger, nore pc:7NeI'fu1
groups or individuals, forcing and driving these unfortunate
people to flee to another State or States. There was no real
protection for fleeing refugees in mmicipal or international
law, especially for their individual rights and privileges.
Once within the territorial jurisdiction of the State granting
refuge, the refugee was entirely at the mercy of the asylum
State. Prior to the 16th Century, international camnmications
were poor and, news was unreliable, especially since it had to
travel vast distances I and the law of nations was not cohesive.
Sane nations granted refuge or asylmn on Im"ely religious and
..
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hurranitarian grounds, 1 but were under no legal obligation.
rxtring that period, the refugees were not classified as
"refugees" in the present meaning of the word (see later) and
~t 'ItlOuld. not be until the 20th Century that our present
definition 'ItlOuld be internationally recognised. Throughout
history, many instances can be cited to illustrate the presence
of the "refugee". 2 The current meaning of "refugee" in the
Oxford Dictionary is:
"One who, owing to religious persecution or political
troubles, seeks refuge in a foreign country. II 3
The actual tenn "refugee" was not used prior to the 17th
Century and' substitute tenns were used by States and jurists.
Pufendorf wrote:
"For he who engages in life's activities in his native
land, or in the land where he has fixed the seal of his
fortunes, enjoying full rights of that place is called a
CITIZENi he who enjoys partial rights is a RESIDENTihe who
has established a less stable and a temporary seal of his
fortunes in sane place or other, is called a SOJOORNER.
He who goes about on a foreign soil, intending to rerrain
but a short time, is called an ALIEN, and his status
For instance, Abyssinia '(Ethiopia) granted refuge to the
prophet M:>hamned and his followers in 615AD. At that time,
virtUally all refugees were religious fugitives, mainly
belonging to the Protestant Church. IImtigration restrictions
were very rare and although public syrrpathy for victims of
,religious persecution was widespread, the distinction was
rarely made between econanic migrants and p:>litical or
religious refugees.
See later.
The Shorter Oxford Dictionary, Clarendon Press, OXford, 1984,
p.1780.
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The teon "alien" 5 should be distinguished fran the definition
of a "refugee". 'Ite alien is a person who, being a national of
State X finds himself in the territory of State Y, as a
traveller, merchant or visitor. As a generally accepted nODD,
the entry and sojourn of the ordinary alien was am still is
regularised on the strength of certain documents. 6 The crucial
difference between an "alien" am a "refugee" is that the
fonner can tum for assistance7 and protection to his State,
whereas the latter can expect to receive no assistance or
protection, because he is escaping or fleeing fran his State
due to seveJ;al reasons and factors, which will be dealt with in
the follCMing chapters.
2.1 'lHE G<lZK ERA
There was no real protection fran the Greek State towards
refugees or aliens or non-citizens. Although the Greeks were
well known for their hospitality, which was predaninantly
4
5
6
7
Pufendorf,. Elementorurn Juris Prudentiae Universalis Libril !)Io
(translation: carnegie ~t for Internation peace) ,
Vol. II, 1931, p.16.
see R.B. Lillich, 'Ite Human Rights of Aliens in ContetpOrm
International Law, Manchester University Press, Manchester,
1984. See also Baroness Elles, International Provisions
Protecting the Hunan Rights of Non=Citizens, UN Publication,
New York, 1980.
Passport, a certificate of nationality or sane travel doc\,nnent
issued by State X.
Diplooatic, social, econanic and cultural.
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directed tc7tlards the citizens of the Greek State, and the
"outsider" or the foreigner was not always accorded this
hospitality.' The Greek system was not merely a political
"entity", it also possessed religious and tribal syrcpathies.
The "outsider" who entered a Greek city autanatically became a
"trespasser", purely because he did not belong to the tightly
woven Greek infrastructure. This was weed a disadvantage for
the refugee, alien or foreigner, especially where their basic
rights were at stake. 8 Eventually, the Greek system became
less hostile' and States began to conclude treaties and
agreements. arrongst themselves in order to safeguard each
others' citizens. ·These were known as "isopolities". These
"isopolities" gave privileges of various kinds to each rrenber's
citizens. But could these privileges Bfl)ly to refugees?
8
9
Protection for the alien was quite a different matter but a
refugee was an individual who was being driven out of a State
and that State was not prepared to offer any syrrpathy or
protection to that refugee. Surely if one State, which was a
rrenber of the "isopolities", was to offer refuge or asylum to a
refugee, could it be in breach of the agreement? It awears
not. In the case of "Alcibiades" ,9 a praninent Greek general
(who was driven out on two occasions because of allegations of
treason and mala fide political opinions) was granted asylum
See C. Phillipson, The International raw and Custan of Ancient
Greece and Rame, Vol.I, Macmillan & 00, London, 1911,
pp.122,209,347-369.
See "Alcibiades" in UN Magazine, Refugees, No.32, August 1986,
pp.38-9j Balogh, Political Refugees in Ancient Greece,
Witwatersrand University Press, 1943, W.S-6j and W. Adams,
"Extent and Nature of the World Refugee Problem", lH .. --- .:~:
~, Vo1.22, Philadelphia, 1939, p.1S.
and refuge wxier the provisions of a •isqx>lities· treaty.
2.2 'mE IOWf ERA
As in the Greek era, the Ranans showed or indicated no
protection for refugees. Despite the royal statutes assigned
to the regal period, which ended with the expulsion of the last
of the legendary seven kings of Rane in 510 Be, the 'tWelve
Tables known as LEX IX.X> DECIM TABUIARUM (law of the 12 tables)
or sinply IX.X> DECIM TABUlAE (the 12 tables) formed the
foundation of the whole fabric of Ranan law.10 The Rarans were
hostile towards aliens and refugees. The tone of hostility can
be seen in Table 6 (paragraph 4):
"Against· an alien a warranty of ownershiR or of
prescriptive right shall be valid forever. II
Further evidence of hostility towards aliens or refugees can be
discovered in the Rescript of Trajan on a Grant of Citizenship
10
11
The code was carposed by a carmission, first of 10 and then of
12 men, in 451-450 Be was ratified by the Centuriate Assercbly.
The Twelve Tables consisted of:- Table 1: Proceedings
Preliminary to Trial; ,Table 2: Trial; Table 3: Execution of
Judgement; Table 4: Paternal Paller; Table 5: Inheritance and
Guardianship; Table 6: CMnership and Possession; Table 7: Real
Property; Table 8: Torts and Delicta; Table 9: Public 1.&1;
Table 10: sacred Laws; Tables 11 & 12: SUwlementaIy Laws.
Twelve Tables of Rare, s. Riccobono et al, Fontes Juris Ranani
Antejustininani, Vol.3, Firenze, 1940-43.
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(113 .AD) .12 The enemy and refugees were classified together
and only Ran:m citizens possesses rights and protection fran
the State, especially under the '!WIve Tables of Rane.
However, the emergence of "eatmercial interest" in Rane did
slightly alter the position on refugees and aliens. By
"eatmercial interest" is meant trade, inporting and exporting
goods which ~uld be sold in Rane and abroad. IIFriendly
relations II were encouraged between Rarans and foreigners on
condition that these foreigners possessed "ccmnercial
suitability" • .But refugees could not fulfil this required
"suitability" , since they were fleeing and· not traders.
However, the Ran:ms did subject refugees to "jus gentiumII ,
which also awlied to native Ranans rot the "jus civile" was
enforced exclusively for the citizens of Rane. "Jus gentium"
was a system of law regulating the interrelationship of
sovereign States and their rights and duties with regard to one
another. The distinction between II jus civile" and "jus
12
gentium" was made by Gaius in this Institutes:
"Every people that is governed by statues and custans
awlies partly to its own peculiar law and partly law
which is camon to all mankind. For the law which
each people establishes for itself is peculiar to it
and is called "jus civile" as being the special law
. of that state (civitas); but the law which nature
reason establishes anong all mankind is observed
ReItan citizenship was not granted to a daughter of Accins (who
had been an alien), because she had been born to a fonner wife
who he had married whilst still an alien. The granting of
Ranan citizenship to foreigners who hadn't the right to civil
marriage (ius conubii) did not include their previous
offspring, unless exceptions had been specified. Only aliens
were enrolled aIWng the auxiliary troops in which were reckoned
the equestrian cohorts. But often after 2S years service,
deserving aliens were granted Racan citizenship.
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equally be every people am is called ·jus gentium·
as being the law awlied by all nations (gentes) •
And so the Ranan people applies partly its own
peculiar law and partly that which is <XI[l[on to all
mankin:i.. 13
Through "jus gentium", the Ranans were the first peq>le to
awoint a "praetor peregrinus·14 in 242 Be. The "praetor
peregrinus" dealt with legal matters connecting Ranans and
foreigners (refugees), but the was to apply "jus gentium" and
not "jus civile". Fran the developnent of the "jus gentium"
and the "praetor peregrinus", one can see the emergence of
protection for foreigners which would presumably include
refugees.
Through the MicXile Ages aild with the emergence of
Christianity,15 the protection of refugees began developing
and was noticeable, but there were no direct legal authorities
on refugees themselves although there were sane treaties which
could be classified as 'quasi-protectionist'. There was a
"Right to Reprisal" for the foreigner in a treaty of 83616
13
14
15
16
F. De Zulueta, 1'he Institutes of Gaius« Part Ie Text with
Critical Notes and Translation, Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1958,
p.3.
He dealt with disputes where at least one party to the dispute
was a foreigner (peregrinus).
Jesus Christ (BRJH) as a child had to seek refuge with Mary and
Joseph in Egypt. .
G. Cohn, I2ie Verbrechen in Offentlichen Dienst Nach
Altdeutschem Recht, Vol. 1, Karlsruhe, 1876, p. 96.
17
18
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between Sicard of Benevent and the Neapolitan king which
contained a provision that there was a right to make reprisal
but it was limited to denial of justice suffered by a subject
of one party within the territory of another. This provision
ensured that there was protection for the subject irrespective
of why he was there. The provisions were extended further to
the position of reprisals. against judges who denied justice to
aliens17 in a Treaty between Ercperor IDtar I (acting for
Italian cities) and Doge Petrus Tradenicus of Venice in 1840. 18
During the· Mid:lle Ages, sovereign PrOtection and legal
jurisdiction had not yet developed and the sovereign or head of
state was not placed at the centre of the municipal systan, so
the refugee, autanatically owed obedience and co-operation to
the municipal law and the issue of protection per se did not
arise. The refugee was in a dilemna. Firstly, he did not have
the-protection of his state of origin and, secondly, he had to
obey his refuge State or be expelled or persecuted. If his
State of refuge or asylum was not syrrpathetic to his reasons
for fleeing, then one -of the alternatives was to leave that
State and seek another.
The tenn "alien" should be carefully interpreted within the 836
and 840 Treaties (infra). The protection was in the form of a
letter written by one roonarch (wronged) to another (in whose
territory the wrong was carmitted) • It was a form of
diplaratic pressure. But this would only awly to aliens or
foreigners, and rarely to refugees. Since the refugee has no
protection fran his lOOnarch or head of state, it would be
unlikely if the lOOnarch or head of state would write to support
Subjects who were fleeing him and his territory.
Ibid.. Also see Mon. Gem. Rist., cap. Reg France, Vol. III,
p.133. '
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Grotius fonnulated an ideology which is accepted by mst of
today' s jurists. This ideology proclaimed that the
responsibility of foreigners, be they bona fide visitors,
merchants, aliens or refugees, must belong to the municipal
systsn. Grotius19 indicated that the Head of State must be
held responsible for protection of refugees, that tetpOra..ry
stay should be granted to transient people and a pennanent
stay for those who were in exile. 20 Grotius was the first
jurist to draw a sharp distinction between the role of,
municipal law and international regulations relating to the
protection of refugees and foreigners.
Pufendorf extended Grotius' views to include the notion of
"personal injuries" ,21 compensations for refugees or
foreigners. This notion was that if the refugee or the
19
20
21
22
foreigner was to receive sane injUry whilst within the
territorial jurisdiction of the refuge state, then
eatpenSation \\lOuld be paid to the injured person by the refuge
State. Pufendorf, Grotius and vattel held similar ideologies
regarding the individual and his rights, but Vattel did make
one aspect clear: that entry of refugees or foreigners can be
denied if they awear to be a danger to the nation. 22 The Head
De Jure Praedae (1604), Clarendon Press, OXford, 1950, pp.218-
219.
De jure Belli ac Pacis II (translated). 2. YN. XVS.1646,
Carnegie Institute, washington, 1913, p.148.
Pufendorf, op.cit., p.18.
Chitty (Ed) , Vattel - Law of Nations, Vol. II, carnegie
Institute, washington, 1834.
~----
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of State was free to refuse entrance to foreigners in general
or in sane particular cases.23 Vattel proclaimed that the
sovereign Was free to i.Irpose certain conditions upon the
granting of penni.ssion to enter. 24 However, Vattel did state
that these conditions and discretion should be exercised with
regard to duties of hmnanity and that any misuse of these
provisions by the sovereign should be dealt with by the
camnmity.25 Vattel made the Head of State liable for the
protection of refugees or foreigners in general. During the
Pericxi of Vattel, religious beliefs were held to be of the
utm::>st inportance as long as they were in accordance with the
beliefs of the State. ' But Vattel did state that possession of
religious beliefs different to those of the refuge State should
not lead to expulsions but there were exceptlons. 26 Vattel's
views provided the influence on the ~ rrost inportant cases
of the 19th Century.
In Nishimura E. kin v US,27 Nishimura E. kin (alien inmigrant)
was prevented fran landing by an officer claiming he had the
authority to do so under an Act of Congress. The statute
allowed discretionary powers to an officer to be exercised by
him; he was the sole executive judge. The right of foreigners
23
24
25
26
27
Ibid., pp.7, 94.
Ibid., pp.8, 100.
Ibid.
Ibid., ,pp.10, 135. One such exception was engagement in
controversial disputes with a view to disseminating the State's
tenets.
142 US (1892), p.651.
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to enter the US was on the decision of the executive or
administrative officers confi.nned by Congress under a due
process of law. Mr Justice Gray, in delivering his judgement,
stated:
II It is an accepted maxim of intemational law that
every sovereign nation has the power as inherent in
sovereignty, and essential to self-preservation to
forbid the entrance of foreigners within its
daninions, or to admit them only in such cases and
upon such conditions as it ~ see fit to prescribe
[Vattel Lib, 2, ss.94,100]." 2
In Musgrove v Chun Teeong '1'Qy,29 by section 3 of the Victorian
Chinese Act 1881, a Chinese inmigrant has no legal right to
laIXi in the colony until a smn of £10 has been paid for him.
The master of a vessel had ccmn.itted an offence under the Act
by bringing a greater nmnber of Chinese imnigrants into the
port of a colony than the Act allowed. The Court held that an
alien does not possess a legal right to enter British
territory. The counsels30 concluded, ~lying Vattel ' s
ideology, that:
On the broad constitutional ground, it was contended
that Her Majesty by her prerogative had the power to
prevent any alien fran landing in any part of her
danini° II 31ons.
28
29
30
31
Ibid., p.1149.
(1891), AC 272.
Sir W. Phillircore c.c and J.W. McCarthy (for the State) and Sir
Horace Davy c.c and Wrixon c.c (for the Defendant).
Ibid., p.274.
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and,
• • • • that every State may by international law
exclude aliens ..... 32
'l1le counsel for the defence argued:
·with regard to alien frieIXis, it was contended that
they had as much right to land in, reside in, and
leave the country, as an English subject had ••• II 33
Religion and State have never been easy bed-fellCMS, one of
them has always tried to obtain, by effort, fran the other,
scree part of its authority over the people, rot their very
strug;;le cacpelled them to accept the idea of power sharing
and, when the time was favourable, the spirit of tolerance.
But history has witness the fact that this spirit is at least
as tenuous as human life.
2.4 'mE ISIAMIC JBiINNllIl
The Prophet Muharnnad (BPUH) was bom in 570 AD in an arrogant
and tough merchant' s tcM1 of Mecca. The PIqlhet was an orphan
who spent his early YearS in poverty and without protection.
The Prophet was not bitter at being poor, as he said himself:
.poverty is my pride"; rot fran it he developed a detennination
to protect the weak and the poor, orphans and refugees. As
32
33
Ibid., p.276.
Ibid.
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soon as the revelation had occurred am the prophet began to
spread his message, the \\'ealthy ().lraish began to sheM hostility
torIards the Prophet and his wrk. '!!lose who wielded power
recognised that the PIq>het' s wrk am message were subversive
and threatened the established order of society. As resistance
and hostility grew, the Prophet had to seek refuge firstly in
Abyssinia (615 AD)34 and secondly in 622 AD at Yathrib
(Medina) .35 These 'refugees' abarxioned their hanes,
possessions, friends and jobs to follow the Prophet in his
exile which fonned the nucleus of ~lems. The Prophet died in
Medina and his tali> is visited by ~lem; fran all arowx1 the
wrld; it is significant as the town which gave him and his
followers asylum and refuge.
2.5 PRCMl:NmI' lfiS'IOUCAL REFlG!:ES
As stated earlier, there have been praninent historical
refugees and it is perhaps advantageous at this stage to
briefly mention sane cases.
34
35
Any Ethiopian refugee who turns to saudi Arabia for refuge is
aU1:alatically given asylum without any fonnalities because of
the refuge those Abyssinians gave to the Prq>het.
This Hijra was the beginning of the M:>slem age and this
emigration to Medina was the beginning of the Islamic calendar.
2.5.1 '1be waldensiaM 36
This was a roovement founded by Peter waldo in 1170. They were
based in northern Italy in the area between Acsta, Turin,
Florence and Trieste and then spread to Gennany, Southern Italy
France and" Spain They believed in the Gospels and the Holy
Trinity and because· of their differing religious beliefs they
were exccmmmicated by the Pope and classified as devil
worshippers and witches. In 1532, same 10,000 families were
massacred in ·France due to such classifications. The right of
exile was granted, so large masses of refugees arrived in
Switzerland. Early attenpts to return failed but they did,
however, eventually return after aid and assistance was granted
them by William of Orange (William III).
2.5.2 '!be -Met Peq>le of SwitzerlaIx:i" 37
In Switzerland, the "Quiet People" (Die Stille in Lande) were
subjected to executions and torture. They were industrious
people who disassociated themselves fran the State Church and
allegiance to the State. sane 1,200 documented executions took
place.' They were forced to -leave Switzerland and to search for
places of refuge and asylum. They eventually found asylum in
36
37
See Andre Chavaure, UN Magazine, "Refugees", No.31, July 1986,
pp.35-36. Traces of the waldensian roovement can still be found
in South America.
The leader was Conrad Grebel (1524). See sandis Strart>erg, UN
Magazine "Refugees", No.23, November 1985, W.30-33.
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the United States, Holland, canada, France and Switzerland. 38
2.5.3
2.5.4
38
39
1heHuguenots
One group of refugees, the Huguenots, are certainly worth a
mention. The nassacre of St Bartholarew, during the night of
24 August 1572, 'was the blocxiiest incident of France's
religious wars. -Over 100, 000 Huguenot men, '«'J'OeIl and children
were persecuted and massacred for possessing Protestant
religious beliefs: ~e to its .i.nplications and effects upon
the State, the "Edict of Nantes" in 1598 was pranulgated by
which . the" Protestant religion was recognised and, to sane
extent, ' accepted. However, IDuis XIV repealed this legislation
on 18 OCtober 1685 which led to the flight of 250, 000 Huguenot
refugees into neighbouring States. They eventually settled in
Europe, the United States, SOuth Africa and Canada. 39
Refugees of the French -Revolution
Between " 1789 and' 1815, sane 150, 000 French people became
political refugees as a result of the French Revolution and its
adoption -of State terrorism against the Ancien Regime and its
sURJOrters. - -However, roost of these' refugees eventually
returned following the pranise made by Napoleon that
discrimination' against"them would cease~ - But even after such a
USA (160,000 refugees) ; Holland (53,000) ; canada (41,000) ;
France (3,000); and Switzerland (2,000).
See, G.E. Reaman, The Trial of the Huguenots in Eurqpe. the US,
South Africa and Canada, Frederick Muller Ltd, London, 1986.
2.5.5
:1V
pranise, many thousands of refugees still chose not to return
to their country.
:the AImeni aD Refugees
The Christian AImeni.ans were persecuted and massacred by the
Turks of the Ottanan Enpire. Such persecution was not based on
individual discrimination by M:>slems against Annenian
Christians, but was the result of a deliberate decision made by
the Govemnent of the Turkish Enpire. The Government wished to
get rid of the non-noslem element in the Enpire. '111e whole
AImeni.an population was cleared out by house to house search.
sane people were thrown into prison, tortured, raped and
abused. This treatment led to a mass exodus of desperate
refugees. sane 10,000 refugees were drowned in the Black sea
whilst escaping, others were driven into the nountains, and
about 250,000 refugees fled to Russia and 5,000 to Egypt. The
refugees totalled between 1.6 and 2 million. 40
2.6 HIS'lQUCAL KJNICIPAL IB;ISIATIm
large nunbers of Huguenot refugees entered GeImaIlY and
Frederick Wilhelm issued the "Edict of Potsdam", designed to
40 See Viscount Bruce, The Treatment of Annenians in the Ottgnan
Enpire, Hockier and Stoughton, London, 1915, p.664. !DId Bruce,
Annenian Atrocities: A Murder of a Nation, HocXier and
Stoughton, London, 1915, p.16. A.P. Hacobian, AnDenia and war,
Hackler and Stoughton, London, 1915; and Idem., Gennany, Turkey
and Annenia - A selection of documentaIy evidence relating to
the Annenian Atrocities fran Gernan and other Sources, J.J.
Keliher & Co Ltd, London, 1915.
--
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assist and authorise the Protestant Huguenots to settle in
Prussia and Brandenburg. Religion was the key issue of the
period and in Europe many States authorised safe haven or
refuge for those possessing similar religious beliefs.
Similar legislation was enacted by the British Parliament. The
British Act of 1708 was passed and made into British law. This
Act was titled, "The Act for Naturalising Foreign Protestants"
and in Chapter 5 contained the following paragraph:
"Whereas the increase of people is a means of
advancing the wealth and strength of a nation; and
whereas many strangers of the Protestant or refonned
religions out of a dire consideration of the haFPY
constitution of the Government of this Realm, would
be induced to transport themselves and their estates
into this king:ian, if they might be made partakers of
the hivantages and Privil~s which the natural-born
subjects thereof do enjoy." 41
This Act was clearly designed for the Protestant Huguenots
which < would enable them to became naturalised and subject to
the same benefits and privileges as the "natural born
subjects".42 This Act was one of the earliest exanples of
municipal legislation containing privileges for refugees.43
However, the life of this Act was very short and in 1711 it was
(7 Anne C.S) - Statute at large, Vo1.4, p.339.
See (4 Gee 2 C.211), (1731), p.62, for an explanation of the
term "natural-born subjects" and see also [1 Gee 15.4], (1714) ,
p. 7, for the explanation of the tem "naturalisation".
Even though this Act was limited to Protestant refugees.
repealed by the British Act of 1711.44
In France, the national assenbly debated the refugee question
and the law and eventually, in 1832, the adopted: "IDi relative
awe 1'etranger re£ugies' qui resideront en France". 45 The tenn
IIrefugee II ~s as an adjective rather than as a noun and
refers to persons who did not have the protection or assistance
of any State.
In the united States, it was a different story. In 1790 the
United - States COngress, through the Federal COnstitution,
authorised a rule of "naturalisation for foreigners ".46
Professor 'Grahl-Madsen considered this Act as:
". •• the signiU to legislation on nationality in the
roodern sense; a fateful developnent which has put its
indelible mark on the law of refugees ••• II 47
However, the situation changed and hostility towards aliens
became intense. Originally, the four measures known as the
Alien and Sedition Acts, which were passed by COngress in 1798,
had their background in the strife between the Federalists and
Republicans who, in tum, were in conflict with vociferous
synpathisers of France and Great Britain. The .Amendment to the
44
45
46
47
(Anno decim:> Anne Reginae, C.5) - Statute at large, Vol. 4,
p.512. '
1832 Duvergier 210.
Act of 26 March 1790 (First COngress, session II, Ch.3).
A. Grahl-Madsen, The Status of Refugees in International Law,
Vol.I, Sijthoff, Leyden, 1966, p.1l.
48
49
50
51
52
Naturalisation Act,48 (which provided a period of 5 years for
naturalisation of refugees and aliens), was changed to a pericxi
14 years for naturalisation. Great debates ensued between the
Federalists and Rep1blicans. 49 However, the 5 year provision
was restored in 1802.50
The refugees were certainly facing a dilemna, esPeCially when
on passing the "Act Concerning Aliens" ,51 which authorised the
President to order the departure of aliens if he was satisfied
that they were a threat to the peace and safety of the US, the
President presmned that there was a threat and the refugees
were left to rebut such presunptions.
The position of refugees grew worse. In the "Act Respecting
Alien Enemies" ,52 it provided that when the President issued a
proclamation of the existence of war with any foreign nation,
"All· natives, citizens, denizens, or subjects of the
hostile nation or gNernment, being males of the age
of 14 years and u~, who shall be within the
(1 Stat.566).
Robert Goodloe Harper stated that: .. • • • nothing but birth
should entitle a man to citizenship in this country", Annals of
Congress, 5th Cong., 2nd Session, W.1567-8. Harrison Gray
otis (of Massachusetts) offered a resolution that: ..... no
person who was born an alien ••• should be capable of holding
any office of trust, profit or honor under the US". The Otis
resolution failed to be adopted because of the OWOsition to
its provisions or in the belief that it was unconstitutional.
See Annals of Congress, W.1570-1.
2 Stat.153.
1 Stat.570. (This Act provided control of imnigration).
1 Stat.577.
53
United States, and not actually naturalised, shall be
liable to be ~rehended, restrained, secured and
remJVed, as alien enemies.·
This Act inp1ied that if the US was at war with the refugees'
state of origin, then the nale refugees were at the carp1ete
mercy of the US. Even though the refugee nay well be an eneny
of the state 'of his origin. This legislation was not repealed
and constituted 'the basis of regulations concerning alien
enemies which were issued during the First World war, IOOre
than a century after its enactment.
Likewise in the United King::ian, in 182653 onerous restrictions
were repealed and replaced by a system of ,alien registration.
This was 'amended by the Alien Restriction Act 183654 (this
provision remained in force until its repeal in 1905). During
1848 EUrope was unstable, resulting' in an excrlus of political
refugees who eventually arrived in England. But their presence
led to substantial disturbances. 55 The British Parliament
passed the Aliens Rerroval Act,56 which was similar to the US
legislation.57 This Act granted discretionary powers to the
Hane Secretary and the Lord of Ireland to rem:we any aliens
against whan written allegations had been nade; but in section
3, there was a provision for the alien or refugee to awea1 to
(7 Gee.IV, C.54).
54 . (64, 7 Will.; IV, C.11).
55
56
57
Differing religious beliefs between Catholics and Protestants.
(11 and 12 Vict., C.20).
1 Stat.570.
the Privy Council if he or she had good reasons. This Act was
certainly slightly rcore lenient that the US legislation as at
least~ opportunities were available.
In canada too the authorities took measures to control the
influx.. of refugees, sane of whan were thought to be
revolutionaries. Fran 1794, the canadian authorities
2.6.1
58
59
60
considered it necessaxy to maintain a pennanent administrative
machinery to scrutinize aliens entering canadian territory.58
One difference between canadian legislation and the UK Acts was
that the fonner legislation was a preventative measure, whilst
the latter incurred certain restrictions after the refugees or
aliens had penetrated or entered British Territory.
What was the position of the refugees who were in transit. 59
was there any fODD of protection in the 19th century?
In 1866, the Colatbian Congress undertook by statute to define
the .rights and duties of aliens. It was declared that the
alien daniciled, not merely transient, should:
" • •• enjoy the same civil rights and guarantees and
be subject ·to the same obligations as to property as
Colanbians ..... 60
Nova Scotian Act (38 Geo. III, e.1).
,
The tem "transit" will be discussed below. For an historical
interpretation, the tem "transit" inplies to "pass through".
M:>ores Digest of International T..rM, Vo1.3, p.819.
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The inteIpretatiori of this statute can mean that as long as the
alien is daniciled and "not passing through", the alien can
enjoy s~ basic rights. There were provisions in an earlier
treaty of 1846 ('Article XIII) which, though it did not provide
for any exetptions fran mmicipal law, stipulated that the
contracting parties should extend a "special protection whether
the aliens or refugees were transient or dwelling therein". 61
There was no clear cut legislation relating to the protection
of refugees iJrplemented ,in the rmmicipal laws (historically
speaking) • 'One of the reasons for such denial was that
refugees until very recently have not really been recognised,
although there were legislation for a.liens which in sane Cases
could include' 'refugees. Refugees were not reCognised, as the
term suggests, 62 but were 'classified as aliens. An"alien" was
a roore inp:>rtant tenti than other terms such as "foreigner",
"visitor", and "traveller". with the European influx, several
restrictive pieces of legislation were fOIlIlllated and
agJression towardS' aliens was witnessed in emergences of
"expelling" legislation. However, today, States have a
catpletely owosing view concerning the problem of refugees. 63
2. 7 lDWl RIGfl'S PRE-INGJE CF NATI~
Human rights were not codified until 1776 by the US Declaration
61
62
63
Ibid.
See above for the tam "refugee".
SeebelCM.
of Independence (adopted on 4 July 1776). 'lbe text read:
" • •• that all men are created equal; that they are
endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable
rights; that anong these, are life, 1;betty, and the
pursuit of haR>iness."
A similar declaration was adopted in 1789 in France, the
Declaration of the Rights of Man and the Citizen 1789 of the
French Revolution stated:
"(1) All men are born and remain free, and have equal
rights ••••
These texts have certainly influenced the foundation of human
rights and certainly trigJered off the awareness of the
preservation of basic human rights. The ideas stenning fran
these declarations certainly spilled over into the eventual
fonnation of the League of Nations.
2.8 '.lHE IFJqlf; CF HATleR)
The League of Nations was the first organisation created to
maintain international peace and for the developnent of
international peaceful co-operation. The League of Nations was
established following WOrld war I on the initiative of US
President T~ Wilson (1856-1924) in accordance with the
recatrnendation of Havana, prepared by the American Institute of
International law in 1917, in Havana. It was an era of peace
treaties,64 especially after the First World war. States
genuinely wanted peace and one such treaty was entitled the
Versailles Peace Treaty, signed on 28 June 1919,65 and
contained the League of Nation's Covenant which was accepted as
an IIintegral part of the General Peace Treaty". The COVenant
itself came into force on 10 January 1920.
The League of Nations became the guardian of the order created
by suchlike treaties. Any state, daninion or even self-
governing colony could effectively becane a Ille{('ber of the
League, under the condition that it gave a warranty accepting
..~ '.
League of Nations' carmitments and the 2/3rds of the League's
AssenDly voting in favour of admission. The 32 victorious
States which signed the Versailles Treaty and the 13 neutral
States were classified as the original members. The League of
Nation's Assenbly and the Council were the supreme organs of
the teague. Both had equal powers and could only pass
64
65
resolutions unan.im:>usly which often presented problens. All
decisions required unanimity arrong those League merrbers who
voted, except for decisions strictly specified by the Covenant
(procedure and election of Council), which could pass ordinary
or qualified resolutions on a rrajority vote. In 1921, the
Council created the Ccmni.ssion of Enquiry of the League of
Treaty of St GeInai.n with Austria, signed on 10, septanber 1919,
._ was IOOdelled on the Treaty of Versailles. The COVenant of the
league of Nations was integrally included in the peace
treaties. The war responsibility and reparation clauses were
similar to those of the Gennan treaty. parties included
Austria, Italy, Czechoslovakia and RuI'lania. Source: British
and Foreign State Papers, wndon, 112:317.
British and Foreign State Papers, wndon, 112:1.
Nations, which investigated international disp.1tes and
conflicts. '!be Council, like the AsseniJly, could consider arrt
matter relating to the maintenance of peace. '!be Council could
also intervene in matters relating to the defence of national
minorities. 66
'!be League. of Nations' Covenant· 1919, Part I, Article 2,
stated:
"'!be action of the League under this Covenant shall
be affected through the instrumentality of an
Assercbly and. of a Council, with a pennanent
Secretariat. "
The Council of the League was set up by Article 2 of the
Covenant as a separate body to the Assetbly. Article 3 of the
Covenant stated that the Assarbly was to consist of
Representatives of the Principal Allied and Associated Powers,
together with the Representatives of four other merct>ers of the
League (Article 4 of the Covenant).
In the area of refugees, the League of Nations was first
required to intervene on behalf of the million "emigres· or
refugees fran Russia who fled fran the Soviet Revolution. 67 By
66
67
see A.F. Zimnern, The League of Nations and the Rule of law-
1918-1935, 2 Vols., London, 1939.
These refugees were encouraged to settle in Eastern EurOpe and
Constantinople by the persuasion of the International Red Cross
Society.
2.9.1
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1921, the International Red Cross Society was unable to deal
with the refugee prOOlem and they then ~essed the Council of
the League requesting assistance and help to deal with the
refugees. The Council naninated a High Ccmnissioner for
Refugees (Dr Nansen) because he had just finished the task of
repatriating over half a million prisoners of war. On
appointing Dr Nansen, the League envisaged a quick solution am
the original office was set up on a tatpOrary basis and scale,
because everybody at that time thought that it ~uld be
possible to repatriate the refugees quickly and efficiently.
Unfortunately, this was not possible. By 1924, it was clear
that the Soviet Government would not be prepared to accept or
take back fonner Russian subjects except under "unacceptable"
tenns and conditions.
At that time, the newly-fonned High cannissioner for Refugees
and the Council itself, were unsure of what a refugee was. In
other words, what was the definition of a refugee?
'!he initial definition of a refugee
The Councilor the High Catmissioner could find no fonnal
definition of a refugee. At the same time, one of the
earliest agreements was signed at MJscow on 3 August 1921 •
.
This was an "Agreement regarding the repatriation of Latvian
refugees who were at present in the territory of the Ukranian
Socialist SOViet Republic". 68 The agreanent was for the
Vol.XVII , INI'S, No.441, p.295.
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repatriation of the Latvian refugees who expressly desired to
be repatriated to Latvia. 69 The inportance of this agreenent
is b.ofold. , Firstly, voluntary repatriation had been
69
70
71
highlighted ,in ,the international cannunity and, secondly and
perhaps roore inportantly, the foundations of the definition of
a refugee had been -laid. The refugee was defined as the one
who:
"••• ran iNaY due to fear of qpression by military
or civil authorities ••• " 70
This definition was inportant because it narrowed the
definition to those who feared eg,ression and persecution,
rather than anyone who was escaping famine or personal
convenience. These Russian refugees consisted of individuals
and families who had fled because of the violations of hunan
rights brought about by the Russian Revolution. There were
sane who left because of poverty and famine, but the majority
genuinely escaped persecution and owression fran the
Bolsheviks. The great bulk of the Russian refugees had no
valid travel docUments and the prospects for repatriation
lookEd rem:>te. In 1921, the All Russian Central Executive
, .
Catmi.ttee and the Council of peoples Ccmni.ssion71 rendered the
Russians stateless as they had left Russia after the 7th
Novercber 1917; this created a mass of stateless persons. On
"
Ibid., Article 1.
Ibid., Article 2.
See Williams, "Denationalisation", BYIL, 45, 1927.
noting the scale and intensity of the Russian refugee crisis,
the international camu.mi.ty had to proffer sane kind of
protection towards these refugees. The league of Nations '
attitude towards the refugee prci>lem was not so much a
hurcani.tarian duty to protect and assist refugees, but was
rather an obligation of international justice.72
The League of Nations was faced with a dilemna, namely on hOlfl
to separate refugees fran ordinary imnigrants and hOlfl to
regulate legal status and assistance through various documents
in order to assist the refugees to find aCCQIIlcdation and
enployment. The problem was made easier by the issuing of
identity certificates for refugees. The exodus of Russian
refugees pratpted the league of Nations to officially arrange
for these refugees to possess identity certificates. Dr Nansen
fonnulated a report to the Council of the league of Nations on
17 March 1922 which reccmnended that the identification papers
be issued to the Russian refugees. The Council examined the
report and adopted it for its members and then encouraged non-
rrenbers to adopt the Arrangement which the Council had
fonnulated. The "Arrangement with Regard. to the Issue of
72
73
Certificates of Identity to Russian Refugees, signed at Geneva
on 5 July 1922". 73 This arrangE!tent was adopted by eight
(1921), 2(2), league of Nations, CM 53-54. see also (1921) 13
League of Nations CM 53-54 on the decision of the IRCC to
address the refugee problem as a juridical one rather than a
hmnanitarian one, pratpted the Council to respond positively.
Vol.15, LNTS, No.344, p.237.
States,74 and adhered to by sixteen.75 This arrangement was
based on the acknowledgement of the status of Russian refugees
rather than on the actual definition of the tenn "Russian
refugee". The arrangement contained adni.ni.strative procedures
which enabled the contracting States to possess a discretion
for issuing such certificates. In fact, sane non-~gue
2.9.2
74
75
Ine!t'bers also adhered (suwc>rted) this arrangement; they were:
Chile,76 China,77. Japan,78 Sweden,79 and Uruguay. 80 Thus
Eltphasising the intense overall problem that this represented
for the international CCJ1!CIUI1ity as a whole.
'!be Annen; an am Russian refugees
The Annenian refugees were assimilated into the categ:>ry of
Russian refugees by the ~gue of Nations and this was due to
bJo asPects: firstly, there were large numbers of Armenian
refugees who were fleeing fran the Ottanan Enpire because of
harsh treatment by the Turks and violation of human rights,
especially in the execution of the provisions of the Treaty of
Taken up by Gennany, Lithuania, Denmark, United States of
Mexico, Poland, Portugal, Japan,. and Hungary.
It was .given suwc>rt by Estonia, Finland, France, Great
Britain, Latvia, Bolivia, Run'ania, Union of SOuth Africa,
Switzerland, Norway, Italy, Bulgaria, Netherlands, Guatemala,
Austria and Greece.
76 Vol. 24, INI'S, No. 355, p.178.
77 Vol. 19, INI'S, No. 355, p.285.
78 op.cit. , vo1.24.
79 Ibid•.
80 Vol. 27, INI'S, NO.355, p.421.
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Lausanne.
2.9.2.1 Treaty of LauMPPA
This was a peace treaty between the Allied Powers (British
Ertpire, France, Italy, Japan, Greece, Rumania and the Serb-
Croat-Slovene States) "and Turkey, signed on 24 July 1923 at
Lausanne. 81 Primarily, this Treaty was to recognise the
81
82
83
84
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86
annexation of Cyprus proclaimed by the British Government on 5
NoverriJer 1914.82 This peace treaty described the frontiers,83
..the peace to be re-established,84 aIXi contained the i..nportant
provision that:
"Turkish nationals belonging to non-M:>slem minorities
will enjoy the same p:>litical rights as M:>slems." 85
The second aspect was that the International carmunity had
considered the results of the system of identity certificates
. for the Russian refugees. In Septeni:ler 1923, the Council of
League of Nations was called up to issue identity certificates
to Anneni.an refugees. 86 The Annenians were actually settled
in north-east 'I\1rkey and adjoining areas of Asia Minor. As
Contained four parts. Part I: Political Clause (Articles 1-
45) ; Part II: Financial Clause (Articles 46-63) ; Part III:
Econanic Clause (Articles 64-100); and Part IV: carmunications
and Sanitary Question (Articles 101-118).
Article 20, Lausanne Peace Treaty, 1923.
Ibid., Article 4.
Ibid., Article 1.
Ibid., Article 39.
,
(1924), 5(7), League of Nations O.J. 967~
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mentioned earlier, these Annenian Christians were persecuted
and "IMSsacred ,by the Turkish Govemnent as a result of
different religions. The Turkish Govemnent ccmnenced a series
of major deportations and killings. The presence of Allied
occupation forces afforded sane degree of protection to the
Annenians but it was merely terrporary. Grave violations of
human rights: continued but ,of a roore intensive nature,
especially on the withdrawal of the French troops. In June
1924, Dr Nansen eatpiled a report stating that sane 320,000
Annenians were in need. of identity. certificates. 87 The
Council of the League' of Nations responded' to Dr Nansen' s
report by adopting a resolution which called for the Armenian
refugees to obtain emergency certificates. 88 The Armenians
were provided, similar privileges to" the Russian refugees.
These arrangements were generally well-received by the
Governments but difficulties were encountered in administering
the programne, 89 purely because there . were no clear
definitions of refugees and no clear outlines for those who
were to receive the identity docmnentation. Dr Nansen
realised that 'the refugees should possess a definition which
all States could follCM. He then su~sted a prototype
definition of the" AnOenian arid Russian .refugees, 'which was
adopted by the interg:wernmental conference in May. 1926.90 Dr
Ibid., p. 968.
Ibid., p. 969.
Report by the High 'cemni.ssioner, League of Nations, Doc.1926
XIII, 2, 1926, p.5.
(1925), 6(10), League of Nations O.J. 1535.
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Nansen had realised the need for a calilon definition that would
enable each Merrber State to adninister the programne. Dr
Nansen received full sUl;lX>rt fran the COuncil of the League of
Nations which voted to recacmend the definition for favourable
consideration by Merrber States. There was overall agreement
and consent. The international camu.mity considered it
91
92
93
necessary to regularise the system. This regulation was done
by adopting the,
"Arrangement Relating to the Issue of Identity
Certificates to Russian and Annenian Refugees •••
signed at Geneva on 12th May, 1926." 91
This was the first agreement whereby the tenn of "Russian and
Annenian refugees" was defined. The Russian "refugee" was:
"Any person of Russian origin who does not enjoy or
who no .longer enjoys the protection of the Govermnent
of the Union of Socialist Soviet Reoublic and who had
. not acquired another nationality.'~ 92
And the Annenian "refugee" was:
"Any person of -Annenian origin fonnerly a subject of
the Ottanan Eilpire who does not enjoy or who no
longer enjoys the protection of the Government of the
Turkish Republic and who has not acquired another
nationality." 93 .
Vol.84, LNTS, No.2004, p.48.
Ibid., para 2.
Ibid.
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The Conference explicitly referred to the "refugee" as the one
who does not enjoy the protection of their Government. This
was of the ut:m:>st inportance. Refugees had to be distinguished
fran aliens, foreigners, visitors and students. The alien
possesses protection fran his own Government but the refugee
does not, he is usually fleeing fran persecution and
q:pression. The right of protection abroad depends in large
measure to .the intimacy of the relationship existing between
the State and, its subject. The refugee does not possess a
hawY relationship with his State.
The Arrangement does not explicitly require the refugees to be
outside the country of origin but it did cater inplicitly for
this by issuing travel documents which lNOuld enable the refugee
to travel. 94
Several States95 found it necessary to define rore clearly the
legal status of Russian and Armenian refugees. These States
adopted resolutions such as:
1. .That' the High Ccmni.ssioner of Refugees lNOuld awoint
representatives fran the adopting States and these
services should not be within the "exclusive CCJll'etence"
of the national' authorities.
Cp.cit., p.49. ,
Gennany, Belgium, Bulgaria, Estonia, Rumania, King:!an of the
Serbs, Croats and Slovenes, and Switzerland.
108
2. That the personal status of Russian and Annenian refugees
should be detennined in countries where the law \«)\lId not
be recognised, thus \ suggesting a eatplete inpartiality of
the State granting asylum or the certificates.96
3. That protection' against expulsion be inplemented, 97
especially if the refugee entered a State of refuge in a
"non-regular" or IIillegal nanner. However, if the refugee
intentionally breached national or danestic laws of' the
state of asylum and refuge, then the refugee could be
expelled to a neighbouring state irrespective of the
status which' the refugee held.
There seemed to be a great deal of power devolved upon the High
Commissioner himself. 98 The selection of the High
Ccmni.ssioner was certainly political and Greece did actually
make a reservation on this issue,99 cind also on the powers
granted to the High Ccmuissioner for the selection of his
staff.
2.9.2.2 Nansen's Pas§polt
The Eastern Christians, the Chaldeans and the Assyrians, were
made haneless by the Turkish Government. These refugees were
96
97
98
99
Vo1.84, INl'S, No.200S, para 2, ~.SS-61.
Ibid., para 7.
Such as issue of travel certificates, organisation, co-
ordination and distribution of prograrnnes relating to refugees.
Vol.84, INl'S, No.200S, op.cit., p.6l.
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included in· the scope of·Nansen' s office and \\'ere referred to
as "assimilated refugees" .100 The emigres \\'ere deprived of
their Russian and Turkish nationalities and of their passports
or similar'travel documents. In legal tenns, these refugees
had to be provided with documents of identity and travel and to
establish· sane agreement as to the law which should cpvern
their civil status and secure them sane fom of protection in
the countries in which they were living. Nansen fOIlWlated the
passport,101 which enabled these and other refugees sane form
of novanent· and protection.
Expansion of Refugee Cat.Eglries
In DecEJtber 1926, the Council of the League of Nations resolved
to extend protection to "other categories of refugees who, as a
consequence of war, are living under analoc:Pus conditions (to
those of the Russian and Armenian refugees)" .102 The High
Carmissioner's report su~sted that th~ league of Nation's
protection should be expanded and extended to further
categories of refugees. sane 155,000 refugees came under the
following seven categories:
(a) Sane 150 Assyrians who had to leave their haneland in
102 (1927), 8(2), league of Nations, O.J. 155.
110
1922. They roved to Novovsik, COnstanti.nq>le, Smyrna and
Marseilles. The -Assyrians possessed no passports or
travel documents.
(b) 19,000'Assyro-Chaldaeans had fled to Caucasus and Greece.
They also needed travel documents.
(c) . Sane 150 Turks (friends of the Allies) who were residing
in Greece and the Near East, and had been baiTed fran
returning to their haneland by the Protocol of the 1923
Declaration of Amnesty,103 signed at Lausanne.
(d) Uncertain nunt>ers of M:>ntenegrins living in France who
could not return to the King:km of the seIbs, Croats and
-Slovenes.
(e) 9,000 Ruthenians who fled to Galicia.
(f) 110iOOO refugees dispersed throughout central Europe,
especially fonner Hungarians, nany of- whan wanted to
emigrate but could not do so due to non-possession of
passports.
(g) Sane - 16,000 JetlS who were' unable' to cbtain Rmranian
citizenship.
The High Ccmni.ssioner' s reecmnendations were met with
diBaR'roval by the Council of the League of Nations in
septeni:ler 1927.104 The cgx>sition stated that the mere fact
that there were certain persons without the protection of any
national Government did not autanatically ,inply refugee _status
or definition.l0s The RaRx>rteur, Mr cannera, stated that the
103 Declaration of Amnesty, 24 July 1923, 913 mrs 147.
104 (1927), 8(10), League of Nations O.J. 1137.
105 Ib~...:II~., p.1137.
n1
exodus of refugees Imlst result fran consequences of war or
events directly connected with war .106 this view was upheld by
other Council menbers. In June 1928, the Intercpvernmental
Conference .was· convened .and the question of extending the
League of Nations' protection to ac:klltional categ:>ries was
placed on the agenda. But the Conference adopted a sanewhat
cmprehensive definition of the AsSYrians and AsSYrO-Chaldaeans
who 'Were to be assisted, but the delegates narrowed the
reference to Turkish refugees to precisely the 1,150
individuals contElIplated by the High carmissioner. Nine
states107 adopted the resolution108 which suggested that the
measures, which were taken on behalf of the Russian and
Annenian refugees, should be extended to Turkish, Assyrian and
Assyro-Chaldaean and assimilated refugees. The Conference
actually defined these refugees and managed to adopt the
follCMing definitions:
IIAssYrians, Assyro-Chaldaeans and assimilated
refugees": .
"Any person of AsSYrian or AsSYro-Chaldaean origin,
and also by assimilation any person of Syrian or
Kurdish origin who does not enjoy or who no longer
enjoys the protection to which he previously belonged
and who has not acquired or does not p:>ssess another
nationality. II 109
106 Ibid., p.1138.
107 Gennany, Belgium, Bulgaria, Estonia, latvia, Rumania, Kingian
of Serbs, croats and Slovenes, and Switzerland.
108 1Vo .84, LNTS, No.2006, pp.64-67.
109 Ibid., p~65.
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"Turkish refugee:
Any person of Turkish origin, previously a subject of
the ottanan Enpire, who under the tenns of the
Protocol of Lausanne of 24 July 1923,110 does not
enjoy or no longer enjoys the protection of the
Turkish Republic and who has not acquired another
nationality... 111
"
The Governments, in general, ,were frightened of receiving a
large nUII'ber of alien inhabitants on a pennanent basis and in
the end adopted an inferior version of the status of the
refugee. The human victims (refugees) were being passed fran
one State to another, serving periods of inprisonment for
trespass of frontiers. The aim of the 'voeu' of the Assenbly
was that the refugee should not be turned into' an outlaw.112
In 1930, Dr Nansen died and the Office of the High Ccmnissioner
was not maintained and in 'its place the Nansen International
Office for Refugees was set up by the decision of the Eleventh
Assercbly.1l3 The political and legal protection of refugees
was entrusted to the organ of the League, a special refugee
office (see Chapters Nine & Ten later) which would take over
the humanitarian duties hereto discharged by the High
Catmissioner. Before the dissolution of the Office, a
112
110 1Vo .36, LNTS, No.913, p.145.
111 .op.c~t., pp.66-67.
France and Britain 'It'eI"e concerned about this and it fonned the
subject of an international agreement between the two States.
Nevertheless, its validity was questionable and the matter was
'discussed at the Court of Cassation in France but was not
upheld. It was realised that the legal status of refugees and
their protection required sanething nore than benevolent
reccmnendations •
113 (1931) League of Nations, O.J. Spec.92, p.38.
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Convention was adopted to define the international status of
refugees. This Convention was very iItportant in the sense that
it was the foundation of the rcore iItportant 1951 Convention
Relating to the Status of Refugees.
2.9.4 1be Qmvmt.im' Relating to the
Refugees, Signed at Geneva «
Olnventi.on)114
Internatiqwl
28 0CtdJer
Status of
1933 (1933
The 12th AssE!lti:>ly of the League of Nations acknO'llledged that a
_... ~~
rcore pennanent system was required and that fonner arrangements
were only reccmnendations to Governments and hence were not
obligatory. But the proposed new convention wuld i.np:>se a
series of obligations on all ratifying States. The
International Office for Refugeesl15 sU<}3ested that fonner
refugee definitionsl16 should be inplanented in the COnvention,
but there was opposition, especially fran the delegates of
Czechoslovakia and Poland who stated that the original
definitions in the 1926 and 1928 Arranganents were vague,
inprecise and therefore should not be included in the final
text of the Convention. 117 The ChaiIInan disagreed with the
Czechoslovakian and Polish delegates and concluded that the
definitions should be inplemented and incorporated within the
Convention. The ChaiIInan' s view was very irrportant and
•
114 1Vo .159, LNTS, No.3663, pp.199-217.
115 Report of the Governing Body of the Nansen International Office
for Refugees, League of Nations Doc., 1933, XIII (1933), p.3.
116 1926 and 1928 Arrangements,- respectively.
117 (1933), 12(3), League of Nations O.J. 1535•
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extremely persuasive, and eventually all the definitions were
indeed incorporated with a special reference to hmran
rights. 118
On 28 OCtober 1933, the Convention relating to the
Internatio~.Status of Refugees was cd:pted and certain hmran
rights standards were upheld and inplemented. In the preanble,
it stated:
"Matbers of the ~gue will endeavour to secure and
maintain fair and humane conditions of labour for
men, \«IlleIl and children ••• " 119
In general tems, the founders of this Convention were anxious
to establish conditions for the refugees to enjoy civil rights;
free and ready access to danestic courts; security and
stability as regards establishment and work; facilities in the
exercise of professions in industry and carmerce; and, in
regard to the roovement of persons, acJni.ssion to schools and
universities. A general awareness of refugees' problems was
introduced at this Convention by the ratifying parties. It
would be aFPropriate at this stage to mentions sane Articles of
the Convention.
Article 1:
Stated (to the disapproval of the Czechoslovakian and Polish
delegates) that: "'!be present Convention is awlicable to
118 However, only 8 States accepted this Convention.
119 Vol.159, op.cit., p.201.
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Russian, AImeni.an and assimilated refugees ••• -120 Article 1
was certainly very basic in the sense that only three groups of
refugees were actually defined. At the time of drafting the
Convention,· the League of Nations did not envisage further
refugee flows and certainly no further large groups of
refugees. But the drafters were to have a surprise when other
groups of refugees soon sprang up requiring protection (see
later) •
Article 2:
Stated that the Nansen certificates were to be valid for not
less than one year. This was an inprovernent on the original
arrangenent. 121
Article 3:
was one of the roost inportant articles within this Convention.
It stated:
-Each of the contracting States undertakes not to
remJVe or keep fran its territory by awlication of
police,measures, such as exp.1lsions or non-admittance
at the frontier (refoulement), refugees who have been
authorised to reside there regularly, ••• unless •••
by reasons of national security or public order.-
MIt undertakes in any case not to refuse entry to
refugees at the frontiers of their countries of
origin. M
MIt reserves the right to aw1y such internal
120 Ibid., p.203.
121 In regard to the Period of validity as well as to the right of
return to the refugee I s country. .
I.. c.
measures as it may dee:n necessary to refugees who,
having been expelled for reasons of national security
or public order, are unable to leave its territory
because they have not received, at their request or
through the intervention of institutions dealing with
them, the necessary authorisations and visas
pennitting them to proceed to another country."
The principle of Non-Refoulement had been bom in international
conventions. Refugees could not be returned at the borders or
territories, unless the refugee was a risk to national security
or public'" order. . Effectively, all ratifying States were
eatpelled to accept refugees and not to return them. Article 3
of the Convention was installed later in the 1951 Convention
Relating to the Status of Refugees, in Article 33, which
according to sane jurists became a principle of international
law. 122
Paragraph 2 above indicates that ratifying States were under a
"legal" obligation to grant asylum or refuge to the fleeing
refugees. Paragraph 3 shows a slightly negative view on
refugees who were expelled, the term "such internal measures"
was very vague and uncertain. Could this tenn inply prison
sentences, detentions and other violations of human rights if
the refugee was to be found guilty of the offence of
infringements against "national security or public order"? The
discretion for interpretation of this tenn was left to the
ratifying State.
122 See Non-Refoulernent in Chapter Seven.
Article 4
can be cacpared with Article 6 of the 1938 Convention (see
later) • The tenns "danicile" and "residence" ~e deliberately
enphasised .am separate. This \\1OUld ensure eatplete safety for
refugees to have their status recognised or selected. There is
no mention on .. "detennining the status of refugees".
Article 6
was another iItportant item, especially since this Article was
reiterated by Article 8 of· the 1938 Convention. Article 6
stated:
"Refugees shall have, in the territories of the
Contracting Parties, free and ready access to courts
. of law.
, In the countries in which they have their danicile or
regular residence, they shall enjoy, in this respect,
the 5aIOO rights. ad privileges as nationals; they
shall, on the same corxli.tions as the latter, enjoy
. ,the benefits. of legal assistance and shall be exenpt
fran 'cautio judicaturn solvi'."
Thiscllti~le 'places the refugee in a s'imilar position to the
national especially in matters of access to courts of law.
They also enjoyed the same "rights" and "privileges" but once
again the tenns were vague and deliberately kept arrbiguous.
the refugees enjoy~ the benefits of legal assistance on
similar' grounds as the nationals. National labour markets were
open to usage by the refugees; the laws and regulations (which
awlied restrictions on behalf of the labour conditions) could
not be' awlied if the refugees were:
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H (a) ••• resident for' not less than three years in
the country; .
(b) ••• married to persons possessing the
nationality of the; country of residence;
(c) ••• one or nore children possessing the
nationality of the country of residence;
(d) ••• ex-eat'batant of the Great war.·
" .
Article 8 '
Refugees who; suffered" industrial accidents were' given "JOOSt
favourable treatment", on similar grounds the nationals of a
foreign country.
Articles 9« 10 and II·
Respectively, contained provisions of hmnanitarian and general
human rights such as "Unetployed persons suffering ••• shall
have medical and hospital treatment". Article 10 contains
social insurance laws for the refugees and the refugees were to
be given education at schools and universities similar to
national students .123
Article '13
Stated' that no charges or taxes were to be ilrposed on the
refugees other than those levied on their nationals in similar
situations.
Fran the Articles mentioned above, one can see the fo:r:mulation
123 Article 12.
of human rights for refugees. The human rights doctrine and
the refugee doctrine were eati:>ined to. provide a satisfying
Convention for the protection of refugees. However, there were
sane States who made sane reservations to sane of the Articles.
'!he 1933 Convention expressly defined. and provided for Annenian
and assimilated refugees. It was also to cover the Assyrians
who were forced to emigrate fran Iraq, as well as those who
were earlier driven fran Turkey and Syria. But the 1933
Convention did not cover the large nurrber of refugees fran
other countries who also needed urgent assistance and
protection.
When a bond between the State and the iIxiividual is broken, no
international entity may be held responsible for the
indi.vidual's actions. The result is that States have been
reluctant to accept individuals who were not legally
responsible to the state. The basic definition in the
Arrangements of 1926, 1928,124 and the 1933 Convention were
designed and PJ:cm>ted to break do.m this problem, that is, to
provide truly international refuge for people who had no
existing link or bond between them and their countries. The
definitions all contained a criterion of ethnic or territorial
origin.
It is interesting to point out that the Council of the League
124 The 1928 Arrangement (but not agreements), of limited scope
and only acceded by Belgium and France, had been a fom of
reccmnendation.
" - - ----- -- ------------- ----
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of Nations had decided to accord refugee status to only three
of the seven categ:>ries which the High Ccmni.ssioners
recarmended. The few excluding categ:>ries were:
1. The l-i>ntenegrins, because they were believed to be
eligible to receive legal paSsports;
2. The Ruthenians.
3. Refugees fran Bassarabia and Transylvania, and the Jews of
Bukowina;
4. central European refugees.
The latter three categ:>ries were rejected beCause of a decision
to bar certain groups fran the assistance of the League of
Nations.
- -
There was a lack of individual deternU.nation of the status of
refugees by the ~gue of Nations. This was because
individualistic detenninations \\1Ould be very difficult in tenns
of practicability. 'When one state is faced with thousands' of
refugees arriving ~l at' once at the borders or territories,
then individual detennination becanes extremely difficult.
Refugee status was always based on group definition, -although
there was a late attenpt to incoIporate this by the Govemnent
of Switzerland in 1926. This was,
"Any non-Bolshevist person of Russian origin who has '
not acquired the nationality of the USSR nor any
121
2.9.5
other nationality." 125
,'t..
This proposal was not considered at the Int~tal
Conference am the individualistic awroach was not adopted. 126
'!he Status of Refugees caning fran' Gel jleoy
In 1933 the emergence of the National-Socialist Government in
Gennany forced sane 60, 000 people to leave the country, either'
because they were of Jewish origin and were subjected to
deprivation of basic human rights, or because they were
political "undesirables" on account of their socialist,
pacifist and Jewish syrrpathies. The Jewish people or people of
Jewish origin had to choose between exile, persecution and
violation of human rights. The relationship of the State
(Gennany) and its subjects (in particular Jews) was extranely
grave and delicate. The Gernan State or the Government of
Gennany \\1Ould offer no protection (internationally or
nationally) and the unfortunate Jews were forced to flee
Gennany. Gennany was not covered by the League of Nations
minority rights system, hence the Jews were without protection
fran the Iaague of Nations. This was because Gennany was not a
Iaague of Nations merrber, hence the League could not afford
protection to citizens of a non-Il'teIIber State.
125 Report by the High Ccmni.ssioner, League of Nations, DoC. 1926,
XIII, 2 (1926), p.l3.
126 Although later instnnnents, namely the 1951 Convention relating
to the Status of Refugees and the 1967 Protocol relating the to
the Status of Refugees, were very individualised. A major
fault in these bJo instruments. See below.
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Another factor which made the adsorption of the Jews highly
difficult was the econanic Depression that the Western wrld
was experiencing. There were many intellectuals and highly-
notlvated refugees who nonnally \«)\lId have been welcane in
Europe if it had not been for the industrial slurrp.
International collaboration was needed.
The League of Nations, however, decided to define the Gennan
refugee in order to fOII'CIUlate an Arrangement for the protection
of the refugees fleeing fran Gennany in particular. Prior to
the 1936 Conference, the High cemnissioner had prepared a draft
convention127 in which he defined a Gennan refugee to include:
. "Any person having left Gennan territory who does not
enjoy or no longer enjoys the protection of the
Government of the Reich and who does not possess any
nationality other than Gennan nationality. It
The High Ccmnissioner also stated three acXli.tional conditions:
1. Only persons who had inmigrated fran Gennany could awly
for refugee status.
2. The person must not enjoy the protection of the Reich
Government.
3. Persons who did not have Gennan nationality were excluded.
The ItProvisional Arrangement concerning the Status of Refugees
127 Draft Provisional Agreement regarding the Status of Refugees,
IA!ague of Nations, Doc., Conf./SRA/1, 1936.
-.-_._----------_._-----
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caning fran Gennany, signed in Geneva on 4th July 1936- ,128 was
adopted.
The definition of the- tenn -Refugee cxmi.ng fran Gennany" was
stated in Article 1 'as:
"For the purpose of the present Arrangement, the tenn
"refugee caning fran Gennany" shall be deened to
BfPly to any person who was settled in that country,
who does not possess any nationality other than
Gennan nationality, and in respect of whan it is
established that in law or in fact he or she does not
enjoy the protection of the Government of the Reich. II
The .ercphasis was on the contracting States to grant documents
for traVelling. The tenn "shall" was used to indicate that it
was mandatory for the contracting States to issue and review
certificates of identity.
Article 4 was of sane inportance, stating:
"Without prejudice to the measures which may be taken
within the country, refugees who had been authorised
to reside in a country may not be subjected by the
authorities of that country to measures of expulsion
or be sent back across the frontier unless such
measures are dictated by reasons of national security
or public order.'" , .
The United King:bn made a ,reservation "on this Article. Article
4 was framed on similar 'groUnds as Article '3 (1933 convention)
on non-refoulement of refugees. The 'UK claimed that refugees
were entitled to protection fran returning, but on extradition
128 Vol.171, LNTS, NO.3952, p.77.
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proceedings it was a different ~tter. On ratifying and not
Inaking a reservation on Article 4, the UK was not obliged to
prevent the refugee fran refoulement (sent back) , if
extradition proceedings had eatmeIlced in the UK. The tenn
"authorised to reside" was vague. Could this cg>ly to persons
or travellers on a tEllp)rary visit or plIpOse or was this to
BR>ly to persons whose refugee status had been granted and were
given "indefinite leave to stay" as "refugees"?
The definition aciq)ted by the Conference of 4th July 1936 was
different than that which was reccmnended by the HIgh
Ccmnissioner. The Arrangement required the refugee to be
"settled" in Genrany rather than the refugee to have "merely
left" that country.' There was also an indication to exclude
fran the scope of the Arrangement, stateless persons who had
never possessed Gennan nationality. In March 1937, the League
of Nations invited gNernrnents to participate in a conference
. ,
to draft a IOOre catprehensive plan for the protection of Genran
.<
refugees. The primary reason for Gennan refugees was that at
that time Hitler had becane Chancellor of Gennany. The saar
Territory was no sooner joined with Gennany as a result of the
plebiscite of January 1935, than refugees started pouring out
fran that territory. The events in Gentany were followed by a
provisional arrangement (1936, see earlier) and by a Convention
of 10th February 1938 on the same subject. The 1938
Convention, along with the 1933 Convention, fonned a limited
basis to the 1951 Convention.
GeIman
other
in law
Gennan
2.9.6 '!be Cooyegti.on 9JRrning the Status of Refugees <pnj'IJ fran
GApnrmy with Arp'lfflr, signed at Geneva on 10th Ffhnvrr;y 1938
(1938 Conventi.m) 129
This Convention was fonnulated and adopted for the observation
and inplementation of basic human rights for the subjects who
fled fran Gennany. The tenn "refugees caning fran Gennany" was
similar to the previous arrangement. HC1t\'ever, in Article I,
the provision stated:
.. (a) Persons possessing or having possessed
nationality and 'not possessing any
nationality who are proved not to enjoy,
or in fact, the protection of the
Government;
(b) Stateless persons not covered by previous
Conventions or Agreements who have left Gennan
territory after being established therein and
who are proved not to enjoy, in law or in fact,
the protection of the Gennany Govermnent."
In previous agreements and arrangements, only Gennan nationals
(who were without the Protection of the Gennan Government) were
the "subjects", but in the 1938 Convention the protection was
extended to "Stateless Persons not covered by previous
Conventions or Agreements". There was a growing practice in a
totalitarian state to deprive the leaders and often ordinary
IIlE!IlbeI's of q:posing parties of their basic human rights and on
many instances driving them out of Gennany. This created
groups of stateless refugees in nearly all the countries of
El1Iq)e. They were mainly Italian, Hungarians and Austrians who
129 n I
vO .192, LNTS, No.4461, pp.59-81.
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had no protection fran the State and indeed faced great
difficulty in travelling and obtaining erployment. '!he above
Provision was designed to cater for such refugees or stateless
persons who were not covered by any previous arrangements or
agreements. was this an expansion to refugee law to cater for
non-Gennan refugees? Prima facie it~s so.
There was one inportant exception to the definition, the
provision in Article 1 (paragraph 2) 1938 Convention:
"Persons who leave Gennany for reasons of purely
personal convenience are not included in this
definition" •
This provision was deliberately installed by the drafters of
the Convention to take into account the grave econanic
situation in Europe at that partiCular time and States
certainly did "not want "econanic refugees" or people who were
hoping to better their lives and effectively becane "econanic
burdens" on the States offering asylum and refuge.130
Article 2 stated that the refugee was entitled to nove freely
or reside in the territory of States; and Article 3 concerned
the awlication of issue and renewal of documents. Article 4
stated:
"The travel document shall entitle the holder to
leave the territory where it has been issued and to
130 It is interesting to coopare attitudes then to attitudes of
States nO#1, sane 40 years later.
return thereto "•••
IL./
Article 4 had made the return of the refugee or title holder
mandatory for the ratifying States, rot in previous agreements
and arrangements a "request" had to be made to the country of
which the refugee was to return.
Once again, "national interest" arxi "plblic order" were the
grounds for exp.1lsion, deportation and resmval of refugees or
stateless persons - Article 5. As mentioned previously,
Article 6 of the 1938 Convention was similar to Article 4(1) of
the 1933 Convention (danicile and residence), except that the
1938 Convention stated in ad:ii.tion that where refugees have
retained a nationality, their personal status shall be governed
by the "rules awlicable in the country concerned to foreigners
possessing a nationality".
Article 7 of the 1938 Convention provides for respecting of
"aQ:IUired rights" under the fonner national law of the refugee
and, in particular, rights pertaining to marriage. These
provisions are similar to Article 4(3) of the 1933 Convention.
Article 9 of the 1938 Convention anitted the following
paragraph fran the list of conditions of refugees and were
exEllpt fran restrictive labour conditions in Article 7 of the
1933 Convention: liThe refugee is an ex-cacbatant of the Great
War".
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'Ihis was no longer required since several years had lapsed
since the end of the Great war, but the drafters were not to
kr1cM that another Great war was just around the corner1
Ratifying States did not want refugees on a permanent basis aOO
the drafters of the 1938 Convention made sure that (Nery step
was taken to ensure that the refugees would only stay on a
tmp:>rary. basis. One such step was installed in Article 4 (of
the 1938 Convention) enphasising educational facilities
available to refugees, and also in Article 15 (of the 1938
Convention) which facilitated educational training (colleges
and universities) for the refugees so as to enable them to
emigrate.to ,overseas countries.
The united King:ian made a reservation on Article 5 regarding
the, position of extradition and public order. The reasons were
~ctly the same as those which were mentioned in the 1933
Convention. 131
2.9. 7 Gel;]nRP Refugees including Refugees fran Austria
Gennan refugees included refugees caning fran the territory
which was fonnerly Austria. The carpetence of the High
Cannissioner for refugees caning fran Gennany was extended to
.cover. Austrian refugees ,by a resolution of the Council of he
League of Nations of May 1938. On 9 June 1938, the secretary-
,General Of, the IA:!ague sul:mi.tted to the governments concerning
a draft protocol, which was signed on 14 septenber 1939.,132
131 Only three States accepted this Convention.
132 17. 1
vO .198, LNTS, No.4634, pp.141-145.
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MJre crucially,· the inportant principle of non-refoulement was
not produced in the 1938 COnvention. States could not refoule
refugees ·at their frontiers or borders am effectively once the
refugees entered the territory or the territorial jurisdiction
of the asylum state, the refugee State was ooliged to -grant
leave- for the refugees to enter and could not return them.
The refugees were authorised to reside by the High
Ccmnissioner, aIXi states did not really have a say in the
matter as long as the states had ratified the 1938 Convention.
united NatiDn Cr:eati.ons
The 1938 Refugee COnvention afforded sane basic rights for
refugees, but there was no effective international protection
for an individual as against his own State.
After the ·Second World war, there were si~icant
develq:ments. The adoption of the Charter of the United
Nations which included the individual to acquire a status and
stature, irrespective of his nationality, and to transform him
fran being an ooject of international gxdwill into a subject
of international right. Situations which involve a breach or
violation of the UN Charter will be dealt with by the united
Nations General Assercbly. In basic teIms, the provisions of
the Charter recognises the international nature of the
protection of the human being as an individual. It states:
• (c) Universal respect for, mxi observance of, hunvm
rights am fuIx:!amental freecbns for all without
distinction as to race, sex, language or
religion.. 133
'Ihe Charter fails to define arxi identify what these rights are.
'Ihi.s was rectified to sane extent by another significant legal
instrument which was~ by the United Nations General
Assetblyon 10 DecenDer 1948.134 'n1is instrument was named the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights am this was acq,ted in
order to elaborate on the content of standards arxi the
machinery for protection of human rights, which were referred
to in the united Nations Charter (PreaIti>le, Articles 1, 55, 56,
62, 68 arxi 76). 'Ihe Universal Declaration of Human Rights
contained 30 articles which stip.1lated the rights of
iJx1i.viduals including the protection of refugees aIXi aliens.
Many new States have incorporated these provisions within their
constitutions. However, the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights is not legally binding; it is merely a recarmeOOation.
'I11is document forns an inportant part for the protection of
human rights in the 'NOrld today. Many instruments have been
acq,ted with the Universal Declaration of Rights as a
guidellne.135
133 Article 55.
134 ,.1\ 1
un Res. 217A( III), GACR, 3rd Session, Part I, Res., p.7 •
voting was 41:0 with 8 abstentions.
'!he
135 For instance, the European Convention on Human Rights; the
International Covenants on Human Rights; the International
Convention on the Elimination of all FODnS of Racial
Discrimination; and the Charter of the Organisation of African
Unity.
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The Second ~rld War highlighted the scale and the problems of
the refugees. The scale was massive and at that time the
international camuni.ty felt the need to fonn an organisation
to deal with the refugee problem specifically. Apart fran the
organisation, an international convention was needed which
could list ,the rights especially designed for the post-war
refugee. This need was fulfilled by the set-up of the United
,Nations High Ccmnissioner for Refugees and its Statute but,
ItDre inpJrtantly, the drafting and adoption of the 1951
Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees. This Convention
will be examined in detail in the next chapter which proved a
major step foIWaI'd for the protection of the refugee.
However" it is perhaPs advantageous here to mention that in
the final weeks of 1956 sane 160,000 Hungarian refugees fled
across the Austrian border in search of refuge. Austria opened
its doors and hearts to them. On 28 october 1956, the Austrian
Govemnent announced publicly that Austria would grant
unconditional asylum to all Hungarians who entered their
territory. Only the previous year Austria and, four other
occupying powers signed the treaty that re-established its
sovereignty, and a constitutional law of perpetual neutrality
was pranulgated. Why did Austria grant asylum to the
Hungarians?
Austria had just emerged fran the post-war econanic slunp. It
was concerned for the people who, only two generations earlier,
were part and Parcel of its Enpire that was dismantled after
lJl
the First World war. sane loyalty was owed.
Austria ~ed to the united Nations security Council for
assistance, who referred the matter to the General Assmbly
which called on the Hungarian aIXi Soviet authorities to
facilitate humanitarian assistance to the people of Hungary.
The General Assmbly awealed to Mercber States to make special
contributions for this p.u:pose and Mr James Read (acting High
Ccmni.ssioner)136 launched an aweaJ. to the mather countries of
the United Nations Refugee Fwxi (UNREF) .137 Apart fran the
~ls, the General Assmbly ac3c¢ed resolutions138 confinuing
the authority of UNHCR in matters of refuge relief and granting
it prerogatives beyond those laid c:iow in its statute (see
later) •
2.10 POOIroUPl'
As mentioned above, the 1951 COnvention Relating to the Status
of Refugees was the first COnvention to list sane rights
136 Since the death three ronths previously of Mr van Heuven
Goedhart.
137 See later for further details of UNREF, in the UNHCR chapter.
138 Resolution 1006 of 9 Noverrber 1956, declared that the
intervention of UNHCR was desirable to provide emergency relief
to the refugees fran Hungary. Resolution 1165 of 26 NovEJtber
1959 noted -with ~eciation the effective manner in which the
High Carmissioner had been dealing with special emergencies- •
And Resolution 1166 of 26 Noverrber 1957 authorised UNHCR to
launch on its o.m authority appeals for funds. These
resolutions expressed a grodng awareness on the part of the
General Assenbly that UNHCR should be able to fulfil its
mission in a pu-ely humanitarian spirit.
especially designed for the refugees. '!he next chapter will
examine this Convention in great depth along with reference to
the 1967 Protocol relating to the Status of Refugees and the
African Refugee Convention, respectively.
CHAPTER THREE
The 1951 Convention Relating to the
Status of Refugees
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mE 1951 CXlMNrIQl REI.ATl}I; 'It) 'DIE S'IMUS CF REF11<;<gg (1951
CDMNl'IQf)
The 1951 Convention is the expression of a connection by the
canity of nations that refugees are not a tarporary phenanenon
which can be either igriored or rejected. The problem of
refugees requires an international effort to grant fundamental
rights and freedans to these unfortunate human beings. There
are several reasons which reflect the significance of the 1951
Convention:
1. The '1951 'Convention' attempted to establish an
international code of rights and privileges of refugees on
a general basis. Until 1951, several conventions,
arrangenents and agreements dealt with the small nlJIliJers
of refugees • There was no general international
instrUment until then.
2. The 1951 Convention took exarcples fran earlier
conventions, agreements and arrangements but the scope of
rights for refugees in the 1951 Convention have exceeded
these' earlier instruments. The 1951 Convention covers
aspects of life and guarantees to refugees as a minimum
and these' aspects 'are broader than in any of the previous
135
instruments .1
3. Treatment of refugees is roore favourable in the 1951
Convention than the previous instruments. For instance,
in the earlier agreements rela~ to the Russian and
German refugees only accorded social security or relief
provisions. While the 1951 Convention accorded that
refugee status was equal to that of the nationals of the
country'of asylum. 2
4. The 1951' Convention' allowed expllsion for reasons of
breach of national security and connection with serious
crimes, while the earlier convention concerning Gennan
refugees could expel refugees if they refused to a
"sufficient cause".
given.
No explanation of this tem was
1
2
5. The 1951 Convention was the first Convention which
received a large nuni:>er of States in its drafting.
Earlier conventions had received only a very SIIilll number
For instance, the 1938 COnvention' concerning the Status of
Refugees caning fran Gennany did not contain such provisions as
properties to which refugees could acquire; the prohibition of
penalties for illegal entry into refuge States by bona fide
refugees; the benefits of accamodation; etc.
The earlier"conventions merely granted refugees the same rights
as foreigners .in general, while the 1951 Convention treated
them as nationals, eSPecially relating to elementary education.
34
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of states in the participation of drafting. 3 The
Conference of Plenipotentiaries (COnference) which
actually drafted the 1951 Convention was attended by 26
representatives of States and 2 observers. FurtheITl'Ore,
the representatives attending the COnference were fran the
five major continents rather than sinply European or
American representatives.
6. 'I11e 1951 COnvention relates to refugees fran all parts of
the world,4 whereas the earlier conventions referred to
. . European refugees. 'I11e 1951 Convention does contain sane
stipulations of a restrictive nature, due to the desire of
the founders of the 1951 Convention to reach unanimity in
the COnference and not to draft a document which may have
been perfectly worded but not acceptable to many of the
participating ~nts. It is inportant to note that
provisions of the 1951 COnvention need not be awlied by
the . States as. they have been drafted;' Irost of the
provisions will be weakened by reservations (see Articles
below). " Much will obviously depend on the conditions
under which the individual ~ts will agree to
adhere to this COnvention.5 The 1951 COnvention, although
The first agreement on the legal status of refugees (Russian
and Annenian) consisted of 12 rnestbers but was drastically
reduced to 5 when the actual convention was revised. only 8
representatives took part in drafting the provisional agreement
on the status of Gennan refugees, but the number drowed to 7
when the pennanent convention was drafted.
The 1967 Protocol Relating to the Status of Refugees abolished
the geographical and dateline limitations.
So far, 106 States have ratified this COnvention.
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needing iIrprovement in certain areas, does establish a
satisfactory legal status, in the absence of any other
refugee instrument.
3.1 IEFlNITIQl CF 'mE 'lERM .~.: <XJH1lmRY AND ANALYSIS
Article 1 of the 1951 Convention was not properly drafted,6 and
the heading was too narrow, dealing with exclusion grounds,
geographical scqle of awlication and definition of a
"refugee" • The sequence of paragraphs does not~ to be
logical; 7 the three separate sections (0, E and F) begin with
the same 'ltUrds: "This Convention shall not awly ••• ". They
should have been canbined into one. The actual text contains
expressions which confused the representatives at the
Conference about interpretation and meaningS and there were
sane deficiencies and irregularities. Why was this? Basically
because of two prime factors. Firstly, there was shortage of
time available and, secondl7(' there ~ed to be a reluctance
by several delegates to change a text which had been adopted by
the General Assarbly.
The actual definition of the tenn "refugee" was the result of
the work of the hi Hoc carmittee at its first session; the
6
7
8
The Representative of Israel was very critical, see SR.34, p.13
in which others joined: SR.34, p.14.
For instance, para (6) wuld logically belong at the end. See
below.
For ins:=ance.' the Representative of France was unsur~ of the
express~on "m Europe or elsewhere" in para B; see SR.34, p.13.
I _ ~_ _ __
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definition adopted by the Econanic aIXi Social Council on 11
August 1950; and the Resolution of the XI session which was a
proposal to the General Assenbly. It was incorporated in the
draft convention prepared by the Ad Hoc cemni.ttee at its second
session. The revision took place in the General Assenbly at
its 5th session and amendments introduced in the latter by the
Conference. It was the same as adopted in Resolution 429(v) of
the General Asserbly of the "Draft Convention Relating to the
Status of Refugees II annex.
The Conference did introduce several corrections and
amendments, which refer to para A(2),9 para F(b)10 and changes
of wording without amendment in substance in para C(5), C(6),
F(a) and F(c). The Conference extended section F of the
General Assembly's resolution whereby ·the contracting States
could aQj to the definition of the tenn "refugee" other
Persons, including such as might be reccmnended by the General
AssaIbly. However, the Conference adopted Resolution E which,
incidentally, was introduced by the British representative,11
in order to cover the contents of fonner para F of Article 1,12
to read the following:
Assimilating rnercbership in a particular social group in a race,
etc; Section B (instead of global validity, the p::>ssibility of
extending the scope of the Convention to extra-EuI"q)ean
refugees); Section D (providing that· refugees, now under the
protection of the UNHat shall cane under the provisions of the
Convention when the protection ceased).
Exclusion of· camnn criminal fran protection - only a verbal
amendment.
A/Conf.2/107.
SR.35, p.43.
I
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II'!HE~,
EXPRESSES the hope that the Convention relating to the
Status of Refugees will have values as an exanple
exceeding its contractual scope aIXi that all nations will
be guided by it in granting so far as possible to persons
in their territory or refugees and who \tJOUld not be
covered by the tenns of the COnvention, the treatment for
which it provides. II
Article 1: Section A
"Article 1
DEFINITICN OF '!HE 'tERM 1REFt.X;EE"
A. For the purposes of the present COnvention, the term
"refugee" shall awly to any person who:
(1) Has been considered a refugee under the
Arrangements of 12 May 1926 and 30 June 1928 or under
the COnventions of 28 October 1933 and 10 February
1938; the Protocol of 14 septerber 1939 or the
Constitution of the International Refugee
Organization;
Decisions of non-eligibility taken by the
International Refugee Organization during the period
of its activities shall not prevent the status of
refugee being accorded to persons who fulfil the
conditions of paragraph 2 of' this section;
(2) As a result of events occurring before 1 January
1951 and owing to well founded fear of being
persecuted for' reasons of race, religion,
nationality, menbership of a particular social group
or political opinion, is outside the countIy of his
nationality and is unable or, owing to such fear, is
unwilling to avail himself of the protection of that
countIy; or who, not having a nationality and being
outside the countIy of his fonner habitual residence
as a result of such events, is unable or, owing to
such fear, is unwilling to return to it.
In the case of a person who has nore. than one
nationality, the term lithe countIy of his
nationality II shall mean each of the countries of
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which he is a national, and a person shall not be
deemed to be lacking the protection of the country of
his nationality if, without any valid reason based on
well-fourxied fear, he has not availed himself of the
protection of one of the countries of which he is a
national. II
Analysis
As one can see fran the text of Article 1, the definition is
partially described in \\lOrds and partially refers to the
follCMing six international documents:
(i) Arrangements of 12th May 1926.
(ii) Arrangements of 30th June 1928.
(iii) Conventions of 28th OCtober 1933.
(iv) Conventions of lOth Februaty 1938.
(v) The Protocol of 14th Septenber 1939.
(vi) The Constitution of the International Refugee
Organisations •
In the original draft prepared by the Ad Hoc Ccmni.ttee at its
first session, no reference to these previous documents was
IIade and the tenn "refugee" per se was described in full in the
draft. The new system which was introduced by the
13
aforementioned Resolution of the ECDSOC, was taken over by the
hi Hoc Ccmni.ttee at it second session, the General Assert>ly and
the Conference. It was based on a proposal made by the
representative of France13 to the Social carmi.ttee of ECDSOC
which acknowledged to rewrite the definition adopted by the Ad
E/L.82.
14
1S
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Hoc Catmittee ItDre in fom than in substance. 14 On the basis
of Article 1, para A( 1), the following categJries of persons
were considered "refugees":
Group A
Persons recognised as refugees on the basis of conventions
preceding the Second World war:
(i) Russian refugees.
(ii) Annenian refugees.
(ill) Assyrian or Assyro-Chaldean and assimilated
refugees.
(iv) Turkish refugees.1S
(v) Refugees caning fran GeImany.
(vi) Austrian refugees.
Group B
There were sane refugees who were under the mandate of the IRQ
who also enjoyed the benefits of other conventions before the
outbreak of the Second World war. Aroong this cate<Fry, there
are many persons who have been recognised as "refugees" under
the 19S1 COnvention, even if they bad not cane under the
mandate of the IRQ. There were seven categJries of persons
E/AC.7/SR.IS9, p.S.
Under the tenns of the Protocol of lausanne of 24 July 1923.
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which the IRQ cared for .16 In contrast to Article 1, the IRQ
Constitution did provide for the exclusion fran protection of
certain groups, for instance, war criminals or traitors and
those who had Persecuted the populations of united Nations
member countries.
In para A(l), stress must be placed on the phrase "Has been
'.
considered as a refugee under ••• • • These wrds clearly
16
17
indicate that Article 1, para A(l) refers to only such refugees
;
as were in fact recognised as "refugees" by the carpetent
authority to make such a detennination and not to call all
persons who could qualify as such on the basis of the
arrangements stipUlated in para A( 1) • The High Camdssioner
stipulated:
" • •• an Armenian presenting himself for the first
time as a refugee would not be covered by the
provisions of sub para 1 ••• " 17
Similarly, it is clear that a detennination made by the
c~tent a~thorities'under the international acts stated in
this section recognising a person as caning under any of these
agreements is sufficient to make this Person a "refugee" in the
(i) Victims of Nazi and Fascist regimes; (ii) Spanish
Republicans and other sections of the Falangist regimes; (ill)
Persons who, were already refugees before the outbreak of World
war II; Persons, other than displaced, who are outside the
countIy of their nationality or fonner habitual residence and
who, as a result of events subsequent to the outbreak of the
Second World war, are unable or unwilling to avail themselves
of the protection of the government of their country of
nationality or fonner, nationality.
SR.22, p.17.
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conventional sense. It appears that the detenni.nation arrived
at is binding on all contracting States, irrespective of
whether it was made by IRQ, any other cacpetent international
agency or a party to a convention.
~.._.
In the second part of para A( 1), there may have been persons
who were not recognised as refugees by the IRQ, for whatever
reasons,18 rot were recognised as refugees by the 1951
.COnvention, provided they satisfied para A(2). Para A(2) was
intended to cater for· those persons who were not covered by
para A(l). This definition, along with that stipulated in sub
para (1) was used in the statute of the office of the UNHCR,
stipulating the persons who, in the view of the United Nations,
were in need of international protection. There are sane
18
19
conditions attached to para A(2) which are as follows:
(i) If the asylum-seeker and seeker of refugee status has a
nationality he must be outside the country of his
nationality; if, however, he has no nationality then he
Imlst be outside the country of his habitual residence.
(li) The asylum-seeker and seeker of refugee status bas a
nationality owing to well-founded fear of being persecuted
for specified reasons of race, religion, nationality,
rnerrbership of social groups19 or of political opinion. 20
Maybe because they did not awly for protection or assistance
or because their awlication was rejected.
This particular phrase was introduced by the COnference on the
basis of a Swedish amendment (A/Conf. 2.9) •
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It seems clear that a person without nationality Imlst be
Outside the country of his habitual residence for the same
reasons because otherwise he could not be unable to return
thereto, although para A(2) does not say so directly. The
draft2l read as follows: "... who has had habitual
°d IIreSl: ence •••• The General Assmbly did iJrprove on the
.text but there is no reason to assume that it intended to
. do nore than sinply iJrprove the language. The British
representative was" of . the opinion that sub para 2, as
drafted by the General Assenbly, provided t1NO conditions:-
(a) One referring to persons with a nationality.
(b) The other referring to stateless persons.
The British representative contended that:
II • •• in his view, under a literal interpretation
of this sub para, the requirements that the
events took place before Jan 1 1951, and that
the departure fran his hane country hawened for
fear of ~rsecution did not awly to stateless
persons. II 22
(iii) If the asylmn-seeker has a nationality, he mst be unable
or, because of fear of Persecution, unwilling to avail
himself of the protection of his g:>vernment. If the
20
21
22
asylmn-seeker is stateless, he Imlst be unable or, because
See below•.
Which was adopted by the Ad Hoc carmittee (second session),
Article 1, para A(3).
SR.23i p.S.
23
24
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of the same fear, be unwilling to retum to the country of
his fonner habitual residence.
(iv) The fear of persecution in both of the above cases nust be
based on events which occurred before January 1, 1951.
Para A( 2) contains a number of expressions which regyire
ccmnentaty and analysis
(a) -Events OCCUITing before 1 January 1951-
What are these "events"? This tenn refers to actual
hatPmings which provoke "fear of persecution". The Ad
Hoc Ccmnittee defined the 'NOrd "event" as "hawenings of
major inportance involving territorial or profound
IX>litical changes as well as systematic progranmes of
persecution (in this period) which are after-effects of
earlier changes".23
The Ad Hoc Ccmni.ttee may have defined the expression
rather too restrictively, because a gNernment may begin
persecuting a racial or religious minority or it may
prohibit certain political novanents, although no
"profound political changes" have occurred. 24 It may be
appropriate to define "events" as haR>enings which create
conditions under which a group of persons becane victims
of racial,. religious, national, social or political
persecutions. This inay get rid of the instances such as
E/1618, p.39.
For instance, SOuth Africa.
25
26
27
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riots .in certain regions or events which are being
carbatted by the authorities because in such cases there
~ld be no reason for a person possessing a nationality
to avail himself of· the protection or be unwilling to
return to the country of his fonner residence. The tenn
"fonner habitual residence" does not necessarily refer to
a locality b.1t to:
"• •• the country in which he (the refugee) had
resided and where he had suffered or fear he
'NOUld suffer persecution if returned. II 25
The Ad Hoc Ccmni.ttee had stipulated that "events" included
certain IIafter-effects II ... The· Ad Hoc Ccmni.ttee further
contended that the date of January 1, 1951:
'1 • • • excludes events ••• which hawened after
that date but does ot exclude Persons who may
becane refugees at a later date as a result of
events before them, or as a result of aft
2
gr-
effects which occurred at a later date ••• "
The representative of France correctly stipulated that
lIevents occurring before January 1, 1951 inply all the
consequences of such events". 27
There is no doubt that the circumstances that an asylum-
seeker found himself outside his country· after January 1,
E/161B, p.39.
E/161B, p.39 •.
SR.28, p.9.
28
29
30
31
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1951 would' make him eligible under the 1951 Convention
provided the reason for his persecution lay in an event or
hawening which occurred before' this date. The
representative of France, in order to clarify the
intention of the Ad Hoc Ccmni.ttee, proposed the fonnat
"
"events in Euiopebefore 1 January 1951 or circumstances
directly resulting fran such events" .28 The camd.ttee
'agreed to iItplement this fom of words, 29 but the
representative of' the 'US was UI1ha.WY and requested the
eliinination of" the latter part on the groUnds that they
aweared redundant and did not IOOdi.fy"the meaning of the
'original text proposed by the Ad Hoc Ccmni.ttee and that
lito legislate for the result' of a result might be taking
things too far". 30
In the ECDSCC, the US representative stated:
II ~ •• these" words Were too vague and that, if
they are retained, the Convention would be
awlicable to Persons who became refugees
because of results of events which have taken
place .before January' 1, 1951 and might
establish a chain of causes and effec=jy
extending into the year 3,000 AD and beyond."
The ECDSOC decided to keep 'these words, but the General
Assembly excluded'them on the assuIrption that the tem
E/L.82 and E/AC.7/SR.159,. p.16. (Social Ccmni.ttee).
E/AC 7/L. 66.
E/AC, 7/SR.165, ·{:p.9, 11. ' ..
XI Session, 406 meeting, para 87.
32
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~events" included their consequences. There is no real
problem ,of persons fleeing fran States in which
g::wernments had changed and these persons had actually
faced the threat of "well-founded fear of being
persecuted" or on any grounds stipulated in para A( 2) ;
such people would be eligible UIXier the 1951 Convention.
The· 1951 Convention does not speak of actual persecution
to which a person is subjected to, but speaks of "fear of
being persecuted". This expression was established to
signify that a "person has either been actually a victim
of persecution or can. show g:xx:i reason why he· suffers fear
of persecution". 32
Who decides whether the "fear" suffered by the asylum-
seeker is well-founded or not? The whole question of
deciding upon the eligibility of persons falling within
para A(2).' This paragraph deals with persons whose
"refugee status" has, not been rrade binding for the
Contracting Parties. There awears to be no provision
within the ,1951 Convention which enforces the Contracting
States to accept a decision made by the United Nations or
other authority. De facto, the determination made by the
High Ccmni.ssioner under section 6A(li) of the statute33 is
not binding upon a State. The definition for the purposes
E/1618, p.39. For full elaboration, see Chapter Eight.
See UNHCR section.
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of UNH~ is broader than under the 1951 Convention. SO a
person may be a refugee under the tenns of the Statute and
not under the 1951 Convention and vice versa. The
definition of IIrefugee II in the Statute is different fran
the 1951 Convention purely because para C(b) of the
Statute is not incotpOrated into the 1951 Convention. The
asylum-granting State has cooplete discretion. The right
of Contracting States to define the refugee is limited in
b«> ways: firstly, by the right granted to the High
Ccmnissioner to supervise the awlication of the 1951
Convention34 and, secondly, by the general right of every
Contracting State to follow up the inplementation by
others and eSPeCially by the provision of Article 38 of
the 1951 Convention.
(c) -Person IIIlSt be outside the coo.ntIy of his nationality-
The 1951 Convention provides, as one of the conditions for
being granted "refugee status" , that the Person be
"outside the country of his nationality or habitual
residence" owing to fear of being persecuted. It does not
require that the person shall have left the country of his
nationality for such a reason.
In the first draft of the Ad Hoc carmittee, the condition
was that the person "has left or ••• is outside the
country ••• ", whilst the text of ECDSOC and that of the Ad
Section 8(8) of the Statute and Article 35 of the 1951
Convention.
35
36
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Hoc camdttee (second session) referred to "persons who
had .to leave, shall leave or remain(s ) outside the
country".· Since "being" or "remaining" was considered as
sufficient grounds, it was clear that "leaving" per se was
'not a precondition for making a person a "refugee" or,
alternatively, the circumstance that a person might have
left the country in a regular manner but remained abroad
because "fear of persecution" was sufficient under the
'first tw:> drafts to meet the requirements of Article 1.
It was for this reason that the General Assercbly~
the tam "leaving" and nade the definition contingent on
"being outside the country". HC7NeVer,' despite this, the
British representative insisted that departure for fear of
persecution was' required. 35 The French representative on
the Ad Hoc camdttee suggested that :Article 1 should also
cover persons' who were outside their country when
persecution' began and were unable to return because of
fear of persecution. 36
The 1951 Convention is also applicable to asylum-seekers
who had lost their nationality (a proposal of the US
representative),37 after they had left their country
because such a case is covered by the inability of a
person to avail himself of the protection of the country
of his nationality. One is unsure of the tenn "habitual
SR.23, p.S.
SR.17, p.6.
E/AC 7/SR.160, p.ll.
38
39
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residence" • nJes it mean the country where a non-
persecuted stateless person38 resided and which later
began to persecute him, or does it mean that residence of
persons who had left their country of nationality owing to
"fear of persecution" and were later subjected to
persecution in the country of refuge?
(d) '!he dateline -January 1, 1951-
Why was this particular date chosen? It was chosen for
the following reasons:-
(i) On this date, the office of the UNHCR had begun its
official 'ltUrk.
(ii) The .Ad Hoc Ccmni.ttee had agreed on this date to
enable the governments to know at the time they
became parties of the 1951 Convention, the extent of
their obligations,39 while without such a dateline,
the Contracting States, nay have been asked to
undertake obligations, in respect of refugees (future
munbers \to1OUld be unknown and unpredictable).
(iii) The dateline of "January 1, 1951" was retained,
mainly to have the same date in order to restrict the
obligations of governments to such groups of refugees
as they could assess· OWOSition to unlimited
responsibility was voiced at the time of the
For instance, a resident before the First World War.
E/1618, para 3.
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discussion of the .Ad Hoc Ccmnittee draft, in the
Social Ccmnittee of the ECDSOC. 40
(e) 'DIe tenD -unwi.lli ngness-
This tenn did. not bring joy to the drafters, prrely
because there is a fonnal connection between being
"unable" and having "a well-founded fear of being
persecuted" • However, if the tenn "well-founded fear" is
taken as discussed above, it can be seen that "inability"
or ~unwillingness" refers to persons (either possessing a
nationality or statelessness) whose protection by the
country or return thereto is actually derived. It is
advantageous· at this stage to note the ccmnents of the Ad
Hoc camu.ttee. They stated:
"• •• that for the purpose of this sul::p:iragraph
(a.1 (c) ) and sul::p:iragraph A2 (c) and therefore
for the draft convention as a whole, ,,"unable"
refers primarily to stateless refugees but
includes·also refugees possessing a nationality
who are refused passports or other protection by
their .own £OVernment. "Unwilling" refers to
refugees who refuse to accept the protection of
the ~ernment of their, nationality. II 41
It nay be better to follCM this interpretation which,
incidentally, was based . upon ' that of the French
representative in the ECDSOC (Social Ccmni.ttee).
40 'E/AC 7/SR.1S8, p.1S; SR.1S9, pp.S-6.
41 E/1618, p.39.
---~-- ------ --~~~---~------~
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(f) ·Race, religion, national ity, lJiii'ership of a partiallar
social group am political qlinioo· as being gronms for
persecutioo
The UNHrn. Handbook states that a person Imlst show well-
founded fear of persecution for one of the reasons stated
above. It is imnaterial whether the persecution arises
fran arrj single one of these reasons or fran a carbination
of two or roore of them. 42 These reasons for persecution
will frequently overlap. Usually there will be roore than
-
one elanent carbined in one person; for instance, a
political opponent who belongs to a religious or national
- ~
group, or both.
The tenn "race", along with "political opinion" and
"religious belief", was first used in 1938 to allow
Snlgration' fran GeImaIiy and Austria. The Mn.inistrative
Memorandum 39 of Supreme Headquarters' Allied
Expeditionary Force, in paragraph 32, were responsible for
assistance to displaced persons and refugees fran Gennany
and Austria. In this paragraph, assistance was only to be
granted . to persons persecuted because of their race,
religion or activities in favour of the United Nations.
The force helped Jewish victims of Nazi persecution who
had been persecuted for race or religion or both. It can
be said that the early meaning of race is not only major
ethnic groups, but also groups which are less easily
42 Para 66.
43
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differentiated by colour. Hence, in this context, race
refers as much to social prejudice as to colour, ethnic
origins and so on.
After the Second World war, the five categ:>ries were
incorporated in the 1951 Convention and the UNHCR statute
(except social group).
Paragraph 68 of the UNHCR Handbook understand the tenn
"race", in its widest sense, to include "all kinds of
ethnic groups that are referred to as "races" in caLILcn
usage. Frequently, the tenn "race" will entail I'l\E!t'bership
of a SPeCific social group of ccmccn descent fonning a
minority within- a larger' population. Discrimination for
reasons of race has found world-wide condannation as one
of the IOOst striking violations of hunan rights. Racial
discrimination, therefore, represents an ilrportant element
in detenni.ning the existence of persecution.
The international camnmity' as a whole has expressed
particular abhorrence at discrimination on racial grounds,
as sUH?Qrted and evidenced by repeated resolutions of the
General Assarbly.43 It is worthwhile mentioning Article 1
of the 1965 COnvention' on the Elimination of All Fonns of
Racial Discrimination, which defines that practice to
include distinctions based on "race, colour, descent or
See McKean, Egyalit,y and Discrimination under International
- Law, Clarendon Press, OXford, 1985, pp.152-165.
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national or ethnic originH •
The tJNHCR Handbook, in paragraph 69, <Fes on to say:
"Discrimination on racial grounds will
frequently aIOOuot to persecution in the sense of
the 1951 Convention. This will be the case if,
as a result of racial discrimination, a person's
human dignity is affected to such an extent as
to be incarpatible with the l1DSt elementary and
inalienable human rights, or where the disregard
of racial barriers is subject to serious
consequences. "
The mere fact of belonging. to a certain racial group will
not nonnally be enough to substantiate a claim to refugee
status. There may, however, be situations where, due to
particular circumstances affecting the group, such
membership will in itself be sufficient grounds to fear
persecution.44
The European Ccmnission on Human Rights4S detennined that
in certain circumstances, degrading treatment within the
meaning of Article 3 of the European Convention can be
invoked in cases of discrimination on racial grounds. In
at:Plication 4403/76, Patel et al v United King:ign,
regarding the clailns by Ugandan Asians, it was alleged
that the effect of ,the~.carrronwea1th 'Imnigrants Act 1968
was to discriminate against certain citizens of the UK and
Colonies .on the grounds of race and colour and that the
UNHCR Handbook, para 70.
Decisions of the ECHR, 31-7, 1979071, at 112, IV.
-
1
---
.........~
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Act contravened Article 14 of the European Convention read
in conjunction with Articles 3 am 8. Discrimination on
racial grounds can, in certain circumstances, constitute
degrading treatment within the meaning of Article 3 of the
EuI'q>ean Convention on Human Rights. The main object of
the 1968 Act was to exclude fran the UK, citizens of the
UK and Colonies fran East Africa who were of Asian origin.
It is inportant to rrention that ment>ership of a minority46
does not autanatically lead to recognition of refugee
status.47 The co-existence of several national groups
within the same frontiers can create conflict likely to
lead to persecution. Although in paragraph 69 (above)
discrimination on racial grounds will frequently annunt to
persecution in the sense of the 1951 Convention, States
are very reluctant to accept that certain discriminatory
treatments annunt to persecution on the grounds of "race".
Religion
The UNHCR Handbook refers to the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights, and the Human Rights Covenant proclaims the
right to freedan of thought, conscience and religion
(which includes the freedan of a person to change his
religion and his freedan to manifest it in public or
private, in teaching, practice, wrship and observance. 48
That is, persecuted.
The Viraj Mendis case. See Chapter Eight.
Para 71.
49
50
--- -------- ---- ------.
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In paragraph 72, the Handbook states:
"Persecution for "reasons of religion" may
assume various fonns, eg. prohibition of
merrbership of a religious ccmnunity, of \tlOrship
in private or in public, of religious
instruction, or serious measures of
discrimination inposed on persons because they
practice their religion or belong to a
particular religious camuni.ty."
Persecution on the grounds of religion can cover a great
many issues but the main theme is to what extent
discrimination or religious intolerance constitutes
persecution.. within the meaning of the 1951 Convention.
Unfortunately, religion has been the basis upon which
g:wernments and peoples have singled out other for
persecution. 49 The intolerance nay be based upon,
firstly, a person's membership of a religious camuni.tYi
secondly, religiously IOOtivated acts or anissions such as
refusal to do military service; thirdly, personal faith or
private worship; and, fourthly, participation or
insistence on fonns of public \tlOrship.
The Universal Declaration of Hmnan Rights in Article 1850
states that:
"Everyone has the right to freedan of thought,
conscience and religion; this right includes
For instance, .the Turks and the Christians; and the Nazis an<:!
the Jews. Conterrp:>rary exarrples include Jehovah's witnesses in
Africa or merrbers of the Baha'i faith in Iran.
GA Resolution 217A (III), 10 December 1948.
51
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freedan to change his religion or belief, aIXi
freedan, either alone or in ccmtI.Ulity with
others, and in public or private, to manifest
his religion or belief in teaching, practice,
worship aIXi observance. to
This is elaborated upon in Article 18 of the 1966 Covenant
on Civil and Political Rights51 and again in Article 9 of
the European Convention on Hurran Rights which also
expressly recognises the freedan to change a religion or
belief•.
In 1981 the UN General Assmbly ac:iq)ted the "Declaration
on the Elimination of All Fonns of Intolerance and of
Discrimination Based on Religion or Belief".52 This
Declaration proclaims and stipulates basic religious
rights and freedans and indicates the interests to be
protected, the infringement of which may signal
Persecution.
Refugee status has been granted to groups such as the
Baha'i faith in, Iran, but States still require that such
attacks be Personalised, against individual rrsnbers of the
faith. If this is so, then.a Person fleeing a massacre
would often not count as a "refugee".
The HandOOok, in paragraph 73, states:
See Louis Henkins' The International Bill of Rights: The
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, COlunbia University
Press, New York, 1981.
GA Resolution 36/55 of 25 Noverrber 1981.
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"Mere rrerbership of a particular religious
camunity will nonrally not be enough to
substantiate a claim to refugee status. There
may, however, be special circumstances where
mere membership can be a sufficient ground."
'.
The "special circumstances" is not defined by the Handbook
and it is unclear as to what these circumstances are.
There is a great reluctance within rm.mi.cipal laws to
actually recognise discrimination based either on race or
on religion within the meaning of the 1951 Convention. It
is still unclear today as to what the danestic courts
irrply as "racial" or "religious" discrimination, although
these courts are using a case-by-case adjudication which
could result in decisions g:>ing the other way.
Nationality 53
The term "nationality" was originally included in the
first draft' of the 'Ad Hoc Ccmni.ttee. The interesting
question arises, how can a national of a country be
persecuted by his/her own g:>vernment purely' on the basis
of his nationality? Also, could a person having no
53
nationality be persecuted on reasons of nationality. The
term "nationality" was taken fran Article 2 of the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights (reference was made
The term "nationality" is discussed by E. SChwelb, "The
International Convention on the Elimination of All Fonns of
Racial Discrimination", ~, VoL 15, 1966, W.1006-1011. See
also Brita Sundberg-Weitman, Discrimination on Grounds of
Nationality" North-Holland, New York, 1977.
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in the Prearrble of the 1951 Convention). HC7It'eVer, the
tenn "nationality" is not to be understcxxi only as
"citizenship";It refers also to meni:>ership of an ethnic
or linguistic group and nay occasionally overlap with the
tenn "race". Persecution for reasons of nationality may
consist of adverse attitudes and measures directed against
a national (ethnic, linguistic) minority and in certain
circumstances the fact of belonging to such a minority may
in itself give rise to a well-founded fear of
persecution.54 This cate<,;pry may also include persecution
for lack of nationality and under the 1951 Convention such
stateless persons may probably claim persecution because
of manbership of a particular social group. MJreover, it
is not necessary that those persecuted should constitute a
minority in their own country.55
The co-existence within the boundaries of a State of tw
or nore national (ethnic,' linguistic) groups may create
situations of conflict and also situations of persecution
or danger of persecution. It many not always be easy to
distinguish between persecution for reasons of nationality
and persecution for reasons of political opinion when a
conflict between national groups is carbined with
political novanents, particularly where a political
novement is identified with a specific "nationality".56
See UNHCR Handbook, para 74.
Ibid., para 76.
See UNHCR Handbook, para 75.
57
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The travaux pr~atoirs did not define the meaning of
"nationality" but it can be said that this tenn is usually
interpreted quite broadly to include religious, cultural
origins and membership of ethnic and linguistic
camn.mities, within the 1951 Convention and the UNH~
Statute.57
Article 27 of the 1966 Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights states:
II In these' States in which ethnic, religious or
linguistic minorities exist, persons belonging
to such minorities shall not be denied the
right, in camu.mity with the other merrber of
their group, to enjoy their own culture, to
profess and Practice their own religion, or to
use their own language".
Related \tJOrk of the Ccmni.ssion on Human Rights has also
included "national minorities", but controversial aspects
do exist in the meaning of the tenn. One can also argue
that inclusion of national minorities in the Ccmnission' s
\tJOrk was inawropriate in view of the \tJOrding of Article
27. 58 Can one argue that those persecuted should always
constitute a minority in their own country? Governments
which are controlled by a snall nurrber of people tend to
Article lB and para 6(il), respectively.
See UN Doc. 1980/13, W.126-34; Resolution 37 (XXXVI), 12 March
1980, p.198.
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resort to' qpression,S9 and any 'undesirable' or
q:p:lsition groups, no rratter what their size, could be
their target •
. "Nationality" can be broadly interpreted, in that points
of distinction can be illustrated as the basis for the
policy and'practice of persecution. There rray be sane
overlap between the various grounds and, likewise, factors
from the criteria on analysing "nationality" may
'substantiallYcOotribute to a "well-founded fear of
persecution" •
-ME!nbe~ship .of a parti~lar social Group 60
'The representative of Sweden in the hi Hoc amnittee
introduced cin' amendment to include a "catch all" social
group cate<pry in ~cle 1A stating:
": •• experience hac! shown that certain refugees
had been Persecuted because. they belonged to
particular social groups ••• such cases existed
and it would be well to mention them
explicitly." 61
The tem "social group,,62 is far fran easy to define.
See "Selective Genocide in Burundi", Minority Rights Group,
Report No.20, 1974. See also, "The Two Irelands - The double
minority", Minority Rights Group, Report No.2 (Rev.), 1979.
For a eatprehensive analysis of definition of "social group and
minorities", see.. Tajfel in The Psychology of Minorities,
Minority Rights Group, Report No.38, 1978, p.3.
UN Doc. A/COni. 2/SR3 at 14. And see Helton, "Persecution on
Account of Merrbership in a Social Group as a Basis for Refugee
Status", 0iRLR, Vol.1S, No.1, Fall, 1983.
"Social group" is missing fran the UNH~ Statute.
-----------
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'Ihere is a substantial bcxiy of material which discusses
the tam "social group" • Exarrples of "social group"
include "family, age, sex, language, religions, ••• " arxi
so on. Basically, the tam "social group" could mean
people within a certain relationship or having a certain
degree of similarity, or a caning together of those of
like class or kindred interests.
"Social group", although difficult to define has the
potential to considerably extend the scope of the 1951
Convention. Thirty-seven years after the CCIlpletion of
the 1951 Convention, it is only the individual States who
can take this initiative of State intetpretation. The
essential element in any description is the factor of
shared interests, values or background.
International practice has recognised social factors in
the scope of other international instnnnents. Article 2
of the 1948 Universal Declaration of Human Rights includes
"national or social origin, property, birth or other
status" as prohibited grounds of distinction and this form
of \\1Ords is repeated in Article 2 of the 1966 covenants on
Econanic, Social and Cultural Rights and Article 26 of
Civil and Political Rights which states that equality and
protection before the law should be observed and
inplemented.
The UNHCR Handbook atterpts to define a "particular social
63
64
65
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group" as eatprising of persons of similar backgrowxi,
habits or social status. A claim to fear of persecution
under this heading nay frequently overlap with a claim to
fear of persecution on other grouOOs, ie. race, religion
or nationality. 63
Membership of such a -particular social group may be at the
root of· persecution because there is no confidence in the
group's loyalty to the Government or because the political
outlook, antecedents or econanic activity of its mercbers,
or the very existence of the social group as such, is held
to be an obstacle to the Government's policies. 64
Inportantly, mere rcerbership -of a particular social group
will not nomally be enough to substantiate a claim to
refugee status. There may, however, be SPecial
circumstances when mere membership can be a sufficient
group to fear persecution. 65
Political gpinion
The tenn "political opinion" is by far the roost widely
recognised cate<pry of persecution. The asPect of
political opinion is inherent in the interpretation of
"social group" and as well seems part of the categ::>ries of
"race"" "religion" and "nationality", since persecution of
these latter groups is usually based on an assessment by
Para 77.
Para 78.
Para 79.
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the ruling government and these groups constitute a
political threat to the status quo. Consequently, there
is usually sane political undexpi.nni.ng to every claim.
For this reason the political opinion' categ:>ry constitutes
the broadest grounds for persecution. The travaux
66
prep:gatoires of the 1951 Convention sinply borrows the
catecpry fran the Constitution of 1946, IRQ Section Al(c)
and rem:li.ns silent about its scope and meaning.
Article 19 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights
states:
"Everyone has the right to freedan' of opinion
and expression; the right to include freedan to
hold opinions without interference and to seek,'
receive and iJrport infonnation and ideas through
any media and regardless of frontier. II
The basic principle is restated in Article 19 of 'the
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, blt'the right to
freedan of expression is qualified with' reference to
special duties and responsibilities, although certain
types of opinion may therefore be unacceptable. 66
Holding political opinions different fran those of
governments is not in itself a ground for' claiming refugee
status and 'an awlicant must sh""" that he has a fear of
PerSecution for" holding such opinions. '" This presuwoses
that the aWlicant holds opinions not tolerated by the
See Henkin; op.cit~, at p.216.
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authorities, .which are critical of their policies or
methods. . It also presuR'Oses that such opinions have cane
to the notice of the authorities or are attributed by them
.to the awlicant. the political cpinions of a teacher or
writer' may be roore manifest than those of a person in a
less eXposed position. " The relative irrportance or
tenacity of the BfPlicant' s opinions - insofar as this
can be established fran all the circumstances of the case
-'will also be relevant. 67
While the definition speaks. of persecution "for reasons of
political opinion", it may not always be possible to
establish a causal link between the opinion expressed and
the related measures suffered or feared by the BfPlicant.
SUch measures have only rarely been based explicitly on
"opinion". M:>re frequently, such measures take the fom
of sanctions for alleged criminal acts against the ruling
power. It' is, therefore,' necessary to establish the
67
8I:Plicant's political opinion which is at the root of his
behaviour,' and the fact that it has led or may lead to his
persecution that he clailns to fear. An asylum-seeker
claiming fear of persecution because of political opinions
need not show that the authorities of his country of
origin know of his opinions before he left the country.
He may have' concealed his political opinions and never
suffered any discrimination or persecution. However, the
..
mere fact of refusing to avail himself of the protection
UNHrn Handbook," para 80.
68
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of his ~t,or a refusal to return, may disclose
the awlicant' s true state of rni.rxi which gave rise to fear
of persecution. In such circumstances, the test of well-
founded fear \\1Ould be based on an assessment of the
consequences that an awlicant having certain political
dispositions \\1OUld have to face if he returned. 68
Where a 'person is subject to prosecution or punishment for
a political offence, the Handbook states:
" • •• a-distinction' may have to be drawn
according to whether the prosecution is for
political q>inion or for politically-IOOtivated
acts. If the ProSecution pertains to a
punishable act ccmni.tted out of political
IOOtives, and if the anticipated punishment is in
confonnity with the general law of the country .
concerned, fear of such prosecution will not in
itself make the at:Plicant a refugee." 69 .,
The Handbook, in paragraph 85, does refer to excessive or
arbitrary punishment which will arrount to persecution.
The Handbook states that in detenni.ning whether a
political offender can be considered a refugee, regard
should be had to the following elements:-
(i) his political opinion;
(il) personality of the awlicant;
(ill) the m:>tive behind the' acti
(iv) the nature of the act ccmnitted;
Ibid., para 83.
UNHCR Handbook, para 84.
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(v) the nature of the prosecution arxi
its notives; and, .
(vi) the nature of 'the law on which
, 'persecution is based. 70
These elements may go to show that the person concerned
has a fear' of .persecution arxi not merely a fear of
prosecution .and punishment (within the laW) for < an act
carmitted by him. Thus~ the UNH~ Handbook gives a
fairly liberal interpretation, but no.mere is the issue of
"political opinion" realistically handled.
What value can be attached to protection by the present State
if the Persecutee cannot return to his pennanent residence
because the protecting State has no authority to intervene if
he suffers persecution? There is no IOOIltion of this within the
1951 COnvention and these Persons have to be treated on the
basis of realities. Alternatively, if -protection" per se is a
mere fonnality, the person in question should be regarded (if
he so desires) as a refugee even if the protecting State is
willing to grant him protection and the refugee has no valid
reason for refusing to accept it.
The British representative proposed a provision relating
to treatment of persecutees who possess dual or even
Ibid., para 86.
-.-.............----
3.1.2
71
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triple nationalities. 71 The second sub-paragraph of para
A(2) deals with this provision. Since only those persons
possessing a nationality are deened to be refugees who do
not enjoy the protection of a government, the circumstance
that a person is unable or unwilling to avail himself of
the protection' of one country is not sufficient if there.
is another country willing to extend to him protection and.
.there~s··to· be no valid reason for him.to refuse such
protection~ As stated· abJve, the unwillingness rmlst be
based upo~ "well-founded fear" of Persecution, the valid
reason for refusing protection rmlst be based on "fear".
Article 1: section B ,
"B. (1) For the purposes of this Convention, the words
"events occurring before 1 January 1951" in Article
1, Section A, shall be understood to mean either:
a. "events occurring in Europe before 1 January
1951" or
b. "events occurring in Europe or elsewhere
before 1 January 1951", and each Contracting
State shall nake, a declaration at the time of
signature, ratification or accession, SPecifying
which of these meanings it awlies for the
purpose of its obligations under this
Convention.
(2) Any Contracting State which has adopted
alternative (a) may at any time extend its
obligations by adopting alternative (b) by means of a
notification ack:iressed to the Secretary-General of
the United Nations."
F,?r instance, Pakistani, Irish and Jamaican nationals.
DJ.scussed at the Social cannittee of the EXDSOC (E/AC. 7fL. 63) •
72
73
74
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Analysis
Section B deals with the "geographiccl1." origin of the refugees.
The question arose whether the 1951" COnvention should "be
restricted to events in Europe or in the world at large.72 'nle
Ad Hoc camdttee proposed to limit the events to E:urcJpe and the
ECOSOC sustained this view. The General Assembly, hOwever,
crossed out the reference to Europe,73 which would have made
para A(2) awlicable to the whole world. The COnference, on
the suggestion of the French representative,74 followed a
neutral line by wording Section B in such a way as to leave to
every COntracting State the choice of restricting the 1951
COnvention to "events occurring in Europe" or extending it to
cover Europe and any other COntinent. Fran the text (above)
one can see the words "events occUrring in Europe and
elsewhere". The earlier 'NOrding was "in Europe or in Europe
and other COntinents". The Conference took the view that the
Ccmni.ttee should pennit every" State to ad::i "to"" Europe any
Continent it wanted, but the President of the COnference
restricted the choice to persons who became refugees as a
result of events in Europe alone or of events in Europe or
an~hereelse in the world,75 or the aspect of Europe and the
The African States in the early 60s felt that this Convention
was prinarily for the European refugees and there was a need
for an African COnvention" which could cater for· the African
refugees, hence the OAU Convention on African refugees was
born. Also, the 1967 Protocol abolished this geographical
limitation. see Chapter Five.
Both in the Statute and in the proposed Article 1 of the .1951
Convention. " "" ". _ "._
SR.3, p.12 and SR.19, pp.11ff.
SR.33, p.20.
....
',-~ .. ' (
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rest of ~ the world, or "without qualifications as to area of
origin". 76 ~This 'provision has clearly ,caused the m:>st
difficulties, so a person who fulfils the section A(2) of
Article 1 may be considered a refugee in one Contracting State
and yet not recognised as such in another. To elaborate these
difficulties" two new refugee instruments were fonnulated in
the 19606, namely the 1967 Protocol and the ·1969 OAU
Convention (further elaboration in Chapter Five) •
. : l
3.1.3 Article 1:, section C
"e. This Convention shall cease to awly to any
person falling under the teIIllS of section A if:
(1) He has voluntarily re-availed himself of the
protection of the country of his nationality; or
(2) Having lost his nationality, he has voluntarily
re-acquired it; or
(3) He has acquired a new nationality, and enjoys the
protection of the country of his new nationality; or
(4) He has voluntarily re-established himself in the
country which he left or outside which he ranained
owing to fear of persecution; or
(5) He can no longer, because the circumstances in
connexion with which he has been recognized as a
refugee have ceased to exist, continue to refuse to
avail himself of the protection of the country of his
nationality;
(6) Being a person who has no nationality he is,
because the circumstances in connexion with which he
has been recognized as a refugee have ceased to
exist, able to return to the country of his fonner
habitual residence;
76 Ibid., W.13 ff.
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Provided that this paragraph shall not awly to a
refugee falling under Section A( 1) of this Article
who is able to invoke CQtpelling reasons arising out
of previous persecution for refusing to return to the
country of his fonner habitual residence. II
Analysis
The provisions of sub-paragraphs (2) to (4) are sinple to
understand, although these conditions were different to those
which were established in the IRQ Convention. 77 Paragraph C(3)
has produced sane confusion and vagueness. The Dutch
77
representative introduced and proposed an amendment78 which he
explained:
II • • • that a refugee, who had acquired a new .
nationality (either voluntarily or involuntarily) was
not to be deprived of his status as a refugee, if he
did not, or did not wish to, avail himself of the
protection of the country of his new nationality. II
The wrding of this sub-paragraph. referred only to cases of
voluntary acquisition of a· nationality,79 in which case there
.could be no question of lack of desire to avail oneself of the
protection of the country but .only of an objective
i.Irpossibility to do so.
Paras C(l) and C(5) are rather strange and PIQUpted great
debate. In the first case, para' C( 1) stipulated the persons
who have voluntarily re-availed themselves of the protection of
See IRQ Constitution, Annex 1, Part 1, Section D.
78
"SR.23, p.16.
79 SR.23, p.16.
80
81
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the country of their nationality. 'Ibe French representative
contended that the French \\lOrd for "re-availed" was
"reclaimee". He stated that there was an obvious discrepancy
between the two \\lOrds, the first he explained indicated the
country of fonner nationality acceded to the request, while the
second referred· only to a rem;est for protection~ '!'he
difference was made nore praninent in the SOCial Ccmnittee when
the French representative expressed his opinion that "the very
fact that a refugee asked his Consul for protection was proOf
that he could return to his country without fear". The British
representative suggested that it 'A1OUld be necessaxy for a
person to lose his status as a "refugee" that his request for
protection have met with a favourable reception. 80 The French
proposal (same \\lOrding as in the text pIqX>sed by the Drafting
carmittee of the Social-carmittee)81 in its English translation
and version, stipulated a person Who "voluntarily makes a new
claim for the protection of the g:>vernment of the country of
his fonner nationality". The final version which was actually
adopted by the EroSOC used the \\lOrd lire-availed", but the
French text was not corrected accordingly. It can be stated
that fran the above 'WOrding a request alone is not sufficient
and the ClF-Proval of the Government is a Imlst.
Para C(5) stipulated persons who became "refugees II as a result
of "persecutory measures" which at a given time ceased to be
aFPlied. The drafters of the 1951 Convention assumed that if a
E/AC. 7/SR.160, p.22.
E/AC. 7/L.66.
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"refugee" retained his original nationality, there will be no
reason for him to continue refusing to avail himself of he
.protection of his former government, which will not persecute
him and offer him sane kind of protection. The drafters of the
1951 Convention also noted the psychological factor which
existed with persecution, torture or violation of human rights.
On suffering persecution or violation of human rights, the
asylum-seeker will develop sane kind of distrust and scepticism
with that country or its nationals for the precise reason that
the drafters inserted the second part of para C(5) •
NCcrrpelling reasons arising out of previous persecution" was
substituted by the Conference for the' words "grounds other than
those of personal convenienceN used in General Assetbly
Resolution 429 (V) • The latter phrase was inserted by the
Israeli representative82 whose "carpelling reasons II could be
established in the same way as "well-founded fear" •
"Ccrrpelling reasons" could cover either racial and religious
persecution, not only by g:wernments but also by large sections
of the population which may not have changed. their attitude
with the changes in the political arena. It need not
82
necessarily cover political persecution, because such
persecution can only be restricted to g:wernmental action.
Para C( 6) relates to stateless persons on the principle that
also aJ::Plied to nationals in para C(5). The test in the fonner
He stated, "... such considerations could be referred to memJIj'
of past sufferings". SR.19, p.14.
r=_- _":: __ n_ . ~ _
is "return", while in the latter it is "protection". 'Ibis
subparagraph basically refers to such persons only who were
stateless 'when they became refugees, regardless of their
previous states. Literally, it could not relate to persons who
lost their nationality thereafter.
The words "fonner habitual residence" iOOicates that the
drafters of the 1951 Convention had in miOO only persons who
had no nationality when they had to depart their country.
Subsequently, para C(5) corresponds to the first part of para
A( 2) and para C(6) to the second part.
The introductory words in section C, "shall cease to exist"
refers to categ:>ries stipulated in (1) to (6). Treatments may
differ and vary because persons in categ:>ries (1) and (3 )
becane "ordinary" foreigners who cannot be treated as
IIrefugees" while catee.;pry (4) are out of reach of the States
which granted them the status of refugee. The two other
categ:>ries of they refuse to avail thanselves of protection or
return to their habitual residence are aliens without State
protection to whan Resolution E could BfPly to.
3.1.4 Article 1: section D
. liD. This Convention shall not BfPly to persons who
are at present receiving fran organs or agencies of
the United Nations other than the united Nations High
carmissioner for Refugees protection or assistance.
83
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When such protection or assistance has ceased for any
reason, without the position of such persons being
definitively settled in accordance with the relevant
resolutions adopted by the General Assetbly of the
United Nations, these persons shall i,pso facto be
entitled to the benefits of this COnvention."
Analysis
'\ - ' ,
Section 0 basically treats the asylmn-seekers who have been
granted refugee status and subsequently have a special status
UIXier the United Nations. '!his refers to the Palestinian
refugees who are receiving aSsistance and not protectial fran
~ -/ ~
the United Nations Relief and Works Aqency for Palestine
Refugees (UNRWA). The ~ench r~resentative contended that the
General Assetbly had already delegated sane of' its powers
- . "
regarding the Palestine refugees, 83 so there was no need to
repeat the assistance progranmes. The reasons for excluding
this group were as follows:-
, . \ ,
1. As stated above by the French representative, it was
desirable not to overlap the carpetence of the High
camti.ssioner and the special agencies.
,~ ,
2. The Iraqi and Fl:ench r~resentatives ,stated that it was
the express request of the Arab countries which:
II • • • did not wish to iIrpose on Contracting
States the burden of Arab refugees fran
Palestine so lonq as the United Nations was
caring for thEJn." 134
326th Meeting, p.48.
SR.19, pp.17 and 27-28.
3.1.5
85
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3. section D, para 2 provides for the autanatic assimilation
of ' these catecFries to the regular refugees, subject to
bIo conditions:-
(a) If the special assistance had ceased; and,
(bf The position of these persons had not definitely
been settled by a General Assetbly resolution.
4.'- The French representative acknowledged these bIo
conditions but stated' that there was a third condition
which' extended fran section B. .In as nuch as the refugees
to which Section D' refers became refugees because of event
'occurring outside Europe, they would be eligible under the
1951 Convention only in relation to such States as did not
restrict the CiR'lication of the 1951 COnvention to events
which occurred in Europe alone. 85
Article 1: Section E
"E. This COnvention shall' not apply to a Person who
is recognized by the carpetent authorities of the
country in which he has taken residence as having the
rights and obligations which are attached to the
possession of the nationality of that country."
Analysis
This, provision stipulates for a special group of Persons who
are outside their country for reasons of .persecution but do
SR.29, p.6.'
3.1.6
86
87
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enjoy (in an asylmn granting State) a status ordinarily not
accorded to foreigners. 86 It is sufficient if they are only de
facto citizens of the country. This view was stipllated in the
Conference that equality with nationals' in areas of econanic
and social rights was sufficient. What about political rights
and obligations? The possession' of these rights was not a
condition for the aa>lication of section E. 87 .The present
t«>rding was introduced by the General Assetbly. There awears
to be no reason why asylum-seekers dealt with in Section D and
F 'should not, be assimilated to· refugees under Resolution E,
despite the expression "shall not aa>ly". This' expression only
means that such persons cannot be "primaIy" or main refugees in
the full meaning of the 1951 Convention.
Article 1; section F
"F. The provisions of this Convention shall not awly
to any person with respect to whan there are serious
reasons for considering that;
a. he has ccmnitted a crime against peace, a war
crime, or a crime against hmnanity, as defined in the -
international instruments drawn up to make provision
in respect of such crimes;
b. he has camti.tted" a serious non-political crime
outside the country of refuge prior to his admission
to that country as a refugee;
c. he has been guilty of acts contrary to the
These people enjoy the rights and obligations which are
attached to the grasping of nationality, although they need 'not
officially be naturalised.
SR.23, pp.25-26.
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puposes and principles of the United Nations." 88
Analysis
section F treats persons who fulfil conditions in section A rot
are not deemed in need of international protection. The first
draft did not contain such an exclusion clause. It was
introduced by ECDSOC but amended by the General Assenbly only
to be changed by the Conference.
Para (a) seems quite straightforward and requires no
explanation. Para(b) , however, needs a little explanation.
The person under Section F is assmned to be a eatIOOn criminal.
It is a JllX)t point whether the word "crime" should be used in a
broad sense of the word, that is every punishable act; or in
its narrower meaning, such as grave offence as distinguished
fran a minor crime.
"Serious" was asserted to illustrate that the word "crime"
should and could be used in the broad sense. Thus, only grave
offences such as 'l'mlI'der, theft and burglary would' cane under
this subsection' (b), while lesser crimes and"administrative
offences such as traffic violations (parking, etc.) could not
be .regarded as a reason for exclusion. The British
88
representative asserted to the hi Hoc Ccmni.ttee that refugees
These are basically the NurerrDerg categories. see also the
Genocide Conventions. For further reading, see Tusa, ~
Nurerrberg Trial, Macnillan-papennac, Hong Kong, 1984; also,
Woetzel, R., The Nuremberg Trials in International Law, Stevens
& Sons, london, 1980; also, "International Criminal Law", in
Bassiouni & Nanda, A Treatise in International criminal raw,
Volumes I & II, Charles C Thomas, USA, 1973.
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who camdtted such crimes as petty thefts would not be
deprived of the benefit of the 19S1 Convention.
Subsection (b) is unclear as to whether the crime mst have
been camdtted before the person became a refugee or
thereafter.· One aspect of note is that the introductory
paragraphs speak of -persons II, not IIrefugees-, which inp1ies
that subsection (b) refers only to such crimes as were
camdtted before the person was recognised as a "refugee". The
Yug>slav representative explained the tw concepts which fonned
the initial proposal for the provision:
"(i) That of crimes carmi.tted outside the receiving
country" ,
and,
" (ii) ••• such acts as war-crimes, genocide and sub-
version or overthrOW' of derrocratic regimes." 89
There a~s to be sane overlawing between para (a) and para
(c), because· IIcrimes against peace" are also illegal acts and
contrary to the purposes and principles of the united Nations.
The French representative in the Social' carmittee of the
ECDSOC, stated that the clause may refer to, -persons guilty of
genocide II .90 Interestingly, the us representative thought it
referred to "collaboration".91 While the representative of the
Secretariat ackied that this' referred to persons violating human
SR.29, p.26.
SR.24, p.S.
E/AC. 7/SR.160, p.1S.
rights without camU.tting a crime. 92
seem correct. .
3.1. 7 sane piMJ (hducpls on Article 1
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'nle three above views
92
93
94
i) Article 1 deals on an individualistic basis aOO 00es not
cater for ma.ss refugees.
ii) There are divergences between the definition of a refugee
.. in the statute and the 1951 Convention. The 1951
Convention legally binds the Contracting States. The
General AssaTbly adopted two definitions of refugees, one
for the Statute and the other for the 1951 Convention.
The divergences were accepted by the General Asserrbly as
reflecting differing legal inports of the tw documents.
Representatives of Belgium, canada, Turkey and the UK
suooested a single definition for both documents. 93 sane
representatives followed the Statute and sane' followed the
1951 Convention's definition.' The representative of Chile
suggested . that the definition· should. be as broad as·
-possible in the 1951. Convention in.order that the refugees
might obtain the fullest rights in the countries of asylum
and narrower in the Statute because of the administrative.
and· financial inplications for the united Nations. 94 The
. latter view seens to be the roost sensible one. There is·a
E/AC. 7/SR.166, p.9.
A/C. 3/L.130.
Third CcJrmi.ttee, 328th Meeting, para 8.
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need for a broader'definition of a refugee, which the 1969
, 0AI1 Convention for African refugees have inplemented to a
greater degree •
, .
..'
3.1.8
ill) No reservation is allowed on Article 1 by' Article 42 of
the 1951 Convention.
Article 2
"Article 2
GENERAL OBLIGATICNS
Every refugee has duties to the countries in which he
finds. ,himself, which require in particular that the
conforms to its laws and regulations as well as to
measures taken for the naintenance of public .order. "-
Analysis
This provision was adopted in the same wording as drafted by
the Ad Hoc Ccmnittee. This provision is quite straightforward.
It is ,an accepted rule of. international law, that foreigners are
under the territorial suprmacy of the State they enter. The
- I,'
Ad Hoc camli.ttee felt that it was a desire of the rneJIi>ership to
provide a oore balanced document, which would make States
granting refugee status and asylum oore confident in the sense
. . .
that refugees would still be under their control am not be a
,. .
menace. The French representative expressed a view that
"measures taken for the rcaintenance of' public order" inplied a
restriction of political activity, but the Ad Hoc Ccmni.ttee
183
were of the opinion that not all such activity should be
restricted; unless the contrary is stated, every State was
entitled to exercise control over political activities of
foreigners which it considered objectionable. Quite sinply,
Article 2 stipulated> that refugees mst eatply with> the
m.micipal laws aIXi regulations of the country of their
residence and also restrict their political activity in the
interest of the country's pmlic order. 95
3.1.9 Article 3
"Article 3
N:N-DISOUMINATICN
The Contracting States shall awly the' provisions of
this Convention to refugees without discri.rni.nation as
to race, religion or country of origin."
Analysis
In the first draft- of the .Ad Hoc cemni.ttee, there was a non-
discri.rni.nation article of wider awlication, requiring the.
States not to discriminate against a refugee sinply because he
...
95
"Public order" is sinply a translation of "ordre public" which
is used in international documents such as Article 29 (2) of the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights; it covers everything
essential to the life of the country aIXi its security. see E.
Daes Report, "The Individual Duties to the Ccmmm.ity and the
Limitions on Human Rights & Freedans Urxier Article 29 of UDHR,
E/CN.4, sub.2/4/Rev.2.
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was a -refugee". 96 ' At the' second session of the hi Hoc
Ccmnittee, it 'was stipulated that the ooligation not to
discriminate against a refugee because of his special status
might be 'inferred 'to include the prohibition to awly "special
conditions of imnigration inposed on aliens". For this precise
reason, the Ccmni.ttee ackied "within its territory" to indicate
that the non-discrimination clause referred to the treatment of
aliens within the territory of 'the Contracting State. The US
representatiVe stated at the Conference:
". •• that the history of the drafting of Article 3
showed that if the \\lOrds 'within its territory' were
deleted the Convention 'NOUld affect the whole field
of imnigration policy ••• II 97
Strong words indeed fran the US representative. The Conference
added the \\lOrds "within the territory" to denote that there was
a legal obligation upon the Contracting States and not only on
States which' took in the refugees. Article 3' does not contain
a full list of discriminations, it only contains discrimination
concerning race, religion or country of origin.' There are
obvious other reasons for discrimination, such as colour,
nationality, sex, social status and p:>litical opinion. Why
were only three measures adopted as a basis for non-
discrimination? It seans fran the travaux preparatoires, the
Conference held that Article 3 ought to deal with such grounds
This would mean that the refugee status could not be used as a
reason for refusing to grant him/her rights which are enjoyed
by other nationals or aliens. ' ' .
SR.S, p.S.
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of discrimination as were awlied in the countries of
persecution98 and that all other aspects were left to the
mmicipal laws of the country of refuge. To sum up, one can
follow the views of the representatives of Yugoslavia and Egypt
when they stated that: IIArticle 3 does not cover every type of
discrimination" , and why did the drafters mention "race,
religion, nationality, social group am political opinion" am
yet only mention "race, religion or country of origin" in
Article 3. The answer is not known and only the drafters knew
the reason for the exclusion of certain tenm.
Article 4
"Article 4
.
RELIGICN
The Contracting States shall accord to refugees
within their territories treatment at least. as
favourable as that accorded to their nationals with
respect to freedan to practise their religion ~
freedan as regards the religious education of theu-
children. "
Analysis
It can be observed that none of the drafts of the 1951
Convention contained provisions on the freedans of practising
religion and freedan regarding religious education for
children. Also it can further be 00served that there was no
such provision within the earlier conventions, arrangements or
SR.5, R>.11-12.
->
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agreenents. The proposal to include such an article initially
came fran the representative of Pax Ranana,99 while the Belgian
representative in the hi Hoc Ccmnittee SU<]3ested the actual
inclusion of an article reproducing Article 19 of the Universal
-"
Declaration of Hurran Rights.l00 There was sane response, as
expected, but the caemittee did not consider it in any further
detail.
Article 4 stip.1lates the Contracting States should grant
refugees "at least" the same freedan of practising their
religion and teaching their religion, as it accoIds to its own
nationals.
The \\lOrds "at least as favourable" were introduced by the
representative of the Holy See. He asked for the \\lOrds "at
least.. to guarantee refugees a minimum of religious liberty in
such countries .101 In general tenns, Article 4 merely provides
a general guarantee that refugees should enjoy the same freedan
to practice their religion and in the choice of religious
education for their children as did nationals of the country
concerned. 102
SR.11, p.9.
100 SR.11, para 35.
101 SR.33, p.7.
102 Sikhs leaving India and· seeking refuge in pakistan and
Bangladesh, Pakistan gaining independence fran India in 1947.
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Article 5
"Article 5
RIGHTS GRANIED APARI' FR(M '!'HIS ex:tMm'ICN
Nothing in this Convention shall be deemed to inpair
any rights and· benefits granted' by .a Contracting
State to refugees apart fran this Convention."
Analysis
Article 5 of he 1951 Convention is an amended version of
Article 3(A) of the Ad Hoc carm.ittee's draft inserted during
the second session. The whole ercphasis of the 19S1 COnvention
is to grant refugees as many rights as possible and not to
restrict them. .
In certain instances, 103 the Contracting States are obliged to
maintain 'special, already existing rights of refugees and in
general tenns to grant them rights above the m.i.ni.m.nn
prescribed. The Ad Hoc carm.ittee included the relevant
provision because it thought,
" ••'. it advisable to make it clear that the adoption
of the present Convention should not inpair any
greater rights which refugees may enjoy prior to or
apart fran this Convention." 104 .
The actual 'IoOrding of Article 5 seems to suggest that accession
103 Article 7(3) of the 1951 Convention.'
104 E/18S0, para 19.
{liVERPOOL JOHN MOORES UNiVERSITY I
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to the 1951 Convention need not result 'in abolition of these
broader rights.· It is a question whether Article 5 can be
stipulated to mean an unconditional obligation on the part of
the .respective State to maintain a status quo on such rights.
Qnission of the words "prior' to or"" (apart fran this
Convention) which was used in the secoIXi Ad Hoc Ccmni.ttee draft
cannot actually change the meaning of Article 5 because "apart
fran" obviously includes past, present and future provisions. •
Article 6
"Article 6
THE 'IERM ..m '!HE SAME CIROJMSTMCES"
For the purpose of this Convention, the tenn "in the
same circmnstances" inplies that any requirements
(including requirements as to length and conditions
of sojourn or residence) which the particular
individual would have to fulfil for the enjoyment of
the right in question, if he were not a refugee, J1D.lst
be fulfilled by him, with the exception of
requirements which by their nature a refugee is
incapable of fulfilling."
Analysis
There was no corresponding provision in the first draft of the
.,1951 Convention or indeed in arrt of the earlier. conventions,
agreements and arrangenents. Fran observation of various
documents, the expression ..in the same circumstances" was used
in different articles of the first draft. These words are used
to clarify the ..assimilation" because the treatment of
foreigners or nationals need not necessarily be unifonn but
3.1.13
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depends, in many instances, upon the special status of the
persons. 105 , The hi Hoc Ccmnittee actually reflected on the
words "in the same circumstances" as meaning that the treatment
of refugees should correspond to that granted to other aliens.
The Chainnan of the Ccmnittee. su~ted that the phrase meant
"aliens who "have the same right to' stay iri the country with
respect to duration, place and enployment" .106 However, later
on, the cemnitt~ agreed that "in the same circumstances"
inplied:
"• •• with the same time limit and other conditions as
are required of other aliens for the enjoyment of the
same privilege." 107
Article 7
IIArticle 7 108
EXEMPTICN FRCM RECIPRCCITY
1. Except where this Convention contains oore
favourable provisions, a Contracting State shall
accord to refugees the same treatment as is accorded
to aliens generally.
2. After a period of three years' residence, all
refugees shall enjoy exenption fran legislative
reciprocity in the territory of the Contracting
105 Such as length of stay, the condition of admission, etc.
106 SR.36, p.9.
107 SR.42, W.24/27.
108 Reservations were made by Botswana (6 Jan 1969), Finland (10
Oct 1968), Madagascar (18 Dec 1967), Malta (17 June 1971), and
Uganda,(27 sept 1976).
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States.
3. Each Contracting State shall continue to accord to.
refugees the rights and benefits to which they were
already entitled, in the absence of reciprocity, at
the date of entry into force of this Convention for
that State. .
4. The Contracting State shall consider favourably
the possibility of according to refugees, in the
absence of reciprocity, rights and benefits beyond
those to which they are entitled according to
paragraphs 2 and 3, and to extending exerrpti.on fran
reciprocity to refugees who do not fulfil the
conditions provided for in paragraphs 2 and 3.
5. The provisions of paragraphs 2 and 3 awly both
to the rights and benefits referred to in Articles
13, 18, 19, 21 and 22 of this Convention and to
rights and benefits for which this Convention does
not provided.
Analysis
Article 7 contains two segnents which are not interrelated.
Firstly, para 1 creates a rule of general B.R>lication in favour
of refugees which did not exist either in the first Ad Hoc
carmittee's draft or any other international instrument. The
Ad Hoc Ccmni.ttee at its second session, decided to establish
the following, after listening to various cpvernments and
discussions in the ECDSOC:.
"••• that refugees should enjoy at least the same
treatment as aliens generally in regard to roost
provisions and that a preferred treatment - either
that of nationals of the roost favoured foreign
nations or· that of nationals of the Contracting
States - be established as regards certain
rights. 11109
109 EIISS0, para 19.
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The reference "to aliens generally" is to foreigners who do
not enjoy any special privileges. It was pointed out in the Ad
Hoc CCmnittee that the treatment of "aliens generally" is
anbiguous because in many countries it was based less on law
than on achninistrative practice. Nonetheless, the expression
was retained because there was no better one to be found. "
Para 2 is fairly inportant. Aliens110 only enjoy the rcost
basic and elementary rights on the basis of accepted
international rules. In all other instances, every State is
free to treat them as it pleases. In general tenns, a State is
inclined to grant aliens broader rights if its own citizens
will be treated in the same way - this is the meaning of
"reciprocity... 111 "Exenption fran reciprocity" denotes that a
person is to be granted rights which ordinarily are accorded on
the basis of reciprocity without requiring reciprocity. The
justification for applying exatption fran reciprocity to
refugees lies in the fact that they are stateless persons .112
110 see Richard Lillich, The Human Rights of Aliens in Conterporary
International Law, Manchester University Press, 1984. Also see
study by Baroness Elles, .. International Provisions Protecting
the Human Rights of Non-ei.tizens", E/rn.4/Sub.2/392/ReV.1.
111
"I will treat your citizens as your treat mine". There are
three kinds of reciprocity: (i) cmtracbJa1 refers to rights
specified in particular conventions aroongst States; (il)
Diplanatic is based on law but provides a foreigner to a
country with the same rights as those granted to nationals;
(ill) De facto is established on the basis of a law granting
certain rights to foreigners in general, provided that the hane
State of the foreigner does the same in regard to the" citizens
of the State enacting the law.
112 See also views of representatives of aelgium, France and
Holland: A/Conf.1/11; A/Conf.2./32; and SR.24, p.21.
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Para 3 was introduced in the secoIXi session of the Ad Hoc
Ccmnittee in accordance with the general teIXiency not to inpai.r
already existing rights. Para 3 makes an cbligation (legal)
upon the States to grant to refugees rights ordinarily accorded
on the basis of reciprocity alone. This relates to right
granted on danestic law as well as on the international
conventions .113 Para 4 was fonnulated by .t\«) views of the
drafters of the 1951 Convention: firstly, the contention that
sane States may not be willing to grant all refugees exenption
fran all kinds of reciprocity; and, secoOOly, "exenption fran
reciprocity" is a very inportant condition for enjoying a
status. Para 4 declares that States should grant broader
exenptions than in paras 2 and 3.114
The 1951 Convention uses the word "shall" to stipulate an
obligation requiring the States to consider favourably the
possibility of according such rights. Para 4 stipulates
"refugees" as not only those residing in the Contracting
States but also those residing outside these States.
113 1933 and 1938 Conventions.
114 This can be done in three ways: (i) The states· rrrj extend the
exenption fran "legislative reciprocity" to other groups than
those referred to in para 2; (ii) The States might also awly
to "old" refugees the exenption fran a kind of conventional
reciprocity or fran sane of them; and (iii) They might do so in
regard to all refugees covered in paras 2 and 3, or to sane of
them.
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Article 8
"Article 8 115
EXEMPTICll FRCM EXCEPTICNAL MEASURES
With regard to exceptional measures which may be
taken against the person, property or interests of
nationals of a foreign State, the Contracting States
shall not BR>ly such measures to a refugee who is
formally a national of the said State solely on
account of such nationality.' Contracting States.
which, under their legislation, are prevented fran
BR>lying the' general principle expressed in' this ','
article, shall, in appropriate cases, grant
exercpti.ons in favour of such refugees. It
Analysis
Article 8 deals with exceptional measures without actually
defining them. 'Generally, there' are measures, .in .time of·, war
or threat of war or severance of diplanatic relations or other
tensions between two States, taken by a State to curb the
rights of' citizens of a State against which these measures are
directed. They could involve limitation of lTOVement, right to
a free press, assenbly or use of certain channels of
cannuni.cation (eg. radio). Article 8 was drafted by the Ad Hoc
carmlttee to prevent the occurrence of such p~actices to the
1951 Convention refugees. There is a second sentence,116 which
considerably restricts the inport of Article 8.
115 Reservations trade by Ethiopia (10 Nov 1969); Fiji (12 June
1972) , Finland, Israel (1 Oct 1954), Janaica (30 July 1964),
Madagascar (18 Dec 1967),' Spain (14 Aug 1978), and Uganda (27
sept 1976).
116 Included in the Conference.
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The first sentence of Article 8 does not preclude the
application of exceptional measures to refugees, it only
prohibits their limitation to a "refugee solely on account of
nationality". The person must be a bona fide refugee.
The expression "wxier their legislation' are prevented fran
awlying" was included in order to'~se' States which are
not or would not be willing to accept the general rule as
expressed in the first sentence. In Contracting States, where
legislation (not the legislative systan), as mentioned in the
second sentence, exists, the State is to grant exmption "in
awropriate cases".117
The tenn "shall" prcxiuced sane confusion in the Conference.l18
Was it to be interpreted as 'mandatory' .or 'permissive
provision'? The French> representative pointed out that the
French equivalent for "shall grant" is "accorderont" which is
undoubtedly of a mandatory, not pennissible, nature. 1l9
117 These cases depend on what the law provides.
118 SR.34, p.19.
119 SR.34, p.20.
3.1.15 Article·' ,
"Article 9 1~0
PROVISlrnAL MEASURES
Nothing in this Convention shall" prevent·· a
Contracting state, in time of war other grave and
exceptional circumstances, fran taking provisional
measures which it considers to be essential to the
national security in the case of a particular person,
pending a determination by the Contracting State that
that person is in fact a refugee and that· the
continuance of such measures is necessary in his case
in the interests of national security.
Analysis
The hi Hoc carmittee, in its second seSsion, included Article 9
in order to clarify "the a{:plication of this article in regard
to measures related to national security in time of war or
national emergency" .121 The actual p.trpOse of Article 9 was to
allow refugees in time of war but then followed by a screening
process .122 There may be case where the authorities of the
asylum State are unsure whether the person is a bona fide
refugee or not or, whilst the asylum-seeker may fulfil the
conditions of Article 1, his status as a refugee has not yet
been detennined by the administrative authorities. In such
circumstances, States can ClFPly exceptional measures. However,
120 Reservations by Ethiopia, Fiji, Jamrlca, Madagascar, and
Uganda.
121 E.18S0,·para 23.
122 SR.6, p.1S; SR.26, p.6.
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such measures can only be awlied in time of war or other grave
and exceptional circumstances and only if they are necessary to
the case of the refugee in the interests of national security.
Article 9 describes "time of war or other grave or exceptional
circumstances" • These last \\lOrds were substantiated by the
Conference instead of "national emergencyM, which was agreed by
the Ad Hoc. Ccmn.ittee. These \\lOrds were decided on as a
eatpranise between the ~rding of the Ad Hoc Ccmnittee, which
sane representatives considered the \\lOrding too restrictive.
The British representative proposed that, Min the interests of
national securityM should be ackied, which 'NOUld enable States
to take exceptional measures at any time. MOther grave and
exceptional circumstance" could include intennediate areas
between war and national security such as state of emergency.
Quite basically, Article 9 grants the Contracting States the
authority to detennine for themselves what measures are needed
to their national security and whether the person involved is
actually a refugee or not.
3.1.16 Article 10
MArticle 10
crNrINUITY OF RESIDENCE
I.' Where a refugee has been forcibly displaced during
the second World war and reooved to the territory of
a Contracting State, and is resident there, the
Period of such enforced sojourn shall be considered
. to have been lawful residence within that territory.
3.1.17
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2. Where a refugee has been forcibly displaced during
the second World war fran the territory of a
Contracting State and has, prior to the date of entry
into force of this Convention, returned there for the
puIpOse of taking up residence, the period of
residence before and after such enforced displacement
shall be regarded as one uninterrupted period for any
purposes for which uninterrupted residence is
required. "
Analysi§
The first paragraph deals with the lack of legal entry and
"an.iJmls II which is the essence of enforced sojourn. It
stipulates that enforced residence in the Contracting State due
to displacement during the last war of a refugee, who arrived
without proper documents should not militate against
considering such sojourn as part of a period of "residence"
required for the enjoyment of certain rights.
The second paragraph requires a State to consider bJo periods
as one, while there was an enforced interruption. 123 The only
requirement is that the 1951 Convention mst be in force when
the refugee is to return to his fonner residence.l24
Article 11
"Article 11
123 For instance, a refugee residing in country X, during the war
was deported to Y and sane time later returned to country x.
124 Introduced by Yugoslavian representative, SR. 7, p.4.
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In the case of refugees regularly serving as crrM
rnesti>ers on board a ship flying the flag of a
Contracting State, that State shall give synpathetic
consideration to their establishment on its territory
and the issue of travel documents to then or their
tenp:>rary admission to its territory particularly
with a virM to facilitating their establishment in
another country."
Analysis
The IID125 has intrcxiuced this provision, which stipulates the
strange position of refugees serving on ships flying the flag
of a Contracting State. In these circumstances, the position
of vessels under Custanary International Law nust be
considered. Public and private vessels are treated as if they
were floating territories of the State under whose flag they
sailed. However, the synopsis does not extend to crews as
having residence on the territory of the flag State.
Article 12
"Article 12 126
PERSCNAL STA'lUS
1. The Personal status of a refugee shall be governed
by the law of the country of his danicile or, if he
has no danicile, by the law of the country of his
residence.
2. Rights previously acquired by a refugee and
dePendent on personal status, nore particularly
125 SR.30, p.8.
126 Reservations on Article 12 by Botswana, Egypt (22 May 1981),
Israel and Finland.
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rights attaching to marriage, shall be respected by a
COntracting State, subject to eatpliance, if this be
necessary, with the fonnalities required by the law
of that State, provided that the right in question is
one which \«)\lId have been recognized by the law of
that State had he not becane a refugee."
Analysis
Article 12 stip11ates the "personal status" of refugees. In
other 'It'Ords, their legal capacity (age of majority, the rights
of persons under age to marry), capacity of married 'A1CIOeIl,
family rights (marriage, divorce, adcption and recognition of
children, powers of parents over their children, husbands over
wives), the matriIoonial regime (rights of property, succession
and inheritance).
"
Article 13
"Article 13 127
MJVABIE AND DHJVABIE PROPERTY
The COntracting States shall accord to a refugee
treatment as favourable as possible and in any event,
not less favourable than that accorded to aliens
generally in the same circumstances, as regards the
a~sition of rovab1e and iImovab1e property and
other rights pertaining thereto, and to leases and
other contracts relating to rrovable and i.trrtl'Nable
property. II
Analysis·
Article 13 des not contain a requirement of danicile or
127 Reservations by !obzanbique (16 Dec 1983) and Uganda (27 Sept
1976).
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residence for the enjoyment of the rights conferred by it on
refugees. In other words, it aR>lies to refugees irrespective
of whether they have their danicile or residence in the country
in which they· wish to acquire property or elsewhere. The
rights covered by Article 13 are fully enumerated: acquisition
of roovable and inrtDvable property, and other rights relating to
roovable or imoovable properties (for instance, sale, exchange,
mortgaging administration, contracts relating to such
properties, etc.).
Article 13 does stipulate Itrights pertaining to property of
Itrights lt as such. One can assume that the word Itpropertylt is
used in' a very broad sense of the word, which could include
securities, rooney,~-and bank accounts.
Article 14
ItArticle 14 128
ARTISTIC, RIGHTS AND INIX1S'IRIAL PROPERTY
, .
In respect of the protection of industrial property,
such as inventions, designs or IOOdels, trade narks,
trade names, and of rights in literary, artistic and
scientific works, a refugee shall be accorded in the
country in which he has his habitual residence the
same protection as is accorded to nationals of that
country. In the territory of any other contracting
State, he shall be accorded the same protection as is
accorded -in that territory to nationals of the
country in which he has his habitual residence. It
128 Reservations by China (28 sept 1982) and Malta (17 June 1971).
- -~_.- ---
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Analysi§
Article ·14 differentiates between t\«) groups of States.
Firstly, the state of habitual residence of the refugee who
claims the rights; and, secondly, all other COntracting States.
In· the first country he is granted the same protection as the
nationals of the country. and in the secoIXi he is granted the
rights granted to nationals, of the country of his habitual
residence.
3.1.21 Article 15 >
"Article-15129
", RIGHT OF. ASSCCIATICN.
As regards non-political and non-profit naking
associations and trade unions the COntracting States
.shall accord to refugees lawfully staying in their
territory the IOOst favourable treatment accorded to
nationals of a foreign country, in the same
cirCUItStances •
Analysis.
Article 15 was based upon Article 23(4) of the Universal
Declaration of Human .Rights and is nore restrictive than the Ad
"
Hoc Ccmni.ttee's Draft. The Ad Hoc carmittee had referred to
"non-profit making associations and trade unions" which could
include political association, while one can note that uOOer
the 1951 COnvention, political associations are not covered by
Article 15. The Swiss representative insisted that the wrds
129 Reservations by Uganda, Belgium (22 July 1953) and Ecuador (17
Aug 1955).
',i _.
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"non-political" .should be included in the text,130 which
maintained that it was necessary to debar refugees fran
enjoying political activity.131 Article 15 does stipulate
"associations" and "unions". There is a right of refugees to
fom their association, union or to join those associations or
unions. Article 15 ck>es not inp>se an ooligation for these
associations or trade unions to admit refugees on the same
conditions and tenns as foreigners. Article 15 can be coupled
with Article 17 which grants refugees the "mst favourable
treatment accorded to nationals of a foreign country". These
- words. can inply tithe best treatment, which is given to
nationals of any country by convention".
3.1.22
favourable treatment accorded to nationals of a foreign
country" varies fom State to State and fran time to time.
Article 16
'''Article 15 132'
ACCESS 'IO CXXJRl'S
1. A refugee shall have free access to the courts of
law on the territory of all Contracting States.
2. A refugee shall enjoy in the Contracting state in
which he has his habitual residence the same
treatment as a national in rratters pertaining to
130 AlConf •2/35 ~
131 This was one of the conditions attached to the granting of
asylum - SR.8, W.9ff.
132 Reservations by Uganda, Belgium (22 July 1953) and Ecuador (17
Aug 1955).
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access to the Courts, including legal assistance and
exetption fran cautio judicatum solvi.
3. A refugee shall be accorded in the matters
referred to in paragraph 2 in countries other than
that in which he has his habitual residence the
treatment granted to a national of the countIy of his
habitual residence.
Analysis
The hi Hoc Cam1i.ttee, in its draft, reproduced provision of the
1933 and 1938 Conventions in relation to rights in countries
other than that of the habitual residence of the refugee. 'nle
Conference had intrcxiuced changes blt they were only of a
verbal nature - no undertaking was given. The right of
afPeaI'ing before the danestic courts is given to all Persons-
even if they are stateless. The 1951 Convention inposes a
legal obligation to Contracting States to enable refugees to
have free access to danestic courts.
On considering para 1, the hi Hoc Ccmnittee stated that this
paragraph iiR'iied to persons who had recently becane refugees
and therefore had no habitual residence anywhere .133 In this
case, para 1 may grant a special favour to refugees. Fran
observation, one can note similar rights in Article 14, para 2.
There are difficulties which foreigners usually encounter, due
to the requirement of· a deposit to cover the court expenses of
the other party in the event that the foreigner loses the case
(cautio judicatum solvi) and the absence of free legal
133 SR.25, para 19.
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assistance to indigenous foreign claimants. SO to get rid of
these difficulties, which refugees may face in para 2, refugees
are directly assimilated as habitual residents of the country
where the court is located, insofar as access to the courts in
general and the requirement of cautio judicatum solvi and free
legal assistance in particular are concerned.
Para 3 stip.1lates that refugees in other Contracting States are
assimilated as nationals of the country of their .habitual
residence.
Article 17 134
"Chapter III
GAINFUL EMPIDYMENT
Article 17
"I. The.Contracting States shall accord to refugees
lawfully staying in their territory the JOOst
favourable treatment accorded to nationals of a
foreign country in the same circumstances, as regards
the right to engage .in wage-earning enployment.
2. In any case, restrictive measures inposed on
Reservations by Ancpla' (23 June 1981),· AUstria (1 Nov 1954) ~
Botswana, Chile (28 Jan 1972), Denrrark (4 Dec 1952), Ethiopia
(10 Nov 1969), France (23 June 1954), Greece (5 Apr 1960), Iran
(28 July 1976), Ireland (29 Nov 1956), Italy (15 Nov 1954),
Jamaica (30 July 1964), Liechtenstein (8 Mar 1957), Madagascar,
MOzambique, Norway (23 Mar 1953), Sierra Leone (22 May 1981),
uganda (27 sept 1976), UK (11 Mar 1954), Zambia (24 Sept 1969),
andZ~ (25 AUg 1981). The majority view was that Article
17 was merely_a Recacmendation.
----- -----------.-.-
aliens or the ercployment· of aliens for the protection
of the national labour market shall not be awlied to
.- a refugee who _was already exerrpt fran them at the
date of entry into force of this Convention for the
Contracting State' concerned, or who fulfils one of
the follCMing conditions: (a) He has cmpleted 3
years' residence in the country; (b) He has a spouse
possessing the nationality of the country of
residence. A refugee may not invoke the benefits of
this provision if he has abandoned his spouse; (c) He
, has one or lmre children possessing the nationality
of the country of nationality of the country of
residence.
-3. The Contracting. States shall give synpathetic
consideration to assimilating the rights of all
refugees with regard to wage-earning ercployment to
those of nationals, and in particular of those
refugees who have entered their territory plrsuant to
progranmes of labour recruitment or under i.nmi.gration
-schemes. II
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Analysis
The \«>rding in Article 17 is practically identical to that
proposed by the Ad Hoc Ccmnittee in its second session. The
first draft granted refugees the same treatment as nationals.
However, this draft was criticised on this ground in the Social
Ccmnittee,135 and changes were made accordingly.
Para 1 awlies in the same way as in Article 15. The 1951
Convention does not define "wage-earning ercployment", so it can
be taken in its broad tenns.
Para 2 seeks to' -integrate certain categories of refugees to
nationals: - once resolutions inposed on aliens in "wage-ea.rning
enployment" are declared non-awlicable, the refugee is placed
in the same position as a national of the country of residence.
135 E/AC. 7/SR.167, pp.16ff.
- ---- ---------
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Para 2 treats two kinds of restrictions inposed for the
protection of national labour markets. Firstly, measures
3.1.24
iItp)sed on the enployrnent of _aliens, and, secondly, measures
iItp)sed on aliens.
Para _ 3 _is self-explanatoty and further elal:x>ration is not
required. Article 17 stipulates an inp>rtant provision because
without the right to work all other provisions are practically
meaningless. ,
Article 18
"Article 18 136
The Contracting States shall accord to a refugee
lawfully in their territoty treatment as favourable
as possible and, in any event, not less favourable
than that accorded to aliens generally in the same
circumstances, as regards the right to engage on his
own account in agriculture, industry, handicrafts and
ca[lnerce and to establish ccmnercial and industrial
eatpani.es. "
Analysis
The structure, of Article 18 clearly grants the refugee the
right to engage in industry and econany, blt is not awlicable
to refugees residing outside the COuntry where the self-
enployed activity is, exercised; Article 7(1) is awllcable in
136 Reservations by Italy (15 Nov 1954). As Article 17, Italy
stated that Article 18 was merely a Recatmendation.
~., _ J ".'" I ': ," •
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such cases.
The terms "lawfully in their country" and "lawfully staying in
the country" are different. Whenever "lawful stay" is
3.1.25
required, a refugee just tarporarily in the country \\1OUld not
enjoy the right granted under the corxiitions of "lawfully
staying" • AIternatively, where "lawful being" is sufficient,
refugees terporarily in the country would enjoy the relevant
rights. The M Hoc Ccmnittee explained:
"It was decided that in IOOst instances the provision
in question should awly to all refugees whose
presence in the territoty was lawful, if it awlies
also to other aliens in the same circumstances."
Wherever higher requirements were made (for instance, Articles
15, 17, 19, etc.) the M Hoc cannittee used the expression
"lawfully staying".137
Article 19
"Article 19 138
LIBERAL PROFESSICNS
1. Each Contracting State shall accord to refugees
lawfully staying in their territoty who hold diplcrcas
recognized by the carpetent authorities of that
State, and who are desirous of practising a liberal
profession, treatment as favourable as possible and,
137 EIIS50, Para 25.
138 Reservation by M:>zarrbique.
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in any event, not less favourable than that accorded
to aliens generally in the same circumstances.
2. 'I11e Contracting States shall use their best
endeavours consistently with their laws and
constitutions to secure the settlement of such
refugees in the territories, other than the
metrcp:>litan territory, for whose international
relations they are responsible.-
Analysis
There a.wears to be no corresponding article in the previous
conventions, arrangenents or agreements. Article 19 grants the
same treatment as the preceding one but with one restriction,
that .the diplooas nust be recognised. 'I1le tenn· -liberal
profession- is not .. precise, - it can mean -doctors, lawyers,
teachers, ,'etc. However;' there~ to·be no distinction
between certain liberal professions am the self-arployed or
wage-earners, except when a special diplana is required for the
exercise of work - the rule is not absolute .139
Basically, . para 2 is BfPealing to the Contracting States to
provide enployment for refugee profession. .Para 2 also inposes
the ooral obligation to try and secure enployment within the
laws and regulations of the Contracting State. The British
representative who suggested the inclusion of this phrase
erphasised -that it was inserted to reassure colonial
g:wernments that the provision did not infringe or breach the
constitutional position in their territory.140
139 Nobody has asked to see a diplana of a poet or a singer.
140 SR
.14, para 6.
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Article 20
"Article 20 141
RATlamG
Where a rationing system exists, which awlies to the
pop.1lation at large and regulates the general
distriOOtion of products in short suWly, refugees
shall be accorded the same treatment as nationals. II
Analysis
'!he 'IJOrds "where a rationing system exists, which awlies to
the population at large and regulates the general distriOOtion
of products in short suWly, ••• " did not cq:pear in the first
hi Hoc carmittee' s draft; the camdttee made it clear that the
meaning of the 'IJOrd "rationing" was that it was rather unusual
to treat aliens in the matter of rationing differently fran
nationals. '!he French representative in the hi Hoc CCrrmi.ttee
was of the q>inion that this article refers to essential~
for individual use but not for products for industrial use. 142
'!he hi Hoc CCrrmi.ttee eventually incoI]?Orated the abJve 'IJOrd in
its 2nd draft. Article 20 does not refer to all products in
short sUR>ly, but ~ only to those which are allocated to the
general population. This seems to i.tx:ti.cate that Article 20
deals only with consumer ~.
141 Reservation by Egypt (22 May 1981).
142 SR.1S, para 16.
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Article 21
"Article 21
As regards housing, the Contracting States, insofar
as the matter is regulated by laws or regulations or
is subject to the control of p.1blic authorities,
shall accord to refugees lawfully staying in their
territory treatment as favourable as possible and, in
any event, not less favourable than that accorded to
aliens generally in the same circumstances."
Analysis
Article 21 deals with rent control and assignment of premises.
It does cany an obligation not only for the State but also for
other public authorities (regional self-g:wermnents).
Article 22
"Article 22 143
PUBLIC EOOCATICN
1. The Contracting States shall accord to refugees
the same treatment as is accorded to nationals with
respect to elementary education.
2. The Contracting States shall accord to refugees
treatment as favourable as possible and, in any
event, not less favourable than that accorded to
aliens generally in the same circumstances, with
respect to education other than elementary education
and, in particularI as regards access to studies, the
143 Reservations by Zanbia, Zimbabwe, M::>zarrbique, Egypt, Austria
and Ethiopia.
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recognition of foreign school certificates, diplanas
and. degrees, the remission of fees and. charges and.
the award of scholarships."
Analysis
The Conference voted 17:3:3 on the heading of this title, bIt
the heading is quite inp)rtant. Para 1 speaks of "elementary
education" which could mean p.1blic and private secoOOary
schools. There awears to be a restriction of awlication
excluding private schools. This is in agreement with the
intention of the hi Hoc carmi.ttee:
"This provision should awly only to education
provided by p.tblic authorities fran p.1blic funds and.
to any education subsidised in whole or in part by
p.1blic funds or to scholarships deprived fran thr.f.\"
ChTiously the tenns "elementary" and "higher" education depend
on a given country. Para 1 was encouraged and inspired by
Article 26(1) of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights
which, in brief,· stipulated that elementary education should be
free and carpulsory.
The Conference was less liberal in discussing para 2 than the
Ad Hoc camdttee and reverted to .the treatment accorded by
previous contentions. The Ad Hoc camdttee had suggested: "
• •• the nost favourable treatment accorded to nationals of a
foreign country. II While the Conference conferred treatment "as
favourable as possible II and in any event Itnot less favourable
144 E/1618, para 35.
I '1'-'.-:"-~~--- -:~._.
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than that accorded to aliens generally in the same
circumstances".145
Para 2 deals with all grades of education other than
elementary, including recognition of school certificates arx:i
diplanas gained abroad.
Article 23
"Article 23 146
PUBLIC RELIEF
The Contracting States shall accord to refugees
lawfully staying in their territory the same
treatment with reSPeCt to public relief and
assistance as is accorded to their nations. II
Analysis
The 1951 Convention does not contain a definition of "public
relief" and "assistance". The definitions will depend on the
Contracting States and how Imlch assistance can be given to the
refugees; , , No difficulties will, as a" rule, arise in
practicable tenns concerning the delimitation between public
relief and assistance, on the one hand, arx:i social security on
the other,' because the 19S1' Convention" provides for the same
. .
treatment in both instances .147
145 E/ISS0, para 23.
146 Reservations by Canada (4 June 1969), Egypt, Iran, and Malta
(17 June 1971). .
147 Except for the cases stipllated in Article 24(1) (b) (i) & (li).
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Article 24 148
"Article 24
U\BXJR LmISIATICN AND SCCIAL SEalRI'I"i
1. The Contracting States shall accord to refugees
lawfully staying in their territory the same
treatment is accorded to nationals in respect of the
following matters:
(a) Insofar as such matters are cpverned by laws or
regulations or are subject to the control of
administrative authorities: renumeration, including
family allowances where these fom part of
rem.meration, hours of work, overtime arrangements,
holidays with pay, restrictions on bane work, minimJm
age of ercployment, apprenticeship and training,
'IQ"OeIl'S work and the work of young persons, and the
enjoyment of the benefits of collective bargaining;
(b) Social security (legal provisions in respect of
erployment injury, occupational diseases, maternity,
sickness, disability, old age, death, unercployment,
family resp:>nsibilities and any other contingency
which, according to national laws or regulations, is
covered by a social security scheoo), subject to the
following limitations:
(i) There may be awropriate arrangenents for the
maintenance of acquired rights aM rights in course of
acquisition;
(ii) National laws or regulations of the country of
residence may prescribe special arran~ts
concerning benefits or portions of benefits which are
payable wholly out of public fwxis, and concerning
allowances paid. to persons who 00 not fulfil the
contribution conditions prescribed for the award of a
nonna! pension.
2. The right to carpensation for the death of a
refugee resulting fran ercployment injury or form
occupational disease shall not be affected by the
fact that the residence of the beneficiary is outside
the territory of the Contracting state.
148 Reservations by the UK, Zi.nbal:7.t.Ie, Finland, Iran, Liechtenstein,
Egypt, canada and Jamaica.
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3. The cOntracting· states shall extend to refugees
the befits of agreenents concluded between them, or
which may be concluded between then in the future,
concerning the maintenance of acquired rights and
rights in the process of acquisition in regard to
social security, subject only to the conditions which
awly to nationals of the States signatory to the
agreements in question.
4. The Contracting States will give syrrpathetic
consideration to extending to refugees so far as·
possible the benefits of similar agreements which may
at any time be in force between such Contracting
states and non-Contracting states.·.
Analysis
Article 24 covers a whole range of official errployment
regulations and social security. It 00es not, hOlo1l'eVeI", BRlly
to agreements between Eltployers and enployees. There are t\«)
limitations: -
(i) The lack of obligation by the State of residence of
the refugee to maintain the rights which he has
acquired elsewhere or which he was about to acquire
there.
(ll) Such portions of social security benefits which are
payable wholly out of public funds and to allowances
which are paid instead of pensions.
In both of these limitations, the Contracting. States are free
to ClRlly in part to refugees, or not to arPly at all, the usual
laws and regulations.
Para 2 can arPly not only to refugees b.1t also to foreign
labourers. Para 3 does not state or explain clearly where the
I __ . .
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rights, a~ed, or in the process of acquisition, were
a~ed: in the hane State of the refugee or in a Contracting
State where the refugee m:wed to another Contracting State?
Para 4 is not clear cut. HOIIeVer, the Belgium representative
explained that he thought that if an agreenent on social
benefits were signed between the United Kingdan arxi Hungaxy,
the latter country not being a signatory to the 1951
Convention, a R1.Dtani.an refugee residing in the united King:bn
\tJOUld under para 4 benefit fran it.149 This explanation seems
sufficient to explain the workings of para 4.
Article 25
•Article 25 150
AI:MINIS'mATIVE ASSISTANCE
1. When the exercise of a right by a refugee would
nonnally require the assistance of authorities of a
foreign country to whan he cannot have recourse, the
Contracting States in whose territory he is residing
shall arrange that such assistance be afforded to him
by their o.m authorities or by an international
authority.
2. The authority or authorities mentioned in
paragraph 1 shall deliver or cause to be delivered
under their supervision to refugees such documents or
certifications as would nonnally be delivered to
aliens by or through their national authorities.
3. Docmnents or certifications so delivered shall
149 SR
.11, p.S.
150 Reservations by Uganda, the UK, Fiji (12 June 1972), Finland
and Jamaica.
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stand in the stead of the official instnunents
delivered to aliens by or through their national
authorities, and shall be given credence in the
absence of proof to the contrary.
4. SUbject to such exceptional treatment as may be
granted to indigent persons, fees may be charged for
the services mentioned herein, blt such fees shall be
IOOderate and CQClllensurate with those charged to
nationals for similar services.
5. The provisions of this article shall be without
prejudice to articles 27 and 28. It
Analysis
Para 1 deals with a nurrber of services which nationals of a
country ordinarily receive from their judicial' or
administrative department, such as documents (for instance,
birth, death· and marriage certificates) or school or
professional certificates. Since the refugee cannot gain these
documents fran the countIy he has fled,·· the asylum granting
States will have to make these arranganents. 151 The choice- is'
within the cacpetence of every COntracting State. .The UNHOt
can do so on the basis of para 8(b) of the Statute.
Para 2 deals with documents delivered' or caused to be delivered
"under their (of the authorities) supervision". The ~rds were
inserted to indicate that if a document is not directly
delivered by the authorities of a COntacting. State, their
attestation will not be required in order to make them
authentic. In explaining para 3, the .Ad Hoc carmi.ttee provided
that:
151 The UNHOt can assist in these matters.
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- • •• the p.trpOSe of this clause is to have the
Contracting States give documents issued to refugees
the same validity as if the documents had been issued
by the culpetent authority of the country of
nationality of an alien or as if the act. had been
certified by such authority. SUch documents \\1OUld
be accepted as evidence of the facts or acts
certified in accordance with the law of the country
in which the document is presented. - 152
The Conference amended the Ad Hoc Ccmnittee text by providing
that such documents be given, not the -same validity- as
instrmnents issued by. the national authorities, rot only
-credence in the absence of proof to the contrary-. Para 3
does not say so explicitly rot it can be assumed that such
documents and certificates are valid in all Contracting States
even if delivered by the authorities of one Contracting State.
Para 4 may not have been correctly drafted. The pennissive
•·....rci "may" .1's usedW'J • It seans rather unusual to make a
pennissive reservation to a pennissive pronoun. Para 4 could
mean that it is within the discretion of the proper authority
in every single case to charge fees, except in regard to
indigent persons who may be exenpt fran the fees in a general
way.
"Administrative assistance II includes the issue of identity
papers and travel documents.
152 E/1618, comments on Article 20.
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Article 26 '
..Article 26 153
Each Contracting State shall accord to refugees
lawfully in its territory the right to choose their
place of residence and to roove freely within its
territory, subject to any regulations applicable to
aliens generally in the same circumstances." 154
Analysis
The intention of Article 26 is to "assimilate" refugees to
IIaliens" in general. This was considered sufficient because
free residence and ItDVernent are ordinarily granted to all
aliens but in sane instances certain restrictions may exist. 155
The European Agreement on the Abolition of Visas for
Refugees156 provides exenption for refugees who are resident in
the territory of a Contracting State fran having to obtain
visas to visit the territory of another State. The refugee
must hold a valid travel docmnent under Article 28 of the 1951
Convention and the visit is limited to 3 roonths. If the
153 Reservations by Botswana, Ang:>la (23 June 1981), Greece (5
April 1960), Iran, Sudan (22 Feb 1974), M:>zarrbique, Rwanda (3
Jan 1980), and Zambia.
154 See Burrows, Free l-PYement in Eurq?ean Ccmnunit.Y law, Clarendon
Press, Oxford, 1987.
155 A need for a special licence to roove to overcrowded places or
to g:>t to restricted no-go areas.
156 By unanim:>us vote of the Ccmni.ttee of Ministers a Government
which is party to the 1951 Convention may be invited to accede
(Art. 10) •
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refugee wishes to seek errployment or stay longer thB.n 3 roonths,
then a visa may be required. I57
EEC Treatt
In order to realize one of the objectives of the EEC, free
m:wement of wrkers is ensured by the end of the transitional
period at the lateSt (Art.48(i». Discrimination based on
nationality between wrkers of Marber States is abolished158 as
regards euployment, remuneration and other conditions of wrk.
Workers and their families are free to roove within the EEC.
Article 27
"Article 27
IDENTITY PAPERS
The COntracting States shall issue identity papers to
any refugee in their territory who does not possess a
valid travel document."
Analysis
Article 27 deals with "identity papers· which are for internal
use. These papers should not be confused with "travel
docmnents" which are needed to travel abroad. Identity papers
157 The tenns of the Agreement are subject to reciprocity between
COntracting States and are subject to national legislation
governing the entIy of aliens (Article 4). In Article 5, each
COntracting State reserves the right to prohibit the entIy of
persons it deems undesirable.
158 Regulation 1612/68.
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certify the identity of a refugee (certificate of identity) am
in countries without a passport system, a substitute for a
passport.
The 1951- Convention does not prescribe the nature of identity
papers. They do not have to be official papers in the ordinary
sense, they may sinply be documents showing the identity of a
refugee. Finally, where no identity papers are required or
issued, Article 27159 would not be awlied purely because it is
meant to be a safeguard in the refugees' interests•.
Article 28
"Article 28 160.
TRAVEL IXX:UMEN1'S
1. The Contracting States shall issue to refugees
lawfully staying in their territory travel documents
for the pupose of travel outside their territory
unless carpelling reasons of national security or
public order othEUWise require, and the provisions of
the Schedule to this Convention shall awly with
respect to such documents. The Contracting States
nay issue such a 'travel document to any other refugee
in their territory; they shall in particular give
synpathetic consideration to the issue of such a
travel document to refugees in their territory who
are unable to obtain a travel document fran the
country of their lawful residence.
2. Travel documents issued to refugees under previous.
international agreements by parties thereto shall be
recognized and treated by the Contracting States in .
the same way as if they had been issued pursuant to
159 Reservation by Malta.
160 ReservationS by Finland, Malta and Zanbia.
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this article.
Analysis
The problem of travel documents was a concern to the
international camum.ity at the time of drafting the 1951
Convention.
Para 1, sentence 1, relates to the Contracting States to oblige
in giving a travel document to a refugee if he so wishes to
travel abroad. The representative of Venezuela stated:
"States like his am could not admit, that it was
mandatory for them to issue a travel document to
refugees while a similar obligqtion did not exist in
respect of his am nationals." 161
However, on the strength of the OfP'sition, the Conference
replaced the 'IJOrds lithe obligation" (to issue a document) in
para 11 of the Schedule (see later) with the 'IJOrds "the
responsibility" .162 There BfPE!drs to be a restriction of the
obligation, viz. that it is not to be awlied if cmpelling
reasons of national security or public order militate against
the issue of travel documents. The SChedule attached to
Article 28 directly states that the provisions of the SChedule
do not in any way affect the laws and regulations cpverning the
,
condition of departure fran the Contracting States. Fran the
'IJOrding, one can assume that this rule was not considered to be
161 SR.33, p.5.
162 SR.33, p.6.
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an ad:iitional restriction to the d:>ligation to issue a travel
document to every person who was granted refugee status
lawfully within the COntracting State.
Sentence bIo stipulates that the Contracting States have
eatplete discretion· in issuance of travel documents to refugees
. ,
Who are in the; r territaIy but· are not: lawfully staying
there .163 Para 2 stipulates the validity of travel documents
issued under previous arrangement even if they do not fulfil
the conditions of Article 28 aIXi of the attached SChedule. In
other words, the travel documents issued under earlier
documents are legally assimilated or integrated to such
documents issued under Article 28 and the SChedule.
What would be the position of non-parties to the 1951
COnvention regarding the acceptance of refugees with travel
documents? Para 2 inplies an obligation on the parties to the
1951 COnvention to recognize travel documents issued by non-
parties thereto while the latter are not bound to do the same
;v
in regard to mmber parties of the 1951 COnvention. It seems
"~I
that para 2 was purely and nainly administrative, that is, to
avoid the necessity of exchanging all existing travel
documents. 164
Schedule to Article 28
, See Awendix - nearly ,all the paragraphs are self-explanatory.
163 That is, on a tenporary basis or even illegally.
164 SR
.17, p.13.
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Article 29
"Article 29 165
",
FISCAL OfARGES
1. The Contracting States shall not iIrpose upon
refugees duties, charges or taxes, of any description
whatsoever, other or higher than those which are or
nay be levied on their nationals in similar
situations •
2. Nothing in the above paragraph shall prevent the
awlication to refugees of the laws and regulations
concerning charges in reSPeCt of the issue to aliens
of administrative documents including identity
papers. "
Analysis
Article 29 is based upon articles in previous arrangements,
agreements. and conventions .166 Article 29' deals with refugees
in general, enjoying equal status with· nationals "in similar
situations" in a country where the fiscal charges are payable,
the refugees need not reside in either the State concerned or
in another Contracting State. This is inp>rtant because duties
and charges are: levied not only fran residents -and they may
refer not only to taxes on incane or property but also to
duties on inports or exports. The expression "duties, charges
or taxes" taken in the context of "fiscal charges"' rcust refer
to every kind of public assessment,' whether of a' general nature
or a specific nature.
165 Reservations by Ireland and France (23 June 1954).
166 Para 8 of the 1928 Arrangenent; Article 13 of the 1933
Convention; and Article 16 of he 1938 Convention.
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Para 2 stipulates the ~rd "alien II which inplies "aliens in the
same circumstances", that is, refugees are not to pay higher or
other charges of those described in·para 2 than those inposed
on aliens generally in the same position for the same seIVices.
Article 30
"Article 30
'IRANSFER OF ASSETS
"1. A Contracting State shall, in confonnity with its
laws and regulations, pennit refugees to transfer
assets which they have brought into its territory, to
another country where they have been admitted for the
purposes of resettlenent.
2. A Contracting State shall give syrcpathetic
consideration to the awlication of refugees for
pennission to transfer assets wherever they may be
and which are necessary for their resettlement in
another country to which they have been admitted. II
Analysis
Article 30 inposes an obligation on the Contracting State to
pennit the transfer of assets to refugees, provided these
•
assets have been brought in by the refugee and the transfer is
made to another country. Thus, no such obligation exists in
cases where the refugee leaves the country of his residence for
a terporary stay abroad. What was the purpose of this Article?
The Belgimn representative stated that the purpose of this
Article was in fact to lift, in the case of refugees, the
restrictions inposed on the transfer of assets in receiving
3.1.37
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countries .167 The President of the Conference interpreted para
1 as relating to such assets only as the refugee brought into
the country of asylum as a refugee.168 This interpretation may
be in accord with the literal interpretation of the intention
of the Ad Hoc Ccmnittee,169 but ~ prima facie, it does not
correspond to the real intention of the Ad Hoc camd.ttee and
the aim of the ·1951 .Convention "is' to facilitate as far' as
possible the resettlement, of refugees. . In fact, the Conference
actually' deleted the "lOrds "with him" (in connection with
"bringing in") which cannot but mean that. the refugee' may have
sent the assets to the country· before he personally arrived
there.' .
Para 2 reccmnends nore favourable treatment wherever possible.
Articles 31.:.:.46 (See AR:>endix) 170-
For interpretation and analysis of Articles 31-33 of the 1951
Convention, see the section relating to the principle of non-
refoulement.
Article 34171 cmprises tWo: parts: firstly, a recannendation to
167 SR.13, p.5.
168 SR
.13, p.8.
169 SR.24, para 46.
170 Reservations on Arti~le '-~;(1) (2) ",~ Uganda, Ireland and
Botswana.
171 Reservations by Chile and Botswana.
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or a general rooral obligation on the Contracting States to
facilitate as far as possible the naturalisation aId
assimilation of the refugee residing in their countries; aId,
secondly, a roore specific obligation to expedite proceedings
wherever an ~lication for naturalisation can be or has been
made and to reduce its costs involved. The word "assimilation"
does not mean the loss of the specific identity of the persons
involved oot in the sense of integration into the econanic,
social and cultural life of the country. It is interesting to
note the views of the French representative in the hi Hoc
Committee who considered "assimilationIt to mean Itthe
intennedi.ate stage between the establishment of a refugee on a
particular territory and his naturalisation" .172 The term
Itassimilation" was used to grant the refugee certain rights aId
privileges which are available to the nationals of the refuge
State. These could include' schooling, .health facilities,
social security, prospects of etployrnent and so on•
.Article 35 is the result of a set up and existence of the
office of UNHCR and of para 6 of the Preamble to the 1951
Convention. Since the UNHCR will in substance deal with the
same person under the 1951 Convention, co-operation between
UNHCR and the Contracting States is a mst if the best results
are required for the assistance and protection of refugees;
further reference is made in Chaper Nine.' The General
Assenbly envisaged the UNHCR office as a means of making the
1951 Convention a "dynamic and liviDg reality" .173 However,
172 SR.39, p.28.
173 SR.24, p.22.
.---....... - >'
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the French representative thought that the ·High
Ccmnissioner's office and the Convention 'were tw entirely
separate matters, the fact of them caning together was an >
historical event but not an absolute necessity" .174 The High
Ccmnissioner is sUIlIOOned to report to the General Asserbly
yearly, to present his annual report. 'I11e General Assenbly
passed a resolution (unani.m:>usly) calling upon ~ts to
co-operate with the High Ccmnissioner and to provide the office
with the necessary assistance and co-operation. 175 Article 35
actually transfoIInS this resolution into a legally-birxiing
obligation on the part of the Contracting States. It is
worthwhile to note that there may be Contracting States who are
not rnenbers of the united Nations. Article 35 does not make
any distinction between marbers or non-marbers of the United
Nations because there is no legal barrier to the co.-operatl.on
of non-marbers with the High camrl.ssioner. However, Article 35
is not included in the list of provisions to which no
reservations are permitted, so that non-marbers of the UN may
enter a reservation to this Article.
Articles 36, 37, 38 and 39 are self-explanatory. The
expression "without prejudice to article 28, > pcir 2" within
Article 37 stipulates' that although the agreenent on the basis
of which a travel: docmnent was > issued has beCane invalid as
between the State acceding to the 1951 Convention, the travel
docmnent shall continue to be recognised.
174 SR
.27, p.12.
175 Note also Article II of the 1967 Protocol in Chapter Five.
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Article 38 can be eatpared to provisions within Article IX of
the OAU Refugee Convention. The former requires displtes to be
referred to the International Court of Justice and there were
no reservations to this article, whereas Article IX of the OAU
Refugee Convention requires c:ti.sp1tes to be referred to the
Catmission for Mediation Conciliation and Arbitration of the
OAU.
In Article 40, paragraph 1 allows variations in the
geographical a.wlication l:ut only insofar as dependent
territories are concerned. Paragraph 2 stipulates the result
of the freedan granted to States regarding the geographiCal
a.wlication of the 1951 Convention. Once it is left to their
discretion to extend it to any of their dependent territories
they may do so at any time by unilateral notification.
Paragraph 3 is a IOOral obligation on the part of the
Contracting States to extend its application wherever possible.
Article 41 is self-explanatol:)'. This article was introduced by
the Israeli delegate176 with a British suwlement.177 The
reason for this introduction was that the iJrplementation of the
provisions of the 1951 Convention might, to sane extent, fall
within the jurisdiction of the CQrponent parts of a Federal
State.
176 AlConf. 2/90.
177 AlConf. 2/97.
- ,
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Article 42 stipulates, a nl.1ltber of provisions to which llQ
reservations are pennissible. 'I11ey include:
(i) 'I11e tenn -refugee- and its definition.
(il) Non-discrimination clause.
(iii) Freedan of ,religion.
(iv) Access to courts.
(v) _ . Non-Refoul6nent.
(vi) Settlement of dispute.
(vii) Procedures.
(viii) Territorial awlication.
Article 42 does not state when a notification concerning the
withdrawal of a reservation becanes valid. It can be safely
assumed that the usual 90 days period will be BRlrq>riate.
'I11ere are no reservations recorded on Article 42 per se.l78
Article 43 deals with the t\\O dates of the caning into force of
the 1951 Convention:
(i) 'I11e original date (paragraph 1).
(ii) 'I11e subsequent date (paragraph 2).
The original date signifies the entry of the 1951 Convention
into force anong the States which were first to carply with the
requirement of Article 39. Article 43 requires that at least 6
States Imlst legally becane parties to the 1951 Convention.
178 As of April 1989.
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However, at the present nanent (.April 1989) there are 106
States which are parties to the 1951 COnvention. '!he 1951
Convention entered into force on 2200 April 1954 in accordance
with Article 43.
Article 44 requires no further explanation. In Article 45, a
revision of the 1951 Convention could be effected at any time
with the consent of all parties, despite the provisions of this
Article. The Confe;-ence int~ Article 45 that the
consent of the General Assercbly was required in order to
provide the financial means necessary to hold a conference
under UN auspices. H~, the President of the Conference
interpreted Article 45 officially to mean that the Contracting
States ..uuld if necessary be entitled to take action
independently of the UN, making their own financial provisions
for holding the Conference.179
3.2 POOlIDUPl'
After having examined the 1951 Convention, it is IlC7t\' possible
to note the definition of the refugee aId its relation to human
rights. Extensive study is not undertaken, bIt nevertheless it
is useful to incorporate in this thesis.
179 SR.55, pp.33-34.
CHAPTER FOUR
Human Rights and the Refugee Definitions
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The classical definition of the tenn "refugee" is found in
Article 1 of the 1951 Convention, Article 1 of the 1967
Protocol and in paragraph 6 of the Statute of the Office of the
United Nations High Ccmni.ssioner for Refugees. This definition
has been incorporated in many municipal legal systems all
arowxi the world. Since the 1950s, there have been individuals
who have been considered as refugees even though they do not
fulfil this classical definition incorporated within
international documents and instruments. The united Nations
General Asserrbly had to adopt resolutions which pralpted the
High Ccmni.ssioner to assist refugees outside the mandate of the
UNH~. In a few resolutions, reference was made to the High
Ccmnissioner's "gocxi offices". other resolutions referred to
refugees fran specific situations. 1 Fran 1961, there was a
policy by the UNH~ which related that the tenn "refugee" was
restricted to persons who fulfilled the criteria of the Statute
or the 1951 Convention. If the refugee was fran outside
Europe, then UNH~ could assist refugees on the basis of
specific resolutions. The 1969 OAU Convention Governing the
Specific Aspects of the Refugee Problems in Africa, has defined
the refugee in very broad tenns (see Chapter Five), mre so
than the earlier refugee instnnnents. The ackii.tion is an
1 For instance, GAOR 1166 (XII), GAOR 1388 (XIV) and GAOR 1671
(XVI) •
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attercpt to describe in legal tenns the refugee assisted through
the specific General Assenbly resolutions.
The definition within Article 1 of the refugee instnunents and
the UNHCR statute·' is certainly a E:uIq>ean definition.
Although the definition was drafted against the background of
a particular situation, resulting fran two World wars in
Europe, it cannot be used in developing or Third World
countries. As mentioned above, the definition is outdated and
very narrow and it does not correspond to the "real" refugee
situation of today. The present definition could be replaced
by a definition roore or less on the lines of the \\lOrding of the
additional paragraph of the OAU and could include provisions
relating to natural disasters. One such definition could be:
A person is a refugee who:
"Oring to well-founded fear of being persecuted for
reasons of race, religion, nationality, rcerbership
of a social group or political q>inion; or of
reasons of external aggression. occupation. foreign
domination. events seriously disturbing public
order; or fran natural disasters, is outside the
country of his nationality and is unable or ~ing to
such fear of these events is unwilling to avail
himself of the protection of that country; or who,
not having a nationality and being outside the
country of his fanner habitual residence as a result
of such events, is unable or owing to such fear, is
unwilling to return to it. II (my etphasis)
Such a solution seems unrealistic because of the political
climate between East and West states, especially in the West
are no longer prepared to accept refugees on a pe,na fide
basis. These States have adopted very restrictive policies
aimed at deterring asylwn-seekers, especially those who escape
fran the 'Ihird ~rld countries. One can i.rrmediately refer to
the 1977 Conference on Territorial Asylum, even when
discussing the personal scope of the draft Convention, several
prqx>sals were made to restrict its application. The
discussion, with regard to the definition, was based on a text
similar to the 1951 Convention and the 1967 Protocol.
SUrprisingly, there was not a single proposal to enlarge the
Personal scq>e of the draft Convention in line with the OAU
Convention.
It can be argued that the nurcbers of "refugees" 'IJOuld increase
if the above definition was inplenented or incoIpOrated.
However, the nunbers would remain the same, except that 100% of
the asylum-seekers will be classified as refugees, rather than
only 5%. Cl::JViously, nore international co-operation and
solidarity will be required. 'nle UNH~ would have to increase
its staff and assistance, which 'IJOuld result in the western
countries having to pay nore to the UNH~. The Western States
would be obliged to subnit nore effort in, firstly, preventing
the causes of refugee flCM and, secondly, to cater for refugees
on a ,bona-fide basis.
Professor Melander states:
II In my view, it is a serious mistake to conclude
that the definition as contained in the 1951 Refugee
COnvention/1967 Protocol is outdated." 2
'!he sinple answer to Professor Melarxier's statement is that the
refugee definition is outdated, because only 5% of the 'NOrld's
refugee pcp.1lation actually fulfils this definition. The other
95% sinply'do not satisfy this definition. The 1969 0AI1 is an
inprOvement rot not a cacplete solution. As mentioned earlier,
it is now generally accepted that the 1951 COnvention was to
cater for the European refugees and no one else; although the
1967 Protocol was fOIl'lUllated to reroove the geographical and
time limitations. Today, refugees emerge fran all corners of
the globe. Nearly all of these corners have problems - whether
fran persecution, man-made, or natural disasters. Europeans
have the least problems. Very few refugees are recorded that
emerge fran Europe, except those people escaping camnmi.st
regimes, who are often absorbed by neighbouring or synpathetic
States within the European camumi.ty.
There are bNo'types of refugees. Firstly, the Hunan Rights
refugees and, secondly, Humanitarian law refugees:
.'; ,
This categJry of refugees is based on the definition which is
incorporated in the refugee instnnnents. Fran obsetvinq these
2 Melander, The' ~ Refugee Definitions,
Institute of Human Rights and Humanitarian
~en, 1987. See also paper presented at
Liverpool, March 1988.
Raoul wallenberg
Law, RepOrt No.4,
the University of
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definitions and the actual instruments, one can note that the
tern "persecution" is not defined. It seem; to be an aniJiguous
wrd. There is ~o universally accepted definition of a
"refugee". Various attmpts to fOIm.1late a definition of
IIpersecution" have been unsuccessful, plI"ely because of the
uncertainty. Fran Article 33(1) of the 1951 Convention and the
1967 Protocol, it may be inferred that a threat to life or
freedan on account of race, religion, nationality, political
opinions or 1llE!lYbership of a particular social group is always
persecution. 3 Other violations of human rights - for the same
reasons - wuld also constitute persecution. Whether other
prejudiced actions or threats wuld aroount to persecution will
depend on the circumstances of each case, including the
subjective element to which reference has been made. 'Ihe
subjective character of fear of persecution requires an
evaluation of the opinions and feelings of the person
concerned. It is also in light of such opinions and feelings
that any actual or anticipated measures against the asylum-
seekers must necessarily be viewed. Every Person is different
and due to the variations in individual psychological traits
and their present circumstances, interpretations of what
anounts to persecution is. bound to vary. An asylum-seeker may
have been subjected to various measures, not in thanselves
anounting to persecution, but just as hannful, for instance,
discrimination in all its different fonns, 4 and in sane cases
See UNHCR Handbook, para 51.
Racial, sexual, religious, etc.
eatbined with other adverse factors. 5 In such situations, the
various elements involved may, if taken together, produce an
effect on the mind of the ClR>licant that can reasonably
justify a claim to a well-founded fear of persecution on
"eliminative grounds". Needless to say, it is not possible to
lay down a general rule as to what cunulative reasons can give
rise to a valid claim to refugee status. 'Ihi.s will
necessarily depend on all the circumstances including the
particular geographical, historical am ethnological context. 6
As mentioned above, a threat. to life or freedan nonnally
stipulates and constitutes persecution.
Madsen concludes that:
Professor Grahl-
5
6
7
"Whenever .a person is faced with the likelihood of
losing his life or physical freedan for mre than a
negligible period of time, .if he should return to
his hane country or is likewise threatened wi1;h
other measures which, in his particular case and his
special circumstances, awear as mre severe than a
,short-tenn inprisonment, that pE!I"son has "well-
founded fear of being persecuted. II 7
The criterion of persecution may be fulfilled if the asylum-
seeker is being exposed to human rights violations. In this
For instance, general atm:>sphere of insecurity in the country
of origin.
See also UNHCR Handbook, para 53.
Grahl-Madsen, op.cit., Vol. I, p.216. see also Goodwin, G.U.,
The Refugee in International Law, Clarendon Press, OXford,
1983, p.43, who defines persecution in tenns of reasons,
interests and measures, and receives SURX'rt by analogy in the
International Convention on the Su~ession and Punishment of
the Crime of Apartheid.
case, it is the Civil and Political Rights which are relevant,
that is, human rights dealing with the relation between the
individual and the State. This criterion nay also be fulfilled
when econanic, social and cultural rights may be violated,
especially if the asylum-seeker fears discriminatory measures
based on' sexuality, race, religion,' mercbership of a social
group or political opinion.
There "are sane hurnan rights instruments which can be used to
assist the tenn "persecution", for instance, the Universal
Declaration of Hurnan Rights and the two COvenants (Civil and
Political, and Social, Econanic and Cultural) stipulate
guidelines (see later) in deciding if persecution is
involv~.8 Nearly all of the articles in the Universal
8
Declaration of Hurnan Rights (tJDHR) inply persecution. Does
this mean that everyone who faces violations of' human rights
will be an asyl~seeker or a refugee? No, it does not.
There does not awear'to be a difference between violation of
hurnan rights 'and persecution, although intensity of the crime
will vary and the severity of a degree must be reached in
order to be considered as persecution. On the other hand, an
asylum-seeker may be subjected to or feels various human
rights violations and' yet not aIrount to persecution. These
violations must reach a degree to justify a claim of or to
"well-founded fear of persecution". Also, as mentioned above,
the subjective character of fear of persecution will require
A person who is arbitrarily detained contrary to Article 9 of
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights may be persecuted.
9an evaluation of the opinion and feelings of the asylum-
seeker concerned.
The human rights violations must be influenced and to a
certain degree IOOtivated by one of the five causes of
persecution mentioned in the 1951 COnvention, as stated in
Chapter Three. One of the major problems is that the 1951
COnvention and the 1967 Protocol are very individualised and it
is necessary for the individual asylum-seeker to face such
measures himself or herself. The same CiRllies to human rights
violations which, according to sane international human rights
instruments, can be related to individuals. HC7NeVer, today's
refugees are rarely individuals, they emerge in groups or
masses. 9 An asylum-seeker who has obtained the classification
of a "refugee" in accordance with the definition incorporated
within the 1951 COnvention and/or 1967 Protocol, will and can
be described as a person who has left his country of origin or
nationality for fear of hmnan rights violations or actual
human rights violations.
For instance, the blacks in South Africa are subjected to
degrading treatment due to apartheid. They have no choice rot
to leave, basically due to the international crime of
apartheid, and they are aJ..nost certainly subjected to hmnan
rights violations. On the other hand, group determination of
the type which hafpened after the 1956 events in Hungary is
debateable. sane western countries considered that any
Hungarian should be considered a refugee in accordance with the
1951 Convention. However, if the awlication for refugee
status had been detennined at a different time and strictly on
an individual basis, then these asylum-seekers would not have
been recognised as refugees.
4.2 IIItANI'JMIAN IAW plm
Very often, asylum-seekers who leave their countries of origin
are mercbers of the group of "the good offices" refugees. 'Ihere
awears to be a factor of coercion which affects this group
which differentiates fran other groups and roovements.
Contercp::>raIy refugees are a result of mainly wars and anned
conflicts, in rrany cases the l'CDVements of refugees has taken
place as a result of ag,;;ression, alien danination, foreign
anned intervention and occupation. 10 In other exanples, anned
conflict takes place betlNeen anned forces in a State and
dissident anned forces or other organised anned groups; 11 in
these cases, the only escape for the people is to flee to
neighbouring. states. carmunal violence is perhaps the m::>st
terrifying fom of social conflict, especially when members of
ethnic, religious or linguistic groups turn on rnercDers of other
groups, and atrocities are alnost inevitable.12 on the other
hand, circumstances and situations such as riots and isolated
acts of violence rarely cause massive flows of refugees. In
the UK, asylum-seekers have applied for refugee status and
asylum, invoking danger to life because of anned conflict if
they are returned to their countries of origin. However, if
their ~lications are rejected then they are usually returned
to their countIy of origin.13 However, in sane western
10
11
12
13
See Report of the Group of Governmental Experts on
International Co-operation to Avert New Flows of Refugees, para
31, UN Doc A/41/324.
For instance, South Africa and neighbouring countries.
For exanple, Palestinians and Israelis.
Tamils in the recent House of Lords case. see infra.
-, - -
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coUntries, the asylum-seekers have had their B{:Plication
rejected and yet they have been allowed to rE!lMi.n in the
country due to humanitarian reasons .14 Refugees belonging to
this catec.;ory have difficulties in rendering credible their
fear of. being individually subjected to persecution.l5 Many of
the asylum-seekers arriving in western States have left their
countries of origin because of dangers to their lives.
However, they cannot prove, as the 1951 COnvention and/or 1967
Protocol require, that they have a well-founded fear of
persecution, particularly since the asylum-seeker has to prove
both objective and subjective element in order to be eligible
for ,.refugee status and asylum. 16 Extensive restriction of
human rights are not the reason for asylum seekers fleeing. He
or she is a Person who has not taken part in such hostilities.
This person is lacking the protection to which he is entitled
under international humanitarian law. The source for this
catec.;ory of refugee lies in the area of humanitarian law.
4.3 ~ AND 'IflE lAWS CF ARMED aEFLIcr
Article 44 in. the Convention (IV) relative to the Protection
of Civilian Population in time of war, which was signed in
14
15
16
Sweden, USA, Switzerland, Italy and Spain.
Telephone interview with S. Bari, UNH~, Geneva, on 28 April
1987.
See Chapter Eight on Eligibility for Asylmn, far ItDre
eatprehensive an explanation of the meaning of "subjectively
and objectivity".
17
18
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Geneva on 12 August 1949,17 states:
"In iiF{)lying the measures of control mentioned in
the present COnvention, the detaining Power shall
not treat the enemy aliens exclusively on the basis
of their nationality de jure of an enemy State
refugees who do not in fact enjoy the protection of
any government...
Brazil aIXi Pakistan were the only tw countries which reserved
on Article 44. Brazil stated that Article 44 was liable to
harrper the action of the Detaining Power and in regard to
Article 46,18 because the matter dealt with in its second
paragraph is outside the scope of the COnvention, the
essential and specific· purpose of what is the protection of
persons and not of their property. Pakistan stated that every.
protected Person who is a national de jure of an enemy state
against action is taken or sought to be taken under Article 41
(assigned residence internment) by assignment of residence or
internment or in accordance with any law, on the ground of his
being an enemy alien shall be entitled to subnit proofs to the
Detaining Power or,· as the case may be, to any aFP10priate
court or administrative board which may review his case, that
he does not enjoy the protection of the enemy state, and full
See SChindler and 'I'anan, ~e Laws of Anned Conflicts - A
Collection of Conventions« Resolutions and Other Documents,
Sijthoff & Noordhoff, Henry Denant Institute, Geneva, 1981,
W· 433-485.
Article 46 states: "Insofar as they have been previously
withdrawn, restrictive measures taken regarding protected
Persons shall be cancelled as soon as possible after the close
of hostilities. Restrictive measures affecting their property
shall be cancelled in accordance with the law of the Detaining
Power as soon as possible after the close of hostilities".
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weight'shall be given to his circumstance, if it is established
whether with or without further enquiIy by the Detaining Power
in deciding action, by way of an initial order or, as the case
may be, .by amendment thereof.
It is also interesting to note Article 70 of the same
Convention. It states:
"Protected persons shall not be arrested, prosecuted
or corrected by the OCcupying Power for acts
camd.tted or for opinions expressed before the
occupation, or during a tEltpOraxy interpretation
thereof, with the exception of breaches of laws and
custans of war.
Nationals .of the OCcupying Power who, before the
outbreak of hostilities, have sought refuge in the
. territory of the OCcupied State shall not be
arrested, prosecuted, corrected or deported fran the
occupied territory, except for offences carmitted
under camon law ccmni.tted before the outbreak of
hostilities which according to the law of the
occupied states \\1Ould have justified extradition in
time of Peace."
There is a provision for protection of the refugees in the
Protocol hXlltional to the Geneva Convention of 12th August
1949, and Relating to the Protection of victims of
International Anned Conflicts (Protocol I) adq)ted at Geneva,
8th June 1977. This provision states in Article 73 (Refugees
and Stateless Persons):
"Persons who before the beginning of hostilities,
were considered as stateless persons or refugees
under the relevant international ins~ts
accepted by the Parties concerned or under the
national legislation of the State or refuge or State
of residence shall be protected persons within the
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meanings of Parts I am III19 of the Fourth
Convention in all circumstances am without any
adverse distinction."
4.4 IDWlI'D\R.IAN lAW AND JDmN RIQfl'S: 111M' ARE '!HE~ AND
STMTTNU1' I !§?
The concept of international humanitarian law20 can be defined
as the cotpUs of international rules, which are established or
set up by treaties or custans, which are SPeCifically intended
to be B{:Plied in international or non-international armed
conflicts. These rules restrict, on humanitarian grounds, the
rights of the parties to the conflict to errploy means and
methods of warfare of their choice and protect persons and
property which are or could be affected by the conflict. They
are inspired by humanitarian principles and also aim to
restrict unlimited violence. Human Rights, on the other hand,
are concerned .with the relation bebJeen the State and its
nationals. Human Rights foundations are in ethical, nora! or
religious21 ideas of a universal character. Human rights were
not really fonnulated in the le9al sense until the 17th
19
20
21
Part I contains: ReSPect for the Convention; ~lication of the
Convention; Conflicts of an international character; Definition
of protected persons; Derogations; Beginning and end of
application; Special agreements; Activities of the
International Ccmni.ttee of the Red Cross; SUbstitute for
Protecting Power and so on. Part III contains: Treatment;
Aliens in the Territory of a Party to the Conflict; OCcupied
Territories; Regulations for Treatment of internees; and,
Infonnation Bureau and Central Agency.
See cassese, "The New Humanitarian raw of AImed Conflict",
Editoriale SCientifica Sr 1 Napoli, 1979, Vols.I&II; and,
Schindler and Tanan, op.cit.
In nearly all religions, violation of human rights is
condemned.
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Century22 and it was only after the jurists and philOBq)hers
had fOImJlated rules and regulations that human rights became
visualised and concrete. After the beginning of the 17th
Century, a carpletely new awroach was adopted of looking at
the State and the individual.
The set of rules of Human Rights consists, inter alia, civil
and p::>litical rights, viz. the integrity of the human being,
the right of liberty, family and so on.
Traditionally, clear separating lines have been upheld between
human rights and humanitarian law. Although one can say that
they have different sources and different purposes. There
awears to be a clear tendency that the links between
hunanitarian law and human rights are real and growing
stronger. One can say that in recent times, the two systems
carplement .each other.
explain the trend:
Perhaps a graphical awroach will
uman rights
,
Ccmron Segnent =Respect for the
dignity of the human
being who ItUlst be
protected against
any hann. 23
22
23
FigIre 1
Works of Grotius, IDcke and MJntesqieu.
~ere one begins' and the other one ends depends on, for
mstance, derogation clauses in Human Rights treaties.
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Although the Hurranitarian Law am Human Rights have
similarities, 'there is a distinction between Hwran Rights and
Humanitarian Law, for instance the prohibition to use bullets
which expand'iri the htnYan body24 have no connection with Human
rights. It is a humanitarian principle which should be
awlied in armed conflicts.
How does FigUre' 1 affect the refugees and asyllDtl-seekers. 'nle
asyllDtl-seekers may fulfil the criteria for Human Rights
- .
refugee status' as well as for humanitarian law refugee status,
for instance, a' .Person who during an anned conflict fears
torture in his country of origin. Massive flow of refugees
often ~(prise both Human Rights and Humanitarian Law. 25 The
emigration of Bangladesh refugees consisted of Hwran Rights
refugees and Humanitarian Law refugees. The fonner were
24
25
entitled to international assistance and protection but not
because of fear of Human' Rights violations. The reason was
that they had left Pakistan during internal disturbance. They
. .
were also Hwranitarian Law refugees.
As laid down by the 1899 Hague Declaration. see the
International Camtittee of the Red Cross, NThe Red cross and
Hurran Rights N, . \\lOrking document prepared by the ICRC in
collaboration with the Secretariat of the league of Red cross
Societies, Geneva, 1983, p.29.
For instance, Russian refugees escaping the Russian Revolution,
Bangladeshis escaping Pakistan to flee to Bangladesh.
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The ,1951 Convention does not resolve the problem; which the
refugees cause for the international carm.mity. For instance,
the 1951 Convention does not require the asylum granting States
to integrate the refugees completely into their
infrastructures,26 but instead it merely sets out a list of
particular. rights. to which refugees are entitled. There is an
absence of a .. great. nurrber of rights to which human beings are
entitled. The nearest the 1951 COnvention or the 1967 Protocol
canes to granting these rights is set out in Article 34 of he
1951 COnvention which states:
"The Contracting States shall as far as possible
facilitate the assimilation and naturalisation of
refugees ••• "
States are allowed to make reservations on this article, which
both Chile and Botswana have made.
Fran the intel:pretation of articles of the two refugee
instnunents and fran observing the travaux pre,paratoires, one
can see.. that these instruments sinply acknowledge the
refugees' presence and state few minimal rights to the
refugees.
It. will be advantageous to set out briefly the deficiencies in
the 1951 Convention relating to basic human rights. This will
26 Structures of social, econanic, legal and political magnitudes.
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not be' an exhaustive study, blt just to highlight the gaps in
the 1951 Convention. sane similarities bebNeen the 1951
27
Convention and other human rights instruments will also be
noted:
1. Article 3 of the 1951 Convention 00es not refer to non-
discrimination between refugees and sane other groups,
such as nationals of the asylum granting State, blt it
refers to non-discrimination within the class of refugees
on the basis of race, religion or country of origin. 27
2. Article 5 of the 1951 Convention does inpair any other
rights granted apart fran within the 1951 Convention.
3. The International Covenant on Econanic, Social and
Cultural Rights (ESCR) states the right to wrk in
Articles 6(1) and 7, whereas the refugee is not
eatpletely guaranteed eatplete equality of treatment such
as wrk.
4. Article 8 of the E5a and Article 22 of the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICPR) state the
right to strike or join a trade union. However, no such
provision exists in the 1951 Convention.
For exanple, a State granting asylum under Article 3 may not
tr~t. InE!lbers of one religious group differently to another
r~ll.gl.ous group. However, it may treat refugees as a class
differently fran another class of aliens or imnigrants.
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5. The right of social security is stated in Article 24 (3 )
of the 1951 Convention similar to Article 9 of ESrn..
6. Refugees do not have the same rights regarding the right
to living standards or adequate food. These rights are
stated in Article 11 of ESOt which provides for adequate
living. No such provision is found in the 1951
Convention.
7. The 1951 Convention does, however, contain a provision
for housing in Article 21, but not for adequate living.
8. Article 12 of ESOt contains the right to enjoy high
standards of physical and mental health, wt there is no
provision found in the 1951 Convention.
9. Article 10 of ESCR contains the right to family,
rootherhood and childhood protection and acceptance.
However, no such provision is found in the 1951
Convention.
10. Article 22 of the 1951 Convention has silnilar rights
regarding the right· to education to ARticle 13 of ESCR.
11. Article- 15 of the 1951 Convention has similar rights to
science, literature and the arts as Article 15 of ESCR.
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12. Article 6 of ICPR states that there may be no derogation
fran the right to life and no one shall be arbitrarily
deprived of his life. No such provisions are fouOO in
the 1951 Convention.
13. Article 7 of ICPR contains prohibition fran torture or to
cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment, or pmishment,28
J
medical or scientific experimentation.
Convention contains no such provisions.
The 1951
28
14. The ICPR contains prohibition on slavery (Article 8(1»;
servitude' (Article 8(2»; and forced labour (Article
8(3», while there are no provisions in the 1951
Convention on these prohibitions.
15. Article 18 of ICPR and Article 9 of the European
Convention ·on Human Rights (EOiR) state the right to
freedan of thought, conscience and religion, but the 1951
Convention only states the right to religion - in Article
4. The 1951 Convention does not mention freedan of
thought or conscience.
16. Article 5· of . the Universal Declaration of Hunan Rights
states a right to recognise a person before the law. No
such provision is found in the 1951 Convention.
See the Convention against Torture and other cruel, inhuman or
degrading treatment or punislnnent adopted by the General
Assanbly of the United Nations on 10 DecestDer 1984, came into
force on 26 June 1987, in accordance with Article 27 (1) •
17. There is no provision on the right to •arbitrary arrest·
in the-1951 Convention.
18. There are similarities on the freedan of roovement within
the country of asylum. Article 12(1) of ICPR aOO Article
V(3) of the 1969 CW1 Convention are similar to Article 26
of the 1951 Convention.
19. Article 11 of the UDHR states that evexyone charged with
a penal offence has the right to be presumed innocent
until proven guilty according to law in a public trial.
No such provision is found in the 1951 Convention.
20. Article 17 of ICPR, Article 8 of EOiR and Article 12 of
UDHR state that no one shall be subject to arbitraxy
interference with his privacy, family or hane, his honour
or reputation. No such provision exists in the 1951
Convention.
21. Article 9 of ICPR and Article 5(2) of the EOIR states
that evexyone who is arrested shall be informed pralptly
in a language which he understands of the reason for his
arrest and of any charge against him. No such provision
exists in the 1951 Convention.
22. Although Article 16 (access to courts) exists in the 1951
Convention, there are no provisions for a full and public
•
---
29
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hearing as stated in Article 14 of the ICPR.
23. Article 16 of UDHRi Article 12 of ECHRi and Article 17 of
American COnvention on Human Rights (ACHR) - all state the
right to marry. However, no such provision exists in the
1951 COnvention.
24. Article 24 in the ICPR states protection for children,
whereas there is no provision providing protection for
children in the 1951 COnvention.
25. Article 25 of ICPRi Article 23 (1) (b) of AOIRi am 1st
Protocol Article 3 of ECHR - contain the right to vote. 29
However, since refugees are not classified as citizens,
they are not entitled to vote. There is no provision in
the 1951 COnvention.
26. Article 25 of ICPR and Article 16 of EQ{R state the right
to participate in the conduct of public affairs, whereas
refugees have no such rights. There is no such provision
in the 1951 COnvention.
27. Article 25(3) of ICPR (main treaty) and Article 23(1)(e)
of ACiR and Article 48(4) of EEX:: Treaty (Regional
treaties) - state access to IXlblic service. No such
provision is. found in the 1951 Convention.
However, the tenn "people" remains unclear.
•
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28. There is a right of association in Article 15 of the 1951
Convention as there is in Article 22 of ICPR, but there is
no right of peaceful assenbly within the 1951 Convention
.as there is in Article 21 of ICPR.
Fran observing the above 28 points, one can notice the gaps
and deficiencies that exist within the 1951 Convention. It is
not a eatpleteprotection treaty and it provides very little in
way of human rights.
The tenn "Human Rights" is unclear, while the "Human" part is
clear, the "Rights" is anbiguous, it inplies entitlement (the
possibility to claim legitimately what may be denied) .30
These "Rights" IlUlst be respected by all. The Universal
30
31
Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) of 1948 stip.tlates a set of
guidelines of how an idealistic society should deal with the
individual and the State. The latter should not abuse the
fonner. 31 The rule of law should reign supreme and inplrtial
courts, tribunals and administration must enforce them against
the ~emnents. Individuals IlUlSt be protected, regardless of
race, creed, sex, national origin, social class, colour, or
. political differences, fran the govemnents. The relevant
Interestingly enough, g:wernments will not view Human Rights on
these grounds.
See Article 29 Universal Declaration of Human Rights.
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human rights instrwnents32 speak not of citizens or of
nationals but of i.rrlividuals. According to the universa!
Declaration the obligations of governments und.er the rule of
law refers to All people within their territories and DQt
citizens alone. Article 2 of the UIER stipulates that "every
one" is entitled to the rights and freedans listed in the other
articles. No distinction is made anong people due to their
"national or social origins". Further, the state of origin to
which the person belongs, is irrelevant to an individual's
claim for enjoyment of Human Rights. These States who rule
non-self g:werning States or trust territories mst still
recognise the awlicability of Human Rights in their daninions.
Article 2(2) of the UDHR. merely confirms that the principle of
the first paragraph, that individuals, regardless of national
status, are to benefit fran the rights and freedan enumerated
therein. Exile and banishment do not take EJ!.IIay fran man his
hurnan personality, nor his right to live sanewhere or other.
Article 21 of the UDHR stipulates that only nationals have the
right to take part in the government of their country and that
the right of equal access to public services awlies only to
persons in their .capacity as nationals of a given State.
The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, the
International Covenant on Social, Econanic and CUltural
Rights, the International Convention on the Elimination of
Racial Discrimination, the European Convention on Human Rights,
do not discriminate between nationals and aliens with regard to
basic rights. In fact, one can note that the preanble to the
~ican Convention even g:>es so far to say that the essential
r~gh~ of man are not derived fran one being a national of a
certain State but are based upon attriOOtes of the human
personality•
- ~~--~_._-
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Article 13(a) reserves the right to return to a country only to
nationals· thereof. The remaining rights listed in the
33
34
35
36
Universal Declaration, then, can be taken to define a status of
territorial' resident awlicable to citizens and non-citizens
alike (refugees and aliens).
One can say that the UDHR lists three Il'ain aspects which
create the status: firstly, the UOOR provide in several
articles· for the .econanic and social advancement of
individuals; 33 secondly, the State should not abuse any
individual and may not deny him or her access to the courts; 34
and, thirdly, individuals may surround themselves with
intellectual, em:>tional and physical privacy free fran
arbitrary interference by the State,35 part of this sphere of
privacy consists of freedan of thought, conscience, religion
and expression. 36 These articles stipulate and provide for
the ownership of property, social security, ercployment
owortunities,. food, clothing, housing and education. It is
interesting to note the similarities between the rights
mentioned above and those incorporated within the 1951
Convention. The UDHR sets out a life for individuals even
though they may not participate as nationals in the political
process of their country of residence or nationality.
Articles 17, 22-26, 27(2).
Articles 3-11.
Articles 12, 16, 18, 19.
The "nuclear family" is also protected with provision for
freedan of marriage.
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The two international covenants in iOOividual rights do not
significantly detract fran the status of territorial residents
there provided. Article 2 of the International Covenant on
Civil and Political Rights (Ia:PR) carmits that each signatory
States ensures the right enumerated in the Covenant to •all
individuals within its territory and subject to its
jurisdiction" • However, Article 4 allows States, consistent
with their obligations, under international law, to derogate
fran their obligations under the Covenant in time of emergency
threatening the nation's existence. 37
The Icx:PR provides two aspects to territorial resident status,
namely, protection fran abusive State action and personal
privacy, powers of arrest and incarceration. 38 While Article
14 provides for fair and public trials, Article 16 stipulates
for recognition before the law. Article 15 limits the groUDds
on which Persons can be convicted, while Article 17 prohibits
torture and inhuman punishment. Article 10(3) stipulates
37
38
humane treatment of those depriVed of their liberty, while
Articles 17, 18 and 19 stipulate the effects of privacy,
thoughts and opinions. Article 23 protects the family; Article
24 is on children; and Article 27 stipulates ethnic, religious
or linguistic minorities and acXis protection for those who do
However, provisions relating to protection fran croel and
abusive police actions and freedan of thought, conscience and
religion are inmme fran derogation even in these circumstances
- IOCPR, Article 4(2).
Articles 9, 10, 11.
- .~;::.. -"
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not· awear in the tJOOR. Finally, Article 25 reserves
39
explicitly for citizens, the right arxi ogx>rtunity to
participate in public affairs. 39
The International Covenant of Econanic, Social and Olltural
Rights (ICESCR) provides for the first aspect of territorial
resident status' (economic and· social advancement of
individuals). .. .. Articles 6 and 7 stipllate a right to suWOrt
oneself ·through freely chosen 'I.lOrk. Article 9 stipulates
social security to all, while Article 11 caters for people to
have a right to food, clothing and shelter. Articles 12 and
13 provide for' rights to health care and education,
respectively.
Human rights law only covers pecple who are under. the
authority of a State within their territorial residence.
However, sadly perhaps, international law on Human Rights does
not mention refugees obtaining access to a land of refuge or
asylum. Human, Rights law adjresses the treatment of people
within a jurisdiction but not to their case of entIy. There is
one point which the Human Rights instruments have either
overlooked or missed. '. Fran the travaux prgparatoires of the
UDHR, it is clearly' seen that there was a conscious effort not
to adopt asylum as a universal human right. Under current law,
therefore, the IIOSt serious hinderance and cb;tacle covering
the asylum-seeker seeking a measure of protection is entry into
This Article shows that the other rights of the covenant may
be enjoyed by non-citizens (Article 2(1».
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a soVereign's 'jurisdiction. To rem:we this obstacle, the right
of asylwn'to the Human Rights instruments wuld be inplemented
and incorporated.
The status vof territorial resident provided by human' rights
documents is not one of licence. Article 29 (1) of the UIJiR
stipulates that everyone has duties' to his or her CCJTIlI.Ulity.
'!be 'rights' and freedan of others mst be respected by
individuals 'and the just requirement of rooraI.ity, plblic order
and general welfare nust be met. There is, then, a reciprocal'
aspect to· being a territorial, resident. Refugees are already
under such an cbligation (in articles within the 1951
Convention and the 1967 Protocol, both prescribing duties of
individuals under the protection of 'these covenants to 00ey the
laws, regulations aild measures taken to maintain the public
order of countries and states granting refuge and asylum.
The cq:plication of Hunan Rights staOOards to all refugees,
once they are within the State of asylwn, ~uld give them a
status of territorial resident, sanething less than the status
of a national. With the use of Hunan Rights standards,
40
definitions of' who .is a refugee or who is not fade away, all
persons within the territorial jurisdiction of a refuge State
without regard to nationality deserve protection, international
and national. 40 A State may still refuse entrance to asylum-
seekers under Hum:m Rights ,law, but those who becane subjects
Cf. the principle of non-refoulement incorporated in Article
33(1) of the 1951 Convention in Chapter seven.
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to its jurisdiction, have to give way, at least a little piece
of consideration.41
The 1951 Convention and the 1967 Protocol do not cater for
gaps between territorial residenQ' and scltizenshW. Usually,
the second or third generation refugee requires citizenship,
not the first category. Having territorial residency mst not
be confused with citizenship.' The -latter is granted after a
certain prescribed nuttber of years of residency in the country
of asylum. For instance, this period is 5 years, that is, a
refugee has to reside continuously for 5 years within the UK
before he ,or she - can B.R>ly for citizenship through
naturalisation procedures. On obtaining citizenship the
41
42
refugee can then B.R>ly for a British passport and becane a
British citizen. During the 5 year period, the refugee may
have had certain conditions attached to him, such as
prohibition of estployment, -jury duty and voting.
The General AssEJrbly of the United Nations has recognised the
relevance of Human Rights' nonns for persons in flight. On
DecEltiJer 9, 1986, the General Assembly urged meni::>ers of the UN
to inprove the legal status of refugees residing in their
territory Qy treating refugees in accordance with the
- Universal Declaration of Human Rights. 42 (My estphasis)
For instance, Malaysia, Singapore, when they allowed boat
people to stay (testporarily) on their coasts but later were
refooled out to sea.
GA Res.2398; UN n:x: A/7369.
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In general tenns, Human Rights staOOards bi.rxi~ts very
loosely - and the cpvernrnents are aware of this deficiency;
Wividuals' access to courts for enforcement of such standards
are problematic in roost countries. 43
The major obstacle preventing acceptance of Human Rights
staOOards for refugees lies with the cpvernrnents which produce
refugees rather than States which grant asylum. There are no
exanples in the \\1Orld where the international camunity has
inposed sanctions (military or econanic) on states which cause
refugees to· .flee their territories.44 A possible threat of
sanctions .\\1OUld certainly deter ~ts. HC7NeVer, in
43
44
45
reality this proposal seems unlikely due to the trends of
friendship, . diplanacy and politics arrong States and the
international carmunity.45 "
States granting asylum can take action (legal) against the
States which produce refugees through the International Court
of Justice (Iel) and ask for IIDnetary judgements. The
principle at \\1Ork \\1OUld be analogous to the law of torts
rather than to criminal prosecution. The Iel can listen to
both sides and make its decision accordingly which \\1Ould be
binding to the States. The decision could inpose sanctions or
See Amnesty International's "Mem:>randum to the European
Parliament", 1986, POL 33/02/86.
~uth Africa may. be one exception, where other rootives are
~lved, such as apartheid, discrimination, torture and so on.
For instance, it seems unlikely that the EEC wuld inpose
sanctions upon one of its mercbers producing refugees.
46
47
48
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dmMges moounting to many millions of powxis or dollars, 46
which would be used to pay for the refugees. A case by case
detennination would be carried out. One can be sure that the
nunber of refugees would certainly drop. 47
Rights enunciated in the lCE~ are to be provided by States
without discrimination as to "race, colour, sex, language,
religion, political or other opinions".48 But if peq>le leave
their haneland, not fran concern over discriminatory exclusion
fran social and econanic advantages, but fran a perception that
the g::wernment' s and the society's incarpetence foreclose
Of'POrtunity for personal advancement, the ~t's breach
is clear. Article 2 camdts States to the maximum use of the
available resources stipulated as rights in the 1951 Convention
and the 1967 Protocol. A test would be to see whether a State
provides the refugees maxirm.un econanic rights. The action of
the g::wernments would and could be examined and should these
g::wernments be found "wanting", then a violation of econanic or
social Human Rights have occurred.
Apart fran personal hardship - fear of persecution, man-nade
or natural disaster - there are two basic c:iownfalls am
For instance, Pakistan can take Afghanistan to the ICJ am
claim damages for the 3 million refugees in Pakistan. 'l1le ICJ
could then inpose X number of dollars/powxis per person.
Therefore, 3 million refugees would anount to 3 million
Imlltiplied by X. Certainly a deterrent to future refugee
producing countries.
One exception would be refugees fran natural disasters.
Article 2.
~ ."C:-:••----
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injuries to refugees once they have ~ their Human Rights
violated. Firstly, individuals who are forced to flee fran
their hanelands suffer econanic am Itl>ral danage;49 and,
secondly, econanic and political burdens fallon the State
granting refuge and asylum. Finally, International Human
Rights Standards are widely knOlflI1 and recognised, even if not
universally awlied. Foreign cpvernrcw:mts that camdt
violations of Human Rights cannot pl~ "unfairness" because
of inadequate notice when. subjected to such standards. While
ideological g:>als may be at stake in the creation of refugee
problems and populations, the validity of these gJals cease
when Human Rights are violated.
4.6 IWrSCRIPl'
The status of refugees in accordance with the 1951 Convention,
as seen above in .Chapter Three, was still not free of many
defects. sane of these defects were eliminated with the birth
of b10 new international instruments, namely the 1967 Protocol
and the 1969 African Refugee COnvention. Chapter Five will
examine these instruments, highlighting their adequacies and
inadequacies.
49 Many readers may think that safety of life far outweighs
econanic and noral values. can individuals sue their fonner
governrrents? This right was sustained in Filartiga v Pena-
Irala, f.2d 876 (2nd Civ.1980), growrling Federal jurisdiction
on the Alien Tort statute, 28 USC, para 1350.
CHAPTER FIVE
The 1967 Protocol and the 1969 OAU Convention
'mE 1967 PIQItXD, & '!HE 1969 CWJ~
5.1 '!HE 1967 MmXDL lfflT.M'llIj 10 '!HE STA1US CF Rf:f"R'§
The 1951 Convention was limited by the 'NOrds "as a result of
events occurring before 1 January 1951·. Moreover, Article lB
of the 1951 Convention stipulates that Contracting States are
to make declarations at the time of signature, ratification or
accession, specifying whether the wrds, "events occurring
before 1 January 1951" shall be stipulated to irrply:
(a) events occurring in Europe before 1 January 1951;
or
\(b) events occurring in Europe or elsewhere before 1
January 1951.
Any State which has adopted alternatives:
(i) may at any time extend its obligation by adopting an
alternative;
(il) by means of a notification acX:h:'essed to the
secretary-General of the UN.
Although States were generally quite liberal in their
interpretation of the words "events occurring before 1 January
1951", the limitative aspect and nature of the date became
12
increasingly apparent as time passed. At that nanent in time,
Africa witnessed many thousands of refugees, rot these so-
called. Mnew refugees M could not be considered as conventional
refugees p.trely because they had becane refugees after the
dateline. There was a discrepancy between the tJN:Ha and the
1951 Convention. The Statute of the UNHCR does not contain a
dateline and the cacpetence of the High Ccmni.ssioner extends to
persons who became refugees as a result of events subsequent to
1 January 1951 and who were not covered by the terrcs of the
1951 Convention.
The problem of the 1951 Convention dateline was raised by IMI1Y
delegates in the Executive Ccmnittee of the High Ccmnissioner's
Prograrnne,1 in which the Executive Ccmnittee studied the fact
of how to expand the personal scope of the 1951 Convention.
After the liberalised views in the Executive Ccmnittee in 1965,
preparatory action for the establishment of a 1967 Protocol to
rEm:We the dateline was carmenced.2
At its ··second SPeCial session in 1964 and the 12th session in
1965.
Report of the 12th session of the Executive Ccmnittee of the
High Ccmni.ssioner's Progranme, UN Doc. A/AC.96/270, p. 7, para
33.
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5.1.1 Premratioos for the lnauggatioo of the 1967 Protocol
5.1.1.1 CollomUUIIl on 1'9'1 &pets of refugee prd>].811S with particular
reference to the 1951 Cooveati.on am the Statute of the office
of the t.HQ (1965) (Col1ocmium)
The carnegie E:rldcMnent for International Peace3 convened a
"Colloquium on !.£gal Aspects of Refugee Pr'OOlems with
particular reference to the 1951 Convention and the Statute of
the office of the UNHCR", which was held at Bellatio, Italy,
fran 21 to 28 April 1965. The meeting culprised of thirteen
international lawyers and jurists fran various parts of the
world who took part p..trely in a personal capacity.
The High Ccmnissioner was concerned about the refugees which
would not be classified as refugees because of the dateline and
he su1:Jnltted a background paper to the Colloquium which
actually highlighted the problem of this dateline. He
sUg:]eSted that he was well aware of the preparation involved to
extend such a dateline but stressed that there cq:peared to be
no other alternative. He further stipulated that the
3
aforementioned Recannendation in the Final Act of the 1951
Conference of Plenipotentiaries brought about grave doubts as
to the reccmnendation providing a generally ~tisfactory
solution for the problem of post-dateline refugees. It could
have been difficult, on the basis of mere r~tion, for
the <})Vemnents of certain States to awly the provision of a
Along with the suWOrt of the SWiss Governrnent and in
consultation with the High Ccmni.ssioner's Office.
4convention which went beyond its contractual scope and might
involve a mxiification of rmmicipal jus cogens relating to
matters such as personal status. MJreover; on an international
level, measures taken on the basis of a recatrneI'rlation whereby
the treatment accorded to post-dateline refugees would be
assimilated to that stipllated to refugees covered by the 1951
Convention, might not have the requisite extra-territorial
effect. There were two avenues possible to reoove the dateline
and establish a binding legal obligation:
(i) Revision of the 1951 Convention, or
(ii) Establish a separate instrument.
(i) Revision of the 1951 Convention
Article 45 of the 1951 Convention stipulates:
"1. Arrj Contracting State may request revision of
this Convention at any time by a notification
aeXiressed to the Secretary General of the UN.
2. The General Assembly shall reccmnendthe steps,
if any, to be taken in respect of such request."
Article 45 is clear enough to understarxi, but what is inplied
by the tenn "revision"?
If one observes in the Yearbook of International Law
Carmission, there is a reference to the tenn "revision" and its
meaning. The. tam "revision" took on a great debate in the
International law Ccmni.ssion.4 sane nerbers stated that the
YBILC 1964, I, pp.133-39.
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tam awlied mainly to the revision of a treaty as a whole,
while other IneItbers stated that ,it inplied a political
connotation. Although the tam "revision" was not applied, a
distinction can be drawn between "amendment" and
"IIDdificationII • The fonner stipulates a foz:mal. amendment of a
treaty intended to aliter its provisions with respect to all
the parties, while the latter inplies that it is used in
connection with an intense agreement concluded or reached
between certain of the. parties only and intended to vary
provisions. of the treaty as between themselves alone and in
connection with a variation of the provisions of a treaty
resulting in Articles 35 to 38 of the Law of ,the Treaties,
relating to amendments and m:xti.fications of treaties, which are
beyond the scope of this thesis.
(ii) Establishment of a separate i.nstnmelt
In establishing a separate instnnnent, the acceptance by the
largest nurci:ler of States is required. The. COlloquimn presented
and fOI'IlUllated a report which it presented to the High
Carmissioner for,refugees.5 Along with the inportant issue of
the dateline (January 1st. 1951) I the report stated that all
I1'lE!Ilbers of the Colloquimn were of the opinion that it was
urgent for htnnanitarian reasons that non-COnvention refugees
should be granted similar rights and benefits as the COnvention
refugees I by formulating an international instrument.
CruciallyI the COlloquimn was in total agreement that a
UN Doc. AlAe. 96/Inf.40.
--.:: ~"-:...'
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reccmnendation or a resolution would not be sufficient for this
p,trpOSe and that a "legally binding instrument" 'ItOuld be
acceptable. States often ignore reccmnendations and
6
7
resolutions. sane fom of document was required which 'ItOuld
bind the States. To actually prepare aIXi adept a new document
on similar lines as to the 1951 Convention, 'ItOuld be too
lengthy, cunDersane and in realistic tenns very inpracticable.
The Colloquium finally considered that the best view in
overcaning this problem 'ItOuld be to attach a protocol to the
1951 Convention. They assumed that nearly all COntracting
States to the 1951 COnvention would consent to such an idea.
The Colloquium was in agreement that it 'ItOuld be quite
essential that such a Protocol would and should rerccve the
existing dateline, namely January 1st 1951 in Article l(A) (2)
of the 1951 COnvention, thereby making the "substantive
provisions of the 1951 Convention ClFPlicable in new refugee
situations" •6 However, the Colloquium bad various views as to
whether the, Protocol should allow for reservations to Article
38 of the 1951 Convention7 and as to whether, in view of
extended obligations inposed upon States which acceded to the
Protocol, it 'ItOuld be desirable to allC7.17 States which actually
acceded, - to suspend in exceptional circumstances the operation
of these articles of the 1951 Convention which may, -under its
Article 42, be subject to reservations. The Colloquium felt
that the response and attitude of States should be collected.
The Colloquium agreed upon the terms of the preanble and
Ibid.
Providing for the eatpulsory jurisdiction of the ICJ.
substantive provisions of the draft Protocol, aIXi also on the
questions of the ~lsory jurisdiction of the IeJS aIXi the
possible suspension of certain ooligations wxier the 1951
Convention in exceptional circumstances. Ccmnenting on the
text, the Colloquium stated that adherence to the Protocol
would not be limited to 'States which were parties to the 1951
Convention but would be open to other States, and that the
Protocol would allow reservations within the limits of Article
42 of the 1951 Convention. The Colloquium felt that by
8
9
10
introducing the geographical limitations to "events occurring
in Europe", would be inconsistent with its p.1IpOse. However,
in order not to dishearten sane State parties to the 1951
Convention which had to make a declaration fran accepting the
Protocol, the text included a provision to the effect that
existing declarations limiting the BfPlication of the 1951
Convention, unless withdrawn, BfPly also under the Protocol. 9
The High camrl.ssioner camu.mi.cated the report of the Colloquium
to the Executive camrl.ttee of the High cemni.ssioner's programne
and subsequently addressed letters to C}'Vernments of States10
inviting them to express their views as to the fom and
substance of the proposal made by the Colloquium. The High
Catmissioner received very pranising replies fran 9JVennnents
and nearly all the replies contained the desirability and
Article 38 of the 1951 Convention.
UN Doc. A/AC.96/Inf.40, W. 3-4.
Which \\'ere nerbers of the Executive 'and parties to the 1951
Convention.
5.1.2
11
12
13
lb1f
consent of exterxiing the personal s<:q)e of the 1951 COnvention
by way of a Protocol.ll After the receipt of replies fran
C}JVernments, the High Ccmnissioner subnitted to the 16th
session of the Executive-Ccmni.ttee in Oc:tcber 1966.
'!be Sixt:eegth session of the Executive amnittee Held in
0ct00er 1966
The Executive carmittee considered the paper, entitled
"Proposed Measures to Extend the Personal Scope of the
COnvention relating to the Status of Refugees of 28 July
1951" ,12 which consisted of a surcmary of replies received fran
C}JVeIl1IIleI1ts, a draft text of the Protocol based on the draft of
The Bellagnio COlloquium and amended in the light of the
replies received fran cpvernments.l3 The Executive Ccmni.ttee
noted the contents of this paper and made a couple of
suggestions:
(i) "Article VII of the draft ProtocOl (concerning
reservations) should not pennit reservations to
Article II regarding co-operation of the national
authorities with the united Nations or its bodies."
and,
Sane States had enquiries relating to eatpllsory jurisdiction
of the ICJ derogation clause in the case of exceptional
circumstance, reservation and nurcber of accessions required for
entry into force: France, Uruguay, Yucpslavia, etc.
UN Doc.A/AC.96/346.
This paper made it clear that such a Protocol would not prevent
the States fran proceeding to a revision of the 1951
Convention.
5.1.3
14
15
16
17
18
19
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" '1
" (ii) '!'hat the High camdssioner should subnit the
draft Protocol as m:xii£ied in the discussion in the
Ccmni.ttee, to the General Assertbly of the United
Nations (through the ,Econanics am Social COuncil) in
order that the secretary-General might be authorised
to open the Protocol for accession by governments
within the shortest possible time. 14
,
The High Ccmnissioner IOOdified the text in accordance with the
wishes of the Executive Ccmnittee and accordingly sukmitted the
prop:>sal to the General Assembly through the ECDSCC15 in an
Ad.:iendum to his Annual Report. 16 'The ECDSOC resumed its 41st
','
session in Novenber, "unani.nDusly" awroved the Document
(A/6311/Ad.:i.l) and subsequently transmitted it to the General
Assembly as an Ad.:iendum to the High camdssioner's Annual
Report. 17
'Ibe General Assmbly
In the. General, Asserrbly, at its 21st . session, third
cannittee,18 agenda it~ 55, discussions took place relating to
the Protocol. The representative of Norway stipllated that:
"These fr~rks,19 which provided a detailed legal
frarrework for the High Ccmni.ssioner's activities
..
UN OX. A/AC.36-8, p.10.
See para 11 of the Statute of the UNHCR.
UN Doc. A/6311/Ad.:i.1.
ECDSOC Res .1186 (XLI) on 15th Noverber 1966.
1447th meeting - 1450th meeting.
Referring to 1951 Convention and 1954 Convention relating to
the status of stateless Persons.
-i7i
needed to be brought.up to date. In particular, the
dual limitation - geographical am chronological - of
the 1951 Convention was out of current needs. 'Ite
refugee problem had shifted fran Europe to other
parts of the world, particularly Africa, am
circumstances were such that the 1 January 1951 l~t
did not meet the facts of the present situation••• • 0
He continued that:
"His delegation therefore generally endorsed the •••
protocol [draft] , which was intended to rem:we the
time restriction laid down in the 1951 Convention.
In acXti.tion, geographical limitations would awly
only in the case of parties to the Convention
maint:a.in.ing their restrictive declaration under
Article lB of the Convention. His Government hq>ed
that the new Protocol might quickly be opened for
signature•• 21
The representative of the United King:ian was in agreement with
the representative of Norway and stated that:
"Her Government ••• suWOrted the High cannissioner's
proposal to extend the Personal scope of the 1951
Convention relative to the Status of Refugees. A
prqx>sal which had been noted with~ by the
EXX>SCC ••• , she h~ it would prove possible to
adopt the relevant draft protocol at the present
.session." 22
The representative of Yugoslavia stated her delegation's total
awroval of the draft protocol and stated:
•..., she considered it desirable to extend the
20
21
22
1447th meeting - 5 Decerber 1966, para 48.
Ibid.
1447th meeting, para 60.
23
24
25
--:-....... -2;2
ratione personae scope of that instrument [meaning
the 1951 Convention] ••• Her delegation awroved the
• • ~ protocol .•• which would exteIXi the scq>e of the
Convention.. 23
However, the representative of the USSR made a point that:
"• •• the Convention (1951) ••• bad not been adopted
by the United Nations but by a Conference of
Plenipotentiaries at Geneva in which 26 States,
including only 21 meni:>ers of the United Nations, had
=Ci= in th~~nfS:~~e ~.0~4 ••• had not
He continued:
"Since the Convention could only be amended only by
the Conference which had adopted it and in accordance
with the procedure laid dcMn in Article 45, the
General AssEmbly should confine itself to making
reccmnendations. "
The Soviet delegation did not study the draft Protocol, because
they claimed that·only Parties to the Convention per se, could
be parties to the Protocol. They stated that an atterrpt was
~ently being made by roundabout means to induce States to
becane parties to the Convention.25 His delegation had not had
the qp>rtunity to give the Protocol careful study. The Soviet
delegation insisted that fran a legal standpoint, only States
which were parties to the Convention, per se, could be parties
1448th meeting, para 14. A well sUF-POrted view by nearly all
representatives.
1449th meeting, para 60.
1449th meeting, para 80.
26
27
28
29
to the Protocol ~;. In these circumstances, the Soviet delegation
had not been consulted with regard to the draft, it Could not
suWOrt the draft re80lution~26
In response to the Soviet's disawroval, the Nigerian
representative stated:
.,
..... , that the Soviet delegation's remarks were
unwarranted. The IllE!ltbers of the caemittee received
their instructions fran their countries' legal
departments and, could therefore speak on behalf of
their respective governments." 27
The SOViet delegation had contended that. the USSR had not been
consulted. However, the text in question had been adqlted by
> ,. • ' "
the ECDSC.C inNovenber 1966; as a IllE!ltber of the Council, the
USSR had sUrely seen the text and had, de facto, voted for it,
since it had been unaniIoously adopted•.
The text was voted upon and unaniIoously adqlted. 28 Follodng
the report of the. third carmittee, the General AssetiJly
adopted the resolution on 16 December 1966 by 91 votes to none
with 15 abstentions (General. Assembly Resolution 2198 (XXI».
The text of the Protocol was in accordance with. its Article XI
authenticated by the signature of a copy by the President and
- " ',.
the Secretary General of the United Nations. 29 certified true
1449th meeting, para :80.
Ibid., para 88.
86:0:15; 82:0:19; the whole resolution 83:0:15 (F:A:A6).
31st January 1967.
~ies were transmitted to cpvernments by the secretary-General
on 10th March 1967, with a 'view of enabling the States to
accede' to the Protocol. The 1967 Protocol relating to the
Status of Refugees entered into force on 4th OCtober 1967.
5.1.3.1 General AssEDbly Resolution 2198 (XXI) (Protocol relati ng to
the Status of Refugees)
"The General Asserbly,
Considering that the Convention relating to the
Status of Refugees, signed at Geneva on 28 July
1951,11 covers only,. those persons who have becaoe
refugees as a result of events occurring before 1
January 1951,
Considering that new refugee situations have arisen
since the Convention was adopted and that the
refugees concerned may therefore not fall within the
scope of the Convention,
Considering that it is desirable that equal status
should be enjoyed by all refugees covered by the
definition of the Convention, irrespective of the
date-line of 1 January 1951,
Taking note of the recarmendation of the Executive
Ccmnittee of the Programne of the united Nations High
Ccmnissioner for Refugee~1 that the draft Protocol
relating to the Status of Refugees should be
subnitted to the General Assenbly after consideration
by the Econanic and Social Council, in order that the
secretaIy-General might be authorized to open the
Protocol for accession by Govemnents within the
shortest possible time,
Considering that the Econanic and Social Council, in
its resolution 1186 (XLI) of 18 Novenber 1966, took
note with awroval of the draft Protocol contained in
the ackieIXium to the report of the United Nations High
Ccmnissioner for Refugees concerning measm::es to
extend the personal scope of the Convention31 and
transmitted the addendum to the General Asserrbly,
1. Takes note of the Protocol relating to the Status
of Refugees, the text of whic~1 is contained in the
ackiendum to the report of the United Nations High
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Catmi.ssioner for' Refugees; .
2. Regyests the secretary-General to transmit the
text of the Protocol to the States mentioned in
Article V thereof, with a view to enabling them to
accede to the Protocol.J:/ . .. ,.
1495tlu2J,enaIy meeting
16 Decenber 1966
1/ United Nations,. Treaty series, Vo1.189, (1954),.,
No.2545•.
,
2/ see A/6311/ReV.1/Ad:i.1, Part Two, para 38.
J./ Ibid., Part One, para 2.
J/ The Protocol was signed by the President of the
General AssEJrbly and by the secretary-General ,on"
31 JanuarY 1967. .
, '
i5.1.4
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'!be 1967 Protocol Relatjm to' the Status of Refugees - '1be
Interp!etatjm
Articles I. II. III. IV,V,VI ,YII.YIII. IX,X,XI .(see~)
Article I of the 1967 Protocol is very clear to uOOerstarxi.
Paragraph 1 undertakes to awly Articles 2 to 34 inclusive of
the 1951 Convention. Paragraph 2 has anitted the 1AIOrds "as a
result of such events" and lias a result of events occurring
before 1 January 1951 •• " Paragraph 3 rEmJVeS any geographic
limitations •
Article II encourages co-operation aroong States. Article II
has the same CQlllentary as Article 35 of the 1951 Convention,
except that the \\lOrd "convention II in the latter instrument has
been replaced by "present protocol II • Paragraph, 2 of Article II
of the 1967 Protocol has the same inteIpretation as Article 35,
paragraph 2 of the 1951 Convention.
Article III of the 1967 Protocol has the same interpretation as
Article 36 of the 1951 Convention.
Article IV30 of the 1967 Protocol has the same cannentary as
Article 38 of the .1951 Convention,. .Article V requires no
further elaboration.
Reservations made by Ang:>la (23 June 1981); Botswana ( 6 Jan
1969); China (27 April 1972); Cong:> (10 July 1970); Elsalvador
(30 OCt 1968); Ghana (30 OCt 1968); Rwanda (3 Jan 1980).
- ZII
Article VI resElt'bles Article 41 of the 1951 Convention arxi
Article VII requires no further elaboration.
Article VIII, paragraph 1 of the 1967 Protocol stipulates the
date that the Protocol shall cane into force. The 1967
Protocol actually came into force on the accession of Sweden,
Holy See, the Central African Republic, cameroon, Gartbia arxi
Senegal. It is interesting "to note the heavy African
influence.
Articles IX, X, and XI require no further CUlilent, except that
Article IX has the same cannentary as Article 44 (paragraphs 1
& 2) of the 1951 Convention
The 1967 Protocol did not amend or revise the 1951 Convention
but it' ioodified it in the senSe thiit States accedirig to the
1967 Protocol accept "the 'rraterial Obligations of the 1951
Convention in respect of a wide group of persons.' The 1967
Protocol is of a dual nature:'
(i) As between State parties to the 1951 Convention, it
is an inter-se agreement; and, .,
(ii) For non-party States to the 1951 Convention, its an
inde,pendent multilateral treaty.
Finally, fran the travaux pr~atoires of the 1967 Protocol,
it can be seen that the Protocol was not intended to replace
the 1951 Convention, it is a "Collateral treaty" and. an inter-
§.!: agreement •.
The material content for the 1951 Convention and the 1967
Protocol are the same,' basically both are standard for
treatments of individuals.
5.2 mE (IJfJfBl'IQf (F 'DE OOGANISATIaf Cf' AFRICAN mITt <DlERNIlG
H Sf&;UIC ASPtrl'S (F REFUD pgmOO IN AFRICA
5.2.1 Backgroond
" .~
During the Mickile Ages, roost Africans lived in snaIl tribal
societies, where land and other food producing assets wre
owned or utilised in co-operation and subsistence production
was the daninant econanic activity. However, trade was also
very inportant, especially .. when tribes began to depend on the
old tradeways fran. the. east to the west, ,south. of sahara. and
back again. sane Arab .migrants travelled south fran the
Mediterranean through the deserts, s~ there and Arab
civilisation flourished. The east coast region. came under. the
econanic and cultural influence of traders fran Arabia, Irxiia
and China. The horrors of· slavery were only too BFPBIent.
Africa in the 17th Century had one-fifth of the wrld
population. Today, it has only one-tenth. Dlring the last 300
years, African civilisation and its human resources wre
destroyed by .the .slave trade which was prarpted' by the
· 2"'~
European, 'American and Arab powers.31 Slavery is one of the
main reasons for instability in Africa. 'l1le dark and depressed
centuries of slave trading did not cane to an end until Africa
was swanped by the irons of colonial ism (another factor of
tcxiay's refugee problem). By the early 1900s, eight E\lIq)ean
States had practically divided all of Africa aroong themselves.
These colonialist powers were Belgium, GenNmy, Great Britain,
France, Italy, Portugal, Spain and Holland. 32 Only, Ethiopia
and Liberia rElt'ained free fran these powers. 33 The E\lIq)ean
States had drawn frontiers with ..straightedge rulers" at
conferences and meetings in Europe, regardless of the people
whose lives were affected by these decisions. One can see
today that those straight lines cut through tribes, clans, and
families, splitting up ecological units, feeding grounds and
market areas. Since sovereignty was not fixed by land
31
32
33
boundaries, but was personal and family-oriented, this colonial
boundary-drawing corrupted the 'tribal system extensively.
Harsh and exploitative deals were made with the leaders and
chiefs who were selected by the colonial States as fit for
office. For their own personal gain and profit, the E\lIq)ean
States finnly exploited and controlled these colonies, through
European sources claim that 30 to 40 million Africans dies on
slave ships while being transported. However, in a paper by
Bedjaoiu, "Asylum in Africa", which was presented at the Pan
African Conference on Refugees, in Arusha, Tanzania, May 1986,
the figure was estimated at around 220 million.
Whose descendents were the Boers nO'ttl responsible for apartheid.
The Ethiopians had defeated Italian invaders and concluded a
treaty with them in 1908 according to which Ogaden was ceded to
Ethiopia. This treaty, which disregarded the sanalis, was the·
root of tcxiay's conflict over Ogaden.
34
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adninistration and'structures. '. As Africa emerged fran .colonial
.danination, there were unresolved,' conflictS, territorial
displtes, unnatural frontiers, ethnic eatbinations, etc., which
were left by the colonial pc.7ott'erS which, along' with .natural ", am
man~made disasters, have caused peq>le to flee to neighbouring
States~34
The refugee' problem in Africa was a phenanenon of," the post-
colonial epoch. 35 "The Organisation of African 'Unity (QAlJ)"was
set up in 1963, and only four years follCMingthe establishment
of the' OAU, Africa hosted a refugee population of'over 540,000
Mr Zia Rizvi, (secretary General of the Independent Ccmni.ssion
on International Humanitarian Issues (ICCHI), 'in a report dated
14-28 Septenber 1986 on HInplementation of the QAlJ/UN
Conventions and Danestic Legislation concerning the Rights and
Cbligations of Refugees in Africa", carpiled at the Refugee
Studies Programne, Queen Elizabeth House, OXford University,
cannented: "(1) While sane of the reasons for refugee flows are
results of colonialism and neo-colonialism, IOOre are self-
created by leaders who lack nationalism, foresight and
hmnanity. The structure of many African States encourages
conflict which have been carpounded by natural and man-made
disasters. (2)' Whatever the constitutional structures
inherited fran colonialism, adninistrations in Africa have
tended to change them to ensure that cpvemnental power is
concentrated in their hands. (3) refugee situations are
currently affected by national' and geographical boundaries as a
manifestation of the Nation State. In Africa, however,
traditionally the boundaries prior to colonialism were founded
on tribal or cultural divisions, reinforced by a CXJlI(on
allegiance, a hierarchy of leadership, a 'call(on language and
tradition. (4) Constitutions lacking political legitimacy have
"contriblted to instability and unrest in' the new nations of
Africa; they have provided the incentives for post-indepeIx:\ence
~ernments to resort to emergericy laws.' (5) Many African
~ts have used the extraordinary powers of emergency not
for public order' or state security, but for the consolidation
of their own political power and survival to the exclusion of
other groups which might aspire to becane alternative
g:wernrnents •
35 . With certain. exceptions, " such, as Rwanda which was torn by
civil strife shortly before obtaining independence.
1
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and was devel~ing to'produce many roore. It can be said that
the refugee prcblem was a product of colonialism and neo-
colonialism and was associated with the process of
decolonisation. The African States considered a fundamental
question, this being that: the protection .., 'of persons
dispossessed fran their countries 'of origin. The 1951
Convention, .as .stated - earlier, was' predaninantly a European
convention, designed for the European refugees. The African
refugees were - certainly excluded' fran protection - and
assistance. : The 'general' attitude by the' African States was
that the 1951 Convention was very "western" in its nature and
character. The African States also believed, in particular,
that Articles 20-28 of the 1951 -Convention inp>sed enonmus
burdens upon countries which were already under-developed with
disintegrating econanies.
The OAU' still encouraged the netDer States to adhere to the
1951' Convention while the OAU foIItUllated its own -convention
which specifically dealt with' African 'refugees. A special
camtittee on refugees36 was established in Lagos in 1964, at
the OAU Council of Ministers Session. That' July the idea of a
draft convention dealing with the specific issues raised by
Africa's refugee problem was IOOOted. A year later at the 4th
ordinary session of OAU Ministers held in Nairobi, a camdttee
of ~l'Experts was' designed to review the legal issues raised
and to eatplete the draft.
Which nOlfi consists of 15 netDer States.
5.2.2 '!be 1969 QNJ Q)gyegt.i.m)
In septElti>er 1967, a session of the CW1 Council of Ministers
instructed the adoption of the instrument ~g the
"Specific Aspects of the Problem of African Refugees II as a
eatplement to the 1951 Convention. '!'be Council of Ministers,
at that, time recatmended that rnercber States should accede to
the united Nations 1967 Protocol relating to the Status of
Refugees • The final draft of the CWJ Convention was adopted in
February 1969 at Addis Ababa and came into force on June 20,
1974.
There were sane basic principles which underlined the 1969
Convention, which were derived fran the Charter of the QAU.
The principal objectives for which the OAU was established
(that is, :the unity and solidarity of all IDeltber States) were
the inproved well-being of all African peoples, individually
and collectively; iilternational co-operation in accord with the
principle stipulated in, the United Nations Charter and the
Universal ,Declaration of Human Rights; the defence of
. sovereignty, that is, the maintenance of the territorial
integrity and independence of each menDer State; the eatplete
eradication of all vestiges of colonial daninion fran the
African continent; and the peaceful settlement of disputes
through mediation, negotiation, conciliation, or arbitration.
As it evolved, the OAU expressed the necessity to maintain a
balance between prevention of subversive activities that might
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be ccmnitted agdnSt the hane State <given the circunstances in
which the refugees were created) aIXi refugee protection. In
aalition, the OAU finnly expressed the view that they would
never penn.i.t the refugee question to create conflict anong
them.
Before IlDVing on to the ccmnenta%y arxi analysis of the
articles inplemented in the OAU' COnvention relating to
refugees, it is \tt1Orthwhile noting that, firstly, the OAU
Convention relating to refugees was established without any
regard to the 1951 Convention, which bad been set up under the
auspices of the United Nations. Had the OAU Convention
,
neglected the United Nations or was it very bitter that the
1951 Convention catered only for Europe and its refugees? 'l11e
1 •• '
answer seems to be yes.' Secondly, it was contenplated to' adapt
the 1951 COnvention to the SPeCific conditions of Africa, in
other \tt1Ords, to borrow the provisions of the 1951 Convention.
And thirdly, it was decided that the CWJ COnvention relating to
refugees should be eatplementary to the 1951 COnvention and the
1967 Protocol, and should deal with specific aspects of the
African problem which were not regulated or not sufficiently
regulated in the UN refugee instrument.
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5.2.3 At:ticles of the ONJ Cmyention CbuImlim the brUle A8J2ect8
of Refugee PnillEP in Afri.co
5.2.3.1 Preamb1e and Article 1
"PREAMBLE
we, the Heads of State and Government assenbled in
the city of hXii.s Ababa fran 6 to 10 septenber 1969,
1. Noting with concern the constantly increasing
nurrbers of refugees in Africa and desirous of fiIXiing
ways am means of alleviating their misery and
suffering as well' as providing hen with a better life
and future,
2. Recognising. the need for an essentially
humanitarian awroach towards solving the problems of
refugees,
3. Aware, hC7NeVer, that refugee problems are a source
of friction arcong many Merrber States, and desirous of
eliminating the source of such discord,
4. Anxious to make a distinction between a refugee
who seeks a peaceful and nonna! life and a person
fleeing his country for the sole plIPOSe of fanenting
subversion fran outside,
5. Detennined that the activities of such subversive
elements should be discouraged, in' accordance with
the Declaration of the Problem of Subversion and
Resolution on the Problem of Refugees adopted at
Accra in 1965,
6. Bearing in mind, that the Charter of the united
Nations and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights
have affinned the principle that human beings shall
enjoy fundamental rights and freedans without
discrimination.
7. Recalling Resolution 2312 (XXII) of 14 oecerrber
1967 of the United Nations General Asseni:)ly,relating
to the Declaration on Territorial Asylum,
8. Convinced that all the problems' of our continent
must be solved in the spirit of the Charter of the
Organization of African qnity and in the African
context.
9. Recognizing that the United Nations Convention of
28 July 1951, as IOOdi.fied by the Protocol of 31
January 1967, constitutes the basic and universal
instnunent relating to the status of refugees aIXi
reflects the deep concern of States for refugees aIXi
their desire to establish eatm:>n standards for their
treatment,
Recalling Resolutions 26 and 104 of the OAU
Assercblies of Heads of State and Government, calling
upon Menbers States of the organization who had not
already done so to accede to the United Nations
Convention of 1951 and to the Protocol of 1967
relating to the Status of Refugees, and meanwhile to
CiFPly their provisions to refugees in Africa.
Convinced that the efficiency of the measures
reccmnended by the present Convention to solve the
problem of refugees in Africa necessitates close and
continuous collaboration between the Organization of
African .Unity and the Office of the United Nations
High Ccmnissioner for Refugees.
Have Agreed as follows:
Article I
DEFINITICN OF THE TERM 1REFt,X;EE"
1. For the puIp:>se of this Convention, the tenn
"refugee" shall mean every person who, OIling to ~ll­
founded fear of being persecuted for reasons of race,
religion, nationality, membership of a particular
social group or political opinion, is outside the
country of his nationality and is unable or, owing to
such fear, is unwilling to avail himself of the
protection of that country, or who, not having a
nationality and being outside the country of his
fonner habitual residence as a result of such events
is unable or, OIling to such fear, is unwilling to
return to it.
2. The tenn "refugee II shall also ClR>ly to every
person who, owing to external aggression,
occupation, foreign danination or events seriously
disturbing public order in either part or the whole
of his country of origin or nationality, is carpelled
to leave his place of habitual residence in order to
seek refuge in another place outside his country of
origin or nationality.
3. In the case of a person who has several
nationalities, the tenn IIa country of which he is a
national II shall mean each of he countries of which he
is a national, and a person shall not be deemed to be
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lacking the. protection of the country of which he is
a national if, without any valid reason based on
well-founded fear, he has not availed himself of the
protection of one of the countries of which he is a
national.
4. This COnvention shall cease to aR'ly to any
refugee if:
(a) , he has voluntarily re-availed himself of the
protection of the country of his nationality,
or,
(b) .having lost his nationality, he voluntarily re-
acquired it, or,
(c) he has acquired a new nationality, arx:l enjoys
the protection of the country of his new
nationality, or,
(d) he has voluntarily re-established himself in the
.country which he left or outside ·which .he .
remained owing to fear of persecution, or,
(e) he can no longer, because of the circmnstances
in connection with which he was recognized as a
refugee have ceased to exist, continue to refuse
to avail himself of the protection of the
country of his nationality, or,
(f) he has carmitted a serious non-political crime
outside his country of refuge after his'
admission to that country as a refugee, or, .
(g) he has seriously infringed the p.u:poses and
objectives of this Convention:
5. The provisions of this COnvention shall not B.R?ly
to any person with respect to whan the country of
.asylum has serious reasons for considering that:
(a)
(b)
he has carmitted a crime against peace, a war
crime, or a crime against humanity, as defined
in the international instruments drawn up to
make provision in respect of such crimes;
he carmitted a serious non-political crime
outside the country of refuge prior to· his
admission to that country as a refugee;
(c) he has been guilty of acts contrary to the
PJIPOses and principles of the Organization of
African Unity; ..
(d) he had been guilty of acts contrary to the
purposes of principles of the united Nations.
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6. For the p.trpOses of this Convention the
Contracting State of Asylum shall detennine whether
an BI=Plicant is a refugee.N
Analysis
The Prearrble is self-explanatory aIXi requires no further
elaboration. The definition of the tenn NrefugeeN is closely
ItDdelled on the 1951 Convention. Para 1 is similar to the
definition of a refugee in the 1951 Convention. The dateline
and geographical limitations are absent along with certain
earlier categories of refugees. The CWJ definition is also
based upon the "well-founded fear of being persecutedNstandard
as criterion for refugee character.
Para 2 is highly useful. This paragraph has expanded the
definition of a refugee to include those: "who, owing to
external aggression, occupation, foreign dcmination or events
seriously disturbing public order ••• N This paragraph is
therefore based upon objective criteria in the country of
origin. M:>st of the refugee m::wements in Africa have been mass
ItDVements and in such cases it would be difficult to awly the
subject test. 37 l-t>re inportantly, the provision recognised the
asylum-seekers fran wider ramifications of civil strife,
political unrest and coup d'etat. Thus, for exanple, a person
fleeing a state of emergency in his country wuld not
necessarily be put to the onerous bmien of strictly proving
The 1951 Convention and 1967 Protocol is individualistic and
awlies the subjective tests.
that she had been a victim of individual persecution. 38 As a
consequence of this' expansion and extension of the refugee
definition, persons who in Europe \\1Ould be considered as merely
refugees not recognised de jure, only de facto, and thus
outside the mandate of the 1951 Convention, "were recognised"
as refugees for the purposes of Article 1. 'I11e expansion of
, ~,
the definition is a step forward for refugees. Refugees in
Africa have been recognised as such purely on the reliance of
this expanded definition. The OAIJ definition. made no
38
distinction between persons fleeing fran iOOependent African
States and those' emanating fran colooial dcminions' or those
still ruled by a white minority in South Africa.
The cessation and exclusion clause of the definition closely
follows the 1951 Convention. A new cessation clause has,
however, been acXied, that is, that the Convention shall cease
to at:Ply to any refugee .if he has seriously infringed the
prrposes or objectives of the OAU Convention.
As to the exclusion clause, there is an acki.itional exclusion
ground, that is, excluded are ,not only persons with respect to
whan the country of asylum has serious reasons for considering
"
that they have been guilty of acts contrary to the p1IPOses and
principles of the United Nations, as in the 1951 Convention,
but also persons with respect to whan" the country has serious
reasons for considering that they have been ,guilty of acts
See Tamils case· in Chapter Eight, where the Government and the
House of IDreis ruled that the Tamils came fran civil disorder
and hence did not cane within the 1951 Convention as refugees.
(a)
(C)
(b)
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contrary to the principle and plIpOSes of the OAU. What are
these plIpOses and principles of the CW1?
(i) PuqJoses (Article II) of theCWJ Charter
"1. The Organisation shall have the follOldng
plIpOSes:
to ptQlote the unity aIXi solidarity of the
African State;
to co-ordinate and intensify their co-operation
and efforts to achieve a better life for the
peoples of Africa;
to defend their sovereignty, their territorial
integrity and indeperxience;
(d)· to eradicate all fonns of colonialism fran
Africa; and,
(d) to pratDte international co-operation, having
due regard to the Charter of the united Nations
and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.
2. To these ends, the MeIrber States shall co-ordinate
and ha.noonize their general policies, especially in
the follOldng' fields:
(a) political and diplanatic co-operation;
(b) econanic co-operation, including transport and
camu.mi.cation;
(c) educational and cultural co-operation;
(d) health, sanitation, and nutritional c0-
operation; , ,
(e) scientific and technical co-operation; and,
(f) co-operation for defence and security."
(li) Principles (Article III) of the CWJ Charter
"1. the sovereign equality of all MenDer States;,
2. non-interference in the internal affairs of
States;
3. respect for the sovereignty and territorial
integrity of each State and for its inalienable
right to indeperxient existence;
4. peaceful settlenent 'of dispute.by negotiation,
mediation, conciliation or arbitration;
, .
5. unreserved condemnation, in all its forms, of
political assassination as well as of subversive
activities on the part of neighbouring States or
;;.' ,
:......,.-.
any other States;
6. absolute dedication to the total emancipation of
the African territories which are still
dependent;
7. affinnation of a policy of non-alignment with
regard to all blocs. N
5.2.3.2 Article II
"Article II_.
ASYLUM .
1. Merrber. States of the QAt] shall use their best
endeavours consistent with their respective
legislations to receive refugees and to secure the
settlement of those refugees who for well-foUIXied
reasons are unable or unwilling to return to their
country of origin or nationality.
2. The grant of asylum to refugees isa peaceful and
humanitarian act and shall not be regarded as an
unfriendly act by any Manber State.
3. No person shall be subjected by a Merrber State to
measures such as rejection at the frontier, return or
expulsion, which \\1Ould carpel him to return to or
rsnain in a territory where his, life, physical
integrity or liberty \\1Ould be threatened for the
reasons set out in Article I, paragraphs 1 and 2.
4. Where." a . Merrber State finds difficulty in
continuing'to grant asylum to refugees, such Merrber
State may ~l directly to other Merrber States and
through the CW1, and such other Merrber States shall
in the spirit of African solidarity and international
co-operation take awropriate measures to lighten the
burden of the Member State granting asylum.
5. Where. a refugee has. not received the right to
reside in any country of asylum, he may be granted
terporary residence in any country of asylum in which
he first presented himself as a refugee peIXii.ng
arrangement for his resettlement in accordance with
the preceding paragraph.
6. For reasons of security,countries of asylum
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shall,' .as far as possible, settle refugees at a
reasonable distance frau the frontier of their
country of origin. It
AMlysis
Asylum per se is not defined or eateg:>rised in the 1951
Convention or the 1967 Protocol. H~, the otU1 Convention
does actually stiIX1late the concept in paras 1-6. The otU1
Convention stiIX1lates the granting of asylum is a "peaceful and
humanitarian" act and subsequently shall not be considered as
an unfriendly act by any Mertber States. So, States can grant
asylum to refugees and' still possess friendly relations with
the refugees' country of origin or nationality.
Para 1 has twofold interpretation. Firstly, it inp:>ses a
nandatory duty upon Member States to endeavour to receive and
secure settlenent for refugees; and, secondly, it advances
beyond the 1951 Convention, which deals with the status of
persons who have been granted asylum arx:i does not ack:iress the
question' of the actual grant of it. It can be noted that
paragraphs 2,3,4 and 5 of Article II are closely IOOdelled on
the UN "Declaration of Territorial Asylum" and their inclusion
in the CAD makes them binding upon those States which are party
to it. One major drawback of the Article is that refugee
reception and resettlement was made subject to the awlication
of danestic legislation, in effect raising the possibility of
its nullification by individual States.
Paragraph 3 stipulates the principle of non-refoulement, which
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is an inportant step forward in the advancement of the human
rights of refugees aOO the develcpnent of the law of asylum.
Paragraph 4 contains the lightening of 00rdens upon States who
grant refugees asylum. International c:o-q,eration is also
encouraged in this paragraph.
Paragraph 5 stipulates that a tmp:>raIy residence in any
country of asylum may be granted. 'nle \\lOrd "may" is used,
which indicates a non-absolute duty, but it does follow £ran
the principle of non-refoulement, that a refugee Imlst be at
least tmporarily admitted if, in the case of non-adrnission, he
\\lOuld be carpelled to return to, or to remain in, a country
where he might be persecuted.
Paragraph 6 requires no explanation as it is straightfotward to
understand.
5.2.3.3 Article III
"Article III
PROHmITICN OF SUBVERSIVE ACrIVITIES
1. Every refugee has duties to the country in which
he finds himself, which require in particular that he
confonns with its laws and regulations as well as
with measures taken for the maintenance of public
order. He shall also abstain fran any subverSive
activities against any Manber states of the QAU.
2. Signatory States undertake to prohibit refugees
residing in their respective territories fran
---- ---"'f~
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attacking any Mercber State of the OAIJ, by any
activity likely to cause tension between MeItber
States, am in particular by use of anna, through the
press, or by radio."
'm1ysis
Article III expresses the prohibition of subversive activities
by the' refugees' against any Merrber States of the 0AlJ. It
enshrined the same prohibition' of subversive activities against
other states as had the Banjul Charter am a declaration of the
same issueac:q,ted in Accra in 1965.39 ~reover, at the same
0/ ... '- ,
Conference, resolutions were further adopted which pledged
Mercber States of the OAU to prevent all refugees living on
'~ "
their territory fran carrying out, by any means whatsoever, any
act hannful to Members States of the OAIJ and subsequently
requested all Mercber States never to allCM the 'refugee problem
to becane a focal point of agreement arcong them. ' Article III
of the OAU Convention prohibits the rendering of any assistance
to refugees in order to attack any Mercber States. In
accordance with the objective of eradicating the vestiges of
colonialism and anned apartheid fran the continent, the
prohibition did not extend to dependent countries and non-
merd:>ers of the CAU, especially those in SOUthern Africa.
'l\«) questions arise fran Article III. Firstly, who defines
,"subversion" and, secondly, if one is "subversive" does it mean
a loss of rights? On answering the first question, Mercber
Declaration on the Problem of Subversion adopted by the Heads
of State and Government of the OAU at its' second ordinary
session in ,Accra in 1965, (AHG Res.27).
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States of the OA.U tend to follCN the purposes and principles of
the OAU Charter. Subversion would be interpreted to be a
breach of these ~ses and principles. On the secoIXi
question, it seens that if one State deems an asylum-seeker to
be a subversive, then it can deny all rights which are credited
to him. Article III ensures African CC>-q)eI'ation and
solidarity, especially against activities of a subversive
nature. This Article indicates the hostile nature of
activities within Africa. see also Article 23 of the Banjul
Charter on Human aIXi People's Rights, which states:
"2. For the ~se of strengthening peace,
solidarity and friendly relations, State parties to
the present Charter shall ensure that:
(a)
(b)
Any irxiividual enjoying the right of asylum
under Article 12 of the present Charter shall
not engage in subversive activities against his
country of origin or any other state Party to
the present Charter;
Their territories shall not be used as bases for
subversive or terrorist activities against the
people of any other State party to the present
Charter. "
The second paragraph of Article III is self-explanatory.
5.2.3.4 Article XV
"Article IV
KN-DISCUMINATICN 40
40 See E. SChwelb, OIl.cit., W.996-1059.
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Merrber States undertake to awly the provisions of
this Convention to ··all refugees without
discrimination as to race, religion, nationality,
rnenbership of a particular social group or political
opinions."
AM1ysis
Article IV has the same caalentaIy and reflections as Article 3
of the 1951 COnvention, hIt acXied are nationality, mellCership
of a particular social group or political opinions.
5.2.3.5 Article V
..Article V
VOWNrARY REPA'IRIATICN
1. The essentially voluntary character of
repatriation shall be respected in all cases and no
-refugee shall be repatriated against his will.
2. The country of asylum, in collaboration with the
country of origin, shall make adequate arrangements
for the safe return of refugees who request
repatriation.
3. The counay of origin, on receiving back refugees,
shall facilitate their resettlement and grant them
full rights and privileges of nationals of the
country, and subject them to the same obligations.
4. Refugees who voluntarily return to their country
shall in no way be penalised for having left it for
any of the reasons giving rise to refugee situations.
Whenever necessary, an aweal shall be made through
national information media and through the
Administrative secretary-General of the CWI, inviting
refugees to return hane and giving assurance that the
new circumstances prevailing in their country of
origin will enable them to return without risk and to
take up a nomal and peaceful life without fear of
being disturbed or punished and that the text of such
aweal should be given to refugees and clearly
L_ ~-~- --- ~----
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explained to them by their country of asyl\DD.
5. Refugees who freely decide to return to their
hanelarxi, as a result of such assurances or on their
own initiative, shall be given every possible
assistance by the country of asyl\DD, the country of
origin, voluntary agencies am international arxi
intergovernmental organizations, to facilitate their
return."
AMlysis
Voluntary repatriation seems to be the ideal solution for
returning refugees to their countries of origin or nationality.
Paras 1-5 are sinple and require no elaboration. It is
'IelO~le to note that there· is no such provision in the 1951
Convention arxi the 1967 Protocol, although catered for in the
rights and privileges of refugees, they did not inplement the
major solution, that is, when the returned. Perhaps the
drafters of these two instruments assmned that refugees would
not return to their countries of origin or nationality, perhaps
they could not.
5.2.3.6 Article VI
"Article VI
1. 'Subject to Article III, Merrbers States shall issue
to all refugees lawfully staying in their territories
travel docwnents in accordance with the united
Nations Convention relating to the Status of Refugees
and the schedule and Annex thereto, for the p1IPOSe
of travel outside their territory unless carpelling
reasons of national security or public order
otherwise require. Merrbers states may issue such a
travel document to any other refugee in their
territory.
2. Where an African country of second asylum accepts
a refugee fran a country of first asylum, the country
of first asylum may be dispensed fran issuing a
document with a return clause.
3. Travel documents issued to refugees under previous
international agreements by States Parties thereto
shall by recognized and treated by Mestber States in
the same way as if they had been issued to refugees
pursuant to this Article."
Analysis
Article VI of the OAIJ Convention is similar to Article 28 of
the 1951 Convention, except on para 2 of Article VI. '!be 1951
Convention makes it mandatory to provide travel documents with
a clause which stipllates the holder to return to the country
which issued the' docwnent. The OAIJ Convention,. however, in
para 2, a country of first asylum may be dispensed fran issuing
a document with a return clause where an African country of
second asylum accepts a refugee fran a country of first asylum.
5.2.3.7 Article VII
..Article VII
CD-OPERATICN OF THE NATICIW., AImiORITIES WI'lH '!HE
~ZATICN OF AFRICAN UNITY
In order to enable the Mninistrative secretary-
General of the organization of African Unity to make
reports to the eatpetent organs of the organization
of African Unity, MEmber States undertake to provide
the Secretariat in the arPropriate fom with
information and statistical data requested
concerning:
(a) the condition of refugees;
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(b) the inplementation of this Convention; aIXi
(c) laws, regulations' aIXi decrees which are, or may
hereafter be, in force relating to refugees.·
No further elaboration is necessary.
5.2.3.8 Article VIII
"Article VIII
CD-OPERATIW WI'IH 'mE OFFICE OF 'IflE UNI'1ED NATIOOS
.HIGH CDl{ISSIOOER FOR REFtXiEES
'.,
,1. MerciJer States shall co-operate with the Office of
the United Nations High carmi.ssioner for Refugees.
2. The present Convention shall be the effective
regional eatplement in Africa of the 1951 United
Nations Convention on the Status of Refugees."
Analysis
The tam "eatplement" relates to a sUfPlement to the 1951
Convention and should be treated by MeIrher States of the OAU as
such.
5.2.3.9 Article IX .
"Article IX
SE."I'IUMEm' OF DISPt1I'ES
Any dispute' between States signatories to· this
Convention relating to its intetpretation or
CiRllication which cannot be settled by other means,
shall be referred to the CcJnni.ssion for Mediation,
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Conciliation and Arbitration of the Organization of
African Unity, at the request of anyone of the
Parties to the diSplte. N
AMlysis
Any displtes in Africa are to be referred to the camli.ssion for
Mediation, Conciliation and Arbitration of the Organisation of
African Unity, whereas in Article 38 of the 1951 Convention,
any displtes are to be referred to the International COUrt of
Justice. Many African States have reserved on Article IV of
the 1967 Protocol, p.trely because of this Article. 'lhese
states 'AlOUld prefer settling their disputes within Africa,
rather than to proceed to the International Court of Justice.
5.2.3.10 Articles X-XV
Texts
"Article X
SIGNA'roRE AND RATIFICATICN
1. 'nlis. Convention is ~ for signature am
accession by all Member States of the Organization of
African Unity and shall be ratified by signatory
States in accordance with their res~ve
constitutional processes. The instIurnents of
ratification shall be deposited with the
Mninistrative secretary-General of the Organization
of African Unity. . .
2. The original instrlDnent, ck>ne if possible in
African languages, in English arxi French, all texts
being equally authentic, should be deposited with the
Mninistrative secretary-General of the Organization
.of African Unity.
3. Any independent African State, Member of the
Organization of African Unity, may at any time notify
the Administrative Secretary-General of the
Organization of African Unity of its accession to
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this Convention.
Article XI
ENIRY INro FORCE
This Convention shall cane into force upon deposit of
instnunents of ratification by one-third of the MeIIDer
States of the Organization of African Unity.
Article XII
.. , This Convention may be amended or revised if any
MeIIDer State makes a written request to the
Administrative 5ecretaIy-General to that effect,
provided however that the proposed amendment shall
not be subnitted to the Assenbly of Heads of State
and Government for consideration until all MeIIDer
States have been duly notified of it and a pericxi of
one year has elapsed. SUch an ameIrlnent shall not be
effective unless approved by at least bto-thirds of
the Menber States parties to the present Convention.
Article XIII
DENUNCIATICN
1. Any Menber State party to this Convention may
denounce its provisions by a written notification to
the Administrative Secretary-General.
2. At the end of one Year fran the date of such
notification, if not withdrawn, the Convention shall
cease to apply with respect to the denouncing State.
Article XIV
Upon . entry into force of this Convention, the
Administrative 5ecretaIy-General of the OAU shall register
it with the 5ecretary-General of the United Nations in
accordance with Article 102 of the Charter of the United
Nations.
Article XN
mI'IFICATICN BY '!HE AtmNIS'IRATIVE SECRETARY-GE1£RAL OF
THE ORGANIZATICN OF AFRICAN UNITY
The Administrative Secretary-General of the
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Organization of African Unity shall inforn all
Merrbers of the Organization:
(a) of signatures, ratifications and accessions in
accordance with Article Xi
(b) of entry into force, in accordance with Article
XIi
(C) of requests for amendments sul:mitted urder the
terms of Article XIIi
(d) of denunciations in accordance with Article
XIII."
Articles X-xv stipulate the legal ramifications. Fourteen
states were required to bring the CW1 COnvention into force.
There are now roore than 34 Merrber States which have ratified
the provisions of the CW1 COnvention.
5.2.4 Refugees am the African Human Rigrt:s Charter ('DIe Banjul
Charter) 41
The passing of the African Charter on Human and Peoples'
Rights42 represented a growing concern aroong the OAU MeItber
States for the African people who were in a dire condition in
both dependent and liberated countries.
It is interesting to carpare the Banjul Charter43 with the 1969
41
42
43
For a succinct aOO eatprehensive account of Human Rights in
Africa, see S. Neff, "Human Rights in Africa: Thoughts on the
African Charter on Human and Peoples' Rights in the Light of
case Law fran Botswana, ~otho and Swaziland", 1SdJJ, 33, April
1984, pp.331-347.
Text: OAU Document CN3fI2J:;/67/3, Rev. 5, fran the OAU
Ministerial Meeting on the African Charter on Hum:m and
Peoples' Rights, Jan 7-19, 1981, Banjul, The Gambia.
Ratified by 31 OAU Meltbers and now in force.
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0AI1 Convention. The latter inp:>ses a duty upon MenDer States
to receive refugees, while the fonner, especially in Article
12(3) confers the right to seek and obtain asylum:
"Every individual shall have the right, when
persecuted, to seek and obtain asylum in other
countries in accordance with the laws of those
countries and international conventions."
The tenn "... in accordance with the laws of those countries
••• " creates a great deal of concern, especially since many
States are reluctant to iIrplement refugee laws and
international conventions.
later.
This issue will be dealt with
44
Article 12 (3) represents a recognition of the reasons that
might cause a person to leave his own country. Furtherrrore, it
stipulates the right of asylum in the legal regime of the
African Continent.
Under Article 12(4) of the Banjul Charter,44 an alien whan a
State party has legally admitted into its territory may only be
expelled fran it by a decision made in accordance with the law.
Once again, this has caused problems (see below).
Article 12(5) extends the prohibition of expulsion to masses of
non-nationals:
"A non-national legally admitted in a territory of a State
P~ to the present Charter, may only be expelled fraTl it by
Virtue of a decision taken in accordance with the law. It
5.2.5
liThe mass ~lsion of non-nationals shall be
prohibited. Mass ~lsion shall be that which is
.. ' aimed at national, racial, ethnic or religious
groups. II
In refoulement of masses to countries they have fled against
their will on the grounds that they were or are illegal aliens.
The distinction between the t'IJO is not very cbvious and thus
both of these provisions reinforce the principle of non-
refoulement and voluntary repatriation.
'l11e Divergence Between Poli~ am Practi.ce in Tm1f'l""¥":jng the
QAIJ.Poli~ in Re1atioo to Refugees
The dichotany between practice and policy is praninently
displayed in the rm.mi.cipal laws which are enforced in
individual States. lmy international convention establishes
the framework of principles to be adhered to and gives the
general direction that signatories should progress towards in
inplementing these principles. It may also enshrine certain
explicit stipulations on what shall be done and sane concrete
prohibitions on what shall not. In reality, however, it has
very little to say about how it is <ping to be put into actual
practice.
On the danestic levei, the translation of policy into practice
should be manifested in three generalised ~roaches. Firstly,
through methods and proceedings that ensure the actual
reinforcement of the rules and laws; secondly, the
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dissemination of the roles to both these persons charged with
their'inplementation and those rrost directly affected by them;
and, thirdly, the appointment of officers and agencies for the
administration of the roles.
with the refugee issue in mind, a question arises, how do
Contracting States that have not passed any national
legislation adhere to an international convention and how do
they know that they are doing so? The same query can be pIt to
those States that have done so. The asylum-seeker and the
refugee is greatly affected by this question. If he asylum-
seeker or a refugee is denied his duties and obligations, then
he, will be in a' very dangerous position. Fran noting the
cuuposition of 'the Contracting States that have ratified the
1969- OAU Convention, one can see that a nunber of those that
are nost significantly affected by the refugee crisis, such as
Djibouti and Uganda, have not ratified it. Furthernore, of
those that have done so, ffM have actually incorporated the
provisions of the Convention into their indigenous legal
regimes. There ~s to be no camon pattern in the
attitudes of those States that have ratified the Convention in
cacparison with those that' have not done so.
The attitude of States towards refugees is positive. Burwxti.
has a refugee popllation of ~ million; it is a poor country blt
congratulations Imlst be given to it for catering for refugees.
yet for many years before it ratified the OAU convention in
Decerrber 1975, it rraintained a CClYprehensive list of the rights
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of refugees, primarily JOOdelled on the articles and provisions
of the 1951 Convention. Thus, although none of the provisions
of international law had actually been enshrined in Burundi's
danestic legal system, official guidelines existed to ensure
the confonnity of practice with principle.
Tanzania has ratified the 1969 OAU Convention and the Banjul
Charter of 1981 and it has a tradition of being one of the roost
hospitable nations towards refugees in the continent. 45
Catparatively speaking, the States of Francq>hile Africa have
refugee laws which are slightly nore advanced that those of
their English-speaking counterparts. Similarly, their
45
attitude towards international law is that of generally
incorporating provisions into their national legislation
without mxiification or reservation.
The divergence between practice and policy manifests itself on
b10 levels:
(i) It is in the "paucity" of national laws that incorporate
the principle of the QAU Convention.
For instance, in late 1985 Tanzania began the fonnal
resettlement of 35,000 refugees fran Burundi at MishanrJ, in the
west of the country, on an agricultural project of nearly 1000
square miles in size. Unfortunately, in an act which sent
severe trercors through the refugee p:p1lation in the country in
1983, the Tanzanian Government returned refugees fran Kenya in
spite of. a court ruling that they ~ld probably face
persecution for "offenses of a political nature- if sent hane.
46
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(ii) It is the existence of 'laws arxi regulations in other
areas that have the greatest inpact upon the manner in
which host States treat refugees. The problem of the
principle of non-refoulernent arxi the often fine dividing
line between illegal imnigrants am refugees, freedan
fighters and persecuted persons, all present considerable
obstacles to the enforcement of the Convention. 46
There is no doubt that the existence of institutional
structures specifically delineating the rights of refugees
would serVe as a buffer against the adverse effects of these
laws and, mre inportantly, against arbitrary actions by
governments. Nevertheless, regardless of the nature or content
of legal and institutional mechanisms that might be in force,
ultinately it is within the context of the social, political
and econanic realities of the African Continent that the
policies arxi the practices of the States that eatprise the CW1
mat be BR'I'eciated and respected.
The following are a few exanples which show the policies of
African states that dictate their responses to the refugees in
For instance, in 1986, Algeria expelled thousands of citizens
of Mali on the ground that they were de facto illegal aliens.
However, it is difficult to assert that they \fIere indeed so,
and that axoong their numbers, there were no individuals who had
in fact fled Mali in genuine fear of persecution. Without such
evidence, suchan act would constitute a violation of the
Convention to which Algeria is a signatory. 'Ihe eovernment of
Lesotho has progressively been forced to ac:1q>t a mre
restrictive attitude tcMards refugees - particularly because of
the nasty arrl hostile neighbour which surrounds it (SOuth
Afric:a) beli~ that those given refuge in such coun~ies are
nothing but msurgents. (Telephone conversation Wl.th UNH~
Infonnation Director in Geneva on 17th August 1988).
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their countries:
(i) Northern Africa
None of the countries of Northern Africa have a significant
refugee popllation, with the exception of Algeria, which bas
J
~tely 170,000 refugees. Algeria, Egypt, 'l\m.isia arxi
M:>rocco have all acceded to the 1951 Convention am the 1967
Protocol and have ratified the CW1 Convention. Libya arxi
M:>rocco have both ratified the OAU Convention.47
Algeria, Tunisia and M:>rocco all have legislation based on the
1951 Convention. M:>rocco has the "Bureau de Refugies et
Apartrides" , while Algeria has the "Bureau de Pour la
Protection des Refugies Apartrides" , both being the main
refugee-determi.nation bodies which consider awlications for
refugee status and asylum. Af:peals are allCMed within 30 days
of the date of the decision to the Ccmn.ission De Recours. The
UNHCR is allowed to assist the awlicants.
In practice, Egypt and Algeria have been quite hospitable
tcMards the 'refugees. The -·latter has granted asylum to the
refugees fleeing intermittent conflict in the western sahara,
as well as sane of the victims of the drought that has
afflicted the sahara. Although Algeria returned thousarxis of
refugees in 1986 on the grounds that they were illegal
imnigrants, it could well have been violating its legislation
which incorporates the provisions of international refugee law
47 Even though M:>rocco is no longer a IneIIDer of the OAIJ.
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gJVeI"Ili.ng refoulement. There ~rs to be greater econanic
prosperity aIXi a small nUIti:>er of refugees which gives the
inpression that Northern Africa can solve its refugee prci>lem
without any external assistance, or less external assistance
than other areas of Africa.
(il) Eastern Africa
The countries of Eastern Africa are host to the largest
Percentage of refugees in Africa. The Hom of Africa - scene
of civil wars, stru91les and natural disasters - is the largest
refugee producer in Africa.
Uganda has produced thousands of refugees in its neighbouring
borders. The responses have been varied. sane States, for
instance Tanzania, have responded syrrpathetically to the plight
of the refugees, while others, such as saralia, have responded
by carplaining that refugees are still invading their
territories and regardless of the atten{'tS to stop it, refugees
continue to enter sanaJ.ia. All seven countries in the region
have acceded to the 1951 Convention and the 1967 Protocol.
Four (SUdan, Ethiopia, Tanzania and sanalia) have ratified the
1969 OAU Convention.
Sanalia has ratified the OAU Convention and acceded to the UN
refugee instruments. In July 1979, a presidential decree
established a Ccmni.ttee for Refugee Acceptance. The
Ccmni.ttee's task was to process ~lications for refugee status
and asylum. The final a~ could be made to the Justice
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carmittee in the Office of the President, 'in particular fran
decisions- based on Articles 31, 32 and 33 of the 1951
Convention. In May 1981, the Government created the National
Refugee carmission, charged with the welfare of refugees, which
set up over 37 refugee carcps. The National Refugee Ccmnission
was subsequently reconstituted under an Extraordinary
Catmissioner with ministerial rank and is the present machinery
in force which governs refugee matters in SQnalia.
sanalia has been UIlhawY with donor countries, voluntary
agencies, international organizations and the government of
Ethiopia over the manner in which refugee crisis matters have
been handled. Not only have the attitudes and policies of the
SQnalia Goverrnnent resulted in the decrease of assistance to
that country, it has also meant worsening conditions for
refugees living in poor canp sites.
In Tanzania, the Refugee (COntrol) Act 1965 governs refugees
within Tanzania. There is no definition of the word -refugee"
within this Act and the Minister responsible for these matters
may issue a declaration which certifies as refugees a
designated class of persons under this Act. Although the Act
is vague, it does provide for the recognition of the Refugee
States. Despite the' Act predating the OAU COnvention, the
provisions of the Act are clear and they display striking
foresight. Su~lementedby Refugee Declaration Orders I the Act
rests with the Minister responsible for refugee affairs who has
discretionaxy powers to declare a particular class of aliens in
48
the country48 as refugees under the Act. SUch orders have been
passed for Namibians (1969) , Ugandans (1971) cmi Burwxiis
(1973) • By stipulating such a detenni.nation in events relating
to period and geographical area, the Act obviates the need to
detennine refugee status when influxes involve many thousarxis.
Individual cases are detennined through a separate procedure
which i.nposes upon an aR>licant seeking refugee status the onus
of showing that his particular circumstances warrant it.
The Act also contains provisions covering non-refou1ement •
DiscretionaIy power is vested in the Minister or any e::atpetent
authority the Minister awoints, or a court which has convicted
a refugee. That authority includes the pc7t't"eI" to refuse to
grant an awlication pennitting return to Tanzania, and to
order return or deportation. SUch power is subject to the
provisions of the Act that prohibit the return of refugees in
specified instances, although no reasons need to be given for
the decision reached. This asylum, as CJRX>Sed to the Banjul
Charter, is merely a privilege and not a right. In practice,
however, the Govemnent and the UNH~ usually seek alternative
countries of asylum for persons refused it in Tanzania.
(ill) Nestem and central Africa
Drought has caused the greatest inpact. The drought crisis in
Chad has produced a great nunber of refugees. Of the 21
countries in the area, 20 have acceded to the 1951 Convention
and to the 1967 Protocol. Seventeen have ratified the CWJ
.. • •• Persons ordinarily resident outside Tanzania ••• It •
ql
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Convention. In 1976, a law was passed creating the -Delegation
Generale awe Refugis (IX;R)" to deal with refugee matters. 'l1le
IX;R has the following responsibilities: the legal and
administrative protection of refugees; the iJtplementation of
international and regional agreements which have been ratified
by Gabon; the financial assistance to refugees; ~ation
with UNH~; the power of revocation (upon advice by the Supreme
Court) of refugee status of any person who no longer fulfils
the conditions laid down in the international instruments, and
so on.
Gabon is unique in the sense that it attenpts to acX!ress the
refugee question, although it is not affected by it to any
signifieance- (Gabon establishes clear guidelines for offices
and it is still too early to say whether Gabon, if affected by
a massive invasion of refugees, can cope with the problems
which accacpany such numbers of refugees.
Senegal has a small refugee population. It' has acceded to both
the 1951 Convention and the 1967 Protocol and has also ratified
the 1969 OAU Convention. The main legislation cpverning
refugee matters is the 1968 law on the Status of Refugees.49
These provisions establish the National eatmi.ssion for Refugees
under the general secretariat of the President and chaired by a
senior civil servant. Senegalese law adheres to the
49
international definition of the tenn -refugee- , thereby
Supplemented by decrees passed in 1972, 1975, 1976, 1978 - all
made with UNHCR's active su~rt and advice.
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delimiting the deferring of refugee status aIXi asylum.
(iv) Southern Africa 50
,several countries in the area have only recently attained
independence and .are still strug)'linq with the quest for
national identity. Southern Africa consists of 10 countries; 2
(Angola and M:>zambique) gained independence in the mid-
seventies, one (Zi.rrbal:7.tJe) has only been free for eight years,
and t'NO others (Namibia and South Africa) remain under a racist
minority regime. The existence of a government which
inplanents apartheid has necessitated the evolution of policies
that express the OAU objective of eradicating and diminishing
colonialism and apartheid fran the continent, while fully
cognizant that they are directed against a belligerent and
racist <}JVemnent.
Of the 8 independent countries in Southern Africa, 6 have
acceded to the 1951 COnvention and the 1967 Protocol, 2 (Zani:>ia
and AnCFla) have ratified the 1969 CAU COnvention and 1
(Malawi) is a party to none.
,
5.3 PmIroUPr
The 1951 Convention, along with the 1967 Protocol, fom an
inportant and formidable part of refugee law. The next chapter
will deal with the procedural aspects of detennining refugee
50 For exanples of Human Rights and Botswana and Lesotho, see
S. Neff, op.cit., pp.331-347.
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status which is set out in the 1951 Convention am the 1967
Protocol. 'I1le 1951 Convention and/or the 1967 Protocol do not
contain these procedures and States are left to their own
experience aOO discretion. The next chapter will examine the
necessary procedures with reference to the danestic situation
in the Federal RepJblic of GeIm:my and the United Ki.n<}:k:m.
CHAPTER SIX
Determination of Refugee Status
-.-...........-----
3"-4
QIAP1ERSIX
6.1 nmQP:flCtf
The criteria for the Detennination of the Refugee Status mst
not be confused with the Procedures for the Detennination of
Refugee Status. The fonner deals with the definitions,
•
interpretations of tenns, cessation clauses, exclusion clauses
and special cases; while the latter deals with the procedural
aspects of the Detennination of Refugee Status. This section
will deal with the latter case.
The't\to1O main refugee instruments, namely' the 1951 Convention
relating to the Status of Refugees and the 1967 Protocol
relating to the Status of Refugees, define the refugee and
stipulate various provisions. In order for the State parties
(to these instruments) to inplanent these provisions, the
refugee, per se, must be identified. The identification of the
refugee, although mentioned in the 1951 convention,1 is not
specifically' regulated in any shape or fonn. The 1951
1
Convention .does not stipulate the procedures (for the State
parties) to irrplement and adopt for the detennination of
refugee status. The 1951 Convention has politely left it to
each of the Contracting States to establish the procedures that
it considers JOOst awropriate and reliable, taking into account
Cf. Article 9.
~ ---------- ----- -------- -
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its constitutional and administrative infrastructures. 'nle
procedures adqn:ed by the Contracting States vary p.trely
because the 1951 Convention did not establish actual procedures
to detennine the status of refugees. sane countries have
general procedures for the admission of aliens, whilst in
others refugee status is detennined under fornal procedures
specifically established for this pn:pose. yet in other
countries, refugee status and grant of asylum is detennined
under infonnal arrangenents or ad hoc for specific pn:poses.
There was no set of fonnal procedures which a Contracting State
could follow until 1977 when the Executive-Camlittee of the
High Ccmni.ssioners Progranme, at its 28th session in October
1977,2 reccmneOOed procedures which it hoped that governments
would inplement and follow within their own systems. The
Executive-camli.ttee hOPed and expressed a desire that all
C}JVernrnents would establish similar procedures and "give
favourable consideration to UNHCR participation in such
procedures in awrcpriate fom" •
reccmnended the following procedures:
The Executive-Camlittee
"i) 'nle eatpetent official (eg. imnigration officer
or border police officer) to whan the awlicant
addresses himself at the border or in the
territory of a Contracting State should have
clear instructions for dealing with cases which
might cane within the purview of the relevant
international instruments. He should be
required to act in accordance with the principle
of non-refoulement and to refer such cases to a
higher authority.
2 ORGA, 3200 session, SuWlement No.l2 (A/31/12/ADD.1), paragraph
53 (6)(e).
ii) 'nle BRllicant should receive the necessary guidance
as to the procedure to be followed.
iii) 'nlere should be a clearly identified authority-
wherever possible a single central authority - with
responsibility for examining requests for refugee
status and taking a decision in the first instance.
iv) The atplicant should be given the necessary
facilities, including the services of a ca[petent
interpreter, for subnitting a case to the authorities
concerned. AR>licants should also be given the
OR,)Ortunity, of which they should be duly infonned,
to contact a representative of UNHCR.
(v) If the atplicant is recognised as a refugee, he
should be infonned accordingly and issued with
documentation certifying his refugee status.
(vi) If the awlicant is not recognised he should be given
a reasonable time to atpeal for a fonnal
reconsideration of the decision, either to the same
or to a different authority. Whether administrative
or judicial, according to the prevailing system.
vii) 'nle awlicant should be pennitted to remain in the
country pending a decision on his initial request by
the eatpetent authority referred to in paragraph
(ill) above unless it has been established by that
authority that this request is clearly abusive. He
should also be pemitted to remain in the country
while an atpeal to a higher administrative authority
or to the courts is pending. II
Many COntracting States have now aclqJted similar measures as to
the reccmnendations nade by the Executive cemnittee. In sane
countries, the office of the UNHat can participate in various
fonns in the procedures for the detennination of refugee
status; this was because the office of the UNH~ was
particularly concerned. with the detennination of refugee status
(asylum and admission) because this was one of the nost
inportant stages for an asylum. 'nle partici~tion of the
office of the UNHat occurs under Article 35 of the 1951
COnvention, which states:
--- -- ----- ------ -
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ltCo-operation of the national authorities with the
United Nations.
1. 'Ibe COntracting States wxiertake to c:o-q>erate with
the office of the United Nations High CClrmissioner
for Refugees, or any other agency of the United
Nations which may succeed it, in the exercise of its
functions, and shall in particular facilitate its
duty of supervising the ~lication of the provisions
of this convention."
Paragraph 2 denotes that the COntracting States rmst make
reports on the follCMing and provide them to the UNHCR for
reporting to other carpetent organs of the United Nations:
II (a) the condition of refugees;
(b) the inplementation of this convention; and
(c) laws, regulations and decrees which are, or may
hereafter be, in force relating to refugees."
Similar provisions are inplemented in Article II of the 1967
Protocol relating to the Status of Refugees.
Before examining the procedures for the detennination of
refugee status in sane detail, it is perhaps advantageous to
mention the provisions established by the office of the UNHCR
in its HaOObook on Procedures and criteria for Detennining
Refugee Status.
6.2 '!BE tHD HANIBtt (If PRO,., lJRES AND CR.l'lERIA FCR l#1'I9CMIHDC
REFtXD STMUS
The paragraphs of relevance are 189 to 205 inclusive. They
state a general provision erphasising the Executive-Catmittee's
- ~-------
"
recatrnendations to ensure that the BR>licant is provided with
"certain essential guarantees".
Paragraphs 189 to 194 basically SUWlement what has been said
above, especially the awroval of the Executive-Ccmnittee' s
recarmendationS (above).
section B, which denotes "Establishing the facts", the
principles and methods are stipl1ated in the following
paragraphs :
Paragraph 195 states:
"The relevant facts of the individual case will have
to be furnished in the first place by the awlicant
himself. It will then be up to the person charged
with detennining his status (the examiner) to assess
the validity of any evidence and the credibility of
the BfPlicants statements."
Paragraph 196 stipulates:
"It is a general legal principle that the burden of
proof lies on the Person sul:mitting a claim. Often,
however, an BfPlicant may not be able to support his
statements by documentary or other proof, and cases
in which an BfPlicant can provide evidence of all his
statements will be the exception rather than the
rule.
In mst cases a Person fleeing fran persecution will
have arrived with the barest necessities and very
frequently even without PerSOnal documents. Thus,
while the burden of proof in principle rests on the
BfPlicant, the duty to ascertain and evaluate all the
relevant facts is shared between the awlicant and
the examiner. Indeed in sane cases, it may be for
the examiner to use all the means of his disposal to
produce the necessary evidence in sug:x>rt of the
",~;,n---- ---
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~lication. Even such indepeOOent research may
not, however, always be successful am there may also
be statements that are not susceptible of proof. In
such cases, if the ~licant's account ~s
credible, he should, unless there are g:xxi reasons to
the contrary, be given the benefit of the doubt. II
Paragraph 197 provides that the requirement of evidence should
thus not be too strictly ~lied in view of the difficulty of
proof inherent in the special situation in which an awlicant
for refugee status finds himself. Allowance for such possible
lack of evidence does not, however, mean that unsuRX>rted
statements Imlst necessarily be accepted as true if they are
inconsistent with the general account plt forward by the
awlicant•
In paragraph 198, a person, because of his experience, was in
fear of the authority in his own country may still feel
~rehensive vis-A-vis any authority. He may therefore be
afraid to speak freely and give a full and accurate account of
his case.
Paragraph 199 states:
"While an initial interview should nomally suffice
to bring an awlicant' s story to light, it may be
necessary for the examiner to clarify any awarent
inconsistency and resolve any contradictions in a
further interview, and to find an explanation for arrt
misrepresentation or concealment of material facts.
Untrue statements by themselves are not a reason for
refusal of refugee status and it is the examiners'
responsibility to evaluate such statements in the
light of all the cirCtnllStances of the case. II
Paragraph 200 stipllates that basic infonnation is given by
eatpleting a standan:l questionnaire. Such basic infonnation
will not nonnally be sufficient to enable the examiner to reach
a decision, and one or nnre personal interviews will be
required. It will be necessary for the examiner to gain the
confidence of the cq:plicant in order to assist the latter in
putting forward his case and in fully explaining the q>inions
and feelings. In creating such a climate of confidence it is,
of course, of the utJoost inp:>rtance that the cq:plicants '
statements will be treated as confidential and that he be so
informed.
Paragraph 201 explains the risks of taking isolated incidents
out of context. The cumulative effect of the cq:plicant' s
experience must be taken into account.
Paragraph 202 stipllates that the examiner's conclusion on the
fact of the case and his personal inpression of the awlicant
will lead to a decision that affects hunan lives; he mst awly
the criteria in a spirit of justice and understanding and his
judgement shall not, of course, be influenced by the personal
consideration that the awlicant may be an "undeserving case".
After the asylum-seeker has made a genuine effort to
substantiate his story there may still be a lack of evidence
for sane of his statements. It is extremely difficult for the
awlicant to "prove" every part of his case. 3 'lberefore, in
paragraph 203, the benefit of the doubt mst be given to the
awlicant, although, however, the benefit of the doubt nust
only be given when all the evidence has been obtained am
checked and when the examiner is satisfied as to the
awlicant's general credibility.
The aR>licants' or asylum-seekers' statements must be
"coherent" and "plausible" and must not run counter to
generally known facts - stipulated in paragraph 204.
Quite basically, in paragraph 205, the process of ascertaining
and evaluating the facts can be sumrarised for the awlicant
(asylum-seeker) and the examiner:
"(a) The BfPlicant should:
i)
ii)
ill)
Tell the truth and assist the examiner to
the full in establishing the facts of the
case.
Make an effort to suWOrt his statements by
any available evidence and give a
satisfactory explanation for any lack of
evidence. If necessary he must IMke an
effort to procure acXiitional evidence.
SUR>ly all pertinent infonnation concerning
himself and his past experience in as nuch
detail as is necessary to enable the
examiner to establish the relevant facts.
He should be asked to give a coherent
explanation of all the reasons involved in
suFPOrt of his awlication for refugee
status and should answer any questions put
to him.
3 If this were a requirement, the majority of refugees '«)\lId not
be recognised.
-~-- ._- - _._----
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(b) The examiner should:
i) Ensure that the applicant presents his case as
fully as possible aIXi with all available
evidence.
ii) Assess the awlicant' s credibility aIXi
evaluate the evidence (if necessary giving
the awlicant the benefit of the doubt), in
order to establish the object am the
subjective elements of the case.
iii) Relate these elements to the relevant
criteria of the 1951 Convention, in order
to arrive at a correct conclusion as to the
ClR'licant's refugee status."
The above procedures are basically a guide for the Contracting
States to the 1951 Convention. The UNHCR Handbook also
4
5
stipulates cases giving rise to SPecial problems in
establishing the facts on mentally disturbed Persons and
unaceatpanied minors, 4 both are beyorxi the scope of this
thesis.
In the conclusions of the UNH~ in their Handbook,5 the office
of the High Ccmni.ssioner made it clear that the guidance of the
Handbook was not meant to encarpass every situation in which a
Person may ~ly for refugee status. SUch situations are
manifold aIXi depend upon the infinitely varied conditions
prevailing in the countries of origin and on the special
personal factors relating to the individual awlicant. M:>re
inportantly, in paragraph 222, the explanations given have
shown that the detennination of refugee status is by no means a
See paragraphs 206-212 and paragraphs 213-219, respectively.
/ '
Paragraphs 220-223 inclusive.
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mechanical and routine process. On the contraxy, it calls for
specialised knowledge, training and experience aOO - what is
roore ilTportant - an understanding of the particular situation
of the BfPlicant and the human factors involved.
The determination process is quite basically the process which
an asylum-seeker has to undergo, in order to achieve refugee
status and asylum. It is entirely an administrative procedure
which begins at the border. This first step is vitally
6
ilTportant, because the border official can quite sinply refuse
the asylum-seeker without even allowing him or her access to
the determination procedure. The asylum-seeker, if allowed
entry into a country, can then seek to nake awlications
requesting refugee status and aSylum. He/she rray have to
attend many interviews, and even administrative or legal
tribunals or courts, in order to satisfy the authorities of
his/her plea for refugee status. In other ~rds, he/she has a
genuine "well-founded fear of being Persecuted".
In m:>st countries there are legal and administrative
procedures, hanpered by red tape bureaucracy, which are often
cmplex and confusing. Below, the exanples of the Federal
Republic of Germmy and the UK will be highlighted, p.trely
because the fonner had a tradition of producing refugees and
See also, Christopher L. Avery, "Refugee Status oecision-
Making: The Syste.rcs of Ten Countries", SJIL, Vol. 19, Issue 2,
Sumner 1983.
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the latter of accepting refugees.
6.3.1 Federal. RfpJblic of GeDP8gy
In the Federal Republic of Gennany, the Federal Constitution7
and the 1982 Law on Asylum Procedures8 are the principal
national legal bases for detennining refugee status. Article
16 of the Constitution is extremely vague and virtually
guarantees ·politically persecuted persons the right to
asylum" .9 Many'econanic refugees' took advantage of article
16, sane settling, but many were returned to their countries of
origin. Many Pakistan and Turkish nationals were deported to
their countries of origin.
The Gennan authorities, after realising the upsurge in the
nUI"Cber of asylum-seekers requesting refugee status and asylurn
in West Gennany, tightened up the procedural system by adopting
a new law on Asylum Procedure, which took effect on 1st August
1982. The nunbers requesting refugee status and asylum has nCM
been drastically reduced. 10
Under the 1982 law on Asylum Procedure, the border-guards may
deny the passenger (asylum-seeker) entry if they detennine that
7
8
9
10
Grundgesetz, May 23 1949, article 16 (2)(2).
Asylverfahrensgesetz, Bundesgesetzblah, Teil I, August 1 1982.
GnlI'ldgesetz, op.cit., article 16 (2) (2).
Infonnation fran the Ercbassy of the Federal Republic of
. Gennany, IDndon, 1988.
2i ....:t
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the asylum-seeker has already found protection in another
country or that the asylum-seeker was refused refugee status
and has subnitted no new evidence, whereas prior to this law
border-guards were required by law to refer all refugee status
BR>licants to the Aliens Authority (the administrative section
of the police) for the consideration of the claim.
When the asylum-seeker is rejected at the border, he is
entitled to a sunmary review by the local Administrative
Court11 &Xi a further review by the Administrative Court of
Aweal· However, the Enbassy of the Federal RepJblic of
11
12
Gennany nOtl infonns us that asylum-seekers have to coIXiuet
their aweals fran outside west GenMny.
However, if the asylum-seeker is granted entry to the Federal
RepJblic of Germany, he/she will then undergo an interview with
a representative of the Aliens Authority, in the area of the
asylum-seeker's residence. The Aliens Authority, under the
1982 law on Asylmn Procedure may reject the asylum-seeker's
ag;>lication on the same reasons as the border-guards. on
I
rejection, the asylum-seekers can aweal to the Administrative
Court for sunmary review or rejection by the Aliens Authority.
The judges of the Administrative court have a discretion to
detennine whether such sumnary review includes a personal
awearance by the asylum-seeker before a panel of 5 Persons .12
A general administrative court of the first instance which
hears other cases in adiition to refugee status detennination.
Three are law judges and bJo are private citizens elected by
the local city council.
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Cbviously, the ~ance of the asylum-seeker mat be to
his/her advantage, rot the judges nearly always rule against
such cg;>earance. The asylum-seeker IMy then ~l further for
sumnary revier.r by the Mninistrative court of ~l.
SUccessful awlications, in other wrds those which the Aliens
Authority have not turned CMay, are then sent to the Federal
Agency for the Recognition of Foreign Refugees (FARFR) .13 The
FARFR is a decision-making body, heavily influenced by the
Government. The Minister of Interior issues regulations aOO
instructions to the FARm. The Director of the FARFR is
BRXlinted by the Minister of the Interior. The recruitment of
the officers of FARFR has been made a great deal easier by the
eradication of the 'civil-s~ice' BFPOintees. Recruits to the
FARFR as interviewers have no refugee law background or special
qualifications, which could enable the int~iewers to
participate in interviews with the asylum-seekers with ease or
confidence. The FARFR is required by law to intervier.r the
asylum-seeker before rendering a detennination. Quite
13
recently, under the 1982 Asylmn Procedure Act, a single
interviewer and a single decision-maker processes each
awlication, whereas prior to this law each BR>lication was
considered by three highly experienced officers within the
FARFR arxi they eventually made the decisions.
The FARFR has grcMI1 m:>re restrictive in its awroach. 'Ihis is
The FARm's headquarters are in Zinx:k>rf, Bavaria and has
branches in major cities of West Gennany.
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because the FARFR manages its own OOCumentation centre which
draws upon prior refugee status and asylum decisions by the
courts as well as on reports eatpiled by the Foreign Ministry,
the Press and non-<pVernmeIltal organisations. '!'he FARFR
o~ficers have been advised to consult their own OOCumentatlon
centre rather than to rely on external sources, such as the
Human Rights Commission, the Red Cross or Amnesty
International. HCMeVer, there are sane categories of asylum-
seekers who are synpathetically looked at, these include
Ethi~ians, Afghans, Eastern Europeans am Americans, and
accordingly they are allowed to stay in west Gennany even
though they are not granted refugee status.
As stated earlier, the asylum-seeker can ~l to the
Administrative Court wt the Federal camdssioner for Asylum
Affairs nay also aweal decisions to grant or deny recognition
of refugee status. The Federal CCmnissioner is at:POinted by
the Minister of the Interior to represent the interests of the
Federal Government at the Federal k}ency arxi before the
Administrative Courts.
If . the FARm. rejects a refugee status claim as -manifestly
unfowxled", the aweal procedure is sanewhat different. '!be
asylum-seeker may aweal the expulsion order to a local
Administrative Court judge for sunmary review. '!he physical
BfPearance by the asylum-seeker is not usually allowed. 'n1is
is a disadvantage in itself. The asylum-seeker may appeal
sumnary review rulings denying status to the Administrative
14
COurt of Afpeal. Sumnary review rulings to recognise status
may be 8£Pealed by the FARFR.
If the FARFR rejects an awlication for a claim on the grourxis
other than that the awlication is manifestly unfounded, or if
the manifestly unfounded designation is reversed on~, the
case or subnission will be entitled to full review by an
Administrative Court. Many private citizens aIXi the
Administrative Court panel have little expertise, interest or
skill in refugee status detennination. However, the judges in
the Mninistrative Court are genuinely independent of the
Government. In fact, the Enbassy of the Federal Republic of
Gennany has reported that sane judges never grant asylum to
politically left-wing asylum-seekers, but sane left-wing judges
have granted asylum to left-wing asylum-seekers. This is
perhaps all too calilon in many legal systems of the wrld. The
Mninistrative court has always requested that the asylum-
seeker should awear before the panel and answer the questions
put to him/her. This is in eatparison to the local
Administrative Court.
The asylum-seeker may ~ against a decision to deny
recognition of refugee status by an Administrative Court to the
Administrative Court of Afpeal if the aweal is expressly
allowed by the ruling of the Mninistrative Court or if the
Mninistrative Court of AFPeal grants pennission. Such
pennission will only be granted if the case raises -fuOOamental
questions- ,14 if the decision is at variance with jurisprudence
The tenn -fundamental questions- remains unclear and vague.
41. J
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of a higher court or if there was a defect in the procedure.
'!be asylum-seeker may further aweal issues of law to the
highest adninistrative court, the Federal Mninistrative COurt
in Berlin. SUch an aweal may be taken only if permission has
never been granted by either the Mninistrative Court of Appeal
or the Federal Mninistrative Court.
If a constitutional violation is alleged, there is another way
of awealing; the asylum-seeker can, in ackiition, seek review
by the Federal Constitutional Court (the highest constitutional
court·in the country) in Karlsruhe.
6.3.1.1 am the office of the tHCR assist in any gNp or fODD?
The representative of the UNH~ branch office can atterxi
interviews and express an opinion on individual cases. In
practice, however, the UNH~ representative can advise clients
and their advisors, b.1t the decision or any influence on the
government is ultra-vires.
"
6.3.1.2 What are the time limits for the detennj Mti.on of refugee
status?
'!be duration of the process can take anything fran weeks to
years. 'Ihi.s may produce advantages and disadvantages for the
asylum-seeker. .Advantage in the sense that at least the
asylum-seeker is safe and perhaps receiving assistance fran
the social services. The disadvantage, on the other hand, is
the uncertainty and the apprehension of what the future holds,
with obviously a fear of refoulement to the country or origin
fran which they escaped.
The Aliens Authority takes ~tely two weeks to reach a
decision, while the FARFR can take ~tely 4 IIDIlths for
the ordinary cases, to in excess of two years or nore for
carplex cases. The juc:lge!rents by the Mninistrative court
requires approx.inately one to two years, while the Federal
Administrative court may require 14 nonths to reach a decision.
The Federal Constitutional Court may also take the sarre aroount
of time to reach a detennination.
Many BfPlications are still pending, but many thousands have
been rejected. Turks and Pakistanis have been deported in
their thousands. Rising costs are a worry for the West Gennan
.
Govemnent. The new system, although seaning to expedite the
processing of claims, threatens to jeopardiZe sane legitimate
claims fran genuine asylum-seekers. Certain types of asylum-
seekers have been segregated. Many BfPlications fran the
Eastern European States have been treated with synpathy and
favouritism; however, asylum-seekers fran Turkey and Pakistan
are treated with caution, suspicion and insensitivity. Is
asylum and refugee status detennination in West Germany
becani.ng IOOre a question of politics than a question of
humanitarianism?
6.3.2 ~ United Kirq1auj '!be Poei.ti.a1 of Refugee Status in &W j fib
.taw
After a series of legislations aimed at restricting imnigration
iIito the UK, the 1971 Inmigration Act is the nost recent one.
'!here are no direct provisions within the 1971 Inmigration Act
dealing with refugees or their status. In fact the 1951
Convention arx:i 1967 Protocol provisions are not incorporated in
English law (this point is made clear in Chapter Eight). '!bere
are, however, immigration rules which border-guards,
imnigration officers, etc. , have to cbey. 'lbese rules
15
originated fran S.3(2) of the Imnigration Act 1971 (Chapter
77), revised to 1st January 1983, which states:
liThe secretary of State shall fran time to time (and
as soon as may be) lay before Parliament statements
of the rules, or of any changes in the rules, laid
down by him as to the practice to be follC7t\1ed in the
Mninistration of this Act for regulating the entry
into arx:i stay in the united Kingdan of PerSOns
required by this Act to have leave to enter,
including any rules as to the pericxi for which leave
is to be given and the condition to be attached in
different circumstances; ••• "
The JOOst recent rules originate in the House of Ccmoons Paper
169,15 which are sectioned into two parts - section one:
Control on Entry, and Section 'IWo: Control after Entry.
Under Control on Entry, para 16 states:
"Refugees
came into effect on 16th February 1983.
16
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16. Where a person is a refugee full account is to
be taken of the provision of the Convention am
Protocol relating to the Status of Refugees
(Qmx:i 9171 and Onnd 3096). Nothing in these
rules is to be construed as requiring action
contraty to the United Kinc}:::bn's obligations
uOOer these instruments.·
·Part VII: ASYI1JM
73. Special considerations arise where the only
country to which a person oould be rerooved is
one to which he is unwilling to gJ odnq to
well-fowx:led fear of being persecuted for
reasons of race, religion, nationality,
meniJership of a particular social group or
political opinion. Any case in which it cq::pears
to the imnigration officer as a result of a
claim or infonnation given by the person seeking
entry at a port that he might fall within the
tenns of this provision is to be referred to the
Hane Office for decision regardless of any
grounds set out in any provision of these rules
which may awear to justify refusal to leave to
enter. ~ to enter will not be refused if
renDVa1 '«mId be contrary to the provisions of
the Convention and Protocol relating to the
Status of Refugees.·
Quite siIrply, paragraph 73 indicates to the Imnigration Officer
to refer application for refugee status to the Hane Office.
An asylum-seeker arriving at a port will make a request in the
order of, if he was returned to his country of origin or
nationality, he '«mId be persecuted for reasons of race,
religion, nationality, meniJership of a particular social group
or political opinion. He '«mld be allowed entry and
subsequently allCMed to remain within the country.16
However, see the Tamils case in the Court of ~l and the
House of !ortis in Chapter Eight.
'!he rules relating to refugees in Section 'l\«): Control after
Entry are as follows:
Paragraph 96 of Part XI: Variation of~ to Enter or Remain,
states:
96. Where a person is a refugee full account is to
be taken of the provisions of the Convention aIXl
Protocol relating to the Status of Refugee.
Nothing in these rules is to be construed as
requiring action contrary to the united
Kin<}:krn's ooligations under these instruments."
Paragraph 134 states:
"Asylum
134. A person nay awly for asylum in the United
Kin9bn on the grounds that, if he were required
to leave, he \Qlld have to gJ to a country to
which he is unwilling to gJ owing to well-
fOUIXied fear of being persecuted for reasons of
race, religion, nationality, mesrbership of a
particular social group or political ~inion.
Any such claim is to be carefully considered in
the light of all the relevant circumstances."
In Part XII: Deportation, paragraph 153 states
"Refugees
Where a person is a refugee full account is to be taken of
the provisions of the Convention am Protocol relating to
the Status of Refugees. Nothing in these rules is to be
construed as requiring action contrary to the united
Kingjan's obligations under these instrmnents."
51. i
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AIXi paragraph 165 states:
•In accordance with the provisions of the COnvention
and Protocol relating to the Status of Refugees, a
deportation order will not be na:ie against a person
if the only country to which he can be renoved is one
to which he is unwilling to CF owing to well-fowxied
fear of being persecuted for reasons of race,
religion, nationality, merrbership of a particular
group of political opinion.·
COntrol after entry deals with asylum-seekers within the
country and then fonnally nakes an ClR>lication for refugee
status to the Hane Office. The asylum-seeker does so, sinply
by writing to the Hane Office and infenning them of his claim.
Provisions for deportation are also mentioned in the rules.
These ClR>ly when a fonnal request has been rejected or refused.
The deportation order is very restrictive in the sense that if
the Hane Office agree that the denied asylum-seeker will be
subjected to persecution for reasons of race, religion,
nationality, menbership of a particular group or political
opinion. For UK practice, see Chapter Eight, namely the
pmlished article.
6.3.2.1 fk)es the United Kingbn Have an IncreasiOOly Restrictive Foliqy
Towards the Asylum-seekers?
British politicians have made many public SPeeChes on how
generous and liberal the present~t is teMards granting
refugee status and asylum to asylum-seekers who arrive at these
shores. 17
Ji. j
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'!he fact of the matter is that these PJblic
17
18
statements are merely rhetorical, made to constitute a foon of
prcpaganda towrards asylum-seekers. MJst of these politicians,
backbenchers and Ministers, are de facto in sURlQrt of further
restrictions on asylum-seekers gaining entry into the UK.l8
'!he UK has inposed visa restrictions on four CcJtm:>nwealth
countries: lOOia, Ghana, Nigeria and Bangladesh, and also on
citizens of Pakistan. However, fran a recent Hane Office
Bulletin, it can be seen that these countries rarely produce
Jeremy Hanley MP said "The UK has an honourable record in
giving refuge over the years to hundreds'of thousands of people
who have suffered persecution in their CM1 countries"-
Hansard, 3 June 1985. David waddington MP, Minister at the
Hane Office, said "we have an enviable record on the treatment
of genuine asylum-seekers", Hansard, 18 Feb 1987. Douglas Hurd
MP, Hare Secretary, said "The Government remains fully
carmitted to their obligations under the United Nations
Convention to genuine refugees", Hansard, 3 March 1987. And
John Wheeler MP said "The UK has always adopted a generous and
liberal policy towards those seeking asylum", Hansard, 16 March
1987.
It was- Jeremy Hanley who confinned the Hane Secretary's
inposition of visa controls on Sri Lankan citizens, the first
time such visas had been demanded of citizens of a CcJtm:>nwealth
country. David Waddington was speaking at the time when
Inmigration Officers had only just been restrained fran
forcibly rerooving 64 Tamils after they striwed at Heathro.tl
Airport. Douglas Hurd made many restrictions: inter alia,
asylum-seekers would no longer be autanatically referred to the
UKIAS; MPs could no longer put ' step; , on the rerooval of
asylum-seekers; and, asylum-seekers could no longer expect to
be allowed to remain in the UK whilst challenging refusal of
entry in the High Court through judicial review. Finally, John
Wheeler voted for Douglas Hurd's Inmigration (carriers
Liability) Act. This new law inposes fines on transport
eatpanies who carry passengers without any visas or documents.
Naturally, this Act has had an effect on the transport
eatpanies who will nCM fom part of the imnigration control
machinery. Asylum-seekers can often find it extremely
difficult to obtain such documentation in hostile and difficult
countries. Article 31 of the 1951 Convention specifically
states that a refugee should not be "penalised" for ent.ering
another country IIillegally" • The carriers Act does this by
shifting the penalty to the carrying carpany.
•
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IMSSes of refugees. Since Douglas Hurd inposed the conditions
that asylum-seekers 'It1OUld not be referred to the UKIAS, MPs can
no longer stop a rem:wal, and the~ condition, there have
been many exarrples of asylum aQ;)licants being rerooved to
countries that the office of the UNHCR considers to be
unsafe. 19 An unknCMIl nUI'Cber who arrive at UK ports have been
rem::wed without reference to UKIAS. 20 In acXlition, many
asylum-seekers in the UK were detained indefinitely while their
cases were considered on pending deportation. Fear of being
returned to the country fran which they had fled resulted,
during 1987, in one suicide in detention and many self-
inflicted . . . 21J.nJur~es.
6.3.2.2 Charter of 19Q2
Charter '87, a charter for refugees, was a response22 to the
high level of disquiet about the UK's policies te7tIards those
who flee fran persecution and seek refuge in this country. The
Charter was also based on international hmnan rights, setting
out the legal rights and safeguards which are urgently needed
19
20
21
22
For instance, Sri Lanka. Telephone interview with R Hudson,
Information Officer with UNHCR, IDndon, on 1 March 1988.
Telephone inteIView with Dr Barnes, Director of UKIAS, 1 March
1988.
Telephone inteIView with Mr Weuwi.ck Harris of the British
Refugee Council, 1 March 1988.
With over 150 signatories, including inter alia Dr Michael
Barnes, IDui.s Blan-Cooper ~, Professor Ian Brownlie, the Rt
Revd and Rt Hon Lord Coggan, Professor R Cohen, Sir James
Fawcett ~, Professor John Hunphrey, R Plender, IDrd scarman
PC, Paul Seighart, Ole Volfing and lady Antonia Fraser.
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by asylum-seekers. The Charter CQlptises .6 sections:
llsectial I: Protecting the Human JU9rt:s of All Who
seek Asylum
1. 'Ihe hl1I'MIl rights of all asylum-seekers shall be
fully protected aIXi their dignity as persons
respected in accordance with the relevant
international standards, &Xi in the spirit ~~
Resolution 14 (1967) of the camcil of Europe.
2. No-one shall be returned or expelled directly or
indirectly (ie. be subjected to IIrefoulement" )
to any country where his life or freedan would
be threatened on account of his race, religion,
nationality, merrbership of a particular social
group or political opinion.
sectial II: Just am Human Entzy Proce"nre&
1. All who seek asylum, whether caning directly
fran their country of origin, or fran or through
sane other country, shall be entitled to a full
and fair hearing of their case for asylum within
a reasonable time.
2. All who seek asylum shall have the right to
legal representation and medical examination by
persons of their 0IlIl choice, and shall be
referred within 24 hours to a carpetent body
(eg. the Office of the UN High Ccmni.ssioner for
Refugees or the UK Inmigrants' Advisory Service)
who will advise and assist them.
3. All who seek asylum shall be infonned of their
rights imnedi.ately upon rrakinq awlication for
political asylum.
sectial III: 'D1e Right of~l
1. All who seek asylum shall have a right of BR'eB.l
to a fully inpartial and independent body in the
case of a negative decision on their awlication
for asylum.
2. In the case of a negative decision, an asylum
seeker shall be infonned imnedi.ately of his
right of afPeal. He shall not be rerooved before
the~ is heard.
Resolution 14 reccmnends that <}JVernments "should act in a
particularly liberal and humanitarian spirit to persons who
seek asylum on their territory".
24
25
> " 1. i
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3.· Aweal procedures shall carply with the notions
of fairness set out in Article 14 of the
International Covenant on Civil arx1 Political
Rights and Article 6 of the European Convention
on Human Rights. 24
sect:.ioo IV: 'Ibe Detentim of AsyI\ID seekers
1. Only in the roost exceptional circumstances shall
an asylum seeker be detained.
2. If there are exceptional circumstances which
,require an asylum seeker to be placed in
detention, he shall be infonned in writing of
the reason for his detention, and the detention
shall be reviewed by an iOOepeOOent judicial
.authority.
sect:.ioo V: '1!le Soc;a] and EcXIODic Rights of Asylum
seekers and Refugees
1. All who seek asylum shall have the right to be
provided with the necessities of life including
adequate and awropriate aCCQlllcdation, social
. security, health care arx1 education.
2. .All refugees have the right to awropriate
assistance to qualify for and enter enployment.
sect:.ioo VI: 1'tle Protecti.al of OJ; ldren
Where children and minors are aroong those seeking
asylum they shall be treated in the spirit of the
principles set out in the Declaration of the Rights
of the Child proclaimed bv the General AssEllbly of
the United Nations (1959) .2'5
The Charter was launched on 25th Noverci:>er 1987. It was not a
.
confrontational attack on the present cpvernment bIt an urgent
aweal to the Hane Secretary and the Hane Office to consider
Article 6 states that "In the detennination of his civil rights
and obligations ••• eveJ:yOne is entitled to a fair arx1 public
hearing within a reasonable time by an independent and
inpartial trihmal established by law".
Principle 1 states: "Every child, withoot any exu:pti.oo
whatsoever, shall be entitled to these rights".
~- r. - -,. i
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what effect their mre restrictive practices were having on the
men, wanen and children who were genuinely seeking asylum arxi
an aweal to them to consider alterative ways of acting which
those who SURX>rted the Charter believed to be mre hUlMIle.
'nle Goven1ment, through Mr TiIIDthy Renton, Minister of State at
the Hane Office, stated that they were not prepared to grant
the safeguards proposed by Charter ' 87.
6.3.2.3 '!be Jt)sti 1 i ty of the British Press 'I'o!aIds the A§rl,um-seekers
The popllar British press are fanenting anti-imnigration
hysteria. 26 A case can be cited which highlights this feeling.
A group of lawful visitors were entering the UK in OCtober 1986
imnediately prior to the .inposition of carpulsory visas when
The Sun newspaper produced the headline "The Lies, Whqp!rS,
Asians Told at Heatbror.t1".27 The Daily Express was only
slightly less hostile and carried the headline "Asian FloOO
Swanps Airport.. and proceeded to report that "Heathrow Airport
was under siege early today after a mass invasion of illegal
imnigrants trying to beat the deadline for getting into
Britain".28 Of course, what the Daily Express didn't point out
was that those caning in were no IIillegal imnigrants" blt
legitimate short-stay visitors. The Daily Mail carried a
26
27
28
'nlis was also particularly salient during the 1960s and 1970s
at ~ the time of Asian imnigration. ,
'I11e Sun, 16 October 1986.
Daily Express, 15 October 1986.
-\ .. j
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similar headline, •Imnigrants Paralyse Heathrow". 29
6.3.2.4 Why l!!!BS there a Need for a 0Jarter for Reflges? sene~o
There are at least 12 million refugees in the world today. 'Ihe
vast majority of these find refuge in third world countries. A
very small nlJJlber seek political asylum in the united Kinc}:bn•
. .This is a small nmnber in proportion to the size of the
population than in Sweden, Denmark, Switzerland, Austria,
France or Norway and smaller than in three countries which are
m:>re densely pcp1lated than the UK, namely west Gennany,
Belgium and Holland.
Im'ing the period 1980 to 1987 the UK Government has
acknowl~ that. m:>re than 60% of these have a genuine claim
for asylum bji granting than either full refugee status or
"exceptional leave to remain" (see Figure 1). Nearly 80% of
those who have sought Political asylum in the UK in this period
have cane fran just seven countries (Ethiq>ia, Ghana, Iran,
Iraq, .Poland, Sri lanka and Uganda) .31 The main imnigration
pressures do not just cane fran these countries. When a period
of violent repression ends, as for instance haR>ened in
UrugUay, Argentina arid' Rhodesia' (Z.inba!Jwe) , large nunbers of
29
30
31
Daily Mail, 15 October 1986.
Home Office Stati~ticalBulletin1987.
Latest figures, for exanple, illustrate that in 1987 the total
nurrber of people who were granted refugee status in 1987 were
378. People fran Iran (25%), Rest of Wbrld (28%), Uganda (7%),
Libya (7%), Sanalia (10%), Ghana (11%) and Ethiq>ia (13%).
[Source: Hane Office Bulletin, June 1988, ISSN 0143 6384].
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refugees return hane.
Fran these facts and figures (produced by the Hane Office) it
can be seen that people seeking asylum in the UK do not, as has
been recently claimed, include large nUIIbers of people seeking
to evade imnigration controls, nor is there any possibility of
this country being "swanped" with refugees.
6.3.2.5 Recent Policy Olanges I: Reaching the tIC
As a result of the Irnnigration (Carriers Liability) Act 1987
and the inposition of visas, there has been a steep decline in
the mmber of refugees being able to reach the UK.
There is particular concern about peq>le who arrive in the UK
and ask for asylum after spending sane time in another country.
They may have rrade only a brief stop-over on a flight destined
for the UK or changed flights. Such people are frequently
rerooved to what is alleged to be their oountry of first asylum,
and their ClR'lications for asylum in the UK are not even
considered. This sanetimes results in people being removed to
countries which are not signatories to the 1951 Convention or
1967 Protocol and/or to countries where the office of the~
considers they may be in danger of human rights violations,
including refoulement.
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6.3.2.6 Recent Polky Qymges II: tpxl Arrival in the tit
The March 1987 policy changes announced by the present
cpvernment meant that the previously existing 'safety-net' for
persons seekinq asylum in the UK was cut away: the autanatic
referral to UKIAS, the involvement of MPs, asylum-seekers
cannot stay in the UK, and prolonged detentions for waiting
asylum-seekers •
6.3.2.7 Proceinrm for Jlet:eIminim Refugee Status in the UK
The UK, along with other Western countries, have adopted harsh
and hostile measures to deter asylum-seekers. The UK mst play
an active role in granting refugee status and asylum to the
asylum-seekers who arrive here under great distress, worry and
anxiety. The UK has a tradition of granting asylum rot this
tradition has now expired.
On entry into the UK, the asylum-seeker is first met by the
imnigration officer at the port of entIy. There is an initial
interview, whereby the imnigration policy questions the asylum-
seeker in quite sane detail. The instructions given to the
imnigration officer by the Hane Office were confidential and
secret. These instructions are under a great deal of suspicion
rot after a public uproar, these instructions will now be
available for inspection.
Irrespective of the regular entry or illegal entry (see below),
32
33
34
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the asylum-seeker then makes an awlication for refugee status
to the Hane Office. After acknCMlaJgesllent, the asylum-seeker
is granted an interview either in wIXk>n (Lunar House) or at
the ports (airport or seaport). 'nle asylum-seekers interviewed
at Im1ar House are treated quite pleasantly aIXi politely.
However, this has not always been the case at ports of entIy,
experience of which has been gained through accarpanyi.nq
ClFPlicants to the Hane Office and to various airports, eg.
Manchester aIXi Binningham. At the ports, the asylum-seeker is
interviewed, sanetimes with the aid of a translator or an
interpreter. The interviewer is an imnigration officer who on
many occasions has proved not really qualified to deal with the
situations of asylum-seekers. Third parties are generally not
allCMed in the interview roan, but lawyers and advisors can nCM
sit in the interview roan and take notes of the interview. 32
These notes of the interviE!\fl can be used at a later stage to
note and point out any inaccuracies at the interview. 33 Of
course, all of this is done with the consent of the imnigration
officer. Many asylum-seekers, who are not assisted by the
advisors or lawyers, can face extremely harsh aIXi lengthy
interviews. 34 HCMeVer, when a third party is present at the
interview, the interviews are quite short and polite. After
the cacpletion of the interview and the asylum-seeker has left
Personal experience of taking notes at Birmingham and
Manchester Airports.
Which often hawens, especially when the at=Plicant denies what
he has allegedly said. ,
Fre;m practical experience - many awlicants have infonned Ire of
this.
,
i
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the roan, many inmigration officers will discuss the case with
the lawyers or advisors.
It .is inportant to note that the first inteIView is a very
frightening am 1«)rrying occasion. Unless the asylum-seeker is
reasonably at ease there is roore likelihood of confusion,
miswxierstandings and eventually miscarriage of justice. The
asylum-seeker should always be inteIViewed by a senior
inmigration officer; fran experience, the inmigration officer
lacks training on refugee law. 35 It wuld be advantageous if
the inmigration officer or the interviewing officer could
receive background country infonnation prior to the individual
interviews. 36
sane asylum-seekers have to wait up to t'NO years before
receiving decisions on their awlications. This "pre-asylum"
period during which the asylum-seeker is very 1«)rrying. In
sane cases pennanent psychiatric disorders have results. 37
Previously, the asylum-seeker, while waiting for the decision,
Was prohibited fran finding asylum. However, because of the
external pressures exerted by voluntary agencies, the Hane
Office· have now agreed to permit the asylum-seeker to find
Many imnigration officers were unsure about the 1951 Convention
and the 1967 Protocol - personal experience at Handsworth Law
Centre.
Many imnigration officers were unsure of the political
iItplications or the background of the BFPlicants' country-
fran personal experience in Handsworth law Centre.
See Refugee Report 1987, British Refugee Council, p.97.
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employment while he/she waits for his/her decision. 38
Meanwhile, the asylum-seeker can claim suRllementary benefit
fran the Department of Health and Social 5eIvices, Housing
Benefit, along with facilities for free medicines, dental care
aOO glasses.
The decision is camunicated to the asylum-seeker through a
written statement. If the asylum-seeker' has been granted
38
refugee status, then a letter will be sent stating this. If,
hOioleVer, the decision is negative the asylum-seeker has the
right to aweal. The cg>eal procedure is not quite so sirrple.
There are variations on the aweal process, which will be
discussed below.
(a) '11le &peal Process in the UK
Certain categories of asylum-seekers have no right of aweal
against a refusal of refugee status and asylum.
Whether or not a particular case has a right to aweal does not
even bear any relation to the merits of his or her case but is
dependent entirely on the imnigration status of the person at
the tiJre of lodging the asylum or refugee status awlication.
This is quite wrong. All asylum-seekers should be granted a
In a letter to· the British Refugee council dated 13 February
1986, David wadiington (Minister of Refugees and Imnigration)
announced that when. an a,wlication for refugee status and
asylum has been made, but not decided within 6 roonths, the
person may be granted'pennission to work while the awlication
is still under consideration.
I!~
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substantive right of aweal against a negative decision. If
the ~l is allowed to be heard, it is heard by an
adjudicator am three Ineltbers at a Tri1:lmal.
The ~intment of such persons are dictated by S.12 of the
1971 Imnigration Act:
"The Imnigration AR>eal Tribma1 am .Adjudicators
provided for by the Inmigration A{:pea1s }.ct 1969 and
shall continue for purpose of this Act, am -
(a) -Meltbers of the 'l'ribma1 shall continue to be
appointed by the Lord Chancellor and
. Adjudicators by the secretary of State.
Clearly, the ~intJrent. of the secretary of State is very
political, since one of the parties to the aweal is the Hane
Office. In many instances the Adjudicators have been very
lenient ItcMards the Hane Office and quite ~essive towards
the asy1l.un-seeker and- his representative.39 The Adjudicator
should be ~inted by the IDrd Chancellor and not by the
secretary of State.
;
The .Adjudicator will only consider the aweal by the asylum-
seeker. on this _refusal, on the following tw provisions:
S.19 (1) of the 1971 Immigration Act states:
..... , an adjudicator on an~ to him •••
Personal experience at Binningham Inmigration ~ls on at
least three occasions. ; ~
-,
J,
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,
(a) Shall allow the~ if he considers -
(i) that the decision or action against which
the~ if brought was not in accordance
with the law or with any imnigration rules
awlicable to the case; or
(il) where the decision or action involved the
exercise of a discretion by the Secretary
of State and officer, that the discretion
should have been exercised differently; and
(b) In any other case, shall dismiss the ~l..
Legal aid is available for advice, assistance and
representation at a Mjudication ~l. However, if the case
proceeds to the Tribunal, Judicial Review, High Court, Court of
Aweal and House of IDrds, then no legal aid is available. '!he
asylum-seeker or his assistors will have to pay for the costs
of solicitors and barristers.
The acceptance of an aweal made by the asylum-seeker depends
on his imnigration status at the time he made the awlication.
For exanple, illegal entrants; overstayers; those recarmeOOed
for deportation; those who have been refused an extension of
stay in another capacity and who then ~ly for asylmn; and
passengers who arrive at a port of entry without an entry
clearance. This is a limited statutory right of aweal against
the refusal of the secretary of State to grant asylmn in the
UK. AR>ea1 rights are granted by virtue of sections 14 to 23
and SChedule 2 of he 1971 Inmigration Act which largely re-
enacted the provisions of the AR>ea1 Act 1969. 'I11ere is no
special provision for asylmn cases. ~cept in the Mjudication
Courts.
i
II
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Under the current provisions, if, for exanple, an asylum-seeker
makes an ~lication, whilst still having penni.ssion to stay in
the United Kingdan, for leave to enter or remain as a visitor
or student, then there is a full right of ~l by virtue of
section 14 of the Inmigration Act 1971. An asylum-seeker can
also argue against the decision to refuse refugee status aIXi
asylum when awealing an intention to make a deportation order
against them by virtue of Section 3 (5) (a) aIXi section 15
(1) (a) which states:
-A person who is not [a British citizen] shall be
liable to deportation fran the United I<i.ng:k:m -
(a) .if, having only a limited leave to enter or
remain, he does not obsm:ve a corxiition
attached to the leave or remains beyoIXi the time
limited by the leave; or ••• -
and,
-Subject to the provision of this part of the Act, a
person may~ to an adjudicator against -
(a) a decision of the secretary of State to make a
deportation order against him by virtue of
section 3 (5) above, or ••• -
Paragraph 150 of the House of Ccrmons Paper 169 Imnigration
Rules makes provisions for this to be considered by an
Adjudicator:
-Against the making of a deportation order on the
reccmnendation of a court there is no awea1 within
the inmigration~ system, but three is a right
of aweal to higher court against the reeemnerxiation
itself. An order may not be made while it is still
l
, ~
,
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cpm to the person to~ against the relevant
conviction, sentence or reccmnerxiation, or while an
~ is perxli.ng. Nor is there a right of awea1
(except as to the country of destination - see
paragraph 152) where a deportation order is made on
the grouOO that the secretary of State c:ieErcs the
person's deportation to be coOOucive to the public
good, as being in the interests of national security
or of the relations between the United Ki.ng:bn aOO
any other country or for other reasons of a political
nature. But such cases are subject at a non-
statutory advisory procedure aOO the person pt'qX)S«i
to be deported on that grouOO will be infonned, as
far as possible, of the nature of the allegations
against him and will be given the ogx>rtunity to
appear before the advisers and to make
representations to them, before they render advice to
the secretary of State."
'!he right of~ to an Adjudicator awlies to people who
have overstayed their leave to remain in the UK by virtue of
Section 3 (5)(a) and section 15 (l)(a) of the 1971 Imnigration
Act.
Unfortunately, a right of ~l against the decision of the
secretary of State to refuse asylum is not, hat.'eveI', extended
to a person deemed to be an IIillegal inmigrant·. Such a person
is classified as using deception to 00tain entry to the UK by
the inmigration authorities and the hijudicators. Here rights
of aweal are limited by Section 16 (l)(a) which makes it
inpossible to aweal a refusal of asylum.
Section 16 (1)(a) of the 1971 Imnigration Act states:
..... , where directions are given under this Act for ~
person's renDVa1 fran the United Kinq:bn either - ,
(a) on the grouOO that he is an illegal inmigrant or
on the grouOO specifically that he haS entered
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the United King:ian in breach of a deportation
order, or .....
'nle actual right of aweal by an asylum-seeker is also limited
by section 3 (6) of the 1971 Inmigration Act:
..... , a person who is not [a British citizen] shall
be liable to deportation fran the united Ki.ng:ian if,
after he has attained the age of seventeen, he is
convicted of an offence for which he is p.mi.shable
with improvement, and on his conviction is
reccmneIXied for deportation by a court enpowered by
this Act to do so. U
In these circumstances, individuals are Itl>St CCllllOnly convicted
of overstaying or being in breach of landing conditions
(nonnally in atployment without penni.ssion).
The court may make a recannendation by virtue of SChedule 3,
paragraph 2(1) against an individual under the control of the
Act following any sort of criminal conviction:
Uwhere a recarmendation for deportation IMde by a
court is in force in respect of any person, and that
person is neither detained in plrSUance of the
sentence or order of any court nor for the time being
released on bail by any court having~ so to
release him, he shall, unless the court by which the
recarmendation is made otherwise directs [or a
direction is given under sub-paragraph (lA) belo.'] be
detained pending the making of a deportation order in
pursuance of the recannendation unless the secretary
of State directs him to be released pending further
consideration of his case.
[(lA) where -
(a) " a recarmendation for deportation made by a court
on conviction of a person is in force in respect
of him; and
40
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(b) he ~s against his conviction or against
that reccmnendation, the pcMeI'S that the court
detennining the ~l may exercise include
power to direct him to be released without
setting aside the reccmnendation.]·
Under the current Imnigration Rules, there are sane catecpries
or groups who do not have full~ rights if refused refugee
status or asylum:
(a) Asylum-seekers who arrive at UK ports with no entry
clearance.
Here there is no fonnal right of ~l to the Imnigration
aweal authority, although in sane cases an awlication for
judicial review may be {X>ssible.
(b) Asylum-seekers who are deemed to be illegal entrants.
(c) Asylum-seekers who are the subject of a court
reccmnendation for deportation. 40
In groups (b) and (c) the right of aweal is so restricted that
basically advisers infonn asylum-seekers that it will be
useless to aweal.
(d) Asylum-seekers who enter the UK while still the subject of
a deportation order.
If the recarrnendation has been upheld, by ,the COurt of ~l
and if such an aweal has been made.
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Here, "as 'in groups (b) aIXl (c), the right of ~l is
restricted. If the asylum-seeker is found guilty by a court
of an offence under the 1971 Imnigration Act of overstaying
contrary to the provisions of the Imnigration Act as in section
24 (l)(b)(i):
"S.24 (1) A person who is not [a British citizen]
shall not be guilty of an offence
'punishable on sunmary conviction with a
fine of not ItDre than [£200] or with
inprisonment for not ItDre than 6 ItDnths, or
with both, in any of the following cases:-
(b) if, having only a limited leave to
enter or remain in the United King::bn,
be knowingly either -
(i) remains beyond the time limited
by the leave; or ••• "
The court may (if it sees fit) reecmnend deportation of the
asylum-seeker. If a recannendation is rcade there is no need
for the Hane Office to infonn the individual of a decision to
make the order. In ordinary cases, Section 3 (5) (a) and
section 15 (1) provide a right of ~l against this decision.
In the instance, of a person subject to a recacmendation,
Section 17 limits the ~l merely to the ptqX>Sed country or
territory to which the person is to be deported. The basis on
which the order is Irade is not subject to aweal.
By Section 17 of the 1971 Imnigration Act, any asylum-seeker
who claims and awlies for asylum and refugee status following
a decision to deport on the court recacmendation has no right
of aweal to an Adjudicator if the refugee status or asylum is
refused. Likewise, section 16 of the 1971 Imnigration Act also
awlies to an illegal entrant or saneone entering the UK while
subject to a deportation order.
'I11ere' is a provision under the House of Qmoons Paper 169 for
the kljudicator to review a decision of the Hone Office or the
Secretary of State under section 3' (5)(a) of the 1971
IIrmigration Act, taking into consideration the risk of
potential violation of human rights am/or persecution as
defined by the 1951 Convention.
There is also another problem with category (a) asylum-seekers
in their aweal rights. Under section 13 (1) of the 1971
IIrmigration Act, it, states:
," ••• , a person who is refused leave to enter the
United King:bn under this Act may aweal to an
adjudicator against the decision that he requires
leave or against the refusal."
An individual (asylum-seeker) may ~1 against a decision to
refuse leave to enter the UK provided he holds a current entry
clearance or wrk permit.
The asylum-seeker finds it difficult, if not i.IrpoSsible, to
at:Ply for any fom of entry clearance at a British ~sy or
Consulate. The Imnigration Rules have been fornulated to make
it alrtost inpossible for an asylum-seeker to awly for refugee
status and asylum within the UK whilst outside of the UK. So,
" '
if an asylum-seeker arrives at a UK port without entry
clearance, there is no right of ~l if an awlication for
asylum and refugee status is refused.
At the actual awesl hearing, the Adjudicator hears and makes
record of the evidence (if any) subnitted by the a,wellant and
the respondent. He will also hear any witness, if called. '!he
awellant (aIXi witnesses) are'subject to examination by a Hate
Office Presenting Officer and both the aIP!llant' s
representative and the Presenting OffiCer make subnissions. A
written detennination of the case is nonnally provided to all
parties within 14/21 days of the hearing. Under the procedural
rules there is a provision for oral detenni.nation by the
Adjudicator bIt they is rare. Either party to the aweal may
awly to awesl' against the Adjudicator's detenni.nation to the
Imnigration Trih.mal on the grounds of either party being
satisfied on a point 'of 'laW, or use of discretion by the
secretary of State or findi.rig 'of act.
(b) Regular Entry' 'or Lawful St:4Y
On a regular entry or lawful stay by the asylum-seeker, the
imnigration officer has to refer to his/her awlication to the
Hane Office. The asylum-seeker cannot be resooved fran the UK
without such a referral. 'The :rmnigration RUles 'provide that
when a person is refused entry, he should be given the chance
to telephone his/her friends or relatives in 'the UK before
being remJVed~ If an asylum-seeker awlies for a refugee
-;., '
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status and asylum and is subsequently refused (application),
he/she should beallCMed to contact one of the voluntary
agencies· '(Law Centres, CCrmumity councils, Citizen Advice
Bureau, arid others) dealing with refugees. It is vitally
iIrportant that an asylum-seeker who has obtained a visa for
another p.u:pose, or arrived without a visa, and is subsequently
refused entry, makes it very clear to the Inmigration Officer
that he/she is seeking refugee status and asylum. 'Ibere can be
nothing roore absurd than an asyltun-seeker not making his case
clear to· the Imnigration Officer and which may result in
remJVa1..
(c) Illegal"EntrantB or Unlawful st:ay
Illegal passengers" are those who enter the UK and fail to
present themselves to the Imnigration Office, for exanple
stowaways or seamen (deserters). '!Ic::Mever, if these illegal
passengers' claim refugee status and asylum, their cq:plication
will be dealt with in the way described above. 'Ihey should not
be returned'to their country of origin if they are able to s~
a well-founded fear of persecution.
(d) TulpJ(ax;y ldni Asian
Tetp:>rary adnission can be .granted to an asylum-seeker: who .is
either waiting for a decision or has been refused and is liable
for .detention. Along with tenporary admission, a bail
awlication can also be lcxiged. The PaSsport is confiscated by
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the Imnigration Officer am a Tercporary Mnission (TA) is given
to the asylum-seeker. 'l11ere is a coIXiition to this, that there
nust be suitable aCCQlIlrxlation available arxl that the asylum-
seeker nust not cp into hiding.
In both· of these cases, if successful, the asylum-seeker is
released and given a· fom specifying a specific ackiress at
which he/she must reside and given reporting restrictions. It
is an' offence not to CCllply with these restrictions arxl the
asylum-seeker can be re-detained•.
A person who after entry· becanes liable for deportation, either
through a court reccmnendation, by overstaying pennitted leave
or is ,. alleged to be an illegal entrant, can be detained. A
request can be made to the Immigration authorities for
tercporary release peoo.mg a decision on refugee status arxl
asylmn claim. The Inmigration authorities would have to be
satisfied with a suitable address and the fact that the person
would· not c;p into hiding. In sane instances the person may be
requested to report regularly to either the police or the
Inmigration authorities.
(e) ~slIationwith the Police
Asylum-seekers, while having their awlications processed, may
be required to register with the Police. These persons will be
required to pay the at:Propriate fee' am will be' issued with· a
Police Registration Certificate. After registration, there are
41
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a nurrber of legal requirements which have to be fulfilled:
(a) Any change of aQjress mst be notified to the Police
within 7 days of noving.
(b) 'Any change of name, marital status,nationality, passport
or erployrnent nust 'be notified within 8 days. Arxi,
(c) If a registered' person is CNay fran hane for roore than 2
roonths' either within or outside the UK arxi returning to
the original aQjress, he/she should infonn the Police of
his proposed absence. A registered person may be required
to produce the documents for registration on demand.
Failure'to 'cmply with any registration requirement is a
criminal offence.
(f) Citi.zeQship
Refugees eligible to awly for British citizenship on the same
basis as any other person lawfully' resident '·in the UK arxi
fulfilling the necessary requirements under law. 41
Prior to' a positive decision on an awlication for asylum, the
5 years of residency is required before the refugee can awly
for British citizenship either through registration or
naturalisation. . However, after 31 oeee.rrOer 1987 ,it· is
available only through naturalisation for a fee of £170.
;.-1"
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Hane Office is unlikely to issue any fOnD of travel document,
other than a one-way document to enable the person to leave the
UK. However, after a decision has been reached by the Heme
Office a person may obtain a HaDe Office issued travel
document. '!be type of document issued will depend on the type
of decision reached by the Hane Office. Regardless of the type
of travel document, it is up to each iOOi.vidual to cmply with
the imnigration/visa requirements of the countries to which
travel, is prcp:>sed. In order to obtain a Hane Office document,
national passports Imlst be lodged with the Heme Office (see
A{:pendi.ces for an exarcple).
i) Persa1s gtanted asylum with refugee status:
Asylum-seekers granted refugee status are not pennitted to
travel on their national passports. Their pennission to
stay canes in the fOnD of a letter confinuing their
status. National. passports are not stanped with
pennission to remain. If the refugee wishes to travel he
may ~ly for a UN Convention Travel Document (C'IO) (see
Awendices) • This document is not issued by tH:HR but is
issued by the government which has recognised the refugee
status. '!be CID gives the refugees the right to travel
worldwide, except to his country of origin, with the right
of return to the issuing country. C'IO's are valid for the
length of .the refugee's, " stay in the UK and will be
~evalidated on ClRllication, provided further extension of
leave to remain is first obtained. Once a refugee has
been given pennanent leave to remain in the UK, the ClD
1
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will be revalidated for 5 years.
ii) AsyllD-seekers gLCWled entty clemmu: to CXIDe to the tit
as refugees who are not in possessim of a valid travel
Asylum-seekers in this catecpry may be issued with a
Declaration of Identity. Awlication for this should be
made at the same time as the visa ~lication. 'Ibe
Declaration of Identity pennits the iIxiividual to travel
d.irectly~to the UK and cannot be used for travel after
that. A em should be BFPlied for after arrival in the
UK (see ~ces for an exanple of C1D).
Persons who are recognised as stateless by the UK
authorities are entitled to hold travel documents under
the 1954· Convention on Statelessness. SUch travel
documents are usually granted for the period of validity
of the person's pennission to stay and for five years once
pennanent residence has been granted.
iv) Asylum-seekers who wish to leave the UK pe,,,,,relltly prior
to a JbDe Office deciaim on the; r asylum and refugee
status lJR)lication and who are not in posaessim of a
natimal passpacL:
Asylum-seekers who are accepted for settlement by another
country can in the absence of any valid passport or travel
,
I
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document, be issued with a one-way travel document which
is valid for a single journey between the UK aOO the
countIy of destination. It 00es not permit re-entIy to
the UK, without fonnal authorisation, aOO such
authorisation is very rare. ~lications should be made
to the Hane Office with the evidence that another country
is willing to admit the i.OO.ividnal asylum-seeker
travelling on a one-way document. The actual
documentation will be the responsibility of the country of
resettlement.
v) Asylum-seekers permitted to rena; n except j,mal1y:
There is a general "myth" that exceptional leave to remain
gives an autanatic right to a Hane Office travel document.
It does not. The asylum-seekers who are pennitted to
remain exceptionally are expected to maintain the validity
of their national passports. If this is not possible, as
in JOOSt cases, the Hane Office will consider issuing a
Hane Office travel document if the asylum-seeker can shOl
that he or she has made a fairly reasonable attEllpt to
obtain reva] idation. If a document is issued, it will be
valid in line with current permission to remain. If
penranent residence is granted, ebcuments will be valid
for 48 mnths at a time. Hane Office travel documents
will, like C'ID, have a ban on travelling to the asylum-
seeker's country of origin where he or she was faced with
well-fowxied fear of persecution. Individuals travelling
on national passports who require visas in order to obtain
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entry into the UK are advised to 00tain a re-entry visa
for the UK prior to travel. This will avoid prcblems at
the p:>rt of entry when they return.
(h) Rene!mJ, of Heme Office Issued~ in the tJ( apd
AbrofIi
i) 'In the UK
The actual awlication for extension of validity of
documents are made to the Hane Office on a fom which can
be OOtained fran the Hane Office. Documents will require
extension of validity at the same time as pennission to
remain requires extension, unless the fom arxi the fee is
sent to the Hane Office pennission to remain will be
extended on the "expired" document, but the document, per
se, will not be renewed.
ii) FraIl AbrOfd
"Advisers infonn the awlicant to ~ly within the UK.
However, if the document is to be received abroad, vital
reasons mst be given to the nearest British Consul or
. Ertbassy. Many Consuls will not have had the experience of
this type. of request before. In any event, the British
Consul 'has to contact the Hane Office through the Foreign
,',
"arxi e:atroonwealth Office, for pennission to review. If
difficulties occur, the holder of the em or a
representative in the UK can ~ly to the Hane Office,
explaining the problem and the difficulty, giving full
details of the documents and why the oocument needs
Ireviewing abroad.
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It is inadvisable to serxi the em
42
43
through the post to the Hane Office fran abroad.
(i) '!he Prd>lenu Associated with the ~ proc§1nI§ for
oetenni MtJoo of Refugee status
The Hane Office is constantly under criticism fran cbservers
because of the delaYS in processing awlications. Another
criticism is the confusion on the~ rights for refusal of
asylmn and refugee status. Language prcl:>lems seems to be an
increasing criticism against the Hane Office. Many
interpreters or translators are working for the Inmigration
authorities and the criticism is that these interpreters/
translators are pro-Hane Office and anti-asylmn seekers. '!bey
are usually accused of translating what the Hane Office wants
to hear and read. 42 Asylum-seekers are often very frightened
and neIVOUS in a new environment and culture. The translators
and interpreters are often the tri~ring point of a sceptical
response fran ,the interviewing officer.43 'l1le interviewing
officer must have the skill and confidence to speak and
translate the interview by themselves without the aid of a
translator or ,interpreter, or at least have sufficient
knowledge of the language spoken. Interviewing officers nust
Fran personal experience, the transiators have interpreted
sentences of Punjabi or Urdu with a eatpletely different
meaning. On several occasions I have had to correct the
translator at Binningharn and Manchester Airports.
Fran personal experience, the translator SeEmS to be trying to
catch the asylum-seeker out with carments such as "I think he
is lying" or, "I think he is avoiding your question". Fran
experience at Binningharn and Manchester Airports.
•44
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be trained with the knCMledge of several foreign languages.
Asylum-seekers can usually seek assistance fran Mertbers of
Parliament as long as the relatives of the asylum-seekers live
within the constituency of the Merrber of Parliament. 44
Asylum-seekers do not arrive in nice neat packages. Where to
~lyunder 'the Imnigration Act am the Rules are very
difficult and eatplex. They hardly possess physical evidence
of persecution or evidence that if they returned to their own
country they \\1OUld be persecuted. 'Ihe asylum-seekers arrive
frightened, sanetimes with false passports and documents, in
other 'NOrds, to escape the authorities at all costs. It is
nonmlly the fear of their own authorities which makes them
escape fran their own country. Once inside the UK, experience
has' "shown that many .asylum-seekers delay in ClR>lying for
refugee status and asylum for four possible reasons:-
1. Fear of authority (inherent fear).
2. Fear of stating one's case and the' infoncation
firxiing its way back to one's own authorities.
Hostile measures may result against the asylum-
seekers.45
3. General' ignorance of the refugee status and asylum
See "Guidelines on the Handling of Representations by Mertbers
of Parliament in Irnnigration cases", published by the Hare
Office, May 1986.
For instance, many Libyan asylum-seekers fear that "on~
their ClR>lications they will be persecuted by Libyan terrorJ.st
hit-teams operating within the UK.
46
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procedures •
4. 'nle asylum-seekers are in possession of the h~ that
the situation in their country of origin may inprove,
so mich so that it may enable the asylum-seeker to
eventually retum hane.
DIe to these reasons, individual asylum-seekers fall into many
different catee.;pries of imnigration,46 as well as those asylum-
seekers who have valid pennission to be in the UK. When the
asylum-seeker ~lied for refugee status am asylum his claim
takes precedence aver· current imnigration status. If, h~,
the ~lication is refused and there is no right of aweal
against refusal of refugee status and asylum, he reverts to his
previous imnigration status. 47 The only other avenue in this
case is further representation to the Hane Office (the same
authority which made the initial negative decision).
The recognition of a refugee under the arrbit of the 1951
Convention am/or 1967 Protocol by the relevant authority will
nearly alwaYS entitle the person to asylum, refugee status or
residence but it need not necessarily do so. Under the UK
imnigration system,. the decision to recognise a person as a
refugee is taken at the same time. Asylum with refugee status
provides a person with the protection and benefits of the 1951
Illegal entrants, averstaYers detained pending rerooval.
This. means that· the person may. have an" -~l against a
prevl.OUS Hane Office refusal under another catec;pry of the
Rulesi an overstayer has no right of awea!i an illegal can be
resmved.
1
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Convention.
lJ1lere are great delays in processing the awlications for
refugee status and asylum. These delays can last fran 6 roonths
to b.o years. Meanwhile, the asylum-seeker nust patiently
wait, with all the anxiety this entails. '!hese delays nust be
shortened. The Hane Office needs roore staff (trained staff) to
deal with refugee status awlications. 48
Imnigration officers (interviewing officers) are usually
unsynpathetic, crude and' sarcastic.49 They hold the attitude
that all asylum-seekers are trying to obtain a higher staOOard
of living in the UK.sO The attitudes of such officers rcust be
changed. SUch prejudice at interviews certainly affects the
outcane of .the decisions made.
Once the asylum-seeker has been granted refugee status arx:l
asylum, he/she then becanes a refugee. Refugees are given a
letter fran the Hane Office setting out his or her status. The
passports are not stanped; the refugee only has a letter to
prove his/her status. Likewise the Police Registration
48
49
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Imnigration cases such as extension for leave for visitors,
variation of leave, granting indefinite leave to stay, rcust all
be distinguished. fran refugee status awlications. .
Fran personal experience attending interviews at Bi.Imi.ngham arx:l
Manchester Airports. Although there awears to be have been a
slight change by 1989.· . ' ' .,
Fran personal experience at Binningham and Manchester AirpoI?
carments fran· imnigration officers include "'l11ere is nothing
rcuch in Bangladesh" and "They don't· have notorways ••• or
washing machines" •
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Certificate . is stallpe:! in the normal way aOO there is no
irxiication that the person is a refugee. If the refugee is
asked to shOt\' his proof of status, he or she can only prcxiuce
the Hane Office letter to explain his position arxi status.
Although the 1983 Imnigration Rules reflect the 1951 Convention
and/or 1967 Protocol, the majority of the adninistrative
treatment of refugees is not specifically provided for under
these rules.' As mentioned earlier, there are no provisions for
procedures. Indeed, the 1951 Convention am/or 1967 Protocol
lays down proVisions for the treatment of refugees but does not
cover the administrative detail nor procedures for detennining
refugee status.
These Imnigration Rules were criticised in a recent decision of
Kandymeer (3422) where the Imnigration Trihmal stated:
"the imnigration' rules do not make clear hOt\' an
asylum or refugee status plea or leave granted on the
basis of asylum fits into the imnigration framework
of the ~llate process."
As mentioned above, sane imnigration officers have been unco-
operative, offensive and rude, and in sane cases imnigration
officers have requested the police to call at the banes of
asylum-seekers at awkward early hours of the rooming.
Naturally, an' asylum-seeker thus awoken wuld neIVOUS,
frightened and confused. These reactions are misconstrued by
the police as hostility towards then, so arrest becanes a
reality. ~re questioning at the police station places asylum-
51
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seekers in a' nightmare situation.51
Under the Imnigration Procedure Rules, the secretary of State
is required to provide a full account for the reasons of the
refusal. In many cases this takes the fom of a written
statement. The actual quality of this statement is of concern
to the representatives and advisers. The statement is a record
of the awellant' s imnigration history in the UK and a report
(not a record) of the interview either with an Inmigration
Officer (at a port or office outside IDndon) or a Hane Office
official at Lunar House, that takes place to establish the
reasons for the asylum 8R>lication. The statements are
frequently inaccurate.52 It is very 00(1(00, as personal
experience has shown, for ~llants at hearings to protest
that the ccmnents in the statement represent an incorrect or
partial record of their actual ccmnents at the interview.53
The interviewing officer is not called to give evidence at the
hearing. The presenting officer sinply has the report of why
One such instance occurred in Binningham on 27 April 1986 when
an Indian lady was arrested and taken to HaOOsworth Police
Station to be interviewed for 2~ hours and then taken to
Binningham Airport and deported to Indial Distraught relatives
were not even granted a chance of saying <})Odbye1 'l1li.s was
reported to the Chief Constable who replied that he had
received his instructions fran the Hane Office and that the
Hane Office were satisfied that if this lady was released she
would eventually g::> into hiding. '. '
This is the first point of discussion at imnigration ~ls,
to cast doubt on the statement allegedly made by the ~llant.
On many occasions at ~ls held in Birmingham and Manchester
- 27,29 July 1985; 3 August 1985; 17,21-22 september 1985;,19
December 1985. .
--- '. -~.- -~,~-~-=-~~-~~=.-=._-~----3-6-8---1
the decision was not granted as affinnative.
examination, therefore, does not occur.
Cross-
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'I11e~ procedures for the asylum-seeker 'NOUld be inproved
if the cq:plicants were given a copy of the Hane Office record
of the interview and then to sign it as a correct record.
'I11e aweal system would be inproved if the Irmdgration Officer
were to be briefed upon the backgrouOO, the political, social
and religious considerations and factors affecting the case and
. .
cq::plication.
The source of infonnation, its nature and the way it was
cq::plied to the asylum-seeker's case should be disclosed by the
Hane Office. It is eatI'tOn for the Hane Office statement to
refer to "inquiries" made by the secretary of State regarding
an asylum-seeker' s case. It is carm:>n for these inquiries to
cause the Secretary of State to f100 the awellant's fear of
persecution to be ill-founded. This source I1I1st be disclosed
and it should enable this source to be the subject of
examination by the ~llant's representative and not merely
- -
taken on trust by the Adjudicator.
Prd>lem associated with refusal of awlicati.oos:54
The carmittee of Ministers of the Council of E\1Iq)e in
septenber 1977 aciq)ted a resolution entitled: "Protection of
See also House of CClrm:>ns Hane Affairs camdttee, Race
Relations and Inmigration Sub-Carmittee 1986.
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the .individual in relation to the acts of aaninistrative
authority" , whilst primarily not dealing with refugees and
asylum-seekers included a provision of sane note:
"where an admiIiistrative act is of such a nature as
adversely to affect his rights, liberties or
interests the person concerned is infonned of the
reasons on which it is based."
At the present nanent the principles of natural justice do not
include the requirement that reasons should be given for a
decision, rot there is a strong case to be made for the giving
of reasons as an inportant element in acininistrative justice.
There are several areas of law whereby the principle of
..
reasoned decisions is virtually recognised, esPeCially where a
right of aweal exists. The Hane Office decision-making
process is an administrative act; the Hane Office will only
" .
give statements of reasons for refusal prior to an aweal
against a refusal of asylum or refugee status or when an MP has
becate involved and rarely in other cases.
Fran personal experience, the reasons given are inadequate and
it difficult for an asylum-seeker or his representative to
r~state an asylum case when the reasons for refusal are not
known. A clear statement of reasons could allO'll the asylum-
seeker to awroach other countries and would certainly prevent
confusion and vagueness.
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'nle use· of the phrase "exceptional leave to remain" is an
inportant aOO· valuable discretionaIY power, which mst be
exercised by the Hane secretary fairly aOO equitably,
particularly in cases when groups of peq>le or individuals (who
eX> not qualify as refugees under the 1951 COnvention ard/or
1967 Protocol) are seeking to remain within this country. 'Dle
recent House of !Dreis ruling on the Tamils is a reflection of
the . attitude of the Government as well as the high-level
judiciary. 'nle British Government is very reluctant to
55
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disclose the conditions for granting "exceptional leave to
remlln" .56 It is entirely up to the Heme Office, which decides
whether the asylum-seeker should be granted this "leave· or
not. 'nle d~isions to grant this ,leave are heavily influenced
by British Foreign Policy and the relationships it maintains
with other countries. A synpathetic awroach is often granted
to those who leave carmun.ist countries or places of military
dictatorship•. The tenn is basically a safety net for people
the Government wants to admit, such as dissidents, persons
escaping harsh governments or sinply persecution. There is no
requirement here that a person be suffering fran a "fear of
The n1.lItDers which were granted ..exceptional leave to remain"
were 238, 278, 311, 939, 779, 2121, 2713 and 1891 for the
annual periods 1980 to 1987 respectively. Awlications
received for refugee status or asylum were 2352, 2425, 4223,
4296, 3869, 5444, 4811 and 4508 for the same periods. In 1987,
total nurriJer of people who were refused asylum bIt granted
..exceptional leave to remain" was 1,891, CXl[prisinq Sri Lanka
(43%), Iran (17%), Rest of· the World (13%), Ethiopia (8\),
Ghana (6%), Iraq (5%), Somalia (4%) and Uganda (4\). [Source:
Hane Office Statistical Bulletin, op.cit., June 1988•.
Telephone conversation to Mr Harrison, Hare· Office, 13 July
1987.
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well-fowxied persecution·. Also, persons holding passports
which makes it eatp.1lsory for the UK to accept them can also be
allowed to seek legal status within the UK.
In 1981 the decision to grant Poles lI exceptional leave to
remain II was made within 48 hours of the declaration of martial
law. Three Soviet dissidents were granted ·exceptional leave
to remain· within 24 hours of their arrival at Heathrow
Airport.
The Hane Office can grant "exceptional leave to remain· outside
the Imnigration Rules. 'Ihi.s discretion is awlied in a nunber
of ways:-
1. Individuals are allowed to remain because of their
particular circmnstances.
2. To allOli nationals of a particular country to remain
on a terporary humanitarian basis because of events
in their country of origin (for instance, Afghans,
lebanese, Iranians, Ugandans and Poles).
3. To allOli a specific nunber of a particular group
entry to the UK (for instance, Ugandan Asians).
The first catecpry leads to indefinite leave to remain after
four years if the circmnstances remain unchanged but the
discretion lies with the Hane Office. The Halle Office would
consider granting refugees four years' leave at the outset,
instead of one year follCMed by three as at present. catecpry
==__e== _ ~ --:~-=~_=:.....",,-_ ~------
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(2) does not lead to settlement. Perhaps the main concern in
this catec})ry is how long the "teaporary" status can last.
Also, at what stage does it becane "pennanent". It seems that
if chaos, war, persecution or repression prevent a person fran
returning to his country for a n1.1II'ber of years (as in the case
of the Afghan refugees) that they should be granted residency
here and that if and when the situation in their own country
changes, the choice of whether to cp or stay is that of the
individual.
6.4 ~
An asylum-seeker, once he has reached the borders or frontier
of the refugee state can be refused entry and subsequently
returned to his country of origin or the country where he faced
threats to life or persecution. This process of returning
asylurn-seekers is tenned refoulement. This concept has caused
concern to the international camnmity as a whole in that
asylurn-seekers should not be refouled irrespective of their
satisfying the refugee conventions arxi laws. This concept will
be examined in depth in the next chapter, errphasising custan
and treaty in international law.
CHAPTER SEVEN
Non-Refoulement
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One inportant fom of protection for the refugee or the asylum-
seeker is the principle of non-refoulement which is not to
return or expel the refugee or the asylum-seeker to a country
where he is likely to suffer persecution or violation of hmnan
rights.
Traces of non-refoulement can be found as far back as the 17th
Century1 but the actual codi.fication and for:mu1ation of this
1 Hugo Grotius stated in his work "De Jure belli'ac Pacis Libri
Tres" that, " • •. when the justice of their case is being
investigated, the suwliants are to be protected ••• ", Vol.il
(translation by Francis W. Kelsey, Book I, Ch.XXI, s.vi, p.533,
Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1965. The "suWliants" were
stipulated to be aliens and refugees. Grotius further observed
that, "• •• a pennanent residence ought not to be denied to
foreigners who, expelled fran their hanes, are seeking a
refuge, provided that they subnit themselves to the established
govenunent and observe any regulations which are necessary to
avoid strifes", ibid, Ch.II, s.xvi, p.201. Note the
interesting similarity to Article 31(1) of the 1951 Convention
relating to the Status of Refugees, infra. Errmerich de vattel
dealt at length with the concept of admission of imnigrants and
refugees. He stipulated that the State may not refuse asylmn
to a refugee on mere foolish fears or unreasonable fears and
that, "... it should be regulated by never losing sight of the
charity and synpathy which are due to the unfortunate ••• ", I.e
droit des gens on principes de al loi naturelle; awliques a la
conduite et aux affaires des Nations "at des souverains, i-ill,
1619, ill, 92, s.231. The "unfortunate" was stipulated to be
the refugee or the asylum-seeker. Vattel expressed the view
that no nation may, without gocxi reason, refuse, "... even a
perpetual residence to a man who has been driven fran his
co';IDtry", ibid. Vattel further expressed that the banish~.or
enled person had a natural right to live sanewhere, ibl.d,
s. 229. However, Vattel did state exatptions fran the general
23
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principle did not take place until after the First ~rld war.
In 1933, at the Convention relating to the International Status
of Refugees of 30 June 1933,2 the principle of non-refoulement
was inplemented as:
"Each of the Contracting parties undertakes not to
rem:we or keep fran its territory by awlication of
police measures, such as expulsion or non-admittance
at the frontier (refoulement) ••• It undertakes in
any case not to refuse entry to refu~s at the
frontier of their countries of origin ••• " 3
Similarly, in 1938, Article 5(3a) of the Convention concerning
the Status of Refugees caning fran Gennany, adopted on 10th
February 1938,4 stated:
liThe High Contracting Parties undertake not to
reconduct refugees to Gennan territory unless they
have been warned and have refused, without just
cause, to nake the necessary arrangements to proceed
to another territory or to take advantage of the
arrangements made for than with that object. II
rule that a fleeing person may be given shelter and refuge.
These exatptions were based on the view that, II... every nation
has the right to refuse to admit an alien into its territory
when to do so wuld expose it to evident danger or cause it
serious trouble II , ibid., s.230. Cf. these exenptions to
Article 33(2) of the 1951 Convention relating to the Status of
Refugees, infra. The Edict of Potsdam (1685), gave substance
to these views and similar laws in other countries. The Edict
of Potsdam was enacted for the benefit of French Huguenots.
Friedrich Wilhelm, the Great Elector, Marquis of Brandenberg,
issued his Edict of Potsdam whereby his French brethren of the
same faith were given fNery opportunity to settle thenselves in
his territory. This was an open and clear invitation for
refugees to cane and establish thenselves in Gennany.
159 I.NTS 3663.
Ibid., Article 3.
192 I.NTS 4461.
,i
This provision is apparently subject to the provisions of
paragraphs (1) and (2) of Article 5. According to the latter
paragraph, refugees may not be subjected by the authorities to
measures of expulsion or reccmnendation unless such measures
are dictated by reasons of national security or PJblic order.
Although the 1933 and the 1938 COnventions contained provisions
for prohibition of expulsion or return (see Chapter 'IWO), the
principle of non-refoulement did not precisely focus on the
actual meaning of refoulement until 1951 when the 1951
Convention relating to the Status of Refugees was adopted.
"
7.1.1 Text
Article 33 of the ·1951 COnvention stipulates
"l. No COntracting State shall expel or return
( "refouler" ) a refugee in any nanner whatsoever to
the frontiers of territories where his life or
freedan would be threatened on account of his race,
religion, nationality, rnsnbership of a particular
social group or political opinion.
2. The benefit of the present provision may not,
however, be claimed by a refugee whan there are
reasonable grounds .for regarding as a danger to the
security of the country in which he is, or who,
having been convicted by a final judgement of a
particularly serious crime, constitutes a danger to
the camnmity of that country.
7.1.2 Analysis
The draft of the hi Hoc Ccmni.ttee on Statelessness and Related
56
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PrcblemsS contained the first paragraph only. In the secooo
session of the Ccmnittee,6 sane question was raised as to the
possibility of exceptions to the Article (as DOlI contained in
paragraph 2), but the .Ad Hoc Ccmni.ttee felt strongly that the
principle expressed was so fundamental and that it should not
be impaired. 7 The Conference of plenipotentiaries
(Conference)8 disagreed with the .Ad Hoc Ccmni.ttee primarily on
the ground that the international situation had changed since
the .Ad Hoc Ccmnittee' met and that it was necessary to include
exceptions to the rule of Article 33. 9
Paragraph 1 of Article 33 is a corollary to Article 31 (1) which
states:
. 111. The Contracting States shall not inpose
Penalties, on account of their illegal entry or
presence, on refugees who, caning directly fran a
territory where their life or freedan was threatened
in the sense of Article 1, enter or are present in
their territory without authorisation, provided they
present themselves without delay to the authorities
and show oood cause for their illegal entry or
presence." 10 .
As a matter of fact, it could be stated that Article 31(1) is
1st session, UN Doc E/1618; and 2nd session, UN Doc E/18S0
(Article 8).
Ibid.
Ibid., para 3S.
8
9
10
UN Doc A/Conf. 006.
Ibid.
See Grotius' eatments, supra.
" '
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the result of Article 33(1) if the 1951 Convention recognises
the basic right of a refugee to "enjoy" asylum in case of
danger to life or freedan; it cannot inp:>se penalties for
exercising this right. The \fJOrd "enjoy· is used to denote that
it refers only to persons who have escaped to another country
and not to \fJOuld-be escapees who are at the frontier.
In fonning Article 33, the .Ad Hoc Ccmn.ittee was guided by the
consideration that the turning back of a refugee to the
frontier of a country where his life or freedan was threatened
on account of his race or similar grounds \fJOuld be tantaroount
to delivering him into the hands of his persecutors. I1
The Contracting States undertake not to expel or "return"
("refouler" ) a" refugee to the frontier of a country (whether
his own or' any other) where his life or freedan \fJOuld be
I
threatened on the grounds enumerated in paragraph 1 of Article
33. As is evident fran the \fJOrding of this paragraph, the
territories to which expulsion is prohibited are not only those
whence the refugee fled but any territory in which a threat to
his life or security \fJOuld exist. At the Conference of
11
Plenipotentiaries, there was no unanimity on the actual extent
of the threat. The President of the Conference considered that
no expulsion to a country could be allowed if it meant a threat
of subsequent forcible return to the country of origin. The
President continued that the relative iIrportance of the various
considerations involved was a matter which would have to be
UN Doc. 1618, eatments to Article 28. see also SR.40, p.33.
12
13
14
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decided by the State concerned. 12
Article 31(1) speaks of territories where the refugee or the
asylum-seeker's life or freedan would be threatened on grounds
enumerated there, which are identical with those enumerated in
Article 1, insofar as the meaning of the threat is concerned
(as does Article 31) it must be assumed that it uses this ~rd
in the same sense and roode as does Article 31. }ot)re
elaboration on Article 31 follOlflS below.
The Ad Hoc Ccmnittee nade it pretty well clear and succinct
that Article 32 relating to non-refoulement did not inply that
a refugee or asylum-seeker must in all cases be admitted to the
country where he or she seeks entry.13 Query: what is the
meaning of "expulsion" and "return" within the travaux
pr~atoires? The Study on Statelessness defined "expulsion"
as the:
" • • • juridical decision taken by the judicial or
administrative authorities whereby an individual is
ordered to leave the territory of the country. II 14
A/Conf. SR.16, p.10. HoWever, catpare Article 38 of the 1951
Convention in Chapter Three, if it is meant to give the State a
final say.
UN Doc. E/1618, eatments to Article 28 (non-refoulement).
Ibid.
,
I
1,
I,,
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The Ad Hoc Catmittee substituted the \\Ord "Reconductionll1S
(which is equivalent to "refoulement ll ) for the \\Ord "return II ,
as being:
"... the mere physical act of ejecting fran the
national security a person residing therein who has
gained entry or is residing regularly or
irregularly. II '1.6
The Ad Hoc Ccmnittee did agree that IIrefoulement" existing in
countries such as France and Belgium means either deportation
as a police measure or non-admission at the frontier or border,
because the presence of the particular person in the country is
considered undesirable, while "expulsion" related predaninantly
to refugees and asylmn-seekers who have carmi.tteci sane criminal
act or offence. The fact that Article 33 does not deal with
admission, it appears that in rcost countries there exists only
one action, which is expulsion, while, say, in France and
Belgium "return" \\Ould be equivalent to "refoulement". At the
Conference of Plenipotentiaries (COnference) there was no
definite agreement on the meaning of the word "return". The
Representative of Switzerland understood the word as awlying
to refugees who "had entered a country but were not yet
The tenn "conduction" means "to lead, guide, to escort" in the
Shorter Oxford English Dictionary, Clarendon Press, OXford,
1984. The tenn "refoulement is stronger in its tone than the
\\Oro "reconduct" • Refoulement inplies fiImness, harshness
without feeling or care of the dangers which exist in the
asylum-seekers State of origin. RecoIXiuct, on the other hand,
is a pleasant word which inplies return. The Ad Hoc Ccmni.ttee
were very cautious in using the ~rd "reconduction II and
therefore substituted it for the word "return". See also Kerr
v Illinois.
Ibid.
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residents there" .17 On the same \felOrd, the representative of
Demnark stated that it was "mainly of a demarxi for return by
another State, in other \felOrds sanething like extradition. ,,18
Article 33 relates to refugees and asylum-seekers who have
gained entry into the territory of a Contracting State (legally
or illegally) but not to refugees who seek entrance into this
territory. In other \felOrds, Article 33 lays down the finn
17
18
19
principle that once a refugee has obtained asylum (legally or
illegally) fran Persecution or violation of human rights, he
cannot be deprived of it by ordering him to leave for, or by
forcibly returning him to, the place where he was threatened
with fear of Persecution or persecution; or by sending them to
another place where the threat exists but that no Contracting
State is prevented fran refusing entry in this territory to
refugees or asylum-seekers at the frontier.l9
Article 3 of the 1933 Convention relating to the International
Status of Refugees used the expression "refoulement" to denote
"non-admittance at the frontier II but referred to such refugees
only as had been authorised to reside regularly in the country.
Thus, "non-admittance" could only refer to refugees who had
left the country for sane time and wished to return thereto.
UN Doc. A/Conf. SR.16, p.6.
Ibid., p.10.
In other \felOrds, if a refugee has succeeded in elu?in9 ~e
frontier police or guards, he is safe; if he has not, ~t ~s his
misfortune. ~!
t'
1
1,:
"
,
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The Conference was aware that the 1951 Convention would not
deal with the admission of refugees and asylmn-seekers into
countries of asylum or with the circumstances in which a State
may refuse asylum. 20 The Conference explicitly made it clear
and known that the possibility of mass migration is not covered
by Article 33 of the 1951 Convention. 21 The hi Hoc Ccmnittee
agreed that to delete the chapter on admission wuld be a good
proposition, that the 1951 Convention should not deal with the
right of asylum. 22
Article 33 of the 1951 Convention is less favourable than the
proVision of Article 3(3) of the 1933 Convention which
stipulated that the Contracting States "undertake(s) in arrj
case not· to refuse entry to refugees at the frontiers of their
•
country of origin". It is, however, m:>re favourable than
20
21
22
23
Article 5 of the 1938 Convention.
Mass expulsion in any context violates an i.rrportant principle
of international and/or nnmicipal law. States are fully aware
of this but history has revealed to us the many instances of
mass expulsions, as can be seen in Chapter 'I\«). 23 Contetp)rary
UN Doc. A/Conf. SR.19, p.1S. UN Doc. A/Conf. SR.20, p.7.
Ibid., SR.35, p.21.
Ibid., SR.20, para 54. See also Chapter Eight.
Expulsion of Jews fran Spain in 1492 and fran Bohemia in 1744;
the expulsion of 20,000 Protestants fran salzburg in 1731; the
expulsion of 150,000 M:>slems fran Spain in 1610; the racial
expulsion of Annenians; and 50,000 Dutch citizens fran
Indonesia in 1957. For further reflections on mass expJlsions,
see Alfred M. de Zayas, "International law and mass population
transfers", HILJ, Vol.16, 1975, W.207-25S.
,
. ~
24
25
26
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exanples of the 40,000 Asians being expelled fran Uga.rda are
all too CQlIlon knowledge. There is, ho.rever, one case which
should be highlighted. The end of the second ~rld war brought
about a drarcatic transfer and expulsion of millions of GeInans
fran Eastern Europe to the West. 24 Germans had been massacred
in Eastern Europe, including~ and children. There were
not many men because they had been CNay involved in the war,
thus leaving the expulsion of mainly~ and children. The
West paid little or no attention to the sufferings of these
, ,
refugees. They had lost their hanes, possessions and many of
their relatives in Eastern Eur:ope. 25 Ships carrying these
refugees were sunk. 26 The expulsion of these Gennans was never
given much press coverage. M:>st Americans and Britains do not
even know that there was an expulsion at all. Mass transfers
should not be made and, if so (if one State insists), then
..
these transfers should be made under "humane" conditions and
States should not carmi.t atrocities against the civilian
population who because of their misfortune were present at a
particular time.
Paragraph 2 of Article 33 of the 1951 Convention is an
exception to the rule of paragraph 1 pennitting expulsion or
see Alfred M. de Zayas, Nenesis at Potsdam, the Anglo-American
and the Expulsion of the Gennans, Routledge & Regan Paul,
IDndon, 1979.
For instance East Prussia, Nemnersdorf, Goldap, Gurrbinnen and
Dresden.
The Wilhelm Gusthoff, the General von Steuben and the~ who
sank on 30 January 1945, 10 February 1945 and 16 April 1945,
reSPeCtively.
l-===_===-=-_____ .~----:,--- _
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return of certain categories of refugees to the country of
danger, persecution and violation of human rights. "Reasonable
grounds" are sufficient in the case of ·security risks" because
of the political nature of the risk aIXi the inpossibility of
having it stated in IOOre definite tenns. The Representative of
Britain explained "reasonable grounds" as leaving it:
". •• to the States to detennine whether there wre
sufficient grounds for regarding any refugee as a
danger to the security of the country and whether the
danger entailed to refugees by expulsion outweighed
. the menace to public security that wuld arise if
they were pennitted to stay. II 27
. As to the second category of "dangerous persons", they carprise
only cases of a final judicial decision in particularly serious
crimes. The Representative of France stated that the French
text speaks of:
"crime ou delit (crime or delict) but the English
, word. ' crime' was considered to caver roth ' crime' and
'delit' • II 28
The Representative of Britain ~ed:
"... what a 'particularly serious crime' is will
depend on the interpretation of these words in the
various States in accordance with their criminal
Ccxie. 1I 29
Ibid., SR.16, p.8.
Ibid., SR.16, pp.14-15.
Ibid., SR.16, p.16.
:po ...
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34
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In cases of serious crime, instead of pmishment in the usual
manner, "exP.tlsion" may be ordered, if awropriate and.
necessary, to the frontiers of the country where the life or
freedan of the asylum-seeker or refugee will be under threat.
Article 33 refers to crime which need not have been eatmitted
in the countIy of asylum or refuge; it mst be reme:rr()ered,
however, that serious crimes camli.tted outside that countIy
deprive the criminal of the right to be considered as a
refugee30 and therefore deprive him autaratically of the
rights, privileges and guarantees established in the 1951
Convention and/or 1967 Protocol. The French-United Kingjan
amendment to Article 28 of the draft31 specifically referred to
crimes, "in that country, 32 in other 'AlOrds, the one in which
the refugee was residing". The Representative of Sweden's
amendment which proposed to exarpt fran paragraph 1, refugees
who, "would constitute a danger to national security and. p.1blic
order"33 was deened to include refugees who were found to have
been fugitives fran justice in their own country.34 The
Representative of Britain' considered that the version acic¢ed
during the first reading referred to crimes camli.tted in the
country of refuge.35 There is a difference between the wording
Article IF(b) of the 1951 Convention, in Chapter Three.
A/Conf. 2/69.
Ibid.
A/Conf. 2/70.
A/Conf. SR.16, p.9.
Ibid., SR.24, p.5.
---- ------ ---------. .----~--~~--l'l
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of Article 1 F(b)36 and Article 33, concerning CQ[l[lOn
criminals and offenders. Article 1 F(b) of the 1951 COnvention
requires only that there be serious reasons for considering
that the person has carmi.tted a serious non-political crime,
while Article 33 cannot be awlied unless he has been found
guilty of such a crime by a final decision of the court.
Cbriously, if a person cannot be considered a refugee he cannot
enjoy the protection of Article 33; it ~ld, therefore, be
quite sufficient to uncover sufficient evidence to consider
that he has carmi.tted a serious crime outside the country of
refuge or asylum, to deprive him of his status as a refugee.
However, to expel him, such discovered evidence would not be
sufficient under Article 33 but, on the other hand, he could
not enjoy the benefits of Article 33 am might theoretically be
expelled anyhow. The refugee would gain protection under
36
Article 33, if he had ccmni.tted crimes in the country of asylum
or refuge or elsewhere after his adnission thereto, since
Article 1 F(b) does not refer to such crimes. To confonn with
its wording, Article 33 is to be integrated in the sense that
only convicted criminals, regardless of the place where the
crime was carmi.tted, .could be expelled, and that the
deprivation of a status of a refugee 'NOUld not by itself be a
reason justifying expulsion.
Article 33 (2) must be read in connection with Articles 31 and
32; in other words, expulsion and return under paragraph 2 are
"he has camti.tted a serious non-political crime outside the
country of refuge prior to his admission to that country as a
refugee" •
I
J
37
38
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conditioned under the obligation of the State to grant the
refugee a reasonable period of time and all necessaIY
facilities to obtain admission into another country. Only if
the refugee fails to gain admission into another country may
expulsion or return to the country of peril take place. 37
The 1951 Convention does not deal with extradition. The
Representative of France requested that the surrmary record of
the meeting should state that Article 33 was without prejudice
to the right of extradition. 38 One question which may arise,
hC7lJeVer, as to the relative significance of the 1951 Convention
and a treaty of extradition between two Contracting States.
Under Article 1 F(b) a person otherwise qualifying as a refugee
who has carmi.tted a non-serious, non-political crime, 'AlOuld not
forfeit his right to be considered a refugee and could
therefore not be expelled to the country whence he fled.
Between the State of asylum or refuge and that State,hC7lJeVer,
there may exist an extradition treaty providing for the
extradition in such instances. Under the general principles of
international law, this Convention \1IOUld have precedence over
earlier extradition treaties, unless of course the States
entered a reservation to Article 33 stipulating that their
obligations under previous treaties were to be maintained.
Should, however, extradition treaties be concluded after the
1951 Convention, it would be useful to reserve explicitly the
A/Conf. SR. 16, p.13; A/Conf. SR.24, W. 9ff; and A/Conf. SR.35,
p.21.
Ibid.
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validity of Articles 31-33 to safeguard their future
awlication. The Representative of Britain thought that the
provision of expulsion,
" • •• in no way affected the procedure·of extradition
and that extradition still be covered by the
provisions of bilateral treaties." 39
The same \\1Ould be true of rmmicipal law relating to extradition
if this view was correct. A lively discussion took place on
the relationship between extradition and expulsion at the
Conference, but no decision was taken. Extradition is a
separate and a cmplete subject of international law which is
beyond the scope of this thesis.
As mentioned earlier, Article 33 must be read in conjunction
with Articles 31 and 32 of the 1951 Convention. So at this
stage, it is advantageous to mention the text and travaux
pr~atoires of Articles 31 and 32 reSPectively.
7.1.3 Text
Article 31 of the 1951 Convention (Refugees Unlawfully in the
Country of Refuge) states:
"1. The Contracting States shall not inpose penalties
on account of their illegal entry or presence on
refugees caning directly fran a territory where their
life or freedan was threatened in the sense of
Article 1, enter or at present in their territory
39 Ibid., SR.24, p.10.
7.1.4
2' ...
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without authorisation, provided they present
themselves without delay to the authorities and show
good cause for their illegal ent.Iy or presence. II
2. The Contracting States shall not awly to the
roovements of such refugees restrictions other than
those which are necessary and such restrictions shall
only be awlied until their status in the count.Iy is
regularised or they obtain admission into another
count.Iy. The Contracting States shall allow such
refugees a reasonable period and all the necessary
facilities to obtain achnission into another count.Iy."
Anal,ysis
Earlier Conventions did not contain provision relating to
Article 31. It was inspired by the aspect of enjoying asylum
and the necessity of distributing the burden of refugees
aroongst States.
•
The Article was adopted by the Conference in the same lAUrding
as drafted by the Ad Hoc carmittee. Paragraph 1 of Article 31
refers to 1:\\0 categ:>ries of refugees:-
1. Those who are present in the territory of a Contracting
State, but have no authorisation to stay there;
2. Refugees who enter illegally such a territory.
The fonner group may be sub-divided into:-
(i) persons who had a dated residence pennit but were unable
to depart fran the count.Iy within this period; and,
(ll) persons who entered and resided illegally in the country
before the 1951 Convention came into force for the
40
41
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particular country.
In both instances several prerequisites are necessary:-
(a) The person must have entered or will enter the Contracting
State in question, directly fran the country of
persecution. The draft of the M Hoc Ccmni.ttee did not
contain this restriction. It was intrex:luced on the basis
of a French proposal. 40 The place fran which the refugee
came need not be his hane country or the country of his
permanent residence, it is sufficient that his life or
freedan were threatened there. nus was made quite clear
when the words "caning direct fran the country of origin"
which was proposed by the Representative of France, with
the 'IJOrds ··caning directly fran a territory", which was
sUg:Jested by the President of the Conference.
His life or liberty must either have been actually threatened
or he must have a llwell-founded fear" that this may hafpen, on
the basis of any kind persecution enmnerated in Article 1,
provided that persecution is due to events which occurred
before 1 January 1951. This was the interpretation plt on the
inclusion of the words II in the sense of Article 1" by the
Representative of France, who stated explicitly that as a
country of second reception (ie. fran other countries) France
would not bind herself except as to events occurring before 1
January 1951.41 The Representative of France stated that:
A/Conf. 2/62.
A/Conf. SR.35, p.19.
•
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"He had in mind cases in which a refugee in the sense
of Article 1 found it necessaIY to cross illegally
the border to a third country (ie. neither to his
hane count%}' nor that of his first refuge) as a
result of events occurring after 1 January 1951." 42
The . meaning of the words "was threatened in the sense of
Article 1" which, as seen previously, includes both actual
victims of· persecution or those who can show "good reason" why
they fear persecution.
There waS a consensus in the Ad Hoc Ccmnittee that a voluntary
act was required,43 in other words that the refugee mst
-present himself, of his own accord, to the carpetent
authorities without delay (as soon as possible) after his
illegal entry. What was meant by "without delay"? The
Representative of Belgium in the hi Hoc carmittee spoke of a
very brief stay of "three to four days". 44 He also understood
Article 31 not to a{:ply to refugees who, "gained access to the
territoty of a State after authorisation was refused". 45
The refugee should show good cause for his illegal entry as
residence. The words "good cause" did not adequately describe
the requirement. The French text speaks of "raisons reconnues
valables" (reasons recognised as valid) by the State of entry.
42 Ibid." SR.35, p.1S.
43 Ibid. , SR.40, p.7.
44 Ibid. , SR.40, p.4.
45 Ibid.
46
47
48
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What reasons for illegal entry (in cd:ii.tion to the other
requirenents - flight fran persecution or fear of persecution)
will be demanded to free the refugee fran penalties is largely
dependent on the authorities who are examining the specific
case. In the Conference, these \ttlOrds were given a wide
inteIpretation and cannentary, but the view expressed was that
refugees would have to show that they were unable to cbtai.n or
find asylwn in any other country than the one in which they
took asylwn, IOOre so in a country adjacent to the country of
origin (due to persecution, fear of persecution am/or
violation of human rights). 46 This interpretation was not
maintained47 because every State could and can claim that the
refugee would have tried another country first and thus, in
IOOst instances, Article 31 will no longer be observed. "Good
cause" for illegal entry must be stipulated if the asylum-
seeker or refugee could not have entered legally in a country
in time to avoid persecution unless, of course, the refugee or
asylum-seeker chose an obviously distant or otherwise
"inaccessible" or lovercrO't\ded" country for no good reason.
The President of the COnference put it thus:
"••• no penalty was justified if the refugee could
prove that his entry was due to the fact that his
life or freedan would otherwise have been injeopardy. II 48
UN Doc. A/Conf. SR.14, p.ll.
Ibid., SR.35, p.ll
Ibid., SR.35, p.13.
49
50
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The aOOve interpretation was in accord with the proceedings at
the Conference. The French amendment was acq,ted, at a certain
stage ~ which provided that:
"••• Article 31 referred to such refugee only who
being unable to find asylum even terrporarily in a
country other than one in which (his) life or freedan
would be threatened enters ••• without
authorisation." 49
The present wording anits this specific requirement.
Paragraph 1 of Article 31 of the 1951 Convention does .not
stipulate an obligation to keep the asylum-seeker or refugee or
to regularise him, nor does it contain a restriction against
expelling him but only prevents it fran inposing on the asylum-
seeker or refugee "penalties II resulting fran the unlawful
crossing of a border or frontier, for illegal entry or actual
illegal presence. The Representative of canada and Britain
made it clear that "penalties" did not include expulsion.50
The refugee or asylum-seeker remains "unlawfully" in the
country as long as his status is not regulated and regularised
and he does not enjoy any of the privileges and benefits of the
1951 Convention except those for which lawful presence is not
required.
Paragraph 2 of Article 31 of the 1951 Convention inposes on the
State an. obligation not to restrict the freedan of ItDVement of
Ibid., SR.l4, p.l3.
SR.l3, Rl.l2-14.
- __0- __
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the "illegal" refugee or the asylum seeker beyond what is
"necessary" and just. The 1951 Convention and/or the 1967
Protocol does not specify for what p.trpOses the restrictions
are necessary. The Ad Hoc camrl.ttee had in mind restrictions
required to cover considerations of security or special
circumstances, for instance, sucXien influx of masses or any
other reason which might necessitate restriction on the
IOOVanent of refugees.51 It will depend on the specific nature
of the refugee and the condition prevailing in the country
whether the restrictions may consist of detention or
inprisonment in canps. The President of the Conference
actually queried whether a State could keep an illegal refugee
in custody or detention, but no answer was given by the whole
of the Conference. 52 The Ad Hoc camrl.ttee stated that ending
these restrictions would not be straightforward in certain
cases; fonnally, once-the position of the IIillegal" refugee is
regularised, he is then IIlawfully in the countryII and will
enjoy the benefits of Article 26 of the 1951 Convention. 53 But
it still remains to be decided as to the interpretation of
"regularisedll • The Ad Hoc Ccmni.ttee did answer this query, the
Ad Hoc Camrl.ttee said that II regularised" meant "acceptance of a
refugee for pennanent settlement" and not the mere issue of a
document prior to a final decision as to the duration of his
stay.54 It does seem that this interpretation is unnecessarily
Ibid., SR.14, p.16.
Ibid.,'SR.14, p.15.
See 1951 Convention section, in Chapter Three.
A/Conf. 2/SR.14, p.16.
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restrictive because of the ~rding of Article 26, which deal
with refugees "lawfully in the country". MJre so, in the case
where the refugee or asylum-seeker obtains adnission to another
country. The 1951 Convention considers that in such a case the
"illegal" presence will be of a terporaty nature and
subsequently ought not to be a cause for restricting the
freedan of ItDVement of the refugee or the asylum-seeker.
As mentioned above, Article 31 of the 1951 Convention does not
inpose an obligation upon the Contracting State to keep the
illegal refugee. The refugee, hOlo'eVer, Imlst be granted a
fairly reasonable period and all necesSaty facilities to obtain
admission into another country. What is the "reasonable
period"? It is one which under existing circmnstances is
sufficient for a person without nationality and possessing
given qualifications (skills, age, personality), who earnestly
makes all possible efforts. The "necesSaty facilities" will as
a rule exclude confinement in a carrp or prison or in r€f'OC)te
isolated places and require the State to pennit the refugee to
travel and to cannunicate with the outside tNOrld and such
. lxxiies or. organisations as are likely to assist him in
obtaining admission into a country. But, in practice, the
evidence of confinement to carrps, prisons or renote places is
all too canron. 55
What haIPms to a refugee who is neither legalised in the
country of asylmn or refuge nor able to secure admission to
See Chapter Ten for recent exarrples.
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another country within a "reasonable period"? Article 31 of
the 1951 Convention gives no conclusive answer to this
question. The 1933 Convention was mre straightfotward in this
respect. It provided in Article 3(3) for the right of a
Contracting State to "awly such internal measures as it may
deem necessary to refugees who, having been expelled for
reasons of national security and public order, are unable to
leave its territory because they have not received, at their
request or through the intervention of institutions dealing
with them, the necessary authorisation and visas pennitting
them to proceed to another country". This provision was
predicted on the presurrption that there may be no possibility
of expelling a refugee because a State has no right to return a
refugee without a visa to any country other than the country of
his nationality, origin, or lawful resident. cases in which
return to other countries was effected were considered illegal.
Thus, exp.1lsion is inpossible if there is no country which is
willing to accept that refugees, while expulsion or refoulement
to the country of his fonner nationality or residence (which
may be willing to accept him), where his life or freedan \\'Quld
be in grave danger, is prohibited in mst cases under Article
33 of the 1951 Convention. If exp..1lsion is ordered or
refoulement effected, the refugee wuld have to live in a
vacumn of land or in outer space or to be thrown back and forth
fran one country to another. Unfortunately, neither the 1938
Convention nor the 1951 Convention and/or 1967 Protocol took
over the rule of the 1933 Convention, thus effectively leaving
7.1.5
7.1.6
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it to the discretion of the Contracting States to decide h<:M
expulsion can be effected. If it cannot, the State concerned
is authorised to inply and awly such restrictions as are
necessary in the specific case.
Article 32 of the 1951 Convention (Expulsion) states:
"1. The Contracting States shall not expel a refugee
lawfully in their territory save on grounds of
national security or public order.
2. The expulsion of such a refugee shall be only in
pursuance of a decision reached in accordance with
due process of law. Except where carpelling reasons
of national security otherwise require, the refugee
shall be allowed to suhnit evidence to clear himself,
and to aweal to and be represented for the purpose
before carpetent authority or a person or persons
specially designated by the carpetent authority. .
3. The Contracting States shall allow such a refugee
reasonable period within which to seek legal
admission into another country. The Contracting
States reserve the right to awly during that period
such internal measures as they may dean necessary."
Analysis
Under international law, every State is, in principle,
carpetent to expel at any nanent any alien who has been
admitted into its territory. It does not matter whether the
alien is there on a terrporary basis or has settled down for
business or professional purposes.
Paragraph I of Article 32 deals with the expulsion of refugees
56
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lawfully in the counay, which means that no such safeguards
exist in favour of refugees unlawfully in the territory of the
State, except those set up in Article 31(2) and Article ,33. In
other words, while, as a rule, refugees lawfully in a country
may not be expelled except on the grounds aOO in the IMIUler
prescribed in Article 32, illegal refugees may be expelled
without such grounds, and without the guarantee of paragraph 2,
except insofar as Article 33(1) a~lies and insofar as Article
31 requires the Contracting States to grant illegals sufficient
time and facilities to obtain admission into another country,
once the facilities have been granted arx:i the reasonable period
has expired, expulsion (except to a dangerous area) may be
ordered on the basis of a legal or an administrative decision
and the procedure established for such cases at the entire
discretion of every Contracting State.56
The absolute prohibition of the expulsion of refugee or asylum-
seekers, lawfully in the counay means that once a refugee or
asylum-seeker has been admitted and legalised, he is,
therefore, entitled to stay there indefinitely and can forfeit
this right only by becaning a national security risk or by
disturbing p.Jblic order and having these grounds established in
accordance with the procedures as stated in paragraph 2. It
cannot be expulsion if a refugee who was admitted to a
Contracting State on a terporary admission with travel
documents issued by another Contracting State, is refused
This exception is already to be found in the 1928 ArranganeIlt
and the 1933 and 1938 Convention.
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penni.ssion to stay there beyond the authorised period. In the
United Kingbn, a refugee rray be granted tenporary admission
for a certain time period. Even during this time period, the
refugee is considered as an unlawful refugee with no legal
rights to aweal. Overstay of his time period will result in
autanatic expulsion by the police or imnigration authorities.
Technically, he would be a refugee "unlawfully" in the country
although he wuld not fall into the category of "illegal"
refugees of whan Article 31 treats.
The interpretation of "national security and plblic order" is
the same as in Article 28 of the 1951 Convention.57 There was
sane dissatisfaction in the Ad Hoc Ccmnittee and the Conference
about the vagueness of the tenn "plblic order" and the
different interpretations given to the tenn "in different
countries", because of the existing tangents in the social
systems or municipal laws. 58 The Ad Hoc Ccmn.ittee felt that it
was necessary to take into account the meaning which this tenn
had fonned and acquired in certain legal systems and
jurisprudence.
The Ad Hoc Ccmni.ttee expressed a view that deportation of
aliens who had been convicted of certain serious crimes, wuld
be allowed under Article 3259 if such crimes are considered in
Supra.
For a discussion of this expression and its meaning in French
and COlllon law, see Document E/L.68 (a paper sul:mitted to the
ECDSCX:: by the UN secretariat in connection with the draft
Covenant on Human Rights) and E/CN.4/528, W.71-76.
SR.3, p.15.
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that country as violations of "pJblic order" and a threat to
"national security". The Conference felt that specification of
grounds for deportation must be left to the jurisdiction of the
State concerned. 60 The danestic legal systems \tlOuld take care
of the inplementation and enforcement of the laws. On the
other haIXi, "plblic order" in particular, \tlOUld not, in view of
the Ad Hoc Ccmnittee, pennit the deportation of aliens on
"social grounds", such as "indigence or illness or disability".
On certain occasions, the British Government accepted the
expression "ordre plblique" in international treaties blt its
representative made an unchallenged reservation that it was
deemed to include matters relating to crime and plblic
m:>rals. 6l On the issue of "disability, indigence and/or
60
61
62
63
illness" ,62 one should eatpare the statements by the French,
canadian and British representatives who sunmed up the
discussion in the Conference as:
"••• making it clear that the words 'public order'
could not be construed as including mere indigency
.. 63
•••
Such a reservation a~ed advisable because in many
countries, destitute aliens are without foITMlities, arrested
by the police and refouled to the frontier. DepOrtation on the
SR.14, p.18.
SR.14, p.18.
UN Doc. E/18S0, para 29.
SR. IS, p.8. See also Resolution 309(XI)B of the ECX)SOC and
E/AC.32/SR.20, para 75 and E/AC.32/SR.40, pp.23 & 28.
I.
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basis of indigence ~ld conflict with Article 23 of the 1951
Convention. 64
Paragraph 2 of Article 32 of the 1951 Convention contains
guarantees in case of pennitted exp.1lsion. One is the
64
65
66
requirement of a decision reached in accordance with due
process of law, which inplies not only a decision given by the
court but also administrative procedures which also can give
decisions provided in the mmicipal legal systems of the
Contracting States. 65 The "process of law" means in substance
only that in no case may a decision be reached except as
provided for in the law in force in the given countIy. This is
expressed in the French text which deals with (a):
.. • • • decision rendre confonn€ment a la procedure
previne par la 10i. 11 66
The next procedural guarantee is that the refugee or asylum-
seeker who is accused of being a violator of national security
or public order rust, in all circumstances, be given the
necessary facilities to sul:Jnit evidence that the accusation is
unfounded, that there is an error in identification or any
other evidence which is required to prosecute him. The
Representative of canada stated:
Supra.
see, for instance, SR.lS, W.8-9 and E/AC.32/SR.40, p.lS.
Translated: a decision reached in confonnity with the procedure
prescribed by law.
!I ~
._--_... - --_ ...,
"He must furthenrore be granted the right to ~l
to and be represented by a counsel before the
authority which, under danestic law, is either
called upon to hear such aweals or is the body
superior to the one which has made the decision; if
the decision is made by authorities fran whose
decision no ag>eal is pennitted, a new hearing
instead of aweal must be provided." 67
.; Ii ... ,
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The authority in question may designate officials to hear the
presentation, however these guarantees may be obviated by
"carpelling reasons of national security", for instance, when a
decision must be arrived at in the interests of national
security in a relatively short time as does not pennit the
authority to allCM the refugee the necessary time to collect
evidence or to transport him to the required place, or where a
hearing may be prejudiced to tile interests of national
security. 68 Since paragraph 2 speaks of "eatpelling" reasons,
they must really be of a very serious nature and the exmption
to sentence one cannot be aFPlied save very sparingly and in
very unusual cases.
Paragraph 3 of Article 32 of the 1951 Convention stipulates
the status of the refugee after a final decision of expulsion
has already been taken. The Conference agreed that a refu~
would not be expelled, "while his case was sub judice".69
Paragraph 3 does not allCM the State to proceed to actual
expulsion at once but enjoins it to grant him sufficient time
SR.15, p.l3.
For instance, in cas'e of espionage or terrorism.
SR.15, p.16.
-Ii. i ,
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to find a place to gJ to. Although paragraph 3 of Article 32
does not stipulate so, it rust be assumed that the refugee rust
also be granted the necessary facilities prescribed in Article
31(2), because without such facilities no admission into
another country can be obtained. The second sentence of
paragraph 3 is less liberal than Article 31(2)'s first
sentence. The Representative of Belgium stated that:
". •• paragr~h 3 speaks of measures as 'they may deem
necessary', while Article 31(2) mentions 'which are
necessary' • II 71
The difference and distinction is in the subjective awraisal
of the measures. In the case of Article 31, they rust~
to be necessary to an objective observer. In that of Article
32, it suffices if the carpetent authorities consider then to
be required. But even so, they cannot be of such nature as to
make it inpossible for the refugee to secure admission
elsewhere because the 1951 COnvention and/or 1967 Protocol
consider expulsion a measure to the taken if the refugee or
asylum-seeker is unable to leave the country on his own
initiative.
7.2 'DIE RErATI~ BE:IWEm REFtGm IEFINED UNIER ARTICIE 1 CF '!HE
1951 <nMNl'IW AND~ REFmI»!ENr IN ARl'ICrE 33
The legislative history of the 1951 Convention clearly
70
71
In French: "qu'ils jugeront opportune".
In French: "qui sont necessaires".
. '
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inclicates that all persons who are detennined to be refugees
under Article 1 are also protected fran refoulement under
Article 33. The definition of Article I of the 1951 Convention
is examined in great depth in Chapter 'Ihree.
Throughout the discussions in the Ad Hoc Ccmnittee a.rxi at the
•
Conference of Plenipotentiaries, it was clear that the non-
refoulement provision in Article 33 was interxied to awly to
all Persons detennined to be refugees under Article 1 of the
1951 Convention.
Thus, for exanple, when debating whether Persons who had
cacmitted acts contrary to the principles of the United Nations
should benefit fran protection under Article 33, the delegate
fran the United States pointed out that such Persons were
already excluded fran the scope of Article 1 and therefore also
fran Article 33. 72 A IIOre detailed discussion on the scope of
Article 33 took place at the Second session of the Ad Hoc
Ccmni.ttee where the delegate of the united Kingian questioned
if provisions ought not to be introduced to penn.it the
authorities to expel a refugee who was inciting disorder. The
delegate of the United States responded that delegates "would
not wish to inpair the principle of non-refoulement" and that
"it would be highly undesirable to su~t in the text of that
Article that there might be cases, even if highly exceptional
cases, where a man might be sentenced to death or persecution"
(~ erphasis). The French delegate, on his part, "considered
72 UN nJe. E/Ac.32/SR.20, p.S.
1 - -
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that any possibility, even in exceptional circumstances, of a
genuine refugee, that was to say, a person caning uOOer the
well-pondered definitions contained in Article 1, being
returned to his country of origin \\lOuld not only be absolutely
inhuman, but was contrary to the very purpose of the
Convention" • He went on to state that:
"reference to the definition of 'refugee' in Article
1 would suffice to show how psychological factors had
been taken into account even in a legal text. 'Ib
take such factors into consideration in a definition,
on the one hand, and to allow for the possibility,
even in exceptional circmnstances, of returning a
refugee to his country of ori~in on the other, were
obviously quite contradictory". 3
As a result of these various interventions, it was decided not
to amend the text of the Article.
At the subsequent Conference of Plenipotentiaries in 1951 when
the present Article 33 was first discussed, the Swedish
delegate stated that his Government's amendment, which 'NOUld
have introduced the \\lOrds "membership of a particular social
group"74 as one of the criteria, should be discussed in
relation to Article 1 since it was intimately -linked with that
, .
Article. Subsequently, the Swedish delegate pointed out that
the \\lOrds "nerDership of a particular social group" should be
inserted. before the \\lOrds "or political q>inion" also in
Article 31 ~ bring it into confonnity with Article 1 A( 2) .75
73
74
75
UN Doc. E/AC.32/SR.40, ~.30-34.
UN Doc. A/Conf.2/SR.35, ~.20-21.
Ibid.
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76
Thus, the criteria of Article 33 were assimilated to those of
Article 1 aIXi not vice-versa.
The non-refoulEmeIlt rule was therefore clearly designed to
benefit the refugee, defined as a person who, in the sense of
Article 1, had a well-founded fear of being persecuted on
grounds of race, religion, nationality, rneltbership of a
particular social group or political opinion. The rule was
considered so fundamental that no Contracting State to the 1951
Convention is allowed to make a reservation tcMards this
Article (Article 42(1) of the 1951 Convention). As was seen
fran the debate which took place when the Article was drafted,
the "psychological" element of Article 1 - the subjective
element of the refugee definition - was considered as included
in Article 33 although not ~licitly referred to in the text
of-that Article.
The wording of Article 33 in no way minimises the significance
of the subjective element in the refugee definition.
The words "where his life or freedan would be threatened" were
ercployed in the marorandum subnitted by the secretary General
to the -Ad Hoc Ccmni.ttee on Statelessness and Related
Problems,76 and came to be used in both Articles 33 and 31
(Article entitled "Refugees unlawfully in the country of
refuge" where the tenus "where his life or freedan was
threatened II was used). In the travaux prepgatoires to Article
UN Doc. 3E/AC.32/2, p.45.
--'
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31,77 the l«>rds "country of origin", "territories where their
life or freedan would be threatened" aOO "country in which he
is persecuted" were used interchangeably thereby i.rx:ii.cating
that there was no intention to introduce criteria rore
restrictive than that of "well-founded fear of persecution" as
that expression was used in Article 1.78 This view is also
confi.Imed by the specific reference to Article 1 in Article 33,
viz. "where their life or freedan was threatened in the sense
of Article 1".
The wrds "where his life or freedan was threatened" were
expressly introduced into Article 31 to replace the wrds
"country of origin" so that this provision wuld awly in
)
respect of any country where persecution was feared. '!be
French representative had originally proposed to replace the
words "country of origin" with the l«>rds "country in which he
is persecuted". This proposal was not accepted, however, by
the delegate of the United King::kJn who stated that he could not
vote for the French amendment, "because the Conference had
already accepted the definition of the tenn 'refugee' given in
Article 1. There might also be cases where a refugee left a
country after narrowly escaping persecution but without having
actually been persecuted. SUch a case would not be covered by
the French amendment". 79
see Article 31 of the 1951 Convention in this chapter.
UN Doc. A/Conf.2/SR.35, p.18.
UN Doc. A/Conf.2/SR.35, p.19.
80
81
82
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In his CQlllentary on Article 33, the secretaIy-General stated
that "the turning back of a refugee to the frontier of the
country where his life or liberty is threatened on account of
his race, ' religion, nationality or political opinion, if such
q>inions are not in conflict with the principles set forth in
the United Nations Charter, would' be tantannmt to delivering
him into the hands of his persecutors". 80 The report of the Ad
Hoc cannittee on Statelessness and Related Problems contained
an identically worded ccmnentaIy on Article 33 and acXied that
"in the present text reference is made not only to the country
of origin but also to other countries where the life or freedan
of the refugee would be threatened for the reasons
mentioned" •81 ~reover, the expression ·threat to life or
freedan" was used to illustrate persecution in the sense of
Article 1. During the debate in the Ad Hoc Ccmni.ttee the
delegate fran the United King:ian stated that threat to freedan
was a relative tam and might not involve severe risks.82 The
expression "threat to life or freedan" was used to indicate
"well-founded fear of persecution" and that the latter
expression is not only carposed of an objective element, but
also of a subjective element.
The UK policy, as stated in the Imnigration Rules, as mentioned
in Chapters Six and Eight respectively, also suWOrts the
understanding of Article 33.
UN Doc. E/AC.32/2, p.46.
UN Doc. E/1618, E/AC.32/S. p.61.
UN Doc. E/AC.32/SR.20, p.14.
i!
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Rule 165 of the Imnigration Rules states that:
"In accordance with the provisions of the Convention
and Protocol relating to the Status of Refugees, a
deportation order will not be made against a person
if the only country to which he can be r€fiOVed is one
to which he is unwilling to gJ owing to well-founded
fear of being persecuted for reasons of race,
religion, nationality, membership of a particular
social group of political opinion."
Although the above rule is in the context of deportation, it
implies that the United Kingjan's understanding of Article 33
is that a person who is recognised as a refugee over Article 1
cannot be returned to a country where he fears persecution.
7.3 APPLICATICNS OF ~-RF.:FClJUHNr
The principle of non-refoulement may be described as a legal
obligation for the Contracting States of the 1951 Convention
and/or 1967 Protocol, to IInon-expulsion" or "non-return". The
ercphasis is on the words "expulsion" and "return" to the
country where his life or freedan would be threatened on
account of his race, religion, nationality, membership of
social or political opinion. The refugee or asylmn-seeker mst
not be expelled or refouled to a country where he will be
persecuted or have his or her family's hmnan violated by the
State authorities. The tem "refugee" is used, inplying that
the asylum-seeker has been fomally recognised as a "refugee"
and in fact hold the status of a refugee in accordance with the
1951 Convention; in other words, he has fulfilled the
conditions required in Article 1 of the 1951 Convention.
:;J,-__o__ ~ •••• ~, __• _
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Hc:7.\-ever, if the asylum-seeker is not recognised as a "refugee"
in the treaty sense, then the protective Articles of 31, 32 and
33 respectively will not awly. Similarly, if the country of
refuge is not a State Party to the 1951 Convention, then it is
not under a legal ooligation to provide protection under
Articles 31, 32 and 33 respectively. If the country of refuge
is a non-party to the 1951 Convention or 1967 Protocol, then
only humanitarian reasons and rights will prevail and the
asylum-seeker is under the mercy of the State of refuge.
One can place a great deal of ercphasis on the actual physical
assertion of the refugee or asylum-seeker on the territory of
the State; this is a necessary prerequisite to the claiming of
the 1951 Convention and 1967 Protocol. '!he.Ad Hoc camti.ttee
did not state the exact meaning of when the territory or border
has been penetrated. Does this mean the actual physical breach
of the l:x>rder line or territory?
The provisions of Article 33 of the 1951 Convention do not
contain a duty of non-rejection at the frontier or l:x>rder. In
certain circumstances, the Contracting State can reject the
asylum-seekers who have yet not entered the territory of the
State and still not violate the 1951 COnvention. SO the query
is, whether asylum-seekers (not yet recognised "refugees") can
be rejected at the borders or frontiers, so long as the l:x>rders
or territory-line have not been physically breached? According
to the 1951 Convention and 1967 Protocol, there is no specific
provision forbidding rejection at the frontiers or borders,
83
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although such a provision was included in the 1933 Convention,
Article 3:
-Each of the Contracting parties ••• UIXiertakes in
any case not to refuse entry to refugees at the
frontier of their countries of origin.-
The drafting of the 1951 Convention reflected an existing
European situation in which the majority of the refugees ~e
welcaned into Europe and the united States, as mentioned in
Chapters 'I\«) and Three. 'I11e Allied States insisted that the
refugees were granted refuge and asylum, and protection fran
persecution and violation of human rights. While the camn.mi.st
States argued that the Allied States had gr~ted asylum to
refugees because they wanted cheap labour and persons who could
be trained to becane spies. 'I11e carm..mist bloc insisted that
refugees should not be granted asylum and refuge and they
should be repatriated to their countries of origin. 'I11e
western States encouraged each other to accept asylum-seekers
and to try to assimilate than. 'I11e French Representative in
the Ad Hoc Ccmni.ttee considered "assimilation- to mean:
- ••• the intennedi.ate stage between the establishment
of a refugee on a particular territory and his
naturalisation. II 83
While the, Representative of Britain stated that the word
Ilassimilation- is not used:
SR.39, p.28.
84
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.. • •• in the usual meaning of loss of the specific
identity of the persons involved b.1t in the sense of
integration .into the econanic, social am cultural
life of the country. II 84
However, the situation is greatly different. The E\1Iq)ean
States are reluctant to receive refugees am have inplemented
every, severe and strict policies of non-adnission of asylum-
seekers, while the Third ~rld countries have still the
greatest burden .of refugees within their territories. A great
nunber of refugees are racially, culturally, econanically or
politically different and since m:>st of the countries of refuge
or asylum are, fran the Third ~rld and often their CMIl
standard of living and aCCQlltoJation is poor, they certainly
cannot cope with masses of refugees flowing into their
territories.
So, rejection at the border seems to be one possible solution,
in a way avoiding expenses and internal difficulties which nay
occur. 85 One must bear in mind. that Article 33 of the 1951
~nvention ck>es not refer to admission of refugees or asylum-
seekers, b.1t merely refers to the benefits available for
asylum-seekers and refugees once they have entered or
penetrated the borders or territory of the State of refuge.
SR.39, p.30.
For instance, Malaysia has a eatplex racial balance be~ the
MJalems, Christians and Hindus (including Buci:fuists). Influx
of refugees may tilt this balance and because of this balance
Malaysia actually -rejected Chinese (BucX:ihi.st) boat people in
1981.
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On a practical IMtter, patrolling of the border by the
authorities can be of significant inplrtance. Entry into sane
countries (where the border is difficult to patrol) can be
relatively easy,86 while areas of seclusion are difficult to
penetrate by refugees or asylum-seekers. It seens ironic that
asylum-seekers who illegally entered the countries, can have
access to Article 31, 32 and 33 of the 1951 Convention, while
the refugees or asylum-seekers who properly infonn the border
authority of their intention to enter, IMy be rejected and
turned CMay. ' The illegal entrant seems to be in a mre
advantageous position than the legal entrant, although there
is nothing in the records to show that this is the case.
11
The words of Article 33 of the 1951 Convention are
86
87
inconclusive as to whether or not non-rejection at the frontier
or border is included within the non-refoulenent provision, the
exclusion of non-rejection seems to have been a costly
amssion. 87 If the provision of Article 33 (non-refoulement)
does not include "non-rejection at the border or frontier",
rejection would be legally possible in that if an asylum-seeker
who BfProaches the border guards or police is turned away or
rejected at the border. But if the border or frontier is
difficult to IMintain with sufficient personnel or because of
the physical nature of the border terrain, then the asylum-
seeker could effectively enter the territory of the country of
For instance," the USA-Mexico border.
See, however, Prakash Sinha, As,ylum and International Law,
Martinus Nijhoff, The Hague, 1971, Chap. 3.
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refuge arxi once the guards or police realize that the asylum-
seeker was illegally inside the State, then priJoo-facie,
exp1lsion or dePortation wuld be difficult as long as the
asylum-seeker's status was not yet determined. Ho.r.'ever, there
is nOthing preventing the authorities capturing the asylum-
seeker arxi accordingly ejecting him outside the borders. So,
the presence of bOrder guards and officials is crucial to the
treatment of refugees and their claims.
So, as a recatmendation, Article 33 of the 1951 Convention
should contain a provision in the t.«>rds of "non-rejection at
the border or territory", if the concept of non-refoulement is
to be given rnaxiim.un carpetence and respect. 88
There are very ffM countries which contain physical barriers on
borders,89 which makes it fairly easy for the asylum-seeker to
Penetrate the territory even by one metre for him to accede to
the rule of non-refoulernent. However, this Penetration of one
metre will correspond to the asylum-seeker "entering" the
territory. The penetration of the territory nay also include:
(i) At the territorial waters or shoreline of the country of
asylum (if the refugee is on board a vessel); and,
(li) At the- airspace (if the refugee is on board an aircraft).
88
89
Cf. the OAU Convention, in Chapter Five.
Although the UK, for ex.anple, has the barrier of the sea
surrounding the island.
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(i) At the Territorial waters or Sbareline of the COuntry of
Asylum (if the refugee is 00 l:xlard a vessel)
The position of the 'boat peq:>le' is legalised in Chapter
Eight; hCM!Ver, in roore recent years the position of "boat
pecple" , or refugees who were fleeing persecution or other
disasters aboard boats which were hardly sea-worthy and poorly
equi~ for sea crossings, was that they not only faced
dangers whilst at sea but also subsequently refoulement at the
borders or territory of a State of asylum. The "boat peq>le's"
position has indeed been of grave concern to the international
camn.mity and the UNHCR. The question· here can be split into
t\\1O parts. Firstly, what are the right of boat people whilst
on the High Seas? And, secondly, can a State reject the boat-
people at the shoreline or border and literally throw them back
to face drowning or piracy? The High seas are not subject to
the exercise of sovereignty by any State and ships are liable
to the explicit jurisdiction of the flag State except in
exceptional circumstances. The States have a caellon daninator,
ie. the express freedan of the High Seas. Asylum-seekers will
usually be denied flag-State protection. Clearly, if asylum-
seekers are escaping a persecuting cpvernment, the country of
origin is hardly <ping to extend its protection over ships
carrying asylum-seekers on the High seas.
Considerations of humanity, against torture, cruelty, and
inhumane and degrading treatment, are taken into account by the
authorities of States of refuge. But in reality the boat
90
91
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pecple are without protection of the law and on many occasions
port authorities in sane States have disregarded the hunan
rights issue. On recent occasions, in South East Asia, boat
peq>le have been turned away and towed out back to sea. The
port authorities have argued that the asylum-seekers constitute
a "threat" and that use of force to prevent the boat peq>le
landing is, to my mind, a gross violation of hunan rights.
There is indeed a tenptation to say that the use of force may
be used if it prevents. attestpted incursion of "illegal
imnigrants" fran becaning a danger to the State. HO'.tt'eVer,
nowadays, distinction between a "refugee" and an "illegal
inmigrant" is not so easy. "Refugees" without valid travel
documents and visas could be tenned "illegal imnigrants", but
in general tenns no force should be used by the port
authorities irreSPective of whether the passenger is a
"refugee" or an "illegal inmigrant".
Bilateral agreements can exist; in other wrds, a flag State
may allow the authorities of another State to intercept and
capture vessels for reasons of suspicion of drug trafficking
and smuggling. 90 But one can assume that roost of the boat
people have fled fran persecution or violation of hunan rights
and it seems highly unlikely that they wuld be carrying
drugs. 91
For instance, the US and Haita.
On the other hand, there is nothing ~ing the drug barons
fran planting bags of drugs on boats for the dealers to receive
on disenbarkation.
J-- -
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On occasJ.ons, asylum-seekers fleeing on the High seas have not
actually reached territorial waters before they have been sent
•
back to sea by government authorities, coastguards or by
hostile fishennen. Boat people are unable to claim any
penalties ". or issues and the rejection of these people at
coastal frontiers will generally constitute refoulernent. '1'«)
types' of consequences may awear, firstly if the craft is
UOSea\lJOrthy and dangerously overloaded with passengers, stoms
may break endangering both craft and lives, aOO, secondly, once
out at sea in international waters, the risk of piracy is
great. The results can be horrific, pirates have raped arx:l
abused wanen and girls, whilst men have been tortured arx:l all
generally subjected to violations of hunan rights - ironically,
the very type of violations fran which these people have been
- -
attestpti.ng to flee in the first place.
One inportant factor is that refoulement takes place not at the
maritime frontier, which roost camonlyand for nany purposes is
taken to refer to the boundary between coastal States'
territorial waters and the High Seas, but siItplyat or near the
shoreline. If a distressed vessel is seeking to larx:l and
disE!1bark, or if its passengers are in distress, custanary
international law requires coastal States to grant safe haven
to the vessel and its passengers, at least until the causal
conditions of the distress are relieved, and then the vessel
"
I"
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and its passengers can be allowed to resume their journey.92
T1;e ancient rule of custan does not concern itself with asylum-
seekers and it ag>lies exprq>rio vigore93 without regard to the
possible applicability si.rmJltaneously of the rule of mn::
refoulement. The principle of non-refoulement may be
applicable if the passengers of the vessel in distress are
indeed asylum-seekers; if that is the case the coastal State
should grant them pennission to land and at least terrporary
refuge should be provided.
What would be the case, once the conditions of distress are
relieved, if the vessel and its asylum-seekers were then
expelled and forced out to sea again (with provision for health
and safety of its passengers) and with a guarantee of the
vessel not sailing back to the country of origin and
persecution? The refuge State can argue that it had provided
tenporary refuge and that once the conditions of distress were
overcane and sUIpaSsed, then it was quite proper to return the
asylum-seekers to the High seas, as long as there was
reassurance that the vessel would not return to the country of
persecution, which seems obvious. The boat people can then try
to find another State which will grant them refuge or asylum.
If the boats carrying asylum-seekers fly a flag of a third
92 . For documentation on this point of custanary international law,
see McDougal and Burke, The PW2lic Order of the OCeans: A
Conterp:>rary International law of the sea, p.l10.
93 See, for exanple, Creole Arbitration, Churchill and ~, ~
law of the Sea, Manchester University Press, 1983, FP.46-51.
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State, then that vessel can land or }x)ard in the territorial
waters of the flag State. HcNever, unlike the situation
existing at land frontiers, the coastal States can physically
expel boats and vessels by tadng them into the High seas
without having to obtain the penni.ssion or consent of another
territorial sovereign. Article 33 of the 1951 Convention
94
95
clearly lacks provision relating to boat loads of asylum-
seekers and this Article should be exterxied to cover expulsion.
The British Government has recently set up "centres" just off
the British shoreline, to hold refugees for a period of time
until their CiFPlications could be fonrally assessed. These
"centres" have been old ferries (which have been condemned by
the Leader of the c:gx>sition as being "\tr'Orse than the detention
centres").94 One writer has sUC}3eSted that:
"••• receiving and holding centres for the refugees
should be set up in the territory of sane generous
State to which vessels canying asylum-seekers can
proceed to discharge their human ~." 95
The financing of such centres could be borne by the
international carmuni.ty and perhaps supervised by the UNH~.
It is interesting to eatpare the British centre to the centres
mentioned by Professor Feliciano.
Neil Kinnock, Nine O'Clock News, BBC 'N, 23 April 1987.
Prof~ssor F~liciano, liThe Principle of Non-Refoulement: A note
on mternat~onal legal protection of refugees and displaced
persons II , ~, Vol.57, Decenber 1982, 4th Quarter, p.602.
96
97
98
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(ii.) Ahports am AirspBce
The application of the principle of non-retouleroent should be
analocpus to the non-rejection at lam frontiers. on the
subject of airspace, can the asylum-seeker on board an aircraft
claim the benefit of non-refoulement once the plane has
penetrated the airspace of the State of refuge?
Although airspaces have been the centre of displtes,96
authorities tend to consider airports as points of entry. An
airport is one place where imni.gration, custans and other
checks take place in accordance with the Chica<p convention. 97
However, in literal tenns, breach of airspace98 is an analogy
of penetration of border or frontier. But many of the nations
are State Parties to the 1944 Chicac;p COnvention on
International Civil Aviation, and universally agree that for
points of· custan and imnigration, airports are sufficient as
the point of entry into a country. It does seen strange that
if foreign aircraft enter airspace (without pennission)
Violation of airspace can cause military action, ego the Korean
747 shot clown by SOviet airforce planes.
Imnigration officials and custans are based here. In
accordance with the Chicac;p COnvention 1944 on International
Civil Aviation, Article 10 states: "••• every aircraft which
enters the territory of Contracting State shall, if the
regulation of that State so requires, lard at an airport
designated by that State for the purpose of custans and other
examination" • For our purpose, we shall consider airports to
be sufficient points of entry.
Generally see, D.H.N. Johnson, ,Rights of Air Spice, Manchester
University Press, 1965.
~f~~ q\1
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belonging to another State, serious measures can be taken. 99
The latter State can take whatever measures it deems necessm:y
for the defence of its territory and peq>le.l°O
Many cpvernments are now insisting that the asylum-seekers who
wish to seek asylum, Imlst possess visas. 'I11e British
99
100
Government has recently passed an Act inposing £1,000 fines on
aircraft who bring passengers into airports without travel
documents or visas. 101 However, in practical terms, how can an
asylum-seeker obtain a visa, where physically it ~ld be
difficult to reach the appropriate ~sy or High
Ccmni.ssion.l02 The dilemna will continue if aircraft are not
prepared to carry asylum-seekers without visas due to the fear
of heavy fines which the receiving countries can inpose. It is
interesting to note that rrost European States and sane Mickile
Eastern States are very keen to i.ntX>se fines, rot the States
which face rrost imnigrants do not. These European and Mickile
Eastern States are the ones with insignificant refugee
problens.
For instance, Afghan planes entered Pakistan airspace and after
several warnings, two F-16 war-planes shot c:icwm four Afghan
strike attack aircraft on 15th August 1986.
Diplanatic protests, military and, in general, international
pressure through the united Nations General Assetbly.
101 The Imnigration (carriers Liability) Act 1987. see. also the
closed session of the Airline COnference in Chapter Eight.
102 For instance, the Tamils trying to reach Colurrbia, are unable
to do so because of 17 anny check posts, through which they
have to pass - a certain inpossibility.
•
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'nle basic function of the non-refoulement principle is to place
the asylum-seeker in a position in which he can formally apply
for asylum either in the first country of refuge or in sane
other country. . If the asylum-seeker is refooled to his country
of origin, then no claim for refuge or asylum can be made. The
principle of non-refoulement requires the country of refuge to
at least· grant the asylum-seeker tercporary refuge while other
solutions are being discussed and organised. So, in effect,
the principle of non-refoulement does iJrport a mi.nim.un
hunanitarian duty on the State of refuge.
It is perhaps ~riate to mention that the 1951 Convention
does not contain a provision specifically dealing with
admission. The final Act103 of the Conference which adopted
the Convention contained a reccmnendation to the effect that
governments continue to receive refugees within their
territories.
The Representative of Venezuela stated that:
" • • • bone fide receiving of refugees is the
103 189 UNTS, No.2545 Final Act of the UN Conference of
Plenipotentiaries on the Status of Refugees aId Stateless
Persons, held at Geneva fran 2-25 July 1951. The text reads:
"The Conference
Recatmend.s that governments continue to receive refugees in
their territories and that they act in concert in a true spirit
of international co-operation in order that these refugees may
find asylum and the possibility of resettlement".
Ibid., p.148. The Conference voted 17 for, 3 against, with 3
abstentions.
r
i
predaninant
international
"104
•••
factor in the true spirit of
co-operation, which was required
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No other calillents were received on the Final Act arx1 no further
suc;qestions were recorded iIi the travaux preparatoires •
Although the Conference agreed that cpvernments should continue
to receive refugees, and to keep them within their territories
until their status had been assessed. '!be Representative of
canada stated:
"• •• the persons requesting asylum should be
pennitted to remain in the country for as long as it
takes to detennine whether they are considered
refugees." 105
In practical tenns, an asylum-seeker may be subjected to an
everlasting process and treatment, namely in procedural terns
fran non-refoulement to admission and subsequently asylum. 106
The main thEme is not to return the asylum-seeker or the
ref~gee 'aOO once this has beeIi carried out then other benefits
104 SR. 16, para 35.
105 SR 1• 8, para 21.
106 If the Person is a refugee within Article 1 of the 1951
Convention and if the state of asylum is a party to the 1951
Convention.
.... .,
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such as tmporary admission107 and awlication for asylum can
take place.
7.4 ARTICIE 42 AND ITS~ '10 '!HE PRItCIPIE CF ~
~
7.4.1
Article 42 of the 1951 Convention (Reservation) states:
"l. At the time of signature, ratification or
accession, any State may make reservation to articles
of the Convention other than to Article ••• 33 •••
inclusive. II
7.4.2 Analysis
Article 42(1)108 allows reservations to articles of the 1951
Convention, but certain articles are so fundamental that, if
they are not accepted by a State, the 1951 Convention could not
fulfil its purpose. One such article is Article 33 . No
107
reservation is allowed on Article 33, but reservations are
allowed on 'Articles 31 and 32 of the 1951 Convention. There
Though Goodwin-Gill states that the concept is vague. About
its status, he states: "Tenp:>rary refuge is the logical and
necessary corollary in this otherwise incarplete regime ••• it
has been the subject of little enquiry". See Goodwin-Gill,
"Entry and Exclusion of Refugees: Transnational Legal Problems
of Refugees II ,p.306. See also, Coles, liThe International
Protection of Refugees: Legal asPeCtS of the large scale influx
of refugees", Paper presented to the Asian Round Table on
Problems in International Protection of Refugees and Displaced
Persons", Manilla, April 15-19, 1980.
108 For travaux preparatoires to the whole of Article 42, see
Chapter Three.
109
110
".,.,
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was nothing conclusive in the travaux prgpatatolres relating
to Articles 42 and 33.
It seems that State Parties to the 1951 Convention and the 1967
Protocol were unprepared to include in the Convention any
article on admission, as cgx>sed to non-return of refugees. In
State practice, a sharp distinction has never been drawn
between return, expulsion and rejection at the border.
On the issue of the asylum-seeker entering the territory
lawfully or unlawfully, Weis109 states that if the principle of
non-refou1ement was interpreted so as to allow the return of
those refugees who present themselves at the frontier or
border, then the extent to which a refugee is protected against
return to a country in which he fears persecution 'NOUld depend
upon the fortuitous circumstances whether he has succeeded in
penetrating the territory of a Contracting State.
On practical matters, ItDSt countries do admit refugees and
oblige the principle of non-refoul ement,110 although, on
occasions, sane States do restrict entry of refugees in the
matter of public interest, in cases of mass influx of
Cf. weis, "Territorial Asylum", IJIL, Vol.6, p.183. weis on a
report of Asylum to European Refugees: Explanatory meroorarxiurn,
para 17, European Consultative Association, 17th session,
DecElTber 1986.
Hofmann, Introductory Report to the 5th Working session of the
Asylum, Refugee Law Colloquium at the Max Planck Institute for
CaIparative Public Law and International Law, Heidelberg, 11-13
Sept 1985.
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refugees111 am the public order am safety of the State in
general.
Has State practice broadened the scope of Article 33 of the
1951 Convention? Goodwin-Gill believes so. He states:
•••• it has confiImed the duty of non-refoulement
extends beyond expulsion and retum and awlies to
measures such as rejection at the frontier and even
extradition.. 112
Ho.'eVeI', State practice is not really an indication of
fonrulation of a particular principle. Many States have
inplenented Article 33 of the 1951 Convention within their own
danestic legal systems, while others have not, even though they
may be signatory parties to the 1951 Convention. '!be scope of
awlication of Article 33 has certainly been broadened. State
practice does indicate that the protection of non-refoule.ment
has been availed to refugees who do not fom within the 1951
Convention, in other words, non-conventional refugees .113 '!be
1'OOre elaborated definition with the CWJ Convention is a
suitable exarrple of the broadening of the scope of Article 33.
111 Ibid. , National Reports (Argentina, Australia, Belgium,
Denmark, France, The Netherlands, Nigeria, Norway, Pland,
Portugal, UK, Federal Republic of Germany, Sweden and
Switzerland) •
112 see Goodwin-Gill, "Non-refoulement and the New Asylum-seekers·,
VJIL, Vol.25, No.4, 1986, p.901.
113 Exarrples being Ethiopia, Sudan and Chad, inter-alia.
,--
7.5 IS '!HE PRDCIPIE CF lOi-REroJI.EHNr~ FlUS 'mE F<H4AL
IElERHINATICN <F REFU;EE STMUS BY A STME
If a State (A) returns or refoules foreign nationals to a
country (B) which is known to produce quantities of refugees or
possesses a poor hurran rights record, then State (A) wuld have
to justify its actions in the circumstances prevailing in the
country of origin. The burden of proof will fall upon State
(A), since it was the one which drew up plans and progranmes
for involuntary return and if any harm should occur to the
foreign nationals, State (A) wuld be directly responsible.
Should State (A) be responsible for its officials or the
administrative system which breached a duty of non-refoulanent?
The answer is yes, the State is indeed responsiblel14 on breach
of duty of non-refouleroent and the State will be liable for
carpensation, though not ccmpelled to do so.
7.6
7.6.1 African Continent
Article II of the CAU Conventionl15 deals in general tenns with
the question of asylum, but Article ILl states:
"Mem:>er States of the OAU shall use their endeavours
consistent with their respective legislations to
receive refugees and to secure the settlement of
114 Cf. Vicarious Liability of Errployees.
115 Text 14 UNTS 691: CAU Convention governing the specific aspects
of refugee problems in Africa.
L_ ,.
(11 these refugees who, for well-fowxied reasons, are
unable or unwilling to return to their country of
origin or nationality."
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The locuS standi of this provision positively am explicitly
encourages parties which are signatory bodies to the OAIJ
Convention to receive refugees and to secure settlement.
Article 11.2 of the OAIJ Convention states:
"The grant of asylum is a peaceful and humanitarian
act and shall not be regarded as an unfriendly act by
any MenDer State."
This provision (expounded in an earlier section) provides that
the granting of asylum, in other words, allowing the asylwn-
seekers or refugees to penetrate or enter the territory of a
MenDer State, shall not be regarded as an unfriendly or hostile
act. This provision can affect States which possess bilateral
agreenents linked through treaties or conventions, for
instance, if one g:wernrnent has persecuted a group of people
and this has resulted in a flight of that group of people to
the borders of a neighbour State (the treaty party) and the
refuge State decides to grant asylum, then de facto, the
relationship between the two CFVernrnents or States should not
be affected and certainly the State of origin should not treat
the granting of asylum as an unfriendly act (see Asylum
section) •
Article 1.3 of the CWJ Convention provides that:
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"No person shall be subjected by a MeItber State to
measures such as rejection at the frontier, return or
extX1lsion, which t«>uld CQlpel him to return to or
remain in a territory where his life, physical
integrity or liberty \fo1OUld be threatened for the
~~~ set out in Article I, paragraphs 1 am
'Ihis i.rtp:>rtant provision inp:>ses on Contracting States both an
unqualified ooligation of non-refoulement and an obligation of
non-rejection at the frontier. 'Ibis is definitely a IlIlch
116
,better drafted provision because it contains the inportant tenn
IInon-rejection at the border or frontier" contrary to the 1951
Convention which fails to inplement these t«>I'dings.
Article 11.4 of the OAU Convention states:
"Where a ME!tber State finds difficulty in continuing
to grant asylum to refugees, such MeItber States may
~l directly to other Member States and through
the OAU, and such other MeItber States shall in the
spirit of African solidarity and international co-
q>eration take afPropriate measures to lighten the
burden of the MeItber States granting asylum. II
Article 1.1 states: "For the purposes of this Convention, the
tenn "refugee" shall mean every person who, owing to well-
founded fear of being persecuted for reasons of race, religion,
nationality, ment>ership of a particular group (social) or
political c.pinion, is outside the country of his nationality
and is unable or, owing to such fear, is unwilling to avail
himself of the Protection of that country or who, not having a
'nationality and being outside the country of his fonner
habitual residence as a result of such events is unable or
CMing to such fear, is unwilling to return to it". Article
I.2 states: "The tenn 'refugee' shall ~ly to every person
who, owing to external aggression, occupation, foreign
danination or events seriously disturbing PJblic order in
either part or the whole of his country of origin or
na~onalit¥, is catpelled to leave his place of ~itu~l
res~dence l.Il order to seek refuge in another place outs~de his
country of origin or nationality".
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This provision ameliorates the situation of a State, which
fin:ls the obligation to grant asylum wxiuly onerous, by
inp:>sing an obligation on all the Contracting States to c0-
operate •in the spirit of African solidarity· am
•international co-operationII with MenDer States which are
experiencing difficulties. Once again, the 1951 Convention
lacks a similar provision within the articles. '!be 1969 OAU
Convention is eatplimentary of the 1951 Convention am 1967
Protocol, in that they recognise paragraphs 9 am 10,
reSPeCtively, of the OAU Convention Prearrble which states:
"Recognising that the United Nations Convention of 28
July 1951, as roodified by the Protocol of 31 January
1967, constitutes the basic and universal instrument
relating to the status of refugees arxl reflects the
deep concern of States for refugees arxl their desire
,to establish CQlllon standards for their treatment.·
and
"10. ••• calling upon MeIrber States of the
Organisation who had not already ckme so to accede to
the United Nations Convention in 1951 and to the
Protocol of 1967 relating to the Status of Refugees,
and meanwhile to apply their provisions to refugees
in Africa.·
This is interesting, in that even if the State Parties to the
CAll Convention have not yet acceded, they are to awly the
provisions of the 1951 Convention and the 1967 Protocol, a kind
of "safety net" for refugees in order to uphold the basic civil
and human rights belonging to the refugees and that these
rights are not misused or abused on the excuse of non-accession
of a State to the OAU Convention.
It is worthwhile to state that the definition of the "refugee"
in the CYUJ Convention is wider that then 1951 Convention.
Article I.2 of the QAU Conventionl17 expands the traditional
.refugee definition to include those CXJ[pelled to leave their
country of origin on account of "external ac;gression,
occupation, foreign danination, or events seriously disturbing
public order". The African problems are different, in that
fran the 1950s there had been, largely as a result of the
presence of after-effects of colonial regimes, troubles, wars,
. drought, famine, and Acts of GOO, resulting in masses of peq>le
being displaced and not fulfilling the 1951 Convention
definition, .even as extended by the 1967 Protocol and basically
the provisions of Article II of the CYUJ Convention, is binding
on States which are parties to the 0AI1 Convention, as are the
other articles, including the provision of non-refoulement.
The provision of non-refoulement within the OAIJ Convention as a
regional instrument dealing with the refugee problem in a
thorough and eatplete manner.
117 Ibid.
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7.6.2 American Q)ptinept
In the American Convention on Human Rights 1969,118 Article 22
(Freedan of MJvement and Residence) in paragraph 7 fonns the
basis of protection for refugees. Article 22 (7) stip.1lates:
"Evely person has the right to seek and be granted
asylmn in a foreign territory in accordance with the
legislation of the State and international
conventions, in the event he is being plI'Sued for
political offences or related camon crimes."
But Article 22 (8) inposes a strict cbligation of non-
118 The Convention, also called the Pact of san Jose, was signed by
the CAS Mes'rber States on 22 Novenber 1969 in san Jose. The
Pact of san Jose contains the follCMing:
PreilIDle, Part I: Article 1 (Cbligation to Respect RightS);
Article 2 (Danestic Legal Effect); Article 3 (Right to
Juridical Personality); Article 4 (Right to Life); Article 5
(Right to Humane Treatment); Article 6 (Freedan fran Slavery);
Article 7 (Right to Personal Liberty); Article 8 (Right to a
Fair Trial) ; Article 9 (Freedan fran Ex Post Facto Laws);
Article 10 (Right to carpensation); Article 11 (Right to
Privacy); Article 12 (Freedan of Conscience and Religion);
Article 13 (Freedan of Thought); Article 14 (Right to Reply);
Article . 15 (Right to Assertbly) ; Article 16 (Freedan of
Association); Article 17 (Right of the Family); Article 18
(Right to a Name); Article 19 (Right of a Child); Article 20
(Right of Nationality) ; Article 21 (Right of a Property) ;
Article 22 (Freedan of MJvement and Residence); Article 23
(Right to Participate in Government); Article 24 (Right to
Equal Protection); Article 25 (Right to Judicial Protection);
Article 26 (Progressive Developnent); Article 27 (Suspension of
Guarantees); Article 28 (Federal Clause); Article 29
(Restrictions regarding Interpretation); Article 30 (SCqle of
Restriction); Article 31 (Recognition of Other Rights); Article
32 (Relationship between Duties and Rights). Part II: Article
3 (The follCMing organs are to have cacpetence: Inter-American
Camd.ssion on Hunan Rights (camli.ssion) and Inter-American
Court of Human Rights (Court). [my enphasis]
Text in International Legal Materials 99, reproduced fran CAS,
Official Records, OEA/Ser.K/xvi/i.i, Doc.65;ReV/Corr.i of 7 Jan
1970.
.'
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moolement on Contracting States:
"In no case %My an alien be deported or returned to a
country, regardless of whether or not it is his
country of origin, if in that country his right to
life or personal freedan is in danger of being
violated because of his race, nationality, religion,
social status or political opinions.·
There is no specific mention of expulsion in this provision and
non-rejection or non-refoulement are not catered for, but
Article 22 (9) does state the follo.dng provision: "The
Collective Expllsion of Aliens is Prohibited". But, in fact,
Article 22 (7) cari::>ined with Article 22 (8) of the American
Convention, does provide a basis of protection for refugees or
aliens against refoulement. The American COnvention on Hwnan
Rights is of a binding nature upon States which are parties to
it.
In E\1Iq)e, the carm.ittee of Ministers of the Council of
Europe119 . in 1967 adopted and reccmnended an iIrportant
The Statute of Council of E\1Iq)e was signed in IDndon by the
cpvernments of Belgium, Denmark, France, Ireland, Italy,
Luxenixrorg" . the Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, and the United
King1an, on 5 May 1949. This Statute came into force on 3
August 1949.
Article I states the Council's aim as being: "to achieve a
greater unity between its rnari:>ers for the p.upose of
safeguarding and realizing the ideals and principles which ~e
calilOO heritage and facilitating their econanic and soc~al
progress. , This aim shall be pursued •• • by discussion of 'i
questions of CCICIron concern and by agreements and camon :1
actions. " ;'
i
!,
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resolution, D5nely Resolution (67) 14, which states that Menber
Governments should be guided by the following principles:
"2. They should, in the same spirit, ensure than no-
one shall be subjected to refusal of admission at the
frontier, rejection, expulsion or any other measure
which \\1OUld have the result of C'Cllpelling him to
return to, or renain in, a territoty where he '-"OUld
be in danger of Persecution for reasons of race,
religion, nationality, rneJtbership of a particular
social group or political opinion." 120
This resolution explicitly includes tenns of "refusal of
admission" or "rejection at the frontier" as an integral part
of the non-refoulement principle. '!'here is a provision for
exceptions to be made if this is necessary to safeguard
national security or protect the ccrrm.mi.ty fran serious danger.
The tenn "... or any other measure which would have the result
of eatpelling him to return to ••• " indicates a vety wide
provision which is ccmnendable and gratifying. However, this
resolution is !Cl' binding on States that are party to the
CoUncil of Europe and the resolution is merely recannendatory.
Perhaps future drafters could use the structure and contents of
this resolution as guidelines for the Provisions of the
principle of non-refoulenent.
Asian Continent
In the Asian Continent, recannendations were adopted by the
120 Resolution on Asylum to Persons in Danger of Persecution,
Principle 2, reprinted in the 1967 EurOPean Yearbook, W· 349-
351.
•
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Afro-Asian IsJal Consultative cemnittee in Bangkok in 1966 on
how the refugees were to be treated. In "Principles concerning
Treatment of Refugees", the function of the Ccmni.ttee wxier
statute was advisory only and the view which was agreed on was
that it was the~t which was to decide on how to p.1t
these reccmnendations into effect. 'nle Ccmni.ttee was an
121
interg:wernmental organisation established in 1956 with its
heacGuarters in Delhi, India. The States involved were: Bunna,
Ceylon, Egypt, Ghana, India, Indonesia, Iraq, Iran, Japan,
Jordan, Kenya, Kuwait, Malaya, Nepal, Nigeria, Pakistan,
Philippines, Sierra Leone, Syria and rrhllland.
The principles which the Afro-Asian camu.ttee adhered to became
known as the "Bangkok Principles". 'Ihey provided a slightly
wider definition of a IIrefugee" carpared to the 1951
Convention.121
In Article I, the tenn "colour" was included as one of the
grounds which may give rise to a well-fourxied fear of
persecution. Article II indicates ho.t the refugee status is
regulated and how the loss of that status is regulated.
Article II sircply states:
"1. A State has the sovereign right to grant or refuse asylum
in its territory to a refugee.
2. The exercise of the right to grant such asylum to a refugee
shall be respected by all other States and shall not be
regarded as an unfriendly act.
3. No-one seeking asylum in accordance with these principles
should, except for overriding reasons of national security or
safeguarding the ?'PUlation, be subjected to measures such as
rejection at the frontier, return or exp.1lsion, which would
result in carpelling him to return to or remain in a territory
if there is a \\'ell-founded fear of persecution endangering his
life, physical integrity or liberty in that territory.
4. In cases where a State decides to awly any of the ab0ve-
mentioned measures to a person seeking asylum. It should grant
provisional asylum under such conditions as it may deem
awropriate, to enable the person thus endangered to seek in
another country... ,i
I
I'
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Cooparison of Article 3 of the UN Declaration on Territorial
Asylum with Article III. 3 and Article III. 4 of the Bangkok
Principles shows them to be similar. The entire discretion
whether a State can grant asylum to a refugee or asylwn-seeker,
is left for the State. However, once again, when carparing
Article 33 of the 1951 Convention, which contains the principle
of non-refoulement, we note that in Article 111.3 of the
Bangkok Principles the express tenn "non-rejection at the
frontier" is mentioned. Even Article II.4 of the Bangkok
Principles requires the granting of tercporary asylum in certain
cases. Article VIII provides:
"1. save in the national or public interest or on the
ground of violation of the conditions of asylum, the
State shall not expel the refugee.
2. Before expelling a refugee, the State shall allC7t\f
him a reasonable pericxi within which to seek
admission into another State. The State shall,
however, have the right to ~ly during the pericxi
such internal measures as it nay deem necessary.
3. A refugee shall not be deported or returned to a
State or country where his life or liberty wuld be
threatened for reasons of race, colour, religion,
political belief or menbership of a particular social
group. "
The provision of Article VIII.1 states that A State shall not
expel a refugee except on grounds of "national or public
interest" • Article VIII of the Bangkok Principles differs fran
Articles 32 and 33 of the 1951 Convention, particularly by
replacing the reasons justifying expulsion, namely "grounds of
national interest or :PJblic order" by "national or public
------- -- --- 430 ---~
interest or on the ground of violation of conditions of
asylum" • (There was a debate in the Afro-Asian Legal
COnsultative cannittee and the Representatives of Ceylon, Ghana
and Japan expressed the view that the \\lOrding should be
sanewhat strengthened to increase the protection of refugees.
The Afro-Asian Legal Consultative Ccmnittee did not adqn: these
views due to the time pressure under which the Ccmnittee was
\\lOrking) • This assumes that the refugee has entered the
territory and the principle of non-refoulement awlies except
in the above two cases. However, Article VIII.3 suggests no
such exceptions to deportations or returning refugees to a
State where lives will be threatened by persecution. Article
VII!.3 seems, priJTa-facie, nore stringent than Article 33 of
the 1951 Convention. Article VIII.3 seems to contain an
absolute rule of non-refoulement of the refugee, eSPeCially in
the tenninology which uses phrases such as II a refugee shall
not be deported or returned to a place where he \\lOuld suffer
persecution". Similar to the COuncil of Europe, the Bangkok
Principles are lCl' binding.
7.6.5 Caracas Convention on Territorial As,ylum (1954) 122
The caracas Convention adqn:ed similar provisions to the
Bangkok Principles, especially Article 3 which states:
"No State is under the obligation to surrender to
122 Signed in Caracas on 28 March 1954 at the Tenth International
American Conference. Text: CAS Official Record, C£A/Sec.X/I,
Treaty series 24.
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another State, or to expel fran its own territoty,
persons persecuted for political r~ns or
offences."
Article 3 of the caracas Convention is not as strong as Article
VII!. 3 of the Bangkok Principles; nevertheless it does
reccmnend that States should not expel or surrerxier refugees.
No exestptions are stated, although one can see that the word
"ooligation" is used in preference to, say, "shall" (as was the
case in the 1951 Convention and Bangkok Principles). There is
a limitation, namely the reference to "persons persecuted for
political reasons or offences", no mention here of broader
reasons for fleeing, such as violation of human rights or even
persecution. 123
PQreement Relating to Refugee seamen
This Agreement was made at the Hague on 23 Noverber 1957.124
Article 10 is of special concern to us. It states:
"No refugee seaman shall be forced as far as it is in
the power of the contracting parties, to stay on
board a ship which is bound for a port, or is due to
sail through waters, where he has well-founded fear
of persecution for reasons of race, religion,
nationality, membership of a particular social group
or political opinion."
123 See Article 4 concerning the right of extradition not being
ag>licable to persons of political offences, reasons or
ItOtives.
124 506 UNTS 125. The Govermnents of Belgium, oenmark, France,
West Gennany, UK, N.Ireland, Netherlands, Norway and Sweden
were represented.
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The "refugee seaman" is defined in Article I of this Agreement
as:
"(a) Convention shall awly to the Convention
relating to the Status of Refugees of 28 July
1951;
(b) the tenn "refugee seaman" shall awly to arrt
person who, being a refugee according to the
definition of Article I of the Convention ••• "
The position of the "refugee seaman" is similar to the refugee
who presents himself at the border seeking refuge.
Article 10 inp1ies a quasi-principle of non-refoulement. The
refugee seaman is not to be forced to stay on board a vessel
which is either sailing to a port or through waters where there
may be danger for the refugee seaman. In other 'NOrds, the
refugee seaman is not to be refouled to a place where his life
may be threatened.
'!be El1rtpan Convention 00 Human Rigbts 125
Article 3 of the European Convention on Human Rights
stipulates: "No one shall be subject to torture or inhumane or
degrading treatment or punishment". Article 3 guarantees a
fundamental right which will be infringed if the person was
returned to a country where he risks torture or inhuman or
Text ETS No.5. see also Protocol No.4, 1963. Also, plender,
"Problems raised by certain aspects of the present situa~ion of
refugees fran the standpoint of the European Convention on
Hmnan Rights", Strasbourg, 1954.
tie
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degrading treatment,126 as stressed by the explanatory
mem>randum in Reccmnendation No.R(84)1.
'l1le European Ccmni.ssion of Human Rights (caemission) stipllated
that:
·Under certain circumstances the repeated exp1lsion
of a foreigner without identity papers or travel
doclunents and where state of origin is unknown or
refuses to accept him could raise a prOOlem under
Article 3 of the Convention which prohibits inhurrane
or degrading treatment.· 127
The Ccmni.ssion inplied that although the refooling State may
not be breaching the 1951 Convention and/or 1967 Protocol, it
\\lOUld and could entail a breach of the European Convention on
Hunan Rights. The Ccmnission has further stated that:
"L'exp.1lsion d'un etranger peut, dans certaines
condition exceptionnelles, constituer un traitement
inhumain ou degradeant au sens de l'Article 3.· 128
In cases of refouling fugitives or refugees, the Ccmnission has
constantly reaffinned that the expulsion or extradition of a
person may raise the issues under Article 3 where there are
126 see J.E.S. Fawcett, The Awlication of the Eurcpean Convention
on Hunan Rights, Clarendon Press, OXford, 1987, W.41-53.
127 Afplication No. 8100/77 , X v Federal Rep.tblic of GennanY and
No.7162/76, Giama v Belgimn, XXIII Yearbook, 1980, p.428.
128 984/61: Recueil 6. Non-expulsion is expressly mentioned within
Article 3 of the 4th Protocol and collective exp1lsion is
prohibited within Article 4 of the same Protocol to the
~ Convention on Human Rights. See the Non-Refou~ement
.lI1 International Law section for definitions of these art~cles.
~~~==============-~--------- -- ---------- - ~ -~
serious reasons to believe that the fugitive will be subjected
to treatment· contrary to that Article at the country of
des..~- ..ti·on.129 th th' . f-·--I'-U~ In e Amerkrane case, e Ccmniss~on VWA.I
violation of Article 3 in view of their assessment that there
was a serious risk of life; that the camdssion took into
account the fugitive's conduct in the Contracting State for the
p.trpOse of detennining whether it is consistent with that of a
genuine refugee.130
The 1951 Convention and/or 1967 Protocol do not guarantee for
each refugee a right to a judicial detennination of his claim.
The European Ccmnission on Human Rights provides, in effect,
that anyone claiming that his rights and freedan as set forth
,
in this Convention are violated shall have an effective remedy
before a national authority. So, when a refugee is detained
and his detention is a breach of Article 5(1)f of the
Convention, he is entitled to a speedy determination of his
claim by a court. It would be strange if a person were not
even entitled to an "effective remedy" when eatplaining that he
is to be renoved, deported or extradited by a State or
territory in which he claims that he will suffer inhuman or
degrading treatment.
129 Becker v PeI11'IaIis, 4 DR, 1976, p.205. And Awlication
No.1802/63, X v Federal Rep.1blic of Gennany, VI Yearbook, 1963,
p.462.
130 Awlication No.7216/75, X v Federal REplblic of Gennany. see
also the recent case of Soering v United King:igD, Awlication
No.14038/88 in European Coomi.ssion of Human Rights, 198th
session, 00(88)10 held on 7 to 11 Noverrber 1988, p.14.
!I'":i:!P"'~=~===========--- =~~>~_ --~ _
7.6.8 Inhlmm or
Dt:g!cding '1'reablEilt or Punishnent (1985) 131
This very recent Convention has expressly catered for the
principle of non-refoulement within Article 3:
"1. No State party shall expel, return (refoule) or
extradite a person to another State where there are
substantial grounds for believing that he would be in
danger of being subjected to torture."
This provision is of. great interest, especially since it was a
specific convention relating to torture and inhuman or
degrading treatment or p.mishment, especially since it
prohibits the refoulement of persons to where they would face
torture or, in other wrds, violations of human rights.
Article 3(2) of the 'Ibrture COnvention indicates to the
eatpetent authorities to take into account all considerations,
including the existence in the State concerned of a consistent
pattern of gross, flagrant or mass violation of human rights.
This COnvention is nO'll in force,132 for the ccmnentary of the
travaux pregrratoires, along with the cannentary, Rodley is
131 7th European Human Rights Report, w. 325-340.
132 Carne into force on 26th June 1987 as a result of ratification
by Denmark. States either ratified or acceded: Afghanistan,
Argentina, Belize, Bulgaria, ByeloIUssian SSR, .~n,
Denmark, Egypt, France, Hungary, Mexico, Notway, Phil~~)lnes,
Senegal, Mexico, Switzerland, Uganda, Ukranian SSR, USSR, and
Uruguay. Adopted by GA on 10th Decerrber 1984.
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quite succinct.!33
Many treaties, declarations and resolutions contain the
principle of non-refoulement - universal, general or regional.
The Contracting States have to adhere to this principle if it
is binding upon them. However, there is a limitation as to
full afPlication of the principle of non-refoulement. Not all
States of the United Nations are legally bound to iIrplement
this principle, so, due to this deficiency, it leads us to look
at the principle of non-refoulement and Custarary International
Law. 'lb see whether non-refoulanent is iIrplemented in
Custarary International Law.
7.7 lUl-~ IN aJS".lUo!ARY INlERNATICNAL I»l
The position of the principle of non-refoulement as part of
custanary. international law, is far fran conclusive. A
guideline was presented by the International Law Ccmni.ssion for
a principle of international law to becane a part of custanary
international law. This guideline outlined that the principle
must be found in various texts of international instnunents, UN
General Assembly Resolutions, State practice and international
conferences.
133 Rodley, The Treatment of Prisoners under International Law,
UNESOO/Clarendon Press, London, 1987. See also J. Heman
Burgers and Hans Danelin' s International Studies in Human
Rights Series, Martinus Nijhoff, J):)rdrecht, 1989.
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'11le FiM] Act of the United Natloos cmference 011 the Status of
Stateless Pel:suns
sane evidence of custanary law is found in the final act of the
UN Conference on the Status of Stateless Persons, which was
ac::lcpted on 28th Septarber 1954,134 paragraph 4 states:
"'!he Conference,
Being of the opinion that Article 33 of the 1951
Convention is an expression of the generally accepted
principle that no State should expel or return a
person in any manner whatsoever to the frontier of
territories where his life or freedan would be
threatened on account of his race, nationality,
merrbership of a particular social group or political
opinion.
Has not found it necessary to include in the
Convention relating to the Status of Stateless
Persons on article equivalent to Article 33 of the
Convention relating to the Status of Refugees of
1951".
The Econanic and Social Council, on 26 April 1954 at its 17th
session, decided that a second Conference of Plenipotentiaries
should be convened to revise in the light of the provisions of
the Convention relating to the Status of Refugees of 28 July
1951 and of the observations made by Governments on the draft
Protocol relating to the Status of Stateless Persons prepared
by an Ad Hoc cCmni.ttee of the Econanic and Social Council in
--=--=-..,
1950~135 Paragraph 4 was unanim:>usly adopted, with the
Representative of Australia stating:
134 360 UNTS 117. Conference decided 12:8:3 abstentions (with 5
observers) •
135 By Resolution 526 A(XVII). UN OR of the Econanic and SOCial
Council, 17th Session, Supplement No.1 (E/2596), p.12.
"• •• this paragraph is of the highest inportance •••
we cannot ad:i further ccmnents than those already
adopted in the first conference of plenipotentiaries
" 136
•••
And the Representative of Belgium ackied:
"Article 33 of the Convention relating to the Status
of Refugees of 1951 was an inportant and a CIl1cial
part of the refugee problem ••. and that it is not
necessary to include in the present conference." 137
The President of the Conference (Representative of Denmark)
made no other ccmnents but acHed that the Representative of
Australia was in total agreement with his remark.l38 No
further ccmnents were recorded by the Ad Hoc Ccmnittee on the
question of the Travel Document for Stateless Persons and the
Style Ccmnittee.
The Convention relating to the Status of Stateless Persons, 139
done at" New York on 28 septerrber 1954, did not contain any
provision relating to non-refoulement, as was unanirrously
agreed by the Conference, although Article 31 of the Convention
relating to the Status of Stateless Persons did relate to
expulsion of stateless Persons.
136 Un Doc E/Conf.17/13.
137 .Ib~d., 17/16.
138 Ibid., 17/19.
139 came into force on 6 June 1960. Adopted 19:0:2 abstentions.
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The fear of persecution or persecution is an essential element
of refugee status. However, this is not the case for
Mstateless personsM• The term Mstateless personsMwas defined
by the Convention relating to the Status of Stateless Persons
as: .MA person who is not considered a national by a State under
the operation of its lawM (Article 1). The question of so-
called de facto stateless persons, ie. of persons who possess a
nationality but do not enjoy the protection of the State of
nationality nor of any other State, gave rise to Imlch
discUssion at the Conference of Plenipotentiaries which drafted
and adcpted the Convention relating to the Status of Stateless
Persons. The Representative of Belgium proposed the inclusion
of:
.. • •• persons who invoke reasons recognised as valid
by the State in which they are resident for
renouncing the·.protection of the country of which
they are nationals in the definition of the tenn
'stateless persons'''. 140
Non-Refoulenent am the united Natioos
The UN Declaration on Territorial Asylum of 1967141 concluded
by stating that while the principle of non-refoulernent is
universally recognised, the danger of refoulement could be ore
readily avoided if the State concerned has accepted a fotmll
legal obligation defined in the international instnunent. This
140 UN Doc.E/Conf.17/2.3. See also, Weis, MThe Convention Relating
to the Status of Stateless PersonsM, .xg,Q, Vol. 10, 1961,
W·255-264.
141 A/Res/2312(XXII).
underlines the inportance of further accessions to the 1951
Convention and to the 1967 Protocol. States that have not yet
acceded to these instnunents should nevertheless awly the
principle of non-refoulement in view of its universal
acceptance aId humanitarian inp:>rtance.142
Like the regional treaties, the United Nations has provided
fuller suWOrt to the principle of non-refoulement. The
Declaration on Territorial Asylum was ac3q)ted by the General
Asserrbly of the United Nations on 14 Dece:nber 1967.143 Article
3(i) of the Declaration is of intx>rtant arrbit and it
specifically provides for non-rejection at the border or
frontier, asserting the principle of non-refoulement at the
border or territory frontier. Article 3(i) states:
"No person referred to in Article 1, paragraph 1,144
shall be subjected to measures such as rejection at
the frontier or if he has already entered the
territory in which he seeks asylum, exp1lsion or
coopulsory return to any State where he may be
142 Ibid.
143 Resolution 2312 (XXII).
144 Article l(i) of the Declaration on Territorial Asylum
(Resolution 2312 (XXII) states:
"Asylum granted by a State, in the exercise of its sovereignty,
to persons entitled to invoke Article 14 of the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights, including persons stIu<Bling
against colonialism, shall be respected by all other States."
In above reference to Article 14 of the Universal Declaration
of Hunan Rights, the Article states: "1. Everyone has the right
to seek and to enjoy in other countries asylum fran
. persecution. 2. This right nay not be involved in the case of
prosecution genuinely arising fran non-political crimes or ~ran
act~ contrary to the purposes and principles of the Uruted
Nations" • See Chapter Eight.
1
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subjected to persecution. II
AIthough Article 3(i) of the Declaration provides a
eatprehensive provision relating to non-refoulement there are
certain exceptions fonnulated in the fom of paragraph 2 of
Article 3 of the Declaration. It provides:
"Exception may be made to the foregoing principle
only for overriding reasons of national security or
in order to safeguard the population, as is the case
of a mass influx of persons. II
These wI'ds, unlike those contained in Article 33 of the 1951
Convention, do not seem to be directed at the individual
asylmn-seeker or refugee. In that sense, it may provide a
wider state of exceptions. However, Article 33 of the 1951
Convention was adopted on the understaIx:iing that it may not be
absolutely binding in the case of a contingency such as a mass
influx of perso~.145
Article 3(ll) of the UN Declaration on Territorial Asylum seems
to suggest that the individual will not be refooled, blt the
group masses. may be so if they are .a threat to national
security or for safeguarding the local pop.tlation.
The United Nations Declaration on Territorial Asylum stipulates
the exceptions in Article 3(iii) as:
145 See analysis to Article 33 of the 1951 Convention in this
chapter.
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..Should a State decide in any case that exception to
the principle stated in paragraph 1 of this article
would be justified, it shall consider the possibility
of granting to the person concerned, wxier such
conditions as it may deem apprq>riate, an
qp:>rtunity, whether by way of provisional or
otherwise, of <ping to another State."
This provision clearly states that if the exception is to be
utilised the State of asylum or refuge can in fact grant the
refugee a distinct possibility of <ping to another State
provided, of course, the other State is willing aOO prepared to
accept this refugee(s).
Executive camrl.ttee of the moat
The recarrnendations of the Executive camrl.ttee of the UNHCR can
also play an inportant part on the assessment of the principle
of non-refoulernent as a rule of custanary international law.
The' Executive Ccmnittee of the High camrl.ssioners Progranme is
a body ca[posed of 41 Merrber States, 43 obseIVeI' States, UN
bodies, intergovenunental organisations, non-<pVernmental
organisations, and organisations such as the African National
Congress (ANC), PAC and South West Africa peoples Organisation
(SWAPO). It is of vital inp:>rtance in the fonnation of
custanary law, to note the resolutions Passed by this Ccmnittee
on the subject matters.
146
One of the IOOst inportant resolutions adopted in 1977146 was
No.6 (XXVIII) "Non-Refoulement" recalling:
"(a) ••• that the fundamental humanitarian principle
of non-refoulement has fourx:i expression in
various international instruments at universal
am regional levels and is generally accepted by
States;"
and
"(b) Expressed deep concern at the infonnation given
by the' High carmi.ssioner that while the
principle of non-refoulement is in practice,
widely obseIVed this principle has in certain
cases been disregarded.
(c) Reaffi.nm3 the fundamental inportance of the
principle of non-refoulement both at the border
am within the territory of a State, of a Person
who may be subjected to persecution if returned
to their country of origin irrespective of
whether or not they have been fonnally
recognised as refugees."
The Executive Ccmni.ttee has adopted this inportant resolution
on the principle of non-refoulement, in paragraph (a)
acknoldedging that the principle of non-refoulement is
universally adopted in various treaties and instruments,
reaffinning that the. principle is aJJOOSt a role of custanary
international law. But paragraph (b) indicates that although
the principle of non-refoulement is respected, there have been
sane instances where this principle has been disregarded in
practice (indicating a hinderance to the principle becaning a
28th session Conclusion endorsed by the Executive caemittee of
the High Catrnissioner' s Progranme upon the recarmendation of
the Sub-Carmittee of the Whole on'the International Protection
of Refugees.
1
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rule of custanary law) .147 The Executive Ccmnittee called for
the strengthening of the High cemnissioner' s protection
function, and that ..... continuing violation of the principle
of non-refoulement was noted with particular concern ••••148
Paragraph (c) is highly i.rrportant. It states, firstly, that no
asylum-seeker shall be returned or rejected at the ba!der or
within the territory of a State; and, secondly, it does not
matter whether the refugee is fonnally recognised or not. Many
asylum-seekers are not fonrally recognised as refugees and,
unfortunately, this seems to be a loq>hole in which States can
refoule asylum-seekers. The Executive Ccmnittee has obviously
noted this loophole and hence inserted in the last line. The
Executive Ccmnittee have on several occasions149 referred to
147 The Executive carmittee actually stated this at the 38th
session in Geneva fran 5-12 october 1987, p.13 of the report
subnitted to the UNHa.
148 Ibid.
149 No.8 (XXVIII) (United Nations General Assenbly I))c.
No.12A(A/32/12 .Adi.1). Detennination of Refugee Status: No.8
(XXVIII) UN Documents General Assetbly No. (A/32/12 hki.1).
Detennination of Refugee Status.
(i) •••• He (eatpetent official) should be required to act in
accordance with the principle of non-refoulernent ••••
(ii) No.14 (XXX) (UN General Assembly Document
No.12/A(A/34/12/hki.l) General, the Executive camdtted noted:
•••• with concern that refugees had been rejected at the
frontier or had been returned to territories where they had
reasons to fear persecution in disregard of the principle of
non-refoulement ••• II
(ill) No.1S (XXX) (Ibid.), Refugees with Asylum Country. The
Executive Catmittee considered that States should be guided by
the following considerations: General Principle:
II (b) Action whereby a refugee is obliged to return or is s~nt
to a country where he has reason to fear persecut~on
constitutes a grave viOlation of recognised principle of DQI1=
:;,------------------------ -
refoulenent;"
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(iv) COnclusions aQcpted by the Executive carmittee on
International' Protection of Refugees (UN General Asserri:Jly
Document No.12A(A/35/l2 hid), No.16 (XXXI) generally expressed
serious concern that: It ••• the fuOOamental principle of D.Q!l:
refoulement has been disregarded ••• "
(v) No.17 (XXXI) in Problems of Extradition affecting refugees.
The Executive carmittee reaffinned: "... the fuOOamental
character of the generally recognised principle of "DQ!l=
refoulement" •
(vi) No.19 (XXXI) on Terrporary Refuge, the Executive Ccmni.ttee
reaffi.rmed the essential need for: "• • • humanitarian legal
principle of "non-refoulementII to be scrupllously obseIVed ••• "
(vii) No.2l (XXXII) General (contained in UN General Asserri:Jly
Document No.l2A (A/36/12 Md.l). 'l11e Executive Ccmnittee:
"(f) Noted with particular concern that in certain areas
refugees have been refused asylum, have been rejected at the
frontier or subjected to measures of exp1lsion or forceable
return in disregard of the fuOOamental principle of "oon-
refoulement" •
(viii) No.22 (XXXII), the Executive carmittee adopted an
Admission and "Non-refoulement ll • "2. In all cases the
fundamental principle of Iinon-refoulement" including non-
rejection at the frontier must be scrupulously observed".
(ix) No.25 (XXXIII) COntained in UN General Asserrbly Doc.No.l2A
(A37/l2 hid.l) General, the Executive cannittee rea.ffinned the:
" • • • inp>rtance of the basic principle of international
protection and in particular the principle of "non-refoulement"
which was progressively acquiring the character of a Perercptory
rule of international lawII •
(x) No.29 (XXXIV) General. COntained in UN General Asserrbly
Doc.No.12A(A/38/l2 hid.l), the Executive carmittee:
"(C) noted with satisfaction that many States in different
areas of he lNOrld and, in particular, in develcping countries
faced with serious econanic problems have continued to awly
recognised international hum:mitarian standards for the
treatment of refugees and to resPect the principle of "llQIl::
refoulement" •
(xi) No.33 (XXXV) General. Contained in UN General Asserrbly
Doc.No.12A(A/39/l2 Ad:i.l), the Executive carmittee noted:
It ••• with concern that in different parts of the world the
fundamental principle of "non-refoulementlt has been violated".
(xii) No.36 (XXVI) General. Contained in UN Gene~al Asserrbly
Doc.No.l2A (A/40/l2/Ad:i.l), the Executive cann.ittee noted:
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the principle of non-refoulement indicating the inp>rtance
attached to the principle.
Non-Refoulement ami W General Assetbly Resolutions
By the tenn "usage" in State practice, the International Law
Commission included the practice of international
organisations. 150 Records of the CUItVJlative practice of
international organisations may be regarded as evidence of
custaMry international law. The United Nations, in
particular, has an influence on the possible developnent of
non-refoulement into custaMry law. '!be united Nations does
involve itself in the creation of SPeCific treaty camli.tments
and resolutions, although not binding, along with the
recannendations which may at least fOIm the foundation of State
practice fran which developnent into a custanary law may occur.
The early UN General Asserrbly resolutions did not mention the
principle of non-refoulernent in any shape or fonn, 151 because
after World war II had ended, refugees were by and large
granted asylum and the idea of refoulenent was totally non-
existent. However, as the number of asylum-seekers increased,
"• • • with serious concern that despite the develqment in
observing the principle of "non-refoule.ment", there were still
cases where asylum-seekers were refouled ••• II
150 Yearbook ILC (II), 1950, op.cit., pp.368-372.
151 Res. 3454 (XXX), Official Records of the General Assetbly, 30th
session, supplement no.34 (A/10034) and Res. 31/35, Official
Record of the General Asserrbly, 31st session, supplement no.39
(Al31/39).
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econanic b.lrdens began to weigh heavily on the develq>ing
countries and unfortunately the asylum-seekers were refouled
because of these burdens.
The UN General Asserrbly subsequently debated aOO eventually
highlighted the principle of non-refoulement.
resolutions, the UN urged cpvernments:
In several
. "~... to provide international protection aOO the need
for CFWrnments to continue to co-q>erate fully with
'his office in o~er to facilitate the effective
exercise of this function, in particular, by
according to and implementing the rel~t
international and regional refugee instruments and by
scruPllously observing the principle of asylum aOO
non-refoulement."
These resolutions include, inter alia,:
40/118(1);152 39/140(2);153 37/195(4);154
37/195;155 36/125;156 34/60;157
32/67. 158
The inportance of these resolutions was indicated when the
152 Official Reco~ of the General Assarbly, 40th session,
SuRllement No.12 (A/40/12).
153 Ibid., 39th session, SUfp. No.12 (A/40/12).
154 Ibid., 38th session, SURl. No.12 (A/38/12 and COrr.1).
155 Ibid., 37th session, SuRl. No.12 (A/37/12).
156 Ibid., 36th session, A/36/12/Add.1.
157 Ibid., 34th session, SURl. No.46 (A/34/46).
158 .Ib1d., 3200 session, SURl. No.45 (A32/45).
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drafts of these resolutions were adqXed without a vote by the
'Ihird Ccmnittee, and eventually reccmneOOed to the General
Assenbly. The General Assenbly then adopted these resolutions
without a vote.
'Ite United Nations General Assarbly has "deplored" the fact
that refugees were refQuled on two separate occasions: in
ResQlution 33/26159 and 37/195,160 the General Asseni:>ly
acknowledged the fact that refugees were often faced with the
threat of refQulement and further acknowledged that such
refugees "shQuld be protected against such measures
(refoulement) •
7.7.4.1 sate OOservati.ons
(1) Resolution 35/41161 excludes the carm:>n use of the word
"scrupulously" and sinply urges Governments to "observe"
the· principle and problem of non-refQulement.
(2) There are only tw:> UN General Assercbly resQlutions (33/26
159 Ibid., 33rd sessiQn, Supp. No.45 (A/33/45). Adopted without a
vote.
160 Ibid., 37th session, Supp. No.12 (A/37/12). Adopted without a
vote.
------,
161 Ibid., 35th session, Supp. No. 12 (A35/12). The General
Assenbly urged: If ••• Governments to intensify their sURX'rt for
activities which the High Ccmnission is carrying out in
accordance with the relevant resolution of the General Asseni:>ly
and the Econanic and Social Council, especially by: (a)
Facilitating these efforts in the field of international
protectiQn by Qbserving the prQblem Qf asylum and DQIl=
refoulement relating tQ refugees". This resolutiQn was adopted
without a vote.
•- -"-- ~ -- -- --- .--' _..- ~.------------
and 37/195) which deplore the fact that refugees often
faced the threat of refoulemeut.
(3) Only bIo resolutions out of eleven deplore the fact that
refugees are often faced with refoulenent.
(4) Resolutions 40/118, 39/140, 38/121, 37/195, 36/125, 34/60
and 32/67 proved that ~ernments should ·scrupllously·
observe the principle of non-refoulement.
(5) The \to1Ord "observe" is used sanewhat loosely. There is no
explicit or forcible assertion to make the principle of
non-refoulernent mandatory and obligatory. There is also
no direct or forcible (see later) \to1Ording which \to1Ould make
the cplernrnents and States inplernent and enforce the
principle of non-refoulenent.
(6) Strong wording should have been used to illustrate the
seriousness and gravity of the situation. 'l1le resolutions
should contain \to1Ordings to the effect that the General
Assetbly should rondemn States who refoule asylum-seekers
and refugees, and should inplernent provisions in the
nature of each State shall or JIIlSt iJrplement the principle
of non-refoulenent.
In conclusion, the UN resolutions do not aIOOunt to a binding
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custom on non-refoulement but only reoammendations. 162
7.8 ARrIcrE 33 AND OJS'IOomRY tAW
Could Article 33 of the 1951 Convention be treated as a nonn-
creating provision which has constituted the foundation of or
has generated a rule which, while only conventional in its
origins, has since passed into the general OORPUS of
international law? It is now accepted as such by the "opinio-
juris", so as to have becane binding even for countries which
have never, and will not, becane parties to the 1951
Convention. This seems possible and does occur from time to
time, constituting one of the recognised methods by which
rules of custanary international law may be fonned. But, at
the same time, this result is not be regarded lightly as
having been attained. Can Article 33 of the 1951 Convention
becane a rule of custanary international law? It seems
possible, as long as it has a fUndamentally nonn creating
character and, as the ICJ indicated, it: "could be regarded as
fonning the basis of a general rule of law" .163 If this is so,
then a passage of only a short period of time is not
necessarily a bar to what was originally a purely conventional
rule. A further requirement would be within the period in
question, even though it may be short. This is catpetently and
well satisfied by Article 33 of the 1951 Convention. State
162 See UN Resolution section, supra, for a discussion on whether
the UN resolutions are binding or not.
163 ICJ Report, 1969, p.42.
~----
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practice164 should have occurred in such a way to sho.rl a
general recognition that a rule of law or legal obligation is
involved.
'!be ICJ in the North Sea Continental Shelf case, mentioned
"rule of law" or "legal obligation", but looking at the 1951
Convention, it can be noted that the ooligations are not
drafted in nonn-creating tenns but rather of contractual
undertakings, for instance, Articles 31 and 32. Ccltparing
this, one can note later instruments which are law-making, for
exarrple, Article 11.3 in the Bangkok Principles and the 1969
OAU Convention. 'lbese latter instruments indicate the wider
law-making potential, since the obligation is no longer limited
by reference to a contracting party. This does support the
principle of non-refoulement gradually becaning and being
accepted as a rule of general principles. The ICJ, stated an
inp:>rtant point in acknowledging custanaIy law. Reservation to
an article, although it might not of itself prevent the
contents of the article being eventually received as general
law,165 it does ack:i a "drag" factor towards the eventual
fonnulation of the article as general law. The court ~uld
deny: "... to the provisions of Article ••• the same nonn
creating character as ••• " .166 This could be attributed to
those articles to which no reseIVation can be made. '!he 1951
164 Including that of States whose interests are specially
affected.
165 ICJ, Report 4, 1969, p.42.
166 Ibid.
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Convention does not allow reservation to, inter aw, Article
33. This \\1OUld co-ordinate with the court's latter view in the
North Sea Continental Shelf case, hence my enphasising that it
could possibly end up as a law-IMking potential or general
international law per se.
State practice can be used as an international indicator to
assess whether a principle or rule is a part of custaMry
international law. State practice in relation to the principle
of non-refoulernent is uncertain and not free fran cmplexity.
SeIne States have adopted the principle of non-refoulement
within their danestic regulations and laws while others have
not. This indicates that perhaPs there is not Imlch "custan" in
evidence. However, it is advantageous for the reader to know
sane systems which have adopted the principle of DQD=
refoulement and sane which have not. Several countries have
been chosen at randan with no political notive.
•~--_.
. - - -----~
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7•8.1 Bxalp1es of QJugtries !n<x)lpcnat:i.ng the Princ191e of 'tbl-
BefouleanIt'
,,"
(1) Italy.l67
(ii) SWitzerland. 168
167
168
"
When East Europeans request asylum at the, Italian border, the
border authorities imnediately send them to a reception centre
in latima, where they rerain during the processing of their
claim. However, the border authorities have cmplete
discretion whether or riot to grant the East E\l.rq)eans asylum.
Italy recognises the principle of non-refoulernent as a general
principle of international law. In practice, asylum-seekers
fran non-European countries are seldan turned away at the
border. If certain groups engage in terrorist activities
whilst on Italian soil, then the Italians may well resort to
exp.1lsion. However, law No.943 on the etployment of foreigners
not nationals of the EEC countries took effect on 27 January
1987. Under the new law, any foreigners entering Italy
illegally before 27 January 1987 could gain a 'NOrk and
residence pennit if they presented themselves to the
authorities by 27 June 1987. In order to substantiate their
date of arrival, they had to provide documentary evidence.
Anyone failing to take advantage of this CJRX>rtunity was liable
to deportation upon expiration of the amnesty.
Further legislation has been pranised which will indirectly
lift Italy's geographical reservation to the 1951 Convention
and establish eatprehensive asylum law for the first time in
the country's history. '
"
The principle of non-refoulement is adcpted in Article 45 0 the
law on Asylum 1979 (Samnlung der Eidgenossicein Gesetze) (AS),
blt Swiss law requires that the border guards hold asylum-
seekers fran adjacent countries to Switzerland in a transit
hall while consultation takes place with the Federal Office of
Police in Berne, which is the central decision-making
authority. In doubtful cases, representatives of the Federal
Police interview asylum-seekers, by phone in sane instances.
In nonna! circumstances, the representatives and the border
guards discuss the cases (although no records are kept of these
meetings) • The Federal Police Office may refuse entry if there
is no evidence that the awlicant will be exposed to danger if
returned to his country of origin. Although the principle of
non-refoyJenent is respected, the SWiss section of Amnesty
InternatiOnal have sane cases of refoulernent of refugees sinply
on the decision of the border guards (see Amnesty International
Report 1987, p.31).
-
-.---
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(iii) Nicaragua. 169
ExallQ1es of Qmrt:riea Hot IncoIporatiIg the PrinQple of 'Noq-
Retoolement'
(i) - Egypt.l70
Nicaragua has received a new constitution, active fran 1st
January 1987 and within this constitution, Article 42 is of
special significance and reference in relation to the principle
of non-refoulement.
Article> 42 states: liEn Nicaragua se cprantiza el derecho de
asilo a los perseguidos par luchar en pro de la demxracia, 18
paz justica cf, los derechos humanos, la ley detenninara ' la
candicion' de asilado 0 convenios internacionates ratifica dos
par Nicaragua. En caseo acordora la expulsion de un asilado,
mmca podra enviarsele al pais donde fuese perseguido".
This Article guarantees the right to give asylum to all those
who are being persecuted for fighting for demxracy, peace and
human rights. The law will detennine refugee status, according
to the international agreenents ratified by Nicaragua. In case
.the expulsion of a refugee was agreed, the refugee would never
(my Eltphasis) be sent back to the country where he was
persecuted. Clearly, Nicaragua is observing the principle of
non-refoulement and has adopted a well-thought out article.
Egypt has ratified the 1951 Convention and the national
authorities can refuse asylum and tellporazy refuge for reasons
which resort to their exclusive and sovereign concern and which
excludes the nonna! inplementation of the right of asylum under
the international refugee instrument to which Egypt has adhered
to. Such a negative decision >is expected to have a
consequence, the inmediate exp.1lsion of the refugee. In such
circumstances, the UNHCR, under its protection mandate,
verifies that the refugee is not refooled to his country of
origin (an eventuality which is excluded by the Egyptian
authorities under the clause of non-retoulement).
HoIJever, on expulsion or refoulenent, the UNHCR can identify
another intennediatory solution, ie. another place of tenp>razy
asylum. Experience has shown and proved that even if such
other intennediary solutions can be found, sane delay (UP to
one IIDnth) is anyway necessary to make arrangements for travel
and admission in another country. Hence it does not provide a
satisfactory answer to the decision of imnediate expulsion and
even . for that reduced time it would need sane residence
r~l~isation which would awear incarpatible with the
reJect~on of asylum.
•
-----
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(ii) Japan. 171
(iii) M8laysia. 172
Japan is aroong many South-East Asian countries which is not a
signatory party to the 1951 Convention and 1967 Protocol. So
the subjective matter of refugee is always referred to ordi.naIy
imni.gration and deportation procedures. Although it is
interesting to note that Japan does respect and adhere to
custanary international law relating to political refugees
(Article 98(2) of the Japanese Constitution) and recognises
Article 14 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights,
relating to enjoyment of asylum fran persecution wx:ier the
legislation (Irnnigration Control Order raw No.126 of 1952 and
raw No. 268 of 1952 (as amerxied), Articles 3 & 4(5». Although
special pennission may be granted urder Article 4(I) (16) of the
Irnnigration Control Order, refugees arriving without visas have
been prevented fran landing; only persons entering as students,
tourists or diplanats may be allowed entry. '!his seems a
peculiar law, especially as many refugees would certainly not
want to enter Japan as tourists or diplanats. Refugees
arriving on boats may be denied entry to Japan and can be
refooled (under Articles 57 (2), 58 & 59, ibid.). If the State
feels that refugees may be a burden on the State (non-political
refugees), then these asylum-seekers will be denied entry. In
1981, 8R>roximately 450 asylum-seekers were denied entry and
refooled, and subsequently 75 of these asylum-seekers perished
through drowning, starvation and pirate attacks. (These were
Laotian refugees fran Thailand. see UN Doc. AlAC 96/595.
Figures are only ~te since there is conflict between
the official UNHCR figures and official Japanese figures) •
.
Malaysia, along with Indonesia, the philiwmes, Singapore and
Thailand, each aafuced various objections to local integration.
Malaysia in 1975 declined to allow refugees to settle locally
(those fleeing fran Kartpuchea, Laos and Vietnam) and in 1979
Malaysia announced that it would pennit no nore landings,
threatening to tow boat-loads of asylum-seekers to sea and
shoot any which attetpt to return on sight. SUbsequently the
Malaysian· Foreign Office announced it would not shoot boat-
people, oot nmnerous boats were still turned out to sea, with
resulting loss of life - in actual fact, refoo1ement had taken
place. At the 12th ASEAN Foreign Ministers Meeting in Bali,
Indonesia on 28-30 June 1979, the Malaysian Foreign Minister
stated: " ••• several South-East Asian nations have made
repeated ,assertions that they have no legal obligation to
refugees arriving at or crossing their borders, making the
point that refugee status is granted as a humanitarian gesture
only, not as a result of any duty owned under custemaIy
international law". He further stated: II • •• if we accept
refugees, we face internal hardship and if we refuse, we face
hardship fran the international camnm.ity".
..
-----
In regional conferences, the principle of non-refoulement is
alroost invariably discussed, but tw crucial questions arise
fran international conferences: Who participates at these
conferences and What significance is there in endorsing the
principle of non-refoulement as a part of custanary
international law? There have been nany regional conferences
but listed below are what have been the IIOst praninent in tenns
of the number of States which participated in them:
(a) The Arusha Conference in 1979173 discussed rcany refugee
situations in Africa. The President of the Conference,
President Nyerere of Tanzania, in his opening statement,
stated that there has been a general acceptance of the
principle of non-refouleroent and "that this principle
should be observed to a great extent II • He further stated
IIthat the principle of non-refouleroent is a basic
humanitarian law ll .174
The Conference concluded that a provision be made whereby
the protection of individuals by virtue of the principle
of'non-refoulement be ensured. 175
173 UN Doc. AlAe 96/549 and see the report in sumnary fom in UN
Doc. AlAe 96IInf .158, p. 9• (Seven African States participated
at this Conference).
174 .Ibl.d., p.10.
175 .Ibl.d., p.14.
-
----._-
(b) A Meeting on Refugees and Displaced Persons in South-
East Asia, which was convened by the United Nations
General-secretary. The meeting was only atteIXied by five
nations fran South-East Asia, bIt concluded that: .. the
general principle of non-refoulement was endorsed" .176
(c) The. cartagena Declaration on Refugees was unaniJmusly
adopted in 1984 by the representatives of ten Latin
American Governments: Belize, Colatbia, Costa Rica, El
salvador, Guaterrala, Honduras, Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama
and Venezuela, and contains guidelines for States in that
region which are faced with mass influxes of refugees.
This Declaration reaffinned the fuOOamental nature of the
principle of non-refoulernent and lays down mi.nim.un
standards for the admission and treatment of refugees.
The representatives of these countries who recognised the
Cartagena Colloquium nevertheless recognised that the
international legal instnunents ~lying to the grant of
asylums - including the 1951 Convention, the 1967 Protocol
and various regional treaties and conventions on
extradition and asylum - did not foresee situations
. involving large inflows of refugees. cartagena thus
became the first, step to filling a vacuum between the
Central American reality and existing refugee instruments,
between actual practice by refugee-receiving countries in
the region and an over-political and sanewhat narrow legal
176 Held in Geneva on 20-21 July 1979. see UN Doc. A/34/627, p.6.
Five South-East Asian States participated, with UNHa as an
observer.
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notion of asylmn. 177
(d) The Second International Conference on Assistance to
Refugees in Africa (ICARA II) was held in Geneva on 9-11
July 1984.178 ICARA II was different and unique fran
other international conferences by its exclusive
lnJIDBnj tarian character• Over 100 countries and 140
177
inter-<pvernmental and non-organisations attended the
Conference. The Chainnan of the 0AI1, Mr Mengistu Haile-
M:>riam, stated at the Conference:
" ••• where there is a spirit of g:xxi
neighbourliness and nutual co-operation, the
principle of non-refoulenent mst be observed
.. 179
•••
(e) The "First Conference of the Asian Forum of
Parliamentarians on Population and oevelqment II was held
in New· Delhi on 17-20 February 1986. 'I\t.1enty-five
countries fran the Asian and Pacific regions took part.l80
The Conference adopted, inter aill, the following,
subnitted by the Representative of Japan (Takashi sate):
At its session of 14 Noverrber 1986 in Guaterala, the CAS
General AssEltbly repeated that the cartagena Declaration should
be inplemented, especially in the observance of the principle
of non-refoulement. .
178 Presided over by Is> Tindemms, Belgian Minister for Foreign
Affairs.
179 UN Doc. A.35/327, p.8. This Conference refrained fran
political quarrels and concentrated on the problem of
refugees.
180 Conference was chaired by Indra Ghandi.
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" ••• all countries should respect and adhere to
the principle of non-refoulernent ••• "
HOo\'eVer, the countries were not legally obliged to respect
and adhere to the principle of non-refoulement. It was
surprising to note this adoption, since all of the
participating states were fran South-East Asia and Asia
itself, and IOOSt of them had not obseIVed the principle of
non-refoulement• The wording regarding "respect" and
"adhere". seem contradictory; on the one haIXi, "respect"
had no real or legal interpretation whereas, on the other
hand, "adhere" seems to inply explicit assunption of
acknowledgement and acceptance of the recacmendation.
HOo\'eVer, the inportant issue rem:rlns, namely, the
principle of non-refoulernent was accepted and adopted.
In Geneva fran on 6-13 OCtober 1986, the Executive Ccmnittee at
its 37th session:
"noted with concern ••• forcible return to their
country of origin in disregard of the principle of
non-refoulement."
The principle of non-refoulement was further endorsed at the
Round Table Conference held on 28 April 1986 urxier the auspices
of the lJNHCR,181 and. also in "Consultation on the arrivals of
181 Sane 14 nations participated.
•
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asylum-seekers in Europe" .182
It is interesting to note what the new Director of Division of
Refugee Law and Doctrine,183 Mr Ghassan Arnaout, had to say on
the aspect of refoulement of asylum-seekers at the 37th session
of the Executive Ccmni.ttee. He stated:
" ••• what is, therefore, essential, is that these
persons not be sent back to where their life and
their physical integrity are threatened and that they
nuat be treated hurranely until circumstances make it
possible for them to return to their countries of
origin ••• ". 184
And likewise at the 38th session, Arnaout stated that
"preventing refoulement was one of the aims of the Office of
the UNHCR" .185
.
Generally speaking, the principle of non-refoulement has only
been mentioned at various regional conferences. The 'It1Ord
"observe" is greatly used and there is no legal obligation upon
participating States to "inplement" the principle of non-
refoulement. International conferences have very little
significance upon endorsing a principle or rule as a part of
custcmaIy law. This is especially so in the case of non-
182 Held in Geneva on 28-31 May 1980. see UN DoC. HCR/120,23/80,
p.S1-
183 Excerpts of the UNHCR Magazine, No.3S, NovEst'her 1986.
184 lb'l.d.
185 Excerpts fran The UNHat. Magazine, "Refugee", No.47, Noverrber
1987, p.12.
refoulernent.
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Conferences are only reccmnendations and not
legally binding upon participating States. Conferences only
indicate that the participating States are aware of the
principle of non-refoulement and that is all. 186
7.10 AN 0YERVl:Dl
OUt of twelve million refugees in the world,187 only a small
proportion of these people are fleeing their haneland and
fulfil the conditions and criteria established within Article
1 of the 1951 Convention, 188 as seen in Chapter Three. The vast
proportion of asylmn-seekers, refugees or displaced persons are
unprotected by treaty law. These so-called "refugees" are
seeking protection fran conditions of natural disaster, civil
wars, anned violence, State intervention and, in general,
violations of human rights. So, it is fair to assume that the
number of people fleeing fran natural disasters, anned
violence, civil wars, violence, etc., are exceeding those who
are fleeing due to fear of persecution due to race, religion,
nationality, membership of social group or p:>litical opinion.
So what would be the relation of these people in connection
with the principle of "non-refoulement", since, as stated
earlier, they are not protected by conventional law?
186 An exception nay be the UNHCR Executive Ccmnittee which decide
upon the policies of the UNHCR.
187 See J.P. Hocke in UN Chronicle, Feb 1987, p.114.
188 "A well-founded fear of persecution on account of race,
religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group
or political opinion", Article 1 (A(21) 189 UNTS 137).
189
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Many CQllllentators have taken the view that the principle of
"non-refoulement" is a role of custanaIy law.l89 However,
there are many defects in this view.
It is interesting to note that many Asian States have not
becane signatory parties to the 1951 COnvention or 1967
Protocol and there is an absence of "Eastern" camunist States
to signatory menbers of these two instruments. Quite clearly,
there is only regional agreement to these instruments and not a
general one. 190 A similar situation is noted within the
Executive camrl.ttee which, although CQlpIising over 40 States,
still distinctly lacks Asian and Eastern States on the voting
ccmni.ttee. They are present as observers but have no effect on
the voting issues and procedures.
The UNH~ Executive Ccmnittee has issued powers to the Office
of the UNH~, namely, to protect non-conventional refugees (or
de facto re~ugees) under the extended maIXiate, but this cannot
be considered as q>inio juris of States or indeed State
practice of participating States.
Gooclwin-Gill, op.cit., FP.97-8, although Professor Feliciano
claims not as a general custatmy law but only regional,
op.cit., p.608. See also P. Hyndnan, "Asylum and Non-
Refoulement", PLJ, VoleS7, 1982, p.63.
190 American, European and African States are roostly signatory to
the instnunents.
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Terporary refuge can be defined as follows:
lIa custanary nonn which prohibits a State fran
forcibly repatriating foreign nationals who firxi
themselves in its territory after having fled
generalised violence and other threats to their lives
and securities caused bv internal anned conflict
within their o.m state. II .1"91
can terporary refuge be afforded to those asylum-seekers not
,',
fulfilling the conditions of the 1951 Convention and 1967
Protocol and also carry with it a right of rejection at the
border or frontier?
There does not seem to be a clear answer to these t\«)
questions. Tenp>raiy refuge is by and large accepted by roost
States, but signatory States can argue quite sinply that if the
asylum-seeker does not fulfil the definition in the tw main
refugee instruments, then the State can reject or refoul'§ the
asylum-seekers to places where they may face persecution or
personal hardship. However, non-signatoty States can, on
191
192
IIhumanitarian grounds II , allOlfl refugees to settle until a
suitable and satisfactory solution is found. For instance, the
issuance ,of 1,500 visas . for ilnnigration to victims of the
earthquake and violent eruptions in the Azores192 aOO donation
of food and assistance to refugees fleeing fran neighbouring
Perluss and HaI"trMn, "Tenp>rary Refuge: Emergence of a
Custanary Nonnll , ~, Vol.26, p.554.
Act of 2nd september 1958, Pub.L. No.85-892, 72 Stat.1712.
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countries to Sudan and Ethiopia. 193 For Asia and Africa the
tenn "tEllpOrary" is used very casually, for instance, the
casual use of the word in statements in the media,194 b.1t for
Europe the tenn is hardly used and the 'NOrd "pennanence" is
preferred. 195 Iran and Pakistan h.:k:i cdn.itted over 5 million
refugees on the basis of the refugees presenting them:;elves at
the borders where physically it would have been inpossible to
return them to Afghanistan. In these circumstances, the
granting of "tEllpOrary asylum" seem; to have been the ideal
answer, that is, they are not to be returned196 until and
unless the situation in Afghanistan inproves, and until such
time, Iran and Pakistan are OOrdened with the Afghan refugees.
Many States have not' developed legal rules or regulations to
deal with' "humanitarian refugees". For instance, the practice
of SOuth Pacific States regarding Vietnamese and canbodian
boat-people197 and the united States have adopted a similar
attitude and policy not to admit certain catec})ries198 of
civilians trying to enter United State's territory.
193 '!be West collected funds.
194 "Refugees IOOVing te'lorarily across the borders", BBC 'IV, Nine
O'Clock News, 3 July 1986.
195 "Refugees. •• IOOVing ••• pennanently to ••• ", News at Ten, I'IV,
21 January 1987. ,
196 The refugees themselves will not return until the Soviet forces
have left Afghanistan.
197 see Chooi Fong, "sane legal aspects of the search for admission
into other States of persons leaving the Indo-Chinese Peninsula
in small boats", BYIL, 53, 198!.
198 Fran El-salvador and Guatemala~
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A fairly new State practice has emerged, especially in SOUth-
East Asian countries, where terrporary refuge will only be
granted if the State of asylum or refuge was "absolutely
convincedll that a third State ~ld take the b1rden eventually.
For instance, 'Ihailand stated that it ~ld continue to
alleviate the plight of Indochinese displaced persons IIas long
as other countries continue to honour their eatmibnent aOO
fully share the burdens II .199 It seems that States are
7.10.2
199
200
disguising the issue of non-re£oulement by placing equal
enphasis on neighbouring States to accept refugees. It seems
that refugees in "terporary refuge II are always on uncertain
, ','
ground, not knowing when they will be returned. It also seems
that ~e ,status of terporary refuge is similar to a "cooling-
off period II for States to think about expulsion, return or
rejection of refugees or asylum-seekers. States which allow
terrporary refuge have to be sure of the magnitude of the
task. 200
Non-Refoo.lemegt am Torture, Inhuman or DegLarlirg 1'reaboent aD:i
Tn!:m"rvI] Cooflicts
The perenptory rule of custanary international law requires
persons not to be subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman or
degrading treatment. Torture and its universal prohibition is
Mr Angkanarak, leader of the Thai delegation at the IOM
Council Special Session in May 1979.
Returning sane 3 million Afghan refugees will not be an easy
task for the Pakistani authorities.
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witnessed in various regional and global treaties and
international organisations, including many resolutions in the
UN, Council of Europe, CAS and OAU. In fact, it has recently
been held that torture constitutes a violation of international
law in (Filartiga v Pena-Irala) .201 However, unlike the
prohibition of torture, the principle of non-refoulement in its
awlicability is not universal. There are exceptions to 1lQIl::
refoulement within Article 33(2) as to when a person can be
refouled, b.1t in the torture convention no such exceptions are
noted. In other words, persons can be retooled caxUtima11y
b.1t persons ammt be refouled unmnditionally in the torture
convention.
On 9 Decarber 1975,202 the General Assenbly Resolution 3452 was
adopted without a vote; the General Assenbly not only condemned
torture b.1t for the first time defined both "torture", 203 and
"cruel, inhurran or degrading treatment or pmishment". As
stated earlier, there is a provision in the European
Convention on Human Rights (European Convention) relating to
201 630 F.2d, ~.882-885. see also Rodley, 1he Treatment of
Prisoners 1.n International T..L!M, q>.cit., for further
explication of torture.
202 UN Doc. A/10034, 1975.
203 Torture means any act by which pain or suffering, whether
physical or mental, is intentionally inflicted by or at the
instigation of a public official on a person for such purposes
as obtaining fran him or a third person infonnation or
confession, pmishing him for an act he has ccmnitted or is
suspected of having eatmi.tted or intimidating him or other
persons. It does not include pain or suffering arising only
fran inherent in or incidental to lawful sanctions to the
extent consistent with the Standard Mini.rca1m Rules for the
Treatment of Prisoners.
.......
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torture and inhurran or degrading treatment, positioned in
Article 3.
The European Convention does not contain a general right of
admission to a certain country nor the right of asylum and
Article 4 of Protocol IV prohibits only the "collective
expulsion' of aliens" • The refusal of acinission or n2n::
refoulement constitutes inhumm treatment in accordance with
Article 3 of the European Convention.204 For instance, the
head of household'or a 'relative may be refouled, thus splitting
the family and resulting in inhuman or degrading treatment. 205
There is only protection in the fom of Article 8 of the
European Convention (family life). '!he children of a family
whose father or nother has been refooled will certainly
consider themselves to have been subjected to cruel, inhuman or
degrCiding treatment.'
But what' about torture? If a refugee is expelled or refooled
to 'a place where he will certainly face torture, even perhaps
resulting in death, will the' State responsible for refouling
also be held responsible for resulting deaths? It would seem
so, irreSPeCtive of the expelling State being a party to the
European or' any other regional convention. Each case will have
to be looked at with the European Court and camdssion
deciding, and with the onus on the refugee, before he/she is
204 AR;>lieant 984/61, Xv Belgium ColI.6, 1961, p.39. Awlicant'
7612/76, Pv Belgium, Council of Europe Press Release C(78)54,
15 Dec 1978.
205 AR;>lication No.7729/76, Agee v United Kingdgm, 7 DR, 1976, 164.
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refouled, to provide strong evidence against non-return to the
countIy where he/she may face torture.206
The Ellrq)ean Ccmni.ssion on Human Rights stated that the
Contracting states had agreed to restrict the free exercise of
states' rights under international law, including the right to
control the entIy and exit of foreigners.
Ccmni.ssion was cautious, stating:
However, the
206
.. ••• Consequently, the exp1lsion or extradition of
an individual could in certain ex~ional cases
prove to be a breach of the convention and
particularly of Article 3, whilst there are serious
reasons to believe that he could be subjected to such
a treatment prohibited by the said Article 3 in the
state to which he must be sent." 207
The caem.ission further stipulated that no State may extradite,
expel .or refuse penni.ssion, or repatriate aliens to a country
where he may face severe violations of basic human rights
anoonting to torture or inhuman or degrading treatment. 208
However, to reach the inhuman stage, it must first reach a
certain "stage of gravity causing considerable mental or
physical suffering".209
But there is uncertainty as to what proof is needed. In
Rajamame v SecretarY of State, 8 NovatDer 1984, the adjudicator
held that violence in Sri lanka did not arrount to "well-founded
fear of persecution" and effectively no traces of torture or
Persecution could be found. A sanewhat strange decision in the
light of violations of human rights in Sri Lanka, reported by
Amnesty International Press Release No.31, 1984, W· 5- 6• '
207 X v FRG Eurq?ean Ccrrmi.ssion on Human Rights, Dec. and Rep.,
1974, 73,75. '
208 Ibid. For extradition in relation to the.~ Convention
on Human Rights, see Fawcett, op.cit., W.51-53, 119-120.
209 Ibid.
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There mst be a danger to the refooled or the expelled refugee
that he will face torture or degrading or inhuman treatment;
consequently, there must be a dimct danger and mst have
substantial grouOOs for fearing such treatment. There is one
prcblem, that is' for the refugees who flee fran civil war or
internal" upheaval where the violence is not directed towards
them personally. Similarly, one could argue that violation of
human rights or internal tUInOil, if not directed personally
against refouled refugees, will not be considered sufficient to
furnish' evidence of a concrete danger of inhuman or degrading
treatment. 210 For instance, many political asylum-seekers fled
Pakistan, mainly to Europe, in 1979 follCMing the death of
Zulfiqar Bhutto. But the carmission held that there was no
serious reason to believe that the persons concerned would be
subjected to inhuman 'treatment and consequently their requests
for political asylum were rejected and they had to return to
Pakistan~211 "
Article 3'of the UN Convention on Torture, like Article 3 of
the European Convention, may give sane fonn of protection where
no other protection is available and Article 3 of the Eurq>ean
Convention may errbrace a right of tE!llP'rary refuge when
rejection at the border or refoulement would am:>unt to inhuman
210 X v Sweden, No.9105/80 European carmi.ssion on Human Righ1;S, 1,
and X&y v UK, No.8897/80, European camrl.ssion on Human Rights,
12 March 1980.
211 X v UK, No. 8081/77 , European carmi.ssion on Human Rights, 12
DecE!lli:>er 1979.
-t
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treatment. 'lbere is a limitation to Article 3 of the UN
Torture Convention - that non-refoulement is only to awly
where the subject may face torture if refooled. The Article is
limited only to the subjection of torture.
Basicallyi the individual should not have to prove that he will
suffer danger~ if refouled; it should be up to the State which
refoules the asylum-seeker or the refugee to prove that there
is DO danger to the individual concerned.
can refoulenent be used in exceptional cases? Only in cases to
prevent a greater mishap or evil. 'lbe extreme nature of the
case mst be conveyed and it mst be shown that there is no
other alternative but to return and, secondly, that such
refoulernent or return is necessary to avert sane greater evil.
For instance, internal' conflict or civil war will affect
refugees (danger to life and property). The facts of the case
mst be involved and mst be awropriate for any legal review.
One can say that if refoulernent is to be cq:plied, then the
danger mst be of an unusual or horrifying kirxi.
States are usually reluctant to grant asylum to people who have
fled' fran internal conflicts such as civil unrest and
violence. 212 Although there are no specific provisions
relating to inteI11al conflicts within the main refugee
instIUments, States can grant tarporary refuge to these people
who flee fran such conditions. 'l'eIrpOrary refuge can involve
212 For instance, in Lebanon, EI Salvador, and the philiWines •
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basic human rights such as housing and education and that there
is still a hcp! that these refugees will return voluntarily as
a permanent solution. As long as the causal factors remain,
these refugees should not be refouled, even if there are no
provisions within the rmmicipal legislative system. But
exceptions should be thought of, such as refugees who are a
...
,
threat to "national security" and "camunity". Refugees
escaping fran general violence and danger III.1st be given the
benefit and not be looked upon as those who have left purely
for personal convenience. There are sane international
instruments which take into account not only military
personnel,but also the sick, \\lOUIlded and the ship.rIreCked,213
and also international instruments for people caught up in
conflict or fleeing fran conflict.214
There are three points which should be made. Firstly, people
fleeing fran torture, inhuman or degrading treatment, civil
unrest or internal conflict, should be adnitted when they
present themselves at the frontiers or borders. secondly,
these people should, at the very least, be granted tenp:>rary
refuge' and' be . treated in accordance with h1.UMJl rights
213 Geneva Convention for the Amelioration of the Condition of the
Wounded and Sick in the Atmed Forces in the Field: 12 August
1949, 6 UST 3114, TIAS No.3362i 75 UNTS 31.
Geneva Convention Relative to the Protection of Civilian
Persons in Time of War: 12 August 1949, 6 UST 3516, TOO
No.3365i 75 UNTS 87. .
214 Geneva Convention Relative to the Protection of Civilian
Persons' in Time of War: 12 August 1949, 6 UST 3516, TIAS
No.3365i75 UNTS 87. see also Protocol A£Xiitiona! to the
Geneva Conventions: United Nation Document A/32/144 Annex 1.
p215
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principles. And, thirdly, no asylum-seeker should be returned
or refooled at any border, if he or she faces threat of
torture or cruel, inhmnan or degrading treatment, civil war,
persecution, foreign danination, natural disasters, drought or
famine, fran <the country of origin.
There ~rs to be a general acceptance of the principle of
non-refoulement on torture. In general tenns, the principle of
non-refoulenent is in a limitative fODD in the conventions,
treaties, declarations or resolutions. Similar non-refoulement
in custanary international law does not awear to be in a fom
of universal awlication. It can be said that the principle of
non-refoulement only foms a part of the principle of
international law.
Finally, sane human rights are considered IIDre inportant than
others. Should States consider the priority of human rights
before considering refoulement of asylum-seekers or refugees.
Are States free to choose the priority of human rights?215 It
seems that all basic values of hmnan rights should be respected
irresPective of their priorities.
see US Priority of Hmnan Rights: Restatement, secooo Foreign
Relations of the US (Rev.) Tentative Draft 1, p.xii, 1980. '!he
list is: Relation of International law to US IJ!W; Persons in
International law; International Agreements; Jurisdiction aOO
Judgenenti law of the Sea; Protection of Persons (Natural aOO
Juridical); selected Law of Econanic Relations; aOO Remedies
for Violation of International Law. see also, discussion by
Professor Maron in &ilL, Vol.80, No.1, January 1986, p.1.
-==~------:-::~======~----- -- - ---- -
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7.11 POOJ:9dUPI'
The concept of non-refoulement &Xi asylum are inteIwven.
Asylum forms a fonnidable part of refugee law. The safety of
the refugee depends on whether he/she is granted asylum or not.
Asylum will be examined in the next chapter with particular
enphasis on the actual definition of asylum, international co-
q:>eration, solidarity, asylum in international law arxi the
casework on the eligibility for asylum in the USA and the UK.
.....
CHAPTER EIGHT
Asylum
FI
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amPlER EIQf1'
The word asylum is derived fran the Greek word "asylon" and the
latin word "asylum". It effectively means a sanctuary, a place
where a person who is pursued takes refuge. In a historical
perspective,l asylum was a religious and sanetimes a civil
institution in which people fleeing fran Persecution,
prosecution, animals and the ferocity of nature, could enjoy
protection, shelter and sanctity. Entry to these places was
barred to the chasing relevant authorities. In the late 16th
and early 17th Centuries, the distinction2 between political
and ordinary offences was made, and eventually it was held that
asylum could only be granted to those who were fleeing fran
political or religious persecution. Actually, up to the em of
the 1800s and early 1900s, rrovement between States was
virtually totally restricted. The problem of asylum did not
present itself as one of admission but whether the fugitive
should be surrendered to another State once he had entered the
territory.3 _The emergence of grave Persecutions4 in countries
1
2
3
See Prakash Sinha, Asylum and International Law, op.cit, W· 5-
49.
Because "asylum" was frequently enjoyed by ccmron criminals. and
a widespread practice of surrendering persons wanted for crJ.rneS
and fugitives fran justice to another State authority.
The -emergence of extradition was clearly established.
•4
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of origin and to try to secure admission to other States.
Basically, asylum can denote two types of refuge: firstly,
diplanatic asylum (in esrbassies, consuls and high canni.ssions),
and, secondly, territorial asylum (asylum granted by a State
within its territory). Diplanatic asylum is beyond the scqle
of this thesis.
In 1948, the H\.DTIB.O Rights Cannission of the United Nations, on
the proposal of the Representative of France, adopted the draft
united· Nations Declaration of Human Rights, which contained a
provision relating to asylum:
"Article 14:
(1) Everyone has the right to seek and to be granted
asylurn fran persecution.
(2) This right may not be invoked in the case of
prosecution genuinely arising fran non-political
crime or acts contrary to the purposes and principles
of the united Nations."
The Representative of the United King1an (MrS Corbet) wanted to
amend the first Paragraph to read:
"Everyone has the right to seek and to enjoy asylum
in other countries fran Persecution. "
The reasons behind the amendment were firstly that this
amendment made it quite clear that the individual did not have
an autanatic right to be granted asylum,S and, secondly, the
Due to pOlitiCal and social changes and gradual restriction of
rcovernent of persons between States.
UN Document A/C. 3/SR 121, W. 4- 6•
",,::.~ 0-_-· \
.---.....J,.
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8.1.1
6
7
8
general consensus was that C}JVernments foum that granting a
right of asylmn which could ultimately be claimed \ftOOld not
only inpinge on their sovereignty (whether he receive the
asylmn-seeker or not), but which might cause "havoc" in terms
of roovement between States, especially in times of mass
population transfers due to conflicts, persecution or other
reasons. After 10 years of debate in the Human Rights
Ccmni.ssion and the General Asseni>ly, 6 the Declaration on
Territorial Asylmn was eventually adopted. 7
The amended Article 14 was also inplemented in an irrportant
human rights instnnnent, namely the universal Declaration on
Human Rights. 8 These Declarations have one major disadvantage,
namely, they are not legally binding on States but they are
fundamental prerequisites to the existence of any rule on
asylmn.
'!be Bellagio Draft
After consultation with a number of - international lawyers and
jurists in 1970, the carnegie Endowment for International Peace
in agreenent with the United Nations High Ccmni.ssioner for
Refugees, convened a "Colloquium on Territorial Asylmn and
3rd and 6th Ccmni.ttees, respectively.
By a unanircous vote, GA Resolution 2312 (XXII) of 14 Deembet'
1967.
The UDHR was adopted with no q:posing votes, while Article 14
was -adopted by 44 votes for, 6 against, and 2 abstentions. see
UN:iA, 3rd session, 3rd Ccmn.ittee, 1948, and AIRes 217.
•9
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Protection of Refugees in International Law" at Villa
Serbelloni, Bellagio, Italy in 1971. A nuneer of eminent aIXi
distinguished lawyers were invited am as a result, three
articles were prepared which included the grant of asyltun, non-
refoulement and international solidarity. A working group was
fonned to prepare a draft which became known as the Bellagio
Draft. The High camtissioner for Refugees subnitted this Draft
to the Executive carmi.ttee of his prograrrme and through the
Econanic and Social Council to the General Assenbly. The 3m
Camtittee of the General Asseti:>ly in 1972 requested the High
Camtissioner to consult with g:wernments and to report on the
matter to the Assembly at its next session. In the 1973
session, the Chainnan of the 3m Ccmni.ttee asked the High
Ccmni.ssioner to continue consultations with cpverrnnents
regarding asylum. Ninety governments carmented, thirty on the
Bellagio Draft. Seventy-five governrrents were in favour of
strengthening the law relating to asylum (territorial). The
Representative of the united Kingjan stated:
"•• • much of the purpose of the proposed new
instnunent would be achieved if the 1951 Convention
relating to the status of refugees were rcore widely
and fully inplemented ••• however, it did not wish
its attitude to be negative and that it would not
oppose the convening of a conference of
plenipotentiaries ••• II 9
In 1974, the General Assembly in the 29th session established a
Group of Experts on the Draft Convention.
UN Doc. A/AC.96/508/hX1.1, para 5.
..
•
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8.1.2 '!be Gram of Experts 10
The Group of Experts met in Geneva on 28 April to 9 May 1975
and agreed by a najority11 to the follOtling article:
"Article 1: Each COntracting State acting in the
exercise of its sovereign rights, shall use its best
endeavours in a humanitarian spirit to grant asylum
in its territory to any person eligible for the
benefits of this COnvention."
This provision differed slightly fran the Bellagio Text and was
an attraction of right of States to "refuse or grant asylum to
the asylum-seeker and the hmnanitarian duty to grant asylum.
Article 4 was adopted when an asylum-seeker:
" • •• at the frontier or in the territory of a
COntracting State shall be admitted provisionally to
or pennitted to rem:rln in the territory of that
State pending a detennination of his request, which
shall be considered by the ccnpetent authority."
8.1.3 '!be Conference of Plenitpt:mt;im=ies
The General Assembly in consultation with the UNHCR requested
the Secretary-General to convene a conference of
plenipotentiaries on territorial asylum fonn 10 January to 4
10
11
Carposed of 27 States on a basis of equitable geographical
distrihltion. The costs were to be met fran voluntary funds of
the High Ccmni.ssioner - General Assercbly Res.2372 (XXIX) of 10
December 1974. However, carpare this to the usual method of
financing fran the general budget of the UN, as is the usual
case.
Cbjection raised and recorded by the SoViet and Ukrainian
experts.
•12
13
14
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February 1977 to consider and adopt a Convention on Territorial
Asylum. 12 The Secretary-General made available the report,
which was produced by the Group of Experts, to any Merber State
for any carments, observations and criticisms they wished to
make before the conference.
At the conference, there were sane discrepancies as to the
roles of procedures of the conference13 but on the actual issue
of asylum, m:>st representatives agreed that it was certainly
necessary to catbine the discretion of the State to grant
asylum to the asylum-seeker with the humanitarian interest and
value that asylum should be granted to those who. fled
persecution.
Three issues became praninent at the Conference:
i) There was a tendency to gJ further than the consolidated
text and to establish a "duty to grant asylum". The
Representative of Gentany proposed that a subjective right
is addressed when granting asylum. 14
The cost of holding such a conference 'It1OUld be met by voluntary
contributions and subsequently authorised the High Ccmni.ssioner
to seek such funds. See M. Mitic, "'!be united Nations
Conference on Territorial Asylum", RIA, Vol.28, No.647, 1977,
RJ·14-25.
Discrepancies included: mnnber of States fonning the Drafting
Ccmnittee and the actual carposition; whether the Drafting
Ccmnittee rnercbership should be open-ended; arxi the role of the
no-g::wernrnental organisations in the conference. See Rules of
Procedure, UN Doc. A/Conf.78/9. Rule 47: '!be non-gJVernmental
organisations could only make written statements and not oral
ones (UN Doc. A/Conf. 78/SR. 7, Para 8. Cf. conference on the
Status of Refugees, where ngJ's could make oral statements
(Rules of Procedure, UN.Doc.A/Conf.2/3/Res.1, Rule 27(3».
UN Doc. A/Conf. 78/7, Art.l.
.,
•
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il) The Representatives of Italy, Austria, Colacbia, France
aIXi Costa Rica all suggested a duty to grant asylum.
Many representatives favoured the ~rding in the
consolidated text: "Each Contracting State shall use its
best endeavours to grant asylum ••• " This ~rding,
15
16
according to many representatives, established the right
balance between the conflicting interests of the State aIXi
the asyhun-seeker•
ill) The Representatives of Pakistan, Syrian Arab Republic,
Argentina, Rumania, Iran, Egypt, Jordan aIXi Cuba
considered that the above text went too far and sUFflOrted
putting the whole enphasis on a State whether it grants
asylum or not. The Representative of Egypt stated that a
text should include: "Each Contracting State may grant
asylum ..•• ".15 The Representative of Jordan proposed
replacing the words ..shall use its best endeavours" by the
~rds "shall endeavour" .16
This Conference of Plenipotentiaries was a failure. No
concrete issues emerged and many representatives were totally
confused by the issues. Article 1, on the grant of asylum, had
been weakened by the replacenent of the ~rds "shall use its
UN Doc. A/Conf.78/8.
UN Doc. A/Conf.78/C.1/L.16 (Ccmni.ttee oocument L.16). This
amendment was adopted: 31 for, 29 against, with 18 abstentions.
Sane representatives were confused, they were under the
inpression that they had voted for the ~rds "shall use its
best endeavours II.
.._.._ .._ ._.__. _
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best endeavours to grant asylum" by the Jordanian proposal
"shall' endeavour to grant asylum". The earlier drafts had
shown a balance between the right of an asylum-granting State
with hum:mi.tarian issues, g:>vernrnents were now reluctant to
enter into a finn ccmni.tment to grant asylum. The socialist
and eatmuni.st States were unhappy with the COnference and the
1959 COnvention•. The COnvention on Territorial Asylum seemed
unlikely to be ratified on a universal level. It is perhaps
easier to mention regional treaties and agreements and
declarations on the question of territorial asylum rather than
a general or even universal one.
8.2 'mEATY AND ASYUII
8.2.1 '!be International Covenant on Econanic« Social am CUltural
Rights am the International Covenant on Civil am Political
Rights (aloog with Qltiooal Protocol to the Internatiooal
Covenant on Civil am Political Rights)
These were adopted by the United Nations General Assetbly in
1966 but do not contain any provision on asylum. This was
because nany Members considered that the right of asylum was
not a fundamental right of the individual and there were
disagreements between the Western delegates and the Eastern
delegates as to the personal scope, the definition of the
persons to whan asylum could and should be granted and the
persons who should be excluded fran the grant of asylum.
I
--- -- _.......~-
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As,y1mn 8Pd the 1951 Convention Re1.atim to the Status of
Refugees
The tenn "asylum" does not awear in the JOOSt inportant refugee
Convention. However, the preanble of the 1951 Convention
states:
N••• grant of asylum may place urxiuly heavy burdens
on certain countries ••• "
The grant of asylum is assumed on behalf of the Contracting
States but there is no legal obligation on the Contracting
States to at least consider the grant of asylum.
The UNHCR states that asylum could be inplemented in the light
of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the
Declaration on Territorial Asylum adopted in 1948 and 1967,
respectively. Attention should be drawn to Recatmendation E
contained in the Final Act of the Conference of
Plenipotentiaries, which in fact adopted the 1951 Convention:
~NThe Conference
Expresses the hope that the Convention relating to
the Status of Refugees will have value ,as an ex.arcple
exceeding its contractual scope and that all nations
will be guided by it in granting so far as possible
to persons in their territory as refugees and who
wuld not be covered by the tenns of the Convention,
the treatment for which it provides. II
This reccmnendation enables States to resolve problems
affecting the non-conventional refugees or asylum-seekers.
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8.2.3 universal Is1aDi.c Declaration of RunmJ Ri.gJts (signed in Paris
on 19th Sepb:lrb:r; 1981) 17
Article IX of the Universal Islamic Declaration of Hunan Rights
(UlDER) contains a Right of Asylum:
II (a) Every persecuted or OWressed person has the
right to seek refuge and asylum. This right is
guaranteed to every hum:m being irrespective of race,
religion, colour and sex. II
There are limitations in that only persons who are "persecuted"
or IIowressed" have the right to seek asylum and refuge.
Persons who flee fran famine, drought, starvation, Acts of God
are excluded. This does not just awly to M:>slems who can gain
asylum,18 as the tenns used: " •• every human being irrespective
of race, religion, colour or sex", awly to all. However, no
mention was made of "political or social groups" or of
"different nationality". It is interesting to carpare the
UIDHR. to the OAU Convention, which onlYawlies to persons fran
the Contracting States. The UIDHR. is only recarmendatory and
not legally binding upon the Islamic states. However,
17
18
paragraph (a) stipulates possible refuge and asylum for all
persons, irrespective of race, religion, colour and sex.
Paragraph (b) is restrictive to Muslims; it states:
Signed by 19 Islamic States in Paris. 'this Declaration was
adopted for possible guidelines in conjunction with the ()lran
and Hadith traditions of the Prophet l-t>hamnad.
peo~le. (whether l-t>slems, Christians or other faiths) flee~g
Ethiqua are given autaratic refuge by .the saudi Arab1an
Government. This is because in 632. AD, Ethiopia graJ.1ted r~fuge
and asylum to the Prophet M:>harmad when he fled saudi Arabl.B.
~-.---- --~~ --v-:-----,---".------r-~..- _ ,.• ,.;;' _.;:--. .., ...
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II (b) A1 Masjid al Haram in Mecca is a sanctuary for
all Muslims."
8.2.4
8.2.5
19
20
'Ule Bangkok Prlncmle
As stated earlier, these principles (Declarations) were adqlted
by the Afro-Asian Legal Consultative Ccmn.i.ttee in 1966.
Article III stipulates that the State has the sovereign right
to grant or refuse asylum in its territory and similarly the
GAU, Article 111(2) states that the exercise of th right to
grant such asylum to a refugee shall be respected by all other
States and shall not be regarded as an unfriendly act. Article
III (3) stipulates the exerrptions of national security or
safeguarding property; and paragraph 4 inplies a status of
provisional or tmp:.>rary asylum for the refugee.
Caracas Convention on Territorial Asylum 1954 19
The Caracas Convention on Territorial Asylum in Article 1
stipulated that "Every State has the right, in the exercise of
its sovereignty, to admit into its territory such persons as it
deans advisable, without, through the exercise of this right,
giving rise to carplaint by any other State. A restriction is
inposed as long as the other States do not cooplain about the
asylum granted".20 Article 2 consists of a duty of other
Signed in Caracas on 28 March 1954 at the 10th Inter-American
Conference. Entered into force on 29 oecanber 1954, in
accordance with Article 4. CAS Official Records, OEA/Ser.X/1,
Treaty Series 34.
Cf. OAU Convention, infra.
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States to respect such asylum, while Article 3 inp::>ses a
restriction of expelling or surrendering persons to another
State. Article 5 fonns an interesting provision, namely, that
the asylum-seekers who have entered the territory
"surreptitiously or irregularly" are still granted asylum
within the provisions of the Caracas Convention. The general
ercphasis of the caracas Convention was based on protection for
political refugees rather than non-political refugees.
8.2.6
21
'lhe Organi sation of African Unity Refugee Convention 21
The OAU Convention on refugee problems in Africa is probably
the best foIltlUlated regional instrument on the issues and
problems relating to refugees.
Article II is totally devoted to asylum. Article lIo1 states:
"Matber States of the OAU shall use their best
endeavours consistent with their respective
legislations to receive refugees who, for well-
founded reasons, are unable or unwilling to return to
their country of origin or nationality."
The ambit of this provision is to oblige Contracting States to
receive refugees. Firstly, the word •shall" is used, iItplying
a legal obligation for the States to receive refugees;
secondly, the word "receive" is used, iJrplying a syrrpathetic
OAU Convention on Refugee Problems in Africa, done at Adiis
Ababa on 10 September 1969. See 8 IUM, 1969, p.1288.
22
~ , ." j
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consideration for refugees22 and a pleasant nature of
acceptance rather than a forced acceptance; and, thirdly, the
'WOrds IIsecure the settlement" stipllates that States have to
afford at least housing and basic human rights for asylum-
seekers. Article II. 2 states:
"'nle grant of asylum to refugees is a peaceful and
humanitarian act and shall not be regarded as an
unfriendly act by a Mati::>er State."
This provision was to overcane hostility between the MaWer
States if one State was to grant asylum to another State's
nationals. 'n1is provision has encouraged States to be less
cautious and sceptical on the granting of asylum.
International, or rather regional solidarity, is encouraged in
Article II.4, whereby:
"Where a MaWer State finds difficulty in continuing
to grant asylum to ~efugees, such MaWer States may
~ directly to another MaWer State and through
the OAU, and such other MaWer State shall in the
spirit of African solidarity and international c0-
operation take awropriate measures to lighten the
burden of the Member States granting asylum. II
Tercporary residence is catered for in Article 11.5, while
Article I1.6 states that refugees IIIlSt be settled at "a
reasonable distance fran the frontier of their country of
origin" • Safety for the refugees must be given priority by the
authorities granting asylum. can the refugee take advantage of
Cf. the 'WOrd used in the Caracas Convention ("admit"), to the
'WOrd "receive" in the OAU Convention.
8.2.7
23
24
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the asylum by propagating propaganda and subversive activities?
The answer is 00; in Article III, paragraphs 1 and 2
respectively prohibit refugees fran subversive activities
against another Meni:>er State of the CWJ and prohibition of "use
of anna, through the press or by radio". Quite basically,
Article III prevents refugees fran taki.nq advantage of the
State granting asylum to cause tension in another MenDer State.
'!be Aneri.can Conventioo on HumAn Rights 1969 23
The American Convention on Human Rights was ac\q)ted at San
Jose, Costa Rica on 22 November 1969. Freedan of MJvement and
Residence was stipulated in Article 22 (7) which states:
"Evezy person has the right to seek and be granted
asylum in a foreign territozy in accordance with the
legislation of the State and international
conventions in the event he is being pursued for
political offences or related camon crimes." 24
As in roost regional instruments, the drafters of this
Convention did not foresee the different types of refugees
which I could exist. HO'I.leVer, in America the great nurrber of
refugees flee because of political offences, but reports have
been given by the UNHCR of other types of refugees.25 Articles
see~ Official Records OFA/Ser.k/kvi/1.1, Document 65, Rev. 1,
Corr.1 of 7 January 1970. See also 9 lIH, 99, 1970, p.123,
Representatives of Chile, Colari::>ia, Costa Rica, El salvador,
Ecuador, Guatenala, Honduras, Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay,
Uruguay and Venezuela.
Cf. with Article 14 of the Universal oeclaration of Human
Rights, especially "right to seek and be granted asylum".
See causal factors, supra.
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22 (8) arxi 22 (9) state that the non-deportation or prohibition
on refoulement of refugees and the oollective expulsion of
aliens is prohibited, respectively. 26
The refugees position in bringing a cacplaint to the Inter-
American Catmission differs in one significant way fran that of
any other victim of human rights violation. The paranount
-
right a refugee seeks is the right to remain, to avoid
refoulement, return to a place of persecution. The slow and
lengthy deliberation of international organisation may delay
the admissibility review of his claim beyond the date of
expulsion. 27 On the other hand, if the refugee subnits a
eatplaint before exhausting all administrative and judicial
proceedings and aweals, the claim will be admissible for
There was the American Declaration of the Rights and Dlties of
Man 1948, which stipulated Article XXVII which stated: NEvery
person has the right, in case of pursuit not resulting fran
ordinary crimes, to seek and receive asylum in foreign,
territory, in accoi:dance with the laws of each country and with
international agreements N • This Declaration is to be found in
the Final Act of the 9th International COnference of American
States, Bogota, COlanbia, held in 1948. It was based on a
revision of a draft first prepared in 1946 by the Inter-
American Juridical Cannittee. The Declaration was not binding
blt was merely a recannendation. Article XXVII was a very cp:xi
provision, a CQrpIehensive provision purely because of its
ainple and succinct 'It1Ording.
The 1980 Regulations of the Inter-American camdssion of Human
Rights now contain a provision to expedite cases in such
situations.
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failure to exhaust danestic remedies - a catch-22 issue. 28
8.2.8 'l11e Council of Eurq?e 29
The Council for Europe in adc¢ed Resolution 67 (14), which was
unanim:>usly passed by the camlittee of Ministers on 29 June
1967, was entitled "Asylum to Persons in Danger of
Persecution", which stated:
.. • •• Recarmends that Menber Governments should be
guided by the following principles:
1. They should act in a particularly liberal and
humanitarian spirit in relation to persons who
seek asylum on their territory. II
The language used indicates a finnness when the Ccmni.ttee of
Ministers referred to "The should act ..... - "should"
indicating an obligation to act. paragraph 2 calls on States
not to refoule persons where they may face danger of
persecution; paragraph 3 stipulates the exertptions of non-
expulsion; while in paragraph 4, EurcpeaI1 solidarity is
encouraged for action either individually or as a group to tty
28
29
The Haitian Refugee test case, for the first time in the west,
used an international forum for protecting the rights of
refugees. The European Ccmni.ssion on Hurran Rights has heard
numerous cases involving the rights of refugees under the
EuIq:lean Convention.
The carplaint alleges not only violations of the right of pon-
refoulement, rot violations of other basic rights essential for
a fair detennination of refugee status in eatpliance with
international law and stands as a challenge to refugee policy
and practice.
see European Yearbook, Vol.XV, 1967, p. 349.
30
31
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to overcane any such difficulties in granting asylum.
The European Convention on Human Rights, signed on 4 septE!tber
1950 and which came into effect on 3 septE!I'ber 195530 contains
no right of asylum.
The European Ccmnission of Human Rights has recognised a
limited right of asylum under the European Convention on Human
Rights for persons subject to deportation or extradition
proceedings in countries party to the Convention. This
developnent is remarkable because as the Ccmnission itself
recognises:
"... the right to political asylum is not as such
included aroong the rights and freedans guaranteed by
the Convention ••• " 31
The Ccmni.ssion found the basis for a right of non-deportation
in Article 3 of the Convention which declares that "no one
should be subjected to torture or to inhuman or degrading
treatment or punishment". Specifically, the Ccmnission has
stated that a State Party violates its Article 3 obligations
when it returns an asylum-seeker to a countIy where he or she
might be subjected to treatment which, if inflicted by a party
to the Convention, TNOuld itself constitute a violation of
Council of Europe, European Convention on Human Rights,
Collected Texts, 2nd Ed., 1963.
X against the Federal Republic of German~, Application
No. 3040/67, 22 ColI. of Decisions 133, 136 (Eur. eatm. on Human
Rights, 1967).
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Article 3.32
8.2.9 '1be tHea Executive Ccmni.ttee
The Executive Ccmni.ttee33 at its 28th session on asylum, 34
adopted an i.nportant resolution which stated that although
there were sane liberal asylum practices,35 they were:
II (b) Concerned, however, that according to the report
of the High Ccmni.ssioner, cases continue to occur in
which asylum-seekers have encountered serious
difficulties in finding a country willing to grant
them even terrporary refuge and that refusal of
pennanent or terrporary asylum has led in a nurrber of
cases to serious consequences for the persons
concerned;
(C) Requested the High carmissioner to draw the
attention of C})Vemnents to the various international
instnnnents existing in the field of asylum and
reiterated the fundamental inp>rtance of these
instnnnents fran a hmnanitarian standpoint;
(d) Afpealed to C})Vennnents to follCM, or continue to
follCM, liberal practices in granting petmanent or at
least terporary asylum to refugees who have cane
directly to their territory;
(e) Called on <pJernrnents to co-operate, in a spirit
of international solidarity, with the High
Ccmni.ssioner in the perfonnance of his functions-
32
33
34
35
see GiaIM v Belgium, Council of Eurcp! Press Release B(80), 36,
31 July 1980 at 4 (1980); X v Federal RepIDlic of Germany,
l\FPlication No.7334/76, 5 Decisions and Reports 154 (Eur. cann.
of Human Rights), 1976; Amekrane v UK, AI:Plication 00.5961/72,
1973; Yearbook of Eur. Conv Hunan Rights 356; X contra la
Belgigye, Application No.984/61, 6 ColI. of Decision 39 (Eur.
Ccmn. of Hunan Rights).
No.5 (XXVIII), 1977, Conclusions on the International
Protection of Refugees adopted by the Executive carmi.ttee of
the UNHCR Programne, UN Doc. A/AC.96/549.
Ibid.
Ibid., para (a).
36
37
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especially with respect to asylum - in accordance
with General AssEllbly Resolution 428 (v) of 14
Decestber 1950. II
The Executive Ccmnittee on m:my occasions have expressly
BfPealed to cprernments to follow liberal practices in granting
asylum:36
H States should use their best erxieavours to grant
asylum to bona fide asylum-seekers.· 37
In relation to the protection of asylum-seekers in situations
of large-scale influx, a report was fOIIlUlated of large-scale
influx which met in Geneva fran 21-24 April 1981, which was
adopted by the Executive Ccmnittee. 'nle Executive Ccmnittee
claimed in four parts, the protection of asylum-seekers in
situations of large-scale influx. In Part I, the Executive
Ccmni.ttee had acknowledged that the refugee problem, especially
in situations of large-scale influx, lW becane acute and also
acknowledged an inportant point that, apart fran Persons who
were refugees within the 1951 Convention and the 1967 Protocol,
there were also Persons who, owing to external aggression,
occupation, foreign danination or events seriously disturbing
public order in part of or the whole of their country of origin
or nationality, were carpelled to seek refuge outside that
country. The asylum-seekers, who formed part of such large-
scale influx situations were often confronted with difficulties
See Rep::>rts of 29th and 30th sessions, UN DOC. A/AC.96/959 and
UN TX>c.A/AC.96/572, para 72(2)(a), respectively.
Ibid.
,.
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in finding a durable solution by way of voluntary repatriation,
local settlement or resettlement in a third country. Large-
seale influxes frequently created serious problens for States,
with the result that certain States, although camd.tted to
obtaining durable solutions, have only found it possible to
admit asylum-seekers without undertaking at the time of
admission to provide pennanent settlement of such persons
within their borders. The Executive Ccmnittee also noted that
it was i.nperative to ensure that asylum-seekers are fully
protected in large-seale influx situations, to reaffinn the
basic minimum standards for their treatment peIXiing
arrangements for a durable solution, and to establish effective
arrangements in the context of international solidarity and
burden-sharing for assisting countries which receive large
nuni:>ers of asylum-seekers.
In Part II, the Executive Ccmni.ttee insisted that asylum-
seekers should be admitted to the State in which they first
seek refuge and if that State is unable to admit than at least
on a tmporary basis and to provide than with protection. The
asylum-seekers should alwaYS be admitted without any
discrimination as to race, religion, political q>inion,
nationality, country of origin or physical incapacity.
'!be Rights of Asylmn-seekers in Si~ of Iarge-scale
Influx, Once '!bftY Have Been Grant.8:i Asylum
Once the asylum-seekers have been granted asylum, whether on a
tmporary or pennanent basis, they should be treated in
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accordance with the following minimum basic human staOOards:
1. There should be no discrimination on the grounds of race,
religion, political opinion, nationality, country of
origin or physical incapacity.
2. They are to be considered as persons before the law,
enjoying free access to courts of law and other eatpetent
administrative authorities.
3. They should be treated as persons whose tragic plight
requires SPeCial understanding and syrrpathy. They should
not be subjected to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment.
4. The family unity should be respected.
5. All possible assistance should be given for the tracing of
relatives.
6. The sending and receiving of mail should be allowed.
7. Material assistance fran friends or relatives should be
pennitted.
8. All steps should be taken to facilitate voluntary
repatriation.
9. They should not be penalized or exposed to any
unfavourable treatment solely on the ground that their
presence in the country is considered unlawful; they
should not be subjected to restrictions on their mJVements
other than those which are necessary in the interest of
public health and public order.
-10. Awropriate arrangements should be made, where possible,
for the registration of births, deaths and marriages.
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11. They should be granted all the necessary facilities to
enable them to obtain a satisfactory, durable solution.
12. They should be pennitted to transfer assets which they
have brought into a territory to the country where the
durable solution is obtained.
13. .Adequate' provision Should be made for the protection of
minors and unaccarpanied children.
14. They should enjoy the fundamental civil rights
internationally recognised, in particular those set out in
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.
15. They should receive all necessary assistance and be
provided with basic necessities of life including food,
shelter and basic sanitary and health facilities. In this
respect, the international camnmity should confonn with
the principles of international solidarity and burden-
sharing. '
16. The location of asylum-seekers should be detennined by
their safety and well-being as well as by the security
needs of the receiving State. Asylum-seekers should, as
far 'as' possible, be located at a reasonable distance fran
the frontier of their country of origin. They should not
'becane involved in subversive activities against their
country of origin or any other State.
Part III provided that the asylum-seekers shall be given access
to the Office of UNHCR, whilst Part IV stlpllated the aspects
of international solidarity, burden-sharing and duties of
States.
~ ~ - - -~ ~-==-'---====
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General Assenbly Resolutions
The General Assenbly adopted a nuni::>er of resolutions without a
vote and:
-Strongly affinns the fundamental nature of the High
CCmnissioner's function to provide international
protection and the need for governments to continue
to co-operate fully with his office in order to
facilitate the effective exercise of this function,
in particular by acceding to and fully inplementing
the relevant international and regional refugee
instrmnents and by scrupllously observing the
principle of asylum ••• II 38
Although the General Assenbly does not oolige cpvernments to
grant asylum, it has, however, expressed gratitude and
encouragement to c;uvernments who grant asylum. 39
8.3 0JS'ItK1\RY YAW AND ASYIIM
8.3.1 Am'lum am Constitutional laws
Many danestic legal systans of the world contain provisions
relating to the grant of asylum. Once the asylum-seeker or
refugee has been granted asylum, he or she is under the
38
39
Resolutions: 40/118; 39/140; 38/121; 37/195, respectively. see
Resolutions 3272 (XXIX) and 3456 (XXX) in ORGA, SuW. No.31
(A/9631) and SUW. No.12C (A/9612/Ad:i.3) on the Draft
Convention on Territorial Asylum and the strong sURX'rt the
General Assatbly gave this Convention. ~
For instance, Resolution 40/138, whereby Governments of
Botswana, Lesotho, Swaziland and Zanbia were congratulated for
granting asylum to student refugees. See ORGA, 40th session,
SuW· No.12 (A/40/12) and (A/40/590).
watchful eye of the authorities.
~Uj
In this section, it is
40
41
ptqX>sed to mention three countries whose constitutions favour
the practice of asylum. These countries have been chosen at
randan and do not hold any prejudices:
1. China. 40
2. Ecuador. 41
The Constitution of the People's Rep..1blic of China adopted on 4
Decetber 1982 by the fifth National People's Congress of the
People's Republic of China at its 5th session. They adopted
Article 32, inter alia, which states:
"'!be People'S Republic of China protects the lawful rights and
interests of foreigners within Chinese territory, and while on
Chinese territory foreigners must abide by the law of the
People'S Republic of China."
'!be People's Republic of China nay grant asylum to foreigners
who request it for political reasons. '!bey have adopted a very
restrictive awroach to asylum. '!be tenn "nay" stip..tlates a
eatplete discretion on the granting of asylum. '!bere is a
crucial limitation in that the granting of asylum will only be
considered for political reasons, hence people fleeing for non-
o political reasons have very little chance of obtaining asylum.
Article 17 of the Codification of the political constitution of
the Republic of Ecuador is nore explicit:
"In accordance with the law and with international agreements,
the State guarantees foreigners the right to asylum."
A very liberal attitude indeed, which can be interpreted even
nore liberally. Ecuador will "guarantee" a foreigner the right
of asylum, irrespective of the causes.
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3. Hungary. 42
One 00tains an overall picture by referring to various
constitutions where States do not want to ccmni.t themselves to
granting asylum. The 'NOrd "may" is caCllonly used, inplying a
non-legal ooligation for States to grant asylum. Many States
follC7t17 the original consensus of 1948 at the Human Rights
camdssion of the United Nations. 43 Many countries have
constitutional laws which incorporate the concept of asylum.
However, their practice is another matter. In custanary
42
43
international law nany countries which are not signatories of
the 1951 Convention offer asylum to refugees under the urrbrella
of hUmanitarianism. Pakistan and Iran are the IIDst praninent
exanples. States which are not merhers of the 1951 Convention
have constitutional laws which are often vague and anbiguous.
The grant for asylum depends on each individual State. There
are no set of guidelines or rules which detennine the grant for
asylum to the asylum-seekers. Municipal laws and constitutions
are, in fact, quite meaningless when they relate to the grant
for asylum. The fundamental question is whether asylum is a
The Hungarian People's Republic in s. 67 of the Constitution
states:
It In the Hungarian People's Republic anybody persecuted for his
demxratic attitude, for activity displayed in the interest of
social progress, liberation of peq>les, and the protection of
peace, may be granted political asylum."
ItSocial progress It, "liberation of peq>les" and "PrOtection of
peace" are sanewhat vague and anbiguous 'NOrdings. The
Hungarian Constitution is generally geared towards political
solutions and once again the 'NOrd Itnay" is used indicating a
carplete discretion.
UN Ik>c. Ale. 3/SR.121, W.4-6.
.. ;
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part of international law. '!'he aspect of non-signatory
meni:>ers (to the 1951 Convention) granting asylum, I1IJst be taken
into account.
It would be quite safe to say that asylum is a substantial part
of custanary international law - bearing in mirx:i that African,
Asian and Pan-American States all grant asyltun generously.
HCMeVer, in Europe and Australia the policies for grant for
asylum are very restrictive and in many cases unfair.
8.4.1 A OJange for the tbrse?
As stated earlier, States have adopted provisions relating to
asylum but there has been a change in attitude of the granting
of asylum, especially by the developed ...orld. In the 1960s and
1970s, the developed ...orld nade significant progress in
understanding refugee problems and aspects. The general
overall notion was that refugees and asylum-seekers should be
protected and afforded basic humanitarian values. However,
sadly, this notion has now changed. states nowadays are
treating refugees as a burden, be it social, econanic or
political. It has becane very clear that the developed States
have adopted a clearly perceptible policy of diseoJraging the
actual arrival of asylum-seekers. sane cpvernments have
prevented the asylum-seekers fran entering their territory.
The USA has recently refouled boats full of Haitian refugees. 44
44 UNHCR Report, Refugee magazine, Novarber 1987.
__. __~ -.=-=--:=.-- __. _
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'I1le United King:tan has inposed visa requirements for all
asylum-seekers in order to prevent and distXJJrage the arrivals
of asylum-seekers. 45 Without formal papers, an asylum-seeker
will not be allowed entry. EuI'q)ean governments, along with
nany MicHle-Eastern ~nts, have inposed fines on aircraft
and their eatpanies who bring asylum-seekers without papers.
It is a well-knCMIl fact that many of the asylum-seekers are
fran the Third World and there is a trap in which nearly all
develc:prl countries are falling into, by believing that nearly
all asylum-seekers are econanic refugees, hcping to better
their lives in the developed world. However, a report by the
UKIAS Refugee Unit46 stipulated that asylum-seekers fran the
developed world are given preferential and better treatment
than sanebody fran the developing lNOrld.
,
8.4.2 secret Sessions of International Airlines COOference 47
Nine international airlines and representatives of twelve
Western g:wemments met in Geneva on 1-2 June 1987 to discuss
"the proliferation of pending and enacted national imnigration
legislation". The object of the meeting was to discuss the
inposition of fines on airlines carrying asylum-seekers and
•
other passengers without valid passports and documents. '!he
45
46
47
See supra in Chapter Six and infra in the present chapter.
Decenber 1987, Annual Report, No.31. see also report by the
Joint Council for Welfare of Imnigrants (JC.WI) for 1987.
The Meeting was convened by a trade group representing 160 of
the major world airlines (IATA International Air Transport
Association) •
.'~
, I
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governments insisted that airlines shoold playa role in the
process of inmigration restriction a.IXi control. 'lbis process
if found in Annex Nine to the 1944 ChicagJ COnvention on Civil
Aviation:
llAirlines have a responsibility for the custody and
care of passengers until they are accepted for
examination as to their acinissibility to the
territory and after refused admission. II
The airlines are also under an cbligation to IIptQlptly
transport the passenger 8!I1ay fran the territory in case of
refused admissionII •
The United King:ian has recently inposed £1,000 fines per person
to airlines who <:any asylum-seekers and passengers without
valid travel documents. 48 These are strict fines and not costs
r
.I;
.,
for administrative and manpower chargeS. This is in
48
contravention to the Chicag:> COnvention 1944, Annex Nine, which
states:
"~ators should not be fined in the event that any
control documents in the possession of a passenger
are found to be inadequate ••• II
The Meeting ended with polarisation of the g:JVernments' view
that fines on airlines were justified, while the airlines
disagreed about the discouragement and the methcrls adopted by
the cpvernments.
The Inmigration (carriers Liability) Act 1987.
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8.4.3 Pr<i>lEIIS Assoclat:m with Asylum in Ibqestic Law
A mmber of Western governments have allowed border guards and
authorities to reject asylum-seekers. For instance, the
49
50
imnigration authorities of the US have pressed many new
arrivals to accept "voluntary departure", thereby waiving their
right to an hearing. 49
Econanic rights of refugees are being curtailed. Very few
asylum-seekers or refugees in Europe have the right or prospect
of errployment, while their applications are considered by the
carpetent authorities. However, several countries do provide
social securitySO once asylum (tenporary or pennanent) has been
granted, bJt not for tmporary admission.
In general tenns, natural justice is not allowed for asylum-
seekers or refugees; decisions by the carpetent authorities
(legal and/or administrative) are tragically unfair. These
authorities begin with very negative arxi unfair attitudes which
often inposes grave disadvantages for the refugee or asylum-
seeker. In sane cases, access to legal advice has been denied
in the Federal Republic of Gennany. Certain groups of asylum-
seekers have found it a1.m:>st inp:>ssible to achieve refugee
Telephone interview on 28 Sept 1986 with G. S. Goodwin-Gill.
M:>re than 4,000 out of 7,000 salvadorans steg>ed at the Mexican
border were rejected in this way.
For instance, the UK allows a sUJ;PlementaIy benefit for an
asylurn-~eeker anc;i his family while his awlication is assessed
and until that tllDe when a formal decision has been reached by
the Hane Office.
T-:;Y=-:--- _~--_-
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status, plI'ely because of their "identity"; for instance, in FR
Gennany, 'l\1rks and Pakistanis are rarely granted refugee
status. 51 In 1988, only 27 out of 10,200 ~licants of
salvadorean origin were granted asylum by the US authorities.
lot>re and mre asylum-seekers are being sent back to their
countries of origin, once their awlications have been
rejected. Eight Tamil asylum-seekers were returned on 24
septElt'ber 1987 fran the United Kingdan and many fran Holland.
Several 'l\1rks and Pakistanis have also been returned to 'l\1rkey
and Pakistan respectively.52
8.4.4 ·Sanetnaxy· Places
On 20 January 1989 Viraj Mendis was deported back to Sri Lanka
after all the legal procedures in the United King:ian had been
exhausted. Viraj Mendis took refuge in the Church of Ascension
in Hulme, Manchester, just over 24 mnths after his deportation
order had been signed. He did not leave the sanctuary until
police broke down two of the church doors on the 18th January
1989 and deported him on a flight back to Sri Lanka. Mendis,
a Sinhalese I was a ccmnun.ist sutp:>rter of the Tamil
separatists and claimed that his life would be in danger if he
was returned to Sri Lanka. The Govemnent argued that Mr
Mendis did not qualify for refugee status. The Government also
protested that the church premises could not be misused to
51
52
Gennan En'bassy I 27 Septerrber 1988.
25 September 1987.
•S3
S4
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evade the law. Mr Hurd, the British Hone secretary, warned
churches to think very carefully before entering into sanctuary
arrangements since they had no grounding in law.S3 sanctuary
in a church has had no legal force for nore than 350 years,
since Parliament abolished the right of sanctuary in 1623.
However, there are different views within the Church of
England. Martin Field, Press Officer for the Diocese of
Manchester, says there is an agreenent that it is a last resort
when saneone's life may be in danger.S4 The British Council of
Churches Race Relations Unit is solidly behind sanctuary.
There was a tremendous outcry when Mr Mendis was deported back
to Sri lanka where he could face death. The significant point
was the manner· in which the police used ' strong-ann' tactics
against a peaceful, unanned man in a place of worship, as Mr
Keith Vaz MP stated:
It ••• not since the days of Henry VIII has the State
acted in such a way against the Church. It 55
Mr Mendis could have been accepted by a third country and it is
understood that Denmark, Sweden, Holland and France were
~ched by Mr Mendis' solicitors, but no real pranise of
acceptance was given.
Mr Mendis' case has deoonstrated a worrying concern that the
The 'Guardian' Newspaper, 19 January 1989.
Ibid.
Ibid.
--_.~.- --,~----....
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State will act in a hostile and a<}1t'essive manner in order to
rE!ltDve asylum-seekers who, in the GovenJDent's q>i.ni.on, are not
refugees because they have no well-fouIXied fear of persecution.
It is futile to point out to the Gove..?"llmeIlt that Manchester,
along with the rest of the United K.in:}:icm, is swanning with
illegal imnigrants fran America or Australia arxi various parts
of Europe who, up until now, have never been harassed into
seeking sanctuary in a church. The truth is that lIDSt Britons
do not resent foreigners fran Brooklyn or Sidney or warsaw
wandering aroong them without prq>er papers. They resent, very
IlUlch, little nut-brown men who spout weird political notions at
then iIi a shrill sing-song voice. No, that extenuates their
bigXryi they just hate little brown men. It was Viraj Mendis'
misfortune that he wasn't a voluptuoos passportless Swedish
blonde with pouting lips and big boobs!
In -the USA, the church-based IISanctuary MNement II has emerged
to operily' challenge the law by granting asylum to Central
American asylum-seekers who are crossing the border into New
Mexico. In Western Europe, trade unions and camn.mity groups
(such as law centres, advice centres and human rights
oI-ganisations) are usually quick to launch canpaigns on behalf
of asylum-seeking awlicants although not always with fruitful
results.56
As in the Mendis case.
..
----'----'--.- -.-. ,
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What Are the DIties am Rigrt:s of Refugees Qlce 'l1m' Have Been
Granted As.Ylum?
The refugee-seeker is chiefly C}JVerIled by the fact that he/she
falls wxier the territorial jurisdiction of the receiving
State. In general tenns, the refugee occupies the position of
any nonnal alien, with the proviso that he may not be expelled
to his country of origin unless there are grave reasons for
doing so. It is not clear how far the expulsion of a refugee
to a country other than the one in which his life of freedan is
threatened, is pennissible. As an alien, the refugee is
entitled to the rule of law as well as the II International
Minimum Treatment II rule. He or she may not be treated as an
outlaw nor confined in disregard of the danestic law. However,
the refugee cannot claim rights not otherwise granted by
legislation to foreigners. In ad:lition, the refugee has to
subnit to the rules pertaining to alien acini.nistration. It is
not obviously clear how far refugees can claim benefits fran
bilateral treaties concerning the treatment of foreigners.
General international law is silent on the question of the
political rights of refugees in their country of asylum. It
\\1Ou~d seem that in general refugees have no right to engage in
political activities extending beyond the normal freedans such
as freedan of SPeeCh, conscience and so on. On the contrary,
States may incur international responsibility if they allow or
sUI=POrt the activities of exiles directed against the
gJVernment of another State. It is seen that the status of
refugees in country of asylum is by no means clearly
circumscribed. It is therefore fortunate that States have been
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willing to detennine it mre exactly in international
instnlrnents. It is indeed the only respect of refugee law
which in a codified fom has achieved anything like Wllton
consent57 in the 1951 Convention. According to the 1951
57
58
59
Convention, refugees should be given the same treatment as
nationals in respect of certain basic rights, 58 subject to
certain qualifications, 59 national treatment is also granted in
wage-earning employment, labour and social security
legislation. The personal status of refugees is to be granted
and g:werned by laws of the countIy of asylum and they are to
be exenpted fran exceptional measures.
The mst favoured national treatment that should be accorded to
refugees must include permission to create and join non-
political, non-profit making associations and trade unions as
well as the right to engage in wage-earning enployment for
those who have not yet fulfilled the requirement for national
treatment. Although there is no autanatic right to be accepted
into any countIy, refugees once granted asylum and admitted to
legal residence should be protected against expulsion, subject
to consideration of national security or public order. Even
then, expulsion should only take place "in p.1rsuance of a
decision reached. in accordance with due process of law". The
Non-Discrimination (Article 3), Freedan of Religion (Article
4) , Right of Association (Article 15) , Access to Courts
(Article 16), Errployment (Chapter III), Welfare (Chapter IV),
and Mninistrative Measures (Chapter V).
Ibid.
Ibid.
•8.5
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Contracting States are obliged to issue identity papers to any
refugee in their territory who do not possess valid travel
documents. Furthenoore, the 1951 Convention provides for the
iiisurance of International Travel Documents (lTD) to refugees
lawfully residing in the country of asylum. These Travel
Docwnents are internationally recognised, even by States which
are non-signatories to the 1951 Convention as was illustrated
in Chapter Three.
Introduction
The position of asylum-seekers at sea was not given Im.1ch
serious thought until the 1970s and 1980s. 60 The asylum-seeker
at sea was certainly a new brand of refugee which had not been
foreseen by the international camunity nor indeed by the
UNHCR. large nurrbers of asylum-seekers emerged, mainly
originating fran the' South East Asian' seas and waters. The
ironic position of the asylum-seekers at sea is that States can
easily ignore refugees or asylum-seekers at sea, whereas if the
same situation occurred at their laIXi borders or frontiers,
States \to1Ould face great difficulty in ignoring or rejecting
the refugees once they had arrived on their doorstep.
Basically, the State granting asylum has three alternatives.
Firstly, the State can accept the asylum-seekers and subject
then to various provisions concerning the \tJelfare and safety of
When the prOOlen became praninent.
i1
I
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the refugee (integration) • secondly, States can seI¥i the
asylum-seekers to another country (resettlenent). or, thirdly,
the State can refoule the refugees to their country of origin
where they may face violation of human rights and persecution
or be subjected to famine, war, drought, intervention by
foreign States and civil war (non-1951 Convention asylum-
seekers) • The second alternative seems dubious if no State is
prepared. to accept the asylum-seekers and in connection with
the third alternative, the State 'NOUld be in violation of the
principle of non-refoylement irrespective of the State being a
signatory meniJer of a refugee convention or not. The position
of the principle of non-refoulement can be evidenced in
custanary international law (see CUstanary Law in the H2n::
Refoulement section).
8.5.2 ']be Role of Merchant Ships in Relation to Rescue at sea
A call1en action which has 'NOrried the international ccmmmity
is that the asylum-seekers have been t.owed out to the High seas
and abandoned to the mercy of the sea. This places a
humanitarian burden on the captain of a merchant vessel who
sails past the boat-people. The captain and his crfM will be
under an obligation to rescue these people while, ironically,
the State which refouled these boat-peq>le (although it '«)\lId
deny such an action) can claim non-breach of any custanary law
or treaty and still maintain their dignity and respect in front
of the international carmuni.ty.
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Once the asylum-seeker is on the High seas, they are faced with
tmny problems,61 and if they are lucky enough to be rescued,
their relief may only be tEltpOrary as the asylum-seeker ItIlst
still search for a place of asylum and admission to a State.
One interesting point is that no State is bouIx:i to accept
asylum-seekers when they have been rescued by the master of a
ship. 62 It is awropriate to cite sane legislation concerning
safety·at sea.
a.s .2.1 5a1J! legi alation oonceming safety at sea
Will the captain be under a legal obligation to rescue and pick
up asylum-seekers on the High seas? nus legal obligation
originated in the early 20th Century by virtue of the
Convention for the Unification of Certain Rules relating to
Assistance at Sea, signed at Brussels on 23 septerrber 1910. 63
This Convention was ratified by a great n1.1I1'ber of States, 64 and
basically stip,tlated the duty of a ship's captain or ll'aSter to
provide assistance to persons found at sea. Article 11 states:
"Tont capitaine est tenu, autant qu'il pent Ie faire
sans danger serieux pour son navire, son equipage,
ses passagers, de preter assistance a toute personne,
rneme ennenie, trouvee en mere en danger de se perdre.
61
62
63
64
Piracy, stonos, famine, starvation, disease and actual
drowning.
See UN Doc. AlAe 96/Inf .150 and UN Doc. HeR/lSS/a/77.
Parry, The Consolidated Treaty series, Vol. 212, (French text),
Oleava Publications, New York, 1910-11. see also, Regulation
10 of Chapter V of the Safety of Life at Sea COnvention, 1974.
65 states, with the exception of Liberia and panama.
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Le proprietaire du navire n'est pas responsible a
raison des contraventions a la disposition
eo precedente."
The crucial aSPeCts of this Article are that it awlies to
every master who is in a position to rescue and render
assistance to anybody, as long as he does not eOOanger his
crfM, passengers or vessel in the rescue attetpt. M:>re
inp:>rtantly, this provision shows that eveIybody mst be
rescued, even enemies. The last paragraph states that the
owner of the vessel will incur no liability by reasons of
contravention of the above provision.
It seems that fran a literal interpretation of the above
Article, it only awlies to merchant shiWing and not to
warships, and also only to captains of a ship which is
registered in one of the Contracting States. However, it would
seem unlikely if a captain of a merchant or passenger ship
would not rescue a boat full of peq>le clearly in danger and
distress just because he ha~ to be a captain of a ship
which has not ratified the Convention. The captain would be
under a noral obligation to rescue and would probably at:Ply
.humanitarian ethics rather than tangle with legal jurisprudence
or provisions.
•
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The late 1920s65 and the late 1940s saw several pieces of
legislation relating to assistance of persons in distress at
sea. One was the International Convention for the safety of
LIfe at sea 1948 (with annexed regulations) signed at wndon on
10 June 1948 and containing Article 5 on carriage of Persons in
Emergency:
"(a) For the puIpOses of rroving persons fran any
territory in order to avoid a threat to the
security of their lives a Contracting Government
may pennit the carriage of a larger nunber of
persons in its ships than is otheIWise
pennissible under the present Convention."
Although this provision was primarily designed for the
assistance of large munbers of persons during the second World
war, a great many people have been found on the High seas, sane
sUIVivors of wrecks or disablements, others escapees and
asylum-seekers waiting to be rescued. However, this Convention
was replaced by a later convention,66 the International
Convention for the safety of Life at sea 1960 (with annexed
regulations) • Article IV was of sane relevance and of the same
'IJOrding as_Article 5 of the 1948 Convention. The provision of
International Convention for the safety of Life at Sea, signed
at wndon on 31 May 1929. see 136 I.NIS 82. The relevant
position was in Article 45:
n 1. The master of a ship ••• is bound to proceed with all speed
to the assistance of the persons in distress ••• " and,
2. The provisions of this article do not prejudice the
International Convention for the Unification of certain Rules
with respect to Assistance and Safety at Sea, signed at
Brussels on 23 Septenber 1910, particularly the obligation to
render assistance inposed by Article 11 of that Convention.
See 164 UNTS 113.
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Article 11 of the 1910 Convention has been widely accepted and
it is noticeable that nearly all international instruments
contain a provision similar to Article 11.
8.5.2.2 :the Executive Camdttee
The Executive camu.ttee of the UNHCR Programne became concerned
about problems at sea, eSPeCially relating to the rescue of
asylum-seekers on the High Seas. It aciq)ted the following
conclusions on problems relating to asylum-seekers at sea: 67
..1. It is recalled that there is a fundamental
obligation under international law for ships masters
to rescue any person in distress at sea, including
asylum-seekers, and to render them all necessary
assistance. Seafaring States should take awropriate
measures to ensure that masters of vessels observe
this obligation strictly.
2. Rescue of asylum seekers in distress at sea has
been facilitated by the willingness of the flag
states of rescuing ships to provide guarantees of
resettlement required by certain coastal states as a
condition for disestbarkation ••• All countries should
continue to provide durable solutions for asylum-
seekers rescued at sea. II
8.5. 2.3 IICra) III and the rescue of boat pecple
One of the mst inlx>rtant conventions on' the law of the sea was
67 No.23 (xxxii), 3200 session, 1981, Problems Related to the
Rescue of Asylum seekers in Distress at Sea. Conclusion
endorsed by the Executive Carmittee of the High Carmissioner's
programne upon the reccmnendation of the Sub-Ccmni.ttee of the
whole on International Protection of Refugees. The Executive
Catmi.ttee, in paragraphs 3 & 4, stated that persons rescued at
sea should nonnally be clisercbarked at the next port of call.
HCMeVer, in practice, this rarely occurs as States are often
reluctant to receive asylum-seekers.
= -77 -- --
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the United Nations Convention on the Law of the sea (tllCIa),
signed in 1982, which will replace the United Nations
Convention of the Law of the sea, signed on 29 April 1958 (the
1958 Convention). UlCIDS III is not in force at the time of
writing, containing as it does 19 signatories bIt with only 32
ratifications. 68 However, Article 98 of maDS III reads:
"1. Every State shall require the master of a ship
flying its flag, insofar as he can do so without
serious danger to the ship, the crew or passengers:
(a) to render assistance to any person found at sea
in danger of being lost;
(b) to proceed with all possible speed to the rescue
of persons in distress, if infonned of their
need of assistance, insofar as such action may
reasonably be expected of him." 69
In tJNI.CX)S III, there is no provision referring to boat-people,
only to render assistance to people at sea.
Although paragraph (b) is self-explanatory and sinple, UNCI.DS
III urges coastal States to provide protection to people who
are 'in distress at sear near the vicinity of the territorial
waters of those States.
states:
Paragraph 2, in this connection,
68
69
It is interesting to note that the USA, the UK and the Federal
Rep.1blic of Gennany are aJrong those States which have not
signed. See, "The Law of the sea (tN:IDS)", United Nations,
New York, 1983; and "The Law of the sea, Status of tN:IDS",
Office of the Special Representative of the 8ecretary-General
for the Law of the Sea, United Nations, New York, 1985.
There is no explanation in the travaux preparatoires about the
meaning of this Article, either in tN:WS II or III. Perhaps
the drafters followed Article 11 of the 1910 Convention.
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"Every coastal state shall praoote the establishment,
operation am maintenance of an adequate and
effective search and rescue service regarding safety
on and over the sea and, where circumstances so
require, by way of mutual regional arrangements c0-
operate with neighbouring states for this pu:pose.·
8.5.2.4 DBIgrs of t>ira£y facing agylurn-seekers 70
'!he Executive cannittee in its 31st session71 outlined the
problems that asylum-seekers were facing at sea. They noted
with grave concern the continuing incidence of criminal attacks
on refugees and asylum-seekers in different areas of the world,
including military attacks on refugee carcps and on asylum-
seekers at sea. The cemiu.ttee expressed particular concern
regarding criminal attacks on asylum-seekers in the South China
sea which involved extreme violence and recacmended gJVernment
action to prevent such criminal attacks, whether they occurred
70
71
For a cmprehensive analysis, see D.P. O'Connell, ~
International law of the Sea, Vol. II, Clarendon Press, OXford,
1984, pp.966-983.
No.20 (xxxi) Protection of Asylum Seekers at sea, 1980.
Conclusion endorsed by the Executive cam1i.ttee of the High
Ccmni.ssioner's Programne upon the Recarmendation of the Sub-
Ccmni.ttee of the whole on International Protection of Refugees.
In 1983, the Executive carmittee at its 34th session, ~ed
Resolution No.31 (xxxiv) Rescue of Asylum seekers in Distress
at Sea, which prcm:>ted the Rescue at sea settlement Offers
(RASRO) (see UNHCR section). In 1984, the Executive Carmittee,
at its 35th session adopted Resolution No.34 (xxv) Problems
Related to the Rescue of Asylum seekers in Distress at sea,
which strongly recannended that the RASRO SCheme should be
inplemented on a trial basis as soon as possible and sUWOrted
the DiseJIbarkation Resettlement Offers (DlSERO). Then, in
1985, the Executive Ccmnittee at its 36th session, ~ed
Resolution No.38 (xxxvi) Rescue of Asylum Seekers in Distress
at Sea, which strongly recannended that States should naintain
their support and join the DlSERO and RASRO schemes as soon as
possible.
- --~ - .....::;::::.- -- ~ -.- ~
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on the High seas or in their territorial waters. The camdttee
stressed that C}JVerIlInents should take the follodng measures to
prevent any recurrence of such criminal attacks:
"(i) increased g:wernmental action in the region to
prevent attacks on boats carryi.nq asylum-seekers,
including increased sea and air patrols over areas
where such attacks occur;
(ii) adoption of all necessary measures to ensure
that those responsible for such criminal attacks are
severely pmished;
(iii) increased efforts to detect laOO bases fran
which such attacks on asylum-seekers originate arx::l to
identify persons known to have taken part in such
attacks and to ensure that they are prosecuted;
(iv) establishment of procedures for the .routine
exchange of infonnation concerning attacks on asylum-
seekers at sea and for the awrehension of those
responsible, and c:o-c:peration between Governments for
the regular exchange of general infonnation on the
matter. "
The Executive Ccmnittee called upon Governments to give full
effect. to the roles of general international law - as expressed
in UNCIDS II & III - relating to the sUFPression of piracy; 72
it urged. Governments to co-operate with one another to ensure
assistance for the victims of such attacks73 and called upon
the UNHCR to co-operate with the International camdttee of the
Red Cross and other organisations to protect refugees who are
victims of acts of violence, particularly those at sea. 74
Para (e), ibid.
Para (f), ibid.
Para (g), ibid.
• I
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Asylum-seekers, apart fran facing the perils of the High seas,
mIst also face a bi(}Jer danger in the South East China seas
fran pirates. Indeed, many boat peq>le have been subjected to
violence, rape, humiliation and general abuse fran pirates who
freely terrorise the High Seas, even in this IOOdern day•
Although many States and the UNH~ have taken practical steps
to capture pirates at sea and tJ:y them in danestic courts (see
the UNH~ section), the seriousness of piracy can still be seen
in Article 100 (I)}ty to Co-operate in the Repression of Piracy)
of tH:IDS III:
"All States shall co-operate to the fullest possible
extent in the repression of piracy on the High seas
or in any other place outside the jurisdiction of any
State."
But what is piracy, is there a definition of piracy to be
found within the international instxuments? The answer is yes.
Article 101 of UNCLOS III states:
"Piracy consists of any of the following acts:
(a) any illegal aets of violence or detention, or
any act of depredation, ccmnitted for private
ends by the crew or the passengers of a private
ship or a private aircrew, a.IXi directed:
(i) on the high seas, against other ships or
aircraft, or against persons or property on
board such a ship or aircraft;
(ii) against a ship, aircraft, persons or
property in a place outside the jurisdiction of
any State;
(b) any act of voluntary participa~ion in ~e
qleration of a ship or of an curcraft WJ.th
knowledge of facts making -it a pirate ship or
aircraft;
~"-===============----=="""'-~-=--- --- --- _.- ------ -
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(c) any act of inciting or of intentionally
facilitating an act described in subparagraphs
(a) or (b). II
Clearly, rape, abuse, assault, physical violence and torture
satisfy the provision of paragraph (a) of Article 101.
Article 103 (UNCLOS III) states:
"A ship or aircraft is considered a pirate ship or
aircraft if it is intended by the persons in daninant
control to be used for the purpose of camU.tting one
of the acts referred to in Article 101. The same
applies if the ship or aircraft has been used to
cannit any such act, so long as it remains under the
control of the persons guilty of that act. II
Article 105 (UNCI.DS III) gives powers to States to arrest
pirates and tty them in their States, although only "warships
or military aircraft or aircraft clearly marked and
identifiable as being on gov~t service and authorised to
that effect." (Article 107 (UNCLCS III».
The above articles fom sane sort of protection for the boat-
people or asylwn-seekers on the High Seas who constantly face
piracy in international waters. It is certainly pleasing to
note that many States have arrested and tried pirates and the
result is that pirate attacks are diminishing, although they do
still occur.
~==----,-.....,..---=-=====~-
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8.5.2 •5 Con "" dwrt: sbi J2R T!'§21i 00 osyllllt-seekers be R9'rdFld OS
States grant.im osy1tln?
Merchant or passenger ships do not enjoy inmmity fran local
jurisdiction in the same way as do public vessels, such as
warships. Exception is made in respect of vessels' internal
order and discipline, as long as it does not disturb the peace
of the port. These ships, therefore, cannot accord asylum.
Merchant ships on an cpen sea are not subject to territorial
jurisdiction b.1t are subject to the jurisdiction of the State
of the flag. SO, can asylum-seekers claim asylum once they
have been rescued by a merchant ship on the High seas? It
seans not. Asylmn-seekers are usually rescued on syrrpathetic
and humanitarian considerations, as there is nothing to prevent
a captain of a ship fran ignoring the plight of asylum-seekers
on boats and steering his ship \ftlell ~ fran them - except
perhaps his conscience1
Asylum-seekers can be in a position of transit or orbit until
the captain diserrbarks them at a port, where they JIEI.Y be
accepted and eventually granted asylum. Until such a port is
reached, the captain is burdened with the asylum-seekers.
In septenber 1950, at the Bath Sessions, the Institute of
International Law adopted an interesting provision, namely in
Chapter III, Article 3, which reads:
"1. Asylum may be granted on the premises of
diplanatic missions, consulates, warships, cpvernment
ships used for public service, militarY aircraft, and
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premises within the jurisdiction of another organ of
a foreign state authorised to exercise authority over
that territory." 75
As can be clearly seen, no specific mention of passenger or
merchant ships has been made. It seems that either the
8.5.3
75
76
drafters, of the provision did not foresee a situation whereby
merchant or passenger ships would be rescuing asylum-seekers
fran the High seas, or that they did not want a situation
whereby every merchant ship generating assistance on a IOOral
and humanitarian basis would in effect be granting asylum,
placing the flag-State in what would surely be a difficult
situation. It seems that the fonner view was probably the
reason for not including merchant or passenger ships.76
can A§ylum-Seekers Claim As,ylum Qlce 'Ibm' Have crossed the
Territorial water];ne?
Aspects of non-refoulement of asylum-seekers who enter the
Annuaire, Institut de Droit International, Vol.II, No.43, 1950,
p.390.
However, Article 3 does specifically mention "warships,
cpvernment ships used for public service ••• ". So, could a
warship which is used to rescue asylum-seekers in effect grant
asylum? There could be two views. one, that warships are
reluctant to offer assistance by way of accepting asylum-
seekers aboard. They would invariably radio for civilian
assistance and stay near the refugee boats until such help
arrives; only in extreme cases would asylum-seekers be allowed
to board such a vessel. And two, that even if such asylum-
seekers are allowed on board a warship, the captain \\OUld
infonn them that they have not been granted asylum but on a
tenporary refuge until other details can be sorted out. So,
legally, the asylum-seekers, once aboard the warship, can claim
asylum: However, technically, this is not so. only o~e
exceptJ.on would be possible, if the cpvernment of the warship
infonns the warship to grant asylmn. However, no such case has
ever been recorded.
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shoreline or territorial waters of States \\leI'e discussed in
Chapter Seven. But now \\le can amsider an interesting
situation. Consider that asylum-seekers are on board a
merchant or passenger ship which, owing to obligation aOO
humanitarian reasons, has rescued asylum-seekers aOO
deliberately entered the shoreline or territorial waters of a
State. Physically, the asylum-seekers can claim that they have
physically crossed the border or frontier, aIXi therefore the
asylum-seeker is inside the port territory. Territorial waters
are considered an extension of a State. The decision whether
or not to grant asylum will ultimately lie with the port
authorities aIXi its government. It is ultimately the decision
of a State to grant asylum whereas the individual can only ask
for asylum. The discretion is entirely with the State and the
State is not legally bound by any ,international instrument to
grant asylum. 77 So, if the port authorities so wish, the can
grant asylum and the asylum-seekers can diserrbark at that port.
However, if the port authorities refuse the awlication and
deny the granting of asylum, then the asylum-seekers will have
to stay on board the vessel until such time as the vessel sets
sail for another port. 78
The captain of a merchant or passenger ship is faced with a
conflict between legal duty and humanitarianism if the flag
State is not a signatory body of any convention or instrument.
If the flag State is a signatory Itet'Cer of the 1910 Convention,
77
78
Although the OAU COnvention canes very near to it.
Where the asylum-seekers will try again.
• f I
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have to flee by sea.
8.6 'DIE mocIPIB (Ii' IlftERNATIQW, WJPNUTf NI) 'DJE NJlISSIQf (P
ASLIf:I§ FIQ( AREAS CF~ S'U<ESS
8.6.1 Int:erMt:ioool Fri.mWhip am SolidnrltcY
(i) Internat.iaJal. Friendship
International friendship can be inplied in States granting
asylum under Article 14 of the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights. 'l11e United Nations and many States regard the granting
of asylum under Article 14 as a humanitarian act and which
cannot be regarded as an expression of hostility tcMards the
State of origin or the State of pennanent residence.
(li) International Solidarity
International solidarity can be explained in sinple tenns which
are often experienced in the practical situations of States
blrdened ,with asylum-seekers. Where, in the case of a sud1en
or ,man-made influx, or for other carpelling reasons, a State
can notify other Contracting States or through an agency (for
exanple, the awropriate United Nations body or UNHCR itself),
as in Chapters Three and Nine respectively, that it is
experiencing difficulty in granting or continuing to grant the
benefits of the Refugee Conventions, the other Contracting
States in a spirit of international solidarity should take the
BRlrq>riate measures, either individually or jointly, through
the UN agencies to share equitably the burden of that State.
• - -~--.---
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During the past few years, it has becane increasingly obvious
that the mass influx of refugees into States traditionally
known· for granting the right of asylum, has outgrown the
possibility of a solution being found at a local or national
level, and for the problem to be solved needs international c0-
operation. It is afPaI"ent that the UIXierlying principle for
dealing with the mass influx of refugees or asylum-seekers
~s to be international solidarity. In 1987, the 9XXi
offices of the UNH~ did call for increased assistance to share
the burden of the mass influx of refugees in SOUth East Asia.
The clear inportance of international solidarity in playing a
major and' CIUCial role in attenpting to solve this problem was
evidently recognised. As a consequence of accepting the urgent
need to assist the hundreds of thousands of refugees fran SOUth
East Asia, a munber of States have adhered to the principle of
international solidarity and increased their admission quotas
for asylum-seekers without awlying eatplex and lengthy
eligibility procedures for the detenni.nation of who is or who
is not a refugee. A nurcber of States have recognised that
granting collective asylum to asylum-seekers, especially fran
South East Asia, is prima facie a hUmanitarian act whose aim is
to prevent further acute jeopardy of lives of refugees, rather
than to awly the individualistic definition in Article 1 of
the 1951 Convention. The prevention of danger, saving of lives
and the sharing of political-econanic OOrdens were certainly
decisive considerations for adhering to the principle of
international solidarity by States granting asylum. However,
there are sane States who do not want refugees, for instance,
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Malaysia &Xi Finland. The synpathy &Xi willingness to assist
the refugees fran Indo-China was unprecedented since the time
of the Hungarian Revolution in 1956. The mass influx of
refugees is in reality based upon the consideration of the
State granting asylum in tenns of its national security am
econanic burden rather than the humanitarian principle of
international solidarity. These two restrictions can lead to
IOOre restrictive policies of admission of asylum-seekers. A
real solution has not yet been found. Article 1, para 2, of
the Statute of the UNH~ reiterates the legitimacy of the
collective admittance of refugees fran crisis areas besides
those fearing political persecution, as can be seen in Chapter
, ,
Nine. This iJrplies that the eligibility procedures are left to
genuineness of the administration on the danestic level of the
asylum-granting State. But this seems to be understood with
the reaffirmation of the principle of non-refoulement and non-
extradition but not necessarily with the principle of
international solidarity.
It is irrportant to note that States continue to grant asylum to
refugees, protect them against refoulernent and treat refugees
.in accordance with recognised human standards. International
protection mst operate in the context of the efforts to find
durable solutions. In fact, no durable or tenporary solutions
should be conceived without full account being taken of
fundamental protection concerns.
The root causes of refugee roovernents IILlst nO'll be acXiressed in
I :'
80
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their own right arxi whenever the political issues which attend
refugee flow are discussed between States. This ~ch is
long overdue with respect to the mltitude of refugee
situations which have been allC1Ned to perpetuate themselves b.1t
is equally valid when examining responses to energing refugee
situations. Specific actions Imlst be accarpani.ed by efforts to
reaffinn the spirit of international solidarity.
(ill) Asylees fran Areas of Socia] Stress
The practice of admission and resettlement of refugees,
especially fran South East Asia, was viewed in the light of the
several possibilities about the extent of ooligation to grant
asylum as discussed· by the Nansem Syn'pOSium on Territorial
Asylum in Geneva, 27-30 June 1976. The Syrrposium came to the
conclusion that apart fran (a) granting asylum to all persons
covered by the Convention; and (b) granting of asylum to
persons in danger of persecution, threatening his life,
corporal integrity or freedan, the Contracting State may also
offer the possibility of granting asylum in accordance with its
national laws while. making the best possible use of granting
asylum beyond the mandatory stipulation of the national laws. 80
The result of awlying individual rational solutions in
granting asylum to refugees fran South East Asia rather than
limiting itself to the Convention had the following
consequences :
For further infonnation, see Professor Grahl-Madsen,
Territorial As,ylum, Alnquist & Visell International, Stockholm,
Sweden, 1980, pp.57-58.
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1. It calls into question the legitimacy of individual
recognition procedure for asylum-seekers (it may take
years) •
2. This creates 1st and 2nd class refugees: those who were
collectively granted residence pennits or recognised as
"Convention Refugees" i.JmBiiatel.y upon their arrival, and
those who were CFin9 through xrore lengthy procedures.
3. The question of the UNHCR mandate is worth a polite query
(see Chapters Nine and Ten).
By awlying national standards in cdnission, recognition of
refugees fran South East Asia, rrany countries have de facto
recognised that apart fran the "well-founded fear of
persecution", there are also other legitimate reasons to grant
asylum, especially in cases of mass influx of refugees:
1. "Imnediate (direct) danger to 100 and life"
2. "Danger to corporal and psychological well-being in areas
of social distress II •
Poverty and hunger under any standard of hum:mltarianism offers
serious dangers inpairing both the· physical and psychological
well-being of a human being. A large ntmber of asylum-seekers
in Europe and elsewhere do cane fran areas- of social distress.
When it awears that social distress was caused in absolute
tenns as a consequence of political instability, political
--~..,------,.-:-----~-----~-- - -
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terrorism, and war, it seems sufficient ground for justifying
the granting of asyllun.
It nust eventually be recognised that "well-founded fear of
persecution" , 'of danger to linb and life, and social distress,
are very often, to sane extent, rootivation for a person to seek
asylum and protection fran another State. Article 3 of the
Universal Declaration of Universal Rights, which states that
"everyone has the right to life, liberty - and security of
person", would -give the principal justification for
international solidarity in granting asylum to persons fran
areas' -of grave' social distress, in spite of the fact the
persecution as understood through Article 14 of' the Universal
Declaration of Hurran Rights would not awly.
Throughout history, m:mkind has all too often experienced
social distress in one part of the world or another which can
mJUI1t to direct danger of limb and life and denial of basic
hmnan rights.· ,Therefore, that aspect of inteIl1ational
solidarity awlied to cases of collective admission and
granting of asylum to those refugees fran South East Asia,
should also awly to individual asylum-seekers fran various
countries of the Third Vk>rld, especially in cases of large-
scale influx. It is worthwhile recognising that· while
international solidarity and co-operation should not be a
precondition for eatpliance with basic humanitarian principles,
they are indispensable for satisfactorily resolving problems of
refugees and displaced persons arising in situations of large-
I .-
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scale influx. International assistance rMy be essential not
only for inmediate relief but also for durable solutions. 'Ihis
idea can be awlied to the SOuth East Asia exodus and also to
other 'regional asylum-seekers escaping social, econanical and
political distress.
A nunber of countries which have provided for refusal of
asylum, inplemented in their laws, are arguing that refugees
caning to the developed countries is a phenanenon paranount to
ecnnnic pBr'CIsitism. 81
According to sane opinions, 82 the massive influx of refugees
fran areas of social distress could be solved by introducing a
new instrument on "terrp:>rary asylum". These views are worth a
polite inquiry. Refugees' fran areas of social distress do not
seek asylum in order to benefit fran material wealth of the
State in question, but enjoy basic human rights as defined by
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights which are denied them
and their' families in the country or state of origin am/or
habitual residence. The non-eligibility for granting asylum to
refugees fran areas of social distress leads to the following
options:-
1. The .person in 'question 'my becane an illegal resident, in
spite of the refusal of granting of asylum in that
Ugandan Hane Minister, 23 Feb 1985, BBC Radio 4, "Uganda and
its Neighbours".
Ibid.
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country.
2. The asylees !MY seek asylum in other States and thus
possible becane refugees "in orbit-.
3. If the asylees are returned to their native countries or
countries of habitual residence, they may be exposed to
the same cruel, inhuman and degradi ng condition which made
them seek asylum in the first place.
4. If returned to their native countries they may be
subjected to political persecution, for instance, for
unauthorised protracti..on or protection in their stay
abroad, for BfPlying for asylum in a country with .an
q:posing ideology, or for their activities during their
period of asylum-seeking.
Instead of carplying with the 1951 Convention and the
definition contained in Article I, the majority of today's
refugees are seeking asylum on grounds of violation of human
rights, danger. to life and linD and socio-econanic distress.
It is, also the reality of today's world that social distress
all too often hat;pens to be a consequence of international
political instability, tunmil and war. Unfortunately, the
majority of today's nass refugees. are fran areas of social
distress and it a reality rather than an attEltpt to create a
new cat~ry of ~efugee. Possible solution of this inportant
humanitarian problem must be based upon the principle of
international solidarity and co-operation.
I_L
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8.7
8.7.1
83
84
CHmRl '1DB FIJ:Xl:GA'J'§? EI'.TGmILI'IT FeR ASyTllf IN 'DIE USA Nt>
1JfE UK
[The Publication in Is"e 2 of the Anglo American Law Reyiew,
1989]
Introduction
An asylum-seeker, once he or she has entered the territory of a
State, can BI=Ply for refugee status and asylum. Eligibility
for asylum aOO refugee status depends on bIo main international
legal instruments dealing with refugees, namely the 1951
Convention relating to the Status of Refugees (1951
Convention)83 and the 1967 Protocol relating to the Status of
Refugees (1967 Protocol), 84 assuming of course that the refuge
State has ratified these instruments.
A "refugee" is defined by Article 1(A) (2) of the 1951
Convention as being one who:
"• •• owing to well founded fear of being persecuted
for reasons of race, religion, nationality,
membership of a social group or political opinion, is
outside the country of his nationality and is unable
or, owing to such fear, is unwilling to avail himself
of the protection of that country; or who, not having
a nationality and as a result of such events, is
unable or owing to such fear, is unwilling to return
to it".
once the asylum-seeker has satisfied the relevant authorities
of the refuge State that he or she fulfills this definition,
189 UNTS 150.
606 UNTS 268.
I "_ 1.
, "
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then he or she should be granted refugee status or asylum. One
of the corxiitions within the definition in Article 1(A)(2) is
that the BJ;{>licant must have a "~ll founded fear of being
persecuted". Primarily eligibility depeOOs on the BJ;{>licant
satisfying this COndition.
The 1951 Convention has so far been ratified by 106
countries. as The United States ratified the 1967 Protocol in
1968 which pralpted the 1980 Refugee Act to bring US danestic
law into confonnity with the refugee conventions. '!he United
King:ian ratified the 1951 Convention in 1954 and the 1967
Protocol in 1968, hIt they have not yet fonned part of the
English danestic law. One can refer to Chapter Six for further
, ,
detailed analysis on the English danestic scene.
There does not seen to be an international standard regarding
eligibility for asylum. Courts are left to deal with cases on
their merits; in other words, there is case by case
adjudication. The results of blo such cases will be
85
highlighted here, one fran the United States of America, the
other in the United Kingjan.
This article deals with the history of the 1951 and 1967
refugee conventions; the extent to which these conventions have
cane to be recognised in US and UK danestic law; the US Supreme
Court ruling in the Cardoza-Fonseca case and the UK Court of,
AR>eal and House of lords' rulings in the Tamils' case; finally
As of April 1989.
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suggestions are made as to the way fotward for legislative
developnent.
8. 7•2 'Ihe Hi.st:my of the 1951 Q)nyenti.oo aDi the 1967 Protocol
8. 7•2.1 'D1e 1951 Cooventi.QD
Before the First World war, individuals who had left their hane
countries rarely lost their nationalities without· acquiring
another citizenship, and few individuals had to leave their
hane country for political reasons. They were not really a
problen until the great changes in the political aIXi social
structures in Europe which followed the breakdown of centuries-
old Russian and Turkish errpires which resulted in a mass exodus
of persons who were refugees.
The establishment of the Fascist regime in Italy resulted in
many thousands of" Italian refugees, while the Civil war in
Spain ad:ied hundreds of thousands of Spanish refugees. '!he
creation of the Nazi regime in Gennany resulted in a new wave
of refugees. Irrespective of their origins, all these persons
had one -. fundamental characteristic in cameo: they were
foreigners 'in the country of refuge rot differed fran other
foreigners of the same origin --in that they did not enjoy the
protection of' their hane country and they could not or did not
want to return to their former" haneland, for fear of
persecution. These people created problems of 'rights' and
privileges of refugees which had been' practically unknoWn until
that time. There was a small nurrber of instruments dealing
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with the -legal status of refugees but they were rather slow and
inpractical.
With the end of World war II the prOOlem of the refugees
assumed far greater dimensions than ever before. The status of
the new categories of refugee was regulated by the Constitution
of the International Refugee Organisation (IRO)in 1949. In
Gennany -and Austria the occupying powers established a special
status for refugees but in other countries practically nothing
was done to regularise their status. '1b.e creation of these new
refugees led the Econanic and Social Council of the united
Nations on March 2 1948, to adqlt Resolution 116(VI)(D)
requesting the secretary General of the' United Nations to
Undertake a further study of the refugee problem. As a result
of the Secretary General's study, the Econanic and SOCial
Council,' on 8 August 1949, adqlted Resolution 248(IX)(B),
awointing an hi Hoc Ccmni.ttee consisting of representatives of
13 '<pJernments. One of its tasks was to 'prepare a draft for a
convention relating to the international status of refugees -and
stateless persons. The Ad Hoc Ccmnittee prOduced a report
which was' given to the Eeonanic and SOCial council at its 11th
session and subsequently subn.i.tted a draft to the General
Assembly at its 5th session~ 'The General Asse!rbly did not deal
with the substance of the Draft Convention but decided to
Convene a Conference' of Plenipotentiaries in Geneva to eatplete
the drafting of the Convention. The reasOn for this Was to
allow non-mercbers of the united Nations, who may so have
desired, to participate in the final draft of the document. At
__ i : .. ' " ,.
. ""'!
.'
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the Conference of Plenipotentiaries, 26 states were represented
by delegates am 2 C}JVeI'IlI'OOnts by 006eIVeI'S. 'Ibe Conference
unani.roously adcpted the Convention relating to the Status of
Refugees. The 1951 Convention was born which attenpted to
establish an international ccxie of' rights and privileges for
refugees. It was IIDre favourable than previous instnnnents. A
large mmber of states were concerned in its drafting. Five
major continents had been represented at the Conference of
Plenipotentiaries; thus the 1951 Convention reflected opinions
and views fran all parts of the wrld rather than sinply fran a
European or American perspective.
'1te first~ of the teSt -well fowxied fear of
persecution-
The test "well founded fear of persecutionIt was based on the
Constitution and Practice of the International Refugee
Organisation (IRQ) (1949). This required no IIDre than that an
awlicant show a plausible reason· for fearing persecution. The
Ad Hoc Ccmnittee" on the Draft Convention gave careful
consideration to the provisions of previous international
- agreements.' It sought to retain as many of them as possible in
order to ensure that the new consolidated Convention should
afford "at least as much protection" to refugees. 86
The Constitution of the IP!f37 had served as a, point of
departure for the refugee definition in the US draft proposal.
Report UN Doc. E/1618 at 37.
18 UNTS 283.
88
89
90
91
"',> 'or'
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'!he phrase "well founded fear of persecution" originated fran
the "valid objections"88 listed in the IRQ COnstitution. These
consisted of "Persecution or fear, based on reasonable grourxis,
of persecution because of race, religion, nationality or
Political opinions", 89 provided these opinions were not in
'conflict with the principles of the united Nations, as stated
in the Prearrble of the Charter of the united Nations.90
'Ihe French version, "fear based on reasonable grouIXis of
persecutionII,' in the IRQ constitution was translated as
"justifiable fear of persecution" ,91 while the UK version was
"serious apprehension based on reasonable grounds of
Persecution", Which Was extremely close to the IRQ tenninology~
Eventually, the phrase used in a revised UK prcp:>sal was
adq)ted by the Ccmnittee.
The wI-king papers of the Ad Hoc camdttee' dem:>nstrate that the
drafters of the"refugee definition in the 1951 COnvention were
fully aware of 'the close ties between the two definitions. The
Under the IRQ COnstitution, the detenni.nation of whether a
refugee was a concern to the IRQ involved a derivation of the
validities of their objection of return to their country of
origin. see Ibid., at 3, Annex 1, part 1 section c (1),(a)( 1) •
DIe to race, religion, nationality or political opinion.
The language used in this objection and that used in US, 'UK and
French draft proposals is clearly parallel. see UN Doc.
E/AC.32/L.4 at 5; UN Doc. E/AC.32/SR.5 at para 9 and UN Doc.
E/AC.32.L.3 (Jan 17 1950).
French original: "Crainte fondee de persecution".
" , ',I"", '
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French am Italian delegates expressed the view that the Draft
Convention was too similar to the provision of the m:>
constitution and argued that it was ""UIXiuly restrictive". Both
countries pleaded for a broader definition. 92 The travaux
pr~atoires do not su~st that the standard of the 1951
Convention definition was to be regarded as~ than that
which prevailed under the IRQ. In fact, bearing in mind the hi
Hoc camLi.ttee's intention to provide protection for refugees,
the 1951 Convention was to be interpreted similarly to the m:>
Constitution.93 This is significant, for the meaning of the
earlier phrase had been clearly established through the
eligibility decisions nacie by the IRQ.
The drafters of the 1951 Convention agreed that fear should be
considered well founded when a person can show "<}XXi reason"
why he or she fears persecution. The travaux pre,paratoires of
the 1951' Convention contain no further discussions of its
meaning aOO the fOImllation and cxmnents by the M Hoc
Ccmnittee are still the final 'WOrds on interpreting the tenn
"well founded fear of persecution".
8.7.2.2 The 1967 Protocol
The 1951 Convention was limited by the \\lOrds "as a result of
92
93
That is, as requiring' no nore than that the awlicant gives a
"plausible" and "coherent" account of why he or she fears
persecution. .
UN Doc•. E/1703 (Corr.1); UN Doc. E/1703/Ad:i. 2-7; and UN Doc.
E/AC.32/L.40.
94
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events occurring before 1 January 1951 in El1Iq)e.. '111e
limiting nature of the date became increasingly ~ent as
time passed. For exanple, in the early 1960s, Africa witnessed
the citation of IMIly thousands of new refugees, due mainly to
the decolonlsation of certain territories. These •new"
refugees were not considered conventional refugees because
they became refugees after 1 January 1951 and did not originate
fran Europe.
'lhi.s prCblem' was discussed' by many delegates .irl the Executive
camdttee of the UN High caemi.ssioner's Prograrrme at the second
session' in 1964 and the twelfth session in 1965. The
Executive camdttee studied the sccpe of the 1951 Convention
and decided that the dateline should' be 'deleted.94 The
Colloquium on Legal Aspects of Refugee Problems with
particular reference to the 1951 Convention and the Statute of
the Office of the United Nations High carmi.ssioner for Refugees
(Colloquium) met in Bellagio, Italy, to discuss ha.r the
dateline and the geographical limitations could be rercoved and
to try to establish a binding legal obligation. The Colloquium
reported that bJo possibilities seemed to be avail~lei first a
revision of' the 1951 Convention in accordance with Article 45
of the 1951 Convention whereby 'any contracting state may
request revision of this Convention ••• 'i or secondly, the
establishment of a separate legal i.n.strument on similar lines
to the 1951 Convention, which "-UUld be a lengthy, currbersane
and a very inpractical task. Eventually, the ·Colloquium
12th Session, UN Doc. A/AC.96/270, p. 7, para 33.
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agreed that the best way of overcaning this problem was to
attach a Protocol to the 1951 Convention, which \ft1OUld remJVe
geographical arx:i date restrictions.
'I11e Executive Ccmnittee at its 16th session, held in OCtober
1966, adopted these proposals, subject to cpvernment replies to
them. These replies were very favourable and the draft was
subnitted to the General Assmbly through the Econanic am
SOCial Council, which awroved the draft in Novenber
"unani.Ioously" at its 41st session, as an Ad:iendum to the High
Ccmnissioner's Annual Report. 95 The General Assercbly at its
21st session held discussions and voted a unani.nDus awroval of
the text. The text of the 1967 Protocol was adopted, thereby
rmoving the geographical and dateline limitations. States can
nOlfl ratify either the 1951 Convention or the 1967 Protocol or
both.
8.7.3 Are the 1951 COnvention am the 1967 PI'ot:OCOl Reooggi.sed in the
US am UK Mmicipal. Lgl Systan6?
8. 7 .3.1 'l1le United states of AnErica
Prior to 1980, there was only one US statute which dealt with
asylum. This was s.203(a)(7) of the Imnigration and
Naturalisation Act 1952, (INA). At that time there were no
statutory bases for granting asylum to asylum-seekers who
awlied for asylum within the us. section 203(a) (7) authorised
the Attorney General to pennit "Conditioned entry" to a certain
95 Eroscx:: Res. 1186 (XL) on 18 Nov 1966.
~~~~===========~==-=-_._-------
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nl.JIt'ber of refugees because of "persecution or fear of
persecution", on account of race, religion or political
opinion. It .was primarily designed to cater for refugees
escaping Catmmist or Mic:klle Eastern states after the
conclusion of the second WJrld war. '!'his provision was very
relaxed in· its ~rding, IOOre so than any of the later
provisions which were to be adopted. The practice under
s .203(a) (7) did not seek proof of "well founded fear of
persecution" a test which the Congress later adopted in 1980.
The test of "well founded fear of persecution" was incorporated
after the US had ratified the 1967 Protocol in 1968. In 1968,
the US authorities did not consider it then to create any new
obligations beyond those already contained in danestic law.
The authorities considered the provisions in danestic law as
being sufficient to deal with the refugee problems.
The result of many thousands of refugees in Asia and Africa in
the late 1970s PIQlpted the US authorities to establish IOOre
pennanent and systematic Procedures for the acini.ssion of
refugees and a eatprehensive fr~rk for providing assistance
to refugees within the us. The Refugee Act of 1980 replaced a
patc~rk of legislation in response to each new refugee
crisis. The Refugee Act, inter-alia, expanded the definition
of, the refugee as well as mandatory non-refoulement, which
confonned with the 1967 Protocol, and for the first time in the
history of the us refugee law established a statutory basis for
asylum. The us Senate had been infonned that "extant asylum
•96
97
98
99
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procedures" for refugees outside the US were acceptable wx1er
the 1967 Protocol, but. there were political aOO geographical
distinctions. 96 The congressional definition a refugee was
virtually identical to the 1967 Protocol's definition am the
indications \\leI'e clear in various governmental reports am
statements97 of the confonnity of the definitions,· bit no
reference was made to the standard of proof.
There was a provision which penni.tted the withholding of
deportation p.1rsuant to s. 243 (h) of the Imnigration ard
Naturalisation Act 1952 (INA) which originally stated:
"The Attorney General is authorised to withhold
deportations of any alien within the US to any
country in which in his opinion the alien wuld be
subject to persecution on account of race, religion
or political opinion and for such period of §~ as
he deens it to be necessary for such reason."
'nUs provision was ameOOed by the Refugee Act 198099 so that
s.243(h) of the INA (amended) now provides:
senate Report No. 96-256.
126 Cong. Ree. H 1521 (daily edt March 4 1980). Remarks of
Rep. Holtznan: "House definition of the tenn 'refugee' •••
essentially confonns to that used uOOer the United Nations
Convention and Protocol relating to the Status of Refugees".
The Refugee Act of 1979, Hearings on HE 2816, before the SIO He
FA 96th Cong., 1st session (1979) at 71,. Ms Meissner, Dep1ty
Associate Attorney General, inplying that the UN definition for
"refugee" has been incorporated by the Pdninistration bill.
8 USC 1253(h).
Publ. LNo. 96-212, 94 Stat. 102.
- - ---- -----
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-'Ite Attorney General shall not deport or return any
alien •• • to a country if the Attorney General
determines that such alien's life or freedan would be
threatened in such a country on account of race,
religion, nationality, Ineltbership in a particular
social group or political opinion.·
S.243(h) of the INA (as amended) is thus in direct CCIlpliance
with Article 33(1) of the 1951 Convention and the 1967
Protocol.
S.243(h) upholds the principle of non-refoulement which is
defined in Article 33(1) of the 1951 COnvention and 1967
Protocol as follows:
-1. No COntracting State shall expel or return
("refouler") a refugee in any rranner whatsoever
to the frontiers of territories where his life
or freedan would be threatened on account of his
race, religion, nationality, rnerrbership of a
particular social group or political opinion.-
paragraph 2 contains exenptions on grounds of danger to
security of the country, a serious crime or a danger to the
camami.ty of that country.
It is interesting to note that prior to 1968,the Attorney-
General had eatplete discretion under s.243(h) of the INA 1952
as to whether or not to deport an alien. H<M!Ver, this was
changed by the 1980 Refugee Act which incorporated Articles 2-
34 of the 1951 Convention and the 1967 Protocol. Article 33(1)
of the 1951 COnvention and 1967 Protocol inposed an absolute
and mandatory obligation on states who were signatories of the
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1951 Convention arxl 1967 Protocol not to return aliens to
countries where their "life or free::ian" M>uld be 'threatened.
Accordingly, the amended version of s.243(h) of the INA IlOo1f
strictly forbids deportation of aliens where that would result
in persecution.
,
'!be Refugee Act 1980 took into account t'NO ackiitional grounds
of persecution, namely nationality am meJlDerShip of a
particular social group, mentioned in the revised version of
s.243(h) of the INA. This can be attriblted to the effort IMde
by the US 'Congress to-bring US danestic law into conformity
with the 1967 Protocol.
In passing the- 1980 Refugee Act, Congress plainlY.adc:¢ed the
definition of "Refugee contained in the 1951 Convention and the
1967 Protocol and directed that it should be interpreted
consistently with those international instruments.
One other provision which decils with grants of asylum is
s~208(a) of the INA (amended) which:
"authorises the Attorney-General, in his discretion
to grant asylum to a refugee who, urxier
s.101(a)(42)(A) of the INA, is unable or unwilling to
return to his hane country because of race, religion,
nationality, membershiP in a particular social or
political opinion." 100'
In turn, s.101(a) (42) (A) defines refugee as:
100 8 USC 1158(a).
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"... (A) any person who is outside any countIy of
such person's nationality or in the case of a person
having no nationality, is outside any countIy in
which such person last habitually resided and who is
unable or unwilling to return to am is unable or
unwilling to avail himself or herself of tb§
protection of that countt:Y because of persecution or
a well foundeQ fear of persecution on account of
race. religion. nationality. JIOlberShi,p or a
partiCUlar social group or political C5>inion." 101
(my estphasis)
The language which Congress chose in 1980 to define a refugee
reflects virtually verbatim the corresp>IXiing provision of the
1967 Protocol, which defines a "refugee" as an individual who:
"q,dng to a well-founded fear of being persecuted for
reasons of race. religion. nationality. mellben;hip of
a political q>inion, is outside the country of his
nationality and is unable or. owing to such fear. is
unwilling to avail himself of the protection of that
,count!Yi or who, not having a nationality and being
outside the country of his fonner habitual residence,
is unable or, owing to such fear, is.unwilling to
return to it." (my enphasis)
Upon the'US ratifyingl02 the 1967 ProtocOl, the tenns of the
1951 Convention awlied through Article 1(2) of the 1967
Protocol which states:
"2. 'For' the plIpOse' of the present Protocol, the
tenn "refugee" shall, • • • , mean any person
within the definition of article 1 of the
Convention as if the \\lOrds "As a result of
events occurring before 1st Januaty 1951 and
••• " and the \\lOrds " • •• as a result of such
101 94 Stat. 102, 8 USC 1101(a)(42)(A).
102 HR Cont. Ref. No. 96-781, p.19 (1980), HR Rep 9, s Rep 47.
~~~----=--==~=========--
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events .. , in article 1A(2) were anitted." 103
The US is under a legal obligation define a refugee within the
provisions of the 1951 Convention aOO the 1967 Protocol, aOO US
laws relating to asylum eatply with the tenns of ,the t'NO
refugee instruments.
8.7.3.2 The united Kingdom
AR>lications for refugee status in the united Kingdan are also
considered under the 1951 Convention and the 1967 Protocol.
However, the 1951 Convention or the 1967 Protocol fom no part
of English danestic law, though imnigration rules are made on
the basis that the Secretary of State for Hane Affairs will
give effect to their provisions. Any person ~lying for
asylum and refugee status in the united Kingdan and who
deroonstrates their eligibility under the tenns of the 1951
Convention and the 1967 Protocol nay be granted asylum aOO
refugee status.
The Imnigration Act 1971, s.3(2) states that the secretary of
State can fran time to time lay before parliament statements of
the rules which stipulate the provisions for imnigration,
including the grant of asylum and refugee status. The
i.mni.gration rules fall into t'NO catecpries: to those awlying
to "Control on Entry" and those cq:plying to "Control after
Entry".
103 Article 1.
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·Control on Entry" states in paragraph 16 that where a person
is a refugee full account is to be taken of the provision of
the Convention and Protocol relating to the Status of refugees.
Nothing in these rules is to be construed as requiring action
contrary to the United King:ian' s obligations wxler these
instruments. Sinply, paragraph 16 assumes that the person has
been granted the status of a refugee and is therefore not an
asylum-seeker•
By contrast, para. 73 provides:
"Part VII: Asylum:
73. Special considerations arise where the only
country to which a person could be reooved is one to
which he is unwilling to g:J CMing to a well founded
fear of being persecuted for reasons of race,
religion, nationality, merrbership of a particular
social group or political opinion. Any case in which
it a~s to the imnigration officer as a result of
a claim or infonnation given by the person seeking
entry at a port that he might fall within the tenns
of this provision is to be referred to the Hane
Office for decision regardless of any grounds set out
in any provision of these rules which may~ to
justify refusal of leave to enter. leave to enter
will not be refused if renoval ~ld be contrary to
the provisions of the Convention and Protocol
relating to the Status of refugees."
Paragraph 73 is extremely vague. "Special considerations" are
not defined, nor is there any provision preventing the asylum-
seeker or refugee fran being refoul~ to the country where he
or she might face "persecution". Paragraph 73 cannot be held
to eatply with the provisions of Article 33(1) of the 1951
Convention or the 1967 Protocol.
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HOIt'eVeI', there are other provisions which are in line with the
refugee instnunents. Paragraph 96 is the same as paragraph 16
above, while paragraph 134 states that an asylum-seeker can
~ly for asylum and refugee status on the growxis that if he
were required to leave, he would have to gJ to a country to
which he is unwilling to gJ, owing to well founded fear of
being persecuted for reasons of race, religion, nationality,
IDeIlbership of a particular social group or political opinion,
any such claim is to be carefully considered in the light of
all the relevant circumstances. Paragraph 134 is in cmpliance
with the· definition of a refugee in the 1951 COnvention and
1967 Protocol.
Paragraph 153 is the same as paragraph 16 above, while
paragraph 165 states •In accordance with the provisions of the
Convention and Protocol ••• II, a deportation order will not be
nade against a person if the only country to which he can be
reooved is one to which he is unwilling to gJ, CMing to well
founded fear of being persecuted for reasons of race, religion,
nationality, menbership of a particular group or political
opinion. Paragraph 153 confonns to Article 33(1) of the 1951
Convention and 1967 Protocol.
8.7.3.3 'Ute IHD HardJook 00 Procednres aOO criteria for Determin.im
Refugee Status (Hardxx>k)
The Handbook was prepared at the request of rnesrber states of
the Executive Carmittee of the High cemnissioner's Progranme,
for the guidance of gJVernments. The Handbook is based on
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UNHCR's experience, including the practice of States in regard
to the detennination of refugee status. It has been widely
circulated and utilised by cpvernments arx:i cited in many
judicial decisions. The interpretation of the tenn "well
104
founded fear of being persecutedII is explained in the Handbook
(1979) 104 in fairly lengthy detail. Paragraph 37 explains that
it is the key phrase of the refugee definition:
"••• It reflects the views of its authors as to the
main elements of refugee character. It replaces the
earlier method of defining refugees by categ>ries
(ie. persons of a certain origin not enjoying the
protection of their country) by the general concept
of IIfear II for a relevant IIDtive. since fear is
subjective, the definition involves a subjective
element in the person BFPlying for recognition as a
refugee. Detennination of refugee status will
therefore primarily require an evaluation of the
~licant's statements rather than a judgement on the
situation prevailing in his country of origin. II 105
Paragraph 38 inplies that to the element of fear - as state of
mind and a subjective condition - is addEd the qualification
"well founded". ' This inplies that it is not only the frame of
"
mind of the person concerned that detennines his refugee
status, but that this frame of mind mst be sURlQrted by an
objective situation. The tem "well fOUIXied fear" therefore
contains:
Published in Geneva 1979 by UNHa Protection Division. 'Ihis
booklet contains criteria for detennining refugee status, which
is essentially an explanation of the definition of the tenn
"refugee" given by the 1951' COnvention and 1967 ProtocOl. It
is a practical guide and not a treatise on refugee law.
105 Idem. p.11.
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"••• a subjective and an objective element, and in
determining whether well fOUIXied fear exists both
elements nust be taken into consideration." lOt:
Paragraph 39 rules out persons affected by famine or natural
disaster, unless they also have a well founded fear of
persecution for one of the reasons stated.
An evaluation .of the subjective elEment is inseparable fran an
assessment of the personality of the 8R?licant, since
psychological reactions of different irxiividuals may not be the
same in identical conditions .107
Paragraphs 41 and 42 explain the subjective and objective
elements whi~h are necessary to evaluate the statements made by
the a~licant.l08
106 dI em. p.12.
107
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Ibid. One person may have strong political or religious
connections,.. the disregard of which 'ItlOUld make his life
intolerable; another may have no such strong convictions. One
person may have an inpllsive decision to escape; another may
carefully plan his departure. .
Idem. para 41 states: "Due to the inportance that the
definition attaches to the subjective element, an assessment of
credibility is indispensable where the case is not sufficiently
clear fran the facts on record. It will be necessary to take
into account the personal and family background of the
awlicant, his rnenbership of a particular racial, religious,
national, social or political group, his own interpretation of
his situation personal experiences - in other words, everything
that may serve to indicate that the predaninant notive for his
BfPlication is fear. Fear mst be reasonable. ExaC}1erated
fear, however, may be well founded, if, in. all the
circumstances of the case, such a state of mind can bejustified" •
Para 42 states: "As regards the objective element, it is
necessary to evaluate the statements made by the BfPlicant.
~':loo__~=== ~ ..~~ ".
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The UNHat Handbook along with the travaux prpratoires shO#l
that the crux of the matter in the refugee definition is that
the fear of the awlicant mst be looked at rather than the
hypothetical likelihood of future events .109
The Handbook takes into account that the awlicant is usually
in difficulties in ,subnitting his or her case to the relevant
authorities and· also the fact that the burden of proof lies on
The cacpetent authorities that are called upon to detennine
refugee status are not required to pass judgement on conditions
in the applicant's country of origin. The awlicant's
statements cannot, however, be considered in the abstract, and
mst be viewed in the context of the relevant background
situation. A knowledge of conditions in the at-Plicant' s
country of origin, while not a primary objective, is an
i.Irportant element in assessing the awlicant' s credibility.
In general, the applicant's fear should be considered well
. founded if he can establish, to a reasonable degree, that his
continued stay in his country of origin has becane intolerable
to him for reasons stated in the definitions, or wuld for the
same reasons be intolerable if he returned there".
Idem. para 43 states: "These considerations need not
necessarily be used on the applicant's own personal experience.
What, for exanple, haR>ened to his friends and relatives and
other menDers of the same racial or social group may well shO#l
that his fear that sooner or later he also \\lOUld becane a
victim of persecution is ~ll founded. The laws of the country
of origin and particularly the manner in which they are
awlied, will be relevant. The situation of each person ItUst,
however, be assessed on its merits. In the case of a well-
known personality, the possibility of persecution may be
greater than in the case of a person in obscurity. All these
factors, eg. a person's character, his backgrouOO, his
influence, his wealth or his outspokenness, may lead to the
conclusion that his fear of persecution is "well founded".
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the person subnitting a cla.un for refugee status and asylum.l10
Paragraph 196 stipllates that the asylum-seeker brings with him
the barest of belongings and documents and that although the
asylum-seeker has to satisfy the authorities, the authorities
mst give him the benefit of the doubt, even though the asylum-
seeker cannot prcxiuce evidentiary proof in suWOrt of his
awlication. Paragraphs 197, 203 and 204111 all stipllate that
if the asylum-seeker cannot prcxiuce evidentiary proof, then the
standard of proof mst not be awlied too strictly.
.'
110
111
Iden. para 190: IIIt should be recalled that an awlicant for
refugee status is nonnally in a particularly wlnerable
situation. He finds himself in an alien environment and may
experience serious difficulties, technical and psychological,
in subnitting his case to the authorities of a foreign country,
often in a language not his own. His awlication should
therefore be examined within the framework of specially
established procedures by qualified personnel having the
necessary knowledge and experience and an urderstanding of an
awlicant's particular difficulties and needs".
Iden. para 197 states: liThe requirement of evidence should thus
not be too strictly ~lied in view of the difficulty of proof
inherent in the SPecial situation in which an awlicant for
refugee status finds himself. Allowance for such possible lack
of evidence does not, however, mean that unsuworted statements
mst necessarily be accepted as true if they are inconsistent
with the general account put forward by the awlicant". Para
203 states: "After the 8R>licant has made a genuine effort to
substantiate his story, there may still be a lack of evidence
for sane of his statements •• • it is hardly possible for a
refugee to IIprove" every part of his case and, indeed, if this
were a requirement, the majority of refugees would not be
recognised. It is therefore frequently necessary to give the
awlicant the benefit of the doubt" and para 204 states: liThe
benefit of the c:k>ubt should, however, only be given when all
evidence has been obtained and checked and when the examiner is
satisfied as to the aR>licant' s general credibility. The
8R>licant's statements must be coherent and plausible and ItIlst
not run counter to generally known facts II •
'I
I
I
i
!
I
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8.7.4 l\Mlysis of the IWlicatioo of the Cooyegtimo1 "" pq,rtic
Legi Rlatioo in the 0lI1t:e¢ of the carmza-FaJseca mxt Tmti)
cases
8.7.4.1 limli.grati.oo m;t Hatural ;Mtjon 5eryice (INS) V Tn; Marino
Qmbza-Fa1seca
(a) Facts
In the United States of America in a recent case heard by the
Supreme Court,112 the respondent was a 38 year old Nicaraguan
national who entered the US as a visitor. After her overstay
the INS CQllllenced deportation 'proceedings. 'Ibe respondent
atterrpted to shO't\1 that if she was returned to Nicaragua, her
H life or freedan" would be threatened on account of her
political views and consequently she had a "well founded fear
of persecutionH • The respondent's brother had already been
tortured and iItprisoned because of his political activities in
Nicaragua and the sandinistas knew of the location of her
brother and herself. The respondent further claimed that if
she was to return to Nicaragua, she \fJOuld be inprisoned,
tortured and interrogated about her brother's whereabouts.
cardoza-Fonseca conceded that she was in the US illegally, but
requested withholding of deportation p.trSuant to s. 243 (h) of
the INA 1952 (amended) and also requested asylum as a refugee
pursuant to s.208(a) of the INA,113 namely that Eligibility for
asylum depended upon the alien being a refugee as defined by
112 107 S. Ct. 1207 No. 85-782.
113 8 USC l158(a).
s.101(a)(42)(A). S.208(a) of the INA was cited by cardoza to
support her request that she had a "well founded fear of
persecution" if she was returned to Nicaragua.
(b) 'n1e Decisions
In the lower court, the Imnigration judge had held that
cardoza-Fonseca had not established a "clear probability of
persecution" UIXier s.243(h) of the INA (as amerx:ied) or s.208(a)
of the INA respectively and thus she was not entitled to
relief. 114
,cardoza-Fonseca a~led to the Board of Inmigration ~1s
(BIA). '!'hey agreed with the Imnigration judge aIXi decided that
she had "failed to establish that she would suffer persecution
within the meaning ,of s.208(a) or s.243(h) of the INA (as
amended) ", and that there was no difference in awlication
between the "clear probability" and "well founded fear"
standards .115 cardoza-Fonseca' s awlication for asylmn UIXier
s.208(a) ,of the INS was rejected by the BIA.
cardoza-Fonseca awealed to the US Court of Aweal, who
disagreed with the above two decisions. '!'he Court of ~l
,stated that cardoza-Fonseca was eligible for asylmn UIXier
.....,
114 File No A 24 420 980- san Francisco at 4 (Hornback, ALl, 1 June
1982) reprinted in Petition for a Writ of certiorari to the US
Court of ~ls for the 9th Circuit,~ C at 24, a, 27
a.
115 File No A 24 420 980- san Francisco at 3 (BIA 21 sept 1983),
reprinted in Petition for Writ of Certiorari to the US Court of
Aweals for the Ninth circuit, Awendix B at 17a, 21a.
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s.208(a) of the INA and held that s.208(a)'s "well fourded
fear" staOOard was'roore generous than s.243(h) of the INA (as
amended) staOOard, in that it only asks the refugee seeking and
requesting asylum to show either persecution or "~ reason to
fear future persecution" .116 The Court of ~l culinented
that the earlier decisions (by the "Imnigration judge and BIA)
had "erred in applying the wrong tests" .117' 'Ibe Court of
Aweal held that the tenn "well fowxied fear" which cpverns
asylum was'roore "generous II than the term ·clear probability of
persecution" which cpvems the withholding of deportation wxier
s.243(h) of the INA (as amended), bIt argued that she was
eligible for consideration for asylum wxier s.208(a) of the
INA. cardoza";'Fonseca had contended that the lower courts
should have applied the "well founded fear" standard which
g)Verns asylum proceedings. This standard, per se, was roore
liberal than the "clear probability" stardmi which cpverns
withholding of deportation proceedings .118
The- INS had ~led to the US SUpreme Court requesting that
the Supreme Court should reverse the Court of AR>ea1' s earlier
decision.
The Supreme Court stated that the term "well fourded fear"
116 The Court of ~l agreed with the decision of carvajal-Munoz
v INS, 743. F.2d. 562,574 (CA7 1984). The asyl~seekerhad to
present "facts" through objective evidence to prove past
persecution or "good reason" to fear future persecution~
117 cardoza-Fonseca v INS, 767 F.2d 1448 (00,1985).
118 dI em. pp.1452-1453.
~ --
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seems to indicate that, so long as an objective situation is
established by the evidence, it need not be shown that the
situation 'AOUld prOOably result in persecution, but it is
enough that persecution is a reasonable possibility. 'Ihe issue
of withholding deportation or non-refoulement under s.243(h)
corresporxls to article 33(1) of the 1951 COnvention and 1967
Protocol. By inp1ying article 33(1), 'one can note blo issues:
(i) That the cq:plicant must show or denonstrate a -well
founded· fear of persecution-if he is to obtain a
refugee status.
(li) That the awlicant (refugee) should state that his or
her life or freedan 'ItlOUld be threatened if deported
or refouled to his country of origin.
S.243(h) inp>sition of the -'ItlOUld be threatened- requirement is
entirely consistent with the US obligation under the 1967
Protocol. However, s.208(a) by contrast is a discretionaIy
mechanism which gives the Attorney-General the authority to
grant the broader relief of asylum. to refugees. It does not
correspond to Article 33 of the 1951 COnvention but instead
corresponds to Article 34119 of the 1951 COnvention. Like
s.208(a), an alien must only show that he is a -refugee- to
liThe contracting states shall as far as possible facilitate the
assimilation and naturalisation of refugees. They shall in
particular make every effort to expedite naturalisation
proceedings and to reduce as far as possible the charges and
costs of such proceedings.-
I
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eStablish eligibility. No further showing that he "would" be
persecuted is required. One can argue that the structure of
the INA mst be looked at, since it is analog:>us to s.208 of
the Refugee Act 1980 which shows greater benefits than s. 243
and has' a less stringent staOOard of eligibility. But this
argmnent does not take into account the fact than an alien who
satisfies the awlicable standard under s.208 does not have a
right to remain in the US, though' he is strictly eligible for
asylum if the Attorney-General chooses to grant it, whereas an
alien satisfying the s.243(h) standard is autanatically
entitled to withhold deportation. The SUpreme Court did
consider it relevant that out of the entire class of
"refugees", those who can shotll' a "clear prcbability of
persecution" are entitled to mandatory su~ion of
deportation and are eligible for discretionary asylmn, while
those who show a ,"well founded' fear of persecution II are not
entitled to anything, but are eligible for the discretionary
relief of asylmn.
The 1980 Act amended s.243(h) for the exact purpose of changing
it fran discretioIlaQ" to a rrandatoxy provision. '!be Supreme
Court rcade it absolutely clear that:
" • •• the judiciary is the final authority on issues
of statutory construction and must reject
administrative constructions which are contrary to
clear congressional intent ••• II 120 .-' -
120 Stevens J., q>.cit., p.22.
·1-- _
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The SUpreme Court stated that there was obviously sane
anbiguity in a tam like "well founded fear" which can only be
given concrete meaning through "case by case adjudication".
The SUpreme Court respected the interpretation of the agencies
to which the Congress have delegated the responsibility for
adninistering the statutory programne. 121 But while the
SUpreme Court did 1lQt attElTpt to set forth a detailed
description of how the "well founded fear" standard test should
be ¥lied, it held that the Imnigration judge aIXi BIA were
wrong in holding the "clear probability" standard and "well
founded fear" standard to be identical.
The Supreme Court made reference to the UNHCR Handbook.
Justice Stevens stated:
"In interpreting the Protocol's definition of
"refugee" we are further guided by the analysis set
forth in the office of the united Nations High
Ccmni.ssioner for Refugees, Handbook on Procedures and
Criteria for Determi.ni.ng Refugee Status (Geneva,
1979) ••• The High CCmnissioner's analysis of the
United Nations standard is consistent with our own
examination ••• as well as the conclusions of many
scholars who have studied the rratter.122.. 123
121 In the case of Chevron USA Inc. v National Resources Defence
Council, 467 US 837 (1984); see Stevens J., q>.cit., p.25 •
•
I
~
122 Professor Grahl-Madsen, The Status of Refugees in International
law (1966), Vol. I, 181; GS Goodwin-Gill, The Refugee in
International law (1983), Q?22-24; and Cox, "well founded fear
of being persecuted: The sources and Awlication of a Criterion
of Refugee Status", DJIL, 10, 1984, p.333.
123 ,....~_\.4.Luuza-Fonseca, op.cit., at p.18.
Justice Po.tIell (dissenting opinion).
Cf. this statement by
1""-__-
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Although this was the view of a majority,124 it is interesting
to note the dissenting opinion delivered· by Justice Powell. He
was keen to point out that the respoooent' s awlication for
asylurn"rested on her testiJoony that her brother had experienced
difficulties with -the Nicaraguan authorities. One of the
factors which had .led the Imnigration judge to reject the claim
for asylum was that he had fouIXi no evidence of any substance
in the recoI'd"other than her brother's claim for, asylum. She
had not proved that she 'IJOUld be persecuted for political or
other reasons; she had not infonned the judge that her family,
close relatives or·, .relations had been detained, tortured,
interrogated, arrested and inprisoned' by the .. Nicaraguan
authorities, except that her brother had been interrogated and
inprisoned.
Justice Powell had referred to the BIA' s claim that the
respondent had never taken physical actions· against the
Nicaraguan authorities in the fom of reprisals or guerilla
acts and had never been politically active. In fact, cardoza-
Fonseca had actually testified that· she never assisted her
brother in any political activities and that she had never
been singled out for persecution by the Nicaraguan authorities.
In Justice Powell's opinion the interpretation given. by the BIA
J
i
124 The US SuprEme Court ruled 6-3 rcajority. Stevens J. delivered
the opinion of the Court in which Blacknum, Marshall, Brennan,
scalia and O'Connor, JJ, joined. Powell J. filed a dissenting
opinion in which Rehnquist CJ. and White, J. joined.
l~-------,------------ -- ---- ---
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waS reasonable. rrbe Congress hBd provided two fonna of relief
asylum UIXier s.208 and withholding of deportation wxier
s.243(h) of the INA (as ameIXied) for asylwn-seekers and
refugees who were escaping persecution. rrbe majority of the
SUpreme Court had not taken into account that the BIA was an
adni.ni.strative body with a great responsibility and experience
in matters relating to i.mni.gration of refugees.
In the Matter of AcoSta,125 the BIA di.d not interpret the tenn
"well founded fear". The: BIA indicated that the ag>lication
IlIlSt show historical facts relating to his detennination, which
the judge \\1OUld eventually analyse ani foI1tl1late. Once the
judge has deCided upon what is admissible or inadmissible, then
he can decide if these facts or evidence meet the "refugee"
definition. -The BIA actually listed four corxiitions by which
the statutory definition should be interpreted:
(i) The alien must have a "fear" of persecution. 126
(li) The "fear must be well founded".
(lii) The persecution must be on account of race, religion,
nationality, membership of a particular social group
or political opinion.
125 Interim Decision No.2986 (BIA 1 March 1985).
126 The degree of probability must take into account the following
factors: intensity of fear; nature of projected harm (death,
inprisonment, interrogation, detention, torture); the history
of the persecution in the country ,- of origin; personal
experiences of awlicanti his family and other factual
surrounding circumstances. see also Bolanos-Hernandex v INS,
749 F 2d 1316 (9th Circuit 1984).
I'
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(iv) . '!'he alien mst be unable or unwilling to return to
'his haneland because of persecution of his well
fciuxied fear of persecution.
'!'he BIA held' that evidence mst establish the follCMing four
matters:
(i) The persecutor has the inclination to pmish the
alien.
(ii) The persecutor has the capabi 1i ty of punishing the
alien.
(ill) That the persecutor is aware or could easily be aware
that the refugee possesses this belief.
(iv) '!he alien possesses a belief of punishment of sare
sort.
The, BIA continued to note that a "well founded fear of being
persecuted" which requires a shCMing that persecution is likely
to occur, ,refers to a. standard that is different and distinct
fran "clear probability of persecution", which requires shCMing
that persecution is "roore. likely than not to occur". The BIA
noted that the enquiry is not emantitative but emalitative.
The refugee's experience should be taken into account, along
with "other external events" (if the refugee or asyllUtl-seeker
is the sort who is or can be a victim of persecution). If one
was to take this context, then there is no substantial
difference between the "persecution is likely to occur"
standard and the "persecution is IOOre likely than not to
Ioccur". . Contrary to the majority decision of the Supreme
Court, the BIA did not intend or argue that the "well fourxied
fear" and "clear prcbability" standards require a proof of 51\
chance that the alien will suffer persecution if the asylum-
seeker or refugee is retumed to his haneland. Luz Marina
cardoza-Fonseca and the sandinistas certainly satisfied the
conditions in the Acosta Case.
Justice Powell posed one critical question:
H. •• whether-the objective basis required for a fear
of persecution to be "well founded" differs in
practice fran the objective basis required for there
to be a "clear probability of persecution." 127
Congress had plainly limited the eligibility for refugees and
asylum-seekers to be granted asylum, sinply due to the
discretion naninated to the Attorney-General, "if he determines
••• to be a refugee". The BlA have given this responsibility
to the office of the Attorney-General and it is a fact that as
the BlA have examined roore cases than anyone else, they were
certainly roore experienced. There was a tendency to ignore the
practical realities. of the expert agencies and for the
majority to give hypothetical situations, although the main
theme was not the subjective exarrple rot the objectivity and
the interpretation. 128
127 ~~~_ .
'wQ.Luuza-Fonseca, op.cit., p.5 (Dissent).
128 ahlGr -Madsen, op.cit., p.180.
II
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Justice Powell stated that "Govemnents rarely persecute peq>le
by nunbers"129 but there have been instances where this has
hawened. 130 '!'he majority in the Supreme Court have no.mere in
the judgement criticised the "fear" element in the
interpretation . of the "well fourx:ied fear" as being
unreasonable. The BIA believed that fear is not "well· fowxied"
unless the fear has an objective basis iOOicating that there is
a "realistic likelihocxi" ·that persecution \«)\lId occur.
In re~nding to the· rrajority's decision, citing s.203(a) (7),
(refugees fran Ccmm.mist and MicXlle Eastern states) , the
Attorney-General's .office argued that the wrds "well founded
fear" were inserted by the COngress topressurise the Attorney-
General's regulations. g:werning aR'lication for asylum by
refugees and asylum-seekers in the US. These regulations were
in accord with BIA's views (namely that there was no
significant difference between, the "well founded fear" aOO
"clear probability"). !t>reover the legislative history shows
that COngress was referring to the regulations rather than to
s.203(a) (7). These wrds were. intended to fotward the practice
of the Attorney-General in adjusting to asylum awlications.
The Attorney-General had concluded that the standard for asylum
was substantially identical to the standard for withholding
deportation. Justice Powell did not find the 1967 Protocol
relevant. He stipulated that the President arxl senate thought
cardoza-Fonseca, op.cit., p.6 (Dissent).
Nazi GeIm:my and JetlS, South Africa and blacks, Sri. Lanka and
Tamils, and Afghanistan and Mujaheedens, to mention a few.
t
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that the 1967 Protocol was perfectly consistent with the US
imnigration laws. 131 It was surprising that for over 20 years,
the US had been violating the 1967 Protocol.
Justice Stevens had referred to the tlNlD. HaIxibook, b.1t Justice
Powell stipllated that the Booklet had "00 biIxiing force" .132
The Supreme Court allowed cardoza-Fonseca to stay in the US and
sustained the US Court of J\R)eal ' s decision not to rerrove
cardoza-Fonseca to Nicaragua and subsequently granted her
refugee status and asylum. The Court followed the view of the
drafters of the 1951 Convention that the tenn "~ll founded
fear of being persecuted" means that a person seeking refugee
status mst show that his or her subjective fear of persecution
is based upon objective facts which make the fear reasonable
under the circumstances, but not necessarily that he or she
would m:>re likely than not becane the victim of persecution.
The Supreme Court also relied upon the travaux prpratoires
and the UNHa guidelines which gave acXiitional background
infonnation and the relevant facts to this case.
131 ~~~- l·
'-CU.uuza-Fonseca, op.cit., ·p.9 (Dissent); see a so INS v Stev1C
467 US 407, 417 (1984).
!
-
132 Can:ic?za-Fonseca, op.cit., p.10 (Dissent). The Executive-
cannittee of the High Ccmni.ssioner's Programne at its 28th
session, requested the Office of the High Ccmnissioner to
consider the possibility of issuing, for the guidance of
Governments, a handbook relating to its procedures aM criteria
for detennining refugee status. The Handbook was issued in
response to their request by the Executive-Catmittee.
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8.7.4.2 RegiM V 8eg:etmy of State for the 'tR PeIl" h'o't, ex Il'Jt8
Sivalgmmm, Vaitbi,,] i'V"', Vilyamjoh, yllthaMn ODd other, mi
NlMmIt:Mp
(a) Facts
Six Tamils arrived in the United~ fran Sri Lanka between
the dates of 13 May and 31 May 1987. ~ their arrival they had
applied foro,refugee status and asylum. 'nleir awlication
consisted of the fact that they possessed a "well foumed fear
of persecution" ~ if they were returned to Sri Lanka. 'Ihey
claimed that they would be persecuted by the Sri Lankan
authorities if . they entered Sri lanka, because they held
differing politi~ opinions and views fran those of the Sri
Iankan authorities.
Their awlications were rejected by the Hane Office and the
Secretary of State. The six Sri Lankan Tamils then requested a
judicial review by the High Court, but this request was refused
and the .. six Tamils were ordered to be restDYed back to Sri
lanka. '!bey ~led to the Court of~.
The Court, consisting of the Master of the Rolls (Sir John
Donaldson), IDrd Justice Neill and Sir Roualeyn CUItming-Bruce,
found the Secretary of State's decision rather p.1zzling, and
held that each CiR'licant was entitled to individual
consideration and that the Secretary of State had misdirected
himself in his CiR'licaUon'of- imnigration policy. '!bey held
that the Secretary of State should reconsider their asylum and
refugee status awlications and consequently all~ the~
.....
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of the six Sri Lankan Tamils .133
'!be House of IDrds, however, on aweal by the Halle Office,
overntled the Court of ~. arx:i ordered for the remval of
these six Tamils.
(b) . 'n1e Deci sioos
The relevant policy was in the Statement of Changes in
Imnigration .Rules (1983) (He 169) , 134 and since the Tamil
asylum-seekers sought asylmn upon entry, the relevant rules
were those contained in paragraphs 16 aoo c 73 (He paper 169)
(1983).
The Court of~ viewed the Articles in the 1951 COnvention
as providing sanething in the nature of a NBill of RightsN for
refugees. It limited the freedan of a contracting state to
expel a refugee lawfully in its territory (Article 32) and
prohibited his exp.tlsion or return ·to the frontiers of
territories where his life or freedan would be threatened on
account of his race, religion, nationality, rnenbership of a
particular social group or political q>inionN (Article 33).
There was a clear contrast between the pre-conditions for
acquiring the status of refugee, which require a Nwell founded
fear of persecutionN and for the awllcation of Article 33
R v Secretary of State for the Hane DEmartment ex parte
Navaratnam, Vathanan, Rasalingam, Siva Kumaran, Vilvarajah, and
Vaithialingam. On appeal fran the High Court of Justice,
~een's Bench Division (Divisional COurt) (Mr Justice McCowan).
-
134 Onnd
• 9171, Qmnd. 3096.
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which requires a "threat to the life or freedan" of the person
concerned. Persecution includes a "threat to life or freedan" ,
but is llUlch wider and, depending upon its nature and degree,
could perhaps be defined to include "serious enbarrassment".
H~, there may be another distinction, which turns upon the
meaning of the "well founded fear" tenn in the definition of
refugee. '!be Secretary of State interpreted this expression as
meaning that the aw1icant for refugee status I1llst establish
not only that he "in fact" fears persecution upon one or rore
of the specified grounds, but also that these fears are
objectively justified. The Tamils contended that they need
only establish the genuineness of their expressed fears on one
or rore of the specified grounds and that, in their particular
circumstances, such fears were not unreasonable.
The Secretary of State had said that none of these cases had
satisfied him that the ~licants had a "well founded fear of
persecution II in Sri lanka, within the term; of the 1951
Convention. If he had ~lied the interpretation contended for
by the aw1icants, he might have accorded them refugee status.
If he had done so, the Secretary of State would have had a
general discretion whether to penult them to enter, which
might or might not have been fettered by Article 33, according
to ho.r he found the facts in each individual case. But there
is a real distinction between denying entry to one who is not a
refugee within the neaning of the Convention and taking sane
course in relation to one who is. Even if Article 33 did not
· ~ ,
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a{:Ply, the policy considerations at:Plicable in the case of a
"bona fide" refugee, which 'NOUld of course be matters for the
secretary of State and not for the coUrt, might well be quite
different. This was not a natter which had ever been
considered by the courts of this countIy, and the Court of
Appeal dOubted whether it had been fully develqled before Mr
Justice M<::CcMan, due perhaps to the speed with which sane of
these' CiRllications were brought before' the court. 'nle Court of
Appeal referred to INS v cardoza-Fonseca (987) as a highly
persuasive authority, not only because of its status as a
supreme CQlilon law court, bUt also beCause the convention
should, if' possible, be CiRllied in siinilar fashion in all
jurisdictions. ' Whilst the'legislative context is different in
detail, the "fundamental issue" was the same as that which
faced the Court of Appeal in the Tamil awesl. Authority
apart, the Court of Appeal accepted that "well founded fear" is
deronstrated by proving (a) actual fear and (b) cp:xi reason for
this fear, looking at the situation fran the point of view of
one of reasonable courage. The "fear" according to Court of
Aweal was entirely a subjective state experienced by the
person who is afraid. The adjective phrase "well founded"
qualifies, rot cannot transfer the subjective nature of the
erotion. The qualification will exclude' fears which can be
dismissed as paranoid, rot the COurt of Appeal did' not
'understand why' it should exclude those 'which, although' fully
justified on the face of the situation as it presented itself
to the person who was afraid, can be shown objectively to have
been misconceived.
L~~.~~._._.._- _
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'Ihe Court of ~l gave a sinple bIt graphic exanple to
illustrate this point. A bank cashier, confronted with a
masked man who points a revolver at him and demaOOs the
contents of the till, could without doubt claim, to have
experienced a "well founded fear of persecution". His fear
would have been no less well founded ...if, one minute later, it
emerged that the revolver was a plastic revolver or a water
pistol.135
In conclusion, the Court of 19)eal stated that the secretary of
State had awlied the wrong test and therefore erred in law.
The Court of ~l gave the secretary of State sane exanples,
which they hoped he might note. sane of the Tamil BFPlicants
had expressed fears for their lives as a result of the
indiscriminate shelling by the forces of law and order of
villages believed to contain insurgents. Under the tenns of
the 1951 Convention,.this \tJOuld not fom a basis for claiming
refugee status. . But it might well be different if it appears
that .these forces would not have resorted to indiscriminate
shelling, but that. all. villagers, whether insurgents or not,
were of a particular race. The Secretary of < State should
consider whether the awlicants are refugees within the meaning
in the Imni.gration Rules and the conventions. This involved,
inter alia, subjective considerations such as the age and
personal experience of. the awlicant and of those known to him.
135 See, however, the House of Lord's decision on this exarrple.
-------
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If the secretary of State decides that they are not refugees,
then that is the erxi of the matter, unless he is prepared to
admit them in the exercise of his overriding residual
discretion to depart fran the Imnigration Rules. If, 1lc::Mever,
he decides that any awlicant is a refugee as so defined, he
has then to decide whether Article 33, which involves an
objective test, prohibits a return of that awlicant to Sri
Lanka. If Article 33 awlies, the 8R>licant has to 'be allCMed
to enter or be sent to sane other country which will accept him
(resettlement) and to which the same considerations 00 not
apply. If Article 33 does not 8R>ly, the secretary of State
has a eatplete discretion whether or not to penni.t the
applicant to enter.
An appeal was lcxiged at the House of IDrds by the secretary of
State with great urgency. Before IDrd Keith of Kinkel, IDrd
Bridge of Harwich, Lord TenplEmm, Lord Griffiths and Lord Goff
of Chieveley, the 5ecretaIy of State argued that, while the
existence of a state of fear in the awlicant for aSylum was a
subjective matter, the question was whether the fear was "well
founded" fell to be assessed by the secretary of state on an
objective basis in the light of facts and circumstances known
to him or established to his satisfaction. The crucial test
was whether, in the light of these facts and - relevant
circumstances, there was a real and substantial risk that the
asylum-seeker would be persecuted for one of the reasons
specified in the Convention if returned' to the country of his
nationality or origin. The House of IDrds, highlighting the
Secretary of State's position, contended that the Court of
~ , s fOImJlation would accord refugee status to one whose
fears, though genuine, were objectively cieloonstrated to be
misconceived, that is, one .who was at no actual risk of
persecution for a Convention reason. 'nle Court of ~l would
qualify. that by denying ~ugee status to one who, while
holding a genuine fear, was not a person of reasonable courage,
so that his fears \rere not such as a person of that degree of
courage wuld entertain. 1'te House of IDrds argued that the
differentiation meant that the ,fears of sane, but not those of
others, wuld be allowed, and it might be by no means easy to
decide what degree of courage a person of ordinaIy fortitude
might be expected. to display. .
The House of IDrds dismissed the exarrple the Court of ~l
cited regarding the imitation fireann, by stating that the
exanple did not sutp:>rt the "thesis for which it was prayed in
aid". '!he House of Lords stated that if a neutral dJserver was
at the scene, he would argue that when the imitation fireann
was used, the cashier's fear was "well founded", but when it
was made clear that the imitation fireann. was actually an
imitation, then the "fear" 'IJOUld be no longer "well founded".
The House of Lords stated that "fear of persecution" in the
conventional sense was not to be assimilated to. a fear of
instant personal danger arising out of an imred.i.ately presented
predicament. The asylum-seeker was not imred.i.ately threatened i i
with danger arising out of a situation then confronting him.
~-~- -
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'nle question was what might hawen if he were to return to the
country of nationality of origin. 'nle asylum-seeker was not
imnediately threatened with danger arising out of a situation
then confronting him.· '!he question was what might hawen if he
were to return to the country of nationality or origin. 'nle
asylum-seeker \\UUld fear that he might be persecuted there.
Whether that might· haR?en could only be deteImined by examining
the actual state of affairs in the country. If the eximdnation
showed that persecution might indeed take place, then the fear
was well fOUIXied; otherwise it was not.
The House of IDrds dismissed the sURXlrt of the Court of A£Feal
gave to the US SUpreme Court ruling in the cardoza-Fonseca case
and stated that it rather favoured the case plt forward by the
Secretary of state.
Dr Richard Plemer (for the united Nations High Ccmnissioner
for Refugees) intervened by the leave of the House of !Drds and
made the: case for the intervener applying the travaux
pr~atoires for the 1951 Convention, especially relating to
the meaning of -well founded fear-. surprisingly, however, the
House of !Drds found the travaux p~atoires unhelpful and
not any' persuasive indication that the objective awroach was
erroneous. With respect, however, the travaux pre,paratoires to
the 1951 Convention do suggest that the objective approach was
indeed erroneous. The US Supreme court in the cardoza-
Fonseca case relied heavily on the Amicus Curiae provided by
the United Nations High eatmissioner for Refugees, which
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contained a 'great deal of reference to the trayaux
PriParatoires of the 1951 Convention.
In !Drd Keith's q>inion, the requirement that an awlicant's
fear of persecution should be "well fouOOed"meant that there
had to be a dem:>nstration of a reasonable degree of likelihood
that the asylum-seeker ~ld be' persecuted for a Convention
reason if returned to his own country.136 !Drd Keith argued
that if the Court of Aweal' s fomulations of the test were
correct, the Secretary of State's decision ~ld be undoubtedly
'quashed. The Secretary of State in his' decision letters had
proceeded on the basis of the objective situation in Sri Lanka
as understood by him.
The Secretary of State had taken into account the reports which
were made available to him. 137 The House of !Drds had agreed
that there was serious civil disorder within Sri Lanka. The
authorities had su~ressed the peq>le who were responsible for
the disorder, innocent peq>le were caught up in the' troubles,
the · invasion 'of the Indian anned forces had caused mre
hostility' and violence. The House of IDrds stated that the
trouble occurred principally in areas inhabited by Tamils-
these were the people who had suffered JOOSt. The secretary of
136 R. v Governor of Pentonville Prison, ex parte 1971 IWI.R 987 !Drd
D1plock at p.994.
J
137 Compiled . from press articles, journals and 'Amnesty
International plblications on Sri Lanka; also infonnation
su~lied to him by the Foreign Office and the reports made by
the Ministers on their recent trip to Sri Lanka.
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State, in his decision letters, said that the anny activities
were aimed at discovering and dealing with Tamil extremists arx1
did not constitute evidence of persecution of Tamils as
such.138
To the House of IDrds it aweared that the secretary of State,
while taking the view that neither the Tamils in general or any
group of Tamils were ~ing subjected to such persecution, bad
also considered whether any individual BR>licant had been so
subjected and had decided that none of the aR>licants had
indeed been so. Consideration of what haR'ened in the past was
material for the purpose ~ of assessing the prospects for the
future.
It was argued that the Secretary of State's decision did not
clearly indicate that he had actually BR>lied _the real. and
substantial risk test but left it open that he might _have
aR>lied a Moore likely than not" test. It was, hCMeVer,
138
clearly to be gathered fran what the secretary of State had
said that there existed no real risk of persecution - for a
Convention reason. The House of IDrds allowed the aweal arxi
restored ,the judge's orders .139 '!be six Sri I.ankans _were
restOVed to Sri Lanka on 13 February 1988•
.,~ , -
This.~ently had not been disputed by counsel for any of the
aR>l~cants, nor.had it been seriously maintained that any sub-
group of Tamils, such as young males in the North of Sri Lanka,
were being subjected to persecution for any Convention reason.
139 IDrd Tenplem:m and IDrd Goff delivered concurring opinions and
IDrd Bridge and IDrd Griffiths agreed, speeches, recorded on
December 16 1987.
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'!he House of lords held that the six Tamils had not possessed a
Mwell fourxied fear' of being persecutedM• '!he HoUse of Lords
also considered that the troubles in Sri Lanka were reflections
of civil disorder and .DQt persecution in the conventional
sense. '!he House of !Dreis inplied that the oojective test was
correct for interpreting Mwell founded fearMam it was merely
a different interpretation of the definition of refugee in the
1951 Convention.
The United King:lan's danestic laws had' eatplied with the
international conventions and the House of CClmDns rules were
in confonnity to the refugee conventions. Although the UK had
confonned with the basic hurranitarian p..trpOses, the emergence
\
of new legislation has led me to believe the underlying policy
of the present cpvernment is to restrict and deter future
asylum-seekers. The recent inp:>sition of visas to all
imnigrants (including asylum-seekers) through the He (0Dnd)
paper 9914 (statement of changes Rules) is one such
legislation. Asylum-seekers will find it extremely difficult
to obtain visas to enter into the UK, especially in countries
where they nay face persecution and hostility. 'I11e even roore
recent iIIposition by the Imnigration (carrier 'Liability) Act
1987 of a fine of up to £1,000 to the transport eatpanies (air,
land or sea) who carry passengers who are without visas, entry
clearances or travel documents, to ports of the united Kin<}:bn
makes the point' even clearer. Not all asylUm-seekers can
obtain the pape:NOrk needed for entering such ports.
8.7.5
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After having reviewed the US and the UK refugee laws and the
international conventions relating to the status of refugees,
there are a nUItber of su~tions which may provide a way
forward for possible legislative develcpnent.
First, there is no actual definition of the tenn "persecution".
There is no definition within us and UK danestic laws or the
1951 Convention and/or 1967 Protocol. The two preceding cases
have many references to the tenn "persecution" ; b.1t no
explanation of the tenn is to be found. The tenn "persecution"
needs to be defined, eSPeCially for the Contracting States for
the 1951 Convention and for the 1967 Protocol.
SecoOOly, the tenn "asylum" is not explained by either of the
above danestic legal systems or the refugee instruments.
States have a discretion whether to grant asyltun or not. '!here
is no legal provision binding the contracting states to grant
asylum.
Thirdly, there are no set procedures for the detenni.nation of
refugee status within the refugee instnnnents. The Contracting
States are left to their own devices as regards detennination
procedures. In the US, they awear to be quite lenient, while, .
in contrast, the UK has very strict and "aC}JI"essive" procedures
for determining the refugee status. There should be set
procedures which Contracting States l1Ulst follow. 'Ibese
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procedures should include: the maximJm length of time to
process .awlications; the selection of wtpetent officials to
deal with these cq:plications; the possession by the
interviewing officer of a basic kr1c:Mleck1e of the refugee law-
they lm§t be aware of the backgrowxi am relevant facts for
each particular case; an aweal system which should be
explained to every asylum-seeker; the asylum-seeker' nust be
infonned of the various stages of his awlication and synpathy
nust be given to asylum-seekers; the' selection of decision
makers and judges nust be on the basis of experience and
kn~ledge, rather than political cgx>int:ments.
The notion that every asylum-seeker is sittply seeking a better
life in the west must be staItped out. Genuine asylum-seekers
are escaping persecution and violation of human rights and have
no choice but to· escape to the West to seek refuge.
Fourthly, the actual definition of a •refugee" needs to be
broadened. It is a very individualistic and outdated one. A
review is urgently required for the definition of a refugee.
The definition does not cater for masses of peq>le arriving at
the borders or frontiers. Within the US and UK danestic legal
systems, refugee status prima facie depends upon the asylum-
seeker satisfying that he or she has' a "well founded .fear of
persecution". There-is-no provision _for refugees escaping fran
natural disasters such as earthquakes,' floods, cyclones,
famine, or man-made disasters such as civil strife (of which
the Tamil case is a perfect exanple). 95\ of the wrld's
L.
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refugees are fran the natural or man-made disasters. 'nle
definition' mst be expanded to include the people fleeing fran
such disasters.
Fifthly, once a major decision has been reached by the highest
court in the' land, there is no further higher authority to
which the asylum-seeker can apply to have his case reviewed.
Fran the Cardoza-Fonseca and Tamil cases, it is clear that
cases can go either way. There should be a higher indeperxient
body, CQlplSed of indeperxient experts (selected fran various
governments and the UNH~) who could review cases such as the
Tamils' .case.
8.7.6 Conclusioo
There is a need for standardisation of eligibility for asylum.
If one is to rely on case by case adjudication, decisions can
go either way - it is a risky oosiness, especially since lives
of human beings are at stake. Many bona fide and genuine
asylum-seekers will face harsh and unpredictable decisions,
which must be avoided. In Europe, there is a trend for
deterring asylum-seekers who arrive seeking safety and refuge.
Governments have adopted very restrictive attitudes towards
asylum-seekers, especially those arriving fran poor Third ~rld
countries. The US still has a liberal and quite generous
attitude towards asylum-seekers, which European States should
fo11CM. The refugee problem is not a regional problem but it
~" '
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is a glcbal problem in which All States mst co-operate, not
just those who hawen to be next door to the countIy producinq
the refugees. Refugees are an enduring feature of the human
laI¥isCBpe and constitute one of the tragedies of our time. It
is a serious problem - co-operation and solidarity is required
, q. ,
fran all. The floodgateS have not been cpmed am never will-
only drops have seeped through the hinges of these gates.
8.8 1Wl'OClUPl'
Refugee law is basically concerned with three areas: the 1951
Convention; the principle of non-refoulement; and the concept
of asylum. There is an international organisation which
basically deals with refugees and refugee law. The
organisation is a subordinate body of the united Nations and no
work on refugee law would be carplete unless the UNHCR is
examined in the light of its History, the Statute and its work.
The next two chapters calprise such an examination.
CHAPTER NINE
The Work of the United Nations High Commissioner
. .
for Refugees (UNHCR): Part 1
"
L.;C : ~... j •
'!HE iDU( CF 'DIE tImE) NATI~ HIGI aHfiSSIamR Fat REl'11»S
(UNlCR): PARI' 1
9.1 HIS'IaUCAL BAaGRaIID AND JEVEIalfHn'
After the Second WOrld War, the UN became so concerned about
the refugee problem they decided that an Organisation had to
be created to partly solve this problem. Although the idea
of a United Nation's International Refugee Organisation (IRQ)
had been discussed by the Preparatory carmission of the UN in
May 1945 at San Francisco, USA, but not real or firm action
was taken. The closure of the United Nations Relief and
Rehabilitation Administration (UNRRA) 1 on 30th July 1947
(which had in fact returned about 7 million displaced PerSons
to their hares) did not help the situation. Many States
became concerned about the closure, aroongst them was the
United King:ian who stated that the refugee problem 'NOuld
continue to exist and that this would concern all of the
international camnmity.2 The United. King1an delegate
1
2
stressed that the refugee problem should be brought under the
auspices of the UN because of the political and financial
problems involved and because of its concern to all Matber
The UNRRA was established by 44 nations on 9 November 1943 as
an operational and tarporary UN-specialised agency. For text
of Agreement, see louis W. Holbern (Ed.), war and Peace: Aim
of the UN, Vol.2, pp.159-161.
On 13th Decarber 1945, bef~re Ccmni.ttee Three (Econanic and
SOCial) of. the Prep. Cannission of the UN (GA(l), Third
Ccmni.ttee, SR).
34
5
6
"~ "
Nations. 3
The problem of refugees was put on the Agenda for the first
part of the first session of the General Assembly under Item
17 as: "Matters of urgent iJrportance including the problem of
refugees ... 4 This matter was discussed but was eventually
referred to the Third Ccmnittee of the General Asserci:>ly for
consideration. Vigorous debates were held over two prime'
issues: "National security" and the "Refugee questionII.
These discussions were on the nature, the scope and the
political and humanitarian roles of any new international
refugee organisation.
Western States, including the united King:ian, the united
States and France, errphasised that the refugee problem was
international in scope and nature, and that a possible
solution was to fonn an international organisation. Such
action was needed for the IIsake of social instability and
interest of hurnanity".5 The Eastern viewpoint was quite
different. The Yugoslav delegate stated that the problem of
displaced persons had now ceased to be a problem and hence no
international. organisation was needed. This view, which was
suworted by the Eastern European States, 6 was upheld by the
General Assembly through the discussion in the 3rd Cannittee
Ibid.
GA(l), Official Record, Part 1.
GA(l), Third Ccmnittee, 1947, SR, Annex 5A:56.
Poland, USSR, Ukrainian SSR.
c
, ,
and in the following Plenary Meetings of the General
Asserbly.
Here, t\ftlO inportant views were divided. The USSR,
7
8
representing the "Eastern Block States", believed that the
State had carplete authority over its nationals; but the
United States, representing the "west", believed that the
individual was free and at liberty and no authority should be
vested in him.
In the Third Cannittee of the General Assembly in 1946, the
General Assembly rejected the fonner view, but Dr Nansen did
consider repatriation as a solution if it was "voluntary"
rather than "forced". The General Assembly on 12 February
19467 recognised the problem of refugees was "one of
imnediate urgency" and laid down three principles:-
Ill) The Refugee problem should be viewed as
"international in scope and nature".
2) There should be no forced repatriation.
3) Rgpatriation for displaced persons should be
pursued and assisted." 8
An aspect of sane considerable .inp:>rtance was that this
matter, relating to refugees, should be dealt with by a
"special camli.ttee" set up by ECOSOC for a further
Resolution A/45.
See Holborn, A Problem of OUr Time, Vol. I, The scarecrow
Press, New Jersey, 1954, p.589.
examination am to prepare a report for the second part of
the first session of the General Asserbly. The "special
ccmni.ttee"9 was set up, as was mentioned in the resolutlon,10
and vigorous discussions took place over the period of blo
nonths .11 The tenn "refugee" was considered and functions
and character of the agency which would cope with the problem
were also considered.
possibilities, inter alia,:
The Ccmni.ttee considered three
9
10
11
(a) UOOer Article 22 of the UN Charter:
liThe General Assembly may establish such subsidiary
organs as it deems necessary for the perfonnance of its
functions."
The General Assembly could establish a machinery directly
under its authority:
(b) UOOer Article 68 of the UN Charter:
"The Econanic and Social Council shall set up
ccmnissions in econanic and social fields and for
the prarotion of human rights, and such other
camdssions as may be required for the perfonnance
of·its functions."
Crnprising the representatives of 20 States.
See Holborn, A Problem of Our Time, ope cit., p. 589.
8 April to 1 June 1946.
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(c) - A Q:mn:issial umer· FXnD: Might Be set ~:
"Under Article 57 and 63 of the UN Charter, 12 a
specialised agency could be created as an
autonatDus body linked with the UN by a necptiated
agreenent. II
Of these three possibilities, the United KincFan favoured
either (a) or (b) (mentioning the High Ccmni.ssioner under the
authority of the League as a precedent). The CcJtroonwealth,
Belgimn, France and the Netherlands were in favour of
integration of the new organisation with the UN and expressed
doubts if such an organisation was not fonned under the
auspices of the UN.13
But the United States was in agreement with the ideas of a
tercporary specialised agency (linked with the UN) and that
the UN was a quasi-parliamentary body. The Draft
Constitution was prepared, discussed and adopted by the
12
13
The various specialised agencies, established by inter-
govermnent agreanent and having wide network of international
representatives, as - defined in their basic instruments, in
econanic, social, cultural, and educational with the UN in
accordance with the provision of Article 63.
Such agencies thus brought into relationship with the UN are
hereinafter referred to as specialised agencies. Article 63
of the UN Charter:
"1. The EoosOC may enter into agreements with any of the
agencies referred to in Article 57, defining the tenns on
which the agency concerned shall be brought into relationship
with the UN. Such agreements shall be subject to awroval by
the General Assembly.
2. It may co-ordinate the activities of the specialised
agency through consultation with and recemnendation to such
agencies and through reccmnendations to the GA and to members
of the UN."
~=============:::::::::::::=====================------=:-~-_:::--- - -- -.- -------- ~---
14
Plenary Session in the Resolution of 15 oecerrber 1946. 14
This constitution reflected the efforts of the international
ccmnuni.ty as a whole.
The International Refugee Organisation (IRQ) was set up
primarily as a tmporary specialised agency of the UN and
dealt with all categories of refugees. The IRQ began on 1st
July 1947, -at which time the UNRRA was liquidated. The IRQ
had its headquarters in Geneva and had about 90 branches in
the \«>rld. The IRQ was an operational and a functional
agency of the United Nations.
The Director-General was naninated by an Executive cannittee
and elected by the General Council (the policy making body).
The Director-General possessed administrative and executive
functions in accordance with the views of the t1NO governing
bodies. He was directly responsible to them and had to
report the \«>rk of the IRQ at least twice a year. The staff
was awointed by the Director-General and they \«>rked as
international civil servants under the principles and
Voting 30:5 with 18 abstentions.
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conditions of Article 101 of the UN Charter.15 one of the
difficulties was availability of finance even though, on
occasions, donations were made to the IRO directly. 16 The
organisation was in difficulty due to financial hardship and.
lack of donations rot the overwhelming point was that through
international solidarity the problems of refugees wre being
resolved, at least for the time being. The majority of the
refugees were under the nandate of the IRQ and included
refugees fran Gennany, Austria and Italy. M:>st of the
16
remaining refugees were dispersed in Belgium, France, the
Netherlands, Portugal, Spain, Greece, Sweden, Switzerland and
Turkey. In addition, there were refugees in the Mic.kile East
as well as in East Africa and India. In Shanghai, Europeans
of Jewish and White Russian origins were awaiting an
qp:>rtunity to leave China.
The IRQ categ:>rised three types of refugees:
(a) Refugees and displaced persons living in canps who wre
15 1. The staff shall be awointed by the secretary-General
under regulations established by the General Assarbly.
2. Afpropriate staffs shall be permanently assigned to the
Econanic and Social Council, the Trusteeship Council
and, as required, to other organs of the UN. These
staffs shall fom a part of the secretariat.
3. The pararrount consideration in the erployrnent of the
staff and in the determination of the conditions of
service shall be the necessity of securing the highest
standards of efficiency, coopetence and integrity. Due
regard shall be paid to the inportance of recruiting the
staff on as wide a geographical basis as possible.
$398,596,802 from 18 governments.
M17
18
19
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receiving care and maintenance.
(b) Refugees living outside canps but were still receiving
aid resettlement and legal protection.
(c) Those who were de jure or de facto stateless persons and
receiving only legal protection.
These refugees were spread over twenty countries17 and the
majority were Poles, Hungarians, Ukrainians, Latvians and
Rumanians .18 The refugee population naturally fluctuated
during the pericxi of IRQ operations but precise and accurate
figures were not available. International co-operation was
indeed evident, with governments, agencies (voluntary) and
the UN all co-operating to achieve a settlenent of refugees,
namely by: temporary relief of activities, novement of
refugees by repatriation and resettlement; and the
establishment of refugee status. l9
During the 4~ years of the existence of the IRQ, it was truly
carmendable that international solidarity was evident, with a
strong errphasis on the collectivity of international
In Africa, North and South America, Asia, Europe, the Middle
East and the Far East.
IRQ, The Refugee Problem, 1948, p.4.
As a Person possessing full citizenship and thus adequate
legal protection and the means of earning his livelihood.
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entities. 20 In fact, it:
.. • •• brought into effect a truly carbined effort
which enoII'OOUsly increased the o~sational
resources which could be IOObilized .•• II 21
Wide powers in Article 2 \\'ere provided to the IRQ for the
purpose of carrying out these functions.
The IRQ -had two prime activities: resettlement a.OO
repatriation. But human values and human rights were upheld
and 'IJOrld peace was regarded as of pararoount inportance since
refugees usually fled fran situations involving political or
social upheavals. In resettlement a.OO repatriation, the IRQ
itself shi~ refugees to countries bordering Gennany,
Austria and Italy. These States were eager to relieve human
misery· and suffering in an effort to reduce political
tension. Governments - sought to counteract political
instability by not making refugees a social burden to
countries, either politically or econanically. Accordingly,
many governments relaxed their imnigration legislation to
accept refugees. Belgium, France and the united Kingjan
20
21
became the new receiving countries but the acceptance of
refugees lessened because of two reasons:-
(i) There was a shortage of manpower which could be met by
In other words, the co-operation of cpvemments, voluntary
agencies, non-government organisations and so on.
ECDSOC (XIV), E/211, July 1952.
22
the admission of ordinary migrants.
(ii) Refugees availed themselves of the overseas resettlement
opportunities which became IOOre readily available
through agreements concluded by the !RO.
The United States admitted 72,000 refugees which resulted in
the passage of the "Displaced Persons Act 1948" by Congress
on 24 June 1949 providing admission to the US of about
400,000 refugees.
The IRQ grew and became nore organized, eSPeCially under the
leadership of· Dr Kingsley and his staff. One of the problems
that faced ·the IRQ was the constant change and developnent of
international politics and econanic conditions, which
explicitly affected refugees and the g:wernments involved.
CC>-<Jperat.ion was the keynote to the efforts of the IRQ. One
praninent point about the constitution and policy of the IRQ
was that emigration was never carpulsory and this
organisation was unique in the sense that human rights were
cbserved am respected. 22 Although the refugee problem was
extensive, evidence su~sted that the IRQ handled the
situation very well and the IRQ even extended its assistance
to those who were unable to emigrate, by issuing "hard-core"
Refugees could be granted safe haven (which included basic
rights such as housing, education and social benefits) and
would not be repatriated unless it was voluntary.
23
24
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progranmes •23 Many States 'llere under the inpression that the
refugees were a post-war problan which could be solved by
international co-operation and financing. However, three
issues were left unresolved:-
(i) Material assistance.
(ii) Plans and. funds for pennanent solutions •.
(iii) Legal protection for those who did not have the
protection of their country of origin.
The problans still remained but what had been achieved? The
IRQ had reported to the ECOSOC,24 acknowledging the problan
and stating that the size and the urgency of the refugee
problan had been reduced. At that time, neither the UN nor
the international ccmnuni.ty envisaged a pennanent problan;
they all assmned that the problem would be tercp:>rary. In
fact, the UN General Assembly did state that the aim of the
IRQ was to:
". •• to bring about prarpt liquidation of one of
the IOOst tragic consequences of the Second WOrld
1'.Tar II 25nl •••
The General Assembly expected that the original 3-year
These progranrnes were aimed at helping the aged or
chronically sick to secure care in their country of
residence.
Report of IRQ & ECDSOC (XIV), E/211, July 1952, p.3l.
GA (III), Third Ccmni.ttee, Official Record, 12 May 1945,
p.435.
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progranme for the IRQ would cane to an end by 30 June 1950.
But the functions of the IRQ had to be transferred to a
successor organisation. In fact, the Director-General, as
early as 1947, indicated this in a document which he
presented to the Preparatory Ccmni..ssion of the IRQ (PCIRQ). 26
The .PCIRO had requested the Ccmni..ssion on Hurran Rights27 to
ensure that legal protection by an international body of
stateless Persons and to establish a right of international
asylum. . The Ccmni.ssion on Hurran Rights, in turn, asked
ECDSOC28 to discuss the issue. EOOSOC then adopted
Resolution 116(vi) which requested the Secretary-General to
undertake a study of the position of "stateless Persons" in
consultation with It interested cannunities and SPeCialised
agencies".·
By 1949 the IRQ and voluntary agencies were considering the
sliding decline of the agencies, and in its second session29
the IRQ General Council considered preliminary reccmnendation
of the Director-General with a view to teIIDinating the
prograrnne and the future proposals. 30 The General Council
continued to discuss this rratter and the future of refugees31
at the third (SPeCial) session). The attitude of the Member
26
27
28
29
30
31
Doc. IRQ/Prep/4, 29 April 1947, p.12.
2nd session in Decarber 1947.
6th session in March 1948.
Held fran 29 March 1948 to 8 April 1949.
IRQ, Doc. GC/W/3 and Doc. GC/w/4. <
June to July 1949. IRQ Docs. Ge/80 and Ge/81.
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States of the General Council made clear that, when their
mission came to an end, the problem 'NOUld remain.
MeIrber States mentioned that the task which they had
undertaken to perfonn was only tercp:>rary in nature and that
they did not want to becane involved after the problem had
subsided. However, ironically, the majority of the 54 UN
Member States,32 along with other States who wanted "peace",
were signatory parties to the Constitution, but only 30
States ratified the Constitution. Eighteen MeIrber States
bluntly indicated that they were no longer willing to
contribute to a "costly" and "large-scale operational agency"
whereas it should have really have been the responsibility of
the entire UN and its menbership. In short, they were not
prepared to recannend that the IRQ be continued.
The General Council set a eatpletion date33 and instructed
the Director-General to "discontinue on 31st August 1949 all
registration whereby refugees and displaced persons may be
detennined to fall within the mandate of the organisation",
except unaceatpa.ni.ed children, refugees leaving their
countries of origin after the date but notifying as under the
IRQ mandate, and those refugees who were in need of legal and
political protection. Furthenrore, on 31 DecmOOr 1949, the
COuncil instructed the Director-General to discontinue
admission of refugees to care and maintenance in assembly
32
33
OJ.t of the total Members of UN States.
30 June 1950.
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centres and that after 31 March 1950 discontinue admission to
care and naintenance under cash-assistance progranmes. By 30
June 1950 he was to discontinue care and naintenance for all
Persons except those who were UIXier repatriation and
resettlement. The Dlrector-General infonned the ECDSOC that
the IRQ was to tenninate operational activities on 30 June
1950 and that ECDSOC was to examine the problem of future
international action on behalf of refugees because:
.. • •• the situation dananded a new organisation
corresponding to the facts ••• • 34
This was dangerous because what would hawen to the large
nmnber of refugees who were still under the IRQ's mandate in
Europe and the rest of the world? What would be the
position of refugees who did not enjoy the protection of
their Govemment?35 And what would be the position of new
refugees in the future? Such questions needed answers.
ECDSOC replied to the Director-General with the following
recannendations: 36
1. That ECDSCX: should detennine that international
34
35
36
37
assistance in the protection of refugees should continue
unbroken. 37
IRQ, Ge/SO, 11 July 1949.
Especially in Gennany.
ECOSOC (I), E/1392, 11 July 1949.
Ibid., p.39.
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2. That an organ within the UN should be set up.
3. That a fund be set up for aWrq>riate lMtters in dealing
with refugees.
By mid-1949 the operational plan of the IRQ had begun to
diminish, blt in phasing-out plans it was difficult to
liquidate the IRQ because there were so nany schEmeS and
programnes left ,unfinished, with many refugees in the process
of repatriation. Nevertheless, liquidation was finally
inplanented on 28 February 1952. 38
One problem in the tennination of the IRQ was that the
General Assenbly had already decided on 3 oecarber 1949 to
establish, as of, 1 January 1951, a High Ccmnissioner for
Refugees. The final Statute of the Office was not adopted by
the General Asserri:>ly until 14 December 1950.39 This statute
(~ee later) limited the ccrcpetence of the High Ccmnissioner
to non-operational and predaninantly praootional activities.
The transfer did not" actually take place until 1952. The
Director-General faced one major problem, namely the
procedural delays' in 'refugee settlEment and he reccmrended
four points to deal with the problem:
1. case by case basis of intensive counselling.
2. Training programnes (rehabilitational and vocational).
Res. Ge/10S. The period of operation Bfter the initial 1950
deadline was knCMIl as the S\JRllmentary and closure period.
GA Res. 319 (iv), 1949.
i
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3. Co-operation and assistance of voluntary agencies.
4. Agreement in certain areas for establishment of an
institution to be operated by local welfare
organisations •
Two major political issues marked the process which produced
the united Nations High camd.ssioner for Refugees (UNHCR)
fran delegates of ECOSOC and the General Assenbly during 1949
and 1950. Firstly, what should the international ccmmnity
do with the presence of refugees; and, secondly, the tensions
between East and West were growing 'WOrse. 40 This latter
issue was clearly evident in debates, even at the discussion
sessions, . on matters concerning refugees. once again the
Western view was that repatriation 'WOuld be acceptable as
long·as it was voluntary and that the refugees could settle
elsewhere fran their country of origin, but the East insisted
that refugees sho~ld be repatriated on an involuntary basis.
Although it was possible to amalgamate the two views, as nay
have occurred before the existence of the IRQ, it was stated
in the Statute (UNHCR) that the organisation's two functions
were primarily of repatriation and resettlement. Prior to
1950, the ·US had consented to the East's views, but after
1950 the US vetoed and stated that the use of American funds,
By early 1948, tension grew following the ccmmnist takeover
of Czechoslovakia and the Berlin blockade and airlift, the
dispute between the USSR and YUg>slavia, the awearance of
the People's Republic of China, and the beginning of the
Korean conflict in 1950. In Europe, NA'IO was created (North
Atlantic Treaty Organisation) as a protection against threat
fran Soviet attack. There had also been the setting-up of
the Gennan Derrocratic Republic out of seviet-occupied
Gentany.
41
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for any· organisation involving Soviet States, 'IJOuld be
withdrawn. The US made it clear that it only wanted refugee
agencies (outside the UN) CQ[posed of allies and the US. The
US also reduced its financial contriOOtion to the
organisation,41 because large numbers of refugees had been
resettled in many countries. Several years had passed and
there was no longer a willingness to accept refugees.
The US had always financed the IRQ but 'OCM felt that refugees
were basically a' European problem aIXi that they should
resolve this problen thanselves. 42 The UNHa was adopted by
a majority of votes fran the Western States and all these
States felt that the UNHa should provide "international
protection for refugees II • This point was not even discussed
at the debate of the UN and delegates only discussed the type
of organisation which 'IJOuld deal with refugees. The US
strictly defined the UNH~ with narrow and limited functions,
with a srrall staff and finance for a tenporary and limited
operation. 43
The US favoured a' refugee organisation within the UN
Secretariat, rather than an atp:)int:ment of a High
carmissioner or the creation of a new SPeCialized agency. If
the High Ccmni.ssioner was to be atp:)inted by the secretary-
The US was the rrai.n financial donator to the IRQ.
For further details on the East and west drift, see Holborn,
A Problem of our Time, op.cit., p.61.
For 3 years.
If ..
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General rather than elected by the General AssEltbly, this
sUC}3ests that the High Ccmni.ssioner should serve under the
Secretary-General and not exercise sane independent authority
where he might exert influence on plblic opinion or on
<}JWrnrnents while in office. 'Ihe US favoured a narrow
44
definition of "refugee" and indicated that the agency should
be .tenporary and should only relate to the protection of
refugees.
Was it due to the fact that rcore sizeable funds would be
needed if xrore' new refugees fulfilled the Constitution of the
IRQ? Also, the American public, although still generally
syrcpathetic to refugees, were beginning to ask questions
about refugee numbers. The reaction of other Western States
differed fran the US. They believed that UNHCR should be
nade pennanent as a ItUllti-purpose organisation with an
independent High Ccmnissioner who could raise his own
funds. 44 lengthy debates took place within the UN,
especially in EOOSOC, the 3rd Ccmnittee and the Plenary
Session of the General Assembly, although there was a general
consensus anongst States that a new Bq!:DCY be fcooed
especially for the international protection of refugees.
There were, however, a number of disagreanents:-
1. The relationship between the new agency and the
SecretaIy-General.
ECOSOC, 3rd Ccmnittee of the GA, and in Plenary session of
the GA.
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2. The method of selecting the High Ccmnissioner.
3. Life of the agency.
4. Material assistance and funding.
5. The extent of activities of the new group of refugees.
6. Which type of groups would cane within its scq>e.
The General Assembly decided on 3rd Decarber 1949 to accept
the establishment of the Office of the UNHCR as of 1st
January 1951 when it was expected that the IRQ would cease to
function. Resolution 319 (iv) was adopted on 3 Dec€JTber
1949, entitled "Refugees and Stateless Persons in Resolutions
A & B". This resolution considered the prd>lem of refugees
and adopted the view that solutions to the problem would be
by "voluntary repatriation" or their integration within new
States. The resolution requested Governments (Members and
Non-Manbers) to provide legal protection for refugees. It
also reccmnended that the Council should make reccmnendations
for the definition of the tenn "refugee-.45
The UNHCR was to continue for 3 years, beyond which the case
would be reviewed again. 46 An annex was attached to this
resolution but this was superseded by the annex to Resolution
428 (V), Statute of the Office of UNHCR.
I
In Part B, the General Assembly awealed to all gwernments,
45
46
Official Records of the 4th Session of the General Assenbly,
A/1251, para 4(b).
Used para 5.
47
48
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irrespective of menbership to the UN, to provide:
" ••• the widest possible assistance, particularly
in respect of the admission and care of refugees in
the roost destitute categ:>ries ••• " 47
The General Assenbly did not define the meaning of "destitute
categ:>ries" • However, the general fODD and functions of the
agency had been laid dcMn and the final text for the Statute
of the UNHCR had to be presented. ECDSCX: had wrked out the
draft in response to the General Assenbly's earlier request
and had been rewritten in the Assembly's 3rd Ccmni.ttee.
Eventually, the Assembly passed three resolutions on 14
Decerrber 1950 and the election of the first UN High
Ccmni.ssioner for Refugees was announced - Mr G J van H
Goedhart.
The three resolutions were:-
1. Resolution 428 (v): "Statute of the Office of the
UNHCR".48
2. Resolution 429 (v) : "Draft Convention Relating to
Used Part B, para 1.
Official Records of the GA, 5th Session, SUR>. No.20
(A/1775).
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Status of Refugees M.49
3. Resolution 430 (v) : "PrOOlems of Assistance to
Refugees" •50
What was the Relationship of the tIH:R to the secret!'rjat?
One of the earliest debates concerned the relationship
between the UNHCR and the existing organisations of the UN.
There wre two possibilities:-
1. to place the service of international protection within
the existing framework of the UN Secretariat. Or,
2. to place it under an independent High Ccmni.ssioner who
'I.1Ould be responsible to the General Assestbly.
France and -Belgium in the Plenary Meeting of ECDSOC on 6
August 1949 urged the imnediate acceptance of the High
Cannissioner to ,- succeed the IRQ rot the US stated that no
decision should be taken until all other alternatives could
be settled or sorted out. 51 The US view prevailed. The
Secretary-General in ECOSOC Resolution 248 (be) A, requested
49
50
51
Ibid. . The annex to this resolution contains the text of a
draft definition of the tenn "refugee" which was considered
by the Conference of Plenipotentiaries of the UN on the
Status of Refugees and Stateless Persons in July 1951. The
definition adopted by the Conference included in the 1951
Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees differs fran
that annexed to Resolution 429 (v).
Ibid. I (A/1775).
ECDSOC (ix) I p.616.
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that MenDers should bear in mind the alternative fonm; which
had been debated, namely:
"(a) The establishment of a High carmissioner' s
Office wxier the control of the UN,
(b) The establishment of a service within the UN
Secretariat. II 52
This resolution also reccmnended that the. General Assenbly
(4th session) should decide on the functions and organisation
arrangements within the framework of the UN which was
necessary for the international protection of refugees after
the IRQ had tenninated its activities. In response, to the
ECDSOC request, the SecretaI'y-General filed a plan for the
new agency with the General Assembly on 26 October 1949,
indicating that the High carmissioner was to have a SPecial
status within the UN. It was preferable for the High
Ccmni.ssioner and UNHCR to stay away fran the political
debates to which the UN Secretariat is exposed - a camon-
sense view. There was general agreement arcongst nations.
There was indeed ORJOsition expressed by delegates of France
and the US on the nanination of the High Ccmnissioner. Once
again, France urged the election of the High Ccmni.ssioner by
EOOSOC or the General Assembly on the nanination of the
Secretary-General, while the US urged the direct aRXlintment
by the" SecretaIy-General. There were two views on the
52 Official Records of the Econanic and Social Council, 9th
Session, Supp. No.1 (E/1553).
I · I
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nanination. Should the protective function be placed within
the secretariat or under an independent High carmissioner?
One argument was that the High Ccmnissioner would out of
necessity have to work very closely with and wxier the
Secretary-General to enable the High carmissioner to
efficiently achieve his objectives. The q:posite argument
was that the High Ccmnissioner needs the independent Statute
and this could only be provided by direct election. The
problem with the ~intment of the High carmissioner by the
Secretary-General was that this would in effect reduce the
new agency to the status of a part of the secretariat. There
were anple precedents for the direct election of the High
Ccmnissioner; the High carmissioner for Refugees, Sir Herbert
Emerson, for exanple, had been elected rather than
~inted.53
The procedure of direct election on the nanination of the
secretary-General was incorporated in the final statute,
paragraph 13. Mr G J van Heuven Goedhart was elected in 1950
in:
.. • •• -accordance with the tenns of the above
statute,54 the General Assembly on the nanination
of the Secretary-General, elected by secret ballot
- Mr G J. Van Heuven Goedhart (Netherlands) to the
office of the UNHCR ••• " 55
In fact, the suggestion that the High eamu.ssioner be elected
by the General Assembly was made directly by the delegate for
~on.
Statute of UNHCR.
325th Plenary Meeting on 14 December 1950.
- ,
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There have been eleven elections and re-elections of High
Ccmn.issioners up to the present one, Mr J P Hock6. 56
(i) Re-election of Mr G J van Heuven Goedhart on 23 OCtober
1953 - ORGA, 8th session, Supp. NO.17 (A/2630), p.15.
(li) Election of Mr AueJuste R Lindt on 10 Decestber 1956: "'!'he
General Assmbly elected Mr Auguste R LiIx:it as UN High
Ccmn.issioner for Refugees to fill the vacancy caused by
the death of Dr,G J van Heuven Goedhart". ORCA, 11th
session, Supp. No.17 (3572 and carr.1), p.x.
(ill) Re-election of Mr Auguste R Lindt on 14 Novmber 1958:
"The General Assembly on the reccmneOOation of the
Secretary General (ORGA, 13th session, SuFP. NO.18
(A/4090), agenda item 20, document A/3987) elected Mr
Auguste R Lindt as UN High camdssioner for Refugees".
(iv) Election of Mr Felix Schnyder on 5 Decestber 1960: liThe
General Assmbly on the recarmendation of the secretary-
General, elected Mr Felix SChyIxier as UN High
Ccmn.issioner for Refugees fran the period fran 1
February 1961 to 31 Decanber 1963". (R;A, 15th session,
Supp. No.16 (A/4684) , p.xvi - annex, agenda item 19,
Doc. A/4607.
(v) Re-election of Mr Felix schynder on 27 Novanber 1963:
liThe General Assembly decided on the reccmnendation of
the Secretary-General to extend for a two-year pericxi,
fran 1 January 1964 to 31 DeceniJer 1965, the tenn of
office of Mr Felix Schnyder as UN High carmissioner for
Refugees". (R;A, 18th session, SuW. No.15 (A/5575),
p.xvii. .
(vi) Election of Prince sadruddin Aga Khan on 3 DecercDer
1965: liThe General Assembly on the recalmendation of the
Secretary-General elected Prince sadrucXii.n Aga Khan as
UN High Ccmni.ssioner for a pericxi fran 1 January 1966 to
31 Decatber 1968 11 • ORGA, 20th session, SUW. No.6c
(A/6006/hki) •
(vil) Election of UN High Ccmni.ssioner for Refugees on 15
Novmber 1968: liOn the recarmendation of the Secretary-
General, the General AssE!tbly decided to extend for a
period of 5 years, fran 1 January 1969 to 31 DeceniJer
1973, the term of office of Prince sadrud:ii.n Aga Khan as I
UN High Ccmni.ssioner for Refugees". liThe General I
Assembly also decided to awrove the reccmnendation of i
the Secretary-General regarding the salary· and
emJluments of the High Ccmni.ssioner" • ORGA, 23rd
session, SUI=P. No .18 (A/7218), p.xv.
I . { •
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9.2 'l1IE tIU;R STA'lV1B
The Statute57 of the HNCR contained in the annex of General
Assembly Resolution 428 (v) of 14 December 1950, consists of
three chapters and 33 paragraphs detailing the general
provisions for the Office of the UNHCR, the functions of the
High eatmissioner. and the. organisational and functional
arrangements of the Office.
Chapter 1, Article 1, contains: -
'. f1The UNHCR, acting under the authority of the
General Assembly, shall assmne the function of
(viii) Election of the UNHCR for Refugees on 3 oecenber 1973:
"The General Assembly decided, on the recacmendation of
the Secretary-General, to extend for a further period of
five years, fran 1 January 1974 to 31 December 1978, the
term of office of Prince sadrucHin Aga Khan as UN High
Ccmnissioner for Refugees". ORGA, 28th session, SuR"
. No.30 (A/9030), p.xvi.
(ix) Decision of the General Assembly at its 3200 session:
32/314, Election of the UN High Ccmnissioner for
Refugees: "At its 98th Plenary Meeting, on 8 DeeenDer'
1977, the General Assembly on the proposal of the
Secretary-General, elected Mr Paul Hartling UN High
Ccmnissioner for Refugees for a 5-year term beginning on
1 January 1978". ORGA, 32nd session, SuR" No.45
(A/32/45) •
57
(x) Re-election of Mr Poul Hartling as High Ccmnissioner for
Refugees: ,fiAt its 111th Plenary Meeting, on 18 Decerd:>er
1982, the General Assembly on the proposal of the
Secretary-General, elected Mr Paul Hartling UN High
Ccmnissioner for Refugees for a further 3 year term
beginning on 1 January 1983". ORGA, 37th session, SuR"
No.37/319. .
To date Mr Jean-Pierre Heeke was elected (on 10 oecerDer
1985) ~e new High Ccmnissioner for a period of 3 years
ccmnenclllg on 1st January 1986.
See UN'Resolution Relating to the UNHCR, 2nd Ed., HCR/INF/48.
• ' ! ;,
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providing international protection urxier the
auspices of the UN, to refugees, who fall within
the scope of the present statute aOO of seek
pemanent solutions for the prd>lem of refugees by
assisting Governments and subject to the approval
of the Governments concerned, private organisations
to facilitate the voluntary repatriation of such
refugees, or their assimilation within new national
camn.mities. 1I
II International protection" and "pennanent solutions" are the
crux of this article. The aspect of international protection
is to give to refugees a recognised legal status analog:>us to
that of other nationals living abroad, since the refugee does
not have the protection of its own government. This
protection cannot be considered a pennanent solution because
it just sinply seeks to provide an international substitute
for the diplaratic and consular protection of a State which a
refugee lacks. The aspect of penranent solution can refer to
social or econanic integration in States were refuge and
asylum have been offered. The protection still awlies to
the refugee as long as the refugee does not acquire that
State's nationality. If that occurs, the refugee ceases to
cane under the mandate of the High Ccmn.issioner and does not
need international protection.
According to the traditional doctrine of international law,
States are subject to international law, individuals are only
its objects. Nationality can be described as the link
between the individual and international law and once this is
broken, either because the refugee is stateless or he does
not have the protection fran his State, then his nationality
•58
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\\lOUld be non-existent.
Diplanatic protection inplies that the States Imlst ensure
that their subjects or nationals receive the standard of
treatment to which they are entitled fran other States. Such
activities can be listed:
1. Espousing the legal claims of nationals against other
States.
2. Trying to inprove the standard of treatment by issuing'
and carpleting bilateral consular treaties, trade
agreements or imnigration.
3. Assuring these agreanents are actually carried out.
4. Providing, through Embassies and Consulates,
documentation certifying the identity of their
nationals.
5. Issuing passports allowing for travel.
6. Repatriating those nationals who becane distressed. 58
In traditional law, obligations are only owed to foreigners
who possess a nationality and the protection of a State. A
refugee has no protection fran his/her own State, no legal
standing and is open to naltreatment and abuse by any State.
As mentioned earlier, although custatary international law
has changed, nany States treat refugees in the same way as
See P. Weiss, liThe International Protection of Refugees II ,
AJil." April 1954, W.193-221. See also the discussion in the
Secretary General's "Study of Statelessness", Doc. F/1112 of
1 February 1949, Ch.3.
L f
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aliens and few States offer the same rights as those enjoyed
by. their nationals under their constitution. sane States
have tried to change their danestic laws, but refugees still
suffer· fran legal and social disabilities, so refugees who
are by definition either de facto or de jure stateless, are
still people in "no-man's land".
It is perhaps ~ropriate at this stage to state the bIO
categories of stateless persons: De facto mxi De jure.
De facto: "are those who have left their country of which
they were nationals, no longer enjoy the
protection and assistance of their national
authorities, either because these authorities
refuse to grant them assistance and protection of
. their countries of which they were nationalS. II
De Jure: IIPersons who are not nationals of any State either
because at birth or subsequent they were not given
any nationality, or because during their lifetime
they lost their own nationality and did not acquire
a new one. II 59
Refugees (de facto and dejure) suffer fran the same
disabilities as stateless persons but their situations are
different in that they lack the protection· of the State of
Ibid., UN Study of Statelessness, Ch.3. see also N.
Robinson, Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees, New
York, 1953, p.53.
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their nationality because "persecution" or .. fear of
persecution" by reason of "race, religion, nationality or
political opinion. 60 Protection for the stateless person can
be redeemed by creating international conventions which
explicitly and inplicitly set down treatment for refugees,
and also through inplementation and the carpetence of UNH~.
It is inp>rtant to realise that international protection
cannot be substituted for diplanatic protection, because the
UNH~ does not have the authority or standing of a State.
The UNH~, per se, exists because of the general consent by
States am a general overall agreement to allow the UNH~ to
carry out its duties. International protection for refugees
is thus cacplementary to the national protection of refugees
provided by States on a basis of either their danestic laws
or international contractual obligations. Legal protection
is an' "essential factor" in the assimilation of refugees in
new camn.m.ities; without such a legal status, their
fundamental htunan rights would not be recognised or
reSPeCted. 61
The UNH~ carries out protection on four basic levels:-
1. At the universal level, the UNH~ pracotes the
ratification of international conventions (such as the
1951 Convention relating to Status .. of Refugees and the
1967 Protocol) for the protection of refugees.
Definition of refugees: Statute of UNHCR.
See Human Rights in Chapter Three.
·.. ~.
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2. At the regional level, the UNHCR has contacts with the
Council of Europe, the me, the Asian-African Legal
Consultation Committee, the OAU COnvention and
Organisation of .American States (CAS).
3 ~. At· the national level, the tJNHOt assists C}JVernments in
the preparation of legislation and regulations relating
to refugees entering in their respective countries, for
exemple, France whose national laws relating to refugee
status detennination include the ordinance of 2 Novetber
1945, as amended by Law No.80-9 of 10 January 1980, and
Law No.81-973 of 29 OCtober 1981, Law No.52-893 of 25
July 1952 and Decree No.53-377 of 2 May 1953. 62
4. . At national level, the UNHCR perfonns a variety of roles
such as certifying the eligibility of refugees. The
organisation intervenes on behalf of individuals where
. recognition of refugee status, the right of asylum or
the principle of non-refoulement is at the detennination
stage. 63
Within the Statute, the High carmi.ssioner, in acting to seek
pennanent solutions through rraterial assistance, is directed
to assist g:wemments, but no similar provision grants the
For further ex.arcples, see C. Avery, op.cit., Vo1.19, Issue 2,
Smcmer 1983. See also, G. Goodwin-Gill, op.cit., W.167-211.
Ibid.
•9.2.1
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High Ccmnissioner the authority to provide international
protection. The whole discretion to exercise such a function
is left entirely to the High Ccmnissioner's eatpetence,
experience and suitability, independent of States,
i.ndi.viduals or even the Executive Ccmnittee.
'I1le tenn "pennanent solutionN can be divided into three
categ:>ries:-
1. Voluntary Repatriation.
2. IDeal Integration.
3. Resettlement through Migration.
Volunt:aIy RfpItriation
The tJNHCR has to make sure that the repatriation is not
forced and is voluntary. Conventions or Treaties, along with
customary international law, does not allow forced
repatriation or expulsion as it would violate the general
principles of international law (see later). UNHCR does do a
great deal of work behind the scenes, such as helping
refugees to obtain visas, bearing the cost of the refugee's
return travel to his country and even in large groups to
organise large-scale transport and travel. The tJNHCR, as a
part of its task, makes sure that no pressure is exerted for
voluntary repatriation. UNHCR assistance provides refugees
with the material wherewithal to make voluntary repatriation
possible.
I
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IQcal Integx:ation
If voluntary repatriation is non-practicable and inp:>ssible,
the other solution available is to tIy to integrate the
refugees within the new State and carm.mity.
Int:egrat.i.oo is a tenn which is used as a process by which
diverse elements are catbined into unity while retaining
their basic identity. There is no insistence upon unifonnity
or elimination of differences other than the difference of
each carponent group "which would disturb or inhibit the
total unity". 64
The ,difference between assimilation and integration is
considerable. Integration seeks to rEmJVe all "purely ethnic
lines" of cleavage and to guarantee the same rights and
opportunities to all citizens whatever their group
menbership.
Refugees are not only refugees but also residents or, roore
precisely, persons staying for a shorter or a longer pericxi
in their ,country of refuge" or visitors in sane third
country. Either as residents or as visitors, they will be
covered by a nebJork of international instnunents, for
exanple, the convention under the II.D or Council of Europe.
The entry of International Conventions on Civil and Political
See Dr P. Thornberry, "Minorities am Hunan Rights Law",
~, Report No.73, p.4. See nuances between Fusion,
Assimilation and Integration.
I·
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Rights on Econanic and Social and Cultural Rights 1966, has
affected the status of all individuals within the territor:y
and, subject to the jurisdiction of any Contracting State, 65
includes refugees in residence or transit.
It is inportant to analyse the neblork of international rules
llFPlicable in various countries and the interactions with the
provisions of the Refugee Convention, in order to detenni.ne
what is the actual international status of refugees within
any particular territor:y and in different parts of the 'AUrld.
Article 2 of the 1951 Convention stipulates that ever:y
refugee has duties to the country in which he finds himself,
which require in particular that he/she confonns to its laws
and regulations as well as to measures taken for the
maintenance of public order. 66
Prince Aga Khan observes that the final aim of integration is
the acquisition of a new nationality, 67 but before the
refugee aCX}Uires a new nationality he nust satisfy time
periods and other conditions such as detennination of his
status by the host government which can take up to 20
nonths68 to reach a decision. Meanwhile, the refugee has to
Article 2 (1).
Cf. Article 3; CAU, 1969.
sadrud:iin Aga Khan, "~l problems relating to Refugees and
Displaced Persons", Hague Recuei~, 1976, p.336.
In the UK. See the Detennination of Refugee Status section.
•
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integrate or at least try to integrate with the local
camunity. This can prove fatal, since social, cultural,
religious and linguistic differences abound. In 1980,
Malaysia say the increasing mmbers of boat loads of asylum-
seekers or refugees fran Vietnam (basically of the same
Chinese ethnic origin) as likely to upset the racial am
econanic balance sought by the Malaysian Government. Hence,
the boats were prevented fran landing and turned back to
sea. 69
The econanic and social context of the country of receiving
refugees _is inportant. Integration is far fran easy as it
puts a heavy burden on the host country and results can be
disastrous70 with overt aggression often directed against
refugees. 71
9.2.3 Resettlement through Migration
The UNHCR is actively engaged in praootion of this solution.
It liaises closely with interested cpvernments, the Inter-
Governmental "Ccmn.ittee for Migration (IQot) and Voluntary
Agencies. Although governments are willing to accept small
69 UNHCR Information Division.
Seven.
See Non-Refoulement - Chapter
70
71
Pakistan is a gocxf exarrple of this. The influx of 3 million
Afghan refugees because of the invasion of Afghanistan by
SOViet forces has caused m::>unting tension anongst the local
Pakistani population who resent the special treatment
afforded to the refugees via logistic aid. The Pakistan
Government appealed to the wrld for aid.
Ibid., Pakistan.
.j
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nunbers of refugees, the problem of massive nUI'l'bers of
refugees still remains.
Chapter I, Article 1, first paragraph, continues:
II ••• by Governments and subject to the awroval of
the Government concerned, private organisation ••• II
The drafters at the time of drafting the Statute, believed
that the UNHCR would be a short-tem agency, that the funds
would be limited and the staff small in nurrber, and that
because of these factors the operations to achieve its aims
would be devoted to governments and private organisations.
In other words, UNHCR, prima facie, would becane a non-
operational agency. 72 International protection aims would be
achieved through g:>vernments and the tJNHCR would not involve
itself explicitly in protection of refugees. This "non-
operational" aspect was also the role given to the High
canni.ssioner under the League of Nations. His role was to
achieve co-operation and co-ordination in suwort of
government efforts. HCMeVer, this can be contrasted to the
Period of the International Refugee organisation when the
agency per se could undertake direct arxi extensive action on
behalf of refugees, especially in such matters as
international protection, care, maintenance, repatriation and
72 CClrpare the opening speech by John Pierre Hecke, the High
Ccmni.ssioner at the 37th Executive canni.ttee, in Refugee
Volume, p.35, Novanber 1986: ItI see UNHCR as fundamentally an
operational agency which is accountable to the international
camu.mity ••• ", p.18.
· ... o~v --
resettlement.
The second part of paragraph 1 of Chapter 1 states:
II In the exercise of his function, rore particularly
when difficulties arise, and for instance with
regard to any controversy concerning the
international status of these persons .the High
camdssioner shall request the opinion of the
advisory canni.ttee as refugees if it is created."
Reference is IMde to the role of the High Ccmnissioner who
could request the advisory carmittee to assist him on his
functions, especially on the inportance of detennination of
the eligibility of groups with his mandate. This aspect is
linked with Article 4 (see later).
Paragraph 2 of the Statute states:-
"The work of the High carmissioner shall be
entirely of a non-political character, it shall be
humanitarian and social and shall relate as a rule,
to groups and categ::>ries of refugees. II
The first .part of this paragraph is highly iltportant and has
a significant attribute towards neutrality and non-
involvement in international politics by the Office of the
UNHa. In the phrase, "The work of the High eatmissioner
shall be entirely of a non-political character", the word
"entirely" indicates that the Office as a eatplete "entity"
must not participate in international politics, and the
Office must possess a "non-political character" • Prima
L.,~
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facie, it seems difficult to reconcile the fact that the
cause of the plight of refugees is usually of a political
nature and if this Office offers protection irrespective of
who inplements 'it, is indeed touching the boundaries of
politics. The High Ccmn.issioner's 'NOrk is generally exposed
to politics and inplicit political pressure rot the High
Ccmni.ssioner has to ensure that this Office remains as a non-
political agency. The High camdssioner's mandate requires
the High Ccmni.ssioner to take cognizance of the political
situation, since in the Statute definition of a refugee it
requires saneone who has "well-fowxied fear of being
Persecuted for reasons of ••• political opinion", rot at the
same time his mandate requires the Office to be "non-
political" • In .sinple tenns, the Office must minister to the
h\.1lMIl· needs of refugees without getting involved in the
political views or disputes which made them refugees in the
first place. In fact it is through the non-political
character of the Office, that it has been so successful in
ccmnendably achieving its aims, ie. i..nt:ernati.oo protecti.oo
am material assistance.
Professor' David Forsythe73 has explained the tenn
"politics" • He sUgJests that there are three types of
73
definition and meanings:
1. Partisan Politics: "A factual politics (carpetition
D. ForSYthe, Hunanitarian Politics, The International
Ccmni.ttee of the Red Cross, Geneva, 1977, p.l.
74
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aroong groupe within a nation for what there is to get)·.
2. Real Politiks: Usually refers to CQlpetition aroongst
actors in \\1Orld politics for PJWer, prestige aOO, in
general, who gets rost of the pie.
The UNH~ has tried to avoid involving itself in either of
these t\\1O categ:>ries of politics.
But ·politics· in a third sense is different. Professor
ForSYthe g::>es on to explain this third categ:>ry of politics
when he says that any •institution must be a political an.iJtal
if it is to do the job it has set for itself·.74 In its
broad definition, ·politics" refers to the coopetition and
struggle to make and i.nplement public policy. If the UNH~
wishes to praoote human rights and international protection
for refugees, then it must succeed in getting these values
inplernented in public life - as the public policy of nations.
Since the UNH~ is consistently engaged in humanitarian
policies, the struggle to inplernent humanitarian values as
official policy in the nations of the \\1Orld renai.ns a
difficult task.
Total non-involvement in politics is difficult to avoid, as
in the case of the 'boat-people' fran Vietnam. The Real
Politik issues included the following three factors:-
Ibid.
75
76
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1. 'Ihe US were unsyrrpathetic to the cause am less
enthusiastic to grant haven to these refugees.
2. Vietnam wanted to get rid of as many people as possible.
3. '1'here was a desire aroongst the ASFAN States not to deal
with human "flotsam".
The UNHCR did not want to blame Vietnam for the flow of
refugees although subsequently the blame had to be turned
towards Vietnam in order to limit the outflow of refugees. 75
The people whose outflow was limited prcixIDly felt that the
UNH~ was being political.76
The secoIXi part of paragraph 2 of the Statute states:-
" ••• it shall be hmnanitarian aIXi social am shall
relate as a rule to groups am categories of
refugees."
see Refugees - UN Meeting on Refugees and Displaced Persons
in south East Asia, 20-21 July 1979, HlliI, 290, 1980.
Another exarrple of political involvement was in the case of
the Cuban refugees in 1980. UNHCR officials worked in
washington aIXi Fort Chafee, separating genuine refugees fran
criminals escaping Cuban authorities. President castro,
through his foreign minister Ma1mi.erca Peeli, stated that
there was no political persecution in CUba and hence there
were no refugees, and the matter was to be exclusively dealt
with by the US and Cuban authorities, respectively. There
should be no involvement of the UNHCR. The New York Times
cannented "This caution is attributed in part to an
unwillingness to enbarrass a UN which is continually called
upon to make political decisions rot dislikes drawing
attention to them ••• " (10 June 1980 at A/6, CoLI). The
Americans contended that the UNH~ ba1 been called in to
provide a measure of legitimacy. 'lte UNHCR was inplicitly
asserting that ITDst of the fleeing Qlbans feared political
retaliation and therefore were bona fide refugees.
10.
i
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In 1949, '!he Geneva Conventions on the Protection of victims
of war· had been aciq)ted under the auspices of the
International Red Cross, and the m:xxi was right for further
developnent of international humanitarian law. The wrk of
the UNHCR was to be "humanitarian" and "social". General
human rights and "humanitarianism" are intenni.ngled and
cannot be separated when dealing with refugees. '!he whole
issue of refugees and human rights are linked (see section on
Human Rights and Refugees). Cbservance of human rights is of
the utIoost i.rrportance and should be irrplemented and adhered
to as much as possible.
The phrase "••• , as a rule, to groups and catec;pries of
refugees" inplies that the UNHCR should not act in the same
way as the IRQ in matters of administrating to individual
refugees. The UNHCR Statute rroved away fran the individual
detennination of refugee status to a detennination of group
or groups because, at that time, it was becaning nore
difficult and inpracticable to detennine individual status as
nUITbers of refugees grew. The detennination of groups of
refugees :rather than individuals was certai.nly Imlch smpler
and practicable and when individual determination was
necessary, it was sircply a matter of which group this
individual belonged to. The drafters77 did make reference to
this, stating that the function of international protection
Especially the French delegate, M:>nsieur M~ Rochefort at the
Conference of Plenipotentiaries.
•... i,~-
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was not acting on behalf of irxlividual refugees78 bolt
PIQOOting better national treatment for refugees as groups. 79
'l11e drafters also irxii.cated that the UNHCR \IllIOUld not possess
the funds or the staff to deal with the prcblem of a host of
individuals bolt should oversee what national protection had
been provided to individual refugees by the c:ountIy of their
•'"-....
asylum. However, in practical tenns, the Office had to
78
79
consider the eligibility of refugees individually in
accordance with the Statute.
The definition of refugee requires a person to have a "well-
founded fear of persecution" but this seens difficult to
detennine without an examination of the refugees' "subjective
view" as well as of the "objective circumstances".
The staff of the UNHCR have becane involved in services to
individuals, the so-called .. legal-test" whereby the
individual, if detennined to be a refugee, \IllIOUld be able to
indicate his group/groups of refugees to which he belonged.
The emergence of the "good offices" made it possible to deal
with a group or groups of refugees without having to make
reference to individual eligibility as a refugee. One
advantage of the "good offices" was that it reconciled the
Statute reference in paragraph 2 to "groups" with the Statute
•
For exanple, by assisting individuals in their relations with
national authorities.
By encouraging new international agreements or darestic
legislation. '
,
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definition of a refugee - ~ principles within the Statute
which might originally have aweared to be in q.p:>sition or
ItUtually contradictory. 80
Paragraph 3 states:
MThe High Comnissioner shall follow policy
. directives given him by the General Assercbly or the
Econanic and Social Council. M
The General Assenbly have, fran time to time, given ne\ll
authority to the High caemi.ssioner to undertake specific
tasks or to extend his regular activities to ne\ll groups of
refugees. 81
The fourth paragraph of the Statute states:
MThe Econanic and Social Council may decide after
hearing the views of the High carmissioner on the
subject to establish an advisory ccmn.ittee on
refugees, which shall consist of representatives of
Metber States and non-Mertber States of the United
Nations, to be selected by the Council on the basis
of their dem:>nstrated interest in and devotion to
the solution of the refugee prOOlem. M
The Advisory camu.ttee was created on the basis of the above
• t
j
i
i
I
I
!
paragraph. Its functions 'NOUld be to assist the High
80
81
camu.ssioner in whatever capacity it could. It was the
Secretary-General who recannended that such a ccmnittee
See Felix SChnyder, "The Good Offices and the Functions of
the UNHCR in the Social Field" " Doc. HQVRS/32, p.25.
Requests for donations to States (see later).
I ' I
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should be fonned to assist the High Carmi.ssioner since it was
a "nom", whereby the UN agencies were allowed to harxUe
funds. In fact, it was the French delegate who had included
such a provision in the 1950 draft for the Statute as a way
of involving Non-Menber States who had a genuine concern
about refugees and their problems. 82 The French insisted
that the ccmnittee be CUI(XlSed of Mestber States aIXi Non-
MenDer States, but the debate did not materialise am many
States stated that the High Carmi.ssioner's views mlst first
be obtained. Paragraph 4 was drafted sinply to pennit ros::x:
to establish such a carrnittee if it so decided. The High
Ccmnissioner's response was favourable and ECDSCC accordingly
inplemented the paragraph and established the AdvisoI}'
Ccmnittee on Refugees on 10th September 1951:83
"Decides to establish an advisoI}' carmittee to be
knCMIl as the UN AdvisoI}' camd.ttee on Refugees to
advise the High Carmi.ssioner at his request in the
exercise of his functions." 84
The rnertbers of the ccmnittee were designated at the 56200
meeting of the Council. In paragraph 2 it was decided to
invite 15 States85 to fom such a carmittee and to review the
82
83
84
Especially Gennany and Switzerland.
ECDSOC Resolution (xiii) B of 10 Septarber 1951.
Official Records of the Ea>SCX:, 6th year, 13th
(E/2152) •
session
I'
I
85 Menbers and Non-Menbers: Australia, Austria, Belgium, Brazil,
Denmark, the Federal Republic of Gennany, France, Israel,
Italy, Switzerland, Turkey, united King:ian of Great Britain
and Northern Ireland, United States of America, vatican City
and Venezuela.
,..
86
87
88
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calPJ6ition of the ccmnittee at the next session of the
council. 86
The Advisory Catmittee on Refugees was subsequently replaced
by the UN Refugee Fund (UNREF) Executive Ccmnittee of the
Progranme of the UNHCR (Executive Ccmnittee) on 30 April
1958. 87
The Econanic and Social Council adcpted Resolution 672 (XXV),
namely: "Establishment of the Executive camu.ttee of the
Programne of the UNHCR". 88 The Council noted that it was to
establish an Executive Committee consisting of
representatives fran twenty to twenty-five States of the UN
or Matbers of any specialised agencies recognised by the
Council. These mertbers 'IJOuld be elected fran the widest
possible geographical basis, and fran those States who
deronstrated an interest in and devotion to solutions to
refugee problems.
The Council decided:
"(a) To establish an Executive carmittee of the
programne of the UNH~ to take the place of
the Executive Ccmnittee of the UN Refugee
Fund";
Para 3.
General Assmbly Res. 832 (xi) on 21 OCtober 1954. G\ Res.
1166 (xii) on 26 November 1957.
Official Records of the ECDSOC, 25th session, SuW. No.1
(E/3123).
"I
I
I
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and
(b) '!bat the Executive camdttee of the Prograrnne
shall consist of 24 States, the IDE!ltbership
being subject to review at the thirty-first
session of the Council." 89
'Ihe Executive Ccmni.ttee and UNREF Executive camdttee had the
authorities issue directives to the High camdssioner in the
field of material assistance prograrnnes but where matters of
inteIllational protection arose, these ccmni.ttees could give
advice. 'Ihe .Advisory Ccmnittee was EItpOWeI'ed only to give
advice to the High Ccmnissioner on any asPeCts of his
functions where he solicited its views.90
Finally, the chapter concludes with paragraph 5 which states:
"'!be General Assembly shall review, not later than
at its eighth regular session, the arrangements for
the Office of the High Ccmnissioner with a view to
detennining whether the Office should be continued
beyond 31 Decenber 1953. II
'Ibis limited the existence of the tJNH(J{ to 3 years, pending
the decision of. the General AsseniJly. By subsequent
89
90
resolutions, extension of the UNHCR has been granted up to 31
Decarber 1988. The General Assembly has extended the life of
Ibid.
For exarcple, in 1952 the 1ldvisory camli.ttee gave advice on
the eligibility on 'I\1rkish refugees fran Bulgaria. The
question of ineligibility of Chinese refugees in Hong Kong
was considered by the 1ldvisory camli.ttee and by UNREF
Executive Ccmnittee which succeeded it, but was eventually
referred to the General Assembly in 1957.
91
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the UNHat for subsequent periods of 5 years. 91
Chapter II of the Statute contains twelve paragraphs
catprising a lengthy definition of the tenn -refugee-, the
High Comnissioner's competence is specified, and
specifications which relate to the inplemeritation of the
Statute by. the High carmi.ssioner to enable him to carty out
its functions.
Paragraphs 6 and 7 of the Statute define the tenn -refugee-
and those refugees who came within· the eatpetence of the High
1. Resolution 428··· (v) adopted on 14 DecercDer 1950 at 325th
Plenary Meeting - for a period of 3 years until 31st
Decenber 1953. ORGA, 5th session, Supp. No.20 (A/1775).
2. Resolution 727 (viii) adopted on 23 0Ct00er 1953 at 453rd
Plenary Meeting - for a period of 5 years until 31 Decesrber
1958. OOGA, 8th session', Supp. No.17 (A/2630).
3. Resolution 1165 (xii) adopted on 26 NoveItber 1957 at 723rd
Plenary Meeting - for a period of 5 years until 31 DeceniJer
1963. ORGA, 12th session, Supp. No.18 (A/3805).
4. Resolution 1783 (xvii) adopted on 7 Decenber 1962 at
1187th Plenary Meeting - for a period of 5 years until 31
Decarber 1968. ORGA, 17th session, Supp. No.17 (A/5217).
5. Resolution 2294 (xxii) adopted on 11th Decerrber 1967 at
1625th PlenaI}' Meeting - for a period of 5 years until 31
DecmDer 1973. ORGA, 2200 session, SUpp. No.16 (A/6716).
6. Resolution 2957 (xxvii) adopted on 12 Decerrber 1972 at
2107th Plenary Meeting - for a period of 5 years until 31
Decarber 1978. ORGA, 27th session, SUW. No.30 (A/8730).
7. Resolution 32/68 adopted on 8 oecercDer 1977 at 98th
Plenary Meeting - for a period of 5 years until 31 Decerrber
1983. CR;A 3200 session, Supp. No.45 (A32/45). ,
8. Resolution 37/196 adopted on 18 oecercDer 1982 at 111th
Plenary Meeting - for a period of 5 years until 31 Decerrber
1988. ORGA, 37th session, supp. Nos.12 & 12A (A/37/12 and
Adj.1).
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Ccmnissioner, ie. "mandate" refugees. There are certain
differences between the Statute am the Convention (see
earlier) , the major ones concerning the scope of the
Convention as it was limited to persons who became refugees
as a result of events occurring before 1 January 1951, but
the "mandate" refugees extended to persons who became
refugees at a later date.
Another difference is that States who became parties to the
Convention could further limit the seep! of the Convention by
declaring that "events occurring before 1 Janum:y 1951" meant
"events in Europe before 1 Janum:y 1951, and that if refugees
~ed (i) fran non-European States and (ii) after 1
January 1951 then States could not <::blige the Convention.
",
This was to be overcane' by the adoption of the 1967 Protocol
relating to the Status of Refugees (see earlier).
Paragraph 6 states:
"The carpetence of the High carmissioner shall
extend to:
A . (i). "Any person who has been considered a
refugee under the Arrangement of 12 May 1926 and 30
June 1928 or under the Convention of 28 OCtober
1933 and 10 February 1938, the Protocol of 14
Septenber 1939 or the constitution of the
International Refugee Organisation."
The first categ:>ry of refugees are known as "statutory
refugees", because these refugees were already considered
•..--,
-
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under previous arrangements and pre-1940 conventions92 or
under the constitution of the IRQ.93
The roost significant paragraph is 6 (li) which states:
"Any person who, as a result of events occurring
before 1 January 1951 and owing to well-founded
fear of being persecuted for reasons of race,
religion, nationality or political opinion, is
outside the country of his nationality and is
unable or, CMing to such fear or for reasons other
than personal convenience, is unwilling to avail
himself of the protection of that country or who,
not having a nationality and being outside the
country of his fonner habitual residence, is unable
to, CMing to such fear or for reasons other than
personal convenience, is unwilling to return to
it." 94
This paragraph includes a second catecpry of refugees, which
was included in the High Ccmnissioner's mandate, those who
were granted the status of refugees for the first time. The
definition, as above, is basically devoted to two main
categories of refugees: those who possess a nationality and
those who do not. The fonner can be tenned "de jure" and the
latter "de facto".
There are two conditions which awly to both de jure and de
facto refugees:
See Section 1 re: League of Nations, Arrangements and
Conventions •
See AR>endix.
Note the tenn "social group" is missing.
•~.
..
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1. The refugee must be outside the country of their
nationality (for de jure refugees) and their habitual
residence (for de facto refugees).
2. The reason for their alienation mst be well-founded
fear of being persecuted for reasons of race, religion,
nationality or political opinion.
The first condition is easy to utilise rot the second
condition needs sane thought. The tenn "well-founded fear of
being persecuted" is extrenely inp:>rtant and is considered to
be the key to the definition. This phrase was not used in
previous agreenents, arrangements and conventions, though the
tenns "persecution" and "fear based on reasonable grounds of
persecution"95 were used by the International Refugee
Organisation. The use of the above tenns narked an attenpt
to mJVe B!tIay fran previous definitions, which tended to
categorise refugees by nationalities, to an BfProach that
would concentrate on the essential personal characteristics
of the refugees. The drafters must have been aware that many
people may take advantage of these definitions and leave
their countries for the sake of personal convenience. There
may be many reasons for a person being outside his country
and a variety of reasons for not returning to it. This
aspect of "the refugee lII1Bt fear being persecuted for reasons
of race, religion, nationality or political opinion" was
deliberately inserted to distinguish between those who leave
Constitution, Annex I, section C.
•
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their country for personal reasons such as natural disasters,
famine, fear of prosecution and econanic advantage.
The tern "fear" as nany international lawyers have noted, 96
indicates the physical and psychological attitude of the
sufferer; phYsical fear can be clearly evident rot
psychological fear varies by degree and is indeed
subjective. 97 Who is to say that a Person is undeI1ping fear
of sanething, which others \\lOuld not even notice
The tem "well-founded" established an objective elenent.
The sufferer Imlst show sufficient grounds that his
atprehension is credible and \\lOrthy. 'nle tenn "well-founded
fear of being persecuted" indicates that the refugee may have
left his country before being Persecuted or before the events
occurred that now make him fear Persecution. Fear of
96
97
98
99
Persecution can be anticipated. The fact that a refugee may
have left his country for reasons other than the definition
is irrelevant as long as he/she can show that he/she is still
outside his/her country due to these fears. 98 The tem
"Persecution" is not defined,99 but it includes threats to
Goodwin-Gill, rhe Refugee in International Law, op.cit.; am
Grahl-Madsen, op.cit, tp.45 and 315 resPectively.
Sane persons fear mice but others do not.
Persons who in effect becane refugees after leaving their
countries of origin are called "refugies sur place". See
also Chapter Eight on the case of the Tamils.
Human Rights as a Standard of Persecution. see also the
definition of 'Persecution' within the Nurestberg Principles
(later) •
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life and liberty, and general violation of human rights •
Blame can be attached to successive cpvernments who:
1. Encourage and initiate the persecution or violation of
human rights (see earlier section for relevance of
general human rights).
2. Do not provide protection for victims of persecution.
Although the drafters did not intend to include the econanic
migrant as a refugee, econanic reasons can and sanetimes do
have racial, religious or political overtones, especially if
discrimination against certain minority groups is awlied•
There were catecpries for de jure and de facto refugees,
respectively in the paragraph headed "Nationality Refugees":
.. ••• is outside the country of his nationality" and .....
(the person) is unwilling to avail himself of the protection
of that country" •
Nationality" :
Likewise for persons "Without
" ••• who, not having a nationality and being
outside the country of his fonner habitual
residence, is unable to, owing to such fear or for
reasons other than personal convenience, is
unwilling to return to it. II
If, however, the refugee possesses nore than one nationality,
then he must satisfy the above conditions in the countries of
his nationalities.
Li _ c_"
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'I1le latter part of paragraph 6 (ll) states :
"Decisions as to eligibility taken by the IRQ
during the period of its activities shall not
prevent the status of refugee being accorded to
persons who fulfil the conditions of the present
paragraph. "
A person who had been refused the status of refugee by the
IRQ on a previous occasion, could be eligible for the
definition if he satisfied the criteria in paragraph 6 (ii).
'I1le definition in paragraph 6 (ll) has btu main criteria.
Firstly, that the refugee must be outside his/her country or
habitual residence and, secondly, he/she IIllst be "unable" or
"unwilling" to return because of lack of protection by
his/her g:wernrnent. It is iIrportant that refugees within the
eatpetence or mandate of the High Ccmnissioner must be de
facto stateless persons in that they lack the protection of
any State. The basic function of the High Ccmni.ssioner is to
provi~e international protection for suffering hunan beings.
'I1le ~rd "unwilling" was ad:ied instead of "unable", thus
clearly establishing a subjective factor. Hence, a person
who wants to seek refugee status or becane a refugee can
either dElOOnstrate that he/she is unable to obtain his/her
country's protection or that he/she has~ reasons for not
wanting to do so.
Paragraph 6 contains six cessation clauses which indicate the
circumstances in which a person ceases to be a refugee under
.... =
:: ~"
-.---- -------l'
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the High Ccmnissioner' s eatpetence or mandate: 100
"The cacpetence of the High Ccmnissioner shall
cease to apply to any person defined in section (A)
above if:
(a) He has voluntarily availed himself of the
protection of the country of his nationality;
or
(b) Having lost his nationality, he has
voluntarily reacquired it; or
(c) He has acquired a new nationality, and enjoys
the protection of the country of his new
nationality; or
(d) He has voluntarily re-established himself in
the country which he left or outside which he
remained owing to fear of persecution; or II
The above clauses are phrased in tenns of protection
underlying the fact that the whole purpose of the Statute is
to provide protection. The High Ccmni.ssioner can provide
material assistance and the criteria for t\\O are not the
same.
The final two clauses state:
II (e) He can no longer, because the circumstances in
connection with which he has been recognised
as a refugee have ceased to exist, claim
grounds other than those of personal
convenience for continuing to refuse to avail
himself of the protection of the country of
his nationality. Reasons of a purely econanic
character may not be invoked; or
(f) Being a person who has no nationality, he can
no longer, because the circumstances in
100 CCIlpare these clauses to exclusion clauses in paragraph 7
(infra) •
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connection with which he has been recognised
as a refugee have ceased to exist and he is
able to return to the country of his fonner
habitual residence, claim ground other than
those of personal convenience for continuing
to refuse to return to that country; II
These two clauses state that if circumstances in connection
with the determination of refugee status meant that he could
return to his country, then the refugee will not be within
the eatpetence and mandate of the UNHa. These \\lOrds are not
the same as the Convention \\lOrding; although there are
exenptions, the UNH~ continues to follow the \\lOrding of the
Convention. This point may be of sane inportance; for
exanple, there were JfMS fran Gennany who could not bring
thenselves to return to the place where gross violations of
human rights took place and nerories of mass genocide were
still extrEmely vivid and unforgettable. These exmptions
were included in the Convention and the cessation clauses
permit this type of refugee to continue as refugees.
Paragraph 6(b):
"Any other person who is outside the country of his
nationality, or if he has no nationality, the
country of the fonner habitual residence, because
he has or had well-founded fear of persecution by
reason of his race, religion, nationality or
political opinion and is unable or because of such
fear, is unwilling to avail himself of the
protection of the g:>vernment of the country of his
nationality; or, if he has no nationality, to
return to the country of his fonner habitual
residence."
Paragraph 7 indicates the exclusion clause which indicates
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the type of persons who shall not be within the High
Ccmni.ssioner's eatpetence even though they might otherwise
meet the requirements of the definition. Paragraph 7:
"Provided that the eatpetence of the High
Ccmnissioner as defined in paragraph 6 above shall
not exteIXi to a person:
(a) who is a national of nore than one country
unless he satisfies the provision of the
preceding paragraph in relation to each of the
countries of which he is a national; or ••• "
This paragraph excluded the refugees who possessed double
nationality unless he satisfied the requirements already
mentioned in relation to each of the countries of which he is
a national.
Paragraph 7(b):
"who is recognised by the carpetent authorities of
the country in which he has taken residence as
having the rights and obligation which are
attached to the IX'ssession of the nationality of
that country; or"
After World War II, many refugees fled Gennany, mainly fran
Eastern European States. These people, mainly ethnic
~,101 .were excluded, regardless of their nationality.
They were excludect by a SPecial provision in the constitution
101 Uolksdeutsche. S . Chapt SVI ee De Zayas, op.c~t., er even.
;;
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of the IRQ but the wrds used in the Statute are sanewhat
vague and ani:>iguous, since the drafters intended to exclude
other similar groups of refugees fran the maOOate .102
Paragraph 7(c) :
"who continues to receive fran other organs or
agencies of the united Nations protection or
assistance; or
This provision was intended to be awlied mainly to Arab
refugees and others; as long as they were the responsibility
of UNRWA they were excluded fran the High Ccmnissioner's
mandate. The UNRWA only caters for material aid and
assistance and not legal protection.
Paragraph 7(d) :
In respect of whan there was serious reason for
considering that he has ccmni.tted a crime covered
by the provision of treaties of extradition or a
crime mentioned in article vi of the London Charter
of the International Military Tribmal103 or by the
102 These refugees were treated like nationals by the country of
their asylum.
103 Article' 6: liThe Tribunal established by the Agreement
referred to in Article 1 hereof for the trial and punishment
of the major war criminals of the EurQpean Axis countries,
whether as individuals or as It'lE!Itbers of organisations,
camti.tted any of the follCMing crimes. The following acts or
any of them, are crimes within the jurisdiction of the
Tribunal for which there shall be individual responsibility.
~ a~ .~ Agai~ Peace: namely, pl~9, preparatio?,
~tiat~on or wag~g of a war of a<}JI'ess.lon, or a war ~
violation of international treaties, agreements or
assurances, or participation in a c(J'rm:m plan or conspiracy
104
•
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provision of article 14, paragraph 2, 185f the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights. 104M
This provision awlied to persons who Mwere deened not to
deserve" international protection. 'l11ey were people who had
ccmni.tted war crimes, serious non-political COlllon crimes or
..acts contrary to the principles and p1I1X>ses of the United
Nations". This was to exclude fugitives fran justice and
criminals fran prosecution.
Paragraph 8 is sub-divided into 9 further paragraphs which
provide for the protection of refugees under the eatpetence
of the High camtissioner's office:
for the aceatplishment of any of the foree:;ping;
(b) war Crimes: namely, violations of the laws or custans of
war. SUch violation shall include but not be limited to,
murder, ill-treatment or deportation to slave labour or for
any other purpose of civilian population of or in occupied
territory, murder or ill-treatment of PCMs or persons on the
seas. Killing of hostages, plunder of public or private
property, wanton destruction of cities, towns or villages, or
devastation not justified by military necessity;
(c) CrinEs Aqlinst HImmity: namely, nurder, extennination,
enslavement, deportation, and other inh\.UMIl acts cannitted
against any civilian ?'PUlation, before or during the war; or
persecution on political, racial or religious grounds in
execution of or in connection with any within the
jurisdiction of the Tribunal, whether or not in violation of
the danestic law of the country where perpetrated leaders,
organisers, instigators am accacplices participating in the
fOIltDJlation or execution of a camon plan or conspiracy to
ccmni.t any fom of the foreg;>ing cri.nes are responsible for
all acts perfonned by any persons in execution of such plan.
Article 14 (2): "This right (inplying asylum) nay not be
involved in the case of prosecution genuinely arising fran
non-political crimes or fran acts contrary to the purposes
and principle of the United Nations." .
105 See. Resolution 217 A (ill).
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"(a) Praroting the conclusion and ratification of
international conventions for the protection
of refugees, supervising their at:Plication and
prqx>sing amendments thereto, .....
Initially, States were reluctant to ratify and conclude the
1951 Convention and 1967 Protocol. They assumed that the
refugee problem ~ld diminish by the time they had g:>t round
to acceding and ratifying, but States today have realised
that the problem is not terporary and will remain on their
consciences •
Another reason is that oo.reaucratic procedures are
deliberately slow on ratification. sane States do not ratify
the Convention and/or Protocol for political reasons .106
Sub-paragraph (b):
"(b) Praroting through special agreements with
- governments, the execution of any measures
calculated to inprove the situation of
refugees and to reduce the nUIriJer requiring
protection."
This indicates that Governments (Menbers and Non-MeltDers) can
fom special agreements with the Office of UNH~, which could
.,
106 For instance, Pakistan is reluctant, because on becani.ng a
Merct>er of the 1951 Convention and/or 1967 Protocol it would
be obliged to cacply with the Convention and/or Protocol and
it would have to accept refugees and not turn them CNaY
(non-refoulernent) • Sane refugees could carprise sikh or
Russian dissidents who could be a hazard to national security
or public order.
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inprove the situation of refugees aIXi ultimately reduce the
nUItbers requiring protection. One such agreement was made
with Pakistan, namely, to allow the Office of the UNHCR to
set up offices in Islamabad and three other towns107 for
inproving the situation of Afghan refugees.
Sub-paragraph (c):
"Assisting governmental and private efforts to
pramte voluntary repatriation or assimilation
within new national ccmnuni.ties;·
The UNHCR wil~ assist cpvernments and private organisations
to pralote voluntary repatriation or integration with new
States, thus fonning part of a durable solution to the
problem of refugees.
Sub-paragraph (d):
"Pramting the admission of refugees, not excluding
those in the mst destitute catecpries, to the
territories of States."
The principle of non-refoulanent is to be respected, but the
tenn "mst destitute categ:>ries" seens sanewhat vague and
arcbiguous and it is difficult to provide the correct
interpretation of the above phrase.
Sub-paragraph (e):
107 ~etta, Karachi and Peshawar.
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"Endeavouring to obtain pennission for refugees to
transfer their assets aOO especially those
necessary for their resettlement."
The transference of assets has not been defined precisely.
Does it mean m:>ney, or gxrls? The term is vague, oot could
the Office of the UNH~ assist a rich refugee in transferring
large BIrounts of financial assets to his new hane? '!be
Office of the UNH~ can obtain gxrls on behalf of refugees
but each case has to be examined on its merits. '!his sub-
paragraph could be misused by wealthy refugees; the errphasis
is on small items which could assist refugees who had had to
leave suddenly. But it must be rernent>ered that refugees can
also be wealthy.
Sub-paragraph (f):
"Cbta.ining fran Governments infomation concerning
the nllItber and conditions of refugees in their
territories and the laws and regulations concerning
them;"
This is an inportant paragraph, because actual phYsical
nurrbers are' necessary in allocating aid and logistics.
Governments which provide infonnation relating to the nlJIl'ber
of refugees tend to overestiIrate n\JIri::)ers, perhaps
exa<}JeI'atingly, so that m:>re aid, logistics and financial
assistance can be gained. The latter part of this sub-
paragraph indicates that governments have to suWly
infonnation regarding the conditions of refugees and the laws
and regulations affecting them.
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Allegations of b8d housing
for refugees was dismissed by the Gennan delegate at the
Executive Meeting .l08 The Office of the~ does not want
to see violations of human rights occurring within States
which give refuge.
M:>st States have rmmicipal laws and regulations relating to
refugees. The Protection Officers of the UNHCR 'NOuld like,
ideally, to assist and advise~t lawyers in drafting
legislation. Many States treat refugees in the same way as
the host ccmnun.ity on sane rights and privilege, but there
are sane who avoid this. In such instances the UNHCR will
try to intervene and awly pressures through the
international ccmnun.ity if necessary, to repeal and amend
those laws (see earlier section).
Sub-paragraph (g):
"Keeping in close touch with the governments and
inter-g:wernmental organisations concerned;"
The inportance of keeping in touch with cpvernments and
inter-cpvernmental organisations is of great value. Close
liaison between UNHCR and Govemnents is inportant. Merber
States and, to a lesser degree, Non-MercDer States, have a
great deal of influence over the Office of the UNHCR, since
representatives of States are present at the General
108 Executive Ccmni.ttee, 37th session, 6-13 OCtober 1986, Doc.
A/AC.96/688.
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Asserrbly, ro:sx:, the Executive Ccmnittee, and even as
cb;ervers. Through these delegates, the High cannissioner
can obtain feedback fran the States. Also the field officers
keep in touch with governments and inter-<plernmental
organisations •
SUb-paragraph (h):
"Establishing contact in such a manner as he may
think best with private organisations dealing with
refugee questions;"
This provision can have a two-fold interpretation. Firstly,
to liaise with private organisations, for instance, with the
British Refugee Council over the condition of refugees in the
United King:ian. And, secondly, he can contact various
private organisations to provide assistance in Perhaps food
or materials .109
Sub-paragraph (i):
"Facilitating the co-ordination of the efforts of
private organisations concerned with the welfare of
refugees."
The UNHCR staff can and do co-ordinate with private
organisations, especially when material assistance is needed.
109 In Sudan on 7 septeTber 1986, UNHCR chartered planes fran
private organisations to drop food and suwlies to the
refugees who could not be reached by train or road.
110
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'!he staff can ensure that, through private organisations,
rconey and material is spent wisely. '!he UNID can also
erploy local agencies on short-tenn projects .110
Paragraph 9 states:
MThe High Ccmni.ssioner shall engage in such
acX:iitional activities, including repatriation and
resettlement, as the General Asserrbly may
detennine, within the limits of the resources
placed at his disposal."
In Africa, over 80,000 Ethiopians, sane 50,000 Ugandans and
20,000 Chadians,lll and hundreds fran Nicaragua and Guatmala
have returned to their country of origin. In Asia, hOltt'eVer,
the number of repatriating refugees remained small. 112
The UNH~'s main objective is to voluntarily repatriate
refugees and resettle then, preferably in their land of
origin although this can be extremely difficult in sane
cases. 113
Paragraph 10 states:
Such as irrigation and fanning. Also the UNH~ have leased
private helicopters in Peshawar, Quetta, Pakistan to make
sure that co-ordination is maintained between UNHCR staff,
Pakistan authorities and private organisations.
111 Report of the UNH~, General Assestbly, 41st session, SuW.
No.12 (A/41/12), p.11.
112 lb'~d.
113 For exanple, .Afghan refugees cannot return until the SOviet
forces have left Afghanistan - could be a long-tenn problen.
-
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"The High carmissioner shall cdui.n.ister fUIXis,
public or private, which he receives for assistance
to refugees, and shall distribJte them aIOOng the
private and, as appropriate, public agencies which
he deems best qualified to ~ster such
assistance."
UNHCR expenditure is financed by a very limited subsidy fran
the regular budget of the UN (to be used exclusively for
administrative costs) as well as by voluntary contributions
from governments, non-governmental organisations and
individuals. Under this paragraph, the High camli.ssioner
administers any funds (public or private) which he receives
for assistance to refugees.
Paragraph 10 further states:
"The High carmissioner may reject any offer which
he does not consider at:Propriate or which cannot be
utilised."
This paragraph is self-explanatory and needs no further
interpretation. The final two sub-paragraphs in paragraph 10
state:
liThe High Ccmni.ssioner shall not a.weal to
governments for funds or make a general aweal ,
without the prior afProval of the General
Asseni:>ly...
and
. "The High Ccmni.ssioner shall include in his annual
report a statement of his activities in this
I
---..,.
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field. "
'It.e fonner was rerooved by the General Asserct>ly Resolution
538 B (vi) of 2nd February 1952,114 at the 371st Plenary
Meeting:
"1. Authorizes the High camd.ssioner, under
paragraph 10 of the statute of his Office, to issue
an aweal for funds for the p1I1X>se of enabling
emergency aid to be given to the roost needy groups
anong refugees within his mandate."
Also in the General Asserbly Resolution 832 (ix) of 21
OCtober 1954 of the 496th Plenary Meeting,115 paragraph 3:
"Authorises the High carmissioner to make aweals
for funds for the p.1IpOses set in paragraph 2
above;"
Paragraph 2 states:
"Requests the Necptiating Ccmnittee for Extra
Budgetary Fund in co-operation with the High
camrl.ssioner, to necptiate with the g:wernments of
Marbers and Non-Members States for voluntary
contributions towards a fund based on the prqx>sal
of the High camrl.ssioner (the anount to be
detennined by the High Ccmni.ssioner's Advisory
camrl.ttee at its next session), to be devoted
principally to the promotion of ~ent
solutions, and also to pennit emergency assistance
to the JOOst needy cases, such fuOO to incorporate
the fund authorised by the General Asserrbly in
Resolution 538 B (vi),"
114 ORGA, 6th session, SuRl. No.20 (A/2119).
115 ORGA, 9th session, SuRl. No.21 (A/2890).
--I'
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These resolutions, inter alia, clearly authorised the High
Ccmni.ssioner to make aweals to Menber and Non-Menber States
for donations towards the refugee cause and prclJlems. 'Ibe
latter paragraph of paragraph 10 allows the High Ccmnissioner
to subnit an annual report, includinq its activities .116
Paragraph 11 states:
liThe High Ccmni.ssioner shall be entitled to present
his views before the General AssEJIbly, the Econanic
and Social Council and their subsidiary bodies."
One exarrple of this is that in the Executive cemnittee of the
High Ccmni.ssioner's Progranme,117 where the opening statement
was given by the High carmissioner.
Paragraph 11 further states:
"The High Ccmni.ssioner shall report annually to the
General Assatbly through the Econanic and Social
Council; his report shall be considered as a
separate item on the agenda of the General
Assenbly...
The High carmissioner presents a carprehensive annual report
116
117
Poul Hartling (High Ccmni.ssioner in 1985) presented an Annual
Report to the General Assembly, Official Records, 40th
session, SUpp. No.12 (A/40/12). This report involved Status
of Accessions to and .Ratifications of inter-<pVernmental
legal instruments of benefit to refugees, 31 March 1985,
pp.46-48; and financial data, pp.49-58. Also, in 1986, Jean
Pierre-Heeke (new High canni.ssioner) presented an annual
report to the GA, Official Records, 41st session, Supp. No.12
(A/41/12) which included financial data on pp.31-40.
A/AC. 96/688 on 22 October 1985 at 37th session.
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of his activities through EXDSOC to the General Assenbly
where it is first considered by the Third Ccmnittee. Since
1970, EXDSOC considers UNHCR's annual report only if it
receives a request fran the High Ccmnissioner or one of its
rnercbers to place it on the agenda; otherwise EXDSOC sinply
.
transmits the rep:>rt to the General Assenbly without
debate. l18 The adninistrative and financial aspects of
UNHCR's activities are considered by the Mvisory Ccmni.ttee
on Administrative and Budgetary Questions (ACABQ) and by the
Fifth Camdttees of the General Assenbly.
The rules of procedure for the Executive carmittee of the
High Camdssioner's progranmel19 in Rule 4 states:
"The provisional agenda for each session shall be
drawn up by the High carmi.ssioner and shall be
camuni.cated to the Government Mercbers of the
Camdttee, Governments of other Merrber States of
the UN, SPeCialised agencies, the aR'tq>riate
inter-governmental organisations and non-
C}JVeI'Ilmental organisations in consultative status
and those referred to in Rule 38, with the notice
convening the meeting. II
Rule 5 states:
liThe provisional agenda shall include:
(a)
(b)
(C)
all items proposed by the camdttee at a
previous session;
all itans proposed by any rnercber of the
ccmnittee provided that such items are
proposed within 8 days after receipt of the
provisional agenda;
all itans proposed by a sub-camdttee which
118 Doc.A/Ae 96/185/ReV.2, pp.42-43.
119 Doc. AlAe 96/187/ReV.3, 37th session.
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may have been appointed by the ccmni.ttee to
serve in-between its session;
(d) all items proposed by the High Ccmni.ssioner."
The final paragraph in Chapter II states:
"'!be High Ccmni.ssioner may invite the co-operation
of the various specialized agencies."
'Ihe UNHCR may draw on the expertise of other organisations of
the UN system experienced in such matters as focx:i production
(FW) , education (UNESCD) , child welfare (UNICEF), health
measures (WID) and vocational training (lID). The
participation of the WOrld Focxi Progranme (WFP) is
particularly inportant in suWlying focxi until such time s
the refugees are able to grCM their own creps or becane self-
sufficient through other activities. Close contact is also
maintained with the offices of the united Nations and United
Nations Developnent Progranme (UNDP). In areas where the
~ is not represented, UNDP representatives frequently
administer UNHCR-financed projects and act on UNH~'s behalf
iIl relation with gJVernments. 120
Chapter III (Organisation & Finances), paragraph 13 states:
"The High Ccmnissioner shall be elected by the
General Asserrbly on the nanination of the
Secret:aIy-General. The tenns of aax>intment of the
High Ccmnissioner shall be proposed by the
Secret:aIy-General and awroved by the General
120 For ex.arrple, Mexico, China, India, cameroon, and the Central
African RepJblic.
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Assertbly. 'nle High Ccmnissioner shall be elected
for a term of three years, fran 1st Januaty 1951."
There have been six High Ccmnissioners,121 with the present
inCl1IIbent being John Pierre-Heeke (fran 1986) .122
Paragraph 14 states:
"The High Ccmnissioner shall awoint, for the same
teon, a Deplty High Ccmni.ssioner of a nationality
other than his own. If
This paragraph is self-explanatory, but the inportance lies
in two issues: firstly, the High cemni.ssioner can BFPOint
whoever he wishes; aOO, secondly, the nationality Imlst not be
the same. This is to avoid accusations of political
121
connivance levelled against the leadership of the Office.
The present Deputy is Mr A. Dewey who was awointed by Jean
Pierre-Heeke.
Paragraph 15 states:
"(a) within the limits of the budgetary
aFPropriations provided, the staff of the
office of the High Ccmni.ssioner shall be
BFPOinted by the High Ccmni.ssioner and shall
be responsible to him in the exercise of their
(i) Fridtjof Nansen (1921-30, League of Nations); (ii) Gerrit
Jan van Heuven Goedhart (1951-56); (ill) August R. Lindt
(1956-60); (iv) Felix Schnyder (1961-66); (v) sadruddin Age
Khan (1966-77); (vi) Poul Hartling (1978-86).
122 Election of the UNH~, decision of the General Asserrbly at
its 40th session,Res.40/310, teon of 3 years from 1 January
1986 to 31 December 1988.
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functions.
(b) such staff shall be chosen fran persons
devoted to the purposes of the office of the
High Ccmnissioner.
(c) their conditions of ercployment shall be those
provided under the staff regulations ac:q,ted
by the General AssEltbly and the roles
pratUlgated thereunder by the secretary-
General.
(d) Provision IM.y also be made to permit the
errployment of personnel without eatpenSation. II
UNHCR staff (international level) are chosen for three
qualities:-
1. The order of nationality. There is a marked iIrprovement
in the nUII'ber of 'nllrd WOrld staff enployed by the
UNHCR, blt not enough to stifle carplaints about
"Western" or "European" danination within the UNHCR.
2. Qualifications of the utm::>st calibre are required.
3. .Experience· related to the relevant fields is required,
usually in tenns of at least 3 years for junior posts.
There are bIo subsidiary requirements for prospective staff.
Firstly, that recacmendation Imlst be received fran the
g:>vernment of the candidate; UNH~ seens to possess a policy
of not recruiting "people off the streets", although there
have been cases where external recruitInent has taken
place. 123 Secondly, the ability to speak several languages
123 In 1982/83, when Africa was faced with a refugee crisis,
UNH~ recruited persons who were available for selection.
(A. Johnson - inteIView in Islamabad in January 1984).
w_.
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is a nust. '!be m.inim.Jm requirement is French a.rxl English but
training is given at the UN H~s for staff not
possessing, either of these boo languages. Basically, the
staff are international civil servants aIXi sane possess
diplanatic inmmity.
Paragraph 16 states:
"The High camdssioner shall consult the gJVermnent
of the countries of residence of refugees as to the
need for ClFPOinting representatives therein. In
any countries recognizing such need, there may be
8RX>inted by the gJVernment of that country,
subject to the foregoing, the same representative
may. serve in nore than one country.·
The High Ccmni.ssioner has iiRX>inted over 67 representatives
in States where a refugee problem exists. The representative
is responsible for the High Ccmni.ssioner and the staff
'.«>rking under him/her. Usually the representatives are
rotated fran one State to another.
Paragraph 17 states:
"The High Cannissioner and the secretary-General
shall make awropriate arrangements for liaison and
consultation on natters of nutual interest."
Paragraph 17 continues:
"Since the UNHCR is a subsidiary 00dy of the UN,
the overall functions of the UNHffi concern the UN
as well. The Secretary-General should be ~.a
position to exercise his powers within the UN ~f
....-I <
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the need arises. II
The relationship of the High Ccmnissioner and the secretary-
General has to be g:xxi to meet the denaOOs of this paragraph.
Paragraph 18 states:
"The Secretary-General shall provide the High
Ccmnissioner with all necessary facilities within
bldgetary limitation. ".
Little interpretation is needed here but recently the
budgetary boundaries have been sanewhat reduced, making the
job of the High Ccmnissioner rrore difficult and, in turn,
hartpering the work of the Office in carrying out its
functions.
Paragraph 19 states:
"The Office of the High Ccmnissioner shall be
located in Geneva, Switzerland."
The Office of the UNHat has always been based in Switzerlarxi.
It grew fran three roans in the Palais des Nations into a
very substantial office based within pleasant surrourxiings in
Geneva.
Paragraphs 20-22 state:
"The Office of the High camdssioner shall be
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financed wxier the budget of the UN. Unless the
General Asserci:>ly subsequently decides otherwise, no
expenditure other than adni.ni.strative experxli.tures
relating to the functioning of the Office of the
High eatmissioner shall be borne on the budget of
the United Nations and all other expenditures
relating to the activities of the High camdssioner
shall be financed by voluntary contrihltions.
The adni.ni.stration of the Office of the High
Carmissioner shall be subject to the Financial
Regulations of the United Nations aOO to the
financial rules pranulgated thereunder by the
Secretary-Qmeral.
Transactions relating to the High Ccmnissioner's
funds shall be subject to audit by the United
Nations Board of Auditors, provided that the Board
may accept audited accounts fran the agencies to
which funds have been allocated. Mninistrative
arrangements for the custody of such funds and
their allocation shall be agreed between the High
Commissioner and the Secretary-General in
accordance with the Financial Regulations of the
United Nations and rules pranulgated thereumer by
the Secretary-General."
The above paragraphs relate to the financing of rraterial
assistance activities. The Secretary-Qmeral of the United
Nations made an aweal in 1984 concerning the drought and
related developnents in Africa. 124 'I11e High carmi.ssioner
then issued a special cq:peal in NovenDer to fum a SPecial
programne for African refugees which was very successful.
Continued generous financial sutp:>rt was crucial to UNHCR' s
ability to maintain its operations. Contrihltions were
received fran 76 g:wernments, 67 non-govemnental and 7
inter-<}JVernmental organisations, along with funds received
fran private sources. But for the first time in the history
of the UNHCR, the essential general programnes of assistance
124 UN Doc. AlAe 96/187/Rev.3.
to refugees were not fully funded am expenditure had to be
reduced am programnes cut .125 The High carmissioner relies
on the international camumity to maintain its sURXlrt and
generosity, so that effective help can be given to refugees
through full funding and inplementation of the programnes
n-==~I'. =-.-~~~====-=---- .._ .._..
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~ by the Executive Ccmni.ttee.
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The Executive
Ccmnittee126 takes note of the accounts for the previous
years127 and the observations of the High carmissioner, 128
and then decides on the allocation of finances for the
current year.
125 Report of the UNHCR, •ORGA, 41st sess~on, Su~. No.12(A/14.12), p.28.
126 37th session of the Executive Ccmni.ttee of the High
Catmissioner's Programne, Doc. A/Ae 96/688, p.35.
127 Su1:Jni.tted by the UN Board of Auditors, 1985, Doc. AlAC
96/678.
128 Doc. AlAe 96/678/Add.1.
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The Work of the United Nations High Commissioner
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'!HE 'PK CP '!HE UNI'1ED Nl\TI~ HIGI a:Jt([SSIQiER F<R~
(tIR:R): PARI' 2
TOOay's refugee situation increasingly affects countries in
all, parts of the wrld, as evidenced by growing
transcontinental novements of refugees and asylum-seekers.
The 'IJOrk of the Office of the UNH~ (hereinafter referred to
as the Office) depends solely on the co-operation between
States and the Office. The Office's action in the
inplementation and enforcement of international protection is
founded on the shared interest of States in ensuring that
refugees are treated according to accepted hurranitarian
standards. The full sut:POrt and understanding of States is
therefore a sine mta non for the successful accarplishment of
---
the Office's task. It should be roontioned that refugees
include not only persons who are outside their countries due
to anned conflicts, internal turrroil aIXi situations involving
gross and systematic violations of hUIMIl rights. Even though
the majority of today's refugees are persons who do not fall
within ,the classical refugee definition in the UNHCR statute,
cane to be recognised as persons of the Office's concern by
successive resolutions in the General Assenbly. There can be
no doubt that efforts to meet the causes of the current
refugee situations, if successful, ~uld c;p a long way
towards minimising the wrld' s refugee problem, and the
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various initiatives taken to this end within the eatpetent
organs of the UN are greatly to be welcaned. This aspect is
not one falling within the purely humanitarian and non-
political character of the mandate entrusted to the Office by
the international camn.mity. As mentioned earlier, it is
becaning increasingly obvious that roost of today's refugee
IOOVements are due to famine, drought, state intervention and
increasing violence rather than individually experienced
persecution or fear thereof as defined by the United Nations
Convention of 1951 relating to the Status of Refugees1 and
the 1967 Protocol relating to the Status of Refugees. 2
By this measure, rrany of today's refugee problems differ in
nature and scope fran those prevalent at the time the Office
was established. There is now an urgent need to identify new
ways in which these problems can be solved in an awropriate
and· humane rranner.
""6»'
10.2
10.2.1
1
2
'!HE OFFICE CF '!HE UNHCR
Asylum
ChaPter Eight has elaborated on the concept of asylum,
hONeVer for a. refugee to enjoy his basic human rights, he
must be granted asylum, which is very essential and it is an
attribute of State sovereignty. It is for this reason that
United Nations Treaty Series (UNrS), Vol-189, No.2545, p.137.
UNTS, Vol.606, No.8791, p.267.
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the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (the roodern day
Ma~ Carta) entxxti.es the principle in Article 14:
"(1) Everyone has the right to seek and to enjoy in
other countries asylum fran Persecution." 3
Underlying this basic hum:mi.tarian principle is the universal
conviction that everyone is entitled to freedan fran
I
......
persecution. More recently, the Universal Islamic
3
4
5
6
Declaration of Human Rights denotes its Article 9 to the
Right of Asylum:
.. (a) Every Persecuted or owressed PerSOn has the
right to seek refuge and asylum. This right is
guaranteed to every human bein~ irrespective of
race, religion, colour and sex. II
It is pleasing to notice that there is now a growing
recognition, in all parts of the wrld, that persons whose
human rights have been violated should be protected fran
danger through the granting of at least tatpOrary asylmn, 5
until such time as conditions in their country of origin
penni.t their safe return. This position was also reconfinned
at the consultation on the Arrival of Asylum-Seekers and
Refugees in Europe. 6 The Office has noticed that despite the
Adopted and proclaimed by the General Asserrbly in its
Resolution 217A(III) of 10 December 1948.
Universal Islamic Declaration of Human Rights (Islamic
Council of Europe) of 19 September 1981.
OUt of 10 million refugees registered in the tNOrld today,
a1m:::>st all have been granted at least tercporary asylmn.
Refugees are a1m:::>st always granted asylum and refuge.
Convened by UNHCR at Geneva in May 1985.
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substantial and sanetimes overwhelming increases in the
mmber of refugees seeking asylum, many countries have
continued to mrintain fair and generous asylum practices.
'1bi.s is- the situation, for instance, in many parts of Africa,
where hundreds of thousands of refugees have sought to escape
fran.a carbination of civil strife aIXi devastating drought.
Sudan has opened its doors to a seeningly endless flow of
refugees (though it is itself ravaged by drought in many
areas), currently estinated to be over 1,250,000 and still
arriving at 1,000 per day. Sudan has been ccmnended by the
international camnmity and the Office for their act of
humanitarianism.
There are several aspects which concern the Office:
i) The restrictive tendencies including the adoption of
measures of so-called "human deterrence" considered with
prolonged detention of asylum-seekers and the adoption
of sUItnaIy procedures, sanetimes not aceatp:mied by
adequate legal· guarantees, for dealing with "abusive"
or "manifestly unfounded" claims;
ii) The refusal to examine asylum awlications based on a
strict awlication on the notion of "country of first
asylum" which has led to an increase in border
rejections and returning of refugees to countries
through which they have merely transited or travelled
through.
--
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ill) The strict interpretation of the term "refugee-,7 and the
fact that the asylum-seeker has to discharge an unduly
heavy burden of proof.
iv) The refusal to grant asylum to certain groups of
refugees because of the fear of CQIPIQIU.Sing bilateral
relations with their countries of origin, particularly
if the latter are neighbouring States. The Office has
stressed that such concern should not be of decisive
irrportance in view of the universally accepted principle
that the granting of asylum is a peaceful and
htnnanitarian act and that, as such, it should not be
regarded as an unfriendly act by any other State. 8
.A problem which has received considerable attention by the
Office and the international camumity was that of refugees
and. asylum-seekers who noved fran a country where they had
allegedly found protection to seek asylum or a durable
solution in another, without receiving the consent of the
national authorities of that country. Such novements also
involved persons travelling without an entry visa or
documentation at all. 9 In several cases, refugees and
7
8
9
As defined in Article I of the 1951 Convention and. the 1967
Protocol.
Preamble to the Declaration of Territorial Asylum, contained
in General Assenbly Res.2312 (XXII), 14 DecmDer 1967.
In sane cases, such persons carried insufficient, false or
fraudulent documentation.
'-
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asylum-seekers wilfully destroyed their documentation
~ently in order to mislead the imnigration authorities of
the country of arrival as to their previous sojourn in other
countries where they may already have found protection.
A1m:>st all of the receiving countries expressed a growing
concern at this phenanenon, but, at the same time, it is
clear that basic protection is not always provided in the
countries fran which these persons travelled, nor did human
rights or mininnmt hmnan standards of treatment prevail.
Similarly, durable solutions were usually not available in
these countries. These cases, apart fran creating problems
between governments, have the effect of undenni.n.ing public
sUI:p>rt and understanding in receiving countries for the
special situation and needs of refugees. The Office has
therefore been actively involved in the examination of this
problem, notably in the Executive Ccmnittee in its 36th
session,10 but no conclusions could be agreed uFOn, although
the High Ccmni.ssioner is continuing his consultations, at
the request of the Executive Catrnittee, with a view to
reaching agreement on this matter in a spirit of
international co-operation and burden-sharing arrongst States.
Another problem of major concern on the inplications of
asylum, is the steady build-up in the nUIYber of Persons in
holding centres in several countries for whan no durable
solution by way of voluntary repatriation, local integration
Official Record of the General Assembly (ORGA), 40th session,
sUR>lanent no.l2A (A/40/12/Add.1), para 115 (i) & (j).
-- .~,
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or resettlement has yet been found. sane of these "long-
stayers" have been waiting in carrps for a mmber of years.
Unless awropriate solutions are found in accordance with the
principle of international solidarity and blrden-sharing,
there will be adverse consequences for asylum, not to mention
the suffering of the human beings concerned.
'!be Princmle of -Non-RefoolEltEDt-
Rightfully, the fundamental inportance of the principle of
non-refoulement as a cornerstone of international protection
has becane universally recognised. Chapter seven deals with
non-refoulement extensively. The Executive Ccmni.ttee at the
28th session reaffinned the inportance of this principle:
II ( c) • • • both at the border and within the
territory of a State - of persons who may be
subjected to persecution or returned to their
country of origin irrespective of whether or not
they have been fonnally recognised as refugees." 11
The principle of non-refoulement has neM been en1:xxii.ed in a
nurrber of international instruments (both universal and
regional) and danestic legislation and, due to its repeated
affinnation at these levels, the principle has neM cane to be
characterised as a perenptory JlODIl of international law.
Contained in United Nations General Asserrbly (mQ) ~t
No.12A (A/32/12/Add.l): No.6 (xxviii) Non-Refoulement.
Conclusion endorsed by the Executive-Carmittee of the High
camu.ssioner's programne upon the recarmendation of the sub-
carmittee of the whole on international protection of
refugees (hereinafter referred to as "Conclusion").
---
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In 1984, at the "Cartagena Declaration on Refugees" ,12 the
three participating States unanim:>usly concluded, inter alia,
that the principle of non-refoulement was:
"• •• inperative in regard to refugees and in the
present state of international law should be
acknO'llledged and obseIVed as a rule of Jus Cogensij
That is, an overriding legal principle having a nonnative
character independent of international instruments (see
earlier) •
The principle of non-refoulement received strong endorsement,
once again by the General Assembly of the organisation of
American States (hereinafter referred to as CAS), at its
meeting in COlumbia in December 1985. During the European
consultations,14 the participating States agreed that persons
. ,fleeing severe internal upheavals and anned conflicts should
receive humane treatment and not be returned against their
will to areas where they may be exposed to danger.
It is an accepted known fact that the majority of States have
"scrupulously" accepted and respected the principle of 1lQI1=
12
13
14
See Non-Refoulernent in Chapter Seven.
Only reference where refugees in international law have been
associated with the concept of Jus eogens.
COnsultations on Asylum-Seekers and Refugees in Europe
convened by UNHCR at Geneva in May 1985.
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refoulement, rot there have been cases of individual and/or
group violations of this principle. Sane of the persons
affected were recognised refugees, but the vast majority were
persons whose refugee status had not yet been detenni.ned.
This ercphasises and establishes the i.np:>rtant fact that
certain procedures should be established for identifying
refugees and of taking appropriate measures to ensure that
these can be availed of by persons claiming to be refugees
(see later). It is estimated that thousands of individuals
(be they refugees or asylum-seekers) were refouled in 1986.
In one instance, a country forcible returned sane 200 asylum-
seekers to their country of origin and another country
"pushed-back II, about 1,000 asylum-seekers .15
Once the Office becanes aware of threatened measures of
refoulement, - they are then able to make awropriate
representations to the authorities of the country concerned
and in may cases forcible return is prevented. In instances
where violation of the principle of non-refoulanent had
already occurred, the High Camdssioner will express his
profound preoccupation to the authorities of the State
concerned pointing out the i.nperative need for the strict
obseIVance of the principle. In sane cases, the Office can
and does aweal to the authorities of the country of origin
to treat the refouled refugees hum:mely and their hmnan
rights should be respected and not violated.
15 ORGA, 41st session, SuW. No.12 (A/41/12).
Assenbly refrains fran naming this country.
The General
.~--- .
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Detention of Asylum-seekers am Refugees
It is, of course, a basic principle of hunan rights that a
person should not be subject to unjustified measures of
detention or inprisonrnent. This principle is stated in
Article 9 of the Universal Declaration of Hunan Rights: "No
one shall be subjected to arbitrary arrest, detention or
exile" • Such measures may be at variance with Article 31 of
the 1951 Convention.
In many reported cases, thousands of individual refugees in
all areas of the world are detained for no other reason than
that of illegal entry or for having overstayed the validity
of their entry visas, and without regard to the circumstances
that such irregular entry or presence was due exclusively to
the need to find asylum. 16
It is accepted that while it may be unavoidable in certain
cases to detain individual asylum-seekers during the initial
period after entry to enable the authorities to establish
their bona fide character and identity, the indeterminate
deprivation of liberty beyond such an initial pericxi is
unjustifiable except for serious reasons of: national
security or public order, a criIni.nal record, or the
likelihood that the asylum-seeker may abscond before the
claim can be adjudicated or processed. The Office,
Telephone inteI.View with Goodwin-Gill on 21 April 1987•
States such as Holland, Malaysia and the UK.
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therefore, has sought to stress the inportance of asylum-
granting countries refraining fran awlying measures of
detention to persons of its concern, save as an exceptional
and tE!tp)rary measure. The treatment of refugees with
17
particular reference to the detention of asylum-seekers was
the subject of a seminar on the ProblEmS of Asylum-seekers in
Zeist, the Netherlands, on 20-22 January 1982, held by the
European Consultation on Refugees and Exiles17 and adopted
resolutions. 18
With over 32 participants, which included representative of
UNH~, Council of Europe, Amnesty International, UKIAS, BRe,
and many foreign ministries.
18 Ill. The Seminar notes with concern that, in certain
European States, the instances of detention of asylum
seekers are increasing. Detention occurs while
consideration is being given to the asylum a.wlication,
or pending the execution that practice in this respect
varies fran State to State.
2. The Seminar notes that in several countries police or
imnigration authorities, when dealing with asylum
seekers and nore particularly at the border or port of
entry, a~ to consider them as mere illegal
imnigrants, with the result that detention may becane
the rule rather than the rare exception.
3. The seminar considers that, as a general rule, asylum
seekers should not be subject to detention. It
nevertheless recognises that there may be exceptional
circumstances in which an individual measure could be
justified. The need to ensure that asylum seekers
should not be placed in detention otherwise than in
exceptional circumstances results fran the principle of
Article 31 of the 1951 Convention.
4. In a number of countries asylum seekers are, as a notion
of general practice, placed in detention because they
lack proper documentation or identification. This
contravenes the principle of Article 31 of the 1951
Convention. In this context, it is noted that certain
European countries only very rarely find it necessary to
hold asylum seekers in detention while their identity if
being established.
5. National authorities often justify detention by
--------..,- _.---- -- ~ -~---- -~--
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reference to alleged threats to public order and.
national security. . The Seminar is concerned that, in
certain European States, these concepts are too loosely
interpreted thus providing a pretext for detaining
asylum seekers. It believes that an asylum seeker
should only be detained in exceptionally serious
individual circumstances, for exanple if he/she is
liable to prosecution for a serious non-political
offence other than an offence under the aliens
legislation•
. The seminar considers that the detention of asylum
seekers is not justified where:
(i) there is concern by the authorities that they
will not be able to trace an asylum seeker;
(li) an asylum seeker has inadequate financial
sURX>rt;
(iii) an asylum seeker lacks valid identity or
travel documents.
6. Grave concern is expressed at reports of the detention
of minors in a few European States. It is felt that
accarpanied or unaceatp!Uli.ed minors should not be
detained under any circumstances.
7. In'the exceptional circumstances where the asylum seeker
is detained, he/she should:
(i ) receive all necessary assistance and be treated
in a manner as favourable as possible, taking
into account his/her special situation and the
reasons for which he/she is detained;
(li) be given the name and auess of, and the facil-
ities to contact: a refugee agency, a lawyer or
the Office of the UNHCR in accordance with the
Conclusions of the Seminar on pre-screening and
imnedi.ate refusal (recannendation 1); and be
allowed to contact friends and. relatives;
(iii) be detained for a period no longer than necessary
and have the right to take proceedings in accord-
ance with Article 5(4) of the European Convention
for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental
Freedans: "Evewne who is de,prived of his liberty
by arrest or detention shall be entitled to take
proceedings by which the lawfulness of his deten-
tion shall be decided s,peedily by a court and his
release ordered if the detention is not lawful. n
8. The Seminar also recarmends that the police or
imnigration authorities in each State file all cases of
asylum seekers detained. The infonnation should include
the place, the circumstances of the detention, and its
duration. This infonnation should be forwarded to the
carpetent authority for the detennination of refugee
~------ ,- ---- _. . I
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The Office had encountered several problems. Firstly, that
in sane countries there was a lack of access to asylum-
seekers or refugees in detention; in other 'Nerds, these
detainees had not been infooned of the Office and the
representative, and the valuable assistance that the Office
can give to the detainees. secondly, the conditions of
detention were also a cause for concern in several countries;
these conditions were extremely harsh and inhum:me. Thirdly,
sane detainees had been severely tortured and needed medical
treatment. Fourthly, sane countries adopted and maintained a
blanket detention policy under which all "legal" or
II excludable" entrants were autacatically detained even if
their identity and the bona fide character of their asylum
claim had been established. And, fifthly, sane countries
were detaining asylum-seekers and refugees as a measure of
deterrence, that is, deterring further arrivals.
The Office has noted that a ntmlber of refugees, whose status
as such was not in question, were detained in sane countries
for illegal or irregular entry and/or in connection with
intended measures or expulsion or deportation to a third
country, where they were sUFPOsed to have found protection.
status and should be made available to UNH~ and the
voluntary agencies concerned.
9. The Seminar believes that upon final refusal of asylum
the person concerned should be given reasonable time,
without being detained, to proceed to another country
which is willing to admit him/her and where he/she is
willing to g:>.
._---~~ ------ --~- ----'--- --- ';-
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However, in sane of these cases, expulsion measures could not
be inplemented or enforced because the so-called "countries
of first asylum" were not willing to readmit such refugees,
and also they could not be returned to their country of
origin, where they had reason to fear persecution and also
the prospect of being kept in detention for an indetenninate
period. In one country, refugees in this situation went on
hunger strike to highlight their predicanent and problem. 19
What ~uld the practice of the Office be regarding a large-
scale influx of refugees? As has been explained above,
individuals are being kept in detention but ~uld this still
hawen in the case of a large-scale influx of refugees?
Several countries are autanatically confining refugees and
asylum-seekers (in large-scale influx situations) to carrps in
conditions equivalent to those of detention canps. In fact,
a distressingly large number of refugee carcps in all parts of
the ~rld have acquired the characteristics of detention
centres, where refugees have to live for an indefinite period
in closely-guarded locations with no possibility of leaving
the confines of the canp without risking the punishment of
II hot-pursuit II or IImeasures of reprisal"; in sane countries,
such "measuresll included the loss of asylum and subsequent
expulsion or deportation (even to any country), the risk of
physical violence and even loss of life. Currently, several
thousands of refugees are living in these conditions and rrany
19 West Gennany. Infonnation fran the West Gennan Embassy,
WIldon, 21 September 1985.
._----~- ------ - ------- --
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know of no other \\lOrld, children having been born and brought
up in such canps. The Office stated that this issue must
receive \\lOrld-wide praninence and attention fran the
international camuni.ty as a whole. International pressure
via the international carmunity and Office \\lOuld be an ideal
start for these countries to reroove the "Nazi" type carcps.
10.2.4
20
21
22
Protection Against Expllsion 20
The Executive Ccmni.ttee recognised that, according to the
1951 Convention, refugees lawfully in the territory of a
Contracting State are generally protected against expulsion
and that in accordance with Article 32 of the Convention,
expulsion of a refugee is only permitted in exceptional
circumstances. 21
It is recognised by Article 32 of the 1951 Convention that
circumstances may arise justifying the exp.1lsion of a refugee
who' is lawfully in the territory of a Contracting State.
Though' expulsion may not have a serious iltplication as
refoulement, nevertheless it is highly evident that such a
measure may involve considerable hardship for a refugee and
his 'imnediate family members residing with him. 22
For general protection against Expulsion, see Chapter Seven.
Para (a) at Executive Ccmni.ttee, 28th session, No.7:
Expulsion, "conclusion".
Ibid., para (b).
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It is noticeable that Article 32 of the 1951 Convention
limits the ground on which a refugee may be expelled:
(i) National Security
(ii) Public Order.
It is generally accepted that expulsion measures should be
taken only in extremely serious cases. In line with this
view, the Executive Ccmnittee recarmended that:
It... in line with Article 32 of the 1951
Convention, expulsion measures against a refugee
should only be taken in very exceptional cases and
due consideration of all the CirCUITStances
including the possibility for the refugee to be
admitted to a country other than his country of
origin ••• It 23
Refugees in Manber countries are subject to expulsion
measures for reasons not justified by Article 32 of the 1951
Convention. Refugee delinquents, sanetimes after serving
23
24
their sentences, were given expulsion or deportation orders
by application of ordinary national legislation or
administrative regulations concerning prohibited imnigration
and influx, without regard to their SPeCial status.24 It is
noted that refugee status does not afford any immmity fran
criminal process and trial, but once a refugee has been
tried, found guilty and been punished for an offence, he then
should not be subjected to expulsion except on grounds of
Ibid., para (c).
Egyptian Embassy, 27 March 1986.
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national security or public order. One disquieting aspect
which the Office noted was that there was a tendency on the
part of a murber of States to altogether refuse or withdraw
asylum for sane refugees in order to maintain and adhere g:xxi
relations with their countries of origin which, in turn, were
seeking to have them returned or expelled. When exp..tlsion
measures were adopted in such cases, the Office was usually
given a short period of time within which to secure admission
to another country for the refugee affected. If no time was
given to the Office, a representative of the Office would
urgently contact the countries of asylum and origin
respectively, to try to obtain sane time for the sake of
htmanitarian values. There were sane States who, on short
notice, admitted such refugees. This has occurred when
hundreds of refugees had to leave their countries of asylum
where sane had lawfully resided for as long as 15 years, due
to the conclusion of security arrangements bebJeen their
country of origin and neighbouring countries. 25
There are a nurrber of States who resort to measures of
expulsion with respect to asylum-seekers without regard to
their possible refugee character, merely on the ground of
their illegal entry or presence. 26 These States do not ask
the representative of the Office for advice or assistance on
the matter and they continue to say that it is an internal
affair and no external intervention should awly, even by the
25
26
South Korea, Thailand and Argentina.
United Kinghn, France, Holland and Belgium.
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representative of the Office. '!he Office continues to
express that such expulsion measures are contrary to Article
31 of the 1951 Convention.
The Office insists that violating States mst place enphasis
on the above article, and that refugees arxi asylum-seekers
should be infonned of three aspects: (i) the refugees mst
cane directly fran a country where their life or freedan is
threatened; (ii) they (refugees) mst have made their
presence known; and (iii) they must sheM gxx::i cause for their
illegal entry or presence, as mentioned in Chapter Seven
10.2.5 Jumeets of Violence and Physical safety of Refugees
A very serious problem of the physical safety of refugees
continues to exist in the late 1980s. There are sane regions
which are affected nore than others. Africa, Asia and
Central America are the main culprits (these regions also
contain the largest concentrations of refugees). It is
primarily the responsibility of the country of asylum to
ensure the safety of refugees or asylum-seekers on its
territory; the Office (in the exercise of its international
protection function) has a clear and direct interest in
ensuring, on behalf of the international camumi.ty, that the
safety of persons under its mandate is not threatened or
violated.
In sane cases, refugees were allegedly subject to violence
.·~"~'ililia!!l-__Z~""""... _,,",,,,,_a...."""_=.~
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and degrading treatment during their flight to safety and
even in canps and settlements; in other instances, carrp
guards were responsible for such ablses •27 In a few
countries, prolonged and extensive confinement in closed
refugee canps has led to acts of lawlessness and violence. 28
In recent years, militaIy and anned attacks have occurred on
refugee carcps and settlements which have resulted in the
deaths of thousands of innocent persons.29
The Executive Ccmnittee at its 23rd session,30 expressed its
profound concern at the problem of continuing military
attacks on refugee canps and settlements, as illustrated by
the tragic, cruel and inhuman events in the I.ehanon which
have been unanim:>usly condemned, and expressed the hope that
measures would be taken to protect refugees against such
attacks and to aid the victims. Due to the problem of
military attacks on refugee canps and settlements of concern
to the Office, the High cemni.ssioner awointed a fonner High
Cannissioner, AnDassador Schnyder to carry out a sUIVey of
the problem. 31 On the basis of the report, the Executive
Ccmnittee studied various aspects including the respective
27
28
29
30
31
In Singap:>re, carrp guards abused many asylum-seekers, UNH~,
IDndon, interview with Mr S wutit on 26 Jan 1984.
Contained in m:;A Doc. No.l2A (A/37/12/1d:i.1), No.27 (xxxiii)
Military attacks on refugee camps and settlements in Southern
Africa and elsewhere, "COnclusion".
For instance, on the borders of Botswana, SUdan, Ethiopia,
El-salvacior, Nicaragua and Pakistan.
UN Doc. No.l2A, op.cit.
Ibid., para (d).
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resp:msibilities of the country of asyl\Dl1, the country of
origin, the international carmunity, and the refugees
themselves in avoiding such attacks.
The Executive Ccmnittee met at its 34th session and. once
again:
.. (a) Expressed profound concern at the
continuation of military or anned attacks on
refugee carrps and settlements which was causing
untold suffering to refugees, including waren and
children and elderly persons;
(b) Stressed the ut:Ioost irrportance and urgency of
responding to their grave hunanitarian problem;
(c) Took note of the report ••• which includes a
draft statement of principle on the prohibition of
Military and Anned Attack on Refugee canps and.Settlements. II 32- _.. ..
The Executive Ccmnittee was unable to reach a concession on
these principles in the time which they had.
At the 35th session, the Executive Ccmnittee established a
Governmental Working Group to continue consultations
regarding the prohibitions on the military or anned attacks
on refugee canps and settlements and to report on the results
of these consultations to the Executive camtittee at its 36th
session. The Executive Ccmni.ttee unaniloously adopted a
32
resolution which, inter alia,:
Contained in UOOA Doc. No.l2A (A/38/12/Jld:i.l), No.32 (xxxiv)
Military attacks on refugee carcps and settlements in Southern
Africa and elsewhere.
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"3. Condemns all violations of the rights and
safety of these refugees and asylum seekers, in
particular those perpetrated through military or
armed attacks against refugee canps and settlements
and other fonns of brutality ••• "
The Executive Ccmn.ittee at its 36th session (1985) could not
agree upon a set of principles that could be adopted by
States to deal with the problem effectively. The Executive
Ccmni.ttee:
"(g) Noted that the General Assesrbly had adopted by
consensus resolution 39/140 of which paragraph 3,
inter-alia, relates to military and armed attacks
on refugee canps and settlements;
(h) Stressed the inportance of the question of
military and anned attacks on refugee carcps and
settlements being kept under constant review by the
Executive Ccmn.ittee and requested the Chai.nnan to
continue consultations on this matter; II 33
It is very disturbing to note that military or anned attacks
on the canps and settlements of refugees not only came fran
across international borders but also fran within. In a few
countries anned elements were casually and routinely allowed
access to refugee canps with the ostensible object of
naintaining security, but on a number of occasions they
proceeded to resort to serious acts of violence against
refugees and rob them of their possessions. 34 In another
country, heaVily anned groups continued an earlier practice
33
34
Contained in UN:iA Doc. No.l2A (A/40/12/.Acki.1) No.36 (xxxvi)
General: conclusion adopted by the Executive carmittee on
International Protection of Refugees.
M:>zambique.
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of illegally entering a UNH~ canp in order to harass
refugees and asylum-seekers, sane of wban were killed, raped
or rol:bed. 35 In this type of situation, the Office has taken
the matter up with the authorities of the country concerned.
Violation of the physical integrity ani safety of refugee
'IJallen and girls has received attention by the Office and the
Subject has been discussed by the SUb-Camli.ttee at its 36th
session,36 which noted that refugee wanen and girls
constitute the majority of the wrld' s refugee pop.tlation and
that many of them are exposed to special problems in the
international protection field. 'Ibe Executive Ccmnittee
recognised that these problems resulted fran their wlnerable
situation which frequently exposes them to physical violence,
sexual abuse and discrimination. The Office and g:wemnents
were strongly requested by the Executive Ccmnittee to take
..awropriate" measures to protect these \«IDen and girls
against violence, threats to their safety or exposure to
sexual abuse or harassment. Though the definition of
35
36
..awropriate" was not made clear (and both Office and
cpvernments seem very vague about the definition), the point
which canes across was that sanething had to be done to
protect waren and girls against violence, rape and
discrimination. In different areas of the 'IJOrld, there have
been munerous instances where refugee wanen have been
Swaziland.
Contained in tJN:;A Doc. No .12A (AI40112/hXi.l) N). 39 (xxxvi),
Refugee wanen and International Protection: "conclusion".
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subjected to sexual abuse in the course of their flight to
safety and even following their arrival in canps.37
Wcmen refugees were alItDst invariably the victims of rape and
abduction in the course of pirate attacks on asylum-seekers
on the High seas. The problem of such attacks in the waters
of South East Asia are still a serious concern, even though,
IIDre recently, the total number of boats attacked have
decreased. In 1983, 43% of boats were attacked; in 1984,
34%; and in 1985, 25% were attacked, indicating a gradual
decrease. 38 However, the level of violence during these
attacks did not similarly decrease. In 1985, the n\.U'l'ber of
deaths resulting fran such attacks was recorded at 73
persons, an increase fran 59 in 1984. In acXiition III
persons were alxiucted and another 110 wanen were the victims
of sexual abuse and exploitation. 39
Efforts to curb such attacks which continued during 1985,
under an enlarged anti-piracy programne established by the
Royal Thai Government, was extended for a fourth year.
Measures currently undertaken under this arrangement include:
(i) Preventative sea and air patrols.
(ii) Follow-up investigation.
37
38
39
Ibid., eg. in South East Asian waters.
Figures for 1989 are still unavailable fran Geneva (UNH~).
Figures in ORGA, 41st session, SUW. No.12 (A/41/12).
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(ill) Prosecution of suspects on land.
(iv) Nationwide registration of fishing boats.
It is also worthwhile to note that there is a marked increase
in the nunber of individual suspects brought to trial during
the last two years.
Another aspect of ensuring the physical safety of asylum-
seekers to which the Office has continued to devote further
attention; this is the rescue of asylum-seekers in distress
at sea.
In 1983, The Executive Ccmni.ttee in its 34th session:40
"(a) Noted with concern that, according to
available statistics ••• significantly fewer
nurct>ers of asylum-seekers in distress at sea are
being rescued;
(b) Welcaned the initiatives undertaken by the
UNH~ to meet this grave problem by praooting
measures to facilitate the rescue of asylum-seekers
in distress at sea and expressed the hq>e that
those initiatives would receive the widest possible
suwort of governments;
(c) Reccmnended that States seriously consider
.suWOrting the efforts of UNHCR to praoote the
Rescue at Sea Resettlement Offers (RASRO) scheme
providing the necessary quotas and other
undertakings to enable UNHCR to initiate the scheme
on a trial basis. II
Similarly, in 1984 the Executive camu.ttee at its 35th
40 Contained in UN:;A Doc. No.l2A (A/38/12/hki.1) No.3! (xxxiv),
Rescue of Asylum-Seekers in Distress at Sea: "Conclusion".
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session41 strongly recannend.ed that the Rescue at Sea
Resettlement Offers (RASRO) scheme be inplemented on a trial
basis as soon as possible and that ad:U.tional resettlement
places be provided as a matter of urgency.
The oojective of the (RASRO) scheme is to facilitate the
dismbarkation of asylum-seekers by setting an annual maximum
resettlement in take for each participating country. The
scheme provides for an equitable sharing of the blrden of
resettlement arising fran rescue. While the Executive
41
42
Ccmnittee at its 35th session were thinking of ccmnencing the
scheme, the General Assercbly meanwhile adopted Resolution
39/140:
"3. Condemns all violations of the rights and
safety of refugees and asylum-seekers ••• and the
failure to rescue asylum-seekers in distress at
sea;"
On the influence of the unaniIrously adopted resolution
(above), the Executive Ccmni.ttee at is 36th session (1985):
"(d) WeIcaned the fact that the prov~s~on of an
awropriate nurrber of resettlement places had made
it possible for the Rescue at sea Resettlement
offers (RASRO) Scheme to cannence on a trial basis
as fran May 198511 42
Contained in UN:;A Doc. No.l2A (A/39/12/1d:i.1), No.34 (xxxv),
Problems Related to the Rescue of Asylum-Seekers in Distress
at sea: "Conclusions".
Contained in UN:;A Doc. No.l2A (A/40/12/1d:i.1), No.38 (xxxvi),
Rescue of Asylum-Seekers in Distress at Sea: "Conclusions".
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On 1st May 1985, the RASRO SCheme CQllllenced with a
contribution of a1m:>st 3,000 places by 15 participating
countries. Very soon thereafter, the Office announced a
project designed to reinbJrse shipowners' costs directly
related to the rescue of refugees. 'l1le Office has indeed
actively praroted rescue at sea in a booklet entitled
"Guidelines for the Disesrbarkation of Refugees", which was
widely distributed to ships masters in the South China Sea.
The Office is also in constant contact with the International
Maritime Organisation (nD) with regard to the rescue of
asylum-seekers in distress at sea and the question of piracy.
In fact, recently, the nD have errployed an expert to study
the general problem of piracy in South-East Asian waters.
The decline in rescue activities reported in 1982, 1983 and
1984 was reversed in 1985 when 3,018 individuals were
diseltbarked fran 87 ships.43
10.2.6 Aspects of~on
Most State parties to the 1951 Convention issue travel
documents to refugees in the foon and under the conditions
provided for in Article 28 of that i.nstIlJment, as was stated
in Chapter Three.
Although such docmnents are generally issued with a clause
43 GAOR, 41st session, SuW. No.12 (A/41/12).
UNHCR.
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enabling the holder to return to the issuing country within
the period of the travel documents' validity, they are issued
in sane cases without a return clause or with one of a roore
limited duration. This practice has given rise to
considerable difficulty for the holder and in fact this has
necessitated representations by the Office to the concerned
authorities. This issuing of identity documents is of the
ut:m:>st inportance and refugee identity documents continue to
be issued to refugees, sanetimes on a large scale in a nurrber
of countries where obviously the refugee nunbers are great.
The Office can arrange for the printing of these identity
documents and nake them available to the countries
concerned. In sane cases, these documents are printed
locally with the Office's financial assistance. The
registration of refugees has proved to be of great value both
to the tJNHa and the countries concerned. This enables the
authorities of the countries concerned to keep records of the
refugee population (see statute above) residing within their
reSPeCtive territories and has also facilitated their efforts
to organise cq:propriate assistance measures for refugees.
The role of the identity document is not only to establish
the holder's identity, but to attest to his refugee status.
Such evidence of refugee status is of value in enabling the
refugee to take advantage of the various rights established
for his benefit under the international refugee instruments
and national legislation or nnmicipal laws. It has proved to
be of special value in situations where refugees may be
,1*-
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caught up in police operations directed against aliens whose
presence is considered unlawful. Dlring 1986, the Office
received requests fran a number of Palestinian refugees
holding Ialanese travel documents arx:i living in areas outside
the area of q>erations of the United Nations Relief and ~rks
Aqency (UNRWA) for assistance in securing the renewal of
their expired documents. The Office is nOlfl referring the
matter to the attention of the authorities.
Asmcts of Ecooan.ic am Soci81 Rights
It is iIrportant that refugees should be granted basic
econanic and social rights when they have received durable
asylum. This is necessary, not only for hurran rights,
principles and humanitarianism, b.1t also for local
integration. In cases of tesrporary asylum, the enjoyment of
these rights is necessary in order to preserve the hl.1IIaI1
dignity and self-respect of refugees, eSPeCially by being
able to engage in sane productive and creative activity. The
1951 Convention and 1967 Protocol provide for a range of
social and econanic rights for refugees. ,sane rights, inter
alia, include rights to wage-earning ercployment, self-
errployrnent, public education and PJblic relief, artistic
rights and industrial property. However, when acceding to
these instnunents, 26 States have entered a reservation in
respect of Article 17, dealing with the right to wage-earning
ercployment. Whether States have made reservation or not,
they do, in fact, treat refugees in accordance with the
- -p ,k
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standards defined by international instruments, whilst
States which have not entered reservation may find it
difficult to cacply with the obligations assumed, due to the
absence of the necessary econanic and social infrastructure.
In the fonner situation, the Office can provide assistance
progranmes which are useful in creating the necessary
facilities which may be of benefit not only to refugees but
also to the local population.
In roost developed countries, the treatment of recognised
refugees, as regards access to gainful atployment, renains on
a par with that accorded to nationals. '!he Office has
noticed that in sane of these countries, cultural and
linguistic barriers make it very difficult for refugees to
CCJ'll)ete on the labour market for reduced job QRXlrtunities.
In practice, the Office has found that refugees are facing a
great deal of difficulty in obtaining and retaining
ertployment because the ercployers tend to give preference to
their nationals. In sane countries, whilst refugees are
fOntally allowed to take up ercployrnent, they find themselves
in a "catch-22 M situation, whereby the authorities could only
issue the refugees work pennits if they had a finn joo offer
which prospective enployers were reluctant to make before the
refugees had obtained a wrk pennit!44
In the developing countries, the possibility of refugees
gaining enployrnent have remained precarious. The fact is
Italy, France, Gemany, Thailand and China.
•
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that the majority of the world's refugee pop.1lation remains
concentrated in poorer countries with extremely high levels
of under-etployment or unesrployment. 45
On matters of access to plblic relief, the Office has noted
that refugees were not accorded the same treatment as
nationals, contrary to Article 23 of the 1951 Convention (see
Chapter Three).
The practices of States in this area vary widely aOO
saneti.mes within the country itself (especially in those
having a federal structure). 'nle differences are in many
cases a reflection of the general availability of facilities,
which is dePendent on the level of econanic activity aOO the
degree of developnent of public welfare and social security
structure.
The Office has noted that the general situation regarding the
education is very unsatisfactory. Many asylum-granting
countries are am:>ngst the world's poorest countries and have
a scarcity of educational institutions, such as schools,
colleges and universities for their nationals, let alone the
refugees. In carrp and settlement situations, while sane
45
educational cg;x>rtunities are provided, special educational
programnes were not always recognised by the national
In one such host country, not a single refugee found
E1tployment during 1984 and in another, during the same
period, the rate of refugee unarployment stood at 90%
(Finland) •
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authorities with the result that a large n\lltber of refugee
children were unable to obtain a certificate or diplana
testifying to their education.
In developed countries, the refugees can usually take
advantage of the secondary or post-secondary educational
facilities in the same way as nationals, provided they have
taken and language and any other preparatory courses which
are required. But in developing countries, refugees have to
eatpete with nationals in accessing limited 'educational
facilities. In same of these countries refugees were
therefore required to achieve a higher grade than nationals
in order to be admitted to secondary or university level
education. It is gratifying to note that efforts made by the
authorities in co-operation and co-ordination with the
Office, were to provide refugees with access to available
educational facilities at all levels. Many countries do not
differentiate between refugees (and asylum-seekers) and their
respect and right to econanic and social rights. But sane
countries, in an effort to discourage further arrivals,
mllntained or introduced new measures curtailing the granting
of social and econanic rights to asyhun-seekers. SUch
measures are the subject of exclusive consultations between
UNHCR and concerned States.
10.2.8 Natural isation~
The acquisition of nationality by the refugee in the country
~""'-""""_P"""'-"""'-.._--~_,I~
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of asylum is an i.Jrportant feature of achieving integration in
that countIy, and which is, in turn, a durable solution. The
Office has welcaned and presently suRX>rted measures which
are taken by a ntmber of countries to naturalise substantial
n\JI1i:)ers of refugees for whan voluntary repatriation (the
ideal solution) is no longer envisaged. 46
It is encouraging to note that many States are in accordance
with Article 34 of the 1951 Convention (Chapter Three) and
refugees have continued to benefit fran provisions pennitting
naturalisation after relatively short or reduced periods of
residency. It may be aR'rq>riate to mention sane exarcples.
In the United States, naturalisation is possible after a
residence period of five years and several thousand refugees
have been able to take advantage of this. The situation in
the United Kingbn is similar to that of the United States.
In canada, the naturalisation of refugees is possible after a
46 This, for instance, was the case of 36,000 Rwanciese refugees
in the United Republic of Tanzania who were offered
naturalisation in 1982 and sane of whan are still underg>ing
naturalisation proc~gs in 1986. The Tanzanian
authorities - have also indicated their willingness to
naturalise a large group of refugees fran Brundi who have now
resided in the country for over a decade. It is understood
that a naturalisation programne for these refugees may be
initiated once the present prograrnne for the naturalisation
of Rwandese refugees is cacpleted. In zaire, the authorities
have assured the Office that a recent decree, repealing an
earlier one under which thousands of refugees have been
naturalised, would not be awlied retroactively to the
detriment of the beneficiaries. It is also hoped that other
countries will give favourable consideration to the adoption
of similar liberal naturalisation policies having regard to
the iJrportance of full integration and to the possible
establishing consequences of maintaining successive
generations of refugees for whan voluntary repatriation
cannot be envisaged.
.~....._OW&O>' "_=~..."_-"._'~ _
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three-year period of residence - many thousaIxis of "larxied"
refugees were naturalised in 1986. In Australia, an
47
48
amendnent to the Citizenship Act which came into effect in
NovErrber 1984 has facilitated naturalisation of refugees in
as Imlch as it reduces the qualifying period for citizenship
fran three to two years in the case of persons who were or
are pennanent residents of the country.
During 1984, the carmi.ttee of the Minister of the Council of
Europe adopted Recannendation No.R(84) 21 on the acquisition
by refugees of the nationality of their host country. The
Ccmni.ttee of Ministers, inter alia,:
" (1) called upon governments of Matber States to
consider the fact of refugee status as a favourable
element for naturalisation purposes aIX1 to make use
of existing legislative possibilities to reduce the
required period of residence and the cost of
naturalisation proceedings.
(2) Called upon government Matber States to
facilitate the acquisition of their nationality by
refugee children born or habitually resident in the
host country."
In'many countries, however, refugees are still effectively
excluded fran acquiring the nationality of their host
country, either because the nationality laws do not pennit
this47 or because of the very high financial charges am
costs of naturalisation. 48 H~, in sane cases,
Or no identifiable naturalisation procedures exists for
aliens.
£170 per person for people residing in the UK.
.L..,. -.-~_-__.....'.~....,......, __
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naturalisation may not present an awropriate solution.
Refugees may be anxious to maintain their national links as
well as their cultural identity, and nay wish to return to
their haneland as soon as the circunstances which led to
their flight have changed.
, . .-....--
10.2.9 Fami ly Rem; fi.cation
Very often the circmnstances which force a refugee to leave
his country of origin do not pennit the organised departure
of the whole family. Separation fran close family rnertbers is
indeed a tragic aspect of a refugee's plight. 'nle splitting
up of families can involve great hardship for the dependent
family netbers who are left behind and may also render a
difficult situation for integration into their new
surroundings •
'nle Office has confinned the universally agreed principle of
family unity, and guidance by the statue of the Office and
the conclusion of the Executive cemnittee adopted at its 3200
session, recannends that:
"1. In a{:Plication of the principle of the unity of
the family and for obvious humanitarian reasons
every effort should be made to ensure the
reunification of separated refugee families.
2. For this purpose, it is desirable that countries
of asylum and countries of origin suWOrt the
efforts of the High Ccmnissioner to ensure that
reunification of separated refugee families takes
place with the least possible delay."
.'-----~-........----- --
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The practice of the Office has always been to praoote family
reunification in all cases which have been brought to its
notice and attention. The Office has been instrumental in
facilitating the reunification of separated refugee families
in every part of the world and has thus contribJted to the
integration within new national ccmm.mities of a great many
refugees. In such situations, the Office's practice is to
awroach either the authorities of the country of asylum to
secure entry visa for the close family IlBIberS of the refugee
and/or the authorities of the country of origin to obtain
exit pennits and if necessary to obtain transit visas arxi to
arrange for the payment of travel costs. sane cpvernments
have subscribed to the principle of family reunification
between refugees and their imnediate families (spouses and
young children) and these respective C})Vemnents have c0-
operated with the Office on a bona fide basis. The efforts
by the Office have enabled 107 close families to becane
unified. However, in sane regions, the Office has been
unable to secure any relaxation in existing restrictive
attitudes and in other regions the Office has faced new
restrictive attitudes where fonnerly the principle of family
-'---_..-~" ......~..,........_--
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reunification was generously aRllied. 49
'!be Office has certainly encountered severe problems with
regard to the admission of family nelVers who are handicawed
and disabled, but co-operation between authorities can
elevate this to sane limit at least.
Attention has been drawn to the Office where the validity of
certificates of marriage contracted outside the refugee's
country of asylum has not been recognised by the authorities,
despite the recarmendation by the Executive Ccmnittee at its
3200 session:
"6. When deciding on family reunification, the
absence of docmnentary proof of the fonnal validity
of a marriage or of the filiation of children
should not per se be considered as an inpediment."
The Office has found family reunification very difficult, if
not sanetimes inpossible, to bring about, especially in cases
where the refugee awlicant is experienci ng econanic
difficulties and is unable to find suitable accalllodation for
In one case, a number of minor children in possession of
tourist visas, intending to join relatives in the country of
asylum, were held up at the entry point aOO returned to the
country of origin. In other instances, the formalities
required fran refugee parents seeking reunification with
their minor children still in the country of origin were so
exacting that CCllpliance was difficult or sanetimes even
inpossible. A case where repeated awlication for pennission
to join refugee family members abrocd have remained without
any response on the part of the carpetent authorities. The
consequences of such restrictive attitudes for young
children, many left with aged grandparents, certainly gives
rise to serious concern.
·'------'.......---,.....4 .....' --·.•c-. ,__
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the family menDers whose admission bas been sought. The
situation continues, despite the reccmnendation of the
Executive Ccmni.ttee at its 3200 session:
"9. In appropriate cases, family reunification
should be facilitated by special measures of
assistance to the head of the family so that
econanic arx:l housing difficulties in the country of
asylum do not unduly delay the granting of
pennission for the entry of the family menbers ...
10.2.10 VoluntaIy Rfpatriation
It is generally recognised that in accordance with basic
principles of hunan rights, a refugee is entitled, if he so
wishes, to leave his country of asylum and to return to the
country of his nationality. This is reflected in the
50
Office's statute which requires the Office to facilitate and
praoote the voluntary repatriation of refugees as one of its
primary tasks. The i.Irportance of voluntary repatriation as a
solution (durable) to a refugee problem has also been
reaffinned in successive resolutions of the General Asserrbly •
In Resolution 37/195,50 the General Assarbly stressed:
II 6. ••• the High camrl.ssioner's role in praooting
durable and speedy solutions, in consultation and
agreement with the countries concerned, to the
problem of refugees and displaced persons facing
his office, through voluntary repatriation or
return •• • and urges Govemrents to extend ~e
necessary co-operation to suWOrt the High
Camdssioner's effort in this regard."
Report of the UNHCR, 3rd Plenary Meeting, 18 Dec 1982.
51
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In Resolution 38/121,51 the General Asseri:Jly euphasised that
voluntary repatriation is the IOOst desirable durable solution
to the problem of refugees and displaced persons of concern
to the High Ccmn.issioner and urged:
"8. ••• all States to suWOrt the High Ccmnissioner
in his efforts to achieve durable solutions to
refugee problems, primarily through voluntary
tr" t" IIrepa ~a ~on •••
Once again, in Resolutions 39/14052 and 40/118,53
respectively, the General Asserrbly errphasised that voluntary
repatriation is one of the IOOst desirable solutions to the
problem of refugees and displaced persons and yet again urged
all States to suWOrt the Office in achieving voluntary
repatriation.
It is internationally accepted that voluntary repatriation is
the IOOst desirable durable solution but it is equally evident
that it is not necessarily an easy solution to attain. In
its nonnal state, it presuwoses the elimination, or at least
the substantial resroval, of the cause of fear or danger which
led to the departure of the refugees fran their hane country
and, in many situations, the willingness of the country of
origin to readmit its nationals and to co-operate with the
100th Plenaty Meeting on 16 December 1983.
101st Plenaty Meeting on 14 December 1984.
116th Plenaty Meeting on 13 DecetPer 1985.
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country of asylum in arranging for their safe retum. In
many large-scale influx situations, voluntary repatriation
SeEmS a perfect solution provided of course the necessary
conditions are established in the country of origin am that
causal factors have been rerooved. In facilitating the
54
voluntary repatriation of refugees, the primary role of the
Office is to ensure, as a corollary to the principle of DQ!1::
refoyIement, that the voltlllt:my character and definition of
repatriation is respected in all cases without exception, and
that DO refugee is to be repatriated without his consent or
will. The Office also seeks to ensure (preferably through
direct access to areas where recently repatriated refugees
are located in their country of origin) that safety
guarantees which were offered by the authorities, prior to
repatriation, are fully respected. On many occasions, the
representative of the Office, preferably based in that
country of origin, would travel to the area with his team and
independent observers and would report back to
headquarters. 54
Has the principle of voluntary repatriation received special
attention in a munber of forums? In 1984, the cartagena
Declaration on Refugees recognised the inportance of
voluntary repatriation, especially I in Latin America, and
declared that repatriation must be "voluntary" and "declared
to be so on an individual basis" and suWOrted by the
The awesane task of repatriating sane 5~ million Afghan
refugees back into Afghanistan will certainly be worth
noting.
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establishment of Mtripartite cannissionsM consisting of
representatives of the countries55 concerned aOO those of the
Office.
The inportance of voluntary repatriation as a durable
solution was reaffinned in the African context by the secooo
International Conference on Assistance to Refugees in Africa
held in July 1984. It was also reconfinned by ~
interg:::wernmental seminars held in J\d:ii.s Ababa, Ethiopia, aIXi
the Yaounde Republic of cameroon, respectively, by way of
follo..r-up to the recarmendations of the 1979 Pan-African
(Arusba) Conference on the situation of refugees in Africa,
which had itself recognised the value aOO credibility of the
solution to the problem of refugees.
Voluntary repatriation was also discussed by the General
Asserbly of the Organisation of American States,56 which
reaffi.nned that this solution was an ideal one by adopting a
resolution. Similar suWOrt was expressed at a meeting of
the Asian-African Legal Consultative camdttee (AAIL'C).
Perhaps at this stage, it is appropriate to indicate sane
facts and figures of refugees who have been voluntarily
repatriated under the auspices of the Office. Refugees
continued to return to a ntmber of latin American countries,
especially Argentina, Bolivia, Uruguay aOO Chile, following
55
56
El salvador and Honduras.
CAS, Doc. AG/DOC.2000-85, of 7 December 1985.
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political and social changes in the first three countries and
a declaration of partial amnesty in the fourth. Many groups
and individuals (refugees) have returned rot a large nunt>er
of Nicaraguans and sane Guatemalans have also returned
voluntarily to their respective countries of origin.
In Africa, over 80,000 Ethiopians, sane 50,000 Ugandans have
returned to their countries. Spontaneously, many fran Zaire,
outside the organised repatriation progranme, returned to
their country of origin. sane 300,000 Guinean exiles
returned follCMing the events in that country which took
place in April 1984. Elsewhere, small groups of individuals
also returned, mst of them spontaneously, to their
respective hane countries. In Asia, however, the nurrt>er of
repatriated refugees has rem:dned small, especially in the
case of the Afghan refugees, although with the present
Soviet withdrawal fran Afghanistan, the owortunity for
repatriation should increase.
Following consultation with the ChaiDMn of the Executive
camu.ttee, the Office convened a SEminar on voluntary
repatriation in San Rem::>, in association with the
International Institute of Humanitarian Law. This issue was
discussed extensively by the sub-Ccmnittee of he whole on
International Protection and the Executive cemnittee at its
36th session, when the Ccmnittee adqrt:ed a conclusion on
700
voluntary repatriation,57 which reconfinned the significance
of the conclusion adopted by the Executive Ccmnittee at its
31st session and stressed:
II (b) ••• that the essentially voluntary char3cter
of repatriation should always be respected." 5
The Executive Ccmn.ittee considered that when refugees wished
to be repatriated, the follo.dng authorities should assist
thEm as far as possible:
(i) The Government of the oountry of origin.
(ii) The Government of their oountry of asylum (within the
framework of their national legislation).
(iii) The Office.
They recatmended that arrangements be adopted in countries of
asylum for ensuring that the tenns of guarantees provided by
countries of origin and relevant infonnation regarding
conditions prevailing, are duly carmunicated to refugees; and
also that such arrangements could be facilitated by the
authorities of the countries of asylum and that the Office
should, as awropriate, be associated with such arrangements.
The Executive Catmittee considered that the Office could
awropriately be called upon, with the agreement of the
57
58
Contained in~ Doc. No.l2A (A/40/12/hXi.l), No.40 (xxxvi),
Voluntary Repatriation.
Contained in aQ, Doc. No.l2A (A/35l2/hXi.l), No.l8 (xxxi),
Voluntary Repatriation.
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parties concerned, to IOOnitor the situation of returning
refugees with particular regard to any guarantees provided by
the cpvernments of countries of origin. The Executive
Ccmnittee finally recognised that it may be necessary in
certain situations to IMke awropriate arrangements, in c0-
operation with the Office, for the reception of returning
refugees and/or to establish projects for their integration
in their country of origin.
10.2.11 Determination of Refugee status 59
The detennination of refugee status is a crucial and
inportant factor in ensuring that refugees are in a position
to take advantage of their basic rights. Fonnal procedures
of detennining refugee status are essential and have been
enphasised by the United Nations General Assetbly and the
Executive Ccmnittee. While neither the 1951 Convention nor
the 1967 Protocol indicate the procedures which the
Contracting States could adopt, there is a general consensus
that procedures for detennining refugee status should meet
the basic requirement set out in the Conclusion on the
Detennination of Refugee Status, adopted by the Executive
Ccmnittee at its 28th session. 60 The camu.ttee expressed the
hope that all cpvernment parties to the 1951 Convention and
the 1967 Protocol which had not yet done so, 'NOuld take
•
59
60
See the Detennination of Refugee Status in Chapter Three.
Contained in UN:iA ~. No.l2A (A/32/12/Ad.l), No.8 (xxviii),
Determination of Refugee Status: "Conclusions II •
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steps to establish such procedures in the near future and
give favourable consideration to the UNHCR participation in
such procedures in ~iate fom. 61
The Executive carmi.ttee did recannend seven procedures for
the detennination of refugee status. 62 '!be Office has
p,lblished a Handbook which sets out the criteria for
detennining refugee status and it sUfPlies the book to those
who are interested in the detennination steps. Govennnents
can apply these criteria when they need to detennine the
status of a person entering their sea ports, airports or
borders. During 1985, legislation and acini.nistrative
61
62
63
regulations dealing with detennining procedures for refugee
status carne into force in btu aalitional countries, bringing
the nunber of States which have adopted such procedures to
45. 63 Several countries are actively considering the
eStablishment of such procedures. One point of concern is
that, although considerable progress has been made, the
majority of States' signatories to the 1951 Convention and
1967 Protocol have still not adopted fonnal procedures to
detennine refugee status, as was previously noted in Chapter
Six. The Office is encouraging cpvennnents to adopt such
procedures and it is hoped that ore States will adopt
measures to detennine the refugee status in an efficient,
Ibid., para (d).
See section on Procedures for Detennination of Refugee
Status in Chapter Six.
Telephone interview with Stephen Sinclair IDutit, Infonnation
Officer in the UNHCR in wndon, 31 January 1985.
II~~ -------
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fair am humane manner. Practicably, it would be far easier,
both for the authorities and the refugees, if the same
criteria could be adopted in all COntracting States.
10.2.12 Internatimn] Refugee Status
'!'he primaIy task entrusted to the Office by the United
Nations General Asserrbly consists of pramting the conclusion
and ratification of the International COnvention for
Protection of Refugees, supervising their BfPlication and
proposing amendments thereto. Praninent are the 1951
64
COnvention am 1967 Protocol which define and elaborate the
minirm.nn standards for the treatment of refugees. 'I11e m.urber
of State parties to one or both of the t\tIO basic refugee
instruments has nCM risen to 105 and it is forecasted that
roore will ratify in the future.
The Office has also continued in its efforts to encourage the
withdrawal of reservations intrcxiuced by States in respect of
the 1951 COnvention and 1967 Protocol. In particular, the
Office has sought to obtain the withdrawal of the
geographical limitations which are maintained by five
States. 64 The 1951 COnvention establishes a fonnal link
between the Office and the national authority responsible for
the protection of refugees by requesting the COntracting
States, under Article 35, to co-operate with UNHCR in the
exercise of its functions:
Madagascar, ~naco, Peru, Turkey and Italy.
•
-./
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Mi. The Contracting States wxiertake to co-operate
with the Office of the UNHCR, ••• in the exercise
of its functions, and shall in particular
facilitate its duty of supervising the BfPlication
of the provision of the convention. M
The standard treatments and rights of the refugees have been
sUFPlemented and further developed by provision contained in
various instnunents adopted at regional level. For instance,
the Convention governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee
Problems in Africa adopted by the Organisation of African
Unity (OAU) in 1969 to which 33 States are new signatories
and parties. The Office is also following with great
interest the efforts undertaken by the League of Arab States
to prepare a draft convention on refugees in Arab countries.
10.2.13 PIaootion for the AdvancEment am Dissemination of the
Principles of Refugee Law
The Office continues to strengthen its activities in the
field of the praootion, advancement and dissanination of the
principle of refugee law. As in previous years, the Office
has continued in a close and extremely (}XXi collaboration
. with the International Institute of Humanitarian Law in san
Rem:>, which has been carmended by the Executive Ccmnittee at
its 36th session: 65
65 Contained in tmA Doc. No.l2A (A/40/12/AcXi.1), No.36 (xxxvi),
General: Conclusion adopted by the Executive Ccmni.ttee on
International Protection of Refugees.
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"em) Reiterated the inportance of the Office's
continued efforts to praoote • • • international
refugee law in particular through its co-operation
with the International Institute of Humanitarian
raw in san Rem:>. M
l-k>re recently, in July 1985, a seninar on Voluntary
Repatriation was organised, gathering praninent experts in
the field of international law who agreed on a set of
principles which wre later emb:xti.ed in the conclusions
adopted by the Executive Ccmni.ttee at its 36th session and
subsequently endorsed by the United Nations General Assenbly
at its 40th session. In August 1986, a meeting of experts
fran European socialist countries was convened at Budapest in
co-operation with the Hungarian Red Cross. Experts discussed
various issues i.;ncluding matters affecting refugees. The
role of the Office is to continue to maintain close contact
with regional intergJVernmental organisations with a view to
praooting the developnent of refugee law at regional level.
For this purpose the Office collaborated closely with, inter
alia, the Council of Europe, the organisation of the Islamic
Conference, the League of Arab States, the Organisation of
African Unity (OAU) , the organisation of American States
(CAS) and the Asian-African !.egal Consultative Ccmni.ttee
(AAICC) •
In Geneva, Switzerland, the Office holds training sessions
for high gJVermnental officials who are responsible for
refugee affairs in their respective countries. A great deal
of prarotional activity is undertaken by the UNH~ field
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office which, inter alia, includes organised training for
<})VeI"IlmeIlt officials, seminars and discussions on refugee law
at local colleges and universities, plblishing infonmtion
brochures relating to the protection of refugees in
international law and Wonning the media of the refugee
situation.
10.2.14 Co-qleration with Other Bodies
In accordance with paragraph 8 of the Office's statute, the
work of the Office is intended fran the outset to be
undertaken jointly by all members of the international
camn.mi.ty. With the increase and diversification of the
Office's activities, relationships with the member agencies
of the United Nation System, as 'Nell as with inter-
cpvernmental and non-governmental organisations (NDs) have
continued to strengthen. In planning, co-ordinating and
structuring programnes, the Office seeks vital assistance and
advice fran a host of other bodies, whose tasks are
eatplimentary to its own efforts, namely protection and
national assistance. The Office draws on the expertise of
other organisations within the UN, as mentioned earlier. It
is perhaps awropriate to list the various boc:lies and their
expertise and assistance:
1. FAD: Food am Agricultural Organisation of the tfi.
Experienced in matters of food and
production.
~4 __. -_:- .. - ~:--~_.-.- .-.- - ..
2. .I1Q: International IatnJr OrgBnisatioo.
vocational training.
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3. UNICEF: 15 QJildreo's FUIxi, which has continu~ to
sURXlrt to various refugee progranmes in
fields relat~ to care and maintenance am
community development. Emergency
rehabilitation, water suWly and sanitation,
health care and education for refugee
children.
4. UNDP: United Nations Deve1opoent ProgIauoe. In 1983,
guidelines and procedures between the Office
and the UNDP (in relation to long-tenm
assistance to refugees) were set up. UNDP
provides assistance, for exanple, in Sudan
(1986) and it administers various projects on
behalf of UNHCR in those countries where UNHCR
is not represent~.
5. UNESCD: United Nations Fducati.onal, SCientific am
Cultural Organisation. A mem:>rarxium of
understanding is established betwen UNESCD
and UNHCR, which has been renewed until 31
DecerrDer 1987. In accordance with the tenns
of the rnarorancium, UNESCD associate experts
continue to work both at UNHCR h~ers
~------.
6. UNFPA:
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am in the field.
United Nations Fwd far Pcp1.1atioo Activities.
'!his has been involved with tlNH~ in family
planning progranmes in Hong Kong; similarly,
the arrangement between the united Nations
Centre for Human settlements (Habitat) and
UNHCR for secondment of a physical
planner/construction engineer to provide
technical advice on matters relating to
refugee settlements continued in 1985 am
1986.
7. UNV·_. United Nations Volunteers. These volunteers
have participated in refugee prograrrmes in
DjiOOuti, Honduras, Malaysia, sanalia and the
Sudan.
8. IJNDRO:
9. UNIOO:
United Nations Disaster Relief Developaeat
Organisation. This office has worked in close
contact with UNHa, especially in Africa
during 1985, 1986 and 1987.
United Nations Industrial Developuent
Organisation. Close contact is maintained
between this office and UNHa.
10. YNRISD: United Nations ResearCh Institute for Social
_.~-
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Develop'eat. 'nUs has undertaken a survey of
the social coOOi.tions of Guatemalan refugees
in Mexico.
11. UNETPSA: United Nati.oos Fliucational am Training
Progtame far Southern Africa.
12. UNTFSA: United Natims Trust Fund far South Africa.
(11) and (12) continue to assist UNHCR with
regard to training facilities am assistance
to refugees fran Southern Africa.
13. ~:
14. WFP:
15. w:mD
BANK·_.
World Health Organi.sati.al. Deals with world
health matters.
World Food Progradoe. Inportant for the
supply of food until such time the refugees
becane self-sufficient in producing their o.m
food.
There is cooperation between UNHCR and the
World Bank, particularly regarding a proposed
second incane generating a vocational training
projects in Pakistan.
In ad::lition to these merbers, the Office also co-operates
with international organisations. The European Econanic
Cannunity (EEC) is instrumental in providing contribltions,
~.....
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both in cash and in kind, and in inplementing legal
instruments. The Office continues to co-operate with the
IntergJVernrnental carmittee for Migration (I~) in all
regions. SUbstantial budgetary savings were achieved in the
transportation of refugees accepted for resettlement in third
countries due to I~ access to concessional rates for travel
fares and to other arrangements provided by the organisation.
There is also a long-standing tradition of co-operation
bebleen the Office, the International Camdttee of the Red
Cross (ICRC) and the ~gue of Red Cross Societies (IRCS).
The Office co-ordinates activities with the OAU within the
framework of the joint ~rking group to establish and ItDnitor
progress in the inplementation of the recCJtllleOOation adopted
at the Conference on the Situation of African Refugees held
in Arusha in 1979.
The International Conference on Assistance to Refugees in
Africa (ICARA), held in Geneva in April 1981, was sponsored
jointly by the Secretary-General of the UN, the OAU and the
Office. The second International Conference on Assistance to
Refugees in Africa (ICARA II) took place in Geneva in July
1984 and were under the same auspices, except that the UNDP
also participated in the steering ccmnittee in recognition of
the developnent aspect of many of the projects subnitted to
the Conference.
Relations with the Organisation of American States (CAS) have
...,; ~'.......
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continued with special enphasis on the J'll)VEJOeIlt of UNHCR' s
plograrcme for central American refugees. 'Ihere was
particularly close co--q:>eration with the CAS Under-secretary
for Legal Affairs and the Inter-American Ccmnission on Human
Rights. '!be Office was represented at the cerem:>ny in
washington CQlIlsoorating the 25th anniversary of the Inter-
American Ccmnission on Human Rights in septEltiJer 1984.
For the first time, a UNHCR delegation attended the session
of the Arab League Pennanent carmittee on Human Rights, where
the refugee situation was discussed in general. Contact with
the Organisation of the Islamic Conference have led to an
exchange of visits at a senior level. There are a murber of
countries which have governmental or semi-official
organisations dealing with refugees. The Office continues to
mrlntain close contact with a nunber of agencies involved in
refugee assistance; these include, inter alia,:
(a) MCC: All Africa Conference of Cmrches.
(b) AtJS'It'ARE: Australians care for Refugees.
(c)~: British Refugee COuncil.
(d) CCSDPr: Omni.ttee for Co-ord.i.nati.o of 8eIvi.ce to
Displaced Persons in 'I"ai]am.
(e) 1QlA: International eooncil of VOluntaIy Agencies in
Geneva.
(d) ~: ib:ld Council of Omrches.
L __ .
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10.2.15 Brief AnalYSis of the e>OOffl in the Orgmisotion
In 1986, changes took place within the ~sation.
Although the changes did not affect the aims aOO oojectives
of the Organisation, it did, however, change the
infrastructure. 'l1lis change has primarily been brought about
by the new High Camlissioner (Mr Jean Pierre Heeke) aIXi since
the change does not affect the practice of the UNHCR, in
relation to the protection for refugees in international law,
the detailed study of this change is therefore beyond the
scope of this thesis. However, a brief analysis can be made.
The ~sation now consists of five Regional Bureaux which
have becane organisational units primarily responsible for
q>erational activities. They report directly to the High
Cannissioner and are themselves in direct contact with the
field offices. The Regional Bureaux are:
(i) Africa.
(ii) Asia and OCeania.
(ill) Europe and North America.
(iv) Latin America and the car.il::bean.
(v) MicXile East and North Africa.
There is now a new bureau within the organisation - the
Division of Refugee law and Doctrine. This bureau consists
mainly of lawyers who are engaged in the prarotion and
research of refugee law and doctrine. Many of the protection
--
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officers' (legal) .have now been transferred to" this "area.
'11lis area is of greatinpJrtance and concern especially "in
the field of protection for refugees in international law.
SuRJC)rt services have been' reorganised and nOti they report
directly to the Deputy High carmi.ssioner. The Procurement
service has been reinforced' and "it . is· envisaged that
Technical SuRlOrt service will "also be shortly· reinforced
(see diagram).
The· High eatmissioner. has explained the reasons why the"
changes were needed in a report of the SUb-Catmittee on
Administrative and Financial Matters,66 and at" present there
is a general consensus .(both by the delegates of the
Executive eatmittee and the staff themselves) that the
changes are for the better. 67 The High"camdssioner has
stated that outside consultants were required and :that expert
advice was' available for the changes which, the High
Carrnissioner stated, were used extensively.
The existing staff have rrade their contri.l::1ution by ~
operating with these consultants, sane 15 ..orking groups,
eatprising a1loost a fifth of the staff at the Hea<:quarters,
had been fonned." Why was the organisation reorganised?
Qlite sinply to make better use of human and !taterial
resources made available to assist refugees. ~r . , .
66
67
UlQ OX. No.A/A(; 96/986.
However, several staff have left the organisation.
68
69
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At the present nanent, the united Nations in general is in a
financial depression, and the Office seems to have been hit
very severely. A total of 101 posts, wxier all sources of
funds, have been discontinued, of which 4/Sths have been
redeployed to strengthen certain other factors. '!be
remaining posts will be redeployed shortly to further
reinforce the bureaux and in particular the field. There are
weaknesses in the Technical services, oot roore specialists
are to be assigned such as in the fields of health
sanitation, nutrition, infonnation systems, transport and
insurance. These posts will be located in Geneva, while
their incunbents will be at the disposal of field offices and
will visit the field frequently.
There is now a principle of zero-growth in staffing,
indicating that no roore "external" recruitment will take
place ( "external" inplies people who are outside the
organisation) • The High camu.ssioner has stated that this
"non-growth" should not inpede the aceatplishment of the
required changes in the UNH~, for which ack:iitional and
inproved resources are necessary to examine, prepare and
train for the changes. One can note the substantial
increases in administrative expenditure,68 which can be
explained by the dollar's decrease in value against the Swiss
franc. Mr Jean Pierre Hacke has stated that mmagernent needs
to be inproved69 and one way of achieving these inprovements
Report of the UNHCR, 41st session, SUW. No.12 (A/41/12),
pp.31-40.
Op.cit., p.27ff.
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is to develcp available resources. With new structures and
procedures, the staff will require new skills. Management is
wholly dependent on the "wide" geographical distribution (as
is the case with all UN agencies and subordinate bodies);
this is to benefit fran the broad range of backgrounds and
experiences •
10.2.16 Sale Culloonts and Qlservations
1. can inprovernents be expected fran reorganisation in
accordance with the policy of zero-g:rowth in staff?
2. Since the UNHCR is in a period of financial crisis, can
management efficiency be reflected in a decrease in the
nurrber of posts?
3. There seemed to be a growth in the nurrber of project
Personnel,70 and since the UNHCR is not recruiting for
other posts, this growth should cease.
4. The Executive Ccmnittee should be fully consulted on
post reclassification7l that may result fran the
reorganisation.
5. There have been -sane changes in the oodgeted levels of
70
71
These are the projects with a tercp>rary duration.
Posts are being reclassified and the Office should not take
it upon thanselves to classify or reclassify as they wish.
The Executive Ccmni.ttee mst be informed and consulted.
72
73
"", "J , ,<"',..' "It"
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posts which had the effect of increasing the nuneer of
P4 posts72 by two and P3 posts by one, while decreasing
the nunber of P2 p:>sts by three. Though the nuneer of
posts remained constant, the average grade level
increased. It seans remarkable especially in a time of
financial constraint.
6. Within the UNHCR, there has been a rotation system73
which is ~lied to the staff. But the Board which
rotates the staff is virtually unknown. The CQlposition
of the Ad Hoc Advisory Board is not known, and the
powers and eatpetent are virtually not p.1blished and
again the Af:pointments and PIaootlon and Posting Board
is virtually invisible. This should be highlighted and
oore details should be published in various reports and
statements.
7. For the first time in the UNHCR's history, a 'I«JneIl has
been awointed as Head of a Regional Bureau. M:>re '«'men
P indicates Professional Level, which ensures the ~licant
of a pennanent post within the organisation. NuJTDers start
frc;m 1 and advance to 5: level 1 is a junior professional
while level 5 is a senior professional; after the fifth level
the posts of Assistant Directors, then Deputy Directors and
finally Director of the Branch.
The Rotation System ensures that all staff except very senior
people are posted to "hard" and "soft" areas. "Hard" area
inplies where conditions are very difficult such as in Africa
(Sudan) while a "Soft" area inplies coOOitions are very ~,
as in New York or IDndon. There is an in-between area known
as a Category II area, as in places like Islamabad (Pakistan)
or Manilla (PhiliR>ines). These staff are sent for posted
for a certain nurtber of oonths. Increases in salary and
facilities are USUally obtained in "hard" areas.
, , .... ..". r,
. .
- '- ..-.,~"(.\,-.
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should be 8RX>inted and p:caooted.
8. !t>re Third WOrld staff should be pIaroted to senior
levels as either Head of Bureaux or Dep.tties.
9. If the training programnes are <ping to be effective,
these should then result in lCM!I" expenditure in the
future which, in tum, could assist the refugees in
need.
10. Although there is representation by 93 countries on the
UNH~ staff, efforts should be maintained for wider
geographical distribution. COuld the High Ccmni.ssioner
increase the representation of his staff of nationals of
countries of first asylum, in view of their experience
in dealing with refugee situations?
11. Eight countries with the highest representation of their
citizens on the UNH~ staff have had significant
increases in representation through recruitment aver the
past three years.
12. can the above factor be related to the financial
assistance which these eight countries donate to the
UNH~? Is there a link?
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FiMDCial Dlllars 74 A1IDmt $ Dll1arB (US)
1- USA 126,674,391
2. JAPAN 47,021,317
3. GERMANY 30,198,441
4. UK 18,075,057
5•. DENMARK 14,280,794
6. CANADa\ & 12,324,824
K»lAY 12,350,537
7. NE'IHERI.ANDS 9,745,098
8. AUSTRALIA 5,851,864
13. Although 93 countries are represented (as in (10)
above), the majority of the staff are still fran the
Develq>ed western World, especially the eight western
States listed above.
As we have seen earlier, the UNHa assists in areas such as
family reunion, non-refoulement, maintenance and material
assistance, voluntary repatriation, assimilation or
resettlement, supervision and co-ordination. The functions
of UNHa eneatpass 'providing international protection' and
, seeking pennanent solutions' to the problems of refugees by
way of' voluntary repatriation or assimilation in new
international c:amumities.75 Of the two functions, the
74
75
76
provision'of international protection is of the primary and
utrcost inp)rtance, for without protection, per se,76 there
Figures fran Report of the UNHCR, GAOR 41st session, SuW.
No.12 (A/41/l2), W.37-39.
Statute, para 1.
Such as intervention by the UNHCR to secure admission of
refugees.
77
-" ,.:. ~ ( '1,,< ' , i _, <
" .. ,,~ .'
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can be no possibility of finding lasting solutions. Apart
fran defining refugees, the UN1D Statute prescribes the
relationship of the High Ccmnissioner with the General
AssElt'bly am the Econanic am Social Council (gn;oc) makes
provision for organisation aIXi finance (see later) am
identifies methods by which the High camdssioner is to
provide protection. 77 These functions include:-
i) PIQootinq the conclusion of international conventions
for the protection of refugees, supervising their
~lication and proposing amendments thereto;
ii) prcm>ting through special agreements with cpvernments
the execution of any measures calculated to inprove the
situation of refugees and to reduce the nurrber of
requiring protection;
iii) prcm>ting the admission of refugees;
iv) the enforcement of national laws and regulations
benefiting refugees;
v) the developnent and adoption of CiRlropriate national
laws, regulations and procedures;
vi) prcm>tion of accession to international instruments i
and,
Statute, para 8.
78
79
~... .\ <,,,\
~ I:. ,-t _ •
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vii) developnent of new legal instruments. 78
A major part of tJNHCR's protection ~rk is concerned with the
indi.vidual asylum-seeker. states 00 not ooject to UNHC{
taking up individual cases,79 although the asylwn states may,
arxi quite often do, question whether an asylum-seeker is
indeed a refugee in accordance with the refugee conventions
and, if non-mercbers, then in accordance with their nunicipal
laws and regulations. Nevertheless, the individual dimension
to the protection function is a natural fusion to the
declared task of supervising the enforcement of the refugee
instruments. As mentioned earlier, there is a sense of
individuality within these instruments, in other ~rds,
instruments designed for the single individual.
States in general acquiesce to the protection functions of
the tJNHC{ for the individual, aIXi this acx;{Uiescence
delineates both the ccrrpetence of the office and the refugee
status in international law.
It is inportant to have a non-political international
Organisation such as the UNHCR, where States can express
their views (with eatplete confidence) through direct
carmmication between representatives of cpvernments and
See also UN Doc. A/AC.96/588, para 48 (i)(k).
Although they may resent the fact that expert legal advice is
available for the asylum-seeker.
~!!:;"Ui.=~~~~~__....... ..__..._. ._--., _
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representatives of UNHCR. The UNHCR, as a subject of
international law, can take these views a.OO if it finds them
assisting refugees, may then act to the process of law
fonnation. 80 State Parties to the 1951 Convention aIXi the
1967 Protocol have specifically authorised the~ to be
involved in the protection of refugees;81 likewise, the OAU
COnvention on refugees has done the same. 82 'nlere does not
~ to be resentment aroong States in having the UNHCR
within its territories. Surprisingly, in IOOSt cases, States
are quite hamr in accepting advice a.OO assistance on the
protection of refugees, although. their danestic systems may
still try to reinforce their political views and q>inions.
Does the UNHCR enjoy international recognition?83 The UNHCR
. is a subsidiary organ of the General Assent>ly and its
character can be traced to the United Nations at large.84
M;)reover, it can be observed that the UNHCR Statute shows
that the UNHCR was to act on an international level by the
General Assenbly. 85 The UNHCR's standing on an international
level bas been reinforced by successive General Assent>ly
resolutions urging all States to suWOrt the UNHCR aIXi its
80
81
82
83
84
85
Whether danestic or international.
Article 35 of the 1951 Convention and Article II of the 1967
Protocol.
Article VIII of the 1969 OAU Refugee Convention.
Its capacity to possess international rights and duties.
see the Reparation case, ICJ Rep. 1949, 174, W· 178- 9•
For instance, paras 8(a), (b), 16.
86
87
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authorities. 86 Although one can say that General Asseni>ly
resolutions are not binding, nevertheless the UNHCR does
possess a central role of supervision.
'Ite i.OOividual is not considered to rely on his obligations
in international law; he cannot, for instance, enforce his
rights through diplanatic channels, quite sinply because his
State of origin 'IJOUld not consider representing an individual
who was, prima facie, fleeing fran their jurisdiction. The
refugee instnunents provide for settlement of disputes to be
referred to the ICJ or other organs, depending on the
regional instrument. 87 However, no limitation has been
observed which involved refugees. The 1951 Convention and
the 1967 Protocol lack effective investigation, adjudication
and enforcement procedures, so the UNHQ can claim to be a
representative of international public order and, since no
States have objected to the presence of UNHa, it can be said
that the UNHCR tries to inplement and enforce these
investigative, adjudicative and enforcement procedures.
The UNHCR faces a massive task in providing international
protection as well as durable solutions to the refugee
crisis. The infrastructure has enabled the staff to carry
out its aims and objectives even IIDre efficiently than
before. The durable solutions I mentioned above, involve
For instance, granting of asylum, observing the principle of
non-refoulement.
For instance, see the 1969 CAU Convention in Chapter Five.
p,;;;.,.--
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securing voluntary repatriation or integration in countries
of first asylum. '!be task of the UNHCR is carplicated by
States (parties and' non-parties to refugee instruments), by
inconsistent, flawed application~ enforcement and
inplementation of the 1951 Convention and the 1967 Protocol.
'!'He restrictive admission policies of many States makes
resettlement very difficult. hHitionally, the non-
operational nature of the tJNH~ requires it to rely on
voluntary agencies and governments for the emergency care aId
maintenance of refugees.
The co-ordinating role cannot be effectively performed
because of the voluntary nature of the UNHCR' s financial
sourcing which also prevents effective planning for future
mnths and years. '
It seems quite essential that the UNlD Statute should be
strengthened and the tJNH~ assured of adequate finances
without having to rely on voluntarily financed oodgets. 'I1le
creation of a special tJNH~ fund for durable solutions \\OOld
provide sane fom of assistance to UNH~ and its operation
and, in effect, the developing countries in their efforts to
aid refugees. In 1986, the UNHCR went through a financial
crisis, like the UN itself, when the United States reduced
its contribution taerds investment in the UN. This is the
reason for the special UNH~ fund. 'nle UNH~ and, one can
sUFPOse, the UN mat not and cannot rely on daninant
countries, if ~ practice is to continue. However, the
~:-­
I
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setting-up of the fund would not be sufficient. It should be
prc.p:>sed that grants and loans be made fran international
financial institutions to developing cnmtries (if they are
asylum States) as a part of a develq:ment programne to these
States. For the resources of such States may not be able to
'withstand the costs associated with providing pennanent
residence, long-tenn settlement or settlement to large-scale
influxes of refugees. The UNH~ could effectively supenrise
the iJIplenentati.on of such finances.
Countries carpel groups of people to leave that country
because it wishes to get rid of what it perceives as being
undesirable elements. The Vietnamese 'boat people' fall into
this category. The UNH~ Statute might be strengthened by
specifically designating the High carmi.ssioner's Office as an
agency to initiate all necessary steps. 88 It can also be
inportant to note that the conditions that cause refugees to
flee - for instance, serious econanic cleprivation,89 natural
disasters,90 or violation of human rights91 - mst be
eliminated. The UNHCR cannot advise eatprehensively on he7.\'
these problems are to be eliminated because of its non-
political nature. If it did so, it would lose its apolitical
role and this must be avoided.
Such as mediation, negotiation, g:xx:i of~ices, advice, etc.
Haiti, Ethiq>ia.
Sudan.
Vietnam, Chile.
92
93
,.' t
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'lbe UNHCR plays an inportant role in persuading States to
grant initial asylum to persons fleeing fran neighbouring
States for fear of persecution or violation of human
rights. 92 As stated in the Statute section, Article 8(d) of
the Statute of the UNHCR~ it to praoote the
admission of refugees to the territories of States. The
UNHCR role in assisting the 'boat peq:>le' was excellent,
especially when they were also strug:Jling to find asylum for
refugees arriving fran Kanpuchea and Laos. The UNHCR used
its good offices with South-Asian States to see that
refugees cpt initial asylum in neighbouring States.
The large-scale influx of refugees causes political, econanic
and social problems for the States granting asylum and States
of origin sanetimes consider it an unfriendly act and
inteIVene. The State of origin often argues that if the
blrden of "their" refugees is so great, then why do the
States of asylum take this burden?93 The tlNHCR can step in
to see that there is no undue burden on bordering States and
try to remJVe misawrehension through diplaratic dialogue,
explaining that the granting of refuge and asylum is not an
Although it is never easy - inteIView with Iqbal Ali !-t>hd,
representative of UNHCR, Japan, on 5th June 1985. Many
States, such as the UK, disregard the advice given UNHCR
representatives and follow their own advisers.
The Soviet Foreign Minister speaking on Newsnight, BBC
Television, 2 Feb 1980. One can suWOSe that in the case of
Pakistan, offering refuge was purely on religious grounds,
along with humanitarian grounds. This has been reiterated by
the Pakistan Enbassy in london on many occasions: Press
Releases inter-ali§ 16 March 1980, 27 Jan 1981.
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unfrieIXily act or an act of intervention. 94 The UNlD's
efforts to divert refugees fran Indo-Chinese States by
calling conferences of various States did bear fruit, with
the result that refugees were accepted by a non-bordering
State.
In cases of large-scale influxes of refugees, States are
generally reluctant to accept and keep refugees. When this
happens, the UNHCR tries to arrange tBTpOrary asylum in other
States. For instance, through the ~'s successful
efforts, the Philiwines, Australia and sane States in Africa
have accepted a nuni:>er of refugees. '!bese States '«)uld not
have done so if it had not been for the UNHCR. It has also
evolved a policy of refugee acceptance which is not merely
the act of individual States. UNHCR has advocated
94
95
international co-operation and solidarity in the acceptance
of refugees. It exhorts, therefore, burden-sharing on the
part of States to reduce the burden on any single State or
group thereof.
Nevertheless, the UNHCR does lack a certain "punch". As is
often the case with humanitarian organisations,95 the UNHCR
relies considerably on rroral persuasion and persistence
rather than a solid power base. However, it is still a force
to be reckoned with. - The UNHCR can collect international
The 1969 CWJ Convention has catered for this, while the 1951
Convention and the 1967 Protocol lack any such provision.
10«: and Amnesty International are other good exanples.
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sURXlrt and corxiemnation in equal part, but need not unduly
worry about the latter, ~ely because the international
camumity is in full SUWOrt of the organisation and States
are quite reluctant to accept international condemnation. 96
h:kiitionally, UNH~ seEmS to prefer to keep a lC1tt profile
throughout the world.
Apart fran the States which are intinately affected by
refugees, the Office is virtually unheard of in carparison
with other subordinate United Nations bodies, like WHO,
UNICEF or UNESCD. The Office needs to reach out to all the
pop.1lations of the world and not merely to those countries
mst affected by refugee problems.
The present recruitment unit should be inproved. Recruitment
officers (such as the Head and his imnediate assistants) have
been very "aggressive" towards Third world candidates,
whereas candidates with less experience and qualifications
have been recruited fran the developed nations. In fact sane
Third WOrld enployees have substantiated this claim in
Geneva.
As already mentioned, countries which have been nore
fortunate in wealth should pay nore towards the financial
sURXlrt of the organisation. The constant blackmail by the
top seven countries should be stowed. Perhaps it could be a
Except countries which are used to such negative responses,
such as Chile and South Africa.
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mre feasible and efficient idea to fom mre regional
offices of UNHa throughout the world. Instead of the Office
··functioning fran the nerve-centre in Geneva, there could be
mre decentralisation to the regions. This ~ld allow staff
to quickly assess refugee problems am begin solving it 'on
the spot', using valuable local knowledge and contacts,
instead of flying various experts to parts of the world with
which they are not familiar. Of course, funding such a
network of regional offices wuld pose an acute resourcing
problem, rot with IOOdest financial contributions fran such
countries as the USA, the UK, canada, France, Gennany,
Holland, saudi Arabia, Kuwait, the UAE, and the USSR - such a
regional network could be set up.
The Office is virtually helpless in areas of civil strife and
war as the Office has no real power to inteIVene between
factions or States in order to present the case for the
refugees. Perhaps it could be possible for the
representatives of UNHCR to take part in talks between
owosing factions and States and present the case for the
refugees. Although one cannot really see this ptqX>sal being
inplemented, States will be ItOst reluctant and indeed
suspicious to allow the representatives of the UNHCR to take
part in talks. If such practice was allowed, the UNHCR will
find it extremely difficult to retain its non-political role.
~---:....::c::w_ _
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The position of the refugee in International Law and the work
of the UNH~ has been expounded, examined and analysed; it is
now at a stage whereby a conclusion is required.
CONCLUSION
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1. e»mRAL a:K:I:mICJf
The 1951 COOventioo reflected the situatioo of the refugees after
the second World War in Western Europe, although it had been
fODmllated in general and global tenns. It Im.1St be remembered
that the definiticn of the refugee was drawn up with a specific
problem in inind and in the context of the political situatioo
prevailing at that time.
The situation of today's refugee is different. Refugees are not
escaping the perils of war on the sane scale as they did sene
forty-one years ago. The vast majority of refugees are no longer
escaping persecution or fear of persecutioo,1 they are escaping
the peril's of today' s disasters, be they man-made or natural.
These disasters are not covered by intematiooal refugee
instruments, narrely the 1951 conventioo arrl/or the 1967 Protocol.
The current legal refugee instrurrents, elaborated in a specific
socio-legal-political climate, are clearly inadequate to meet
contE!'CpOrary needs. Given the present political climate and the
reluctance of States to deal with CClTPlexissues which have long-
tenn inplications, it is not SUIprising that atterrpts to replace
the existing legislations, have generally 1:een met with reticence.
This should not, 1'nYever, prcxiuce an excuse for inaction for
inproving the current legislatioo to cater for today's and future
1 UNHCR· Infonnation Booklet, printed in Geneva.
release 1989.
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refugees. There is a· stroog case to be made for a broader
approach tOo1aI'ds the refugees, as inspired by the current CWJ
Cooventicn relating to refugees. The CWJ COOventioo is currently
the m::>st suitable exarrple of an intematiooal legislaticn.
It is said that where an asylum-seeker's life, lil:lerty or safety
is threatened, it is imnaterial whether that threat was the result
of persecution, civil war, anned conflict, interventicn or natural
disaster. . This may create problems to the states p.Irely because,
firstly, many States have no desire or inclinaticn to widen their
obligations tcMards displaced people and, secoodly, sare human
rights organisations, 2 who would fear the watering da-m of
established classic concepts such as "refugee" definiticn and
"asylum", believe that the genuine political refugee might suffer
as a result. The classical definition of a refugee is an outdated
and a narI:G1 one.· The definition only relates to victims of
persecution3 or fear of persecution and cnce the asylum-seeker
satisfies these criteria, then he or she may be entitled to
received sane Hmited· benefits mentiooed within the 1951
COnvention and/or the 1967 Protocol. The majority of the VJOrld' s
refugees do not fulfil the persecution or fear of persecution
requireroont; they are rrore likely to be victims of natural or
man-made disasters which the present legal instnments do not
contain as criteria. Even the inproved African COOventioo, which
does cover refugees arriving fran man-made disasters, does not
2
3
UNHCR, ICRC and Amnesty Intemational.
Even the tem "persecutioo" is not defined in any legal
refugee instIUInent.
"=-
cover natural disasters .
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In fact, sane African refugees are
produced fran a canbinatioo of natural am man-made disasters.
Millions of Asian refugees have been create1 throogh the
inteIVentioo of a supe~r, whilst the sama is true in Latin
America.
Reference to o:ntE!!rpOrary examples, such as the Tarni1s4 or .the
Turkish Kurds, 5 has highlighted the fact that these ex.anples are
not covered by refugee instrurrents purely 00 the fact that they
are not conventional refugees, silrply because they originate fran
areas of civil disorder and civil strife, which are not covered by
the refugee legal instnmlents, namely the 1951 convention and/or
the 1967 Protocol. One can say that' these legal instrurrents have
not responded to cootercp:>rary needs . Likewise, the African
refugees who flee fran areas of drought and famine' are not
recognised as conventional refugees, because drought and famine
are not covered in these instmnents or in the OAU legal
instrurrent. These refugees are only de facto, which inplies that
the Me!nl:er states to these instromants are no looger obliged to
grant refugee status and asylum. Only on humane and humanitarian
grounds can such a refuge be given. The refugee law is inadequate
to cater for the contanporaIY refugee.
The 1951 Convention and/or the 1967 Protocol is very
individualistic; the drafters could not predict the change fran
thousands to literally millions of refugees. It is true that the
4
5
Refugee Magazine, No.63, April 1989, pp.5, 19, 32.
Ibid., No. 65, June 1989, p.7.
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pcp.tlaticn of the world has nore than trebled since the secxni
world war and many third world CCA.1l'1tries .(due to very few
progranmes of birth caltrol) have very high rates of births and
the populaticn is forecasted to increase. 6 The populaticn of
Africa and Asia have increased alanningly. The present 1951
Cawentioo and/or the 1967 Protocol do not cover instances of mass
migration of refugees, they cnly cater for the individual
refugee. 7 An inadequacy not foreseen by the drafters of the 1951
Convention and/or the 1967 Protocol.
The refugee law, per se, has not respa1ded to the ca1tarp::>rary
refugee. It is Vitally inp:)rtant to take account of the dynamic
character of the refugee law. The law or legal roles is/are not
silrply a set of abstract principles, in its totality, it is the
fonnal intemational carrcn.mity respcnse to actual refugee problems
of tcrlay. While the law gives effect to certain fundarrental
principles, its utility is also deteImined by its capacity to
solve problems. New problems are constantly occurring and they
require that the law be responsive to change. This is not
occurring. Refugee law is In1 static and is not responding to the
current refugee problems. The intematiooal roles ImlSt be
fonnulated to cater for the refugee of tcrlay. It has been
realised that there are already positive developrents (limited
6
7
Report for the IndePendent cemnissioo al Intematiooal
Humanitarian Issues, "Refugees: The DYnamics of
Displacement", 1986, p.68.
To ~lernent this successfully, this would involve screening
all new arrivals even at tines of nass exodus. In an under-
developed COl.mtry, it would be an :ilrpracticable and expensive
task.
.. , ...-----
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they are) which could provide a basis for pI'CJ'OC)tioo am
dissaninatian of the refugee law. The OAU ccnventioo is ooe such
exarrple. Many States, either through rmltilatera1 treaties or
darestic legislatioos, have accepted the principle enshrined in
refugee conventioo and conduct their operaticns in accordance with
their conventioos. There is a need to cxnsolidate and ~rove al
the dispositions with m:>re systematic, humane and effective
policies.
The detennination of refugee status and asylun can saretiIres
antagonise the state of origin, since it iIrplies that the
conditions of Fersecution exist there. By granting such a status
and refuge, states could becare distant in friendship and
cooperation. What has to be made clear is the fact that the
intemational carmunity, or m:>re SPecifically states granting
asylum, ImlSt ensure that the granting of refugee status and asylum
is to be regarded as a friendly act. There is no such legislatioo
which proVides for such an act. 8
There is no doubt that the present legislatioo are inadequate for
contarporary refugees; it ImlSt nc:M re possible to seriously
Ca1Sider either fonnulating a new convention9 by sinply replacing
the old existing one, or attaching another Protocol to the old
existing convention. Hcwever, the fomer is preferred, because
the whole laws and provisions need to be looked at. Within the
I
-'
8
9
Except the OAU Convention which states that the "granting of
asylum is not to be regarded as an unfrierrlly act by any
Member State".
see recacrrendation (vi).
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new conventioo, a nEM category of "extemally displaced persa1S,,10
coold be foIIred, catering for victims of war, civil d1.soIders,
drought, famine, cyclooe and so 00.
An early warning system w::W.d be ideal in ciraJmstances when
refugee numbers are large. There nc::w arises the obvicus questioos
of why was such actioo was not taken at an earlier stage to
prevent starvation, famine, death and why was the IrOVement of
refugees across oorders not anticipated? There are tw::> aspects to
think aOOut. Firstly, whilst many refugees are fran man-made
disasters such as civil wars, state interventioos and civil
disorders which are difficult to predict, natural djsasters are to
sane extent roore easily predictable. The recent exarrples of civil
disorder in China11 and the uprising of the Kurds in 'I\1rkey12
clearly illustrate their unpredictability. secorxny, there are
those who believe that the infonnatioo required to predict refugee
IOOVem=nts is very. readily available .13 The recent applicatioo of
canp.1ters~4 has inproved the collectioo and calculatioo of
10
11
12
13
14
~ also Gocdwin-Gill.( The Refu;ee in International law, Ope
C1t., pp.4;8,9, 10, 18,"'-;11, 7"3, 1 2.
Whereby civil disordez: occurred within the space of a few
days and could not have been predicted (The Guardian, 5th,
6th and 7th Jtme 1989).
The Guardian, 7th June 1989.
The spy ne~rk of the Supe~rs is usually gocxi in
prePictability. .
They are nc::w used in the offices of the tlNHCR, NOO's and
govemm:mt depart:rrents. When a refugee leaves his 1'x:m:!
because of threat to his life and safety, he ImlSt coosider
many factors such as should he and his family stay or leave,
if they leave where should they go, ani \tJOuld they be given
refuge, shelter and safety? The ~rs are deteImined by
many practical, cultural and psychological factors. It seems
unlikely that these factors could be taken into aCCOW'lt in
.....--===-.=...;;'--"'-.........-'-------------- - ---
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accurate infonnatioo ccncentlng involuntaIy migraticn. An
analysis of the situatioo of the wlnerable groJpS am
individuals 00 the basis of a sound kncwledge of the area, its
people, its history, the strength of its ecooany am political
stability, are all needed. When refugee novements have been
anticipated, there can be ~ courses of actioo: firstly, the
diversioo of new flows of refugees, am secoodly, a better
preparation to meet E!mi3rgency situaticns .15 Fmally, early
Warnings ImlSt assess the capacity of the receiVing area am
relevant relief organisations to deal with the influx and shculd
indicate when a mass displacanent is about to take place. 16
Who has a special responsibility for the refugees who flee fran
man-made disasters? Govemrnent of developed states have this
special responsibility. Fran conterrporary exarrples, the developed
nations .have acted with increasing intolerance tcMards asylum-
seekers and refugees, especially those who arrive fran the
developing countries.17 These goveDlI'CSlts are indirectly playing
a major part in the creation of refugee instnments in selling
15
16
17
the predictions made by mere scientific equiptent.
M:>st mass outflCMS begin with a trickle of refugees. The
weeks and rronths inbetVJeen are the mst irrp:>rtant am
critical periods which could be put to excellent use to
prepare for emergencies when and' where appropriate and to
take suitable measures. For exarrple, the logistics of
chartering the necessary planes, ships and }:x)ats.
For instance, estimate the size and CCl'Cp:)Sitioo of the
refugees concemed.
The latest exanple is that of the Turkish Kurds who fran June
23 1989 will require visas in order that they may claim
refugee status and asylum in the United Kingdan.
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aDnS,"'oolding down CXJlllo:lity prices ani supporting (financiallyl8
am otherwise) repressive govemrents. The develq;m camtries
must therefore try to deal with causes rather than syrtt)tans of
refugee' flow. 'For many govemrents, this' would entail a major
rearrangement of the current econanic and foreign policies. It is
indeed tnle to say that this will not' be'da1e in ale night nor
will it be achieved with constant public pressure fran the Nal-
GoveITmmt Organisations (NOO' s) , voluntcuy bodies and groups.
One cannot see the results being achieved on nerely' noral p.lblic
statements "or foreign policy press' statements. On 'the refugee
question, the developed nations have categorically failed to
influence and resolved to assist the poorer and less powerful
nations.
The, western developed states have been found to have adopted
strict ... hostile and deterrent rreasures towards asylum-seekers
arriVing fran the Third World. There "has to be a balance betvam
what' , critics 'call "hostile' rreasures" against what these
govemments conceive as, "control rreasures". These govemrrents
continually argue that the "control rreasures" are for the benefit
of their nationals, the stability and the ecooany.19
•
'"
18
19
William Waldegrave' s plan to spend up to £ 25M of taxpayers'
noney to spread "dEm:')Cracy" in such countries as Hungary,
Poland and CZechoslovakia. source: The Guardian, 200 June
1989.
Mrs Thatcher stated that the influx of 3.28 million Chinese
refugees into the United KingCan, with many requesting
political asylum, would. double the iIrmigrant populatiat
already in the United Kingdan. EBC1 News, 6 June 1989. The
Guardian, 7 June 1989 issue, stated that "the goveI1'1lOOllt at
the 6th June finnly shut the door on any prospect of Britain
becaning a "last resort sanctuary" for Hong Kong's 3.28
million Chinese residents.
==--===---=-=-"""'--"----------------- ---- ---- - - - ---
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The problem is that these develcped States now treat the refugee
problem as a Third World problem and they will ally grant few
refugees the status and asylum 00 a p..trely pmlicity basis. These
govemments want to be~ as respecting hunan rights. The heart
of the matter is that the ~stem developed states stx:w no
synpathy or htmlaIlitarian values~ "Third WOrld" refugees.
These govemments have gained an underlying iIrpression that all
asylum-seekers who arrive fran the Third World are trying' to
iIrprove their living conditions within the developed natioos.
HaYever, generally, asylum-seekers fran SCAlth America, parts of
Europe, or the ccmmmist-bloc are given roore syrrpathy and
consideration.
European States have ooee again co-operated with each other, in
restricting the number of asylum-seekers arriving in the West,
have nav adopted strict visa requiI'BIeIlts for the asylum
seekers,20 and have irrposed fines on the transportation ccnpmies
who bring refugees without fonnal docurrslts. This is rrotivated by
the concept of "Fortress Europe 1992" protected fran undesired
imnigrants which include unwanted refugees. Refugees often face
very difficult situations, especially when they try to obtain
visas to leave their countries and enter other countries.
The European states have argued that these IOOaSures are for
controlling intnigration and are not necessarily hostile. Hc:Mever,
it has been noted that control IOOasures should apply to all
20 The latest visa requirements are for the Turkish Kurds,
beginning fran June 23 1989 in the UK.
==---=---=..:0..-. " ._
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asylum-seekers aOO. not just to t1'x>se wOO seek entry arriving fran
thiId ~rld eotmtries. There are still sore ca.mtries which have
ally a few hundred refugees, notably FinlaIXi, lcelarrl,~ aOO.
5ca00anavia; surely countries such as these sl'x>u1d l:e encouraged
to aCCXIIIIa:xlate roore refugees.
States have the right to detennine whan they admit within their
oorders, except as they may derogate fran internatiooal
agreements. States are clearly entitled --to protect their
econanic and dem:lgraphic interests in making such deteDninatioos.
It cannot be expected that they ~uld enter into internatiooal
cemnit:nelts that they would eliminate their right to do so or that
they would interpret any legislation or agreement that they might
make as having such an effect.
In the evolution of legal rules and provisioos relating to
"refugee" and "asylum", humanitarian· concem ItVJSt include
consideratioo of the legitimate interest of the state of potential
asylum and refuge. In their international agreements and
legislation, States cannot be expected to renounce this i.rcportant
right. Obviously, beyond that, it is smply a question of mDg
fide and humanitarian noral values by the state in balancing the
legitimate protection due upon its ~.citizens and nationals with
the humanitarian consideration of the refugee case. 21
The 1951 Convention and/or the 1967 Protocol have missed out the
fundamantal issue of asylum. Asylum was left out by the drafters
21 A clear exanple is the boat people.
=c....::;;..-"---'~ ...o...- . ._....__ ' ... .. _ .. " __ ...
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to these instnments and the discretioo of whetbar to grant asyl\Jll
or not was left entirely to iOOividual states. HeM can an
iIrp:>rtant aspect of refugee law be left oot am why was it not an
autanatic right to grant asylum? There is a deficiency in the law
relating to asylum. It is iralic that, en ale harrl, the Universal
Declaraticn of RJnan Rights in 1948 was foInUlated and ccxH fied
to give humans their basic human rights and yet, en the other
hand, although the drafters of the 1951 Cawenticn and/or 1967
Protocol follcwed the Universal Declaratioo of R.Jrran Rights in
incorporating~ rights for the refugees, the drafters did not
want to offer refuge and protectioo for the individual who was
escaping violations of these human rights. The concept of asylum
was not 'mentioned or even defined in the text of these
instnmvants. .These problems were discussed in the preparatory
documents of the Universal Declaration of HJman Rights and it was
discovered that the participating States did' not want any
persecuted perscn to claim the right of entry into any eotmtry he
might choose. 22 States felt that the right of asylum was a
sovereign right of States and that· once asylum was granted and was
to l:e respected by other states. The ccncept of asylum has not
been incorporated in 'any . recent intematiooal legislatien
affecting the refugees, except in the OAU COnvention. The states
have used the discretion granted by the drafters to their maxi.tmJm
use. States are reluctant to use words such as " ..• grant for
asylum". Vague ~:rdings are used deliberately when dealing with
22 UN Docum:mt E/CN.4/713, p.3. states which agreed with this
proposition were Belgium (UN Docurent E/CN.4/781, p.2);
Czechoslovakia (ibid. ,p.3); PeIU (ibid., pp.5-6); United
Kingdon (ibid., pp.l0-ll); and India (ibid., Ad.l, p.2).
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the right to grant asylum. Words such as " ... may grant asylun"
and " ••• c:culd grant asylum" are vert tUlllaUY inserted within
the danestic laws and regulatioos. The law of asylum is
unsatisfactozy am it has not develcpd to cater for the
contatpJrary issues. For as loog as the coocept of asylum is
absent fran the intematiooal refugee instrument, then a refugee
cannot possess a guarantee of asylum or safety. The law IIIJSt
folle:w the 1969 OAU contention on the CXXlcept of asylum.
Vert limited global developn:mts have occurred in the field of
human rights of refugees. Although there have been stalwart
developnents in the field of R.Iman Rights. 23 The Universal
Declaration of R.1man Rights in Article 14(1) stated that everyooe
has the right to seek and enjoy asylum fran persecutim,
furthenoore, the Declaration .possesses varioos rights of
iIrportance to the refugees such as unioo of family; education24 ,
property25, work26 and health. 27 Influenced and inspired by these
concerns, the international camumity adopted a number of
instnlrla1ts which included the 1951 Cooventioo and/or the 1967
23
24
25
26
27
For instance, the united Nation Charter pointed out that
protection of human rights was one of its cardinal
principles; The Universal Declaratim of BJman Rights is rore
.arphatic and unequivocal; The Intematiooal Covenants en
Human Rights; Declaration on the Granting of Independence to
COlonial COUntries and Peoples; Intematiooal COOventicn en
the Elimination of all fOIInS of Racial Discriminatioo; the
European convention on HurraIl Rights; and the Torture
Convention.
Article 26
Article 17
Article 23
Article 25
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Protocol and the statute of the UNK:R. Even the OAU Cawentioo is
inspired by the Universal Declaraticn of Il.Jnan Rights, in Article
IV which states that ''Mamber States umertake to awly the
provisicn •.. to all refugees witlnlt discriminatioo as to race,
religioo, natiooality, nanbership of a particular social group or
political opinicn". Article 27 of the Alrerican Declaratioo of the
Rights and Duties of Man28 is another such exarcple. It is clear
that there are positive developnents (though limited), which could
proVide a basis for praooticn and discriminatioo of the law of
htmlaI1 rights of refugees. Many natioos, either through
mltilateral treaties or danestic legislation, have accepted the
principle· enshrined in refugee conventioos and conduct their
operations in accordance with these conventions. There is a need
to consolidate and in'prove CXl the dispositioos with rore
systematic, humane and effective policies. As stated above,
international refugee· conventions do neet ~ rights. These
conventions are further supplananted and cc:rrplananted by regional
conventions of refugees and in sane cases by human rights
conventions. 29 Refugees still lack basic protection through
isolation of human rights. Article 14(1) of the Universal
DeclaratiCXl of· HJman Rights has not been taken up in the
International COvenants and the·· asylum-seeker has still not
acquired the autanatic right of asylum. Refugees ImlSt be
28
29
I Every persCXl has the right in cases of pursuit not resulting
fran ordinary cri.rtes to seek and receive asylum in foreign
territory in accordance with the laws and with intemational
agreements' .
For exanple, in the UK once a refugee has been granted the
status and asylum, he is also covered by basic human right
provisions in the European conventicn CXl Human Rights.
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protected intematiooally am they ImlSt be entitled to lunan
rights such as right to life, right to liberty am so forth. 30 In
fact, a persoo without a natiooality, irIespective of whether he
is a de facto or de jure refugee, is still unprotected in law. 31
The interests of the refugees Im.1St not be overriQ:3en am these
interests Im.1St be resolved by a process that best describes am
prescribes fundamental values. Tc:rlay, human rights am its
relation to refugees, has revealed a gap as to what intematiooal
organisations such as the t.lNHCR perceives to be a matter of law
and what govemrnents (which are essentially centres of powers) are
prepared to perceive as a matter of law. These govemments will
also dictate the pavers for the foreseeable future. There are
definite' prejudices, . mainly due to the politics of the states,
especially in cases of selection of asylum-seekers to be granted
asylum. Many states have put ethnic origins, the capacities of
assimilation· or .integration, and historic and foreign policies
above the fundamental human rights to which the asylum-seekers or
refugees are entitled when seeking asylum. 32 The human rights law
is not being allcwed to respond and cater for the needs of the
contE!TpOrary refugees si.IIq;>ly because of goverrments who continue
to insert a bJffer zone bebveen basic human rights and the
refugees who need these rights. These goverrments Im.1St be held
30
31
32
see Reeatmendation (xiv)
For denationalisation, see Williams, "Denationalizatioo", 8 ,
BYIL 45, 1927; Gcxx1win-Gill, "The Limits of the PcMer of
Expulsion in Public Intematiooal Law", 47 mIl, 55,57, 1974-
75; and see also Weis, P., Nationality and statelessness in
International Law, Sijthoff, Leyden, 2nd ed., 1979.
Exanples for many states in EurOpe, the Middle East and Far
East.
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responsible for isolating human rights aloogside tbJse States of
origin fron where the refugee has escaped. There is a clear
divergence between refUgees aoo their entitlatSlt to basic hlInan
rights. 33
The principle of noo-refoulement is anbedJed in Article 33 of the
1951 conventicn and/or the 1967 Protocol and, encouragingly, in
the Torture convention of 1987. 34 The principle of Dal=
refoulerent, as fOIlIllllated in general legal instJ:urrents, still
accords legal recognitioo ooly to claims to protectioo aoo
assistance based upon persecution or fear of persecuticn. The 0AI1
COnvention is certainly IOOre advanced than the 1951 COnventiat
and/or the 1967 Protocol, since the OAU COnvention covers refugees
fleeing fron aIIIai conflicts, especially in tenns of D&D::
•.
refoulerrent. Jb..lever, no legal instrurnents refer to the
protection of non-refoulerrent for refugees who arrive fron areas
of natural disasters. The principle of noo-refoulemeot needs to
be broadened to cover refugees arriving fran both man-made am
natural disasters. Only then can ale state that refugees are
fUlly protected.
The principle of non-refoulerrent has teen stipulated within the
1951 convention and/or the 1967 protocol and fran analysis of the
principle; it has ~ discOvered that for the principle to be
33
34
For instance, Kurds are being kept in detentioo centres,
while their applications are being processed within the
United Kingdon. In sweden, many Tamils were kept irrpri.sa1ed
while the govemment was processing their applicatioo.
see Chapter seven.
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tmlyappreciated, the interpretatioo of Articles 31, 32 am 33 in
the 1951 Cooventioo ImlSt be taken together. A problem relating to
this principle is that an asylum-seeker can enter a M3nber State
to the 1951 CalVentioo and/or the 1967 Protocol by deceiVing the
oorder official or by entering by saoo illegal means, the asylum-
seeker is then safe fran retum or refoulEmant by the protectioo
of these three articles. If, haNever, he presents himself to the
border official aOO this official is \mSatisfied as to the
validity of the claim to refugee status, the official can then
retum the asylum-seeker back to his ca.mtry of origin. SO,
should asylum-seekers enter territories illegally and still be
protected fran refoularent? Fran the 1951 convention and/or the
1967 Protocol, it seems probable.
It is clear that all asylum-seekers wOO are detennined as
refugees within the provision of Article 1 of the 1951 Conventioo
and/or the 1967 Protocol are also protected fran refoulaoont by
the provisioo of Article 33 of the 1951 Coovention. Therefore,
the refugee definition ImlSt be fulfilled if the protective
Articles of 31, 32 and 33 apply. . As stated above, the principle
caters ally for individuals and not for mass migratioos. Non-
refoulement of masses of asylum-seekers is not stip.tlated in the
1951 Conventioo am/or the 1967 protocol - a serious deficiency
which was not predicted at the tire of drafting the refugee
instruments. Since tines have changed, masses of refugees have
anerged in the COl1tarporary \VOrld to whan· the protectioo of noo=
refoulement Im.1St re granted. The principle of non-refoulem:mt
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does not cover de factQ refugees. 35 States will ooly accept ~
factQ refugees al a purely humanitarian basis.
There also aweared tvJo .iIrp:>rtant aspects: the refugee
instmrents do not CCIltain an obligatioo fQr the Member States to
allCM refugees to be admitted into their territories, in other
words, that admissioo be granted; the other aspect is that there
are nQ obligations which fQrbid the Member states to reject the
asylum-seekers when they arrive at their oorders. SO, clearly,
the Member states can reject asylum-seekers arXi still not be in
breach Qf the 1951 COnvention and/Qr the 1967 Protocol. These
two aspects must be incoIp:)rated in a new coovention. NQ current
refugee law has responded to these two aspects. NQr is it likely
in the fQreseeable future that any such law will be developed.
The principle Qf non-refQulemant fOInS a limited part Qf eustanary
Intemational Law. Vague and ambiguous language is Qften used
when discussing this principle, even at the level Qf the
Executive-camdttee rreetings Qf the UNHCR; the united Natioos
General Assanbly in adopting resQlutions; regiooal conferences;
State Practice; and in seminars and maetings. states that refoule
refugees are seldon criticised Qr deplQred by the intematiooal
ccmm.mity. states should apply the principle Qf noo-refoularent
liberally and with a great deal of flexibility and only in very
rare cases should refoulerrent take place. 36
•
-
35
36
Which by CCIltarporary standards are the vast majority Qf the
refugees Qf the VJOrld.
Such as in civil war, torture Qr genocide.
~------
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Q1 the darestic scene, the eligibility for asylun needs to be
developed. States are rather uncertain of the staOOard for
eligibility for asylum. The case study of boA:> cases have
highlighted this uncertainty. Q1 the one hand, the United States
Suprare COUrt in the ruling a1 the cardoza-Falseca case prcxiuced a
decisioo which was a weleate sight for refugee organisatioos,
lawyers and refugees themselves. The Suprare coort had a,wlied a
test which was generous and liberal in its applicatioo to
,
detennine refugee states. However, on the other harxi, in the
United Kingdan the House of u:>rds had applied a different
interpretation to the test in deteDnining refugee status and
asylum. These 0Y0 cases have highlighted the need for
standardisation for eligibility for asylum. Political influences
also appear to have affected certain decisions. In the United
States, the COngress is syrrpathetic to the cause of the COntra
rebels in Nicaragua. Any asylum-seeker arriving fran Nicaragua is
to be given syrcpathetic consideration. Whereas in the United
Kingdan,' the British govemment are of the fi.IIn opinion and policy
that no roore' imnigraticn should take place, eSPeCially when the
asylum-seekers are arriving fran Third World countries. Q1ce
again, the British govemment and the judiciary have highlighted
the problem of the traditional definition of the refugee. They
agreed that' "civil disorder" was occurring in Sri Lanka hIt that
it did not constitute a condition for the asylum-seeker to be
classified as a conventional refugee. 37 cnee again this
contE!rp:)rary exarrple has highlighted the deficiency in the refugee
37 As a result of the decision in Sirakumaran am others many
hundreds of Tamils were deported back to Sri Lanka.
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law. E\1rthenrore, the inteIpI'etatioo does not acknowledge that
civil disorder cannot be classified as a part of persecutioo, even
though many Tamils are being killed by the Irxtian AImy in Sri
Lanka.38 Similar ex.arrples are of the Turkish Kurds in 'l\1rkey, wtx>
CCI1tinue to plead acts of persecutia1; ~ver, the British
goveIl1l'la1t is still of the q>inioo that civil disorder does not
CCI1Stitute persecutioo and therefore that these I<u.tCs are net
refugees and subsequently cannot be granted refugee status am
asylum. can the developed natioos CCl1tinue to encourage the
killing and persecution of genuine refugees on aCCOlmt that they
do not fulfil a corxlition which was foIm3d for refugees scm3
forty-one years ago?
The international refugee legislation do not clearly acccrrm::rlate
this deficiency. These legislatioos are not responding to the
refugee of today. The refugee law an:3. regulatioos need to be
developed to meet the needs of refugees terlay. The ex.arrples of
the Kurds and the Tamils are praninent. A review of the refugee
laws are urgently required.
There is also a need for" each Member state to the existing
international refugee legislation to set up an aut:oncIrous b:x1y
which could assess and evaluate the decisions made by the High
Courts.39 The body could then reccmnerrl to the High courts arxi
possibly overrule any negative decisions made.
•..
38
39
Refugee Magazine, number 63, op-cit·W· 22- 33 .
For instance, it could look into the decision made by the
House of wms in the Tamils case.
~ ------ - ----~ -~-- -----.- - .. ~---
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The UNHCR is in a very difficult situatial, since it is a nal-
political b::rly; its reactioos, CCI'ldsm1atioos and its 'Nark is
closely scrutinised by the intematiooal cx:rmu.mity. The UNa:R is
a OOdy which represents the rooral aUtOOrity of the intematiooal
ccmmmity in inplanenting and incorporating refugee instmnents.
Governments must make sure that decisioos a1 refugee status
remain within the reallns of a htnnanitarian centext. states shalld
give the UNHCR a role in their asylum pnx::edure, and this will no
doubt help strengthen the objectivity of the decision-making
process. The UNHCR can iItprove its credibility as a neutral
arbitrator in asylum applications and it can point out to varioos
governments the deficiencies or problans when humanitarian
principles are not respected. 40
Many readers are unaware of the 'Narkings of the UNHCR or indeed
whether the United Nations has a sul:ordinate1:xxly which deals with
refugees. The tlNHCR Im.1St publicise itself roore.
The UNHCR has teen slew to respond to physical attacks en refugee
canps and refugees thanselves . Ht::Mever, the extraoo sensitivity
of goveI1lIreI'1ts to such delicate issues, which include security
matters, makes the work of the tJNHCR even roore difficult. Qle
criticism is that there are actually very few UNHCR personnel
within the refugee canps, this suggests that the UNHCR rarely
~lem:mts its a-m assistance prograrnres. The UNHCR should be
40 The NOO' s and voluntary organisatioos can assist the UNH:R
and the respected governnents by collecting, collating am
disseminating infonnation.
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allowed to possess an effective role in the supervisicn of the
\VeIl-being and physical protection of the refugee in refugee
canps.
The UNHCR ImlSt co-operate with members of the Soviet Bloc; it was
ally its cooperatioo, persuasioo and CCt'lciliatioo which PrcIl'pted
Ilmgary to becane the 106th State to accept the 1951 CCIlventicn
and/or the 1967 Protocol. 41 The UNHCR has little or no ~r when
refugees are expelled fran States. The UNH:R should be all~ to
participate in discussions of individuals or masses when expulsioo
is iIrminent. The UNHCR Im.1St establish and jnplement assistance
prograrmes for refugees that retum hare. It is never easy for
the retumed refugees to settle back in their original way of
life after having spent days, I'OCInths or even years away fran their
hanelands.
The staff of the UNHCR ImlSt increase in numbers in order to cater
for the cantarp::>rary refugees. l-bre protectioo or legal officers
ImlSt be trained with refugee law background and it is not
sufficient to recruit lawyers who have no refugee law knc:Mledge.
The role of the protection officer ImlSt be changed so that there
can be m::>re involvemmt be~ goveIl'lIreIlts and the refugees. The
protection officer must respond to a government's decisioo by
infonning it of the legal and humanitarian values. The UNlt:R ImlSt
also prarote access to the 1951 conventioo and/or the 1967
Protocol, since they are the ally legal instrorrents available' for
the protection of the refugee by govemrents, and it is also
41 As of April 1989.
, !,
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1np:)rtant that the .intematiooal carm.mi.ty am States, in
partio.1lar, s1n.lld realize that legal instnments carmot
guarantee that the refugee will be treated luJnanelYi de facto law
is not the al'lSVJer, rot the safety of the refugee depeOOs en the
npralityof the Naticns.
Not a great deal seens to be happening in the way of "staOOard
setting" . Many regiCXla1 CCl'lferences, saninars and debates are
held every.m::nth and every year, rot oothing coocrete has been
achieved. Refugee law is not responding to the situatien of the
cc:ntenp:>rary refugees. As stated above, the OAU Cawenticn is
probably· the best legislation which is available, even tl'n1gh it
is still not CXJIi)lete. 42 At present, refugee law is far fran
being adequate, it is static. There is a need for a major
revisioo of the refugee legal instruments.
What alxut the future? Are the refugees going to increase in
numbers or will they decrease? The Afghan refugees are forecasted
to retum to Afghanistan in the imninent future. cew.d there be
an influx of a similar scale fran Chinese refugees? Qlly tiIre
will tell. In general te.........~ the Supe~rs are still~,~, -~.-
inteIVening in the affairs of Third WOrld .ca.mtries and for as
lcng as these Powers cootinue to inteIVene am interfere43 then
refugees will relentlessly appear.
42
43
It does not cater for refugees fran natural disasters, it is
atly confined to African refugees am so an. see Chapter
Five.
For exarrple, in H:x1duras, Nicaragua, Argentina, Afghanistan,
IOOalesia, Ethiopia, SOnalia and sOOan.
J" -"
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Civil < strife am ethnic ccnflicts will certainly create IOOre
refugees. The major colonial powers have left ro.mtries with
fixed l:oundaries which did not take into acro.mt the etlmic
origins, creeds, colours, languages, cultures am mixed
populatioos. There is a trend for insurgents to canpllgn am use
violent acts against these set l:oundaries. These canpllgns, which
create violence, repressicn and disturb:mces, will cootinue lmtil
govenments are foIm3d which will cater am satisfy the needs of
the wtx>le populatioo. Coostant challenges are being made to the
existing systems which have produced sillstantial refugees. The
colcnial ~rs have a humanitarian duty to re-set the l:oundaries
and agree to the wishes of the populaticn if they do not want
thousands of refugees arriving at their oorCers.
The current "greenhouse" effect 00 the ~rld will create am
produce many millions of refugees. The ~rld will be~ wanner,
affectively nelting the ice-caps, am cause substantial flcxxiing;
and changes to the climate will also inJuce drought and famine.
These factors will increase the flew of refugees. 44
There is nOVl a need for goverI1l'OOI1ts am the UNHCR to urgently
convene another Conference of Plenipotentiaries to discuss the
refugees of "tcrlay and taoorrcw". There is new a need for a new
Conventioo to be drafted which will give protectioo for the
refugees. The intemational carmmity lYU.1St act now for the sake
of human brotherhocd and. love.
•
-"'-
44 Prediction is that within the next 30-50 years, the refugee
population could result fran 60 to 300 millioo. see Guardian
6th June, 1989.
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There is a need to list below the p:>ssible reccmrerx3atialS which
YJOUld fom the basis for future developnent al the positial of the
refugee in intematiooal law and the ~rk of the United NatialS
High carmissiooer for Refugees.
2.~
It is rec:x:rrmanded that:-
(i) The existing definition of the refugee within the 1951
COOventioo and/or the 1967 protocol should be broadened.
(ii) The new definition of the refugee IlDJSt cater for
refugees fleeing fran man-made and natural dj sasters.
(iii) The new definition must incltrle the old definition as
~ll as the following:-
"The tem 'refugee' shall also apply to every
persoo who, owing to external aggressioo,
occupation, foreign daninaticn or events
seriously disturbing p.1blic oIder or drought,
.famine, eart:llquake, cyclooes or any other
natural disasters, in either part or the whole
of his country of origin or natiooality is
ccrcpelled to leave his place of habitual
residence in order to seek asylum and refuge
in another place outside his COlnltry of origin
or nationality."
(iv) The new definition must cater for rrasses of refugees aOO
not merely indiViduals.
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(v) The tenn "persecuticn" be defined.
(vi) A new Cooventioo Im.1St be foIImllated which \tOlld replace
the existing 1951 Conventioo arxi/or the 1967 ProtoaJl.
(vii) The three basic solutions, namely, Voluntary
Repatriatioo; Integration; and/or Resettlement in third
States, be incoIpOrated in the new Cooventioo.
(viii) The II09t favoured solutioo is Voluntary Repatriatioo45
and it should be genuinely voltmtary and without threats
of coercion. The refugees shalld te allc:wed to retum
to their hc:Irelands without threat fran their govemm:mts
and with safety to life and 100. All refugees that
have keen voluntarily repatriated shalld enjoy the free
choice of danicile and freedan of rovanent46 within
their hanelands. These returned refugees should also
enjoy the same rights and privileges including freedan
of thought, religion, political and social opinioos and
should have the same obligations and responsibilities as
any other citizen of their b:lrelan:Js without any
discrimination.
45
46
Integration and Resettlement in third States have caused
practical problens which have resulted in violence and
discriminatioo.
For instance, in Article 13 of the tJniversal teclaratioo of
H..m\an Rights and in Article 2 of the 4th Protocol of the
European Convention on Human Rights.
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(ix) There ImJSt be installatioo of early warning systems in
areas of high probability or possibly of refugees.
(x) There is a need for intematiooal solidarity and co-
operatioo if the refugees are to be given intematicnal
protectioo am safety.
(Xl.) Such a provisioo requesting intematiooal solidarity and
co-operatioo be incorporated within the new COOventioo.
(xii) There sOOuld be a provisioo, within the new COOventioo,
which \oiOUld allOY the United Natioos General Assembly to
send teams of neutral lawyers to investigate refugee
laws and regulatioos in the M:!nber states~ 47
(xiii) The richer states ImlSt CCIltr:il:ute rore in teIIllS of m::ney
and logistics to those countries which are carrying the
heavy h.1rden of refugees.
(Xiv) A new Convention should establish an intematiooal cOOe
or rights and priVileges for the refugees. These rights
and .priVileges should contain the follCMing: the right
to family; right to adequate living; prohibitioo fran
torture or clUel inhuman or degrading treatment;
protection for children; non-discriminaticn be~
refugees and nationals of the asylum State; work for
47 Prima facie, to investigate whether the laws and regulatioos
are not detriIrental to the refugees, am that the refugeeS
do have access to basic hurcan rights.
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refugees (unc:xntitiooally); equality of tl:eatmant; right
to join a trade unioo; right to living staOOard; right
to adequate fcxxi; right to high staOOard of physical am
rrental health; right to l1'Otherlxx:rl; right to life; no-
ooe shall be arbitrarily deprived of life; right to
exsrptioos fran slavery aId forced lal:x:m"; free:bn of
tinlght or CCIlScience; right to recognise a persoo
before the law; presunptial of innocence unless reh.1tted
by guilt; right to public trial; right to refrain fran
interference with his privacy, family or bane, his
ln10ur or his reputatioo; if the refugee is arrested he
or she should be infonned of the reasoos of arrest in
the language he UIrlerstands; right for a full ani public
hearing; the right to many; right to conduct of public
affairs; access to public service; and right to peaceful
assembly.
(xv) A provision of "terporary residence" be incoz:porated
within a new Coovention.
(xvi)
(XVii)
Govemrnents should collect ani collate informatioo which
affects refugee flovs and refugees in general. 48
A special "forom" l:e set up either universally or
regionally, in which govetnrrent offices, courts aId
48 Although the Nat-Governmental Organisatioos (NOO's) are doing
such a job. For instance, the British Refugee council have
collected, collated and dissaninated informatien en all
regions of the ~rld which are affected by refUgees.
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tril:unals, hunan rights ccmnissioos, can be explored and
perhaps eJeploited. The aJm am objectives of such a
"fonm" ~d be to grant the refugees hunan rights am
to ensure that these rights are oot violated. 49
(xviii) A' specially appointed Representative be set up, wOO
cculd foIIrlllate reports en the regioos which CCJltain
high coocentratioos of refugees. These reports \to1OOld
study "situatioos which appear to reveal a coosistent
pattem of gross violatioos of htJnan rights, as provided
in CCrcmissioo Resolutien 8 (XXIII)50 am Eca1anic am
Social COlmcil Resolutioos 1235 (XLII) am 1503
(XLVIII) .51
(xix) The exarrple of the 1969 OAU COOventioo relating to
refugees, should be foll~. It is the IOOSt
awropriate and suitable instmIe1t which deals with
the refugee issue.' Areas of definitioo of refugee,
asylum, voluntary repatriatioo and solidarity slnlld be
used as exarrples when foIIm.1lating a new refugee
Coovential.
49
50
51
Irrespective of red tape b.1reaucracy or whether the refugee
and his human rights are separated by govemroont
institutioos/bcxli.es. This recarrrendatioo is quite different
to recarmendatioo (xii).
Cormissioo 00 1iJman Rights.
This Representative \oJOuld l:e designated by the Cormissioo 00
Human Rights and his report would be presented to the
Ccmni.ssioo itself.
~-- --- --
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(xx) The 1969 CW1 Cawentioo relating to refugees, s1x:Wd
enCXJU.rage its Member states to close the gap of policy
am practice in Africa.
(xxi) In Africa, a "forum" be set up, which \tOlld note arxi
ob3erve the various natiooal legislatioos arxi laws in
Africa. 52
(xxii) The ~OAU s1'n.1ld set up guidelines which would cover
instances where people have been displaced within their
own territories, stricto-sensU, these people would not
be classified as de jure refugees.
(xxiii) The Manber states of the CW1 nust exercise flexibility
and pay attentioo to humanitarian requests fran states
who are suffering because of the refugees. The OAU
nust, ooce again, offer guidelines which would cover
instances of flexibility. in respcnse to refugee
definitioos and its related problE!llS.
(xxiv) The danestic systems of the Members of the CW1 nust be
refOnned in order that they can cater for the masses of
refugees; Individual assessrent s1'x>uld be halted in
52 This "forum" \oJOUld make sure that the Member states are
fOIIning national legislations and regulatioos in accoroance
with the 1969 CW1 conventioo relating to refugees. 'Ibis
"forum" could also offer advice, assistance and
representatioo to individual Member States 00 various matters
such as the definition of the refugee in Africa. ~ver,
little ~d be achieved by changing the definitioo of the
refugee in exanples where perscns have been displaced within
their a.11l countries. see, }n.Jever, the next recx:mnendatioo.
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order for the masses to be granted refuge, asyllJll am
suD;equently safety. 53
(xxv) There shculd be a set of procedures for deteIIninatioo of
refugee status aOO asylum,54 within a new Cawentioo.
It is inpJrtant that these procedures be ax3ified am
fOI1lDJlated to which Me!nber states cccld follcw. It is
readily agreed that these procedures will not cover
every situaticn rot they will act as obligatory
guidelines for States granting asylum am refugee
status.
(XXVi) In the United Kingdon, several changes have to be made
in CCI11'lectioo with the procedures for detenninatioo of
refugee status and asylum. 'I11ere should be a set of
procedures for detennining refugee status incorporated
within the Statemant of Rules; there slntld be a
substantive right of apPeal to those wOO are refused
refugee status and asylum prior to any actioo to remJVe
the asylum-seeker fran the United Kingdan; roore
administrative staff is required by the H::me Office wOO
could process the applicatioos with speed and
efficiency; where possible, the asylum seeker slntld be
interviewed by a specialist staff nenber wOO ImJSt
53
54
A similar recarrcendatioo woold also awly to the 1951
Conventioo. The 1951 conventioo also caters for the
individual refugee and not masses of refugees.
sacething akin to the guidelines fCAJI'Xi in Chapter 6 of the
UNHCR Handbc:dt.
55
possess refugee law ~ledge; where it is not possible
to obtain a perscn with knowledge of refugee law, then
the officers ImlSt be briefed tlx>rooghly en the
political, cultural am religicus backgrooOO of the
CXAJl'ltry in questien fran which the asyllln-seeker has
fled; the asyllJn-seeker sln.1ld be provided with a ccpy
of the record of the interview which could be signed by
him as being a correct record and can be used in aweal;
in all instances of refusal, the asyllln-seeker shcu1d be
given reasoos for such a refusal at the t:ime of refusal;
the United Kingdan imnigratien officers Im.1St change
their attitudes t~ asylum-seekers fran the third
~rld, they ImlSt be nore tolerant, patient am
~thetic tc:wards the asylum-seeker; the adjOOicator55
ImlSt be selected fran the wrd Chancellor's depa.rt:IIe1t
and not fran the Ha'le Office; re-appointnent of such an
adjOOicator ImlSt not be a political CIle, h/she slnlld be
chosen for his/her legal expertise, knc:wledge of refugee
law and faimess of natural justice; neutral parties
should be allowed to attend interviews at ports am
ail:ports and without fonnal approval and these parties
should be allowed to take accurate note of the interview
am be all~ to prcrluce the record as and when
required; and, finally, tape recordings of the.
interviews should be alIO*rl, which could ult.imately be
produced as evidence in ~ls.
Who makes the decisioos at inmigratiCll awa1s.
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(xxvii) The principle of Dal-refoolE!Jmt ItIlSt be given
fuOOamental i1rp:>rtance by CXIltinUed discussiCJ'1S in the
United NatiCJ'1S General Assanbly, intematiooal am
regiooal. CXt1ferences am saninars. ~re positive
~rding has to be used to enable States to incorporate
am iIrplsnent this principle.
(xxviii) The principle of non-refoolE!1e}t m awlied to persons
irrespective of whether they are de jure or de facto
refugees.
(XXix) The provisioos of "nal-rejectial" am "admissicn" are to
be incorporated in the new ccnvention.
(xxx) states should be free to condsm states that are
CCIltinually refooling refugees. 56
(xxxi) Likewise, as aOOve, the United Nations General Assanbly
am perhaps, in severe cases, the security COOI'lcil
should condemn states that cootinually refoole refugees.
(xxxii) The General Assanbly of the United Nations ImlSt narltor
cases where refoolerrent has taken place.
(xxxiii) Article 33 of the 1951 ccnvention and the 1967 Protocol
slnlld l:e broadened to cater for instances of mass
migratioos as \Yell as indi.viduals ·
56 stroog diplanatic protests shoUld be sufficient.
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(XXXiv) A provisioo be foIIIUlated which \rOlld prevent the
refoulEtImt of the mat people back to sea, where they
may face dangeIS to life or limb.
(xxxv) A clear definitioo of the CXl1cept of asylun is to be
incorporated within a new coovential.
(xxxvi) Asylum be a fundamental part of. tunan rights.
(xxxvii) An autanatic right of asylum slx:uld be granted as loog
as the asylum-seekeIS are "genuine refugees".
(xxxviii) Pressures should be exerted by NGO' s, other
organisatioos and groups, 57 upcn goveIImSlts to repeal
various deterrent rreasures such as "visa requiremants"
and "transportatioo fines". 58
(xxxix) There is a need for staOOardizaticn of eligibility for
asylum.
(xL)
57
58
Govemrrental politics should not be all~ to influence
judicial processes in cases of eligibility for asylum.
Who deal with refugees.
COOtinued protests, canpaigns arxi media pressure shoold be
sufficient.
--- -- -----_._~- _.,.-
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(xLi) There is now a need for a higher body or trihJnal.59 to
be set up by each M:mber State of the 1951 Cawential
arxi/or the 1967 Protocol. This body or trihInal~
be higher in autOOrity than the highest cxmt within the
~ States. '!his bcxly or trib.mal coold evaluate arxi
assess decisioos relating to eligibility for asyl\ml.
(xLii) The UNH:R be allOYed to take part in proceedings before
the Intematiooal Court of Justice, altha.1gh the UNlI:R
is not a state,60 especially where refugees' lives are
at stake.
(xLiii) The UNIi:R should play a nore active role in praloting
the solutioo of vollmtary repatriatioo. 61
(xLiv) The UNHCR should increase its staff.
(xLv) The UNIi:R should prarote itself nore, especially in the
media.
59
60
61
Would eatprise of lawyers who lOlld possess specialist
refugee law knc:Mledge, aloog with ~rs of the tINK:R. '!his
1xrly or trihmal w:W.d possess reccmnendatory powers which
the courts eew.d note.
The UNR::R, throogh the United Natioos General Assembly, may
ask the ICJ for advisory cpiniell ell legal questioos (Article
65 (1) of the statute of the ICJ). Article 34(1) of the
Statute of the ICJ states that cnJ.y states be allQo8i to be
parties in Proceedings before the ICJ.
As was the case in the l3ilateral Agreenent Betyeen
Afghanistan and Pakistan en Primarily the YoluntaIy Retum of
the Refugee§. Dale CXl 14th April 1988. see 27 IIM 577.
(xLvi)
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'!be tJNR::R Irl.1St play a roore acti'le role 00 the physical
security of refugees.
(xLvii) The UNfI:R be all~ to participate in talks beboJeen the
expelling State and the exp1lsioo victims.
(xLviii) The UNH:R ImlSt establish arxi inplement assistance
p:rogranmes for returnees.
(xLix) The UNH:::R nust CCIltinue the enccmaganent of states in
order that they may accept the present refugee
instnm:mts •
(L) The UNHCR rwst use its pGVers of persuasioo,
conciliatioo and advice tcMal:ds states wtx> are still
uncertain of the acceptance of the refugee instmnents.
(Li) The UNH:::R should mId "refugee days", "refugee weeks",
training seminars for officials wtx> deal with refugee
status and asylum applicatioos, training for jOOges and
people involved in decisioo making, govemment officials
in the departmants of treatise in respective ministries,
and refugee studies slx>uld be pratoted in scOOols,
colleges am universities. 62
62 Iessoos, lectures 00 intematiooal refugee instIunents,
~stic laws am regulatioos which deal with refugees, aloog
with suwlarents of the cultural, historical am political
aspects involVed in eotmtries that are producing refugees.
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1A layperson is perhaps now roore aware of the refugee and his
problems than at any other time in histoxy. The refugee is a
person who has been driven fran his hane to a place where he
hopes to secure safety, refuge and asylum. Whether the refugee
escapes fran war, intervention, civil war, persecution,
drought, famine, earthquakes or cyclones, the roost inportant
point is that his life is in danger.
It is not an easy task to leave one's bane and possessions and
to escape without the certainty of refuge, safety and asylum.
The sight of men, waren and children escaping with the barest
essentials indeed touches the hearts of many human beings.
Refugees are not cooprehensively covered by international law
and there is limited protection and assistance for the refugee.
This doctoral thesis will examine, expound and analyse the
position of the refugee in internationa law and the \VOrk of the
United Nations High Ccmni.ssioner for Refugees (UNHCR) •
..
It is useful to bej; with a brief note on the sources of
international law. This note will not be an extensive study
about the sources of international law rot rather on the use of
these sources in relevance to refugee law.
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